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PREFACE 

This is a book on formal groups from the naive or power series point of view. 

That is, it is really about formal group laws. 

The theory of formal groups has found a number of rather spectacular 

applications in recent years in number theory, arithmetical algebraic geometry, 

algebraic geometry, and algebraic topology, ranging from congruences for the 

coefficients of modular forms and local class field theory to extraordinary 

K-theories and (indirectly) results on the homotopy groups of spheres. 

Originally I intended to try to organize in the form of a coherent set of 

lecture notes those parts of the theory of formal groups leading up to the 

various applications and those parts which seemed to me to be in imminent 

danger of becoming applicable. It was Eilenberg who suggested casually over a 

glass of grappa in Udine, that, in that case, I had better try to make a proper 

job of it. To him, many thanks. 
The result is, I hope, a book, which, starting from no more than a reasonable 

acquaintance with the more elementary facts concerning commutative rings 

and modules, takes the reader through most of the known results on formal 

groups and which also presents those applications which do not require too 

much extra apparatus. 
This last restriction caused, inevitably, a number of casualties. Notably, the 

applications to algebraic geometry (abelian varieties), which are only present in 

the form of some brief, mainly bibliographical, notes. 
Quite a number of people helped directly or indirectly in making this book 

possible (e.g., by inviting me to lecture on parts of it). To all of them also many 

thanks. Special thanks are due to Marijke, Maarten, and Annette (they know 

what for) and to my secretary, Hannie Oosthout, who did a splendid job of 

typing on the basis of a set of notes which were a perfect mess of addenda, 

corrections, and emendations, so that, at times, the script ran in three distinct 

yet intersecting directions. 
The computer calculations which briefly occur in the introduction were done 

by Ir. G. J. v.d. Steen of our department of Automatische Informatie 

Verwerking. 

MICHIEL HAZEWINKEL, Krimpen a/d Yssel, January 1977 



LEITFADEN AND INDICIEN 

L.1 On the Organization of the Book 

The first section of each of the seven chapters of the book is an introduction 
plus survey of the material treated in that chapter. I have tried to write these 
sections in such a way that they can, in principle, be read consecutively without 
referring to the rest of the book. Thus, assuming some stamina and reasonable 
powers of absorption, recollection, and belief on the part of the reader, he can 
obtain a very fair idea of the theory of formal groups and their applications by 
reading these introductory survey sections only; he will even have seen some 
proofs. 

The text itself contains few bibliographical remarks and references. Most of 
these have been collected in six sections (E.1-E.6) placed at the ends of Chap
ters II-VII. These "bibliographical and other notes" sections often also con
tain some additional comments on related mathematical matters. 

Finally, there are two appendices. The first one is purely for the convenience 
of the reader who is not acquainted with the more elementary facts concerning 
power series algebras. In the second appendix I have tried to give a sort of 
bibliographical guide to those applications of the theory of formal group laws 
which, for lack of space-time or a lack of competence on the part of the author, 
could not be treated in detail in the main text. 

L.2 Bibliography, Indexes and Referencing System 

The bibliography is fairly extensive. In addition to those papers and books 
actually referred to it also contains all those papers and books that I know of 
which use or treat formal groups and those papers which treat of closely related 
(author's opinion) material. Between brackets ( ) behind each bibliographical 
item are listed the sections of the book where this particular item is referred to; 
thus I hoped to make it easier for other authors to rebuke the present writer for 
misrepresenting their results. 

In the index of notations I have distinguished between incidental, generic, 
and standard notations. Thus, e.g .. Z for the integers is a standard notation and 
so is (in this book) '¥ G(x) for the characteristic polynomial of a one dimen-
. . . 
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to denote a homomorphism of rings or algebras and an example of an incidental 
notation is t&'m which is used in Section 20.4 to denote a certain noncommuta
tive ring. Also, for each standard notation, I have tried to indicate its meaning 
in the notations listing itself instead of merely giving the place where the 
notation is first used. 

The index itself is meant to be not only an index of definitions but also an 
index of examples, theorems, and constructions. Thus, e.g., under "formal 
group law, universal, one-dimensional" the reader will find D: 1.5, C: 5.2, T: 
5.3, 5.5 meaning that the concept is defined in Section 1.5, a construction can be 
found in Section 5.2, and two important theorems concerning these objects can 
be found in 5.3 and 5.5. In this connection E stands for "example." 

Finally, all sections, subsections, theorems, definitions, diagrams, scholia, 
formulas, addenda, propositions, lemmas, ... are numbered by means of one 
subset of (N u {O} )3, lexicographically ordered, for the whole book; we have 
used the abbreviations a and a.b for (a.0.0) and (a.b.O). The beginning of a new 
subsection (a.b.c) is marked with a square in the left margin. A subsection 
(a.b.c) continues until the next lexicographically larger number occurs with a 
square in the left margin (as a ((sub)sub) section heading, not as a see below 
reference). Cross referencing within a chapter is done by giving the appropriate 
element of (N u {0])3. When referring to a result or formula in another chapter 
we occasionally indulge in a bit of redundancy by listing the chapter number as 
well. 

L.3 Interdependence of Chapters and Sections 

A rough indication of the interdependence of chapters and sections is given 
by the following diagram. The encircled numbers are the sections that arc 
mainly relevant for the dependence arrow in question. 

11 m 

16 
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Personally, I feel that the dependencies suggested by the diagram are too 
strong rather than too weak. For instance, for a course on formal groups in 
algebraic topology, one certainly does not need all of 2, 3, 5, 10, 16, 19, 22. 
Especially of 16 and 19, 22 only selected bits are needed, and 10 is not needed at 
all. 
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An n-dimensional formal group law over a ring A is an n-tuple of power 
series F(X, Y) in X 1, ... , X"; Yi. ... , Y,, with coefficients in A such that 

F(X, 0) = X, F(O, Y) = Y, F(X, F(Y, Z)) = F(F(X, Y), Z) 

(where X and Y are short for the vectors (X 1 , ... , X n), ( Y1 , ... , Y,,)). If more
over F(X, Y) = F(Y, X), the formal group law is said to be commutative. 
Three most important examples are G.(X, Y) = X + Y, Gm(X, Y) = X + 
Y + X Y (both one dimensional) and the infinite dimensional formal group law 
Wpoo(X, Y) defined by the addition polynomials E0 (X; Y), E 1 (X; Y), ... over Z 
of the Witt vectors, which in turn are defined by 

Wpn(Lo, ... , En)= w,,.(X) + Wpn(Y) 

where 
wp.(X) = Xg" + pxr-' + ... + p"Xn 

One way to view formal group laws is as recipes for manufacturing ordinary 
groups (by substituting, say, topologically nilpotent elements for the X; and Y;). 

There are at least three ways in which formal group laws arise naturally: 

(a) Let G be an n-dimensional analytic Lie group. Let e E G be the identity 
element of G. Take analytic coordinates in a neighborhood V of e such that e 
has coordinates (0, 0, ... , 0). Let x, y E V have coordinates x 1, ... , x" and 
Yi. .. ., Yn, respectively. If x and y are close enough toe, we have z = xy E V. 
Let z 1, ... , z" be the coordinates of z. Now since G is analytic, the z; are analytic 
in the x 1, •.. , x "; y 1' ... , y "; and taking a power series development around (0, 
0, ... , 0), we have for x, y close enough to e n power series 

Z; = J;(x1, ... , x.; Yi, ... , Yn) 

These n power series define a formal group law G(x, y) in the sense of the 
definition above. They constitute so to speak the infinitesimal group structure 
of order co at e of G. In particular the Lie algebra g of G is recoverable from G, 
and thus G is an intermediate object between g and G. 

Now much the same construction can be performed for a smooth algebraic 
group G defined, say, over a field k of characteristic p > 0. In this case the Lie 
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algebra of G carries very little information about G, and it was as a possibly 
good substitute for Lie theory in the case of characteristic p > 0 that the theory 
of formal groups found its first vigorous development in the hands of 
Dieudonne. 

In particular, in the case of abelian varieties A, the associated formal group 
law A has since been found to carry much information on the arithmetic of A. 

(b) Let L(s) = I:'= 1 a(n )n- •be a Dirichlet series with coefficients in Z. One 
associates to L(s) the power series fL(X)= I:'=i n- 1a(n)X" E Q[X] and 

FL(X, Y)=fL: 1(fL(X)+fL(Y)) wherefL: 1(X) is defined byfZ 1(fL(X))=X. 
Then the coefficients of F L(X, Y) are in Z(p) precisely when L(s) has an Euler 
factor for the prime p in the sense that 

00 

L(s) = (1 + e1p-s + e2pl-2s + e3p2-3s +. ··t I I b(n)n-s 
n=l 

with b(n) = 0 mod p' if p' In, ei E ZP. These two ways in which formal group 
laws arise in nature are not independent. Indeed, it is precisely the connection 
between (a) and (b) which, e.g., in the case of elliptic curves E over Q, gives 
some beautiful results concerning the zeta function of E. 

(c) Let h* be a multiplicative extraordinary cohomology theory which has 
first Chern classes in a suitable technical sense. Then (because CP 00 is classify
ing for line bundles) there is a universal formula 

c1(~ @17) =I aijci(~)ic1('7Y 
i,j 

which gives the first Chern class of a tensor product of two complex line 
bundles in terms of the first Chern classes of the factors. The power series 
Fh(X, Y) =I aijxiyj is then a one dimensional formal group law over h(pc), 
the ring of coefficients of h*; and, as it turns out, F h(X, Y) carries a good deal of 
information about h*. 

These three classes of examples make it reasonable to study formal group 
laws more deeply (even if one did not know about other applications. for 
example to local class field theory and global class field theory for function 
fields). 

Now in any case for the class of examples arising from analytic Lie groups, 
the formal group laws are intermediate between Lie groups and Lie algebras. 
So there ought to be "formal Lie theory," that is, Lie theory without conver
gence. And indeed, specializing to the one dimensional case, one has: let 
F(X, Y) be a one dimensional commutative formal group law over a Q-algebra 
R, then there is a unique power seriesf(X) E R[X] such thatf(X) = X + · · · 
andf (F(X, Y)) = f (X) + f ( Y). This! (X) is called the logarithm of F(X, Y). So 
if F(X, Y) is, e.g., a formal group law over Z, then over Q there exists a power 
series f(X) = X mod( degree 2) such that F(X, Y) = r 1{f(X) + f(Y)). Thus 
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the problem of finding all one dimensional formal group laws over Z becomes, 
What power series f(X) over Qare such thatr 1(f(X) + f(Y)) has integral 
coefficients? In (b) above we have seen an example of this. Roughly the condi
tion is that f (X) must exhibit the kind of regularity exemplified by the splitting 
off of an Euler factor in the sense indicated in (b ). 

The precise answer is given by what I call the functional equation lemma, 
which is, without a doubt the most important tool in this book. The precise 
statement of the functional equation lemma takes more space than one should 
use in an introduction, so let us try to see by means of examples what kind of 
lemma it is. 

(d) Letf (X), g(X) E Q[X] be two power series in one variable X such that 
f(X) = g(X) = X mod(degree 2) and f(X)- p- 1f(XP) E z,pl[X], g(X) -
p- 1g(XP) E z,pl[X]. Then F(X, Y) = r 1(f(X) + f(Y)) and g- 1(f(X)) have 
their coefficients in Z(Pl (not just Q). Thus, for example, Hasse's lemma that 
exp(X + p- 1 XP + p- 2 XP 2 + .. ·)has its coefficients in Z 1Pl is an application of 
the functional equation lemma. This is of course related to the statement made 
under (b ). The Euler factor in this case is l - p- s. 

(e) Letf(X) E Q[T][X] be the power series 

f(X) = x + p-ITXP' + p-2yyiY•xplh + p-3yp•p2hxp" + ... 

then r 1(f (X) + f ( Y)) has its coefficients in Z[T). This actually gives us quite 
a few different formal group laws over Z by substituting h = l, 2, ... and, e.g., 
T = 1. (These are, incidentally, the formal group laws associated to the so
called extraordinary K-theories.) 

(f) Consider the Witt polynomials Wpn(X) = xg· + pxr- I + ... + p"X n" It 

is obvious that they satisfy wpn(X) = wpn-1(XP) mod p". And, given this. the 
functional equation lemma says that the polynomials 1:0 • .L 1 •... determined by 
wp.(1: 0 , ..• , .Ln) = wp,(X) + wp"(Y), n = 0, l, 2, ... ,have coefficients in Z. 

(g) Let L(s) be a Dirichlet series with Euler factor I + e 1 p- s + 
e2 p1 - 2• + .. · as in (b ). Let h(X) be any power series with coefficients in Zand 

letfL(h(X)) = g(X) = I.00= 1 n- 1d(n)X". Then 

I d(n)n-s = (1 + €1P-s + €2Pl-2s + ···tl I c(n)n-s 

with c(n) = 0 mod p' if p' 1 n. That is, the same Euler factor splits off. And this is 
how we shall prove the Atkin-Swinnerton-Dyer conjectures in Section 33.2. 

(h) Let R be a ring in which all prime numbers =!= p are invertible and 
suppose that R is torsion free. Let F(X, Y) be a formal group law over Rand let 
f (X) E R@ Q[X] be the logarithm of F(X, Y). Write f(X) =I a" X" and let 
/JX) = I aR"' XP~. Then_ via the functional equation lemma one finds that 
F(X. Y) = r 1(f(X) + f(Y)) has its coefficients in R. (Note that the relation 
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between f(X) and f(X) is the same as between the ordinary logarithm, 
-log(l - X) = x + r I X 2 + r I X3 + ... and Hasse's p-logarithm H(X) = 
X + p- 1 XP + p- 2 XP 2 + .. · .) Now this so-called p-typification operation can 
be applied in topology to split off from complex cobordism cohomology M ur i 
(localized at (p)) a factor BP* (Brown-Peterson cohomology) which so t~ 
speak involves only the prime number p. 

The formal group laws of MU* and BP* have the following logarithms , 
oo [CP"] 

logMu(X) = L ~-xn+1, 
n=O n + 1 

where [CPm] is the class of complex projective space of complex dimension m. 
Now F Mu(X, Y) turns out to be a universal one dimensional formal group law, 
and it follows that F 8 p(X, Y) is universal for formal group laws whose loga
rithms involve only the XP" and no other powers of X. 

Now letfv(X) over Q[Vi, V2 , ... ] be the power series 
00 

fv(X) = L a.(V)XP" 
n=O 

a0 (V) = 1, 

and let Fv(X, Y) = fv 1(fv(X) + fv(Y)). Then, again, the functional equation 
lemma gives us that F v(X, Y) has its coefficients in Z[V]. And one finds 
another formal group law which is universal for formal group laws whose 
logarithms involve only the powers XP" of X. It follows that BP(pt) and z, l[V] 
are identifiable in such a way that a.(V) corresponds to p-"[CPP"- 1] = 1:rz. E 

BP(pt ). Then because we have formulas for the v. in terms of the a.( V), we find 
polynomial generators Vi. v2 , .•• of BP(pt) related to m. by 

pmn = mn- I vf'- 1 + ''' + m, V~- I + Vn 

These generators v1, v2 , ••• have proved to be useful for calculations on a 
number of occasions (e.g., to prove that certain elements in the stable homo
topy groups of the spheres are nonzero ). 

(i) A further contribution of the functional equation lemma to our under
standing of formal group laws is that it practically dictates how the logarithm 
of a universal formal group law should look. It must be (in a certain sense) of 
the form 

fu(X) = L an(u)X" 

a.(u) = '°' d(1· · )U Uii Ui,· ··· i,-1 L. 1' • • •' ls i 1 i 2 ' ' • is 
(iJ, .. .,i..,) 

where the sum is over all sequences (i 1, ... , i ,), ii E N, such that i 1 .. · i, = n and 
where the d(i 1, ••• , i,) are certain coefficients which can be specified recursively. 

In this connection let me remark that to the human eve at least all the 
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regularity in a universal formal group law sits in its logarithm not in the formal 
group law itself-maybe understandably, as the differential f'(X) dX of the 
logarithm f(X) can easily be interpreted as the unique (up to a scalar factor) 
invariant differential on the formal group law F(X, Y). 

To illustrate this remark I have written at the end of this introduction the 
first few terms of the "3-typical" universal formal group law F v(X, Y), whose 
logarithm (cf. ( *) above) is certainly eminently regular and also the first few 
terms of the universal formal group law F u(X, Y). (The calculations were done 
by computer to degree 23 for Fv(X, Y) and degree 11 for Fu(X, Y).) 

In this introduction I have not tried to give a short description of the con
tents of the book. For that, the curious reader is invited to glance at the table of 
contents which is reasonably detailed. Instead, I have tried to give the flavor of 
some of the more important constructions and results, and I have tried to give 
some small indication of how diverse and sometimes surprising the applica
tions of the theory of formal groups are. 

Nobody who falls down stairs like that can be all bad. (R. A. 
Lafferty, Fourth Mansions) 

The first few terms of the one dimensional universal formal 
group law Fu(X, Y) 

Fu(X, Y) = X + Y + XY(-U 2 ) + (XY2 + X 2 Y)(-U3 + U~) 
+ (XY3 + X3Y)(-2U4 + 2U2 U3 + 2UD 

+ X 2 Y2(-3U4 + 4U2 U3 -4UD 

+ (XY4 + X4Y)(-U5 + 4U2 U4 - 3U~ U3 + 3U~ + U5) 

+ (X2Y3 + X3Y2) 

x (-2U 5 + 11U2 U4 -11U~U3 + 10U~+3U~) 

+ (XY5 + X 5 Y) 

x (-6U6 +2U5 U2 -6U2 U~ 

+ 4U 3 U4 - 6U~U4 + 2U~U3 - 4U~) 

+ (X2Y4 + X4Y2) 

x (-15U6 +7U5 U2 -22U2 U5 

+ 15U3 U4 - 28U~ U4 + 21U~ U3 - 21U~) 

+ X3Y3 

x (-20U6 + 10U5 U2 - 33U2 U~ + 22U3 U4 

- 43U~ U4 + 37U~ U3 - 34UH 
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By the time one reaches degree 11 the coefficient of X 5 X 6 involves 42 different 
monomials in the U's with coefficients like 78447. 

The first few terms of the one dimensional universal p-typical 
formal group law Fv(X, Y)(for the prime p = 3). 

Fv(X, Y) = x + y + (XY2 + Y2X)(- Vi) 

+ (XY4 + X4 Y)(Vf) + (X2 Y3 + X 3 Y2 )(3Vf) 

+ (XY6 + X6 Y)(- VD+ (X 2 Y5 + X 5 Y2)(-6V~) 

+ (X3Y4 + X4 Y3)(-13VD 

+ (XY8 + X8 Y)(-3V2 ) + (X 2 Y7 + X 7 Y2 )(-12V2 + 6Vt) 

+ (X 3Y6 + X6 Y3)(-28V2 + 27Vt) 

+ (X4 Y5 + X 5 Y4 )(-42V2 + 52Vt) 

+ (XY10 + X 10 Y)(6V1 V2 +Vi)+ (X 2 Y9 + X9 Y2)(45Vi V2 ) 

+ (X3Y8 + X 8 Y3)(163V1 V2 - 27Vi) 

+ (X4 Y7 + X 7 Y4 )(362V1 V2 - 106Vi) 

+ (X 5 Y6 + X6 Y5)(532V1 V2 - 192Vi) 

+ ... 
+ (x1oy13 + xl3y10) 

x ( - 105024048 Vi V~ + 95416130Vj V2 + 21339672Vl1) 

+··· 

FORMAL GROUPS AND APPLICATIONS 



CHAPTER I 

METHODS FOR CONSTRUCTING 
ONE DIMENSIONAL FORMAL GROUPS 

1 Definition and Elementary Properties of Formal Groups 
Survey of the Results of Chapter I 

Let A be a ring. A ring will always mean a commutative associative ring A 
with identity element 1 E A. All algebras over A will be unitary and 
commutative. 

1.1 Definition and examples 

A one dimensional formal group law over a ring A is a formal power series in 
two variables F(X, Y) E A[X, Y] of the form 

(1.1.1) F(X, Y) = x + Y + I cijxiyi 
i.j :?': 1 

such that the following associativity condition holds 

(l.1.2) F(X, F(Y, Z)) = F(F(X, Y), Z) 

If one has in addition 

(l.1.3) F(X, Y) = F(Y, X) 

the formal group is said to be commutative. 
(Note that condition (1.1.2) makes sense because F(X, Y) has no constant 

term.) 

• ( 1.1.4) Lemma Let F(X, Y) be a formal group law over a ring A. Then 
there exists a power series 1(X) = -X + b2 X 2 +···with coefficients in A such 
that F(X, 1(X)) = 0. 

Proof Exercise, or see Appendix (A.4.7). 
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• (1.1.5) Examples Some examples of one dimensional formal group laws 
are 

(1.1.6) c.(x, Y) = x + Y (the additive formal group law) 

(1.1.7) Gm(X, Y) = X + Y + XY (the multiplicative formal group law) 

Both these formal group laws are commutative. To obtain a noncommuta
tive example, let A be a ring that contains an element e =f- 0 such that e2 = 0 and 
pe = 0 for some prime number p. For example, A = k[e ]/(e2 ) where k is a field of 
characteristic p. Let 

(1.1.8) F(X, Y)=X+ Y+eXP 

One checks relatively easily that then F(F(X, Y), Z) = F(X, F( Y, Z)), so that 
(1.1.8) does define a formal group law. 

None of these examples can be considered typical. On one hand, we have the 
exercise: suppose A is a ring with no nilpotents and F(X, Y) is a polynomial 
over A of the form F(X, Y) = X + Y + Li.i"' 1 ciixiyi such that 
F(F(X, Y), Z) = F(X, F(Y, Z)), then F(X, Y) is of the form X + Y + cXY; 
and on the other hand, we have the theorem that if A does not contain elements 
a =f- 0 that are nilpotent and such that na = 0 for some n E N, then every one 
dimensional formal group law over A is commutative. This will be proved in 
Section 6. 

(To do the exercise mentioned above suppose that the degree in X in F(X, Y) 
is ~ 2; now consider the degree in X of F(X, F(Y, Z)) and F(F(X, Y), Z) to 
obtain a contradiction; to prove that the degree in Yin F(X, Y) is ~ 1 consider 
the degree in Z of F(F(X, Y), Z) and F(X, F(Y, Z)).) 

1.2 Curves 

The power series F(X, Y) over A can be viewed as a recipe for manufacturing 
ordinary groups. Consider for instance power series in one variable without 
constant term y(t) = b 1 t + b 2 t 2 + · · · with coefficients in A. Given two such 
power series yi(t), y2(t) the expression F(yi(t), y2(t)) makes sense, and we can 
define an addition on the set of all such power series by means of the formula 

( 1.2.1) 

This turns the set of all power series without constant term into a group, which 
we shall denote '6'(F). This group is commutative if F(X, Y) is commutative. 
The zero element of '6'(F) is the zero power series and for y(t) E <&(F) we have 
)'(t) + F 1(y(t)) = 0, where 1(X) is the power series of (1.1.4). This group, when 
enriched with further structure, will be most important for the classification of 
formal groups. To whet the appetite we remark at this point that 't(G m) turns 
out to be the underlying additive group of the ring of Witt vectors W(A) (Witt 
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vectors for all primes simultaneously; cf. Section 17 for more details on Witt 
vectors and this particular connection with formal groups). 

1 .3 Formal group laws and formal groups 

Let B be a (commutative) A-algebra and let n(B) be the ideal of nilpotent 
elements of B. Then the addition x + F y = F(x, y) defines a (new) group struc
ture on n(B). Thus a formal group law F(X, Y) defines a functor F: AlgA-> 
Group, where AlgA denotes the category of (commutative) unitary algebras 
over A and Group denotes the category of groups. This functor F is the formal 
group (or occasionally formal group scheme) associated to the formal group law 
F(X, Y). This functorial point of view will not play a large role in this book, and 
the reader uninured to or intolerant of categorical matters has nothing to 
worry about. 

More generally, let B be a complete topological algebra over A where the 
topology on Bis defined by means of an ideal I of B such that n,, /" = {O} (so 
that the topology on Bis Hausdorff). Then F(x, y) is a convergent series for all 
x, v E I and defines an element of/, which gives us a group structure on/. The 
co~struction of 1.2 is an instance of this. 

1.4 Homomorphisms and isomorphisms 

Let F(X, Y), G(X, Y) be two formal group laws over A. A homomorphism 
(over A) F(X, Y)-> G(X, Y) is a power series cx(X) = b 1 X + b 2 X 2 +···with 
coefficients in A without constant term such that 

( 1.4.1) cx(F(X, Y)) = G(cx(X), cx(Y)) 

This condition means precisely that ex induces homomorphisms between the 
various ordinary groups that one can manufacture out of F(X, Y), G(X, Y) as 
in 1.2 and 1.3. The homomorphism cx(X): F(X, Y)-> G(X, Y) is an isomorphism 
if there exists a homomorphism /J(X): G(X, Y)-+ F(X, Y) such that cx(/J(X)) = 
X = fJ(cx(X)). Exercise: the homomorphism cx(X): F(X, Y)-+ G(X, Y) is an iso
morphism if and only if b1 E U(A), the group of units of A. 

These notions of homomorphism and isomorphism fit with the functorial 
point of view of 1.3 in that two formal groups F(X, Y), G(X, Y) are isomorphic 
if and only if their associated functors F and G are isomorphic (as functors 
AlgA -+ Group). This is easily seen by considering the element X in the A
algebras A[ X]/(X") for n = l, 2, .... Similarly, every morphism between the 
group-valued functors F and G "comes from" a power series 
cx(X) = b1 X + b2 X 2 + · · ·. 

An isomorphism cx(X): F(X, Y)-+ G(X, Y), cx(X) = b1 X + b2 X 2 + · · · is 
called a strict isomorphism if b 1 = l. 
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• (1.4.2) Example of an isomorphism Let E(X) and log(l + X) be the 
power series 

( 1.4.3) 
"' X" 

E(X) ;= I --, , 
n=I n. 

log( 1 + X) = I ( - 1 r I X" 
n= I n 

and consider the formal group laws Gm(X, Y) and G.(X, Y) of(l.1.5) over Q, 
the field of rational numbers. Then E(X) and log( 1 + X) define mutually in
verse strict isomorphisms over Q: 

(1.4.4) E(X): G.(X, Y)-> Gm(X, Y), log(l + X): Gm(X, Y)-> G.(X, Y) 

_ On the other _hand, let k be a field of characteristic p > 0. The power series 
Gm(X, Y) and G.(X, Y) can also be seen as power series with coefficients ink. 
These two formal group laws are definitely not isomorphic as formal group 
laws over k. 

To see this we first define the power series [nh(X), n E Z, for every commuta
tive one dimensional formal group law F(X, Y) over a ring A. 

These are defined as follows 

( 1.4.5) 

[l)p(X) = X, [n]F(X) = F(X, [n - l)p(X)) if n;::: 2, [O)p{X) = 0 

[- l)p(X) = 1(X), [-n]p(X) = 1([n]p(X)) if n;::: 2 

For the formal groups G.(X, Y), Gm(X, Y), one easily checks that if n ;::: 0, 

(1.4.6) [n]G.(X) = nX, [n]cdX) = (1 + X)" - 1 

Now if G.(X, Y) and Gm(X, Y) were isomorphic over a characteristic p > O 
field k, then there would be a power series over k oc(X) = b1 X + b2 X 2 + .. · 
with b1 =I= 0 such that [P]c,(oc(X)) = oc([P]cJX)) = oc(XP), which is a 
contradiction. 

1.5 Change of rings and universal formal group laws 

Let F(X, Y) be a formal group law over a ring A and let <f>: A-> B be a 
homomorphism of rings. Suppose F(X, Y) = X + Y + I ciiXiYi, then by 
applying </> to the coefficients of F(X, Y) we obtain a formal group law 

(1.5.1) </>*F(X, Y) = x + Y +I </>(cij)xiyi 

over the ring B. 

• (1.5.2) Definition (universal formal group laws) A (one dimensional 
commutative) formal group law F(X, Y) over a ring L (the Lstands for Lazard) 
is a universal (one dimensional commutative) formal group law iff for every 
formal group law G(X, Y) over a ring A there is a unique ring homomorphism 
</>: L-> A such that </>*F(X, Y) = G(X, Y). 
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The ring L is (up to isomorphism) uniquely determined by this definition. 
Indeed, if F(X, Y) over L and F'(X, Y) over £ are two universal one dimen
sional commutative formal group laws, then by the requirements of the defini
tion there are unique homomorphisms </>: L-> £, l/J: £-> L such that 
</>*F(X, Y) = F'(X, Y), l/J*F'(X, Y) = F(X, Y); and by uniqueness we must 
have </>I/I= idL'' I/I</>= idu so that Land £are isomorphic. 

• (1.5.3) Existence of universal formal group laws It is a trivial 
matter to show that there exists a universal one dimensional commutative 
formal group law over some ring L Indeed, let L = Z[ ... , Cii, ... ; i,j = 1, 2, ... ] 
where the Cu are indeterminates and consider the formal power series 

We write 

(1.5.4) 

Fc(x, Y) = x + Y + I cijxiyj 
i,j;, I 

Fc(Fc(X, Y), z) - Fc(X, Fc(Y, z)) = I Pijk(c)xiyizk 
i,j,k 

where the P ijk( C), i, j, k = 0, 1, 2, ... , are certain polynomials in the C im· Let a 
in L be the ideal generated by the elements 

Cii-Cii• i,j=l,2, ... ; Pijk(C), i,j, k = 0, 1, 2, ... 

and let L = L;a and let F(X, Y) = x* F c (X, Y) where x: L-> Lis the natural 
projection. Then F(X, Y) over Lis clearly a universal one dimensional commu
tative formal group law. 

It is a totally different matter to determine the structure of the ring L It is 
one of the main goals of this chapter to show that L is (isomorphic to) 
Z[U 2 , U3 , U4 , ... ],where the Ui, i = 2, 3, 4, ... , are indeterminates, and to 
exhibit a (more or less) explicit universal one dimensional commutative formal 
group over Z[U]. 

1.6 Survey of some of the results of Chapter I 

To prove that L = Z[ U] and to construct an explicit universal formal group 
over Z[U] we first discuss a general (and powerful) method for constructing 
formal group laws over characteristic zero rings. Here a characteristic zero ring 
is defined to be a ring A such that the natural map A-> A® Q is injective; i.e., 
A has no (additive) torsion. This method of constructing one dimensional 
formal group laws is as follows. Let A be a characteristic zero ring and let 
l(X) = X + a2 X 2 + .. · be a power series with coefficients in A® Q. Let 
1- 1(X) be the inverse function power series of l(X); i.e., 1- 1(X) is a power 
series over A® Q such thatr 1(f(X)) = X = l(f- '(X)). (To prove existence 
off- 1(X) is an easy exercise; cf. also Appendix (A.4.6).) Now define 

( 1.6.1) F(X, Y) = r 1(f(X) + f(Y)) 
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Then one trivially has F(X, Y) = F( Y, X) and F(F(X, Y), Z) = F(X, F(Y, Z)), 

so the power series ( 1.6.1) is in any case a one dimensional commutative formal 

group law over A® Q (albeit not a very interesting one_ since it is isomorphic 

(viaf(X)) over A® Q to the additive formal group law G .. (X, Y) over A® Q). 

However, if f (X) satisfies a certain type of functional equation (one for every 

prime number p that is not invertible in A) or, equivalently, iff(X) is obtain

able by means of a certain type of recursive procedure, then F(X, Y) actually 

has its coefficients in A c A ® Q and then ( 1.6.1) defines a one dimensional 

commutative formal group law over A (which. as a rule, is definitely not iso

morphic to Ga(X, Y) over A). This functional equation-integrality lemma is 

the subject of Section 2 below. This lemma is very much related to integrality 

statements of the following sort: let H(X) = X + p- 1 XP + p- 2 XP 2 +···and 

exp(X) = I (n !t 1 X" be the usual expo~ential ~eries, then exp(H(X)) has no 

denominators divisible by p. That is, the mtegrahty statements of Section 2 are 

of the Witt vector type and there are Artin-Hasse exponentials floating around. 

We use this method of constructing formal group laws to construct a number 

of interesting formal group laws in Sections 3 and 5. One of these (the one 

constructed in Section 5) turns out to be a universal one dimensional commu

tative formal group law. It is defined over Z[ U] = Z[ U 2, U 3 , .. .]. To prove this 

one needs a bit of binomial coefficient arithmetic (Section 4). 

At this point a number of theorems appear as fairly easy corollaries of the 

work that has been done so far. They are the following: 

• (1.6.2) Theorem Every one dimensional commutative formal group law 

over a Q-algebra A is strictly isomorphic over A to the additive one dimen

sional formal group law over A. 

Two elements in a power series ring A[X 1, •. ., X"] are said to be congruent 

mod( degree 111) if they are congruent modulo the closed ideal of A[X 1, ... , X "] 

generated by the monomials X;1' X~2 · · · X~· with i 1 + i 2 + · · · + i" ~ 111. . . 

A polynomial of total degree ~ 111, Fm(X, Y) = X + Y + Li.j<=l ciiX'Y1 is 

called a commutative one dimensional formal group law chunk of order m if 

Fm(X, Fm(Y, Z)) and Fm(Fm(X, Y), Z) are congruent mod(degree 111 + 1) and 

Fm(X, Y) = Fm(Y, X). With this terminology one has: 

• (1.6.3) Theorem Every one dimensional commutative formal group law 

chunk of order 111, m ~ 1, comes from a one dimensional commutative formal 

group. That is, if Fm(X. Y) is a one dimensional commutative formal group law 

chunk over a ring A, then there is a one dimensional commutative formal group 

F(X, Y) over A such that Fm(X, Y) = F(X, Y) mod(degree m + 1). 

For each 11 EN, we define v(n) as 

(1.6.4) v(11) = e if n is not a power of a prime number or n = 1 

if 11 = p', r E N, where p is a prime number 
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and we define a polynomial C"(X, Y) as 

(1.6.5) C,.(X, Y) = v(nt 1{-(X + Y)" + X" + Y"} 

Note that C,.(X, Y) is a polynomial with coefficients in Z. The third useful 

corollary is now: 

I (1.6.6) Lemma If F(X, Y), G(X, Y) are two commutative one dimensional 

formal group laws over a ring A and F(X, Y) = G(X, Y) mod(degree 111), 

111 ~ 2, then there is an element b E A such that F(X, Y) = G(X, Y) + 

bCm(X, Y) mod(degree /11 + 1). 

All these results have their higher dimensional analogues. In Section 6 we deal 

with a phenomenon that is special for dimension 1, viz.: 

1 (1.6.7) Theorem Every one dimensional formal group law over a ring A is 

commutative if and only if A contains no elements a =f 0 that are both torsion 

and nilpotent. (That is, there must be no elements a E A, a =f 0, for which there 

are 11, /11 E N such that na =am= 0.) 

The chapter closes with two more methods of constructing formal group 

laws. One (due to Honda) uses (essentially) the same functional equation 

lemma as used to construct the formal group laws of Sections 3 and 5. The 

second one (due to Lubin and Tate) is essentially a special case, but merits 

separate treatment because of elegance and various applications. 

The simplest example of such a Lubin-Tate formal group law is obtained as 

follows. Let A be a nontrivial discrete valuation ring with residue field k of q 

elements. Choose a uniformizing element re. Let K be the quotient field of A 

and letf(X) E K[X] be the power series 

J(X) = x + TC-lxq + rc- 2xq2 + ... 

and define 

(1.6.8) F(X, Y) =r 1 (f(X) + f(Y)), [a]F(X) =r 1(af(X)) for a EA 

wherer '(X) is the inverse power series; i.e.,r 1(.f(X)) =f(f- 1(X)) = X;cf. 

Appendix (A.4.5). 

• (1.6.9) Theorem F(X, Y) is a formal group law over A, and [a]F(X) is an 

endomorphism over A of F(X, Y) for all a E A. 

The essential fact, which sees to it that the power series F(X, Y) and [a]F(X) 

have their coefficients in A, is that f (X) satisfies 

( 1.6.10) 

(and we need f (X) = X mod(degree 2) or at least f (X) = uX mod(degree 2) 

where u is a unit of A). This is another instance of the functional equation 

lemma already mentioned. 
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2 The Functional Equation-lntegrality lemma 

In this section we discuss our main tool for proving integrality statements. 

2.1 Ingredients and constructions 

The basic ingredients for the constructions in this section are 

(2.1.1) Ac K, er: K-+ K, acA, 

where A is a subring of a ring K, er: K -+ K is a ring homomorphism, a is an 

ideal of A, p is a prime number, q a power of p, and s i. s 2, ••• are elements of K. 

These ingredients are supposed to satisfy the following conditions: 

(2.1.2) 

(2.1.3) 

er(A) c A; er(a) = aq mod a for all a E A 

pEa; s;a={s;bjbEa}cA, i=l,2,. .. 

We note that er( a)= aq mod a for all a EA implies that er( A) c A and also that 

er(a) c a. 
In addition we require the property 

(2.1.4) a"bca => a'er(b)ca 

for all r E N, b E K. This property is, e.g., automatically satisfied if a is princi

pal, a = ( c ), with c E A such that er( c) = uc for some unit u E A. This is the case 

in all the examples below; cf. also Remark (2.4.15). 

Examples of this type of situation are, e.g., 

(2.1.5) A=Z, K=Q, er=id, p=q, S;Ep- 1ZcQ, a=pZ 

(2.1.6) A = Z(PJ(Vi, V2 , ••• ; W1, W2 , •.• ], K =A® Q 

er(b(Vi, V2,. .. ; W1, W2,. . . )) = b(Vf, V~, ... ; Wf, W~, ... ) 

a=pA, p=q, s;Ep- 1A 

(2.1.7) K a local field with finite residue field k, A the ring of integers of K, 

p = char(k), q = p, a= 111, the maximal ideal of A, er: K-+ K the unique 

(Frobenius) endomorphism such that er(a) = aP mod 111 for all a EA, and 

s; E n- 1 A where n is a uniformizing element of A. 

Now let g(X) = L:f: 1 b; X; be a power series in one variable with coefficients 

in A, then, given the ingredients (2.1.1 ), we construct a new power series f 9(X) 

by means of the recursion formula (or functional equation) 

"' 
(2. l.8) fg(X) = g(X) + L: S;er~ fg(Xq;) 

i= 1 

where er~ f 9(X) is the power series obtained from f 9(X) by applying the endo

morphism er; to the coefficients of fg(X). 
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The po~er series f 9(X) depends of course not only on g(X) but also on er q 

and especially si. s 2 , . . . . 
' ' 

Equation (2.l.8) is in fact a recursion formula for the coefficients off.(X) 

Indeed, let 
9 • 

cxc 

g(X) = L b;X;, 
00 

.t;,(X) = L d;Xi 
i= 1 i= 1 

then the ~/"' n = 1, 2, ... , are recursively determined as follows. Write n = q'm 

where m 1s such that q does not divide m. Then we have 

(2.1.9) d" = b" + s1 er(dn/q) + · · · + s,er'(dn/qr) 

(If q does not divide n, we have of course d.= b •. ) 

Two examples of power series that are of the form fg(X) are 

(2.t.10) H(x) = x + P-1 XP + P- 2 XP, + ... 

(2. l.11) /(X)=log(l+X)= I (-1)"+1~" 
n= 1 n 

To obtain H(X) one takes A= Z( > K = Q er= id q = p a_ pZ _ -1 

, - _ ... _ p ' . ' ' ' - (P)' S 1 - p , 

5 2 -.s3 - - 0, and g(X) = X. To obtam l(X) we also take A= z K = Q 

er= id, q = p, a= pZ(p)• S1 = p- 1 and S2 = S3 = ... = O; but if p = (2)• then w~ 
take 

' 

g(X)= L n- 1(X"-X2") 

(2.n)= 1 

and if p > 2 we must take 

g(X) = L (-1)"+ 111 -1 X". 
(n.p)= I 

We can now state the functional equation-integrality lemma 

2.2 Functional equation lemma 

;et A, jK, er, a, p, q, Si, s.2' ·:·be as in. 2.1, let g(X)= D"=t h;Xi, g(X)= 

~·= 1 0 X. be two power senes m one vanable over A, and suppose that b is 

mverttble m A. Then we have: 
1 

(i) h t e power series F9(X, Y) = .f; 1(1;,(X) + f 9( Y)) has its coefficients in 

A; 

~!!) ~he power seriesf; 1(fil(X)) has its coefficients in A; 

. (m) if h(X) = L:~ 1 c. X" is a power series with coefficients in A, then there 

is a power series h(X) = ":'= 1 c" X" with f; E A 11 = 1 2 such that 

f 9(h(X)) = fh(X); L... " , , , .... 

(iv) if a(X) E.A[X], fJ(X) E K[X] are two power series with coefficients in 

A and K respectively and r EN= {l, 2, ... }, then we have 

a(X) = fJ(X) mod a' A[X] = f 9(a(X)) =f9(f3(X)) mod a' A[X] 
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Iff9(X) andf9(X) are power series obtained by the recursion equation (2.1.8) 
with everything the same except possibly g(X) =f g(X), then we shall say that 
f 9(X) andf9(X) satisfy the same type of fimctional equation. Thus, so the speak, 
the type of a functional equation is given by the data s 1, s 2 , .•. , q, a (and A, K, 
a). 

Parts (ii) and (iii) now say, e.g., that iff (X),f(X) satisfy functional equations 
and f(X) =f(X) = X mod(degree 2), then the formal group laws f(X, Y) = 
r 1(.f (X) + f ( Y)), F(X, Y) = J- 1(J(X) + f( Y)) are strictly isomorphic if and 
only iff (X) and f (X) satisfy functional equations of the same type. 

2.3 Some applications 

Before proving the lemma let us give a number of applications. First take 
A= z(p)> Q = K, (J =id, a= pZ(p)' q = p, Si= p- 1, Sz = S3 = ... = 0, 
g(X) = X, and g(X) = L<n.Z)= 1 n- 1(X" - X 2") if p = 2 and g(X) = 
L<n.p)= 1 ( -1r 111- l X" if p > 2. Then we have H(X) = fg(X) and l(X) = f;;(X). 
Now if exp(X) is the usual exponential series, exp(X) = I::'=o (n!t 1 X", then 
exp(X) - 1 = r 1(X) so that part (ii) of the functional equation lemma implies 

• (2.3.1) Lemma [162] The power series exp(H(X)) has p-integral 
coefficients. 

With the same basic ingredients we consider some more general Artin
Hasse-Whaples-Witt exponential series. Let 

d(X) = d0 X + d1 XP + d2 XP' + ... 
with di E Q and write 

00 

(2.3.2) exp(d(X)) = I c.X" 
n=O 

Then we have 

• (2.3.3) Proposition [113, Proposition 1] All the coefficients c., n = 0, 1, 
2, ... , in (2.3.2) are p-integral (i.e., in Z<P>) if and only if there are bi E Z<P> such 
that di= p- 1di- l +bi for all i = 0, 1, 2, ... (where d_ 1 is taken to be equal to 
0). 

This is proved as follows. If there are b; E Z<P> such that d; = p- 1d;- 1 + b; 
for all i, then d(X) = fii(X) with g(X) = I~o b;XP'. Let g(X) = 
L<n.2)= 1 n- 1(X" + X 2") if p = 2 and g(X) = L<n.p)= 1(-1)"+ 1n- 1X" if p > 2, 
then l(X) = f 9(X); part (ii) of the functional equation lemma now implies that 
all the c are p-integral. Conversely, if all the c,. are p-integral, then by part (iii) 
of the f~nctional equation lemma there exists an h(X) with coefficients in Z<Pl 
such that d(X) =f. (X). It follows immediately from this that h(X) must be of the 
form h(X) =I~~ biXP', which then implies that d; = p- 1d;_ 1 + b; for all i. 
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• (2.3.4) Dwork's integrality lemma In a similar vein one proves 
Dwork's integrality lemma 1 of [ 137]. It says the following. Let T be the 
completion of the maximal unramified extension field of Qv and let 
a E Gal(T/Qp) be the (continuous extension of the) Frobenius automorphism 
of T over QP. Let A be the ring of integers of T. Then h(X) = 1 + a 1 X + 
a2 X 2 + ·· · E T[X] is in A[X] iff a*h(XP)/h(X)P E l + pXA[X]. This is 
proved as follows. We have seen above that log( l + X) -
p- 1 log(l + XP) EX+ X 2 A[X]. By parts (ii) and (iii) of the functional equa
tion lemma it follows that h(X) is integral iff log(h(X)) -
p- 1a * log(h(XP)) E A[X ]. Multiplying with - p and taking exponentials, we 
see that this is equivalent to a*h(XP)/h(X)P E 1 + pXA[X]. 

• (2.3.5) Construction of some formal group laws For the third 
application we take A= Z[V1, V2, •• • ; T1, T2, •• • ] = Z[V; T], K = Q[V; T], 
a: K--> K is the Q-homomorphism defined by T;~ Tf, Vj~ V5 for all i,j EN, 
q = p, a= pA, S; = p- 1 v;, i EN. Let 

•X' 

g(X) = X, g(X) = x + I T;xP' 
jc::;:l 

so that, writingfv(X) and fv. T(X) for the corresponding power series j~(X) and 
f 9(X), we have 

(2.3.6) 
00 v . 

fv(X) = x + I 'flf')(XP') 
i=I p 

00 OC• v 
fv.T(x) = x + I r;xv' + I ·11n(xP') 

i=I i= I /! 

where we have used the notationpv0(X) for (a;)*f(X), as we shall usually do 
whenever a is an endomorphism of the particular kind we are dealing with 
here. (Note thatfv(X) is in fact a power series over Q[V]; i.e., it involves no 
Ts.) The first few terms of 

00 if.) 

fv(X) = L a,.(V)xP", fv.T(X) = I a,.(V, T)XP" 
n=O n=O 

are 

a0(V) = 1. 
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We define 

(2.3.7) Fv(X, Y)=f; 1(fv(X)+fv(Y)) 

(2.3.8) Fv.T(X, Y) = f;JUv.T(X) + fv.T(Y)) 

(2.3.9) cxv.T(X) = f ;J(Jv(X)) 

An application of parts (i) and (ii) of the functional equation lemma now 
shows that the power series Fv(X, Y), Fv.T(X, Y), cxv.T(X, Y) have their 
coefficients in Z[V], Z[V; T], and Z[V; T], respectively. Because fv(X) = 
fv.T(X) = X mod( degree 2), we have F v(X, Y) = F v.T(X, Y) = X + Y 
mod(degree 2) and cxv. T(X) = X mod(degree 2). Moreover, it is trivially clear 
from (2.3.7) and (2.3.8) that 

Fv(X, Y) = Fv(Y, X) 

Fv.T(X, Y) = Fv.T(Y, X) 

Fv(Fv(X, Y), Z) = Fv(X, Fv(Y, Z)) 

Fv.T(Fv.T(X, Y), Z) = Fv.T(X, Fv.T(Y, Z)) 

so that we have proved 

• (2.3.10) Theorem F v(X, Y) and F v. T(X, Y) are one dimensional commu
tative formal group laws over Z[V] and Z[V, T], respectively. Moreover, 
cxv.T(X) is a strict isomorphism over Z[V, T] from Fv(X, Y) to Fv.T(X, Y). 

• (2.3.11) Remark These two formal group laws Fv(X, Y) and Fv.TiX, Y) 
and the isomorphism cxv.T(X) between them will play an important role in the 
remainder of this book. In part this is caused by the fact that every one dimen
sional commutative formal group law over a Z<Pralgebra is up to strict isomor
phism obtainable from F v(X, Y) by ring change, i.e., by specifying the v; 
suitably (cf. 1.8). This is proved in Section 16.4. The importance of cxv. T(X) and 
Fv.T(X, Y) lies in the fact that the isomorphism cxv.T(X) is in a certain sense 
"the most general strict isomorphism possible." (Cf. Theorem (19.2.6).) In 
Section 3 we shall study F v(X, Y) and F v.T(X, Y) in more detail. One of the 
things one can get out of F v(X, Y) is a reasonable supply of nonisomorphic 
formal group laws over Zand Z/(p); cf. Section 3.2 and Remark (3.3.11). 

2.4 Proof of the functional equation lemma 

We shall do our calculations in the ring K[X, Y]. IfG, Hare two elements in 
this ring, then G = H mod( a', degree m) means that if G - H =I hiiXiYi, 
then bij E ar for all i,j such that i + j < m. By definition a0 = A. We shall need 
a number of lemmas. 

• (2.4. l) Lemma Write f 9(X) = I:'= 1 a. X" and let n = q'm where m is not 
divisible by q. Then a. a' c A. 
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Proof This follows by induction (with respect to r) from (2.1.9) because 
Si a c A for all i = 1, 2, .... 

• (2.4.2) Lemma Let G(X, Y) E A[X, Y] and let n = q'm, I> O; we have 

(2.4.3) G{X, Y)"q' = [<T~G(Xq', yq')]" mod ar+ I 

Proof Because <T(a) = aq mod a for all a E A and because p E a, we have 
that 

G(X, Yt = O'~G(Xq', yq') mod a 
An easy induction with respect to r then shows that for all r = 0, 1, 2, ... , 

G(X, Y)ql+, = (<T~G(Xq', P'))q' mod ar+ I 

and (2.4.3) follows immediately from this last congruence. 

We now proceed to prove part (i) of the functional equation lemma. We 
write F(X, Y) andf(X) for F9(X, Y) andfg{X), respectively. Let 

(2.4.4) F(X, Y) = F i(X, Y) + F 2{X, Y) + · .. 

where Fi(X, Y) is homogeneous of degree i in X, Y. Because f(X) = b 1 X 
mod( degree 2), we have f- 1(X) =bi 1 X mod( degree 2) and hence 
F(X, Y) = X + Y mod(degree 2), hence Fi(X, Y) has its coefficients in A. We 
now proceed by induction to prove that F .(X, Y) has its coefficients in A for all 
n = 1, 2, .... Assume therefore that F 1(X, Y), ... , F n- 1{X, Y) have their 
coefficients in A. Because F(X, Y) = 0 mod(degree 1), we have for all r ;:o: 2, 

(2.4.5)(Fi(X, Y) + .. ·+F._ 1(X, Y))' = (F(X, Y))' mod(degree n + 1) 

Combining this with (2.4.3) we have 

(2.4.6) F(X, Y)q'• = <T~F(Xq', yq'))" mod(a'+ 1, degree n + 1) 

where n = q'm, q { m. Now by the definition of F(X, Y) we have 

(2.4.7) f(F(X, Y)) = f(X) + f (Y) 

and because <T is a homomorphism it follows from this that 

(2.4.8) <T~ f(<T~F(X, Y)) = <T~ f(X) + <T~ f(Y) 

Now f (X) satisfies a functional equation 

00 

(2.4.9) f(X) = g(X) + I s.<T~ f(Xq") 
n= 1 

Substituting F(X, Y) for X in (2.4.9) and writing/ (X) = I::'= 1 a.X", we obtain 

00 00 

(2.4.10) f(F(X, Y)) = g(F(X, Y)) + I si I <T;(a.)(F(X, YW" 
i= 1 n= 1 
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Now by (2.4.6 ), Lemma {2.4.1 ), and property (2.1.4) we know that 

(2.4.11) .\ai(an)F(X, Y)q'" = siai(a,.)(a~ F(Xq', yq'))" mod(A, degree n + 1) 

Substituting this in (2.4.10) and using (2.4.8), (2.4.9), we obtain mod(A, degree 
n + 1) 

•X' 00 

(2.4.12) .f(F(X, Y)) = g(F(X, Y)) + I si I ai(an)(a~F(Xq'. yq'))" 
i= 1 n= 1 

00 

= g(F(X, Y)) + I sia~.f(a~F(Xq', yq')) 
i;:;:l 

00 = g(F(X, Y)) + I s;(a~ .f (Xq') + a~ .f ( yq')) 
i= 1 

= g(F(X, Y)) + .f(X) + .f( Y) - g(X) - g( Y) 

However, because g(X) = b 1 X mod(degree 2) and F(X, Y) = Fn(X, Y) 
mod(A, degree 11 + 1 ), we have 

(2.4.13) g(F(X, Y)) = b 1 F,.(X, Y) mod( A, degree 11 + 1) 

Now combine (2.4.13), (2.4.12), and (2.4.7) to obtain that 

b 1 Fn(X, Y) = 0 mod(A, degree n + 1) 

which proves that F ,.(X, Y) has its coefficients in A because b 1 is an invertible 
element of A. This concludes the proof of part (i) of Lemma 2.2. 

The proof of part (ii) is practically identical and is left to the reader. 
To prove part (iii) writef(X) =.f(h(X)). Then we have, because h(X) = 0 

mod( A), 
00 00 

.f(X) - I sia~ ](Xq') =.f(h(X)) - I s;a~ .f(a~h(Xq')) 
i= 1 i= 1 

00 00 

= .f (h(X)) - I S; I ai(an)(a~ h(Xq'))n 
i= 1 n= 1 

00 00 

= f (h(X)) - I S; I ai(an)(h(X)q'n) 
i= 1 n= 1 

00 

= .f(h(X)) - I S;O"~ .f(h(X)q') 
i= 1 

= g(h(X)) = 0 

where all the congruences are mod(A). This proves part (iii) of Lemma 2.2. 

The implication => of part (iv) of the functional equation lemma is easy. 
Indeed, we have already seen that ana' c A if.f(X) = If= 1 a;X; and 11 = q'm, 
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q { 111. Now if fJ(X) = a(X) + )'(X) with 11(X) E a• A[X], then as in the proof of 
Lemma (2.4.2) 

and 

fJ(X)n = a(X)n mod a•+t 

Hence an /3(X)n =an a(X)" mod a•, and .f (a(X)) = .f (/3(X)) mod a•. 
To prove the inverse implication of part (iv) we first show that 

(2.4.14) a(X) = 0 mod a• => r 1(a(X)) = 0 mod a• 

To see this writer 1(a(X)) = y(X) and a(X) = .f(Ji(X)). Certainly y{X) := 0 
mod( a', degree 2) because.f(X) = b1 X mod( degree 2) with b1 a unit. Suppose 
now we have proved that y(X) = 0 mod( a', degree 11). Then we have mod( a', 
degree n + l) 

00 

a{X) = .f (}>(X)) = g(1'(X)) + I s;a~ f(Ji{X)q') = 0 
i= 1 

because l'(X)q' = 0 mod( a•+ 1, degree 11 + l) and hencef(Ji(X)q') = O mod( a•+ 1, 

degree 11 + 1) by the => part of (iv) of the functional equation lemma, which we 
have already proved. By induction this proves (2.4.14). 

Now let .f (a(X)) =.f (/3{X)) mod a• (note that neither .f(a(X)) nor f(/3(X)) 
need have its coefficients in A). Let 

b(X) = .r- 1 (f (/3(X)) -.f (a(X))) 

then b(X) = 0 mod a• by (2.4.14). Now .f(b(X)) + .f(a(X)) = .f(/3(X)), hence 

/3(X) = r 1(f(b(X)) +.f(a(X))) = F(b(X), a(X)) 

and it follows that /3{X) = a(X) mod a• because F(X, Y) has coefficients in A 
and because F(O, Y) = Y and b(X) = 0 mod a•. 

This proves part (iv) of the functional equation lemma. Q.E.D. 

• (2.4.15) Remark Suppose that instead of (2.1.2)-(2.1.4) the functional 
equation ingredients satisfy (2. l.2) and 

{2.4.16) pEa and for all i, j E N 

Then the functional equation lemma 2.2 holds. This is usually a somewhat 
weaker hypothesis. The only difference in the proof is that Lemma (2.4. l) gets 
replaced by the lemma that a;(a,.)a' c A for all i EN if 11 = q'm, q { m, which 
also follows immediately from (2.l.9) (by induction). 
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3 The Formal Group Laws Fv(X, Y), Fv.T(X, Y), andFs(X, Y) 

In this section we discuss in somewhat more detail the formal groups laws 

Fv(X, Y) and Fv.T(X, Y) which were introduced in 2.3, and we a~so co~str~ct 
and discuss a third formal group law F 5(X, Y). We start by defimng this thlfd 

formal group law. Fix a prime number .p for this whole section. The results of 

this section do not play an important role in the remainder of Chapter I (except 

by way of suggestion and motivation) but will be important later. 

3.1 The formal group law F5(X, Y) 

To define this formal group law we apply the functional equation lemma 2.2 

with A= Z[S2 , S3 , •.• ] = Z[S], K = Q[S], a= pA, u: K-> K raises each Si to 

its pth power, q = p, si = p- 1sP, for all i = l, 2, ... , and 
00 00 

(3.l.l) g(X) = x + I s.x· - I sp,xp• 
n=2 i= 1 

We writef5(X) for the corresponding power seriesf9(X) and we define 

(3.1.2) Fs(X, Y) = fS 1(fs(X) + fs(Y)) 

An application of part (i) of the functional equation lemma shows that 

F5(X, Y) has its coefficients in Z[S], so F 5(X, Y) is a one dimensional formal 

group law over Z[S]. 
Let cf>: Z[V1, V2, ... ]-> Z[S 2, S3,. •. ] be the embedding c/>(V';) = Sp•· Then 

part (ii) of the functional equation lemma shows that the formal groups 

cf>*Fv(X, Y) and F5(X, Y) are strictly isomorphic over Z[S]. 

We write 
00 

(3.1.3) fs(X) = I c.X" 
n= 1 

00 

(3. l.4) g(X) = I b.X" 
n == 1 

then, according to (2.1.9), the coefficients c. satisfy the equation 

(3.1.5) C = ~E c<P) + ... + S P' c(r + b 
n p n/p p n P' n 

where n = p'm, (p, m) = l, and where we have written c<P~ for u1(c), l = l, 2, .... 

Combining this with (3. l.l) we see that for n = 2, 3, ... , 

(3.1.6) c.= vp(nr 1s. mod(Sz, ... , S.-1) 

where vP(n) is defined as 

(3.1.7) 
if n = l or n not a power of p 

if n = p', r EN 
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It follows immediately from (3.1.6) (and (3.1.2)) that 

(3.1.8) F5(X, Y) 

= X + Y + S.vP(nr 1B.(X, Y) mod(S2 , •.. , S._ 1, degree(n + 1)) 

where B.(X, Y) is the polynomial 

(3.1.9) B.(X, Y) = X" + Y" - (X + Y)" 

3.2 Construction of a number of nonisomorphic 
formal group laws 

17 

We construct a number of formal group laws over Z by means of the func

tional equation 2.2, one for every n E N. To do this we take A = Z, K = Q, 

a= pZ, u =id, p = q, s;(n) = 0 if i 'f= n, s.(n) = 1, g(X) = X. The resulting 

formal power seriesf9(X) will be denotedf,dX). These power series then satisfy 

the functional equation 

(3.2.1) 

so that 

(3.2.2) 

We let 

(3.2.3) F1 • ..(X, Y) =f"i_, 1(ft>,,(X) + f6.(Y)) 

and a now familiar application of the functional equation lemma shows that 

the F 6,(X, Y) are one dimensional commutative formal group laws over Z. 

Furthermore, if F 6.(X, Y) denotes the formal group law over Z/(p) obtained by 

reducing all the coefficients of F 6.(X, Y) modulo p, then the formal groups 

F 6.(X, Y) are all nonisomorphic over Z/(p ). 
To see this we calculate [P]F.JX) modulo p for all n = 1, 2, .... 

I (3.2.4) Lemma [P]F,JX) = XP" mod(p). 

Proof For convenience of notation let us writef.(X) forf6JX) and [P].(X) 

for [pk__(X). We know that 

(3.2.5) f;; 1(pf.(X)) = [p].(X) 

Hence, using (3.2.1) we see that 

(3.2.6) f,,([p].(X)) = P.f.(X) = pX + f.(X 11') =f.(XP") mod(p) 

and the lemma follows by part (iv) of the functional equation lemma. 

I (3.2.7) Exercise Prove Lemma (3.2.4) directly by induction, starting with 
the observation that obviously 

(3.2.8) [p].(X) = XP" mod(p, degree p" + 1) 
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because 

(3.2.9) J.(X)=X+p- 1XP" mod(degreep"+ 1) 

• (3.2.10) Corollary If n, m E N, n =I= m, then there are no nonzero homo
morphisms ix(X): FtJ..(X, Y)-> F!l.JX, Y) (over any field of characteristic p). 

Proof If ix(X): F(X, Y)-> G(X, Y) is a homomorphism, then ix([p]F(X)) 
= [P]a(ix(X)). In view of Lemma (3.2.4) this proves the corollary. 

• (3.2.11) Remark Let F(X, Y) be a one dimensional commutative formal 
group law over a field k of characteristic p. Then, as we shall see later in ( 18.3.2), 
if [p]F(X) =I= 0, then the first nonzero coefficient in [p]F(X) occurs at degree ph 
for a certain h E N. This his called the height of the formal group law F(X, Y). 
Thus the formal group law FtJ..(X, Y) defined above has height n. The phe
nomenon signaled in Corollary (3.2.10) is a general one: there are no nonzero 
homomorphisms between one dimensional commutative formal group laws of 
different heights over fields of characteristic p > 0. The argument is the same as 
in (3.2.10) above; cf. also (18.3.4). 

3.3 Some results concerning the formal group laws 
Fv(X, Y), Fv.r(X, Y) 

Let F v. r(X, Y), F v(X, Y) be the formal group laws defined in 2.3. Recall that 

(3.3.l) F v(X, Y) = f v 1(Jv(X) + fv( Y)) 

Fv.r(X, Y) =fv.Hfv.AX) + fv.r(Y)) 

wherefv(X) andfv.r(X) satisfy the functional equations 

(3.3.2) fv(X) = X + I _!'I JV">(XP') 
i= I p 

00 v . . 
(3.3.3) f; (X) = x + T XP + T xP2 + ... + I ~ Jli"HXP') 

V,T I 2 i= I p , 

where, again, we have written J!f'>(x) for a~ fv(X). We shall always use this 
notation when a is a homomorphism of the type 

Writing 

(3.3.4) 

(3.3.5) 

a: R[W1, W2 , •.. ]--> R[W1, Wz, ... ], 

b(W1> W2 , ••• )1-->b(W~, W~, ... ) 

00 

fv(X) = L a.(V)XP" 
n=O 

00 

fv.r(X) = I a.(V, T)XP" 
n==O 
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(it is obvious from (3.3.2) and (3.3.3) that all non-p-power coefficients inf,.(X) 
and fv.r(X) are zero), we see that the a,,(V) and a.(V, T) satisfy the recursion 
relations (cf. also (2.1.9)) 

(3.3.6) a,,(V) = p- 1 Vi a._ I (V)<Pl + ... 
+ P-1 V.-1 ai(V)(v•-11 + p-1 V., 

(3.3.7) a.(v, T) = p- 1 V1a._1(V, Tj!P> + .. · 
a0 (V)= 1 

+ P-1 V.-1 a1(V, T)(p•- 'l + P-1 V. + T,,, 

From (3.3.6) by a straightforward induction one obtains 

v ypi1 ... ypi1+···+ir-I 
__ .!_!_____!2___ ______ _2 ____ ~---(3.3.8) 

p' i1 +···+ir=n 

a0 (V, T) = 1 

where the sum is over all sequences (i 1, , , , , i,), ii• r E N such that 
i1 + .. · + i, = n. 

Now consider all terms in the expression (3.3.8) for a. for which i, = j for 
some fixedj, 1 ~ j ~ n. Then it is clear that these terms of the sum in (3.3.8) sum 
to 

So (3.3.8) implies that 

(3.3.9) pa.(V) = a.-1(V)Vf-' + a.-2(V)Vr- 2 + ... 

+ al (V)V~- I + V. 

From (3.3.6) and (3.3.7) together we obtain, again by a straightforward 
induction, 

(3.3.10) a.(V, T) = a.(V) +a._ 1(V)TC' + .. · 

+ a1(V)T~-1 + T,, 

The two formulas (3.3.9) and (3.3.10) will have a large number of applications 
later in this book; they have, e.g., to do with isomorphisms of formal group 
laws, generators for the coefficient ring of Brown-Peterson cohomology, opera
tions in Brown-Peterson cohomology, and Cartier-Dieudonne modules of 
formal group laws. 

• (3.3.11) Remark Let</>.: Z[V]-> Z be the ring homomorphism defined by 
</>.(v;) = 0 if i =I= n and </>.(V.) = 1. Then we have 

(3.3.12) 

This explains (we hope) the notation F tJ.,; .1. is short for the sequence of integers 
.1. = (0, 0, ... 0, 1, 0, 0, ... ) with the 1 in the nth spot. 
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4 Some Binomial Coefficient Arithmetic 

To prove universality properties of various formal group laws (e.g., F 5(X, Y) 
and the formal group law F v(X, Y) which we shall construct in Section 5) we 

shall need some properties of the binomial coefficients. 

4.1 Preliminary remarks 

For each n EN we define (gcd means greatest common divisor) 

(4.1.1) 
Then we have 

(4.1.2) v(n) = ~~ if n = 1 or n is not a power of a prime number 

if n = p', r E N for a certain prime number p 

We include a proof for completeness sake. First, let n not be a power of a prime. 

Let p be any prime number. Then n = p'm with m > 1 and (m, p) = l. Now 

suppose that p I v(n). Then we would have modulo p 

(XP' + P'r = (X + Y)P'm = XP'm + pm= (xvr + (P'r 

so that (X + Y)m = xm + ym mod(p), which is clearly false because (';') = m 

and (m, p) = l. 
Now let n be a power of a prime number p. We clearly have (X + Y)P = 

XP + P, and hence by induction (X + Y)P' = XP' + YP', proving that p I v(n) if 

n is a power of p. Conversely, we have ('i) = n = p', so that p is the only prime 

that divides v(n). Now suppose that p2 I v(n). Then substituting X = Y = 1 in 

(X + Y)" - X" - Y" we find 2" = 2 mod(p2 ) and by induction m" = m mod(p2 ) 

for all m E N, which is clearly false as is shown by taking m = p. 

We shall need the following key lemma in Section 5. 

4.2 Binomial coefficient lemma 

Lemma Let Xt> ... , x._ 1 be indeterminates, X; = Xn-;, i = 1, 2, ... , 

n-1, n22. Let A1,. • ., An-I be integers such that A1('i)+···+ 
An- dn.'.' i) = v(n). Then every X; can be written as an integral linear combina

tion of the expressions 

(4.2.1) 

( i + j) (k + j) 
(4.2.2) i X;+j- j Xk+j• i, j, k 2 1, i + j + k = n 

Proof We claim that it suffices to prove for every prime number p that 

every X; can be written modulo pas a linear combination of the expressions 

(4.2.1), (4.2.2). 
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• (4.2.3) Proof of the claim To see this let M be the free abelian group 

generated by X 1, •.. , X m where m = 2- 1 n if (2, n) = 2 and m = 2 - 1 ( n - 1) if 

(2, n) = l. Let N be the free abelian group generated by a generator y 0 , and one 

generator Yiik for every triple (i, j, k) with i,j, k 2 l and i + j + k = n. Define <P: 
N-+ M by ( ) 

</J Yo = A1X1 + ··· + An-1Xn-1 

<P(Yiik) = c ~ j) X;+i - (k; j) Xk+i 

(where we use (as a notational convenience) X; = X n- ;). Then what we have to 

prove is that <P is surjective. Let C be the cokernel of </J. Then because ®is right 

exact we have for every prime number pan exact sequence N ® Z/(p)-> M ® 

Z/(p)-+ C ® Z/(p)-+ 0. But by hypothesis N ® Z/(p)-> M ® Z/(p) is surjective 

for every p, hence C ® Z/(p) = 0 for every p, which proves that C = 0 because 

C is a finitely generated abelian group. It therefore remains to prove the modu

lo p version of Lemma 4.2 for every prime number p. 

• (4.2.4) The modulo p case with n = p or (n, p) = 1 If n = p or 

(p, n) = 1, then for every i = 1, 2, .. ., n - 1 we have (i, p) = 1 or (n - i, p) = 1. 

For each i = 1, .. ., n - 1, let a(i) E {i, n - i} be such that (a(i), p) = l. Using 

X; = Xn-i• we can assume that A;= 0 if if a(i); we take a(l) = 1. Now take 

i = 1, j = a(2) - 1, ... , a(m) - 1, k = n - a(2), .. ., n - a(m) in (4.2.2) to obtain 

the matrix of coefficients 

( 

At Aa(2) Aa(3) .•. 

( n- 1 ) (•(2)) 0 ... 
a(2)- I I 

( n- I ) Q (•(3)) · . 
a(3)-I I . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

(.(:'.,)! i) 0 . . . 0 

where m = r 1n if (n, 2) = 2 and m = 2- 1(n - 1) if (2, n) = l. One finds 

, m a( l) · · · a( m) ( n ) ( 1 m . ( m ( n ) ) 
det(A) = .I --- (") Aatil = - .CT a(1) .I (") Aa(i) 

i=t n a1 n,= 1 i=l a1 

m 

= n- 1v(n) n a(i) 
i:::; 1 

because A;= 0 if i 1 {a(l), ... , a(m)}. It follows that det(A'h~ 0 mod p if 

(n, p) = 1 or n = p. Indeed, if (n, p) = 1, then also (v(n), p) = 1, and we had 

chosen a(i) such that (a(i), p) = 1 for i = l, 2, ... , m; and if n = p, then v(n) = p, 

so det(A') ¥= 0 mod(p) also in this case. 

• (4.2.5) The modulo p case with n = pm and m > 1 Taking j = 1 in 

(4.2.2) and using Xk+i = X;, we find the expressions 

(4.2.6) -(pm - i)X; + (i + l)X;+ 1 
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Now take i =pi in (4.2.6) to see that all X k with} of the form p + 1. 2p + I, .... 

(m - l)p + 1 can modulo p be written as linear combinations of the expres
sions (4.2.2). Then taking i =Ip+ 1. .. ., (I+ l)p - 1 we see from (4.2.6) that 
also the .'J1,: j with j of the form j = Ip + r, I = 1. ... , /11 - 1; r = I. ... , p - 1 can 
be written modulo p as linear combinations of the expressions (4.2.2). Now 
take i = p - I in (4.2.6) to obtain X r 1 as a linear combination modulo p of 
the expressions (4.2.2) and then take i = p - 2, ... , 2 to obtain also the X j with 
j = I, .... p - 1 as linear combinations of the expressions (4.2.2). We have now· 
obtained every X j with (J, p) = 1 as a linear combination of the expressions 
(4.2.2). 

To write the X pi· i = 1, .. ., m, as linear combinations of(4.2.1) and (4.2.2) we 
use induction. The induction hypothesis is: 

if A1,. . ., )·n- i are such that I A;(7) = v(n) mod(p) if v(n) f p and 
I A;('!)= 1'(11) mod p2 if v(n) = p, then each X; can be written modulo pas 
a linear combination of the expressions (4.2.1), (4.2.2). 

The induction starts because the proof given in (4.2.4) for 11 = p or (n, p) = 1 
still works under the somewhat weaker conditions on le 1, .•• , /c 11 _ 1 stated in the 
induction hypothesis. 

Let Y, Z be indeterminates, then we have 

(4.2.7) (Y'' + Z")"' = (Y + Z)P"' mod(p) 

( 4.2.8) ( Y'' + ZP}l'' = ( Y + z)r"' mod(p2 ) if r ;::: 1 

It follows that 

( 4.2.9) (';:;1) = (';7) mod(p), (p~~ I) := ('~') mod(p2 ) 

(4.2.10) (P'.11) =O mod(p) if (i, p) = 1 

(4.2.11) (p';t) :=O mod(p2 ) if (i, p) = 1 and r ?'. 1 

Hence if /1 =pm. v(n) f p. /11 > I, we find from (4.2.9) and (4.2.10) 

(4.2.12) 11-I (l1) m-1 (111) 
v(n) = I A; . = I A;p . 

i= I I i= I I 
mod(p) 

if 

and if n =pm, 111 = p'. r::::: I, we obtain from (4.2.9) and (4.2.11) that 

(4.2.13) n-1 (ll) m-1 (m) 
P = .I ),; . = I A;,, . . mod(p 2 ) 

1::::: 1 l i= 1 \ l 

r ::::: I 
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By induction it follows from (4.2.12) and (4.2.13) that we can write the X pt 

modulo p as linear combinations of the expressions (4.2.2) for those i, j, k with 
(p, i) = (p, j) = (p. k) = p and the expression 

(4.2.14) v(m)v(nt 1(1c,,X,, + · .. + lc11 _PX 11 _,,) 

if v(11) f p. respectit•cly the expression 

(4.2.15) 

if v(11) = p. Now (v(m), p) = 1 = (v(n), p) if /11 is not a power of p and because we 
have already written all the X; with (i, p) = 1 as linear combinations modulo p 
of (4.2.l) and (4.2.2), we can write (4.2.14). respectively (4.2.15), as linear com
binations modulo p of (4.2.l) and the expressions (4.2.2). This concludes the 
proof of the modulo p case with 11 = pm and /11 > 1, and hence also concludes 
the proof of Lemma 4.2. 

4.3 Connection with Lazard's comparison lemma 

We define a polynomial in n indeterminates X 1, •• ., X 11 over an abelian 
group A as an element of A ® Z[ X 1 ... ., X nJ. Then the lemma proved above is 
equivalent to the following cocycle lemma. 

• (4.3.1) Lemma Let f'(X, Y) be a homogeneous polynomial of degree 11 in 
two indeterminates such that f'(X, Y) = f'(Y, X) and r(X, Y)
l(X, Y + Z) + r(X + Y. Z) - r( Y, Z) = 0. Then there is an a E A such that 
r(X, Y) = aC,,(X, Y) where C11(X. Y) is the polynomial 

C,,(X, Y) = v(nt 1(X" + Y" - (X + Y)") 

The equivalence of Lemmas 4.2 and (4.3.1) combined with Lemma ( 1.6.6) 
(which we have not yet proved) shows why one can expect that Lemma 4.2 will 
play a role. 

• (4.3.2) Proof of the equivalence of Lemmas 4.2 and (4.3.1) Let M 
be the abelian group generated by X 1, ... , X 11 _ 1 subject to the relations 
X; = X,,_ ;. i = I. ... , 11 - 1, and ni)X ;+; - (1tk)X j+k forall triples (i, j, k), i,j, 
k EN. i + j + k = 11. We define a homomorphism rp: Z--> Mas follows 

(4.3.3) 
i= t 

Then. clearly. Lemma 4.2 is equivalent to the statement 

(4.3.4) </> is surjective 

We also define a homomorphism 

(4.3.5) !/J: M->Z, 
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(Note that 1/1 is well defined.) We have i/J<P =id, so <P is also injective, so Lemma 
4.2 is equivalent to the statement 

(4.3.6) <P is an isomorphism and 1/1 is its inverse 

We now show that (4.3.6) implies Lemma (4.3.1). Let r{X, Y) = c 0 X" + 
c1 XY"- 1 + · · · + c11 _ 1 XY"- 1 + c,, Y" be a polynomial over A such that 
r(X, Y) = r{Y, X) and 

r(X, Y) - r(X + Y, Z) + r{X, Y + Z) - r( Y, Z) = O; 

then c0 = c,, = 0 and (i"'/)c i + j = (k 1 j)c j+ k• as is easily checked. It follows that 
X;r-->c; defines a homomorphism (of abelian groups) x: M--. A. By (4.3.6) 
we know that X; = v(nr 1mp.,X1 + ... + .l.,,_,x,,_i) so that ci = v(nr 1 x 
(7)x(.l.1 x, + .. ·+.i.,,_, x,,_i). 

Conversely, assume we have proved Lemma (4.3.1). Then there is an element 
a EM such that X; = v(nr 1(7)a for all i. Multiplying with .l.; and summing 
over i then gives a= .l. 1X1 + ... + .l.11 _ 1x,,_ 1 so that X; = v(nr 1(7) x 
(.l. 1 X 1 + · · · + .l.,,_ 1 Xn- 1 ), which shows that <Pi/I = id, proving (4.3.6). 

5 A Universal One Dimensional 
Commutative Formal Group Law 

In this section we construct a universal one dimensional commutative formal 
group law Fv(X, Y) over Z[U] = Z[U 2 , U3 , 1/4 , .. .]. 

5.1 A priori properties of Fv(X, Y) which motivate the construction 

This section is meant to give the reader some idea why one has to construct a 
universal formal group law more or less as we shall do it below. To this end we 
first remark that the formal group F5 (X, Y) of 3.1 is a universal commutative 
one dimensional formal group law for one dimensional commutative formal 
group laws defined over Z(pfalgebras; i.e., if G(X, Y) is a one dimensional 
commutative formal group law over a Z(Pl-algebra A, then there is a unique 
homomorphism <jJ: Z[S]--. A such that </J*F 5(X, Y) = G(X, Y). We have not 
yet proved this fact, nor shall we do so until after we have constructed F v(X, Y) 
and proved the universality of F u(X, Y). It can, however, also be proved at this 
stage by virtually the same arguments that we shall use below in 5.3 to prove 
the universality of the (yet to be constructed) formal group law F u(X, Y). 

Now if F(X, Y) over Lis a universal one dimensional commutative formal 
group law, then F(X, Y) over L ® Z(Pl and F 5(X, Y) over Z 1Pl[S] are both 
formal group laws over Z(pfalgebras and both are universal for one dimen
sional commutative formal group laws over Z 1Pralgebras. It follows that there 
is an isomorphism <Pp: z(p)[S] __. L ®zip) such that <PP* F s(X, Y) = F(X, Y). 
Such a statement holds for all prime numbers p. 
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This suggests first that L is a ring of the form Z[U] = Z[U 2• U 3 •... ] and 
suggests moreover that F(X, Y) is a formal group law of the type F(X, Y) = 
_r- 1(.f (X) + f ( Y)) with f (X) a power series over Z[ U] satisfying a functional 
equation of type 

(5.1.1) ((X) = g (X) + I s(p, i) ai, f (XP) 
. P i= I fJ I* 

for all prime numbers p simultaneously, where gp(X) is required to be p
integral. The most simple choices for a P' etc. are of course a P: Z[ U]--. Z[ U], 
U1r--t U1J and s(p, i) = UP'" Then, starting with f(X) = X mod( degree 2), the 
first thing one writes is 

u u (u u2 u ) (5 1 2) y + -~ yz + 3 x3 + -- 2 2 + 4 x4 
.. . 2· 3 4 2 

+ l!s xs + (!h_l!] + {}~~) x6 + ... 
5 6 6 

However, it now appears that the prime numbers 2 and 3 interfere with one 
another: the term 6- I I/ 3 LJ~, Which has tO be present because Of ( 5.1.1) With 
p = 3. prevents ( 5.1.1) from holding for p = 2. and vice versa with respect to the 
term 6- I u 2 u~. The solution is to insert suitable coefficients. Thus 

(5.1.3) x + tl2 y2 + U3 x3 + (U2{.;'~ + (}_4) x4 
2 • 3 4 2 

+ ~~~ xs + (2_U ;(}_~ + (}_2ill_~ + U 6) X6 + ... 

does satisfy (5.1.l) for all p modulo (degree 7) (for suitable g p(X) which depend 
on p ). (There has to be something like U 6 in the coefficient of X 6 because S 6 

occurs in the coefficient of X 6 in F 5(X, Y).) Thus the only problem in con
structing a universal formal group law appears to lie in showing that one can 
always find suitable coefficients. This readily leads to a power series h(X) = 
I.:"= 1 a,,(U) where each a,,(U) is a sum of expressions 

(5.1.4) 

where the qi are prime powers, q 1 q2 • · · q, d = n and the k(q 1, ••• , q,, d) are 
suitable rational numbers. The universal formal group law constructed in [178] 
is of this type. 

There is however some lack of elegance in allowing only factorizations of n of 
type (q 1 , ••• , q" d) with the qi prime powers; it would be more elegant to use all 
possible sequences (i 1 ... ., i,) such that i1 • ... ·is= 11. It is indeed possible to 
do this in a nice way, and the formal group law F u(X, Y) to be constructed 
below is obtained in this manner. 
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5.2 Construction of the universal formal one dimensional 
commutative group law F u(X, Y) 

We now proceed to construct a universal one dimensional commutative 

formal group law Fu(X, Y) over Z[V 2 , U 3 , .. .]. The first thing to do is the 

• (5.2.1) Choice of coefficients For each s EN and each sequence 

(i 1, ... , i,) with ij E N\{1},j = 1, ... , s, let n(i 1, .• . , i,) be an integer such that the 

following conditions are satisfied: 

(5.2.2) n(i 1, •• ., i,) =I if s = 1 

and for s ?: 2 

(5.2.3) n(i 1, ... ,i..)= 1 mod p' 

if i 1, .•. , i, are powers of a prime number p and i,+ 1 is not a power of p 

(5.2.4) 

if i 2 , ... , i, are powers of a prime number p and i 1 and i, + 1 are not powers of p 

(Ifs= r in (5.2.3) and (5.2.4), then the conditions on i,+ 1 are supposed to be 

vacuously satisfied; thus (5.2.3) requires that n(p, p) =I mod(p 2 ), and (5.2.4) 

requires that 11(p1, p 2 , p2) = 0 mod(pD if p 1 and p 2 are two different prime 

numbers.) Note that there are many sets of integers n(i 1> ••• , is) satisfying these 

conditions; the integer n(i 1, i 2 , •• ., i,) has to satisfy two different congruences 

at the same time if and only if i 1 and i2 are powers of two different prime 

numbers. In Section 5.6 we shall discuss a particular choice for the integers 

n(i 1, .. ., i,) which will be useful later. 

• (5.2.5) Definition of F u(X, Y) We now define the power seriesfu(X) over 

Q[V] = Q[V 2 , V3 , ... ]by the formula 

(f.• 

(5.2.6) J~(X) = I mn(U)X" 
11= 1 

where 

(5.2.7) 
ll{i1_.._ ... _,_~,) . n(i z,_._: : , i.] .... 

v(ii) v(i 2 ) fit ..... is) 

where the sum is over all sequences (i 1, .. ., i,), s E N. i j E N\{1 }, j = 1, .. ., s, 

such that i1 i2 · • · i, = n. 
The power series F u(X. Y) is now defined by 

(5.2.8) F u(X, Y) =f[, 1 (J~(X) +fu(Y)) 
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5.3 The universality theorem 

• (5.3.1) Theorem F v(X. Y) has its coefficients in Z[ U] and the formal 

group law Fu(X. Y) over Z[U] is a universal one dimensional commutative 

formal group law. 

This is proved in several steps. The first step is to prove that F u(X, Y) is 

integral, i.e., that F u(X, Y) has its coefficients in Z[ U]. This will be done by 

means of the functional equation lemma 2.2. 

• (5.3.2) Proof of the integrality of Fu(X. Y) Let p be a prime number, 

and let Ar= Z 1pi(V]. K = Q[U], (J r: K __, K the homomorphism U.;r--> u5, 
j = 2, 3 .... , a= pA". q = p. s; = p- 1 U"'' i = L 2, .... As usual we write g1P'1(X) 
for (CJ~)*g(X). We want to prove that 

r U 
(5.3.3) f~,(X)- I P'fl!'' 1(XP') E Ap[X] 

;~I p 

To prove this we first prove some congruences concerning the coefficients that 

occur in (5.2.7). Let 

. . 11(i 1. i2, .... i,) n(i2 • .. ., i,) 11(i,) 
d(11 • .. ., 1,) = (" ) - . (" ) - - ..... ~(.) 

Vl 1 Vlz Vl, 

• (5.3.4) Lemma 
(i) If I i= v(i 1) = · · · = v(i,) i= v(i,+ i). r <:;; s, then p'd(i 1, ...• i,) E Z, where 

p = v(ii) = · · · = v(i,). (If r = s, then v(i,) i= v(i,+ i) is taken to be automatically 

fulfilled.) 
(ii) If v(i 1) = L then d(i 1 • .... is) E Z. 

Proof We prove both parts of the lemma simultaneously by induction on 

s. The cases= I is trivial. Ifs> I. we distinguish four cases: 

(a) v(ii) = I= v(i 2 ). Then d(i 2 ,. ... i,) E Z by induction hypothesis and 

hence d(i 1 •.... i,) = v(i 1r 111(i1 .... , i,}il(i 2 •.. ., i,) E Z. 
(b) v(i 1) = Ii= v(i 2 ) = p. Let v(i 2 ) = · · · = v(i,) i= v(i,+ i).Then by induction 

hypothesis p' - l d{i 2• .. ., iJ E Z and hence d(i 1• .. ., i,) = l'(i I r 1n(i1• .. ., i ,}d(i 2• 

. ... i,) E Z because n{i 1. i2 ..... i,) = 0 mod p'- 1 by (5.2.4) in this case. 

(c) I =I= v(ii) = v(i 2 ) = p. Then p'- 1d(i 2 ..... i,) E Z by induction hypoth-

esis and hence p'd(i 1 • .... i,) = v(i 1r 111(i 1, .... i,)p'd(i 2 , •• ., i,) = 11(i 1, ... , 
i,)p'- 1d(i 2 • ••• ,is} E Z. 

{d) Ii= p1 = v(ii) i= v(i 2 ) = p2 =I= I. Let v(i 2 ) = · ·· = v(i,) i= v(i,+ i). Then 

by induction hypothesis p12- 1d(i 2 • ••• , i,) E Z and hence p 1d(i 1 ... ., i,) = n(i 1> 

.. ., i,)d(i 2 •... , i,) E Z because n(i 1, .. ., i,) = 0 mod p12- I. in this case by (5.2.4). 

• (5.3.5) Lemma If I i= v(i 1) = p, then 

d(i1, ... , i,)- p- 1d(iz, .. ., i,) E Zip) 
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Proof We distinguish three cases: 

(a) v(i 2 ) = 1. Then d(i2 , ... , i.) E Z by Lemma (5.3.4) and hence d(i1, ... , 
i.)- p- 1d(i2 , •.. , i,) = p- 1((n(i1, ... ,i.)- l)d(i2 , •.• ,i.) E Z because n(i 1, ••• , 

i.)= 1 mod(p) by (5.2.3) as v(ir) = p. 
(b) 1 f. v(i 2 ) = p2 f. p. Then d(i 2 , .•. ,i.) E Z<P) by Lemma (5.3.4) and we 

find d(i1, ... , i5)- p- 1d(iz, . .. , is) E Z(P)' again because 11(i1> ... , i5) = 1 mod(p). 
(c) v(i2)=p. Let v(i 2)=v(i 3)=···=v(i,)f.v(i,+r). Then p'- 1d(iz, 

is) E Z by Lemma (5.3.4) and hence 

d(i1, ... , i.)- p- 1d(i 2 , .•. ,i.)= p- 1(n(i1, ... , i.) - l)d(i2 , ••• , i,) E Z 

because we have n(i1, ... , i.)= I mod p' in this case according to (5.2.3). 

• (5.3.6) Proof of (5.3.3) Let n = p'111, (111, p) = l. The coefficient of X" in 
( 5.3.3) is then equal to 

(5.3.7) (u) -Iu (p)(U) .. -Iu (p')(U) 111n - p p111njp - • - p P'111n/p' 

We split up the sum (5.2.7) as 

(5.3.8) 111.(U) = 111 •. 0(U) + 111 •. 1(U) + · ·· + 111 • ..(U) 

where 111 •. o( U) is the sum of those terms of 111.( U) for which v(i r) f. p, and 
m •. j( U) is the sum of those terms of 111.( U) for which i 1 = ~, j = I, ... , r. 

We now claim 

(5.3.9) 

(5.3.10) 

m •. o(U) E z(p)[U] 

m •. j( U) - p- I u pj 111~~2;( U) E z(p)[ U] 

Statement (5.3.9) follows immediately from Lemma (5.3.4); and statement 
(5.3.10) follows from Lemma (5.3.5). This concludes the proof of (5.3.3). 

• (5.3.11) Proof of the integrality of F u(X, Y) (conclusion) Because 
(5.3.3) holds, we know by the functional equation lemma that 
Fv(X, Y) E Ap[X. Y] = z(p)[U][X, Y]. This holds for all prime numbers p, 
hence F u(X, Y) E Z[U][X, Y]. 

• (5.3.12) Proof of the universality of F u(X, Y) To prove the universa
lity F u(X, Y) we first remark that 

(5.3.13) fv(X)=X+v(nt 1u. mod(U 2 , ... ,u._"degree(n+l)) 

(This follows immediately from the definition of fv(X); cf. (5.2.6), (5.2.7).) It 
follows that 

(5.3.14) Fv(X, Y) = x + Y + u.c.(x, Y) 
mod(U 2 , ... , U"_"degree(n+ !)) 

I 
l 
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where, as always, c.(X, Y) = v(nt 1(X" + Y" - (X + Y)"). Choose A.<jl, ... , 
A.~·~ 1 such that ,l_)"l(I) +···+A.~·~ 1( • .'.' i) = v(n) for all n E N\{l}. Let 

(5.3.15) F u(X, Y) = X + Y + I eiiXiYj 
i.j~ 1 

We now define new elements y2 , YJ, ... E Z[U] as follows: 

n- I 

(5.3.16) Yn = L A.\•lei,n-i 
i= 1 

• (5.3.17) Lemma The y2 , y3 , •.• are a free polynomial basis for Z[U], i.e., 
every element of Z[ U] can uniquely be written as a polynomial in the y 2, 

J'3, .... 

Proof This follows immediately from (5.3.14) because (5.3.14) says that 

y.=U. mod(U2 , .. .,U,,_r) 

• (5.3.18) Proof of the universality of Fu(X, Y) (continued) Now let 
G(X, Y) be an arbitrary one dimensional formal group law over a ring A. Write 

i.j~ 1 

We define a homomorphism </J: Z[U]-+ A by requiring that 
n- I 

(5.3.19) </J(y,.) = L A.\"lai.n- i 
i:;;;;; 1 

This is well defined because of Lemma (5.3.17). Certainly <fJ is the only possible 
homomorphism Z[ U]-+ A such that </J* F u(X, Y) = G(X, Y). It remains to 
prove that <fJ actually does take F u(X, Y) into G(X, Y), i.e., that </J(eii) = ai.Jor 
all i, j 2: l. This is done by induction with respect to i + j, starting with the case 
i = l = j, which is trivial because .A.\2l = I, hence y2 = e1.1. Now suppose that 
</J(ei) = ai.i for all i, j with i + j < n. Now because F v(X, Y) and G(X, Y) are 
commutative one dimensional formal group laws, we have that the coefficients 
satisfy certain conditions, viz. 

(5.3.20) 

(5.3.21) 

where the Piik are certain universal polynomials expressing associativity. (Cf. 
also (1.5.3); there is one such polynomial for each triple (i, j, k}, i,j, k EN.) One 
easily checks that these polynomials are of the form 

(5.3.22) ( i + ") (" + k) i .I Ci+i.k - .I j Ci.j+k - Qiik(C1.m) 
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where the Qijk are certain polynomials with coefficients in Z involving only the 
C1.m with I+ m < i + j + k. Cf. (6.1.6)-(6.l.9) for more details on the Pijk(C). By 
the induction hypothesis we therefore know that 

( 5.3.23) ( ( i + j) (j + k) ) <P ; ei+j.k- j ei.j+k 

(i+j) (j+k) = i ai+ j.k - j ai.j+k• i+j+k=n 

We also have by the definition of <jJ that 

(5.3.24) </JP.\nlet.n-1 + · · · + A~n~ ten- t.d = A.\nlal.n-1 + · · · + A~n~ 1 an-1.1 

and by the binomial coefficient lemma 4.2 we know that (5.3.20), (5.3.23), 
(5.3.24) together imply that </J(eu) = ai.j for i + j = n. This concludes the proof 
of the universality of Fu( X, Y). 

5.4 Logarithms 

Let A be a characteristic zero ring, i.e., A --+ A ® Q is injective or, equiv
alently, A has no additive torsion. Let F(X, Y) be a one dimensional commuta
tive formal group law over A. Then, because F u(X, Y) over Z(U] is a universal 
one dimensional commutative formal group law, there is a unique homomor
phism </J: Z[U]-+ A such that </J*F u(X, Y) = F(X, Y). Tensoring with Q gives 
us a homomorphism (also denoted</>) <jJ: Q[U]--+ A® Q. Let 

(5.4.1) f (X) = logp(X) = </>* fu(X) 

Thenf(X) is a power series with coefficients in A® Q such that 

(5.4.2) F(X, Y) = r 1(f(X) + f(Y)) 

(because A --+ A ® Q is injective) and such that 

(5.4.3) f (X) = X mod(degree 2) 

Moreover, again because A --+ A ® Q is injective, there is precisely one power 
seriesf(X) such that (5.4.2) and (5.4.3) hold. This power seriesf(X) is called the 
logarithm of the formal group law F(X, Y) and is occasionally denoted logp(X). 

The name comes from the fact that the logarithm of the one dimensional 
multiplicative group Gm(X, Y) is equal to 

oo X" 
loge;JX) = I (-1r 1 = log(l + x) 

n= 1 n 

. If A .is not a characteristic zero ring, then the logarithm logp(X) of a one 
d1mens1onal commutative formal group law does as a rule not exist. 
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• (5.4.4) Corollary Every one dimensional commutative formal group law 
over a Q-algebra is strictly isomorphic to the one dimensional additive formal 
group law. 

Indeed, if F(X, Y) is a one dimensional commutative formal group law over 
a Q-algebra A, then logp(X) is the (unique) strict isomorphism F(X, Y)--+ 
G.(X, Y). In case A is something like the ring of integers of a local field of 
characteristic zero (and residue characteristic p > 0) there is an occasionally 
quite useful formula for the logarithm of a formal group law. 

• (5.4.5) Proposition Let A be a Z<Pralgebra of characteristic zero such that 
nn pn A = {O}. Let f(X, Y) be a one dimensional formal group law over A. 
Then we have (in A® Q[X]) 

(5.4.6) 

(Here the topology of A® Q[X] is the natural one defined by limn~oo gn(X) = 
f(X), g.(X) = L CinXi,f(X) = L diX'='<I k, '<Im, 3 r such that Ckn - dk E pm A 
for all n 2': r; i.e., for every k the coefficients of Xk in g.(X) converge p-adically 
to the coefficient of Xk inf(X) as n--+ oo.) 

Proof It suffices to prove the proposition in the special case that 
A= Z<Pl[U] and F(X, Y) = Fu(X, Y) the one dimensional universal formal 
group law over Z[U] c Z<P{U] constructed in Section 5.2 above. Letf(X) = 
fu(X). Then we have 

00 

(5.4.7) f(X) = L anXn, a E p-v,A•>z [U] n (p) 

n == 1 

where vP(n)=k if lln and pk+ 1 {n, kENu{O}. Choose mEN and let 
k =maxi= 1. .... m {vp(i)}. Then for n > 3k we have 

p".f (X) = 0 mod(degree m + 1, pn-k) 

and hence, using (5.4.7) 

f(pnf(X)) = p"f(X) mod( degree m + 1, p2n- 3k) 

So, for 2n > 3k, we have by Part (iv) of the functional equation lemma 

p~f (X) = r 1 (p".f (X)) = (pn]F{X) mod(degree m + 1, p2n- 3k) 

and f(X) = p-n[p")p(X) mod( degree m + 1, p"- 3k) proving (5.4.6). 

• (5.4.8) Remark Somewhat related to formula (5.4.6) is the sometimes 
useful observation that for any (one dimensional) commutative formal group 
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law over a Z<Pfalgebra A there exist for every n power series /J 0(X), ... , 
P.(X) E A[Xl /J0(X) = X mod(degree 2) such that 

(5.4.9) (p"]F{X) = p"/Jo(X) + p"- 1 /J1 (XP) + · · · + P/Jn- 1 (XP"- ') + P.(XP") 

(Of course the power series Pi(X),. i = 0, ... , n, may depend on n.) This is 
proved in a rather similar manner as Proposition (5.4.5) as follows. Again it 
suffices to treat only the special case A = Z<PLV], F(X, Y) = F u(X, Y). Now by 
(5.4.7) there exists a power series 11(X) E Q(V][X] such that 

(5.4.10) p"f(X) = 11(X"'+') mod(p•-kz(p)(U][X]) 

We proceed to prove (5.4.9) by induction. Suppose we have already found 
/J0 (X), ... , /J.(X) such that (5.4.9) holds mod( degree m). We write 

(5.4.11) (p"]F(X) = p"/J0 (X) + · · · + P.(XP") + bXm mod( degree m + 1) 

Let k = vP(m), then we have to show that b E p•-kz<PLV]. We can assume k < n 
(otherwise we are through). Usingf(X) = X mod( degree 2) and applying Part 
(iv) of the functional equation lemma we obtain from (5.4.11) 

(5.4.12) p"f(X) = f([p"]F(X)) =J(pn-k- l/Jk+ 1(XP'+1) + · · · + /J.(XP")) + bXm 

mod(p•-kz<P>[V][Xl degree m + 1). Using (5.4.10) we see that bXm is a power 
series in XPk+' mod p•-kz<P>[V][X] proving that b E p•-kz<P>[V] because 
vP(m) = k. 

5.5 Universality properties of F5(X, Y) 

Let F s(X, Y) be the one dimensional commutative formal group law over 
Z(S2, S3, ... ] = Z(S] constructed in Section 3.1. Because F v(X, Y) over Z(V] is 
universal, there exists a unique homomorphism </J: Z[V]-+ Z(S] such that 
</J* F v(X, Y) = F s(X, Y). Now by (3.1.8) we have F s(X, Y) = X + Y + 
s.vp(nt 1B.(X, Y) mod(S 2, ... , s._ 1, degree n + 1), and by (5.3.14) we have 
that Fv(X, Y)=X+ Y+v(nt 1 V.B.(X, Y) mod(U2 , ••• , V.-i. degree 
n + 1). It follows that 

(5.5.1) </J(V.) = vp(nt 1v(n)S. mod(S2, ... , s._ 1) 

where vP(n) = v(n) ifv(n) = p and vp(n) = 1 ifv(n) f p. It follows that <P induces 
an isomorphism 

(5.5.2) 

and this proves: 

• (5.5.3) Theorem The formal group law F 5(X, Y) over Z<P[S] is universal 
for one dimensional commutative formal group laws over Z<Pralgebras. (The 
same statement holds for F s(X, Y) considered as a formal group law over 
Z(S].) 
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• (5.5.4) Remark If one identifies Z<P£S] with Z<P>[V] by means of U; =Si, 
i = 2, 3, ... , then the formal group laws F u(X, Y) and F s(X, Y) become strictly 
isomorphic. Note that this is not the identification given by <P ® Z<p>· The strict 
isomorphism is given by f s 1{fu(X)) which is seen to be p-integral by the 
functional equation lemma (2.2). (Cf. (5.3.2) and 3.1.) 

• (5.5.5) Caveat Let F(X, Y) and F u(X, Y) be two universal one dimen
sional commutative formal group laws over Z(V], then F(X, Y) and F v(X, Y) 
need not be isomorphic as formal groups over Z(V]. An example is F(X, Y) = 
<P*Fu(X, Y) where </J: Z[V]->Z[V] is the automorphism V 2 1->V 2 + V 3, 

U;1-> Vi for i;:::: 3. Indeed, there is not even a power series a(X) = aX + 
a2 X 2 + ···with a a unit in Z(V], i.e., a= ± 1, such that a(F(X, Y)) = F u(a(X), 
a( Y)) mod( degree 3 ). 

Conversely, if F(X, Y) is strictly isomorphic over Z(V] to F u(X, Y), then 
F(X, Y) over Z(V] need not be a universal commutative one dimensional 
formal group law. To see this, let F(X, Y) = a- 1 F u(a(X), a(Y)) where a(X) = 
X + U 3 X 2 . Then we have that 

(5.5.6) IogF(X) = .fu(a(X)) 

= X + U3 X 2 + ~2 X 2 + ( V 2 U 3 + ~3 ) X 3 mod(degree 4) 

Now if F(X, Y) over Z(V] were universal, there must be a homomorphism </J: 
Z[V]--> Z[V] such that <P* logF(X) = logFu(X), which means that there must 
be elements b2 = <P(Uz) and b3 = </J(U3 ) in Z(V] such that 

(5.5.7) 

which is not possible. 

5.6 A special choice for the coefficients 

In this subsection we discuss a special choice for the integers n(i i. ... , is) 
which will be useful later. 

• (5.6.1) Definition of the n(ih ... , is) For each prime number p and each 
i E N\{ 1 }, let c(p, i) be an integer such that 

(5.6.2) c(p, i) = 1 if v(i) = 1 

( 5.6.3) c(p, p') = 1 for all r E N 

(5.6.4) c(p, i) = 1~ ::~~:~ if 1 =I= v(i) = q =I= p 

We now define integers b(i 1, ..• , is) for all sequences (i 1, ... , is) with s E N, 
ij E N\{ 1 }, j = 1, ... , s, by the formula 

(5.6.5) b(i1) = n c(p, i1) 
pli1 
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ifs = 1, and the recursion formula 

(5.6.6) b(i1 •... ' is)= n c(p, is)b(i1 .... , is-J 
vlit ... i.,. 

ifs;::: 2. Here the product is over all prime numbers p that divide i 1 ii· · · · · is, 
so that the factor c(p, is) occurs once irrespective of how high a power of p 
divides i 1 ii · · · · · i5 • 

Finally, we define 

( ) (. . ) b(i1, ... ,is) 
5.6.7 11 11, ... ,ls = b(. .·-) 

lz, ... ' ls 
if s :::: 2, 11( ii) = 1 

With induction we obtain from (5.6.6) that 

(5.6.8) b(i1 • ... ,i.)= n c(p, is) n c(p, is-d ... n c(p, i1) 
Pli1 ···i.~ Pli1 ···is- I Plit 

so that 11(i 1, ... , is) is equal to 

(5.6.9) 

11(i1 •... ,is)= n c(p, is) n c(p, is-d ... n c(p, ii) n c(p, ii) 
pfi,.··i, pJi,. .. i,-1 PYi2 pli1 

Pli1 Pli1 pli1 

• (5.6.10) Proof that the n(i 1, ••• , is) defined by (5.6.7) (or (5.6.9)) 
satisfy the conditions (5.2.2)-(5.2.4) Condition (5.2.2) is clearly 
satisfied by definition. Suppose that 1 -=f p = v(i i) = · · · = v(i,) + v(i,+ 1). First 
suppose that r :::: 2. The only prime number dividing i 1 is p, and p also divides 
i2, i2 i3 , .•. , i2 i3 • • • • • i., so that (5.6.9) and (5.6.3) say that 11(i1, ... , i.)= 1 in 
this case. Next suppose that r = 1. The only prime number dividing i 1 is p and 
c(p, i) = 1 mod(p) for all i according to (5.6.2) and (5.6.4). Therefore (5.6.9) says 
that n(i 1, •• • , i.)= 1 mod(p) in this case. This proves condition (5.2.3). Now let 
v(ii) -=f p = v(i 2 ) = · · · = v(i,) + v(i,+ 1 ). Then there is a prime number q that 
divides i1 but which does not divide i 2, ..• , i, and hence does not divide i2' 
i2 i3, ... , i2 i3 • · · · • i,. It now follows from (5.6.9) that 11(i 1, •.. , is) contains the 
factor c(q, i2 )c(q, i3 ) • ·· · • c(q, i,). But c(q, i 2) = c(q, i 3 ) = · ·· = c(q, i,) = 0 
mod(p) according to (5.6.4) because 1 -=f v(i 2) = v(i 3) = · · · = v(i,) = p + q. 
Hence n(i 1, •• • , is)= 0 mod p'- 1 in this case, which proves condition (5.2.4). 

• (5.6.11) Convention Fix a choice for the c(p, i) so that (5.6.2)-(5.6.4) are 
satisfied and let F u(X, Y) and .fu(X) be the power series defined by 
(5.2.6)-(5.2.8) with the n(i1, ... ,is) as specified by (5.6.5)-(5.6.7). From now on 
unless otherwise stated F u(X, Y) and .fu(X) will denote precisely these formal 
power series. 

• (5.6.12) A formula or 1/11 in terms of the mk(U) In the case of these 
particular choices of n(i 1, .. ., is) there are "reasonable" formulas for the U 11 in 
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terms of the 111.( U). These formulas will later be useful in complex cobordism 
cohomology. 

As before let 

(5.6.13) 
. . )- 11(i1 •.. ·: iJ ..... n(~) 

d(11···.,l,- (') (') 
V 11 V ls 

then (5.6.7) and (5.6.6) imply that for s:::: 2 

.d!i1.····_iL=v(it1 n ( l 
(5.6.14) d(i1, ... ' i,_ i) s Pli1 .. i, C p, i, 

Note that this number depends only on the product i 1 ·····is and i,but not 
on the individual factors i1, i2 , ... , i,_ 1. We define for all 11, I E N\{1} 

(5.6.15) µ(n, I)= CT c(p, I) 
Pill 

• (5.6.16) Theorem 

v(11)111 11(U) = U11 + L p(n, (//))v(l1) m1111(U)U/11 

1111 v 
l'f'l.11 

Proof We have according to (5.2.7), (5.6.13), (5.6.14), and (5.6.15) 

11111( U) = L d(i 1· ••• , i,)uipi; · · · · · ut·i,-' 

- •( )- I I/ "°' ~~i,_i~) (d(' . )' / I/it • ... 
-\IJ 11+ L, (') 11,···•'s-JLjl ii 

s?. 2 V ls 

= v(11)- 1 1/11 + "°' µ(l1, /) (U)U 1111 
L, · v(I) mn;l 1 
1111 

I'/' 1.11 

5.7 Group law chunks and the comparison lemma 

• (5.7.1) Definition A commutative one dimensional formal group law 
chunk of order m over a ring A is a polynomial of total degree ::::; /11 in two 
indeterminates F m(X, Y) of the form F m(X, Y) = x + y + Li.J?: 1 cijxiyJ such 
that Fm(X, Y) = F"'(Y, X) and Fm(Fm(X, Y), Z) = Fm(X, Fm(Y, Z)) mod(de
gree m + 1). 

• (5.7.2) Example If F(X, Y) = X + Y + Li.J?: 1 aiiXiyi is a one dimen
sional formal group law over a ring A, then setting aii = 0 for all i,j EN such 
that i + j > m yields a commutative one dimensional formal group law chunk 
which we shall denote Fu11 l(X, Y). 
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• (5.7.3) Theorem (Fv)(m)(X, Y) over Z[U2 , ... , Um] is a universal commu
tative formal group law chunk. 

Proof This proof is practically identical with that of the universality of 
Fu(X, Y). 

• (5.7.4) Corollary Every one dimensional commutative formal group law 
chunk comes from a formal group. That is, if F m(X, Y) over A is a one dimen
sional commutative formal group law chunk, then there exists a one dimen
sional commutative formal group law F(X, Y) over A such that 
F(X, Y) = Fm(X, Y) mod(degree m + l). 

• (5.7.5) Corollary (Lazard's comparison lemma) Let F m(X, Y) and 
Gm(X, Y) be one dimensional commutative formal group law chunks of order 
mover a ring A and suppose that F m(X, Y) = Gm(X, Y) mod(degree m). Then 
there exists an a EA such that F m(X, Y) = Gm(X, Y) + aC m(X, Y) where 
Cm(X, Y) = v(mt 1(X'" + ym - (X + Yr). 

Proof This follows immediately from Theorem (5.7.3) and the fact that 
Fu(X, Y)=X+ Y+ UmCm(X, Y)mod(U 2 ••.• , Um_"degreem+ 1). 

• (5.7.6) Corollary Let F(X, Y) be a commutative one dimensional formal 
group law over a ring A. Then F(X, Y) is (strictly) isomorphic to the additive 
one dimensional formal group law over A ifand only if[p1F(X) E pA[X] for all 
prime numbers p. 

Proof The condition is clearly necessary because if !X(X): F(X, Y)-> 
Ga(X, Y) is an isomorphism, then !X([P]F(X)) = p!X(X). Conversely, suppose 
that the condition is satisfied, and suppose that !Xm(X) is a power series such 
that !Xm(X) = X mod(degree 2) and F(X, Y) = !X,;; 1 (!Xm(X) + !Xm(Y)) mod(de
gree m) with m 2': 2. (The induction starts became !X 2(X) = X works form= 2.) 
Then by the comparison lemma we have 

(5.7.7) F(X, Y) = !X,;; 1 (!Xm(X) + !Xm(Y)) + aCm(X, Y) mod(degree(m + 1)) 

If v(m) = 1, then !Xm+i(X) = am(X)- aXm is such that F(X, Y) = 
ix.;;lt(ixm+i(X)+ixm+i(Y)) mod(degree m+2). If v(m)=p, we have 
[P]F(X) E pA[X], a,;; 1(pam(X)) E pA[X], so that (5.7.7) then implies that 

a(p- 1(pXm - (pxrn E pA[X] 

so that there is a b E A such that a = pb. In this case take !Xm+ 1(X) = 
!X(X) - bXm to obtain a power series such that F(X, Y) =a.;;! 1(ixm+ 1(X) + 
!Xm+ 1(Y)) mod(degree m + 1). 

• (5.7.8) Example Let k be a ring of characteristic p > 0 (i.e., pa = 0 for all 
a E A) where p is a prime number. Let 

(5.7.9) F(X, Y) = X + Y + aXP"yPm + bXP"'yP" 
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Then F(X, Y) is a one dimensional formal group law chunk of order p"+m. If 
k is a field and a =I= b, n =!= m, then F(X, Y) does not come from a one dimen
sional formal group law because, as we shall see in Section 6, every one dimen
sional formal group law over a field is commutative. 

5.8 Invariant differential forms on a 
one dimensional formal group law 

To conclude this section we give Honda's remarkably elegant proof (cf. [188, 
189]) that a one dimensional formal group over a characteristic zero ring A is 
(i) commutative and (ii) admits a logarithm (defined over A® Q). Statement (i) 
will be proved again in the next section (in a more general context but in a 
much more cumbersome fashion) and, given (i), (ii) follows (cf. 5.4). 

Let F(X, Y) be a one dimensional formal group law over a characteristic 
zero ring A. By taking partial derivatives with respect to X in the associativity 
relation F(F(X, Y), Z) = F(X, F(Y, Z) we find 

aF aF aF 
(5.8.1) oX (X, F(Y, Z)) = oX (F(X, Y), Z) ·fix (X, Y) 

Let g(X) be the formal power series (with coefficients in A) defined by 

(5.8.2) 
oF 

g(X) · ax (o, x) = 1 

and let f (X) be the unique formal power series (with coefficients in A® Q) 
such that 

(5.8.3) 
a 
~ifxf (X) = g(X), f(X) = X mod(degree 2) 

Then it follows from (5.8.1) (with X = 0, Y = X. Z = Y) and (5.8.2) that 

a a 
(5.8.4) axf(F(X, Y)) = iJXf(X) 

It follows that 

(5.8.5) f(F(X, Y)) - f(X) EA® Q[Y] 

We write 

(5.8.6) f(F(X, Y)) -f(X) = h(Y) 

and substitution of X = 0 in (5.8.6) then gives h( Y) = f ( Y) so that 

(5.8.7) f(F(X, Y)) =f(X) + f(Y) 

which proves that F(X, Y) is commutative and at the same time that F(X, Y) 
admits a logarithm over A ® Q. 
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The expression g(X) dX can be interpreted as a right invariant differential 

form on F(X. Y). The invariance property is in fact (5.8.4). 

6 Most One Dimensional Formal Group 
Laws Are Commutative 

Practically all the formal group laws constructed so far have been commuta
tive. This is no accident, as is shown by Theorem ( 1.6.7) which we shall prove in 
this section. The theorem in question says: 

6.1 Commutativity theorem 

Theorem Let A be a ring that has no elements a =!= 0 that are torsion and 
nilpotent simultaneously (i.e., there do not exist a =!= 0, a E A, and n, 111 E N such 
that na = am = 0). Then every one dimensional formal group law is commuta
tive. Conversely, if every one dimensional formal group law over A is commu

tative, then A has no nonzero torsion nilpotents. 

• (6.1.1) Proof of necessity of the condition on A The example is 
( l. l.8 ). Suppose 0 =!= a E A and suppose that n, m E N are such that 
na = am = 0. Let n E N be the smallest natural number such that na = 0, then 

n > 1; hence there exists a prime number p such that p Jn, let h = p- 1na, then 
b =/= 0 and ph = 0. Also clearly bm = O; let m be minimal such bm = 0, then 
m > l. Let c = bm- t, then c =/= 0, c2 = 0, pc= 0. Now let F(X, Y) be the power 
series ( cf. ( l. l.8)) 

(6.1.2) F(X, Y) = X + Y + cX¥P 

It is easy to check that F(F(X, Y), Z) = F(X, F(Y, Z)) so that F(X, Y) is a 
noncommutative formal group law. 

• (6.1.3) Proof of sufficiency in case A is a characteristic zero ring 
Now suppose that A is a characteristic zero ring, i.e., na = 0, a EA, n EN, 
implies a = O; or, equivalently, the canonical homomorphism A--> A@ Q is 
injective. Let 

(6.1.4) 
i.j?. 1 

be a formal group law over A. 
We have 

F(F(X, Y), Z) = X + Y + L aijxiyJ + z 
i.j?. l 

+ L al.k (x + Y + L aijX'Y')
1 zk 

l.k?. 1 r.s?. 1 
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F(X. F(Y. Z)) = x + Y + z + L al.k ytzk 
l.k" l 

+ L a;.mXi ( Y + Z + L as.• Y'Z')'" 
i.m?.1 t,s~ 1 

so that the associativity condition becomes 

(6.1.5) PiJk(a1.m) = 0, i, ), k 2 1 

where PijdC) is the polynomial in the C1.m• I+ 111 :::; i + j + k, 

(6.1.6) ( i + i) " ( l ) . . piJk(C) = C;+ J.k . + L. Cl.k . . C\.s, ... c~:.s, 
1 r0 s0 z1 .. · z. 

(; + k) I ( m ) . . - c. . + c. C' I ... C'" 
1.J+k k 1.m t · ... · s1.r1 sn.ln 

So 0I1 1n 

where the first sum is over all/, 11, r 1, .. ., r., s 1, .. ., s., i 1, ... , i. EN, and r0 , 

s0 E N u {O} such that 

(6.1.7) s0 + s 1 i 1 + .. · + s.i. = j 

ro + So + i 1 + .. · + in = I 

and the second sum is over all m, n, s 1, .. ., s., t 1, .. ., t., i 1, .. ., i. E N, and s0 , 

t0 E N u {O} such that 

So + SI i 1 + · · · + Sn in = j 

(6.1.8) t0 + t 1 i1 + ... + t.i. = k 

s0 + t0 + i 1 + .. · + i. = m 

Note that conditions (6.1.7) and (6.1.8) imply that 

(6.1.9) ( i + i) (i + k) P;1k(C) = i C;+J.k - k Ci.J+k 

mod( .. ., cl.m• ... ; l + m < i + j + k) 

a fact which we have used before. 
Now suppose that a,.s = as,, for all r + s < t. Take i, j, k such that i = k, 

i + j + k = t. Then Pii;(a) = 0 implies that 

(6.l.10) (i + j) (i + i) 
i ai+j.i= i ai.j+i 

(A one-one correspondence between the remaining terms of Pii;(a) is given by 

taking l = m, r0 = t0 , r1 = t1o ... , r. = t. in the two sums in (6.1.6).) But A is a 
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characteris!ic zero ring, hence ai+ J.i =au+ 1, thus giving us an inductive proof 
that aiJ = a1.i for all i, j 2: 1. 

6.2 Proof that one dimensional formal group laws over integral 
domains are commutative 

1 (6.2.1) Lemma Let F(X, Y) be a noncommutative one dimensional formal 
group law over a ring A. Then there is a nonzero homomorphism of F(X, Y) 
into Gm(X, Y) or into G"(X, Y). 

Proof We write X • Y for F(X, Y) and x1- 11 for 1(X) = [- l]F(X). Let 
H(X, Y) = X · Y • x1-1J, i.e., H(X, Y) = F(X, F(Y, 1(X))). Then H(O, Y) = Y, 
so we can write 

oc 

(6.2.2) H(X, Y) = Y + I r.(X)Y" 
n=l 

where the r.(X) are elements of A[X] such that r,,(O) = 0. Because F(X, Y) is 
noncommutative, there is an n EN such that r.(X) =f. 0. Let 111 be the smallest 
element of N such that r"'(X) =f. 0. We distinguish two cases. 

1 ( 6.2.3) Case A: 111 = 1 In this case one has 

(6.2.4) H(X, Y) = Y(l + r 1(X)) mod(Y2 ) 

and the identity 

(X · X') · Y · (X · X')1- i1 = X · (X' • Y • X'1- 11) • xi- 11 

which follows from the associativity of F(X. Y), shows that 

(6.2.5) H(X · X', Y) = H(X, H(X', Y)) 

And this gives mod( Y2 ) 

(6.2.6) 

which means that 

(6.2.7) r1(X · X') = r 1(X) + r 1(X') + r1(X)ri(X') 

and (6.2.7) says that ri(X) is a homomorphism of F(X, Y) into G111(X. Y). 

1 (6.2.8) Case B: m > 1 In this case one has 

(6.2.9) H(X, Y) = Y + rm(X)Y'" mod(Y'"+ 1) 

and using (6.2.5) again one finds mod( Y'"' 1 ), using m 2: 2, 

Y + r,.(X • X')Y"' = H(X', Y) + rm(X)H(X', Y)"' 

= Y + r,.,(X')Y"' + r,.,(X)(Y + r,.,(X')Y"')"' 

= Y + r,.,(X')Y"' + rm(X)Y"' 
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which shows that 

(6.2.10) 

i.e., that rm is a homomorphism of f(X, Y) into G,(X, Y). 

1 (6.2.11) Lemma Let A be an integral domain and let F(X, Y), F'(X, Y) be 
one dimensional formal group laws over A. Suppose that F'(X, Y) is commuta
tive and that there exists a nonzero homomorphism :x(X): F(X, Y)-+ F'(X, Y). 
Then F(X, Y) is commutative. 

Proof We write 

(6.2.12) ix(X) = I a11 X", a, =f. 0 
n?.r 

Let 

(6.2.13) C(X, Y) = X · Y · xi- 11 · y!- 11 = F(X. F(Y, f(I(X), I(Y)))) 

be the commutator of X and Y with respect to the group law F(X, Y). Because 
F'(X, Y) is commutative and ix(X) is a homomorphism we must have 

(6.2.14) a(C(X. Y)) = 0 

Suppose that C(X, Y) =f. 0, then C(X, Y) = Dm(X, Y) mod(degree m + 1) with 
D,,,(X, Y) =f. 0 a homogeneous polynomial of degree m in X, Y. Relations 
(6.2.12) and (6.2.14) now say that 

(6.2.15) a,Dm(X. Y) = 0 mod(degree mr + 1) 

which, because A is an integral domain and a, =f. 0. implies the contradiction 
that Dm(X, Y) = 0. This proves the lemma. 

6.3 Proof of Theorem 6.1 (conclusion) 

Let A be a ring with no elements a =f. 0 that are simultaneously torsion and 
nilpotent. Let F(X, Y) be a one dimensional formal group law over A. We write 

(6.3.1) 
i.j?. 1 

For each prime ideal p of A let rf>: A-+ A/p be the natural projection. In 
addition let </>."": A-+ A® Q be the natural homomorphism at->a ®I. 
Lemmas (6.2.1) and (6.2.11) imply that the formal groups (</>)*F(X, Y) are all 
commutative. which means that the elements aiJ - a1i are in p for every prime 
ideal p, so that the elements aii - a1i are nilpotents. But (</>"')*F(X, Y) is also 
commutative by (6.1.3) (or 5.8), therefore aiJ - a1i is also in Ker(q1 ,J. i.e., 
a;, - a1i is also a torsion element for all i,j. Because of the hypothesis on A this 
means that aiJ = aJi for all i. j, i.e., that F(X, Y) is commutative. 
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7 Honda's Method for Constructing Formal Group Laws 

7.1 The setting 

In this whole section K will be a discrete valuation field of characteristic 0 
(not necessarily complete) with ring of integers A and maximal ideal 111 such 
that the residue field k = A/111 is of characteristic p > 0. In addition we require 
that there exists an endomorphism a: K---> K and a power q of p such that 

(7.1.1) a(a) = aq mod(111) for all a EA 

Examples of such fields K are, e.g., all fields A 0 Q with Z,Pl c A c Z P and 
all finite extensions of the p-adic numbers QP. 

We fix a prime element n of A. 

7 .2 The constructions 

Let K be a field as in 7.1. Then Ka[T]denotes the noncommutative ring of 
power series in T over K with the multiplication rule Ta= a(a)T: Aa[T] is the 
subring of Ka[T] consisting of all power series with coefficients in A. 

Now let u(T) E Aa[T] be an element such that u(T) = n mod(degree 1), 
where n is the (fixed) prime element of A. We set 

,,, 
(7.2.l) u- 1n=l+Lb;T, b; EK 

i= l 

and 

'" 
(7.2.2) f (X) = x + I b;Xq;' F(X, Y) =r 1(f(X) +f(Y)) 

i= 1 

7.3 Honda formal group laws 

•Theorem Let F(X, Y) be obtained as in (7.2.l}-(7.2.3). Then F(X, Y) has its 
coefficients in A and hence defines a commutative one dimensional formal 

group law over A. 

Proof From the relation (7.2.1) we have u(l + I~ 1 h;T;) = n. Writing 
u(T) = n + a 1 T + a 2 T 2 +···,we obtain 

(7.3.1) nbn = - al a(bn- i) - a1 a 2 (bn-1) - ... - an- 10"n- 1 (bi) - a,, 

so that f (X) satisfies the functional equation 

oc 

(7.3.2) f (X) = x + I S;IJ~ f(Xq') 
i= 1 

with s; = - n- 1a;. To prove Theorem 7.3 it now suffices to apply the functional 

equation lemma 2.2. 
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7.4 Remark 

Again let 11(T) = n + a 1 T + a2 T 1 +···,and now consider 

·X 

(7.4.1) nu - 1 = I + I fi; Ti 
j::::] 

and set 

-'' 

(7.4.2) l{X)=X+ I h;Ti, F(X. Y) =l-1({(X) +[(Y)) 
;~ 1 

then the 6; satisfy the equation 

(7.4.3) 

From this (by means of the reverse argument of 3.3) we find 

(7.4.4) 

where c; = -a;(nt 1a;. It follows (still reversing 3.:'.) that 

(7.4.5) 

which proves that l{X) satisfies the functional equation 

(7.4.6) 
j= 1 

which proves that F(X, Y) is also a formal group law over A. The formal group 
laws F(X, Y) and F(X, Y) are generally not isomorphic over A. (Except when 
a(n) = n, then F(X, Y) = F(X, Y).) 

8 The Lubin-Tate Formal Group Laws 

An occasionally extremely useful and a certainly very elegant construction of 
formal group laws has been given by Lubin and Tate [264]. The formal group 
laws so obtained are special cases of the ones obtainable by means of the 
functional equation lemma 2.2 (just as were the Honda formal group laws of 
the previous section). but they deserve specific mention all the same. 

8.1 The setting and statement of the theorem 

Let A be the ring of integers of a discretely valued complete local field K with 
finite residue field k of q elements. Let n be a uniformizing element. i.e., the 
maximal ideal of A is (n ). Let 6" be the set of all power series e(X) in A [ X] such 
that 

(8.1.1) e(X) = nX mod(degree 2). e(X) = Xq mod(n) 

The simplest example of such a power series is e(X) = nX + Xq. 
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• (8.1.2) Lemma Let e(X) and e(X) be in iff rr and let L(X 1, ... , X ") = 

al x I + ... + an x n be a linear form in x !' ... ' x n with coefficients in A. Then 
there is a unique power series <l>(X 1, ... , X ") E A[X 1, ... , X "]such that 

(8.1.3) <t>(X 1, ... , X") = L(X1' ... , X.) mod(degree 2) 

(8.1.4) e(<t>(X 1, •.. , x.)) = <I>(e(X 1 ), ••. , e(X.)) 

The proof of this lemma is not difficult and will be given in Section 8.2. First 
we use the lemma to construct formal group laws. Given e(X) E 8 rr· let 
Fe(X, Y) be the unique power series in A[X, Y] such that Fe(X, Y) = X + Y 
mod(degree 2) and e(Fe(X, Y)) = Fe(e(X), e(Y)); given a EA and a second 
power series e(X) E 6'rr, we let [a]e_,(X) be the unique power series such that 
[a]e .• (X) = aX mod(degree 2) and e([a]e.JX)) = [a]e.Je(X)). We shall write 
[a]c{X) for [aL.e(X). With these notations we have 

• (8.1.5) Theorem (Lubin-Tate [264, Theorem 1]) 

(i) The power series F e(X, Y) is a one dimensional commutative formal 
group law over A. 

(ii) [a]e(X) is an endomorphism of Fe(X, Y) for all a E A. 
(iii} [ 7t ]e(X) = e(X}. 
(iv) [1],.e(X) is a strict isomorphism over A from F e(X. Y) to F ,(X, Y). 
(v) [a]..([b]e(X)) = [ab]..(X). 

(vi) Fe([a]e(X), [b]e(X)) =[a+ b]e(X). 
(vii) [l],.e([a]e(X)) = [a],([l],.e(X)). 

Proof All these statements are proved by applications of the uniqueness 
statement of Lemma (8.1.2). For example, the associativity of F e(X, Y) is 
proved by observing that by definition 

e(Fe(X, F"(Y, Z))) = Fe(e(X), e(Fe(X, Y))) = F"(e(X), Fe(e(Y), e(Z))) 

FcfX, Fe(Y, Z)) = X + Y + Z mod(degree 2) 

e(Fe(Fe(X, Y), Z)) = Fe(e(Fe(X, Y}), e(Z)) = Fe(Fe(e(X), e(Y)). e(Z)) 

Fe(Fe(X, Y), Z) = X + Y + Z mod(degree 2) 

The uniqueness part of Lemma (8.1.2) now says that F e(F e(X, Y). Z) = 

Fe(X, Fe(Y, Z)). Commutativity of F e(X, Y) and statements (ii)-( vii) of the 
theorem are proved in the same way. 

• (8.1.6) Corollary The map a 1-> [a]e(X) is an injective homomorphism 
from A into the endomorphism ring of the formal group law Fe(X, Y). 

Proof This follows from (v) and (vi), and the fact that [a]e(X) = aX 
mod(degree 2). 
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This means that Fe(X, Y) has a rather large endomorphism ring. Indeed. as 
we shall see, if the characteristic of K is zero, this endomorphism ring is 
maximally large. (Cf. Chapter IV, Proposition (23.2.6).) 

8.2 Proof of Lemma (8.1.2) 

This lemma is proved by constructing a series of polynomials <t>,(X 1, ... , X n) 
of (total) degree r in X 1, ••• , X" and with coefficients in A such that (8.1.3) and 
(8.1.4) hold mod( degree r + 1) and by showing that these <t>,(X i. ... , X .) are 
unique (mod(degree r + 1)). This is done by induction, the case r = l being 
trivial: we must take <1> 1(X i. ... , X.) = L(X 1, ... , X .). Now suppose we have 
already found <t>,(X 1, ••• , X.) and proved its uniqueness. Write 

(8.2.1) 

where E,+ 1(X 1 , ... , X .) is a yet to be determined homogeneous polynomial of 
degree r + 1. Suppose that 

(8.2.2) <t>,(e(X 1 ), •.• , e(X .)) 

= e(<t>,(X l• ... , x.)) + D,+ i(X I• ...• x.) mod( degree r + 2) 

where D,+ 1 (X 1, ...• X.) is homogeneous of degree r + l with coefficients in A. 
We have mod(degree r + 2) 

(8.2.3) <I>,+ i(e(X I), ... , e(X ")) = <l>,(e(X 1 ), ... ' e(X n)) + n'+I E,+ 1 (X I' ...• x n) 

(8.2.4) e(<t>,+ 1 (X i. ... , X,,)) = e(<t>,(X 1, ... , X 11 )) + nE, + i(X 1 ••.• , X .) 

Equations (8.2.3 )-(8.2.4) show that if <I>,+ 1(X 1, ••• , X 11) is to satisfy 
(8.1.3)-(8.1.4) mod(degree r + 2), then <I>,+ 1 (X 1, ... , X11 ) must be equal to 
<t>,(X 1, •.. ' x.) + E,+ I (X l• ... , x .) with E,+ 1 (X l• ...• x.) given by 

(8.2.5) 

This takes care of the uniqueness assertion of the lemma, and it remains only 
to prove that E,+ i(X 1, ••. , X 11 ) as determined by (8.2.5) is integral; i.e., since 
r 2: 1 we have to show that D,+ i(X 1 , ... , X 11 ) = 0 mod n. To see this remember 
that e(X) = e(X) = Xq mod(n). So that, because aq =a mod(n) for all a E A 
(the residue field k has q elements), 

<t>,(e(X i), ... , e(X .)) = <t>,(X'!, ... , X~) 

= (<t>,(X 1, ... , x.))q = e(<t>,(X 1 ••.• , x.)) 

where all congruences are mod(n). In view of (8.2.2) this shows that indeed 
D,+ 1 (X 1 •••• , X 11 ) = 0 mod(n). This concludes the proof. (The power series 
<l>(X 1 , ..• ,X11 } is the unique power series such that <t>(X 1 •... ,X 11)= 
<t>,(X 1, ... , X.) mod(degree r + l) for all r = l, 2. 3, .... ) 
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8.3 The Lubin-Tate formal group laws and the functional 
equation lemma. Isomorphism results 

We apply the functional equation lemma 2.2 with A, K, q as in 8.1 and with 
a= (n:), s1 =71:- 1, Sz = s3 = · · · = 0, (J the identity automorphism of K, and 
g(X} = X. This gives a power series.f(X) that satisfies the recursion equation 

(8.3.1) .f (X} = X + n:- 1f (Xq} 

Let 

(8.3.2) 

(8.3.3} 

F(X, Y} = r 1(.f(X} +.f(Y}} 

[n:]p(X} =r 1(11f(X}} 

Now n:- 1(11f(Xq}) - n:.f(X) = n:- 1n:f(Xq} - n:.f (X} = .f (Xq} - n:.f(~} = 

n:.f(X} - n:X - n.f(X} = -nX. It follows that n.f(X) satisfies a f~nct1on~l 
equation similar to (8.3.1) (with X replaced by nX), so that by parts (1) and (n) 
of the functional equation lemma we have that F(X, Y) and [n]F(X) have 
integral coefficients, so that F(X, Y) is a one dimensional commutative formal 
group law over A having [ n:]F(X} as an endomorphism. 

We claim that 

(8.3.4) 

This is obviously true modulo (degree(q + l}} by the definition of[n]p(X}; cf. 
(8.3.3). So suppose that (8.3.4) has been proved mod(degree m} with m > q. 
Then we have mod(n:, degree(m + 1)) 

.f([n:]p(X}} = [n]p(X) + n:- 1.f([n:]p(X}q) = [n:]F(X} + n- 1.f(Xq') 

n.f (X) = nX + .f (Xq} = nX + Xq + n:- 1.f (Xq') 

and it follows that [n:]p(X) = Xq mod(n, degree m + 1), which proves (8.3.4). 
(Alternative proof: apply part (iv) of the functional equation lemma.) 

The power series [ n: ]F(X) is therefore in 8 "' so by the uniqueness part of the 
Lubin-Tatelemma(8.l.2}wehavethatF(X, Y} = Fe(X, Y}with e(X) =[n:]F(X}. 
Now if F ,(X, Y) is any other Lubin-Tate formal _group law over A, then 
F,(X, Y) is strictly isomorphic to F"(X, Y) by part (tv} of the theorem, so 

(8.3.5} F,(X, Y) =J- 1(.T(X} +l(Y}} 

with J(X) =.f([l]e.;;(X)}. But by part (iii) of the functional equation lemma 
J(X) satisfies a functional equation of the same type as.f(X_). Converse.ly, part 
(ii) of the functional equation lemma says that power senes that satisfy the 
same type of functional equation (i.e., everything the same except possibly g(X), 
g(X} = X mod(degree 2}) yield strictly isomorphic formal groups. And tf 
cx(X) E A[X], cx(X) = X mod(degree 2), then one has mod(n) 

cx- 1((n)p(cx(X})) = cx- 1(cx(X)q) = cx- 1 (cx(Xq}) = Xq 
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so that if F(X, Y} is isomorphic to F(X, Y), where F(X, Y) is as in (8.3.2}, then 

[n]F(X) = [n]F(X) = Xq mod(n) 

We have proved: 

1 (8.3.6} Proposition The Lubin-Tate formal group laws Fc(X, Y) ob
tained from power series e(X) E 8" are in one-one correspondence with formal 
group laws obtained by means of the functional equation lemma with A, K, q as 
in 8.1, a= (n}, (J =id, s, = n- 1 , Sz = S3 = ... = 0 (and varying g(X}). The 
correspondence is given by 

(8.3.7) 

Let A., be the ring of integers of the completion K., of the maximal 
unramified extension K., of K. Then if F(X, Y} and F(X, Y) are Lubin-Tate 
formal group laws over A corresponding to different uniformizing elements n, 
ft, they become isomorphic over A.,. More precisely, if ft= un, u E U(A), let 
£ E A., be such that a(£)= 11£ where a is the Frobenius automorphism of K.,/ K 
extended (by continuity) to K.,. (NB: such an e always exists; cf. remark 
(8.3.15}(ii).) Then we have 

• (8.3.8) Proposition There is a power series cx(X} E A.,[X] such that 
cx(X} = eX mod(degree 2) and such that 

(8.3.9) 

(8.3.10) 

(8.3.11) 

a*cx(X} = cx([u)e(X}} 

cx(F(X, Y)} = F(cx(X}, cx(Y)} 

cx([a]e(X)) = [a],(cx(X}) 

where e(X) E 8'" and e(X) E 8';; are such that F e(X, Y} = F(X, Y), 
F ,(X, Y) = F(X, Y}. 

Proof By Proposition (8.3.6) (and parts (iv), (vii) of Theorem (8.1.5), or, 
alternatively, part (ii) of the functional equation lemma 2.2} we can assume that 
F(X, Y} = r 1(.f(X) +.f( Y)), F(X, Y} =.f- '(J(X) + J( Y)} where .f(X} and 
.f(X) satisfy the functional equations 

(8.3.12) 

(8.3.13) 

.f (X} = X + n- 1.f (Xq) 

.f (X) = X + ft- '.f (Xq) 

Now we can also view .f(X) as obtained from a functional equation situation 
A = A.,. K = K..,, q, (J = Frobenius E Aut(K.,/ K), a = ftA.,. s I =ft- 1, 

s2 = s3 = · · · = 0. g(X) = X. Now consider e.f(X). We have 

£.f(X) - ft- 1a*(ef(Xq}) = ef(X) - ft- 1a(£)f(Xq) = i;.f(X) - ft- 1giif(Xq) 

= £/(X} - f;n- 1.f (Xq} = £X E A.,[X] 
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So, ef(X) satisfies the same type of functional equation (over A:.,) asf(X), so 

that by part Xii) of the functional equation lemma we have that 

(8.3.14) cx(X) = f- 1(ef (X)) 

is a power series with coefficients in A.,. 
Equations (8.3.11) and (8.3.10) are now immediate (if one remembers that 

[a).(X) = r 1(af(X)) and [a].(X) = r 1(aJ(X))). As to (8.3.9), we have 

<T *(cx(X)) = l- 1(<T*(ef)(X)) = l- 1(<T(e)f(X)) = l- '(wf (X)) 

= J- '(ef([u].(X))) = cx([u)e(X)). 

This proves the proposition. 

• (8.3.15) Remarks 

(i) Proposition (8.3.8) will be important in the application of formal group 

laws to local class field theory (cf. Section 32). 
(ii) Let u E A:., be a unit. Then there exists an e such that <T(e) = iu:. This can 

be proved via first Galois cohomology groups and a generalized version will be 

proved later (Chapter IV, Proposition (24.1.7)). Here is a direct proof. The 

residue field k, 0 of A., is an algebraic closure of k. Let U"(A.,) be the subgroup 

of U(A.,) = A::, of elements x E A:., such that x = l mod n". Now let u E A:.,, 

because cr(x) = xq mod n and because k,0 is algebraically closed (so that we can 

solve yq- I= li for all a E k,J there is an y 1 E U(A.,) such that y\ 1<T(y 1) = u 

mod n. Let u1 = y 1 <T(y 1t 1u, then u1 = 1 + na2 for a certain a 2 EA:.,. Again 

because <T(x) = xq mod n and because k,0 is algebraically closed (so that we can 

solve yq - y = li for all a E k, 0 ), there is an z2 E A., such that a2 = z2 - <T(z 2 ). 

Let y2 = 1 + nz2 , then y 2 u 1 <T(y 2t 1 = l mod n2 so that y 2 y 1 <T(y 2 y 1t 1u = 
1 + n 2a 3 for a certain a 3 E A:.,. Continuing in this way we find a series of 

elements y1, Yz, y3 , ... , Y; E U;- 1(A.,) such that 

(Y;Y;-1 ... Y2Y1)<T(Yi_V;-1 ··· Y2Y1t'u = 1 mod n; 

Because U(A.,) is complete the limit lim;-oc (Y;Y;- 1 • · · y2 yi) = y exists and is in 

U(Anr)· Because U(A.,) is Hausdorff (and <T is continuous), we have 

_v<T(Yr 1u = 1. Q.E.D. 

• (8.3.16) Let F .(X, Y) be a Lubin-Tate formal group law over A, with 

e(X) = nX mod( degree 2). Then according to Proposition (8.3.6) we know that 

the logarithmf.(X) of F.(X, Y) satisfies a functional equation 

(8.3.17) fe(X)- n- 1fe(Xq) E A[X] 

We claim that the uniformizing element n of A is uniquely determined by 

condition (8.3.17). To see this let bi EK be the coefficient of Xq; inf.(X). Then 

(8.3.17) implies that 

(8.3.18) b; - n- 1bi- l = ci EA for all i EN 
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and hence inductively 

(8.3.19) v(b;) = -i 
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where v is the normalized exponential valuation on K. Now let ir be a second 

element of A and suppose that J;.(X) - ir- 1fe(Xq) E A[X ]. Then 

(8.3.20) bi - ir- 1b;_ 1 = c; for all i EN, v(ir) = 1 

Multiplying (8.3.18) and (8.3.20) respectively with nbi- 1 and irb;- 1 we find 

(8.3.21) n = cinbi- 1 + bi_ 1 bi- 1, ir = c;irbi- 1 + bi- 1 bi-1 

so that n = ir mod ni+ 1 for all i E N. Hence n = ir. So every Lubin-Tate formal 

group law F(X, Y) determines uniquely a uniformizing element of A which we 

shall denote n(F). 

• (8.3.22) Pr?positio.n The two Lubin-Tate formal group laws F(X, Y) and 

G(X, Y) are 1so~orp.h1c over A ifand only ifn(F) = n(G) and then F(X, Y) and 

G(X, Y) are strictly isomorphic over A. 

Proof If n(F) = n(G),. then the logarithms f (X), g(X) of F(X, Y) and 

G~X, Y) both satisfy ~unctional equations f (X) - n- 1f (Xq) E A[X], g(X) _ 

n 'g(Xq) E A[X], which according to the part (iii) of the functional equation 

lemma 2.2 means that F(X, Y) and G(X, Y) are strictly isomorphic. 

Conversely, suppose that F(X, Y) and G(X, Y) are isomorphic over A. Let 

t~e isomorphism be ei:(X) = uX + · · ·, then we have uf (X) = g(cx(X)) and part 

(11) _ ?f the functional equation lemma says that g(cx(X)) -

n(G) g(ei:(Xq)) E A[X] so that uf(X) - n(Gr 1ef(Xq) E A[X], hence f(X) -
n(Gr 1f(Xq) E A[X], which implies n(F) = n(G) by (8.3.16). · 

• (8.3.23) Remarks 

(i) Later (Chapter IV, (21.8.9) or (24.5.3)) we shall see that the Lubin-Tate 

forma~ group laws are precisely the formal group laws over A that (a) admit A 

as .a rmg of endomorphisms (more precisely there must be a ring homomor

phism p: A---+ EndA(F(X, Y)) such that p(a) = aX mod(degree 2)) and (b) are 

such that [p)F(X) = uXP" mod(degree p" + 1, n) with u E U(A) and 

n=[K:QP]. 
(ii) Let A. be the ring of integers of the unramified extension of degree 11 of 

A and let A., be the ring of integers of K nr· A slight extension of the argument of 

th~ pro?f of Propos1t1on i8.3:22) then gives that F(X, Y) and G(X, Y) are 

str~ctly .1somorp~1c over A., 1f and only if n(F) = n(G) (and then they are 

strictly 1somorph1c _?ve: A) and that F(X, Y) and G(X, Y) are isomorphic over 

A. (:esp. A.,, resp. A.,) 1f and only if there is a unit 11 E U(A.) (resp. U(A.,), resp. 

U(1?,)) such that u- 1<T(u) = n(Ft 1n(G). 

(111) Completeness of A is unnecessary for Section 8.1 through (8.3.6) and 
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(8.3.16)-(8.3.22). But completeness of A is used for (8.3.23)(i) and Proposition 

(8.3.8). . 
(iv) Proposition (8.3.22) also shows that there are very many nomsomo'.-

phic formal group laws over ZP; and since every formal group l~w over ZP 1s 
strictly isomorphic over Z P to a formal group law over Z, we obtam (by varymg 
pas well) a fair collection of nonisomorphic formal group laws over Z. 

CHAPTER II 

METHODS FOR CONSTRUCTING 
HIGHER DIMENSIONAL FORMAL 

GROUP LAWS 

9 Definitions and Elementary Properties. 
Survey of the Results of Chapter II 

Most of the topics treated in Chapter I have higher dimensional analogues. 
In particular, there is a higher dimensional functional equation lemma, there 
are higher dimensional universal formal groups, and there are higher dimen
sional Honda and Lubin-Tate formal groups. 

9.1 Definitions 

An n-dimensional formal group law over a ring A is an 11-tuple of power 
series F(X, Y) = (F(l)(X, Y), .. ., F(n)(X, Y)) in 2n indeterminates X 1, .. ., X "; 
Y1 , •.. , Y" such that 

(9.1.1) F(i)(X, Y) = Xi + Y; mod(degree 2), i = 1, .. ., n 

(9.1.2) F(i)(F(X, Y), Z) = F(i)(X, F(Y, Z)), i = 1, .. ., n 

and if one has in addition that 

(9.1.3) F(i)(X, Y) = F(i)(Y, X), i=l, ... ,11 

then the group law is said to be commutative. 
We shall usually write F(X, Y) for the column vector with components 

F(l)(X, Y), .. ., F(n)(X, Y), and we shall write X and Y for the column vectors 
with components X 1, .. ., X" and Y1, .. ., Y". With these notations conditions 
(9.1.1)-(9.1.3) are written 

F(X, Y) = X + Y mod(degree 2) 

F(F(X, Y), Z) = F(F( Y, Z)), F(X, Y) = F(Y, X) 

51 
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It is again an easy exercise to check that there is an n-tuple of power series 

1{X) in X 1, ... , X" such that F(X, 1(X)) = 0. {Or cf. Appendix (A.4.5).) 

9.2 Examples 

Some examples of n-dimensional formal group laws are 

(9.2.l) G~(X, Y) = x + y 

the n-dimensional additive formal group law, and the formal group law 

F(l)(X, Y) = X 1 + Y1 + X 1 Y1 + X 2 Y3 

(9.2.2) F(2)(X, Y) = X 2 + Y2 + X1 Y2 + X2 Y4 

F(3)(X, Y) = X 3 + Y3 + X 3 Y1 + X 4 Y3 

F(4){X, Y) = X 4 + Y4 + X3 Y2 + X4 Y4 

a set of formulas that becomes a good deal less mysterious if one observes that 

it results from calculating 

¥1 2 J [1 OJ 
l+Y22 0 1 

and writing X 1 for X 11, X 2 for X 12, X 3 for X 21 , and X 4 for X 22 and similarly 

for Y. 

9.3 Formal group laws and formal groups. Curves 

As in the one dimensional case (cf. 1.5) a formal group law can be seen as a 

recipe for manufacturing ordinary groups. More precisely, if B is an A-algebra 

and n(B) is the ideal of nilpotent elements of B and x = (x 1, ... , x.), 

y = (y 1, .. ., y.) with X;, Y; E n(B), i = 1, .. ., n, then F(x, y) is an n-tuple of 

elements in n(B), and the addition x + F y = F(x, y) turns n(B)" into an ordin

ary group. This addition is compatible with the maps n(B)"--> n(C)" induced by 

an A-algebra homomorphism B--> C; and thus the formal group law F(X, Y) 

defines a functor F: AlgA--> Group, which is called the formal group associated 

to F(X, Y). 
More generally, F(x, y) has meaning for X;, Y; topologically nilpotent, just as 

in Section 1.5 of Chapter I. 
Define a curve 11(t) in F(X, Y) as an n-tuple of power series in one indeter

minate t such that )'(t) = 0 mod(degree 1). Then two curves can be added by 

the formula 

1•1(t) + F 1'2(t) = F(y1(t), )'2(t)) 

and this turns the set of all curves into a group which is denoted <t(F). 
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9.4 Homomorphisms and isomorphisms 

Let F(X, Y) be an n-dimensional formal group law over a ring A and 

G(X, Y) an m-dimensional formal group law over A. A homomorphism over A, 

F(X, Y)--> G(X, Y) is an m-tuple of power series o:(X) inn indeterminates such 

that o:(X) = 0 mod(degree 1) and 

(9.4.1) o:(F(X, Y)) = G(o:(X), o:(Y)) 

Just as in the one dimensional case there is a one-one correspondence be

tween such m-tuples of power series o:(X) and functor morphisms F __,. G be

tween the corresponding formal groups. The homomorphism o:(X) is an 

isomorphism if there exists a homomorphism {J(X): G(X, Y)--> F(X, Y) such 

that o:({J(X)) = X, {J(o:(X)) = X. This is equivalent to the condition that the 

induced morphism of functors F--> G be an isomorphism. It is an easy exercise 

to sh?w. that ~(X) is an isom?rphism if and only if the Jacobian matrix J(o:) of 

o:(X) 1s mvert1ble. Here J(o:) 1s the matrix 

J(o:) = [Jlr1 ... al"] 
aml . . . amn 

if o:(l)(X) = a11 X 1 + .. · + a1.x., .. ., o:(m)(X) = am1X 1 + .. · + am.Xn 

mod(degree 2). The morphism o:(X) is said to be a strict isomorphism if 

J(o:) =I., the 11 x 11 identity matrix, i.e., if o:{X) = X mod(degree 2). 

One defines the endomorphisms [ 11 )p(X): F(X, Y)--> F(X, Y) as in the one 
dimensional case, i.e., 

(9.4.2) 
[l]p(X) = X, 

(O]F(X) = 0, 
[n]p(X) = F(X, [11 - l]F(X)) 

[nh-(X) = 1([ -n]p(X)) 
if 11 :2: 2 

if 11 < 0 

9.5 Change of rings and universal formal group laws 

Let F(X, Y) be a formal group law over a ring A and let <f>: A__,. B be a 

homomorphism of rings. Then by applying </> to the coefficients of the power 

series F{l)(X, Y), ... , F(n)(X, Y), one obtains a formal group law <f>*F(X, Y) 
over B. 

.An 11-dimensional (commutative) formal group law F(X, Y) over a ring Lis 

said to be universal for 11-dimensional (commutative) formal group laws if for 

every 11-dimensional (commutative) formal group law G(X, Y) over a ring A, 

there is a unique homomorphism of rings </>: L __,. A such that G(X, Y) = 

<P* F(X, Y). It is, again, a trivial matter to show that universal formal group 

laws exist. For example. to obtain a universal 11-dimensional commutative 

formal group law one proceeds as follows. If k = (k 1, ... , k.), k i E N u {O}, is a 

multi-index of length 11, we use I k I to denote the sum k 1 + · · · + k •. Now take 
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indeterminates Ck, 1(i) for all i = 1, ... , n and multi-indices k, I with \k I;::: 1 and 
Ill;::: 1. Let L = Z[ ... , Ck . .(i), ... ; i = l, ... , n, lkl, Ill;::: 1) and let 

(9.5.1) F(i)(X. Y) = X; + Y; + I Ck.l(i)XkYI 
[k[.[1[;, I 

where Xk is short for X~' · · · · • X~". and Y1 is similarly defined. 
We write 

(9.5.2) F(i)(F(X, Y), Z)- F(i)(X, F(Y, Z)) = I Pj,k.~;(C)XiYkZI 
j.k,I 

By the way, one easily checks that the polynomials Pi.k.u(C) are of the form 

(9.5.3) Ci+ k . .(i) (j ~ k) - Ci.k+ .(i) (k 7 1) - Qi.k.u(C) 

where the Qj.k,li are polynomials in the C •. 1(m) with Is + t I < I j + k + I I. 
Here s + t = (s 1 + t 1, .... s,, + t.) and m = (7;) .. · (7;). 

Now let a c L be the ideal generated by the polynomials Pj.k.li and the 
polynomials C,,1(i) - C1 .• (i), and put L = L/O:, then n*F(X, Y) is a universal 
formal group over L where n: I',---> Lis the natural projection and F(X, Y) is 

given by (9.5.1). 

9.6 Infinite dimensional formal group laws 

Let (X;); c 1 be a set of indeterminates indexed by an arbitrary index set I. The 
formal power series ring A[X;, i E /]is now defined as the ring of all formal 
(infinite) sums I en x 0 where n runs through all functions n: I---> N u {O} with 
finite support (i.e., for every n there are only finitely many i E I such that 
n(i) =I= 0). Here X0 is short for n i E supp(n) x7u>, where supp(n) = {i E I I n(i) =I= O}. 

One can now consider elements F(i)(X, Y) E A[X;, Y;; i E /], and at first 
sight one could define an infinite dimensional formal group law as a set of 
power series F(i)(X, Y) E A[X;, Y;; i E /]indexed by I such that 

F(i)(X, Y) = X; + Y; mod(degree 2) 

and such that 

F(i)(X, F(Y, Z)) = F(i)(F(X, Y), Z) for all i E I 

However, for arbitrary sets of power series F(i)(X, Y), i EI, this second con
dition makes no sense because the calculation of the coefficient of a monomial 
x•ymzn in F(i)(X, F(Y, Z)) or F(i)(F(X, Y), Z) will in general involve infinite 

sums of elements of A. 
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The right definition is: 

• (9.6.1) Definition An (infinite) dimensional formal group Jaw with 
(infinite) index set I over a ring A consists of elements F(i)(X, Y) E A[X;, Y;; 
i E J]. one for each i E I, 

m,n 

such that the following conditions are satisfied 

(9.6.2) F(i)(X, Y) = X; + Y; mod(degree 2) for all i E I 

(9.6.3) For every m, n there are only finitely many i E I such that cm, 0 (i) =I= 0. 

(9.6.4) F(i)(F(X, Y), Z) = F(i)(X, F(Y, Z)) for all i E I 

Observe that condition (9.6.4) makes sense if condition (9.6.3) is satisfied. 
The formal group Jaw is commutative if in addition 

(9.6.5) F(i)(X, Y) = F(i)(Y, X) for all i E I 

The condition (9.6.3) also fits in well with the functorial point of view; cf. 9.3 
and [256, 64, 65). 

• (9.6.6) Example Let A be a ring. We consider the elements 

OC' 

l +IX/, 
i= 1 i= 1 

in A[X;, Y;; i E J)[t ]. Multiplying these two formal power series in t we find a 
power series 

if' 

(9.6.7) 1 + I F(i)(X, Y)ti 
i=l 

where F(i)(X, Y) is a polynomial in X 1, .. ., X;; Y1, ... , Y;. We claim that the 
sequence of polynomials F{i)(X, Y), i EN constitutes an infinite dimensional 
commutative formal group law in the sense of Definition (9.6. l ). This is most 
easily seen as follows. If we give each X; and Y; weight i (and t weight - 1 ), then 
it ~ollows immediately that F(i)(X, Y) is homogeneous (or isobaric) of total 
weight i. It follows immediately from this that 

if i > I jm(j) + I jn(j) 
j E supp(m) j e supp(n) 

so that condition (9.6.3) is satisfied. Conditions (9.6.4) and (9.6.5) are satisfied 
because multiplication of power series in t is associative and commutative, and 
condition (9.6.2) is immediate from the definition. 

As we shall see later, this example has a Jot to do with the rings of Witt 
vectors (for all primes simultaneously). 
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• (9.6.8) Remarks on "infinite dimensional universal formal group 
laws" There cannot exist a universal formal group law (in the sense of 
(9.6.1)) for formal group laws with index set I if I is infinite because there is no 
predicting which finitely many cm.0 (i) will be nonzero. There does exist however 
a ring Z[U(i, n); X;, }i] where n runs through all functions I-+ N u {O} with 
finite support and i EI and there exists an /-vector Fv(X, Y) of elements of 
Z[U; X; Y] with the following properties 

(9.6.9) for every monomial U(i 1 , ni)'' · · · U(i,, n,)"XkY1 in U's, X's, and Y's, 
there are only finitely many i E I such that this monomial occurs with nonzero 
coefficient in the ith component of F v(X; Y). 

F v(X, Y) = X + Y mod( degree 2 in X and Y), 
(9.6.10) 

Fv(X, Y) = Fu(Y, X) 

(9.6.11) Fv(Fv(X, Y), Z)) = Fv(X, Fu(Y, Z)) 
where we note that condition (9.6.11) makes sense again because of property 
(9.6.9). But F(X, Y) is not a formal group law over Z[U] or even Z[U] because 
it does not satisfy the "monomials in X and Y have finite support" condition 
(9.6.3). 

However, the /-vector F u(X, Y) does yield many formal group laws as 
follows: 

(9.6.12) For every n, let K(n) be a finite subset of I. Now set U(n, i) = 0 in 
F(X, Y) for all if/: K(n), all n. The resulting /-vector F v.AX; Y) is a formal 
group law with index set I over Z[U(n, i) \ i E K(n)). 

Moreover, the /-vector F v(X, Y) has the following universality property. 

(9.6.13) For every formal group law G(X, Y) with index set I over any ring A 
there exists a unique map </>: { U(n, i)}-+ A such that for every n, </>( U(n, i)) = 0 
for almost all i and such that <f>*F v(X, Y) = G(X, Y). (Note that </>*F(X, Y) 
makes sense because of (9.6.12).) 

Now F v(X, Y) is defined asf ij 1(fv(X) + fu(Y)) wherefv(X) is an /-vector of 
elements in Q[U; X; Y] which also satisfies (9.6.9). 

In fact, running slightly ahead of our story, for each finite subset K of I let 

JK(X) E Q[U(n, i)\supp(n) c K, i EK] 

be the finite dimensional universal formal group law with index set K con
structed in Section 11.1. Then fu(X) is the unique /-vector of elements of 
Q[U; X] such that 

fu(X) =fK(X) mod(U(n, i), supp(n) u {i} cf:- K; X;, if/: K) 

for all finite subsets K c I. 
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This means in particular that all the formal group laws constructed as in 
(9.6.12) have logarithms, so that we obtain as consequences: 

(9.6.14) Every formal group law F(X, Y) with index set I can be lifted to 
characteristic zero. 

(9.6.15) Every formal group law F(X, Y) with index set I over a torsion free 
ring A has a unique logarithm. 

Occasionally it is useful to observe that the formal group laws F v.K(X, Y) of 
(9.6.12) are functional equation formal group laws in the sense that their loga
rithms satisfy certain obvious (cf. Section 11) functional equations. 

Thus, though F v(X, Y) described above is not a universal formal group law 
with index set I, it is a very useful substitute. We shall not prove the results 
sketched above in the book, nor use them since our interests in this book are 
mainly finite dimensional (except for Witt vector type formal group laws; cf. 
Chapter III, Section 17; Chapter IV, Sections 25.1and25.2; and Chapter V). In 
fact, as far as applications are concerned, one dimensional formal group laws 
are (for the moment) by far the most important. The reader interested in the 
infinite dimensional constructions outlined above is referred to [184). 

9.7 Survey of some of the results of Chapter II 

We have seen that, e.g., a universal n-dimensional commutative formal group 
law exists. It is of course a totally different matter to determine the structure of 
the corresponding ring L. It is one of the main goals of this chapter to prove 
that L is isomorphic to the ring of polynomials in countably infinite indeter
minates over Z, and to exhibit an explicit example of a universal commutative 
formal group law over this ring. To do this we proceed exactly as in the one 
dimensional case; that is, we first do a multidimensional version of the func
tional equation lemma, then do a bit of higher dimensional binomial coefficient 
arithmetic, construct a candidate for a universal formal group law, and prove 
that it is actually universal. This is the subject matter of Sections 10, 11. In 
Section 12 we encounter a new phenomenon: curvilinear commutative formal 
group laws. In dimension l every formal group law is curvilinear, but that is 
not true in dimension > l. Every commutative formal group law is strictly 
isomorphic to a curvilinear one, and curvilinear group laws are usually much 
easier to handle when doing calculations. 

Then, in Section 13, we discuss the higher dimensional versions of the Honda 
formal group laws of Section 7 and the higher dimensional analogues of the 
Lubin-Tate formal group laws of Section 8. These are obtained as follows. Let 
A be a discrete valuation ring (to simplify things a bit) with residue field k of 
characteristic p > 0. Let n be a uniformizing element of A, let K be the quotient 
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field of A, and let a: K-> K be an endomorphism such that a(a) = aq mod n for 
all a E A. Let B be any n x n matrix with coefficients in A. We define 

Then G8 (X, Y) is an n-dimensional formal group law over A, called a gener
alized Lubin-Tate formal group law. If k has q elements and we take a = id, 
then g8 1(ag8 (X)) = [a](X) has its coefficients in A for all a EA, so that we find 
endomorphisms [a)(X) of G8 (X, Y) for all a E A. 

As a by-product of the construction of a universal higher dimensional com
mutative formal group in Section 11 we obtain the "Q-theorem," that over a 
Q-algebra every commutative 11-dimensional formal group law is strictly iso
morphic to the n-dimensional additive formal group law G~. But what about 
the noncommutative ones? In dimension I there are hardly any noncommuta
tive formal group laws. But that is definitely not true in dimension > 1 as is 
suggested, e.g., by Example (9.2.2). Let F(X, Y) be an n-dimensional formal 
group law over A. We write 

(9.7.1) F(X, Y) = X + Y + B(X, Y) mod(degree 3) 

then B(X, Y) is an 11-tuple of quadratic polynomials in the X 1, .•. , X "' Y1' ... , 
Y. of the form 

n 

(9.7.2) B(i)(X, Y) = I 1•\kxj lk 
j,k =I 

We now define a Lie algebra structure on A" by means of the formula 

" n 

(9.7.3) [ei, ek] = I Y)kei - I )•Lei 
i= 1 i= 1 

where e; is the canonical ith basis vector of A". 
This Lie algebra is called the Lie algebra of the formal group law F(X, Y) 

and is denoted L(F). 
This construction is functorial. One easily checks that if a(X): F(X, Y)-> 

G(X, Y) is a morphism of formal group laws, then J(a): A"-> Am induces a 
homomorphism of Lie algebras J(a): L(F)-> L(G). 

In Section 14 we shall show that the functor L from formal group laws over A 

to Lie algebras over A that are free as A-modules is an equivalence of categories 
if A is a Q-algebra. This means in particular that given a Lie algebra L over, 
e.g., R, there is a formal group law F(X, Y) over R such that L(F) = L. One can 
then show that F(X, Y) converges for X, Y small enough, so that we actually 
obtain a neighborhood of the identity of an analytic Lie group with the given 
Lie algebra as Lie algebra. This gives a method of proving Lie's theorem, and in 
fact formal group laws were defined in 1946 by Bochner with exactly this 
purpose in mind; cf. [40). 
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1 O The Higher Dimensional Functional Equation Lemma 

In this section we discuss the higher dimensional analogues of Sections 2 and 

3. 

10.1 Ingredients and constructions 

The basic ingredients for the constructions of the n-dimensional functional 
equation lemma are practically the same as in the one dimensional case, viz., 

(10.1.1) A c K, a: K-> K, acA, p, q, S1, Sz, ... 

where A, K, a, p. q are as in the one dimensional case, i.e., A is a subring of a 
ring K, a is an endomorphism of K, a is an ideal of A, p is a prime number, and 
q is a power of p. But the s1, s2 , ... are now supposed to be n x n matrices with 
coefficients in K, s1 = (s 1 (i, j)), s2 = (s 2 (i, j)), .... The conditions that these 
ingredients have to satisfy are the obvious analogues of (2.1.2)-(2.1.4), viz. 
a(a) = aq mod a for all a EA, sh,j)a c A for all k = 1, 2, ... ; i,j = 1, ... , n, 
and (2. l.4) (or a'(sk(i, j))a c A for all /, k, i, j; cf. Remark (2.4.15)). 

Now let y(X) be an n-tuple of power series in X 1, ... , X"' with coefficients in 
A without constant terms. Then given the ingredients ( 10.1.l) we construct a 
new n-tuple of power series by means of the recursion formula (or functional 

equation) 

(10.1.2) f 9(X) = g(X) + I sia~ f 9(Xq') 
i= 1 

where ai f. (X) is the 11-tuple of power series obtained from f 9(X) by applying *. g 
the endomorphism ai to the coefficients of the 11-tuple of power seriesf9(X), and 
where Xq' is short for (Xf, ... , xn In ( 10.1.2) f 9(X) and y(X) are taken to be 
column vectors and the s; are matrices, so that (10.1.2) makes sense. 

As in the one dimensional case, we note that (10.1.2) is really a recursion 
equation for the coefficients of the 11-tuple of power series f 9(X). 

Iff (X) is an 11-tuple of power series without constant terms over A such that 
the Jacobian matrix J(.f) is invertible (cf. 9.4 for the definition of J(.f)). then 
there is a unique n-tuple of power series .r- 1 (X) such that f(r- 1(X)) = 
F 1(.f(X)) = X. (Cf. Appendix (A.4.5).) 

The 11-dimensional functional equation lemma can now be stated as follows. 

10.2 Functional equation lemma 

Let A, K, a, a, p, q, S1, Sz, ... be as in 10.1. Let g(X) and g(X) be two 11-tuples 
of power series in X = (X 1, ... , X ,.) and X = (X 1, ... , X ,,.), respectively, with 
coefficients in A such that g(X) = 0 mod(degree 1), g(X) = 0 mod(degree 1). 
Suppose moreover that the Jacobian matrix J(g) is invertible. Then we have 
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(i) the n-tuple of power series F JX, Y) = J; 1(fg(X) + fg(Y)) in X 1, .. ., 

X"; Y1, ... , Y,, has its coefficients in A; 
(ii) the n-tuple of power seriesf; 1(J9(X)) in x 1 , ... , xm has its coefficients 

in A; 
(iii) if h(X) is any n-tuple of power series in X 1, .•. , X 111 over A such that 

h(X) = 0 mod(degree 1 ), then there is an n-tuple of power series fi(X) in 
X 1 , ... , X m such that fg(h(X)) = fi;(X); 

(iv) if:x(X), fJ(X) are n-tuples of power series in X 1, ... , X1with coefficients 
in A and K, respectively, then for all r = 1, 2, 3, ... 

a(X) = fJ(X) mod U:' Jg(c>:(X)) =f9({3(X)) mod U:' 

The proof of this lemma is virtually identical with the proof of the corre
sponding one dimensional version; cf. Chapter I, Section 2.4. The various 
formulas are the same, but the symbols occurring in them must now be in
terpreted as matrices and vectors. 

10.3 The higher dimensional formal group laws 
Fv(X, Y), Fv.r(X, Y) 

We apply the functional equation lemma 10.2 to obtain the higher dimen
sional analogues of the one dimensional formal group laws F v(X, Y), 
Fv.r(X, Y) which we constructed in 2.3 and studied in more detail in Section 3 
of Chapter I. 

Choose n EN and let Z[V] be short for Z[V;(j, k); i = 1, 2, .. . ;j, k = 1, ... , n] 
and let Z[V, T] be short for Z[V;(j, k), T;(j, k); i = 1, 2, ... ;j, k = 1, ... , n]. We 
write v; for then x n matrix (V;(j, k)), T; for then x n matrix (T;(j, k)), X for the 
column vector (X 1> ••• , X ") and X"' for the column vector (XT, ... , X';). 
Choose a prime number p. We are now going to apply the functional equation 
lemma 10.2 with the ingredients: A= Z[V] or Z[V, T], K = Q[V] or Q[V, T], 
a: = pA, q = p, si = p- 1 v;, i = 1, 2, ... , a: K--+ K the homomorphism defined 
by 

a( V;(j, k)) = V;(j, k )P, a(T;(j, k)) = 'f;(j, k)P 

00 

g(X) = X, g(X) = x + L T;XP' 
i= 1 

As usual, for this type of endomorphism a we shall write a<P> for a*a, a E K and 
h'P>(x) for a* h(X). If h(X) is a vector or matrix of power series, then a* h(X) = 

h(Pl(X) is the vector or matrix obtained by applying a* to all the entries of h(X). 
Thus V\P> denotes the matrix with entries V;(j, k)P. We shall write f v(X) and 
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fv.r(X) for the 11-tuples of power series defined a la (10.1.2) by means of the 
ingredients listed above. Thus 

(10.3.1) 

(10.3.2) 

Let 

( 10.3.3) 

( 10.3.4) 

"' 
fv(X) = X + L p- IV; J\f'>(XP') 

i=l 

'XJ Y.) 

fv.r(X) = X + L T;XP' + L P- 1 V; JV'}(XP') 
i= 1 i= 1 

Fv(X, Y) =fv 1Uv(X) + fv(Y)) 

Fv.r(X, Y) = fv.Hfv.r(X) + fv.r(Y)) 

ixv.r(X) = f v.Hfv(X)) 

Then the functional equation lemma says: 

• ( 10.3.5) Theorem F v(X, Y) and F v. r(X, Y) are n-dimensional formal 
group laws over Z[V] and Z[V, T], respectively, and ixv.r(X) is a strict isomor
phism over Z[V, T] from F v(X, Y) to F v.r(X, Y). 

Later, in Chapter III, we shall see that F v(X, Y) is universal for a certain 
kind of formal group law, viz. the p-typical ones, and that the isomorphism 
ixv.r(X) is in a certain sense the most general isomorphism possible between 
p-typical formal group laws. 

10.4 Some more results on Fv(X, Y) and Fv.r(X, Y) 

It is immediately clear from the defining formulas (10.3.l ), ( 10.3.2) thatfv(X) 

andfv.r(X) are of the form 

'"" 
(10.4.1) fv(X) = L a;(V)XP', a0 ( V) = I"' the n x n identity matrix 

i=O 

00 

(10.4.2) fv.r(X) = L ai(V, T)XP', ao(V, T) =In 
i=O 

where the ai(V), a;(V, T) are certain n x n matrices with coefficients in Q[V], 
Q[V. T]. The following formulas are now proved exactly as in the one dimen
sional case; cf. Section 3.3 of Chapter I: 

(10.4.3) a111(V) = p- 1 Vi a,,,_ i(V)IP> + ... + p- 1 V111 -1 a1 (V)'P"'- '> + P- 1 Jt;,, 

(10.4.4) a"'(V) = L p-'v;, V\~'1> ... V\!"' + +•,-i> 

i1+···+ir=m 
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where the sum is over all sequences (i 1> ••• , i,), i 1, ... , i., r E N such that 

i 1 + ··· + i, = m, 

(10.4.5) pa"'(V) = am_i(V)V<[m-i> + ··· + a 1 (V)0,,;'~ 1 + Vm 

(10.4.6) am(V, T) = am(V) +a,,,_ 1(V)T{"'- 1> + · · · + a 1 (V)T,,;'~ 1 + Tm 

Note that these formulas specialize to the ones given in 3.3, Chapter I ((3.3.6), 
(3.3.8)-(3.3.10)) if n = 1. We stress that V\P'> is the matrix with entries Vi(j, k)P' 
and not the matrix power (V;)P'; but, e.g., a 1 (V)V~~ 1 is the matrix product of 

the matrices a1 ( V) and V~~ 1. 
The formulas given above will be useful in Chapter IV when we shall take up 

the study of isomorphisms of (higher dimensional) formal group laws. 

10.5 An example (the formal group law of Witt vectors of 
length n associated to the prime number p) 

Let <P: Z[ V] --> Z be the ring homomorphism defined by the conditions 

</J(Vz) = </J(V3 ) = · · · = 0 and 

</J(Vi) = (~ .. · 

0 ... 0 

Using (10.4.5) we see that 

a1=p-1M, a2=p-2Mz, ··-, an-1=P-n+1Mn-1 

an= an+ I = ... = 0 

Let Wp.(X, Y) denote then-dimensional formal group law </J*Fv(X, Y) over z. 
Its logarithm is then equal to 

( 10.5. l) logw.(X1, ... ,Xn)= Xz+p-'Xf ( 
x, ) 

p xn + p-lx~-1 + ... + p-n+lxr-1 

Now the first n addition polynomials of the ring of Witt vectors associated to 
the prime p are given by the formulas 

(10.5.2) wp.i(S0 (X, Y), ... , Si(X, Y)) = wp.i(X) + wp.i(Y) 

i = 0, ... , n - I 

where Wv.i(Zo, .. ., Z;) = zg' + pZf- 1 + ... + pizi, i = 0, I, .. ., n - I, and X, 
Y are short for (X0 , ..• , Xn_i), (Y0 , ... , Yn_i). Multiplying (10.5.2) with p-i 
on both sides and substituting X;for Xi- l • Y; for Y;- 1' i = I, .. ., n, we see that 
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the W P"(i)(X, Y) are in fact the first n addition polynomials of the ring of Witt 

vectors associated to the prime p. 

11 The Universal n-Dimensional Commutative 
Formal Group Laws Hu(X, Y) 

In this section we construct a universal commutative n-dimensional formal 

group law Hu(X, Y) for each m EN. All formal group laws in this section will 

be commutative. 

11 .1 The constructions 

For each sequence (q 1, ... , q,), t E N, of powers of prime numbers, qi= pi', 
si E N, Pi a prime number, choose an integer n(q 1, ... , q,) such that the follow

ing congruences are satisfied 

(11.1.1) 

n(q1, •• ., q,) = 1 mod p[ if p 1 =p2 =···=p,=/=p,+ 1, l ::;;r=:;;t 

n(q1, ... ,q,)=O modp'i- 1 ifp1 =/=p 2 =···=p,=/=p,+ 1, 2::;;r=:;;t 

(If r = t, then the condition p, =/=Pr+ 1 is supposed to be vacuously satisfied.) 

These are precisely the same conditions as those in ( 5.2. l) which we used to 

construct a one dimensional universal formal group law in 5.2. The only differ

ence is that we now consider only sequences of prime powers. 

• (11.1.2) Some notation Fix m EN; m is the dimension of the formal 

group law Fv(X, Y) that we are going to construct. We use a boldface letter n 

to denote a multi-index n = (n 1, .•• , nm), ni E N u {O}. We set 0 = (0, 0, ... , 0), 
e(i) = (0, ... , 0, 1, 0, ... , 0) with the 1 in the ith place. If n is a multi-index and 

i EN u {O}, then in is the multi-index (in 1, •. ., inm); and if k, I are two multi

indices, then k + I denotes the multi-index (k 1 + 11, ... , km + Im). The symbol I 

denotes the set of all multi-indices n; i.e., I= {(n 1, .. ., nm)ln 1, .•• , nmE Nu 

{O}}; for n E I, In I denotes the number In I = n 1 + · · · + nm. Finally, we define 

D c I as the set of all multi-indices n E I for which In I ~ l and such that 

n =I= p'e(i) for all prime numbers p, r EN, i = 1, ... , m. Note that the indices e(i) 

themselves, i = 1, ... , m, are in D. 
We write x for (X" .. ., x m); and if n E I, then x 0 is short for X! I ••• X':,,m. 

This is not to be confused with xn, which denotes the vector (X!, ... , X':,,). If 
a= (a 1, ... ,am) is a vector, then aX0 is of course the vector (a 1 X 0 , ••• , amX 0 ). 

Let Z[U] be short for Z[U(i, n); n EI and In I ~ 2, i = I, ... , m]. We also 

define U(i, e(j)) = 0 if i =/= j and U(i, e(i)) = 1, i, j = 1, ... , m. If q = p', s E N u 
{O}, p a prime number, then we use Uq to denote the m x m matrix 

( U(i, qe(J)L; and if d E l\{O}, we use U d to denote the column vector 

( U(l, d), .. ., U(m, d)). 
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Using all this notation we now define for each n E I, In I ;::: 1 a column vector 
a0 with coordinates in Q[U] = Q@ Z[ U] by means of the formula 

(11.1.3) a = n 
I n(qJ_,_. ._._, q!) 

P1 (q1 ..... q,.d) 

where the sum is over all sequences (q 1, ••• , q,, d), t EN u {O}. qi= p~', si EN, 
Pi a prime number, d ED such that q 1 · · · q,d = n. Here, as usual, if M is a 
matrix or vector with coefficients in Q[ U], then M''l is the matrix of vector 
obtained from M by applying the endomorphism U(i, d)1-> U(i, d)' to the 
entries of M. If M = U q or U d• this is the same as raising each of the entries of 
M to the rth power. 

We now define 

(11.1.4) hu(X) = I a.x•, Hu(X, Y) = hu 1(hu(X) + hu(Y)) 
l•I ~I 

(Note that a•<il is the column vector (0, ... , 0, 1, 0, ... , 0) with the 1 in the ith 
place, so that hu(X) = X mod( degree 2) so that hiJ 1(X) is well defined.) 

• ( 11.1.5) Theorem H v(X, Y) is a power series with coefficients in Z[U] and 
it is in fact a universal commutative m-dimensional formal group law over 
Z[U]. 

• (11.1.6) Corollary (Q-theorem) If F(X, Y) is an 111-dimensional commu
tative formal group law over a Q-algebra A, then there is a unique strict 
isomorphism :x(X): F(X, Y)---> G~. 

This isomorphism :x(X) is denoted logp(X) and is called the logarithm of 
F(X, Y). More generally, if F(X, Y) is an m-dimensional commutative formal 
group law over a characteristic zero ring A, then we use logp(X) to denote the 
unique m-tuple of power series f (X) with coefficients in A @ Q such that 
F(X, Y) = r 1(f(X) + f(Y)) andf(X) = X mod(degree 2). 

As in the one dimensional case we have a formula 

{11.1.7) 
n-+ •J:J 

for F(X, Y) a commutative formal group law over a characteristic zero 
Z<Pl-algebra A such that nn p" A = {O}. The proof is virtually the same as in the 
one dimensional case; cf. Proposition (5.4.5) of Chapter I. Remark (5.4.8) also 
generalizes to the more dimensional case. 

• (11.1.8) Remark If /11 = 1 then Hu(X. Y) does not coincide with the one 
dimensional universal formal group law F u(X, Y) which we constructed in 
Section 5 of Chapter I. Cf., however, also Section 12 below. 
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11.2 Proof of the integrality of H u(X, Y) 

Let (q 1, ••. , q,) be a sequence of powers of prime numbers. We define 

d(q q) = 11(91, ._ .. ,_91) •...• 11(q1-:_1,_CJ,). 11(9,) 
( 11.2.l) 1' • · ·' I 

Pi P1-1 Pr 

where qi = pf', Pi a prime number, .\ E N. Then one has 

( 11.2.2) 

and 

(11.2.3) d(q,, qz, ... , q,) E z(p) for all prime numbers p =!= P1· 

Statements (11.2.2) and (11.2.3) are just special cases of lemmas (5.3.5) and 
(5.3.4), respectively. The next step is: 

• ( 11.2.4) Lemma The n-tuple of power series h u(X, Y) satisfies a functional 
equation of the form 

oc 

hu(X) = gp(X) + I p- 1 U P,/J\.f'l(XP') 
i=l 

with gP(X) E Z(p)[U][Xf' and gP(X) = X mod(degree 2) for every prime 
number p. 

Proof This is proved in almost exactly the same way as we proved Lemma 
(5.3.3) in (5.3.6). Choose a prime number p. Let n = p'k where k = (k 1, ... , km) 
is such that at least one of the ki is prime to p. Now write a. as a sum 

( 11.2.5) a.= a 0 (0) + a 0 (l) + ... + a.(r) 

where a0 (0) is the sum over all terms in the right-hand side of(l 1.1.3) for which 
(q 1 , p) = 1 and where an(}) is the sum over all terms in the right-hand side of 
(11.1.3) for which q1 =pi. It now follows from (11.2.3) and (11.2.2) that 

(11.2.6) a.(O) E z(p)[U][Xr 

an(.j) - p- 1 u p;a<;!l,. E z(p)[U][Xr, J = 1, ... 'r 

Formulas ( 11.2.5) and ( 11.2.6) together prove Lemma ( 11.2.4). 

• ( 11.2.7) By the functional equation lemma 10.2 we see from Lemma ( 11.2.4) 
that the coefficients of the 11-tuple of power series Hu(X, Y) are in z,Pi[l:J] for 
every prime number p. which means that all those coefficients are in Z[ U]. This 
concludes the proof of the integrality of Hu(X, Y). 

11.3 Some multidimensional binomial coefficient arithmetic 

In order to prove the universality of H u(X, Y) we first do the higher dimen
sional version of the binomial coefficient arithmetic of Section 4 of Chapter I. 
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• (I 1.3.l) Let n be a multi-index of length m. We write k ~ n if k; ~ n; for all 
i = I, 2, ... , m, and k < n if k ~ n and I k I < In I· If k ~ n, we define 

(11.3.2) (~) = (::)··· (::) 

v(n) = \~ if n = p'e(i) for some prime number p, r EN, i E {I, ... , 111} 
otherwise 

(11.3.3) 

Then one has for In I ::'.': 2 

(11.3.4) v(n) = gcd((~) IO < k < n) 

This is clear from the corresponding one dimensional situation if n is of the 
form n = ne(j)forsomen E N,j E {l, ... , m}(cf.4.l);and ifn = (11 1, 11 2, ... , 11'") 
has at least two n; =!= 0, let i 1 be the smallest number such that n;, =I= 0, take 
k = 11;,e(ii), then m = I. 

• (11.3.5) For each n EN, 11 ::'.': 2 choose integers An.I• ... , An,n- I such that 
An, Im + . , . + An,n- IV' i) = v(11). Now let n be a multi-index. If n is of the form 
11 = ne(.i) and k < n, then k = ke(j) for some k < 11. In this case we define 
A(n, k) = An,k. If n is not of the form ne(j), let i 1 be the smallest index such that 
11; 1 #- 0. Let k ~ n. For these n, we set A(n, k) = I if k = n;,e(ii) and A(n, k) = 0 
if k =!= n;,e(i 1 ). We then have of course that 

(11.3.6) I A(n, k) (k") = v(n) 
O< k<n 

• (11.3.7) Lemma Let n be a multi-index, lnl ::'.': 2. For each 0 < k < n let 
X(k) be an indeterminate and let X(k) = X(n - k). Then every X(k) can be 
written as a linear expression with coefficients in Z of the expressions 

(11.3.8) I A(n, k)X(k) 
O<k<n 

(11.3.9) (j: k) X(j + k)- (k: 1) X(k +I), j + k + I = n, j, k, I > 0. 

where the A(n, k) are as above in (I 1.3.5). 

Proof If n is of the form n = ne(j), this is the binomial coeffkient lemma 
4.2. If n is not of the form n = 11e(.i). let i be the smallest index such that 11; =!= 0. 
Then (11.3.8) is equal to X(n;e(i)). For all 0 < j < n;, take j = je(i), 
k = (n; - j)e(i), I= n - j - k. Then X(j + k) = X(11,~(i)), X(k + I)= X(j) = 
X(.ie(i)), and (k; 1) = 1, so that we have obtained all X(k) with k = je(i), 
O<j~n; as a linear combination of (11.3.8) and (11.3.9). Now let 
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r = (r 1 , ••• , r m), r #- re(i) be a multi-index with 0 < r < n and 0 < r; ~ 11;. We 
take j = r;e(i), k = r - j, I= n - j - k. Then (i+kk) = 1, X(j + k) = X(r), 
X(k +I)= X(j) = X(r;e(i)), so that we have also obtained all X(r) with r as 
described above as linear combinations of (I 1.3.8) and (I 1.3.9). But if r < n and 
r =I= re(i), then either r of n - r has its ith component > 0 and X(r) = X(n - r). 
This concludes the proof of the lemma. 

11.4 Proof of the universality of Hu(X, Y) 

Let 11 E N. We write hu(nJ(X) and H U(ni(X, Y) for the m-tuples of formal 
power series obtained from hu(X) and H u(X, Y) by substituting 0 for all 
U(i, d), d EI, i E {I, ... , m}, with Id I > n. Then we have 

(11.4.1) hu(X) = hv<ni(X) + rn+ 1(X) mod(degree 11 + 2) 

where r.,+ i(X) is the following m-tuple of homogeneous forms of degree 11 + l 
in X 1, •.• , Xm: 

(11.4.2) 
ldl =n+ I 

where the notation is as in (11.1.2). It follows that for Hv(X, Y) 

(11.4.3) Hv(X, Y)=HuinJ(X, Y)+r11 +dX)+rn+1(Y) 

We write 

(11.4.4) 

( 11.4.5) 

- rn+ 1(X + Y) mod(degree 11 + 2) 

Hv(X, Y) = (Hu(l)(X, Y), ... , Hv(m)(X, Y)) 

Hu(i)(X, Y) = X; + Y; + I ek. 1(i)XkY1 

I kl.Ill;,, 1 

Now for each d E I with Id I 2: 2 and i E { l. ... , 111}, define 

(11.4.6) y(i, d) = I A(d, k)ek.d- k(i) 
O< k<d 

where the A(d, k) are as in (11.3.5). 

• ( 11.4.7) Lemma The y(i, d), d E I. Id I 2: 2, i E { 1, ... , m] are a polynomial 

basis for Z[ U]. 

That is, every element of Z[U] can be written uniquely as a polynomial in the 
y(i, d). The proof of Lemma ( 11.4.7) is not difficult; it follows directly from 
( 11.4.3) and ( l 1.3.6). 

• ( 11.4.8) Proof of the universality of H v(X, Y) Now let G(X, Y) be any 
m-dimensional commutative formal group law over a ring A. We write 
G(X, Y) = (G(l)(X, Y), ... , G(m)(X, Y)), and 

(11.4.9) G(i)(X. Y) = X; + Y; + I ak.l(i)XkY 1 

lkl.111;,, I 
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We now define a homomorphism <f>: Z[V]---> A by setting 

( 1 i.4.10) <J>(y(i, d)) = I A.(d, k)ak.d- k (i) 
O<.k<d 

Note that this is well defined because of Lemma ( 11.4. 7). Also <f> is certainly the 
only possible homomorphism Z[V]---> A such that <f>*H u(X, Y) = G(X, Y). It 
remains to prove that </>(et.ii)) = ak.li) for all I k I, I I I > 1, i E { 1, .. ., m}. The 
case I k +I I = 2 follows directly from (11.4.10) because in that case 
y(i, k +I)= ek . .(i) by (11.4.6) and <f>(y(i, k +I))= a ... .(i) by (11.4.10). 

Commutativity of Hu(X, Y) and G(X, Y) means that we have relations 

(11.4.11) ak. 1(i) = al.k(i), ek.l(i) = eu(i) 

and the associativity of Hu(X, Y), G{X, Y) means that the ek. 1(i) and ak . .U) 
satisfy certain universal relations of the form 

(j + k) . (k + ') . k ei+k.1(1)- I ej.k+.(i) = Qi.k.l.i(es.1) 

e: k) aj+k.l(i) - (k 7 ') a1.k+1U) = Q1.k .•. i(a •. ,) 

where Qi.k.1.;(e •. 1 ) involves only those e •.• with Is + t I < Jj + k + I I; cf. 9.5. 
One now proves that <f>(ek.1(i)) = ak . .(i) for all lk I. I I I~ 1 by an easy induction 
with respect to lk + Ij, using the binomial coefficient lemma (11.3.7). This 
concludes the proof of the universality of Hu(X, Y) and hence concludes the 
proof of Theorem (11.1.5). 

(11.4.12) Corollary (Lazard's comparison lemma) Let F(X, Y) and 
G(X, Y) be two m-dimensional formal group laws over a ring A and suppose 
that F(X, Y) = G(X, Y) mod( degree n). Then there exist an m-tuple of homo
geneous forms r of degree n with coefficients in A and an m x /11 matrix M 
with coefficients in A such that 

(11.4.13) F(X, Y) = G(X, Y) + r(X) + r(Y) - r(X + Y) 

+ M(v(nt 1(X" + Y" - (X + Y)")) 

If one adds the restriction that r(X) may contain no terms of the form aX?, 
a E A, i E { 1, .. ., 111}, then the r and M in ( 11.4.13) are unique. 

12 Curvilinear Formal Group Laws 

All formal group laws in this section are commutative. 
The m-dimensional universal formal group law H u(X, Y) of Section 11 

does not coincide with the one dimensional formal group law F u(X, Y) con
structed in Section 5 if m = 1. In fact it seems that there is no higher dimensional 
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analogue of F u(X, Y) that is universal. However, there does exist a higher 
dimensional analogue for F u(X, Y) that is universal for a certain class of 
formal group laws, the so-called curvilinear formal group laws. This 111-

dimensional version of F u(X, Y) is obtained from F u(X, Y) by replacing 
everywhere infu(X) and fu(X, Y) the indeterminates Vi, i = 2. 3, ... , by 111 x 111 

matrices of indeterminates Vi = ( V;(j, k ))J.k· 

12.1 Definition and characterization of curvilinear 
formal group laws 

Let k, I be multi-indices of length 111, then kl denotes the multi-index 
kl= (k 1l1 , ... , k.,lm)· An 111-dimensional formal group law 

F(X, Y) = (f(l)(X, Y),. . ., f(m)(X, Y)) 

f(i)(X, Y) = X; + Y; + I ak.l(i)XkY1 
!kl.III;:: I 

is said to be curvilinear if the following condition is satisfied: 

( 12.1.1) If I k I· I I I ~ 1, kl= 0, then ak. 1(i) = 0 for all i = 1, 2, .. ., 111. 

• (12.1.2) Lemma (criterion for curvilinearity) Let A be a characteristic 
zero ring and f(X. Y) an 111-dimensional formal group law over A. Then 
F(X, Y) is curvilinear if and only if logF(X) is of the form 

00 

logF(X) = X + I a.X" 
n=2 

where the a. are n x n matrices with coefficients in A ® Q. 
For the moment we shall prove only the .. if" part of this criterion. The" only 

if" part will follow from the construction of a universal curvilinear formal 
group law later in this section. 

• (12.1.3) Proof of the "if" part of Lemma (12.1.2) Let g(X) = 

I;;,, 1 a,, X", a, = In and G(X, Y) = g- 1(g(X) + g( Y)). Write 

G(i)(X. Y) = X; + Y; +I ak. 1(i)XkY1 

Suppose that there are ak.• =I= 0 with kl = 0 and I k I, I I I ~ 1. Choose such an 
ak.1 =I= 0 with I k + I I minimal. Now consider the coefficient of XkY1 on both 
sides of 

( 12.1.4) g(G(X, Y)) = g(X) + g(Y) 

Because the coefficient of XkY1 in the right-hand side of (12.1.4) is zero, we see 
from g(X) = I a. X" that we must have a relation of the form 

(12.1.5) ak.l(i)XkY1 = {L b ... (a . . (ji))'' ·····(a (J. ))''}XkY1 
k1t•l11 kis••is S 
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withj 1 = · · · = f, = j. Here the sum is over all kii· .. ., ki,• Ii 1, .. ., li,.J. r1, ... , r, 

such that r 1 ..... r, EN. 

r1ki1+···+r,ki,=k. r1li1+···+rA,=I. l:s: lk;,+I;,I < lk+II 

and the b ... are certain multinomial coefficients. Now kl= 0: it follows that also 

ki,li, is zero for all t = 1, ... , s, so that by induction ak,,.1,, = 0 unless 

lk;, + ti,I = 1. i.e., 

ki, = e(j) and I;, = 0 or I;, = e(j) and k;, = 0 

So the sum (12.l.5) reduces to a sum 

(12.l.6) ak_i(i)XkY'=Ib .. Xj 1 Y'j 2 

which shows that ak . .(i) = 0 because kl= 0 and I k I :::: I, I I I :::: l. 

12.2 Construction of some curvilinear formal group laws 

For each sequence of integers (i 1, ... , i,), s E N, i1 E N\{ I) let n(i l• ... , Ube 

the integer defined in 5.6 and let 

d(i1 ..... i.J = rU1r 1vU2r 1 · · · v(i,r 111(i1, ... , i,)n(iz, .... iJ · · · 

X 11(i,-1. iJn(iJ 

as in (5.3.3). Let Z[R] be short for Z(RJi, k): i = 2, 3, ... ;j, k = 1. .. ., m]. We 

now define the 111 x m matrices /Ji(R), i = 2. 3 .... , as 

(12.2.1) /Ji(R) = L d(il, .. ., i,)R,I Rl',11 ... Rl'. 1 ;,_I) 

li1 . .... i\) 

Let 
·f. 

( 12.2.2) j~(X) = x + L b,(R)X', 
i::::::; 2 

Then one shows as in 5.3 and 11.2 thatfn(X) satisfies a functional equation of 

type 

f~(X) = Op(X) + L p- 1Rp,f\f1(XP') 
j~ I 

with gp(X) E zlp)[R][X], so that Fn(X, Y) has its coefficients in Z[R] by the 

functional equation lemma 10.2. Hence F n(X, Y) is a curvilinear formal group 

law over Z[R] by (the "if" part of) Lemma (12.1.2). 
A second curvilinear formal group law H n(X, Y) is obtained as follows. Let 

,'): Z[U] __, Z[R] be the homomorphism U(i, d)t-->O unless d is of the form 

d = de(j), U(i. de(.i)t--> RJii, j). We define 

(12.2.3) Hn(X, Y) = ,')*Hv(X, Y) 
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Then HR(X. Y) is a curvilinear formal group law over Z[R] with logarithm 

hR (X) = ,9* hu(X). which satisfies the same type of functional equation asf R(X) 
so that the formal group laws F1i(X, Y) and H R(X, Y) are strictly isomorphic 

by the functional equation lemma 10.2. 

12.3 Universality of the curvilinear formal group laws 
F R(X, r). H n(X, Y) 

First a definition: 

• ( 12.3.1) Definition A curvilinear 111-dimensional formal group law 

F(X, Y) over a ring Lis said to be a universal curvilinear 111-dimensional formal 

group law if for every curvilinear 111-dimensional formal group law G(X, Y) 
over a ring A there is a unique homomorphism <j>: L--> A such that 

</>* F(X, Y) = G(X, Y). 

• (12.3.2) Theorem The formal group laws Fn(X, Y) and Hn(X, Y) of 12.2 
are universal curvilinear 111-dimensional formr.l group laws. 

Proof We have already seen that F n(X. Y) and H n(X, Y) are curvilinear 

formal group laws. So it remains to prove the universality. Let F n1,,>(X, Y), 

H n1,,>(X, Y) be the formal group laws obtained from F n(X, Y) and H n(X, Y) by 

substituting 0 for all Rh, j) with d > n. Then we have from ( 12.2.1 ), ( 12.2.2) and 

( 11.4.2 ), ( 11.4.3) 

(12.3.3) 

Fn(X, Y)=Fn 1111(X, Y)+R,,+i(v(n+ 1)- 1 

x (X"+ 1 + yn+ 1 - (X + Y)"+ 1)) mod( degree n + 2) 

Hn(X, Y) = Hn 111)(X. Y) + R11 + 1(v(n + 1r 1 

x (X"+ 1 + yn+ 1 - (X + Y)"+ 1 )) mod( degree n + 2) 

Let G(X, Y) be a curvilinear formal group law over a ring A. We are going to 

show by induction that there are homomorphisms <f> 11 , t/J 11 : Z[ R]--> A such that 

G(X, Y) = </>,,*Fn(X, Y) = t/1 11 *Hn(X, Y) mod(degree 11 +I), and that the re

striction of such </>11 , 1/1 11 to Z[ R(n )] = Z[ Ra(i, j) I d :::= n] c Z[ R] is unique. This is 

obvious for 11 = I. So suppose we have already found t/J,.. </> 11 for some 11 :::: l. By 

the comparison lemma ( 11.4.12) it follows that there are homogeneous 111-tuples 

of polynomials r 1 (X), r 2 (X) of degree 11 + I not involving any terms of the 

form aX7+ 1 and /11 x m matrices with coefficients in A, M 1, M 2 such that 

G(X, Y)=</>,,*Fn(X, Y)+ri(X)+rt(Y)-f1(X+Y) 

+ M 1(v(11 + 1)- 1(X 11 +1 + r+ 1 - (X + Yr+ 1 ) 

G(X. Y) = t/l,,*Hn(X. Y) + r2(X) + r1(Y)- r2(X + Y) 

+ Mz(v(n + q-1(x"+1 + yn+1 -(x + yr1)) 
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But G(X, Y), "'"* HR(X, Y), </>.* F R(X, Y) are all curvilinear formal group laws. 
It follows oirectly from the definition of curvilinear that 

r1(X) + r1(Y)- r1(X + Y) = 0 = r2(X) + r2(Y)- rz(X + Y) 

Now define <f>n+l• 'Pn+ 1: Z[R]-+A as follows: l/ln+i(Rd)=i/l.(Rd) if d:o;n, 

i/ln+1(R.+1)=M2, 1/1.+i(Rd)=O if d>n+l; </>.+1(Rd)=</>.(Rd) if d:o;n, 
<f>n+ 1(R.+ i) = M 1, <f>n+ 1(Rd) = 0 if d > n + 1. Then we have that 

G(X, Y) = (<f>.,_i)*FR(X, Y) = (1/1.+i)*HR(X, Y) mod(degree n + 2) 

because of (11.3.3). Moreover the <f>n+l• i/Jn+i are unique on Z[R(n + 1)] c 

Z[R] because M 1 and M 2 are unique. This concludes the proof of Theorem 
( 12.3.2). 

• (12.3.4) Corollary ("only if" part of Lemma (12.1.2)) If A is a character
istic zero ring and G(X, Y) is a curvilinear m-dimensional formal group law 

over A, then logG(X) is of the form logG(X) = I::=~ 1 a. X" for certain m x m 
matrices a. with coefficients in A ® Q. 

• (12.3.5) Let i/J: Z[R]-+ Z[U] be the natural embedding Ri(j, k)r--> U(j, ie(k)). 
Then I/I* hR(X), the logarithm of I/I *H R(X, Y), and hu(X), the logarithm of 
H u(X, Y), satisfy the same type of functional equation for all prime numbers p. 

(In fact I/I* hR(X) is obtained from hu(X) by substituting 0 for all U(i, d) with 
d ED.) It now follows from the functional equation lemma that H u(X, Y) and 
i/J*HR(X, Y) are strictly isomorphic. Since Hu(X, Y) is universal, we have 
proved 

• (12.3.6) Proposition Every commutative formal group law over a ring A 

is strictly isomorphic over A to a curvilinear formal group law over A. 

In fact the isomorphism H c;(X, Y)::::, I/I* H R(X, Y) gives a functorial way of 
making formal group laws curvilinear. Over characteristic zero rings the 
procedure is as follows: let logF(X) = f(X) be the logarithm of an m

dimensional formal group law over a characteristic zero ring A; write 

n 

define 
m oo 

f(X) = L L ane(i)Xi 
i= 1 n= 1 

then F(X, Y) = 1- 1(J(X) + J(Y)) is a curvilinear formal group law over A 

that is strictly isomorphic to F(X, Y) over A. So the procedure is simply" cross 

out in logF(X) all coefficients that one does not want." 

13 LUBIN-TATE FORMAL GROUP LAWS 

13 Higher Dimensional Honda Formal Group Laws and 
Higher Dimensional Lubin-Tate Formal Group Laws 

All formal group laws in this section will be commutative. 

13.1 The higher dimensional Honda formal groups 

73 

• ( 13. l.1) In this section ( 13.1) K will be a discretely valued field of character
istic zero (not necessarily complete) with ring of integers A, maximal ideal 111, 

and residue field k = A/111 of characteristic p > 0. In addition we require that 
there exists an endomorphism u: K-+ Kand a power q of p such that 

(13.1.2) u(a) = aq mod(m) for all a E A 

• (13.1.3) Choose a uniformizing element n of A. Let Ka((T)) be the noncom
mutative ring of Laurent series in one variable T with the multiplication rule 

Ta= u(a)T for a EK. Let u = Lf;o c;Ti be an m x m matrix with its elements 

inAa((T)),suchthatu(T) = nJ.mod(degree 1). Now letu- 1n =I.+ I1cx;. 1 BiT; 
and letf(X 1 , •.. , Xm) = f(X) and F(X, Y) be defined by 

(13.1.4) 

(13.1.5) 

00 

J(X) = x + L B;Xq; 
n=O 

F(X, Y) = r 1(f(X) + f(Y)) 

• (13.1.6) Proposition The m-tuple of power series F(X, Y) defined above is 
a formal group law over A. 

Proof From u- 1n =I"+ L~ 1 Bi T we find u(J" + L~ 1 B; T) = n. 
Writing u = nl. + a 1 T + a2 T 2 + · · ·, where the ai are m x m matrices, we 

obtain 

nB. + a 1 u(B._ i) + a2 u 2(B._ 2) +···+a._ 1 u"- 1(Bi) +a. = 0 

so that f (X) satisfies the functional equation 

i==l 

with s; = -n- 1a;. To prove Proposition (13.1.6) it therefore suffices to apply 

the functional equation lemma 10.2. 

13.2 Generalized Lubin-Tate formal laws 
and Cartier's semilinear trick 

• (13.2.1) Generalized Lubin-Tate formal group laws Suppose we 
are in the standard functional equation type situation. That is, a is an ideal in 
A c K, O": K-+ K, p E a, q a power of p, u(a) = aq mod a for all a E A. Now let 
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s, = b E K"'x"' be such that ab c A"'x"' and take Sz = 53 = ... = 0. Taking 
g(X) = X and (hence) 

(13.2.2) .fb(X) = X + br;*.f(Xq). Fb(X, Y) =ft;'(.fb(X) +fb(Y)) 

we find, by the functional equation lemma 10.2, an 111-dimensional formal group 
law over A. We shall call these formal group laws generalized Lubin-Tate 
formal group laws. 

Note that even in the case that 111 = l and A a discrete valuation ring these 
are more general than the Lubin-Tate formal group laws of Section 8 of 
Chapter I, owing to the possibility of a twist r;, which may be nontrivial if q is 
unequal to the number of elements of the residue field of A. 

The price one pays for this generality is that in general if a E A, then 
f;; 1(qfi,(X)) is not integral (i.e., in A[X]), so that we do not have endomor
phisms [a] for all a EA; cf., however, Proposition (13.2.7). 

More generally, one can of course consider 111-tuples of power series in X" 
x z, .. ., x m defined by 

( 13.2.3) .f (X) = g(X) + br; * f(Xq), g(X) E A[Xf' 

g(X) = X mod(degree 2) 

Then by the functional equation lemma F(X, Y)=r'(.f(X)+f(Y)) is a 
formal group law over A that is strictly isomorphic over A to F b(X, Y), and 
conversely all formal group laws over A that are strictly isomorphic over A to 
Fb(X, Y) have logarithms of the form (13.2.3). 

• (13.2.4) Twisted Lubin-Tate formal group laws In the case m = 1 
a= nA a principal ideal of A with n:- 1 E Kand b = n- 1u for some unit 11 E A, 
we shall call the one dimensional formal group law F b(X. Y) defined by ( 13.2.2) 
a twisted Lubin-Tate formal group law. 

• ( 13.2.5) Homomorph isms Let A. K. p, q, r;, a be as in ( 13.2.1 ). Let 
b E K"'x"', b E Knxn be such that ba c A"'x"', Ga c A"x". and let c EA"'"' be 
an n x /11 matrix with coefficients in A such that 

( 13.2.6) 

Then we have 

cf~(X) = cX + cbr;*.fb(Xq) = cX + hr;*(c)r;*(.fb(Xq)) 

= cX + hr; *(cfb(Xq)) 

showing that cfb(X) satisfies the same kind of functional equation as f;,(X) so 
that the functional equation lemma says thatf f 1(cfb(X)) has its coefficients in 
A. In other words, we have a homomorphism of formal group laws over A 
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for every matri.\ c r= "' '" satisfying ( 13.2.6 ). In particular we have 

1 ( 1 ~.2.7) Proposition Let A. K. a. p. q. r;, b be as in ( 13.2.l ). Suppose that 
u :·,;.Then [uJ Y) c 1(afb(X)) is an endomorphism over A of Fb(X. Y) for 
every a EA. 

• (13.2.8) Remarks 

(i) More generally, one always has an endomorphism [ a](X) of F b(X. Y) if 
u(a) =a, a E A. 

(ii) Sometimes one can prove that all homomorphisms between generalized 
Lubin-Tate formal group laws F b(X, Y)-> F b(X, Y) are of the form 
{ 1~ 1 (c/~(X)) where c is a matrix satisfying ( 13.2.6): cf. (20.1.24) of Chapter IV. 

• (13.2.9) Cartier's semilinear trick In [68] and [72] Cartier constructs 
certain higher dimensional formal group laws in the following situation: 

(i) A is a local ring with maximal ideal 111 and residue field/.:. of character

istic p > O: 
(ii) there are an automorphism r; of .4 and a power q of p such that 

a(a) cc: r1'1 moJ 111 for all a EA: 
1.1i) pa=0,aE.4=>a=0. 

~iiven this Cartier constructs an h-dimensional formal group law given the 
following data: 

(iv) a free module M over A of finite rank h together with a semilinear 
endomorphism IJ: M-> M such that IJ(mM) c pM. (Here sernilinear means of 
course IJ(m 1 +111 2) = 1J(111 1) + r1(m 2 ), IJ(am) = r;(a)IJ(m) for all m, 111 1, 1112 EM. 
a EA.) 

These constructions are important for the so-called tapis de Cartier. which has 
to do with linings of formal group laws and cristalline cohomology; cf. Section 
30 of Chapter V for details. 

Here is how to obtain a formal group law out of (M, 1J) as above. Let 
K = A[p- 1] = A® Q. Then r; extends uniquely to an automorphism a of K 
(by (iii)). Choose a basis e1 • .. ., eh for M over A. 

Let D = D(IJ) = (dij) be the matrix of IJ, i.e .. 

h 

IJ(e;) = L d1;e; 
j= 1 

Then the condition IJ( mM) c pM means that (p- 1 D)111 c A" x ". Taking 

b = p- 1D(IJ) 

we can apply formula (13.2.2) to define a formal group law G(M, IJ)(X, Y) with 
logarithm 

(13.2.10) 
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This is the formal group law constructed by Cartier in [68] and [72] from the 
data (M, 17 ). For more details, cf. Section 30.1 of Chapter V. 

• ( 13.2.11) Isomorph isms The question naturally arises, Does 
G(M, 17 )(X, Y) as constructed above depend on the choice of the basis e 1, ... , 
eh? And of course it does, but only within isomorphism. 

Let <j>: (M, 17)---+ (1W, fy) be a homomorphism of pairs (M, 17); i.e., </> is a 
homomorphism of A-modules <j>: M---+ 1\1 such that the following diagram 
commutes 

(13.2.12) 

M ---,p Af 

Let e1, .. . , ehbe a basis of Mand e1, ... , e,a basis of M. Let c be the matrix of</> 

with respect to the bases {e1> ... , eh}, {e 1, ... , e1}. Then the commutativity of 
(13.2.12) says that 

D(fy)a*(c) = cD(I'/) 

so that by (13.2.5) we have a homomorphism of formal group laws 

g(M, fyt 1(cg(M, 17)(X)): G(M, 17)(X, Y)---+ G(M, fy)(X, Y) 

(which induces the original <j>: M---+ M on the Lie algebra level. 
(L(G(M, 17)) = M; L(G(M,@ = M).) 

In particular, it follows that G(M, 17)(X, Y) does not depend up to isomor
phism on the choice of the basis {e 1, ... , eh} of M. 

• (13.2.13) Remark It is clear now that the semilinear construction can be 
generalized. The following case will be important for us in Section 30 of Chap
ter V when we are doing a generalization for formal A-modules of the tapis de 
Cartier. 

B is a discrete valuation ring with uniformizing element n and residue char
acteristic p > 0, a a power of a Frobenius-like endomorphism of B (i.e., 
a(a) = aq mod n for all a E B), and M a free B-module of finite rank with a 
a-semilinear endomorphism 17: iH ---+ M. In this case one takes h = n- 1 D(17) 

where D(17) is a matrix of 17. 

13.3 The higher dimensional Lubin-Tate formal groups 

• (13.3.1) In this subsection (13.3) K is a complete discretely valued field with 
ring of integers A, maximal ideal 111, residue field k = A/111. We suppose that k 
has q elements, q = p', p = char{k). (We do not require that K has character
istic 0.) Choose a prime element n of A and an integer 111 EN. 

Let M be an m x m matrix such that n- 1 M is an invertible matrix with 
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coefficients in A. Choose at E N. We use 8' M.r to denote the set of all m-tuples of 

power series d(X) in (X i. ... , X m) = X such that 

(13.3.2) d(X) = MX mod(degree 2), d{X) = Xq' mod(n) 

• (13.3.3) Theorem For each d(X) E 1SM.r• there is precisely one m

dimensional formal group law F iX, Y) over A such that F d(d(X), d( Y)) = 
d(Fd(X, Y)). If d(X), d(X)E 8',~1 • 1 , then Fd(X, Y) and Fa(X, Y) are strictly 

isomorphic over A. 

The proof of this theorem (as well as some more results on endomorphisms 
and homomorphisms which we shall discuss in Chapter IV, Section 20.1) can 
be based on the following generalization of the fundamental Lubin-Tate 

lemma (8.1.2). 

• ( 13.3.4) Lemma Let M be an m x m matrix with coefficients in A, N an 

11 x 11 matrix with coefficients in A such that n- 1 M and n·- 1 N are invertible 

matrices over A. Let d(X 1, ... , Xm) E 8'M.r and e(X 1, ... , X n) E 6' N.r· Let k E N 
and let L be an 11-tuple of linear forms in km indeterminates (Z 1.1> ... , Zk.m) 
with coefficients in A. We shall write Z 1 for (Z 1, 1, ... , Z 1.m), ... , Z k for 

(Zk.1' ... , Zk.m)· Suppose that 

(13.3.5) e(L(Z 1, .. • , Zk)) = L(d(Zi), .. . , d(Z.)) mod{degree 2) 

Then there exists a unique 11-tuple of power series <f>(Z) in Z 1. i. ... , Z k.m such 

that 

( 13.3.6) 

( 13.3.7) 

<f>{Z1> ... , Zd = L{Z 1, ... , z.) mod{degree 2) 

e(<l>(Z1, ... , z.)) = <f>(d(Z1), ... , d(Zd) 

(Note that (13.3.6) and (13.3.7) together imply (13.3.5) and that if 11 = 111 = 1 
(13.3.5) always holds if N =Mand never if N =f- M.) 

We shall not give the proof of this lemma in detail. The structure of the proof 
is identical with the proof of Lemma (8.1.2) in 8.2. That is with induction one 
constructs unique 11-tuples of polynomials <f>,(Z 1, ... , Zk) such that (13.3.6) 
holds and such that (13.2.7) holds mod(degree r + 1). To get the next approxi
mation one must find E, + 1(Z1, .... Zk) homogen~ous of degree r + 1 such that 

NE,+ 1(Z1, ... , Zd - E,+ 1(MZ 1 .... , MZd = D,+ 1(Z1, ... , Zk) 

where D,+ 1(Z1, ... , z.) is a given homogeneous polynomial which is =O mod n. 
Here some technical difficulties due to higher dimensionality arise because one 
cannot simply "move M outside of E,+ 1." One constructs E,+ 1 by means of 
successive approximation and here the completeness of A is used in an 
essential way. A detailed proof can be found in [226]. 

• ( 13.3.8) Proof of Theorem (13.3.3) Given the lemma the proof of 
Theorem ( 13.3.3) is exactly as the proof of Theorem (8.1.5) in Chapter I. 
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13.4 The higher dimensional Lubin-Tate formal 
group laws as special cases of the 

functional equation lemma formal group laws 

• (13.4.1) The endomorphism [rr) Let .4. K, a. p, q, (J be as in (13.2.1). 
Suppose in addition that a is a principal ideal a= rr.4, that rr- 1 E Kand that 
t7(rr) = rr. Let D be any m x m matrix with coefficients in A such that 17 *(D) = D 
and take b = rr- 1 D. 

By remark (13.2.8)(i) we then have an endomorphism 

[rr](X): Fb(X, Y)-> Fb(X, Y) 

We claim that 

( 13.4.2) [rr)(X) = DXq mod rr 

To see this first observe that because rJ*(D) = D, 

(13.4.3) (DXt = (DXq)q'- 1 mod rr' 

Now to prove ( 13.4.2) it suffices by part (iv) of the functional equation lemma 
to show that 

which follows readily from ( 13.4.3 ), again because rJ *(D) = D. 

• (13.4.4) The endomorphism [M)(X) Now let A, K. p, q. rr, M be as in 
( 13.3. l) and let Fb(X. Y) be the generalized Lubin-Tate formal group law with 
h = M- 1 = rr- 1 M where Mis the inverse of rr- 1M (here one takes rJ =id and 
q' instead of q). By (13.2.5) we have an endomorphism 

over A because l'vr 1rJ *(M) = M- 1 M =I= M M- 1 . Exactly as in ( 13.4.1) one 
now shows easily that 

(13.4.5) [M)(X) = Xq' mod rr. [M)(X) = MX mod(degree 2) 

(The completeness of A is of course not necessary for this.) Thus we see that 
Fb(X, Y) is a higher dimensional Lubin-Tate formal group law as in 13.3. 
Exactly as in Section 8 Chapter I, we can now set up a bijective correspondence 
between higher dimensional Lubin-Tate formal group laws corresponding to 
elements d(X) E t·M.r and generalized Lubin-Tate formal group laws with 
logarithms 

f(X) = g(X) + bf(Xq'), 

where b = M- 1 (= rr- 1M). 

g(X) E A[X], g(X) = X mod(degree 2) 
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14 Lie Theory 

In this section A is supposed to be a Q-algebra. We shall start to show that 
the functor L which assigns to every 11-dimensional formal group law F(X, Y) 
over A its Lie algebra L(F), is an equivalence of categorie~. 

14.1 The Lie-algebra of an n -dimensional 
formal group law 

Let F(X, Y) = (F(l)(X, Y), F(2)(X, Y), ... , F(11)(X, Y)) be an 11-dimensional 
formal group law over A. We write 

n 

(14.1.1) F(i)(X. Y) = X; + Y; + I 1':kx1 Yk mod(degree 3) 
l.k = 1 

The elements l'}k E A can then be used to define a Lie algebra structure on A" 
as follows: 

n 

( 14.1.2) [ei. ek] = L Mk - 1•L)e; 
j::::::J 

(NB the "multiplication" ei ek = L7= 1 l'~k e; does not as a rule define an 
associative algebra structure on .4".) 

• ( 14.1.3) Proof that (14.1.2) defines a Lie algebra structure It is 
immediate that [ ei, eJ = 0 for all j and that [ e1, ek] = - [ ek, eJ for allj, k. It 
remains to check the Jacobi identity [[e;, eJ, ek] + [[e1. ed, e;] + [[ek. e;]. eJ = 0 
for all i, j. k. This can be seen. e.g., by means of a fairly messy calculation using 
F(X, F(Y, Z)) = F(F(X, Y), Z) mod(degree 4). We follow Serre [363, LG, 
Chapter IV, No. 7). Write 

(14.1.4) F(X. Y) = X + Y + B(X, Y) mod(degree 3) 

where B(X, Y) is an 11-tuple of bilinear forms in X. Y. 
Let Xl- ll be short for z(X) = [ - lh·(X), i.e., z(X) = x1- 11 is the unique 

11-tuple of power series such that F(X, xl- 11 ) = 0. We then have 

(14.1.5) xi- 11 = -X + B(X. X) mod(degree 3) 

as is easily checked. Now, as we have seen in 9.3, an n-dimensional formal 
group law F(X, Y) can be used to define a group structure on, e.g .. the set of all 
11-tuples of topologically nilpotent elements of A[X. Y]. We denote this multi
plication with a dot· so that, e.g .. X · Y stands for F(X, Y). Using this notation 

we have 

(14.1.6) X · Y · x1- 11 = Y + [X, Y] mod(degree 3) 

where [X. Y] is short for B(X, Y) - B(Y, X). 
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Simila~ly. one has 

(14.1.7) y!- lJ • X • Y = X + [Y, X] mod(degree 3) 

and 

(14.1.8) xl- 11 • y!- 11 • X ·. Y = [X. Y] mod(degree 3) 

Finally, one has the Jacobi identity (for the n-tuples X, Y, Zin A[X, Y, Z]") 

(14.1.9) [X, [Y. Z]] + [Y, [Z, X]] + [Z, [X, Y]] = 0 

which is proved as follows. In any group G let (x, y) be short for x- 1_v- 1xy and 
x>' for y- 1xy. Then one has in any group G the identity of P. Hall 

(14.1.10) (xY, (y, z))(y=, (z, x))(zx, (x, y)) = e 

as is easily checked by writing everything out. We apply this to the group 
defined by F(X, Y) on all n-tuplcs of topologically nilpotent elements of 
A[X, Y, Z]. Now we have 

(14.1.11) 

(Xr, (Y, Z)) = [X. [Y, Z]] mod(dcgree 4) 

(Y2 , (Z, X)) = [Y, [Z, X]] mod(degree 4) 

(ZX, (X, Y)) = [Z, [X, Y]] mod(dcgree 4) 

Indeed, by symmetry, it suffices to prove the first of these formulas. Now 
xr = X mod(degree 2) and (X, Y) = [X, Y] mod(degree 3) by (14.1.7) and 
(14.1.8). Plugging this into (14.1.8) again we find the first formula of (14.1.11). 
The Jacobi identity ( 14.1.9) now follows from ( 14.1.11) and the P. Hall formula 
(14.1.10) because [X, [Y, Z]], [Y, [Z, X]], [Z, [X. Y]] are all homogeneous of 
degree 3. It is trivial to see that (14.1.9) implies that (14.1.2) defines a Lie 
algebra structure on A". 

• (14.1.12) Remark The foregoing is precisely how one proves that the com
mutator (x, y) defines a Lie product on the associated graded group ofa filtered 
group G = G 1 :::i G 2 :::i ···.The Lie algebra L(F) constructed above is in fact the 
Lie algebra gr 1(G) where G is the group induced by Fon the set of all n-tuples 
of topologically nilpotent elements of A[T], filtered by degree in T, where T is 
one indeterminate. 

14.2 The main theorem of formal Lie theory 

Let F(X, Y) and G(X, Y) be two finite dimensional formal group laws over a 
ring A and let :x(X) be a homomorphism from F(X. Y) to G(X, Y). Let J(:x) be 
the Jacobian matrix of a(X). i.e., 

(14.2.1) :x(X) = J(o:)X mod( degree 2) 
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Then by (14.1.8) we have 

a(X)l-tJ · a(Y)l-tJ · :x(X) · a(Y) = [J(a)X, J(:x)Y]r; mod(degree 3) 
(14.2.2) 

a(xl- tl · yi- 11 • X · Y) = J(a)[X, Y]F mod(degree 3) 

which implies that J(:x) induces a homomorphism of Lie algebras .l(o:): L(F)-> 
L(G). We shall also use L(o:) to denote this homomorphism of Lie algebras. We 
have thus defined a functor L from the category of finite dimensional formal 
groups over A to the category of Lie algebras over A that are free of finite rank 
as modules over A. 

• (14.2.3) Theorem (formal Lie theory theorem) Let A be a Q-algcbra. 
The functor L from finite dimensional formal group laws over A to Lie algebras 
over A that are free of finite rank as modules over A is an equivalence of 
categories. 

Let FG A denote the category of finite dimensional formal group laws over A 
and let LAA be the category of Lie algebras over A whose underlying modules 
arc free of finite rank over A. Then Theorem (14.2.3) says two things: 

( 14.2.4) For F(X, Y), G(X, Y) E FG A• the map FG A(F(X, Y), G(X, Y))-> 
LAA(L(F), L(G)) is a bijection. 

(14.2.5) Given LE LAA, there is an F(X, Y) E FGA such that L(F) is isomor
phic to L. 

In this section we shall prove only (14.2.5), which is the formal version of 
Lie's third theorem. To do this we use some results concerning the universal 
enveloping algebra of a Lie algebra and some results concerning free Lie 
algebras, which is what 14.3 and 14.4 below are about. The second half of 
Theorem (14.2.3) (statement (14.2.4)) will be proved later in Chapter VIL Sec
tion 37.4. There we shall also give a second proof of ( 14.2.5) which does not use 
the Campbell-Hausdorff formula. 

14.3 The universal enveloping algebra of a Lie algebra 

Let B be an associative algebra over A. Then the bracket [h 1, h 2] = 

h 1 h2 - h2 h1 defines a Lie algebra structure on the underlying A-module of B. 
This Lie algebra is denoted L(B). We shall say that an A-module homomor
phism cp: n---> B of an A Lie algebra fl to an associative algebra B over A is a Lie 
ho1110111orphis111 iff cp( X, y] = cp(x )cp(y) - cp(J' )cp(x) for all X, }' E n, i.e., iff cp 
induces a Lie algebra homomorphism n---> L(B). 

All associative algebras over A are supposed to be unitary. and homomor
phisms of associative algebras preserve the unit elements. The category of 
associative algebras over A is denoted AssA. 
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• (14.3.1) Definition (universal enveloping algebra of a Lie algebra) Let 
g E LAA- A universal enveloping algebra of g is an associative algebra with unit 
U g over A together with a homomorphism of Lie algebras t:: g---> U g such that 
the following universal property is satisfied: 

(14.3.2) For every Lie homomorphism</>: g---> B into an associative algebra B, 
there exists a unique homomorphism of associative algebras 'if>: U g---> B such 
that </> = 'i/>e. 

It follows directly from the universality property (14.3.2) that Ug (if it exists) 
is unique up to isomorphism. 

• (14.3.3) Construction of Ug Let g E LAA- The tensor algebra Tg E Ass A 

of g has as underlying module the direct sum 
00 

Tg = EB T,,g 
ri=O 

where T0 g = A, T,, g = g ® g ® · · · ® g (n times) where all tensor products are 
over A. There is an obvious associative multiplication on Tg defined by 

(x, ® · · · ® Xm, Yi®···® y,,)1->X1 ® · · · ® Xm ® Y1 ® · · · ® y,. E T.1+m9 

For any BE AssA one has 

(14.3.4) ModA(g, B)::: Ass4 (Tg, B) 

where ModA is the category of A-modules. Now let I be the ideal of Tg gen
erated by the elements of the form [x, y] - x ® y + y ® x E Tg for x. y E g. Let 
Ug = Tg/I and let e: g---> Ug be the composed map g = T1 g c Tg---> Ug. Then 
g---> U g is a universal enveloping algebra. Indeed if <P: g---> Bis a Lie homomor
phism, then </> extends naturally and uniquely to a homomorphism of associa
tive algebras Tg---> B (14.3.4) and because </>is a Lie homomorphism</>(/)= 0 
so that </> factors (uniquely) through U g to define (b. 

Consider U g ® U g (tensor product over A). Then x 1-> x ® 1 + 1 ® x defines 
a Lie homomorphism g---> Ug ® Ug (to check this simply calculate (x ® 1 + 
l®x)(y®l+l®y)-(y®l+l®y)(x®l+l®x)), which by the 
universality property of U g extends to a homomorphism of associative 
algebras 

(14.3.5) ~: Ug--->Ug®Ug, g 3 XI-> 1 (8) X + X (8) 1 

which is called the diagonal map or the comultiplication on U g. An element 
y E Ug is called primitive if ~y = 1®y+y®1. 

•(14.3.6) Structure of Ug (Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem) First we 
have 

(14.3.7) <:: g---> Ug is injective (P-B-W) 
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We shall accordingly view gas embedded in U g via c. (This has already been 
used more or less in the writing down of ( 14.3 .5 ). ) Let x 1, •. ., x,, be a basis for g. 
As usual we shall use boldface letters k to denote n-tuples of elements in 
N v {O} and xk is short for x1' · · · x~· E U g, x? = 1. We have 

(14.3.8) Ug is a free module over A with basis {xkk 

That is, a basis for U g is formed by all finite products x1 'xk2' · · · x~" with the X; in 
that order. The multiplication in U g satisfies 

( 14.3.9) .x k_x• = xk+ • + '°' a xi L. j· 
O<j<k+l 

for certain ai E A. And the comultiplication in U g is given by 

( 14.3.10) 

Finally, 

( 14.3.11) If A is torsion free (as a Z-module, i.e., a E A, na = 0, 11 E N = 
a = 0), then g c U g coincides with the set of primitive elements of U g. I.e., 
~l = {y E Ug I ~y = y ® 1 + 1 ® y}. 

We shall not prove these results on the structure of U g. The proofs are rather 
long; cf., e.g., [363, LA, Chapter III) for (14.3.7), (14.3.8), and (14.3.11). 

• (14.3.12) Remark The comultiplication ~: Ug---> Ug ® Ug is coassociative 
and cocommutative. There is also a counit (or augmentation) U g---> A. All this 
turns U g into a so-called bialgebra, a type of structure very much related to 
formal groups, which we shall discuss in more detail in Chapter VIL 

14.4 Free Lie algebras 

Let X be a set. We shall first recall the constructions of the free magma on X, 
the free algebra on X, the free associative algebra on X, and the free Lie algebra 
on X. 

• ( 14.4. I) The free magma M x A magma is a set M with a map 
M x M---> M, (x, y)1->xy. Given a set X we construct inductively a family of 
sets X,,, n EN, as follows: 

p, q EN 
p+q=n 

where u stands for disjoint union. Now let M x = u~J~ I x n· There is a natural 
multiplication Mx x Mx---> Mx defined by the maps x n x x m c x n+m c M X· 

If w E M X• w E X ,,, then the length of w is defined as l(w) = 11. Every "word" 
w E M x of length > 1 can be uniquely written as a product w'w" = w. One 
easily checks the freeness property of M x: 
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(14.4.2) Let N be any magma and.f: X-> N any map, then there is a unique 

homomorphism of magmas l M x-> N that extends f 

• (14.4.3) The free algebra Alx An algebra over a ring A is just an A

module B together with a multiplication map B x B-> B which is A-bilinear. 

There are no conditions such as commutativity, associativity, existence of a 

unit element. 
Let X be a set. We define Al x· the free algebra on X over A as follows: an 

element rx E Alx is a finite sum I amm, am E A, m E M x· The multiplication 

Alx x Alx-> Alx extends A-linearly the multiplication Mx x M x-> M x· The 

freeness property of Alx is: 

(14.4.4) Let B be an algebra over A and let.f: X-> B be a map. Then there is a 

unique map of A-algebras/ Alx-> B that extendsf 

The length function on M x defines a grading on Al x making Al x a graded 

algebra: Al x= EB;;'= 1 Alx where Alx is the free module over X" c M x· 

• ( 14.4.5) The free associative algebra Assx An associative algebra over 

a ring A is an algebra B over A such that the multiplication B x B-> B is 

associative and such that there is a unit element in B. Let X be a set then the 

free associative algebra over A is defined as follows. 

A E9 Alx has a natural structure of a graded A-algebra with unit element. Let 

Jc A E9 Alx be the ideal of generated by all the elements (ab)c - a(bc). Let 

Assx =A E9 Alx/J. There is a natural map X .'.::> X 1 c Mx c Alx c A E9 Alx-> 

Ass x. The freeness property of Ass x is now the obvious one: 

(14.4.6) L~t B b~ an associative algebra over A and let.f: X-> B be any map. 

Then there 1s a unique homomorphism of associative algebras/ Assx-> B that 

extends! The ideal J is a homogeneous ideal of the graded algebra A E9 Alx, so 

that Ass xis a graded associative algebra Ass x= EB;;'=o Ass'.¥. A basis of the free 

A-modul~ Ass'.¥ is given by the associative (but noncommutative) words of 

length n m the elements of X. The associative algebra can be also be seen as the 

tensor algebra (cf. (14.3.3)) of the free A-module over X. 

• (14.4.7) The free Lie algebra Lx The free Lie algebra Lx over A on X is 

constructed as follows. Let I c Alx be the ideal generated by all elements of the 

form aa, a E Alx and a(bc) + b(ca) + c(ab) = J(a, b, c).We define Lx = Alx/l. 

The freeness property of Lx is: 

(14.4.8) Let L be a Lie algebra over A and.f: X-> Lany map. Then there exists 

a unique morphism of A Lie algebras! Lx-> L that extends f 

The free Lie algebra Lx is also free as an A-module but is not of finite rank if 

X has two or more elements. We shall not use nor prove these facts; cf., e.g., [ 44, 

Chapter 2]. 
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The ideal 1 is generated by homogeneous elements of the graded algebra Al x 

so that L x is a graded Lie algebra L x = EB ;;'~ 1 Lx. 

• (14.4.9) Relation between Lx and Assx Let L(Assx) be the Lie algebra 

structure on Assx. (Cf. 14.3.) X-> Assx then defines by (14.4.8) a Lie homomor

phism Lx-> Assx and hence by the universality property of U Lx a homomor

phism of associative algebras <I>: UL x-> Ass x· We claim that <I> is an 

isomorphism. This is seen as follows. '¥': X -> Lx -> U Lx is a map of X into an 

associative algebra. Hence by (14.4.6) there is a unique homomorphism of 

associative algebras'¥: Assx-> ULx extending'¥'. An easy argument using the 

uniqueness parts of (14.3.2), (14.4.6), and (14.4.8) now proves that '¥<1> and <1>'¥ 

are the identity homomorphisms. 

• (14.4.10) Campbell-Hausdorff formula Now suppose that A is a Q
algebra. The associative algebra Assx on X comes equipped with a diagonal 

map Assx -> Ass x ® Ass x defined by the map X -> Ass x ® Ass x• x r-> x ® 1 + 

1 ® x. Under the identification ULx .'.::> Assx this diagonal map coincides with 

the diagonal map d: U Lx-> U Lx ® U Lx defined in 14.3. Because A is a Q
algebra and therefore torsion free, this means by (14.3.9) that we can identify Lx 

with the set of primitive elements of Ass x· This inclusion Lx c Ass x respects the 

grading, i.e., Lx c Ass'.¥. 
The elements of Assx are noncommutative (but associative) polynomials in 

the elements of X. Let Ass'.¥ be the free A-module generated by all words in the 

elements of X of length n. We define ksx as fl~=o Ass;, this is the completion 

of Assx with respect to the topology induced by the" degree of noncommuta

tive polynomials." Let Lx be the closure of L x in £s x· I.e., Lx = TI:= 1 L'.¥. 

Define the completed tensor product ksx@ Assxas fl;.q=o Ass'X ®Ass\. The 

diagonal morphism d: Assx-> Assx ® Assx then extends to a diagonal mor

phism d: Xs:Sx-> Assx@ Assx. We claim: 

( 14.4.11) The primitive elements of A~ are precisely the elements of Lx. This 

is proved as follows. Write y E A--:;sx as an infinite sum y = I::'=o Yn where y. is 

homogeneous of degree n. Because d is homogeneous, we have dy = y ® 

1 + 1 ® y if and only if d(y.) = 1 ® Yn + Yn ® 1 for all n. Now Yn E Assx for all 

n so that Yn E Lx for all n, hence y E Lx. 

• (14.4.12) Let 1itx c A?sx be the ideal generated by X c ksx. We define exp: 

1itx-> 1 + 1itx and log: 1 + 1itx-> 1itx by means of the usual formulas 

exp(y) = I .Y_~, log(l + y) = I (-1)" [' 
n=On. n=I n 

Then one has exp(log(l + y)) = 1 + y and log(exp(y)) = y, as usual. (These are 

formal identities.) 

• (14.4.13) Lemma The map exp induces a bijection from the set 

{y E 1i1x!dy = y ® 1+1 ®y} onto the set {z E 1+1i1x!dz = z® z}. 
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Proof Because L\ is continuous and an algebra homomorphism, it com

mutes with exp. Therefore, if y E 1i1x and L\y = y@ 1 + 1 @ y, we have 

L\(exp(y)) = exp(L\y) = exp(l@ y + y@ 1) 

= exp(l@ y) exp(y@ 1} = exp(y)@exp(y) 

because 1 @ y and y@ 1 commute with one another. 

• (14.4.14) Theorem (Campbell-Hausdorff} Let X = {x, y) be a set with 

two (different) letters. Then there is a::: E Lxsuch that exp(x) exp(y) = exp(z}. 

Proof Because exp(x), exp(y) E I + 1i1x we have exp(x) exp(y) E I + 1i1x 

so that by (14.2.12) there is a unique z E 1itx such that exp(z) = exp(x) exp(y). 

Now L\ is a homomorphism of associative algebras and x, y E X c Lx so that 
by (14.4.13} 

L\(exp(x) (exp(y)) = L\(exp(x)) L\(exp(y)) 

= (exp(x)@exp(x)}(exp(y)@exp(y)) 

= exp(z)@ exp(z}, 

so again by ( 14.4.13) z E Lx. 
It is not difficult to calculate the first few terms of:: E Lxexplicitly. One finds 

( 14.4.15) 

Note also that 

z = z(x, y) = x + y + i[x, y] + tz[x, [x, y]] 

+ /2[y, [y, x]] mod(degree 4) 

(14.4.16) z(x, 0) = x, z(O, y) = y, z(z(x, w), y) = z(x, z(w, y)) 

14.5 Proof of the formal version of Lie's third theorem 

We are now in a position to prove part of Theorem (14.2.3), viz., statement 

(14.2.5): let A be a Q-algebra, LE LAA, then there is an F(X, Y} E FGA such 

that L(F) is isomorphic to L. 

The proof goes in several steps. First let x 1, •.. , x" be a basis for L (over A}. 
The bracket multiplication is then given by "structure constants" 

n 

(14.5.1) [xi, xJ = L ctxk, 
k=l 

Now let E = A[X, Y]" and let (f;), (g;) be elements of E. We can use (14.5.1) 
to define a bracket multiplication on E as 

(14.5.2) 
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We also use E to denote this Lie algebra; E is so to speak the Lie algebra 

L@ A[X. Y] over A[X, Y] obtained by extending the scalars from A to 

A[X. Y]. An element (.f;) EE is said to be homogeneous of degree m ifeachfiis 

a homogeneous polynomial (in X" ... , X., Y1, ... , Y,,} of degree m. As usual we 

write X for (XJ EE and Y for (Y;) E £. 

1 (14.5.3) Lemma If (.f;) EE is homogeneous of degree m, then [X, (Ji)] and 

[Y, (.[;)] are homogeneous of degree m + I. 

This is immediately obvious from (14.5.2). Now consider the free Lie algebra Ls 

on the two element set S = { u, v} and its completion fs; cf. ( 14.4.10} above. 

Let </J: Ls-> Ebe the Lie algebra homomorphism defined by ui-+ X, vi-+ Y. 

We then have 

• (14.5.4) Lemma For all m EN, </J(I.:S) c m"'Ewhere 111 is the maximal ideal 

of A[X, Y]. 

This follows immediately from Lemma (14.5.3}. 
Lemma ( 14.5.4) implies that <P extends (uniquely) to a Lie algebra homomor

phism </J: Ls-> E. Now let z E Ls be the unique element such that exp(z) = 

exp(u) exp(r•} (cf. (14.4.14}) and let F(X, Y} EE= A[X, Yf be the element 

</J(::). Then because z = u + v + ![u, v] mod(degree 3) (cf. (14.4.15)) we have 

(using (14.5.4)) 

(14.5.5) F(X, Y) = X + Y + ![X, Y] mod(degree 3) 

and (14.4.16} implies that F(X, Y) is associative, so that F(X, Y) is a formal 

group law of dimension n over A such that the degree two part of F(X, Y) is 

equal to 

( 14.5.6) 

Using c~k = -cL we see that the Lie algebra of F(X, Y) is indeed g; cf. 

(14.1.1), (14.1.2), (14.5.1), (14.5.2). This concludes the proof of the formal ver

sion of Lie's third theorem. 

• (14.5.7) Remark If A= R, C, or a nonarchimedean characteristic zero 

field, then one can show that the power series F(X, Y) actually converge for 

small enough X, Y. Thus one obtains a" Lie group chunk" from which a full 

simply connected analytic Lie group with the given Lie algebra as Lie algebra 

can be obtained; cf. (363] for more details. 

E.1 Bibliographical and Other Notes 

(E. !.I) Historical note on formal groups Formal group laws were first defined 

by Bochner [ 40], who used them to separate, so to speak, Lie theory into a "formal" 
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part and a" convergence" part, thus making the classical proofs more lucid. Of course 
the formal part of the theory worked over any field of characteristic zero. 

The study of formal group laws in characteristic p > 0 began in the early 1950s when 
the work of Chevalley [75] showed that the correspondence Lie algebras-Lie groups 
breaks down completely in characteristic p > 0. Thus the search for a good substitute 
for the Lie algebra of an algebraic group was on. 

Now of course in characteristic zero t)l.e formal group law of an analytic group is an 
intermediate object between the Lie algebra and the analytic group itself, and so is the 
universal enveloping algebra of the Lie algebra. Guided by this (cf. the introduction of 
[114]) and using another int<::rmediate notion peculiar to characteristic p > 0: left invar
iant semiderivations (cf. [99]), Dieudonne tackled the question systematically and by 
1958, when the last of his formidable series of papers [102-109, 100, IOI, 110-113] 
appeared, he had created a full-fledged theory of formal groups from the hyperalgebra 
point of view, which is and was of considerable importance in algebraic geometry, not 
least because the Dieudonne modules which turned up in the classification results 
turned out to be an exceedingly important and versatile kind of objects. 

Meanwhile at about the same time (somewhat later) Lazard [250, 251. 252] started 
studying formal groups from the formal power series point of view, relying heavily on 
some quite tough computations. Among the results he obtained are Theorem ( 1.6.3) 
( = (5.7.4)): group law chunks can be extended), the comparison lemma ( 1.6.6) 
( = (5.7.5)), and the theorem that one dimensional formal group laws over a ring without 
nilpotents are commutative (cf. Theorem (1.6.7); the strengthened version (1.6.7) is due 
to Connell [79]). Even more important was Lazard's result that the ring over which a 
universal formal group law is defined is free polynomial. But it took quite a while before 
this last result was appreciated and used (cf. in this connection the last lines of the 
introduction of [277]). There is, therefore, something pleasing about the fact that some 
of the more recent applications of the theory of formal groups (notably to complex 
cobordism theory) are applications of formal group laws and various kinds of universal 
formal group laws rather than applications of formal groups. 

(E.1.2) On the origins of the functional equation lemma The functional 
equation lemma ( 10.2 and 2.2) as stated here has not appeared in print before. It has two 
immediate precursors however. These are: 

(i) The case Ka discrete valuation field of characteristic zero, A its ring of integers, 
k its residue field of characteristic p > 0. and <J: K--> K an endomorphism such that 
<T(a) = aq mod(nA) for all a EA. This case is essentially contained in Honda [189], albeit 
only for special power series g(X), h(X), g(X), ii(X). In particular parts (i), (ii) of the 
functional equation lemma correspond to Theorem 2 of [ 189]; Proposition 2.5 more or 
less corresponds to part (iii); and part (iv) corresponds to Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 of[l89]. 
(Cf. Section 20.3 below for details on the noncommutative power series calculation 
methods that Honda developed in this connection.) 

(ii) The case K = Q[U], A= Z[U], <J: U;>-+ Uf; cf. the author's papers [170, 171, 
173]; and a generalization in [177]. 

These two precursors of the functional equation lemma were found independently. 
The simplest example of a functional equation logarithm of type (i) is 

x + n- 1 x• + n- 2 xq' + ... 
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(and this particular logarithm of a Lubin-Tate formal group law already appears in 
[ 188]; cf. in this connection also the introduction of [72]). The simplest example of a 
functional equation logarithm of type (ii) is 

T TT" . TPT"' x + xq + xq· + xq.1 + · · 
p p2 p' 

an example which dates from December 1969-'January 1970 (Moscow). There is a some
what disturbing similarity yet dissimilarity about these examples. 

Given the functional equation lemma as stated above in 2.2 and 10.2 one recognizes 
more precursors (all for the case s2 = s3 = · · · = 0), viz. Dieudonni:'s Proposition I in 
[113], Dwork's Lemma 1 in [ 137), a lemma of Cartier [68] which we shall meet in ( 17.6.l) 
(these three are very closely related). and also of course the various intcgrality state
ments concerning the Witt vectors which all come from the functional equation type 
relation 

or, better, 

(pn)- 1wp.,(X) = p- 1 (n- 1w.,(X")) mod(Z<ri[X]) 

(E. J.3) Note on the universal formal group law theorems As we remarke.d 
before the important theorem that the ring over which a umversal formal group is 
defined is free polynomial is due to Lazard. He first proved the comparison lemma 
(cocycle lemma; (5.7.5) and (11.4.12)) and then with this as his main tool constructed the 
universal formal group laws by successive approximation by taking in each degree the 
generic extension. 

The proof of universality which we have given comes from [ 170, 171, 173] and is an 
adaption to the algebraic and higher dimensional case of a proof of Buhstaber and 
Novikov of the universality of the formal group law of complex cobordism [58] (with the 
missing binomial coefficient lemma filled in). 

In both cases this method works essentially because one has a good candidate for a 
universal formal group law which has already been proved to be integral. 

In turn this bit of binomial coefficient arithmetic which is needed (Section 4 above) is 
the core ~f Frohlich's more conceptual proof [144] of Lazards comparison lemma (one 
dimensional case). Lazard's original proof of the comparison lemma was exceedingly 
tough and computational, even in the one dimensional case; and in the higher dimen
sional case the combinatorial difficulties were severe enough that the present author for 
instance never quite managed to read the paper in question [252] entirely. Recently 
using curvilinear coordinates (cf. also Section 12 above) Lazard essentially reduced the 
higher dimensional comparison lemma to the one dimensional case; cf. [254, 256]; cf. 
also [255]. 

The various explicit universal formal group laws Fv(X, Y), Fv.T(X, Y), fs(X, Y), 
FR(X, Y),Ht(X, Y)firstappearedin[l70, 171, 173, 178]. 

(E.1.4) Note on generalizations When studying formal groups from the hyper
algebra point of view. there is no a priori reason to limit oneself to smooth ones; and 
thus, e.g., finite group schemes creep easily in. Conversely, a formal group law of finite 
height can be seen as an inductive limit of finite ones; cf. also E.4.l(d) below. See 
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Chapter VII below for some material on these more general formal groups; see also 

Appendix B.2 (p-divisible groups). Finally, [257) contains some preliminaries on formal 

group laws from a more general point of view than (truncated power series) algebras. 

(E.1.5) Notes on Sections 5.8 and 6 The theorem that a formal group law over 

a ring without nilpotents is commutative is due to Lazard [250). A proof via hyperal

gebra methods was given by Dieudonne [ 112). The strengthened form, Theorem 6.1, is 

due to Connell [79). The proof follows Serre [366), and I have also made use of [ 69). The 

proof over a characteristic zero ring of section 5.8 is, as was mentioned in the text, due to 

Honda [188, 189). 

(E.1.6) Notes on Section 8 The fundamental Lemma (8.1.2), Theorem (8.1.5), and 

Proposition (8.3.9) are all due to Lubin and Tate [264). 

(E.1.7) Notes on Section 12 The notion ofa curvilinear formal group law is due 

to Lazard [256). The explicit universal curvilinear formal group law F R(X, Y) first 

appeared in [ 173). 

(E.1.8) Notes on Section 13 Generalized Lubin-Tate formal group laws were 

defined by Cartier in [63) (cf. also (72)) using curves. Koch in (226) defined higher 

dimensional formal Lubin-Tate formal group laws and used them to give some (coun

ter) examples concerning the relation between finite height formal group laws and 

p-divisible groups. The higher dimensional Honda formal group laws were constructed 

first in [189). 

(E.1.9) Notes on Section 14 For Section 14 (formal Lie theory), I have made use 

of Frohlich (144), Bourbaki [44], and especially Serre [363). 

(E.1.10) Note on logarithms The existence and uniqueness of logarithms of com
mutative formal group laws is an immediate consequence of the comparison lemma and 

is due to Lazard, [251, 252). I know of no printed reference for formulas (5.4.6) and 

(11.1.7), except the closely related formula on page 168 of[404). But of course (5.4.6) 

and (11.1.7) are known. The author heard about them from J. Lubin. 

CHAPTER Ill 

CURVES, p-TYPICAL FORMAL GROUP 
LAWS, AND LOTS OF WITT VECTORS 

In this chapter all formal group laws will be commutative formal group laws 

over a ring A, unless noncommutativity is expressly specified. 

15 Definitions. Survey of Results 

15.1 Curves 

Let F(X, Y) be an n-dimensional (commutative) formal group law over a 

ring A. A curve in F(X, Y) is simply an 11-tuple of power series /'(t) in one 

variable t with coefficients in A and without constant term, i.e., v(O) = 0. As was 

remarked in 1.4 and 9.3 one can use the "group recipe" F(X, Y) to define an 
addition of curves 

(15.Ll) 

The resulting ordinary group is denoted <6'(F), or <t(F; A) if we want to stress 

that we are considering curves with coefficients in A; it is of course a commuta
tive group if F is commutative as we shall assume from now on. 

The group <6'(F) admits a number of operators V "" fm, (a). m E N, a E A. The 

words attached to the V m• f .. , and (a) are respectively Verschiebung operators, 
Frobenius operators, and homothety operators. These are defined as 

(15.1.2) 

{15.1.3) 

V m·;{t) = y(tm) 

(a)y{t) = y(at)_ 

These two definitions do not involve the group law F(X, Y). The definition 

of the fm is slightly more involved. Choose additional variables Z i. ... , Zm. We 
write 

{15.1.4) /'(Z1 t 11m) + F AZ2t 11m) + F · · · + F ·y(Zmt 11m) = /J{Z1, .. ., Zm; t 11m) 

This is a power series in t 11m with coefficients in A[Z 1, .•. , z.J. Because 

F(X, Y) is commutative and associative, we see from ( 15.1.4) that the 

91 
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coefficients of t;1"' in (15.1.4) are homogeneous symmetric polynomials in the 

Z i. ...• Z 111 of degree i. This means that we can write 

(15.1.5) 

where cr 1, .... cr,,, are the elementary symmetric polynomials in the Z 1 •... , Z,,,. 

Now substitute cr 1 = · · · = O"m- I = 0, crm = (-1)'"- 1 in /3'(cr 1, ... , cr111 ; t 1,-"'). Be

cause the coefficient of ti.'m is homogeneous of degree i and cr i has weight j, we 

see that /3'(0 ..... o. ( - l r- 1; t 11"') is in fact a power series in t (and not just a 

power series in t 11'"). We now define 

(15.1.6) fmy(t) = {3'(0, 0, .. ., 0, (-1)"'- l; t 11111 ) 

Formally one can write 

(15.1.7) 

where("' is a primitive mth root of unity; and if the ring A is such that it makes 

sense to talk about the /11 (different) mth roots of unity over A, then ( 15.1.7) is a 

perfectly good definition of fm. 
There are a number of relations among the operators V'", f., (a) which we 

shall describe and prove later; see 16.2. The only one that we need for the 

moment is 

(15.1.8) fkV 111 =Vmfk if (k,m)=l 

To prove this relation and also several others the following is often useful. 

Suppose that A is a characteristic zero ring; i.e., that A-> A® Q is injective. 

Let.f(X) be the logarithm of F(X, Y), and let ;•(t) E rc(F; A) be a curve. Then 

we have 
Q "' 

(15.1.9) J(y(tll = I x;ri = f(fm;1(t)) = L mxm/ 
i= 1 i=l 

Indeed, we have 

.f(fm/'(1)) = .f(i•((mt 1 "') + f "· + F ;((:;:t 11"')) 

= .f M("' 11'"')) + ... + .f (:·((~: 111"')) 

""' m 
= L L X;((~Dti'm 

;~ 1 j~ 1 

x 

= I mxi tilm = I 111Xim ti 
mli i= 1 

15.2 p-typical formal group laws 

Choose a prime number p. 

Let Fv(X, Y) over Z[V] be the 111-dimensional formal group Jaw constructed 
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in Section 3 (in case m = 1) and Section 10 (for all 111 EN). Recall that 

F1-(X, Y) =fv 1 (fv(X) + J;(Y)) where.f;.(X) =I,; 1 a.(V)X"" with 

X 1"' = (X\"' ..... x;,;') 
and the a,,( V) are /11 x 111 matrices with coefficients in Q[V] that satisfy 

pa,,(V) =a,,_ i(V)Vl(- 'l + · · · + a 1 (V)V~"2 1 + V,,; cf. lOJ. Note in particular 

that .fv(X) = logr,(X) has the very special property that the coefficients of all 

monomials X" are zero except possibly for n = p'e(i). r E N u {O}. 
i E {I. .... m). Such formal group laws will be called p-typical formal group 

laws. 
More precisely, we define: 

• (15.2.1) Definition A formal group law F(X, Y) over a ring A is called 

p-typica/ if and only if there exists a homomorphism <f>: Z[V]-> A such that 

</>* Fv(X, Y) = F(X, Y). 

This. of course, is not a very nice or operational definition. Much more useful 

is the criterion (15.2.3) below. To formulate it we need one more definition 

• (15.2.2) Definition A curve 11(t) in a formal group law F(X, Y) is called 

p-typical if and only if fq y(t) = 0 for all prime numbers qi= p. 

• (15.2.3) Theorem (criterion for p-typicality) Let A be a characteristic 

zero ring or a Z<Pl-algebra and F(X, Y) an 111-dimensional formal group law 

over A. Then F(X, Y) is p-typical if and only if all the curves l'(t) = (tP'', tP'2, ... , 

1P""), r; E N u {O}, i = 1, ... , m. are p-typical. In particular, if /11 = 1, a formal 

group law F(X, Y) over such a ring A is p-typical if and only if the curve 

;'(t) = t is p-typical. 

The last statement of ( 15.2.3) follows from the earlier parts of ( 15.2.3) because 

of ( 15.1.8). (More generally, the criterion ( 15.2.3) holds if A has no q-torsion for 

all prime numbers q different from p; e.g., the ring A = Z[X]/(pX) is of this type 

but is not a characteristic zero ring nor a Z<Pralgebra.) 
In the case of a characteristic zero ring we can characterize p-typicality in 

terms of logarithms as follows. 

• ( 15.2.4) Proposition Let ;·(t) be a curve in an m-dimensional formal group 

law F(X, Y) over a characteristic zero ring A. Then ;1(t) is p-typical if and only if 

logr(;1(1)) is of the form 
•Xi 

(15.2.5) logr{)i(t)) = I a.t"" 
n=O 

where the a. are 111-vectors with coordinates in A ® Q. 

• ( 15.2.6) Proposition An 111-dimensional formal group law F(X, Y) over a 

characteristic zero ring A is p-typical if and only if logr(X) is of the form 

' 
( 15.2.7) logr(X) = I a,,XP" 

n:::: O 
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where the a,. are /11 x /11 matrices with coordinates in A @ Q and 
XP" = (xr, .. ., x~;) as usual. 

Given the definition of p-typical, the following proposition should come as 
no surprise. 

• (15.2.8) Proposition The 111-dimensional formal group law fv(X, Y) is 
p-typical and is universal for p-typical formal group laws of dimension 111. 

That is, for every p-typical 111-dimensional formal group law over a ring A, 
there is a unique homomorphism lj>: Z[V]--> A such that lj>*Fv(X, Y) = 

F(X, Y). Indeed, given Definition (15.2.1) the only thing to prove is that <P is 
unique, which is not difficult. In spite of its apparent triviality the universality 
of F v(X, Y) will be extremely useful. The reason lies of course in Theorem 
(15.2.3) and Proposition (15.2.6) and also in 

• ( 15.2.9) Theorem Every formal group law over a Z 1Pralgebra A is strictly 
isomorphic over A to a p-typical formal group law over A. 

15.3 Witt vectors and Artin- Hasse exponentials 

In this subsection F(X, Y) is a one dimensional formal group law over a 
characteristic zero ring A. Let logp(X) be given by 

"' (15.3.1) logp(X) = I a;X;, 
i= 1 

We now define polynomials i1:·;,(z) in Z 1 ... ., Zn as 

(15.3.2) -F(z) '\' zn;d Wn = L, Un;d ~d 
din 

For example, we can take F(X, Y) = Ftq(X, Y) over Z; cf. 3.2. This formal 
group has the power series 

x + p- I XP + p- 2 XP' + ... 

for its logarithm. The polynomials nw;,(z) for n = I, p, p2 , p3, ... then become 
respectively 

Writing Y; for ZP;, i = 0, 1. 2, .. ., these become 

Yo, Yg + pY1> Yi;'+ pYf + p2 Y2 , Yg' + pY( + p2 Y~ + p3 Y3 , 

which are the familiar Witt polynomials that one uses to define the ring of Witt 
vectors associated to the prime number p. 
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Now take F(X, Y) = (;;, (X, Y) = X + Y - X Y. The logarithm of this 
formal group law is 

so that its associated polynomials 

(15.3.3) nw~·;.(z 1 , Z 2 , ... , Zn) = w11(Z1, ... , Zn) =I dZ~fd 
din 

are the polynomials underlying the definition of the (generalized) ring of Witt 
vectors for all prime numbers simultaneously; cf. [308, Lecture 26; 64]. 

Now let F(X, Y) be again an arbitrary one dimensional formal group over a 
characteristic zero ring A. We define polynomials L~(x1> .. ., xn; y 1, ... , y 11) by 
the conditions 

(15.3.4) w;.(1:Hx; y), ... , 1:;,(x; y)) = w;.(x) + Hi;,(.v) 

• (15.3.5) Lemma The L~-(x; y) are polynomials with their coefficients in A 

(not just A® Q). 

We can therefore use the 1:;,(x; y) to define a new addition on the set of 
vectors of infinite length with coordinates in A as follows: 

This defines an abelian group which we shall denote WF(A). We define a 
(reduced) Artin-Hasse type exponential mapping associated to the formal 
group F(X, Y) by the formula 

( 15.3.6) £F(x, 1) = logi 1 Ct
1 

w;.(x)r") 

where x is short for (x1> x 2 , ... ). £F(x, t} is a power series in t with coefficients 
in A® Q[x 1, x 2 , .. .]. 

• (15.3.7) Lemma £F(x, t) is a power series in t with coefficients in 
A[x1> x 2 , .. .]. 

• ( 15.3.8) Proposition a= (ai. a2 , ... ) 1-> Ff (a, t )defines an isomorphism of 
abelian groups WF(A) ...... '1,'(F; A}. 

In particular, we see that we can view the abelian group 'b'(G;,; A) (where 
(;;, (X, Y) = X + Y - X Y) as the abelian group underlying the ring of gener
alized Witt vectors W(A). 

Section 17 below is concerned with a detailed study of the ring functor W 
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and various quotient functors like WP' (A). the ring of Witt vectors of infinite 
length associated to the prime number p. We pay particular attention to the 
Artin-Hasse exponential map which can be seen as a multiplication preserving, 
additive morphism of functors 

(This is not however a functor homomorphism of ring functors since it does not 
preserve unit elements.) This Artin-Hasse exponential map is but one of a 
whole family of transformations of which the nicest one is a functor homomor
phism of ring-valued functors 

~A: W(A)-+ W(W(A)) 

A precise and characterizing definition of W and ~ are given by the theorem: 

• (15.3.9) Theorem There is a unique functor W: Ring-+ Ring which 
satisfies the following properties: (i) as a functor Ring-+ Set, W satisfies 
W(A) = {(a 1, a2 , a3 , ••• ) /ai EA} and W(cf>)(a 1, a2 , ... ) = (cf>(a 1 ), cf>(a2 ), •.• ) for 
a ring homomorphism cf>: A-+ B; (ii) wn.A: W(A)-+ A is a (functorial) homo
morphism of rings for every A and 11 E N. 

The functor W: Ring-+ Ring admits functorial ring endomorphisms fn: 
W-+ W for every 11 E N that are uniquely characterized by the property 
wmfn = Wnm for every m E N. 

Finally, there is a functorial homomorphism ~: W(-) -+ W( W(-)) that is 
uniquely characterized by the property wn.W(A)~A = fn,A for all 11 E N and 
A E Ring. 

The" one prime number version" of Theorem (15.3.9) is 

• (15.3.10) Theorem There is a unique functor WP,: Ring-+ Ring that 
satisfies the following properties: (i) as a functor Ring-+ Set, WP" satisfies 
WP' (A)= {(a0 , a1, ... ) I ai E A} and WP ,(cf> )(a0 , a 1, ai. ... ) = (cf>(a 0 ), cf>(a i), ... ) 
for a ring homomorphism cf>: A-+ B; (ii) for every 11 EN u {O}, wp •. A: 
WP,(A)-+ A is a functorial homomorphism of rings, where 
wp •. Aa0 , a 1, a2 , ••• ) = ag" + paf'_, + · · · + pnan; i.e., we have silently written 
(a0 , a 1, ••• ) instead of (aµo, aP" ... ). 

The functor wp·• -+ WP" admits a functorial ring homomorphism f p: 

WP,-+ WP" that is uniquely characterized by the property wPJP = wP"'' for 
every 11 E N u {O}. 

Finally, there is functorial homomorphism ~P"P": WP,(-)-+ WP,(WP,(-)), 
characterized by WP"~p'.p" = r; for all ll EN u {O}. 

The connections between W(-), WP,(-), ~. ~P'·P' and the "Artin-Hasse" 
map WP,(A)-+ W(Wp.,(A)) are given by 
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• (15.3.11) Theorem 
(i) eP: (a 1, a2 , •.. )-+ (apo, aP'' aPz, ... ) defines a homomorphism of ring 

valued functors W(-)-+ WP, (-).and the following diagram of homomorphisms 
of ring valued functors is commutative: 

W(A) 11., W(W(A)) 
// lcr.IV<Al 

W(A) WP,(W(A)) 
l<p.A L\. l W,,(t:p . .<) 

WP~(A) r•.Ar· WP,(WP,(A)) 

where the middle horizontal arrow is simply defined as the composite 

f.p.W(A)~A-
(ii) There is a multiplication preserving additive morphism E~: WP' (-)-+ 

W(Wp,(-)) between the ring-valued functors WP"(-), W(Wp,(--)) considered as 
functors Alg,,-+ Ring characterized by wn E~ = 0 if 11 is not a power of p and 
w E' = f' for all r E N u {01J. Of the two diagrams of functor morphisms 

P' p p 

below the right one is commutative and the left one is not: 

W(Wr,(A)) 
l l:p.W P' (A) 

Wp~(WP, (A)) 

11. .• 
W(A) -~ W(W(A)) 
l i:p.A l W(r., ...• ) 

E~.p 
WP,(A) W(Wp,(A)) 

E' Wp,(A) A.p 

w}(A) Ll.p'.A.p' 

The functor morphism E'A.p is a functor morphism of group-valued functors 
and also preserves multiplication; it does not preserve unit elements, however, 
and therefore (just barely) misses being a functor homomorphism of ring
valued functors. 

Of course, classically the Artin-Hasse map maps WP"(A) into A(w;,,(A)) 
where for B E Ring, A( B) is the group of all power series 1 + b 1 t + b 2 t2 + · · ·, 
bi E B under multiplication of power series. One has 

• (15.3.12) Proposition The maps (a 1, a 2 , a 3 , . .. )-+ CTt',:, 1 (1 - ai ti) define 
an isomorphism of group-valued functors E: W(-)-+ A(-). 

Composing E~.p with Ew p"(A» one obtains a morphism of functors EA.p: 
WP, (A)-+ A(Wp,.(A)) which in the case of a perfect field of characteristic p 
coincides with the Artin-Hasse exponential map as defined, e.g., in [11, 162, 
438]. 

The proof of these theorems and various related facts is the subject matter of 
Section 17. 

All this generalizes to a considerable extent. True, it is a fairly rare phe
nomenon that the group of curves 'C(F; -) admits a functorial nontrivial ring 
structure (compatible with the en w11 _,. for suitable constants en)· Still there are 
quite a number of formal group laws for which the group of curves and/or 
selected subgroups such as the group of p-typical curves admit a natural Witt
vector-like ring structure. Among these are the (local) Lubin-Tate formal 
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group laws defined over the ring of integers A of a complete local field with 
finite residue field k of q elements. The "q-typical" curves of such a formal 
group F have a natural ring structure, and in fact '6q(F; k) is isomorphic to A 
itself. One could speak of" ramified Witt vectors." There are also, so to speak, 
global Lubin-Tate formal group laws defined over the rings of integers A of 
global fields K. In this case one even has Artin-Hasse-like maps A,.---+ rt,(F; A,.) 
for all discrete valuations v »'here A,. is the discrete complete valuation ring 
attached to the valuation v. And if the class number of K is 1, there even exists 
an Artin-Hasse-like functorial homomorphism of ring functors AF: rc(F; - ) ---+ 
<fj(F; '6(F: -)) of which A: W(-)---+ W(W(-)) is the special case F =C.;;. 

The proofs of all this rely heavily on the functional equation lemma and give 
in the case of F = C.;; new proofs of, e.g .. Theorems ( 15.3.9)-( 15.3.11 ). These 
generalizations thus make Section 17 largely superfluous. Still Witt vectors are 
of such importance that a double treatment is amply justified. And also, to do 
all these generalizations, it is convenient to have some more technical tools 
available, especially concerning .. formal A-modules" and the classification of 
one dimensional formal group laws over finite fields. This is the reason that the 
treatment of the general results indicated above and also of ( 15.3.5)-( 15.3.8) is 
postponed until Chapter IV. 

15.4 Wp, (Zp), wp. (F p), and AP''·P' : zp---+ Wp,,(Zp) 

As a partial illustration of the way formal group and functional equation 
techniques can be used in dealing with Witt vectors, we offer in this section a 
quick proof of the fact that WP'' (F P) = ZP where F P is the field of p elements and 

a quick treatment of AP"·P': WP,(FP)---+ WP,(WP,(FP)). 
Consider the formal group law F(X, Y) = F~ 1 (X, Y) over Z of Chapter I, 

Section 3.2 defined by 

( 15.4. 1) F(X, Y) = r 1(f(X) +.f(Y)) 

f(X) = x + p-lxp + p- 2xp' + ... = x + p- 1f(XP) 

•(15.4.2) Lemma Every curve l'(r) E '6'(F; ZP) can be uniquely written as a 
sum 

''° 
LFCiti, 
i= 1 

The curve is p-typical if and only if 

(ft 

)>(t) = :z::r b,,tP", 
n=O 

Proof The first statement is immediate from the fact that 
F(X, Y) = X + Y mod(degree 2). The second follows by Proposition (15.2.4) 
because f(X) involves only pth powers of X. 
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We now define for all 11 EN u (O: a map w~,,: rr, l'(F; ZI')---+ ZI' by the formula 

(15.4.3) w;;,,(]1(r)) = p" times (coefficient of rl'" inf(;•(r))) 

•(15.4.4) Lemma The map ff: Z~ 010 :---+'(,p(F;ZI') defined by 
(a0 , a 1, a2 , •.. )f---+ :z::r aitP' is a bijection and w~;,,£?' = wp"· 

Proof We first calculate 

w;,,,t7(a0, a1, ... ) = w;,,,(Lr a;t1';) 

= p"(coefficient of tP" in f (Lr a;tl'')) 

= p" (coefficient of rP" in J
0

f(a;t'';)) 

= p" (coefficient of tl'" in ito 1t0 p- 1(a;tP')P') 

= p" (coefficient of rr" in f (I p- 1af'-i) r1") 
r=O 1=0 

The injectivity of £F follows from this because if (a 0 , a 1, •.• ) and (b 0 , b 1 .... ) are 
such that Wp,,(a) = WP',(b) for all 11, then Cli =hi for all i because ZP is torsion free. 
Finally, the fact that Im(f?) c '6P(F; Z 1,) c '6(F; ZP) and the surjectivity of £F 
follow from Lemma (15.4.2). Q.E.D. 

Now by the definition of the addition in '6P(F; Zr) we have that 

w;,,,()'(t) + r c5(r)) = w~~.(v(r)) + w~,,(y(r)) 

So transferring the addition of'/\° p(F: Z P) to Z ~ '' 101 via the bijection £F, we find 
a group structure on Z~ '- 101 that satisfies 

wP,,((a0 , a 1, ..• ) + (b0 , b1, ... )) = wp,,(a0 , a 1, .. . ) + wp,,(h0 , h1, .. . ) 

This group structure is necessarily unique because ZP has no torsion. 

The next thing to do is to define a suitable ring structure on rcp(F; Z 1,). Let 

)'(r), b(r) E '6P(F; ZP). Write.f(i'(r)) =I citP;,f(c5(t)) =I d;tP'. We define 

11(r) · b(r) =r 1 (.£ picid;tP;) 
r=O 

(15.4.5) 

• (15.4.6) Lemma Formula (15.4.5) defines a multiplication on '6P(F; ZP) 
and turns the abelian group rf,Jp(F; ZP) into a commutative ring with unit 
element. The unit element is the curve ;10{t) = t, and 
w~,,(ii(t) · b(r)) = w~,,(r(t))w~,,(b(r)). 
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Proof By the functional equation lemma 2.2 we know that the c; and d; 
satisfy the properties 

(15.4.7) 

(15.4.8) 

c; = p- 1c;_ 1 +integral, 

p;c; E ZP, 

d; = p- 1d;_ 1 + integral 

pid; E ZP 

(of which (15.4.8) follows from (15.4.7)). It follows that p;c;d; = 
p- 1(p;- 1c;_ 1 d;- i) +integral so that, again by the functional equation lemma, 
J'(t) · c5(t) has its coefficients in ZP. This proves that l'(t) · c5(t) E ct,'P(F; ZP). The 
various identities that go into the definition of ring follow immediately from 
(15.4.5), as does the formula for w~,. Q.E.D. 

Transferring the multiplication on <e g(F; Z P) to Z Nu toi via the bijection £F, 
we now have a ring structure on z; ·J t 1 for which the maps wP,: z; '-' t0 l--> ZP 
are ring homomorphisms. This means that z; '-' toi with this ring structure is 
~,(Zp). 

We now proceed to define a ring homomorphism l1 F: Z P--> <f, P( F; Z P). For 
each a E ZP, we set 

(15.4.9) llF(a) = r 1(af(t)) 

• (15.4.10) Lemma Formula (15.4.9) defines a ring homomorphism 
ZP--> <(? p(F; ZP) such that w~, llF(a) = a for all n E N and a E ZP. 

Proof Because we have that af(t) - p- 1(af(tP)) =at and a E ZP, the func
tional equation lemma gives us that llF(a) has its coefficients in ZPand hence is 
an element of <f/p(F; ZP). The remainder of the lemma is immediate from the 
definitions of addition and multiplication in <f/ p(F; ZP) and the definition of w~,. 
(NB: formula (15.4.9) gives something with integral coefficients only if a E ZP; 
for if a ¥ Z P' then in Z Ja] the congruence b = bP mod(p) does no longer hold; 
cf. Chapter I, Section 2 for details as to why this is relevant.) Q.E.D. 

Let p: <eP(F; ZP)--> <(?P(F; FP) be the projection induced by the canonical 
map ZP--> FP. Suppose that 1•(t) E Ker(p). Write 

00 

y(t) =I/ C;tP' 
i=O 

It follows that p I c; for all i, which in turn implies that iff{J>(t)) =I bJP', then 
b; E pZP for all i. Conversely, if b; E pZP for all i, then if I b; tP' = f(LF C;tP'), 
we have c; E pZP as is easily checked by induction (or use part (iv) of the 
functional equation lemma). It follows that Ker p is an ideal in<(; p{F; ZP) so 
that <&p(F; FP) inherits a ring structure from <f/ P(F; ZP), which then identifies 
<&'P(F; FP) with WP"'(Fp), the ring of vectors (a0 , ai. a2 , ... ),a; E FP (with addi
tion and multiplication defined by first lifting vectors (£i 0 , £i 1, ... ) to vectors 
(Zi0 , £ii. ... ), li; E ZP, then adding and multiplying in WP'' (ZP), and then reduc
ing the coordinates of the results modulo p). 

15 DEFINITIONS. SURVEY OF RESULTS 

• (15.4.11) Theorem The composed map 

ZP~ 'tp(F; ZP)Lip(F; FP) 

is an isomorphism of rings. 
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Proof Because llF is a homomorphism of rings, as is p, we have to show 
only that pllF is bijective. To this end we first remark that 

llF(p) = tP mod p 

by Lemma (3.2.4). Now write a E ZP as a= p'u with u a unit in ZP, then by its 
definition (15.4.9) and part (iv) of the functional equation lemma 

(15.4.12) llF(a) = utP' mod(p, degree p' + 1) 

The injectivity of pllF follows from this. To see that pllF is surjective we filter 
the group ZP by the subgroups p"ZP and 'tP(F; FP) by the subgroups 
i·t>(f; FP) of all p-typical curves l'(t) =IF C;tP' with c0 = c 1 = ... = c"_ 1 = 0. 

Note that the map 

induces an isomorphism <t,'~>(f; F p)/<t,~+ l)(F; F P) ~ F p· From (15.4.12) we see 
that pllF maps p"ZP into '6't>(f; F P) and that the induced homomorphisms 
p"Zp/p"+ 1Zp--> <(?~">(f; Fp)N't+ 1>(f; Fp) are bijective. Because the groups Zp 
and re p(F, F p) are both complete and Hausdorff with respect to the topology 
defined by the subgroups p"ZP and <r,t>(f; F P), it follows that pllF is also 
surjective. 

• (15.4.13) Corollary ZP ~ Wpm(Fp)· 

The last thing to do is to show that also the Frobenius morphisms in 
r.tp(F; ZP), <&P(F; FP), ZP, correspond. 

• (15.4.14) Lemma w~,(fp(Ji(t)) = w~_.,(}i(t)) for all J'(t) E <tp(F; ZP). 

Proof Immediate from the definition of the w~, and the definition off P via 
formula (15.1.9). 

Transferring f P to WP, (ZP) via the isomorphism £F we find an endomor
phism f P of WP' (Zp) that satisfies w P.f P = w P"', for all n E N u {O} (and f P is 
uniquely characterized by this property because zp is torsion free). 

•(15.4.15) Lemma Iffp(a0 , a 1, ... ) = (b0 , bi, b2, ... ) E WP,(ZP), then a;= b; 
mod p for all i = 0, 1, 2, .... 

Proof We have wi(b) = wp(a) so ag + pa 1 = b0 which gives b0 = ag = a0 

mod p. Using induction, and (c = d mod(p') = cP = dP mod(p'+ 1 )) we see that 
af=a;=b; mod(p) for i=O, 1,. . ., n-1 and w"(b)=wn+i(a) imply 
p"bn = p"a~ mod(p"+ 1} so that a"= a~= b. mod(p). 
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• (15.4.16) Corollary f"(Ker p) c Ker jJ where jJ is the canonical projection 

W", (Zr)-> Wr, (F "),and the induced homomorphism fr: Wr, (Fr)--> W", (F rl is 
the identity. 

So we see that ;.,,F and pare also compatible with the Frobenius morphisms 

f" and that ;.,,F has the property w ";.,,F = f1,, which according to Theorem 

(15.3.10) it must have to qualify as the "Artin-Hasse-like" homomorphism 

/',,P, .p': w;,, (F rl-> WP, (Wr, (F p)). (Cf. Corollary ( 15.4.16) and Lemma 

( 15.4.10).) 

16 Curves and p-Typical Formal Groups 

In 15.1 we defined the abelian group rc(F; A) of curves over A in a formal 

group law F(X, Y) over A. This section first studies rt,(F; A) and its subgroup 

r6P(F; A) in somewhat more detail and then proceeds to the proofs of the 

various results mentioned in 15.2. 

16.1 Generalities on '6'(f; A) and its operators 

• (16.1.1) Filtration Let y(t) be a curve in an m-dimensional formal group 

law f(X, Y). Write J'(t) =I;;~ 1 en t", c,, E A"'. We let rt,"(F; A) be the subset of 

all curves such that c; = 0, i = I. ... , n - I. Because f(X. Y) = X + Y 
mod(degree 2), we see easily that rr,"(F; A) is in fact a subgroup of r6(F; A). 

This defines a filtration 

Cf,(f; A)= '{, 1(f; A) :::i '6 2(f; A) ::J •· · ::J 'C"(f; A) ::J · ·· 

of<t?(F; A) by subgroups. It is clear that n" 'tf"(f; A) = 0. This filtration defines 
a topology on rf,(f; A), and it is also clear that 'i/(f; A) is complete with respect 

to this topology. 

• (16.1.2) Change of rings Now let <f>: A--> B be a ring homomorphism 

and let )'(t) be a curve in f(X, Y) over A. Then </>* l'(t) is an m-tuple of power 
series with coefficients in B and hence can be interpreted as a curve in 

<f>*F(X, Y). This defines a map</>*: 'efi(F; A)->'6(</>*F; B) which is clearly a 

continuous homomorphism. In fact </>* '{i"(F; A) c '6''(</>* F; B). It is also im
mediately clear from the definitions that </>*commutes with the various oper

ators that we have defined in 15.1. That is, we have 

( 16.1.3) 

(16.1.4) 

aEA 

II EN 

(16.1.5) </>* "f,, = f,,, </>*' n EN 

Note that in (16.1.5) the f" on the left-hand side is defined using F(X, Y), and 

the f,. on the right-hand side is defined using </>* F(X, Y). The proofs of 

(16.1.3)-(16.1.5) are immediate from the definitions. 
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• ( 16.1.6) Functoriality Now let a(X): F(X, Y)-> G(X, Y) be a homomor

phism from them-dimensional formal group law F(X, Y) to the 11-dimensional 

formal group law G(X. Y). Recall that a(X) is an n-tuple of power series in 
m-variables such that a(X) = 0 mod(degree 1) and a(F(X, Y)) = G(:x(X), '.X( Y)). 

Now let 1•(t) be a curve in F(X, Y), i.e., 1•(t) is an 111-tuple of power series in one 

indeterminate t. Then '.X(J>(t)) is an 11-tuple of power series in one indeterminate t 

such that 'Xh'(t)) = 0 mod(degree 1). So we can view a(i'(t)) as a curve in 

G(X. Y). This defines a map '.X 0 = '0('.X) = '6('.X; A): !f,'(F; A)-> rt,(G; A). The 

map 'X. is clearly a homomorphism; moreover 'X.(c6'"(F; A)) c '6"(G; A) so that 

'.X. is continuous; and finally '.X. also commutes with the operators [a]. V". f" in 
that we have 

(16.1.7) 

(16.l.8) 

(16.1.9) 

a. · (a)= (a) 0 'X. 

'X.'Vn=Vn a. 

a. ' fn = f,, ,,, 'X. 

where of course in the last formula the f,, on the left-hand side is calculated by 

means of F(X, Y) and the f,, on the right-hand side is calculated by means of 

G(X, Y). Thus (16.1.9) should really be written as a. , f~ = f~ "'.X •. The proofs 

of (16.1.7)-(16.1.9) are immediate from the definitions. (For (16. l.9) one needs 
that '.X(X) is a homomorphism.) 

• (16.1.10) V-basis Let t5;(t), i =I, .. ., m. be the curve b;(t) = (0, 0, .. ., O, t, 

0, .. ., 0) with the r in the ith spot in the 111-dimensional formal group law 

F(X, Y). Then every curve in F(X, Y) over A can be uniquely written as a 
convergent sum 

((1 m 

(16.1.11) )'(t) = I I v,,(a,,)t5;(t) 

Indeed. let ;1(t) =I c,,t" with c,, EA"'. Write c,,= (e,,. 1 ••. ., c,,_,,,). Take 
au= el.i, i = 1. .... m. Then we have 

m 

)'(t) = I V1(al.i)t5;(t) mod(degree 2) 
i:=::t 

and the au are uniquely determined by this condition. Now let 

"' 
11(1)- I V1(a1.).5;(t) = e'zt 2 mod(degree 3) 

i= 1 

Write c2 = (c2. 1 .... , c'z.,,,) and let a 2 .; = c'2.i, i =I,. .. , m. Then, because 
F(X, Y) = X + Y mod(degree 2), we have 

2 m 

;·(t) = I I V,,(a,,).5;(t) mod(degree 3) 
n= 1 i= 1 

and this determines the a2 .; uniquely. 
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Continuing -in this way, we find unique a11.; for all n = l, 2, ... such that 

k m 

11(1) = I I v.<a.Jb;(t) mod(degree k + 1) 
n= 1 i= 1 

oc_, m 

= I I v.<a.J6h) mod(degree k + t) 
n= 1 i= 1 

for all k, which is equivalent to (16.1.11) because <C(F; A) is Hausdorff. 
A set of m curves like {b;(t); i = 1, .. ., 111} such that every curve can be 

uniquely written in the form (16.1.11) is called a V-basis for 'li(F; A). 

16.2 Relations among the Frobenius, 
Verschiebung, and homothety operators 

In 15.1 we defined a number of operators on 'ti(F; A). These operators are 
not independent. The relations among them are 

( 16.2.1) 

( 16.2.2) 

(16.2.3) 

( 16.2.4) 

( 16.2.5) 

(16.2.6) 

( 16.2.7) 

(16.2.8) 

(16.2.9) 

(a)(a') = (aa') 

(l)=V 1 =f1 =id 

vmvn = vmn 

fmfn = fmn 

(a)V11 = V.(a") 

if (n, m) = 1, then f.Vm = Vmf11 

r.(a) = (a")f. 
00 

(a)+ (b) = I v.(r.(a, b))r. 
n= 1 

r.v. = [n] 

In (16.2.9) [n] is the operator that sends a curve 1•(1) into its n-fold sum in 
CC(F; A), y(t)t-->y(t) + F 11(t) +F .. ·+ F y(t), i.e., [n] = [n]r•· This operation must 
not be confused with the operator (11) which sends y(t) to 11(11t). Further, in 
( 16.2.8) the r.(a, b) E A are obtained by substituting a and b for Z 1 and Z 2 

in the universal polynomials r d(Z 1, Z 2 ) which are defined by 

z·; + Z'i =I drd(Z1, Z2)nfd 
din 

The rd(Z 1, Z 2 ) are polynomials with integral coefficients as we shall prove 

below in ( 16.2.10). 
The infinite sum (16.2.8) makes sense when interpreted as 

c~l V11 (r11 (a, b))f11 ) 11(t) = J
1 

({V11 (r11 (a, b))f11 )y(t)) 
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because '6'(F; A) is complete in the topology defined by the subgroups <C"(F; A) 
and because V11 b(t) c <6'"(F; A) for any curve b(t). 

• (16.2.10) Proof that the r11(X, Y) are polynomials with integral 
coefficients We consider the power series (1 - Xt)(l - Yt) in Z[X, Y)[t]. 
We can write 

00 

(l - Xt)(I - Yt) = n (1 - r;(X. Y)ti) 
i= 1 

where the r;(X, Y) are certain elements ofZ[X. Y]. We claim that these r;(X, Y) 
do in fact satisfy the relation X" + Y" = Ldl• drd(X, Y)"1d. To see this one 
applies the operator -t(d/dt)log to the equality above. One finds (using that 
- t(d/dt) log(f(t)) = tf'(t)/f(t) and 

d d d 
-t 1 log(f(t)g(t)) = -t-1-- log(f(t))- t log(g(t)) 

et <t dt 

for all power series.f(t) and g(t)) 

d Xt Yt " 
-td log(! - Xt)(l - Yt) = -- + -- = I (X" + Y")t" 

t 1-Xt 1-Yt n=i 

and 

d ( e1, ) a:. " (X Y) i 
-td log n (1 - r;(X, Y)ti = I !I; ' t . 

t i=I i=l 1-r;(X, Y)t' 

= L I i(r;(X. Y)ti)J 
i= I j= I 

I (I ir;(X, Y)"1i) t" 
n= 1 iln 

The desired relation follows by comparing the coefficients oft". Q.E.D. 

Of the relations (16.2.1)--(16.2.9), (16.2.1), (16.2.2), (16.2.3), and (16.2.5) are 
immediate from the definitions. The remaining relations are proved by the 
following reduction method. · 

• ( 16.2.11) It suffices to prove ( 16.2.1)--(16.2.9) for the case of formal group laws 
F(X, Y) defined over a characteristic zero ring A. 
_Indeed, let F(X, Y) be an 111-dimensional formal group law over a ring A. Let 
A be any chan_:cteristic zero ring such that there exists a surjective ring homo
morphism <P: A -+ A. Let ~1: Z[ U] -+ A be the unique ring homomorphism such 
that 1/t * F c{X, Y) = F(X. Y) where F u(X, Y) is the universal 111-dimensional 
formal group law. For each U(d, i), Id I ;:::: 2, let i/i( U(d, i)) E A be any element 
sucJ:: that rp(ifr( U(d, i))) = l/t( U(d, i)). Then ~ * F u(X, Y) = f(X, Y) is such that 
<P* F(X, Y) = F(X, Y). Now suppose that, e.g., (16.2.4) holds in 'C(F; A). Take 
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any curve ;·(1) E r6(F; A). let )•(T) be such that c/J* Y{r) = ;•(1). Such a )'(t) exists 
because cp: A--. A is surjective. We have f1f,, )·(t) = f1,, ;-(t) by hypothesis in 
'C(F; A"). Now apply ( 16.1.5) to obtain fif 11 ;·(t) = f1,, ;•(t) in '6(F; A). The remain
ing formulas are treated in the same way except for ( 16.2.8) where one also uses 
the fact that c/J* preserves the filtration, i.e., cp * '6"(F; .4) c '6"(F. A) and the fact 
that '6(F; A) is Hausdorff, i.e., n,, '6"(F, A)= 0. 

• ( 16.2.12) It suffices to prove ( 16.2.1)-(16.2.9) for the case of additive formal 
group laws F(X, Y) over a characteristic zero ring. 

Indeed, by ( 16.2.11) it suffices to prove ( 16.2.l )-( 16.2.9) for the case of formal 
group laws F(X, Y) over a characteristic zero ring A. Then we have available 
the logarithmf(X) of F(X. Y). The logarithmf(X) defines an isomorphism of 
formal group laws over A@ Qf(X): F(X, Y)-> G7(X. Y). Now to prove that, 
e.g., f1f,, = f1,, holds one proceeds as follows. Let 1•(t) E '6(F; A). By assumption 
we know that f1f,,(f(/'(t)) = f1,,{f(/'(t))). By (16.1.9) this means thatf.(fif,,()>(t)) = 
f.(f1,,()•(t)). Butf is an isomorphism over A @Q between F(X. Y) and G7,(X, Y). 
It follows that f1f,,1'(t) = f 111 1•(1) in '6(F; A@Q). But A is of characteristic zero, 
so that '6(F; A)-> '&(F; A@ Q) is injective. It follows that fif11 )'(t) = f 111 1•(t) also 
in '6(F; A) itself. 

• ( 16.2.13) Proof of relations (16.2.1 )-(16.2.9) in the case F(X. Y) = 

c:(X, Y) Let F(X, Y) = G7(X. Y). In this case it is easy to calculate the 
various operators explicitly. 

Let 1•(t) = Ir;,, 1 ak t\ ak E Am. We then have 

X) x, 

( 16.2.14) V,,1·(1) = I ak t"k. (a)1•(t) = I ak aktk 
k=l k=l 

'X 

( 16.2.15) f11•(t) = I Lak, tk 
k = l 

The last relation is easily proved by using formula ( 15.1.7). remembering that 
Il= 1 (Ii = l if I divides rand = 0 otherwise (where (1 is a primitive Ith root of 
unity). (Note that formula (15.l.7) makes sense because A is of characteristic 
zero.) We now proceed to check the formulas (16.2.1)-(16.2.9). Of these 
(16.2.1)-(16.2.3) and (16.2.5) are of course still trivial. As to (16.2.4). we have 

f1(f11 1•(t))=f1( I nak,,tk) =I /nak 111 tk=f11,;•(t) 
k=l k=l 

For formula (16.2.6), we write 

(16.2.16) 
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Now because (I, 11) = I we know that I divides kn if and only if I divides k. It 
follows that 

( 16.2.17) 

and on the other hand 

V,,f1 c t
1 

ak tk) = V11 c t
1 

la., 1•) = k t
1 

la., l"k 

Comparing this last formula with ( 16.2.16) and ( 16.2.17). we see that we have 
proved ( 16.2.6 ). 

Now consider (16.2.7). We have 

f/a)1·(t) = r, Ctl akaktk) = ktl lak,ak,,k 

(a1)f,1•(1) =(a') Ct la1klk) = ktt la1ka"tk 

which takes care of (16.2.7). We now proceed to prove (16.2.8). We have be
cause F(X, Y) = X + Y that 

((a)+ (h )Mt)= Ct
1 

akaktk) + r ( .t
1 

hkaktk) = ktl ad,l + bk)tk 

= I ak (I drd(a, h )kl•') lk 
k = 1 dlk 

and on the other hand 

(J
1 

Vk(r.(a. h))fk) ()'(t)) = J
1 

(Vk (rda. h))fk 1•(1)) 

= J
1 

Vk(r.(a. h)) (J
1 

kak/) 

, 
= I krda, h);ak;lki 

i.k::::: 1 

,, 
= I I dr.i(a, h)"1"a,,t" 

n= I din 

which proves ( 16.2.8). Finally, ( 16.2.9) is a triviality because 

f,,V,,1•(1) = f,, et akt"k) = J
1 

naktk = 111•(t) = [n))'(t) 

because n always divides kn. This concludes the proof of relations 
( 16.2.1)-(16.2.9). 
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• (16.2.18) Remark (caveat) Note that in general V11f11 f [11]. 

16.3 p-Typical curves 

Choose a prime number p. Recall that a curve J'(t) E <6(F; A) is p-typical if 
fq ;•( t) = 0 for all prime numbers q f p. Suppose that A is a characteristic zero 
ring. The first thing to prove is Proposition ( 15.2.4 ), i.e., 

• ( 16.3. I) A curve 'l(t) in a formal group law F(X, Y) over a characteristic zero 
ring A is p-typical if and only if logF(1'(t)) is of the form 

'£ 

(16.3.2) logF(',•(t)) = I a11 tP" 
n:::: 1 

where the a11 are 111-vectors with coefficients in A ® Q. 

Proof Because we have logf. available and because A is of characteristic 

zero, we have (cf. (15.1.9)) 
00 00 

logAfq)'(t)) = I qhqJ if logF(/'(t)) = I bktk 
k=l k=l 

so that fq ;·(t) = 0 is equivalent to b11 = 0 for all multiples 11 of q. This proves the 

lemma. 

• (16.3.3) We shall use <t, p(F; A) to denote the set of p-typical curves in <c(F; A). 
Because fq: <{,'(F; A)-+ <c(F; A) is a homomorphism of groups, we have that 
<6P(F; A) is a subgroup of <t(F; A). Further, V /Cp(F; A) c <f/ p(F; A) and 
fp"f,'P(F; A) c <f,P(F; A). (c)<fip{f'; A) c C!,p(F; A) because of relations (16.2.6), 

(16.2.4), and (16.2.7). 
Let cjJ: A-+ B be a ring homomorphism. Then c/J*: <t(F; A)-+ <fo(F; B) maps 

<r;P(F; A) into '6'p(</J*F; B) because of (16.1.5). Finally, if ix(X): F(X, Y)-+ 
G(X, Y) is a homomorphism of formal group laws, then also ix.: C!,(F; A)-> 
<c(G; A) maps <t;P(F; A) into <tp(G; A). 

• ( 16.3.4) Lemma Let F(X, Y) be an m-dimensional formal group law over a 
ring A and suppose that A is a characteristic zero ring or a Z(Pralgebra. Let ;·(t) 
and 5'(r) be two p-typical curves in F(X, Y) and suppose that ·/(t) = ;1(t) 
mod(degree 11), then 1•(t) = }·(t) mod(degree pk) where k is the smallest element 
of N u {O} such that pk ::;o: 11. 

Proof Suppose 11 < pk (otherwise there is nothing to prove) and suppose 
we have already proved that ;>(t) = )>(t) mod(degree r) with 11 s r < pk. Write 
1•(1) = ;•(t) +et' with c E A"'. Because k is minimal such that 11 < p\ there is a 
prime number q different from p that divides r. Applying fq to ;•(t) = }'{t) +et', 
we obtain fq 1'(1) = fq ;•(t) + qct'1q mod(degree r/q + l ). But :·(t) and ;1(1) are both 
p-typical. Hence qc = 0 which implies that c = 0 because A is a characteristic 
zero ring or a Z(pfalgebra. Q.E.D. 
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• (16.3.5) Now suppose that F(X, Y) is an m-dimensional p-typical formal 
group law over a ring A. As in (16.1.10) let b;(t), i = L ... , m, be the curves 
b;(t) = (0, ... , 0, 1, 0, ... , 0) with the tin the ith spot. In case A= Z[V] and 
F v(X, Y) = F(X, Y) it follows from ( 16.3.1) that the b;(t) are p-typical curves. It 
now follows from the definition of p-typical formal groups and (16.3.3) above 
that the «>;(t) are p-typical curves in <f,'(F; A) for any p-typical formal group law 
F(X, Y) o,ver any ring A. 

We now claim that all the curves of the form 
rf._, »I 

(16.3.6) I I V~(ak.i)b;(t) 
k= 1 i= 1 

are p-typical. (NB we have used V~, =VP,; cf. (16.2.3).) This follows im
mediately from ( 16.2.6) and ( 16.2.7). 

Now let At) be any curve in F(X, Y). Using the fact that all curves of the 
for_m (16.3.6) are p-typical, it follows from (16.1.10) above that ;·(t) can be 
wntten as a sum 

(16.3.7) l'(t)= I v111'11(t) 
II E /Ip) 

with 1·11 (1) E <(; p(F; A) for all 11 E /(p) and l(p) = {11 EN I (11, p) = I]. 

• ( 16.3.8) Lemma Let F(X, Y) be a p-typical formal group law over a ring A 
that is a characteristic zero ring or a Z 1Pralgebra. Then every curve ]'(t) E 

<C(F; A) can be uniquely written in the form (16.3.7). 

Proof We have already seen that any curve ;•(t) can be written in the form 
( 16.3.7). Because the V 11 are group homomorphisms, it suffices to provto that 
Lneltp) V11 ;111 (t) = 0, )'11(r) E <{,P(F; A), implies /',,(t) = 0 for all 11 E J(p). To see 
this we prove that V11 1111(t) = 0 for all 11 E J(p). This suffices because by its 
definition V 11 is clearly injective. Suppose we have already shown that 
V11 1111 (t) = 0 mod(degree r) for all 11 E J(p). Writer= pks with (s, p) = l. Sup
pose that V11 ;111 (t) =f. 0 mod(degree r + 1). Then since V11 i•11 (1) involves only 
powers of t 11 , we must have 11 I rand 1•11 (1) =f. 0 mod( degree 11- 1,. + 1) by induc
tion hypothesis. Hence by Lemma (16.3.4) we must have 11- 1r = p1 for some 
/. As 11 E I(p) this means that 11 =sand I= k. So there is at most one 11 such 
that V11 1•11(t) of. 0 mod(degree r + 1), a contradiction with I V11 1•11 (1) = 0. 

• ( 16.3.9) Lemma Let F(X, Y) be an m-dimensional p-typical formal group 
over a ring A that is a characteristic zero ring or a Z 1pi-algebra. Then every 
p-typical curve in F(X, Y) can be uniquely written in the form (16.3.6). 

Proof Let l'(t) be a p-typical curve. By (16.1.10) we can write ;·(t) uniquely 
in the form 

'X! m 

( 16.3.10) :•(t) = I I V11 (a11.;)b;(t) 
n= I i= 1 
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To prove the lemma we show that a,,.;= 0 unless n = p1, I E N u {O}. Suppose 
this is not the case and let r be the smallest integer such that a,.; i= 0 for some i 
and r i= l or a power of p. Let 

::x m 

;·(t) = I I V~(a 1,.)b;(t) 
k= 1 i= 1 

Then we have 

~'(t) = ;•(t) + a,t' mod(degree r + 1) 

but '{'(t) and W) are both p-typical and r is not a power of p, hence by Lemma 
(16.3.4) 1·(t)=;.(t) mod(degree r+ 1) and it follows that a,=0, a 
contradiction. Q.E.D. 

• (16.3.11) Let A be a Z\rl-algebra. Then there is a natural projection c:~: 
(6(F; A)-> rt,p(F; A) defined as follows 

(16.3.12) ";'(t)t--> L 11- 1µ(11)V 11f 11 )'(t) 
II E /(p) 

where J(p) = {11 EN I (11. p) = !} and 11(11): N--> Z is the Mobius function 
defined by the property Ldl" ~t(d) = I if 11 = 1 and Id1,, 11(d) = 0 if n > 1. (Be
cause 11- 1 E A for 11 E /(p), multiplication by 11- 1 is defined in CC(F; A); this 
operation must not be confused with (11- 1 ).) 

If A is also a characteristic zero ring andf(X) is the logarithm of F(X, Y), 
then we claim that "rl'(t) =f- 1(r:pG"f(y(t))) and that "rG,of a curve 1·(1) is the 
curve 

"'' 
" P" L_,,; Qp 11 t 

n::o: 0 

if 1•(t) is the curve y(t) = D'= 1 ak tk. This is quite easy to check. Indeed 

f(c;py(t)) = L n- 1µ(n)V 11 fJ(/i(t)) 
n E /(p) 

where the right-hand sum is in (e(G:'; Q ®A). Writingf(Ji(t)) =If:,, 1 bkt\ we 
have 

x; 

n- 1µ(11)V 11f 11 f()'(t)) = L L 11(n)hnkt"k 
nel(p)k=l 

so that the coefficient oft' in f(ep 11(t)) is equal to 

{o I µ(n)b, = 
nlr.11 E /(p) b, 

if r is not a power of p 

if r is a power of p 

(The explicit definition of µ(n) is: µ(1) = 1, 11(11) = 0 ifn is divisible by a square; 
µ(p 1 p2 .. • p,) = ( - 1 )' if p1 , ... , p, are r different prime numbers.) 
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• ( 16.3.13) Remarks If F(X, Y) is not a p-typical formal group law, then 
there need not exist p-typical curves (5;(t) such that b;(t) = (0 .... , 0, t, 0 .... , 0) 
mod( degree 2). It is easy to check that this is the case, e.g., for the universal one 
dimensional formal group law F u(X, Y) (take p > 2). 

The condition "A of characteristic zero or a Z!rfalgebra" in ( 16.3.8), 
(16.3.11), (16.3.12) cannot be removed. Take, e.g., F(X. Y) = G.(X, Y) over 
a field of characteristic q # p. The curve t + tq is then p-typical and so is the 
curve t. 

16.4 p- Typical formal group laws and the 
criterion for being p-typical 

We are now in a position to prove Theorem (15.2.3) (the criterion for p
typicality of a formal group law). We fix a prime number p. 

• ( 16.4.1) Proof of the" only if" part of Theorem (15.2.3) Consider 
the curve i1(t) = (tP'' .... , tP'"') in them-dimensional p-typical formal group law 
Fv(X, Y). These curves in (f,(Fv(X, Y); Z[V]) are p-typical by Proposition 
( 15.2.4) (which has been proved in ( 16.3.1 )). It now follows from the definition 
of p-typical formal group and (16.3.3) that the y(t) = (tP'', .. .• tP'"') are p-typical 
for any p-typical formal group law F(X, Y) over any ring A. Alternatively, one 
uses that all curves of the form ( 16.3.6) are p-typical. 

• ( 16.4.2) Start of the proof of the "if" part of Theorem 
(15.2.3) Let p: Z[U]--> Z[V] be the projection p(U(i. 11)) = 0 if n is not of 
the form n = p'e(i), i E { l, ... , m}, r E N u {O}, and p( U(i, p'e(j)) = V,(i, j). Let 
Hu(X. Y) be them-dimensional universal formal group law constructed in 11.l 
and assume that the 11(q1, ... , q,) have been chosen in such a way that 
n(q 1 • ... , q,) = I if v(qi) = · .. = v(q,). (This can be done; cf. (11.1.1).) We then 
have that p*Hu(X. Y) = Fv(X, Y) by the definitions of Hu(X, Y) and 
Fv(X, Y) (cf. (11.1.3)-(11.1.4) and (10.3.1), (10.3.3), and (10.4.1), (10.4.4)). Be
cause Hu(X, Y) is a universal 111-dimensional formal group law, there is a 
unique homomorphism ijJ: Z[U]-->A such that i/J*Hu(X, Y)=G(X, Y). We 
are going to prove that if1(U(i, n)) = 0 if n is not of the form n = p'e(i), 
i E [ 1, ... , 111}. Suppose we have proved this. Then ijJ factors uniquely through p, 
i.e., there is a unique homomorphism 4J: Z[ V] --> A such that ijJ = 4Jp. Because 
p* H u(X, Y) = F v(X, Y), it follows that 4J* F v(X, Y) = G(X, Y). This proves 
the existence of 4J. 

It therefore remains to prove that ijJ(U(i, n)) = 0 for n not of the form p'e(i). 
r E N, i E f 1, ... , m}. To do this we first do two universal calculations. 

• (16.4.3) Lemma Let n EN and suppose that v(11) i= p. Let h11(X) and 
H,,(X, Y) be the power series over Q[U] and Z[U] obtained by substituting 
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zero for all 'Ui(j, k) = U(j, ie(k)) with i < 11, j, k E { 1, ... , m) and v{i) #- p. Then 

for all primes q #- p that divide 11, we have in <f,(H"; Z[U]} 

fqc5i(t} = qv(11t l un.(i)t"1q mod(degree 11/q + 1) 

where, as always. c5i(t} is the curve (0, .. ., 0, t, 0, ... , 0) with the tin the ith spot. 

(Note that none of the U(i. d) for which d = (d 1, ... , d,,,) has two or more 

d1 =f 0 is set equal to zero.) 

Proof It follows immediately from the definition of hdX) in (11.1.3) and 

(11.1.4) that h"(c5;(t}} is of the form 

(16.4.4) h"(c5i(t))=Ib1tP;+v(11t 1 Un•(ilt" mod(degree11+ 1) 

because the coefficients of the X 0 for n of the form ne(.i) do not involve any 

U(i, d) with d = (d 1, ••• , d,,,) such that more than one of the d1 is nonzero. The 

lemma follows immediately from (16.4.4). 

The second universal calculation that we need involves lexicographic 

degrees. 

• (16.4.5) Lexicographic degree Let n, k be two multi-indices of length 111. 

We shall write n < 1 kif and only if 11 1 < k 1 or (11 1 = k 1 and11 2 < k 2 ) or ... or 

(11 1 = k 1 and ... and 11m- l = k,,,_ 1 and 11,,. < k,,,). 

Let n be a multi-index of length 111 and suppose that at least two of the n1are 

nonzero. Then there exist r 1, ... , r,,. E N such that: 

( 16.4.6) n = 111 p'' + 112 p'' + ... + 11,,. p'"' is divisible by a prime number differ-

ent from p; 

(16.4.7) ifn < 1 k, then n < k 1 p" + ... + k,,,p'"'. 

(To see to it that (16.4.7) holds it suffices to take r1, .... r,,. such that 

• (16.4.8) Lemma Let n = (11 1, ... , nm) be a multi-index such that at least two 

of the n1 are nonzero. Let h0 (X) and H 0 (X, Y} be the formal power series 

obtained from hu(X} and H u(X. Y) by substituting zero for all the U li, k) = 

U(j, ie(k)} withj, k E {l, .. ., 111} and v(i) =f p and by also substituting zero for 

all UKJ, d). j E {1, .. ., m), for which d < 1 n ldl > 1, and v(d) #- p. Let r1, .... 
r,,. EN be such that (16.4.6) and (16.4.7) hold. Then we have in <f,'(Hn; Z[U)) 

for all prime numbers q #- p that divide n 
fq(tP'', .. ., tP'"') = qLJJ•!q mod(degree njq + 1) 

Proof It follows immediately from the defini~ion of hdX) in (11.1.3) and 

(11.l.4) that ifk < 1 n and k =f p'e(j) for all r E N,j E {1. ... , 111}, then 

ak(U) = 0 mod( U;(j, k), U(l, d) I v(i) #- p, l'(d) =F p, d < 1 n, Id I > 1) 
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and also that 

a0 (U) = U0 mod(Ui(j, k), U(l. d) I v(i) #- p, v(d) #- p, d < 1 n, ldl > 1) 

It follows that h0 (tP'', ... , tP'"') is of the form 

( 16.4.9) 

and the lemma follows immediately from ( 16.4.9). 

• ( 16.4.10) Remark It is not true that if k < 1 n and k =f- p' e(j) for all r E N 
and j E {1, ... , 111} then 

ak(U)=O mod(U(j,d)ld< 1 n,v(d)=fp, ldl > 1) 

For instance, if /11 = 2 and n = (0, 7), k = (0. 6) and p = 3, then ak( U) involves a 

term U 2 (L l)U3 (1, 2)2 = U(l, 2e(l))U(l, 3e(2))2. 

• (16.4.11) Proof of Theorem (15.2.3) (conclusion) It is now an easy 

matter to finish the proof of Theorem (15.2.3). We first show that 

1/1( U "(.i, k)) = 0 for all 11 E N, j, k E { 1, ... , 111}, for which v(11) =f p. One proceeds 

by induction. Suppose that we have already shown that t/J( U ,(j, k )) = 0 for all 

r < 11, j, k E {1, ... , 111} for which v(r) =f- p. If v(11) = p, the induction step is 

trivial. If v(n) =F p, let q =F p be a prime number dividing 11. Let i E { 1, .... 111}. 

Then by Lemma (16.4.3} we have in '6(G; A) 

fqb;(t) = qv(nt 1t/!(Un•(i)) t"1q mod(degree n/q + 1) 

But by hypothesis fqc5;(t) = 0, and hence tf1(Un.uJ) = 0 because A is a 
Z 11,i-algebra or a characteristic zero ring. 

Next we show that also t/!( U(i, d)) = 0 for all d = (d" ... , d,,,) for which two 

or more of the d1 are nonzero. Suppose this is not the case. Let n be the 

lexicographically smallest multi-index among these d for which t/!( U d) #- 0. 

Choose r 1, ... , r,,. such that (16.4.6) and (16.4.7) hold. Let q be a prime number 

of= p that divides n. Then we have by Lemma (16.4.8) 

fq(tP'', .... tP'"') =qt/!( u nlt"fq mod(degree n/q + I) 

But by hypothesis fq of these curves is zero; this is a contradiction because A is 

a characteristic zero ring or a Z 1P>-algebra. Q.E.D. 

• (16.4.12) Corollary (of the proof) Let G(X, Y) be a curvilinear formal 

group law over a Z 1Pralgebra or a characteristic zero ring. Then G(X, Y) is 

p-typical if and only if the standard V-basis curves c5 1(t ), ... , £5,,,(t) are p-typical. 

• (16.4.13) Corollary (=Proposition (15.2.6)) An 111-dimensional formal 

group law F(X, Y) over a characteristic zero ring A is p-typical if and only if its 

logarithm is of the form 
"-

logp(X) = L a"XP" 
n::::: 1 
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Proof The "only if" part follows directly from the definition of p-typical. 

The "if" part follows from the criterion (15.2.3) because all curves y(t) = 

(tP'', ... , tP'm) are p-typical, in this case by Proposition (15.2.4). 

•(16.4.14) Theorem (=Theorem (15.2.9)) L_et A_be a_z(,,,-alge~ra. Then 

every 111-dimensional formal group law over A 1s strictly 1somorph1c to a p

typical formal group law over A. 

Proof Let H u(X, Y) and F v(X, Y) be the 111-dimensional universal group 

law over Z[ U] and the 111-dimensional p-typical universal formal group l~w 

over Z[V]. We identify Z[V] with a subring of Z[U] by t~e embe~dmg 

K( V,.(i, j)) = U(i, p'e(j)). Now the logarithms hc(X) andfv(X) satisfy functional 

equations 

) ( ) ~ UP' h("''(XP') hu(X = gP X + L. - v , 
;~ 1 p 

:0 v . . 
fv(X) = X + L ~ f~f'l(X"') 

;~1 p 

Identifying i-; and U , by means of K, it follows that the power series cx(X) = 

fv 1(hu(X)) has coefficients in Z[U] and hence defines a strict isomorphism 

. Hu(X, Y) 4 K*Fv(X, Y). This proves the proposition because Hu(X, Y) is 

universal and because cp* F v(X, Y) is p-typical by definition for all rfi: 
Z[V]-+ A. Q.E.D. 

• ( 16.4.15) We note that the isomorphism H u(X. Y) ::::+ K * F v(X, Y) defines in 

fact a universal way of making a formal group p-typical. Assuming that in the 

definition of Hu(X, Y) we have taken n(q 1, .. ., q,) = 1 ifv(qi) = .. · = v(q,). the 

logarithm of K*F v(X, Y) is obtained from hu(X). the logarithm of H u(X, Y), 

by simply setting all U(i, d) = 0 for d not of the form p'e(j), r E N, 

j E {1, ... , 111}, or in other words by simply striking out all terms in hu(X) that 

should not occur in the logarithm of a p-typical formal group law. 

• (16.4.16) Remark The restriction" over rings A that are characteristic zero 

rings or z( ,-algebras" cannot be left out of Theorem ( 15.2.3) ( = Theorem 

( 16.4. l )). T~ see this let k be a field of characteristic 2 and consider the one 

dimensional formal group law F(X. Y) =r 1(f(X) + f(Y)) over k :vhere 

f(X) = X + X 6 . One easily checks that the curve t + t6 is 3-typical in '6'(G,; k). 

It follows that the curve t is 3-typical in '6(F; k) (cf. (16.3.3)). A simple calcula-

tion gives 
F(X, Y) = X + Y + X4 Y2 + Y4 X 2 mod(degree 7) 

Now let F v(X, Y) be the one dimensional 3-typical formal group law of Section 

3. Then 

Fv(X, Y) = X + Y - Vi(XY 2 + X 2 Y) mod(degree 4) 

so that if cp: Z[V]-+ k is such that cp* F v(X, Y) = F(X, Y). then we must have 

cp(Vi) = 0. But 
Fv(X. Y)=X+ Y mod(degree9. Vi) 
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so that there is no homomorphism cp: Z[ V] -+ k such that 

cp* Fv(X, Y) = F(X, Y). 

• (16.4.17) Proof of Proposition (15.2.8) (universality of Fv(X. Y)) 

Let F(X, Y) be a p-typical formal group over a ring A. By definition there exists a 

cp: Z[V]-+ A such that </>* Fv(X, Y) = F(X, Y). It remains to show that <jJ is 

unique. Suppose that l/J: Z[V]-+ A is a second homomorphism such that 

i/I * F v(X, Y) = F(X, Y). Let H u(X, Y) and p: Z[U]-+ Z[V] be as in ( 16.4.2). 

Then (i/lp)*Hu(X, Y) = (</>p)*Hu(X, Y) = F(X, Y), hence </Jp = 1f!p by the 

universality of Hu(X. Y), and cp = i/J because p is surjective. 

• (16.4.18) Proposition Let F(X, Y) be a formal group law over a 

Z([Ji-algebra A. Then every curve 1•(t) E <C(F; A) can be uniquely written as a 
sum 

;•(t)= L Vn)'11 (t) 
n E /(p) 

with y,,(t) E '6,,(F; A) for all 11 E /(p) . 

Proof Combine Lemma (16.3.8) with Theorem ( 16.4.14) and the fact that 

ex. commutes with the operators V" and f" if cx(X) is a homomorphism of formal 
group laws. 

17 Lots of Witt Vectors 

17.1 The rings of Witt vectors W(A) 

Let X 1• X 2 .... be a series of indeterminates. We define a series of polyno-

mials w,,(X 1, ... , X ") with coefficients in Z as follows: 

(L7.l.1) w1(X) = X 1• Wz(X) = Xf + 2X 2 , 

wn(X) = L dX':/d. 
din 

Now let <l> be any polynomial in two variables (one or both of which may, of 

course, be dummies) with integral coefficients. For example, 

il>(Z1. Z 2 ) = Z 1 + Z 2 or Z 1 Z 2 or -2 1 or0 or 1. 

We now define polynomials cp;(X 1, ... , X;; Y1, ...• Y;) by the condition 

( 17.1.2) <f>(wn(X1, .. ., X,,), w,,(Y1 • ... , Yn)) 

= w,,(</>1U< 1; Yi), .. ., cfi 11(X 1· .... X,,; Y1 •.. ., };,)) 

which we shall also write <t>(w,.(X). w,,(Y)) = w,.(</>(X: Y)). It is obvious from 

(17.1.1) that there exist <PdX 1, .•. , X;: Y1 ..... Y;) with coefficients in Q such 

that (17 .1.2) holds (because X 11 can be written as a polynomial in the w 1 ( X) ..... 

w,.(X) with coefficients in Q). 
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• (17.l.3) Lemma The <f;.(X; Y) have their coefficients in Z. 

To prove this lemma we use a sublemma: 

(17.1.4) Sublemma Let A be any ring, n EN. Let x = (x 1, Xi, .. . ), 

y = (y 1, J'i, ... ) E AN and suppose that X; =Yi mod(pA) for all i EN and let 
pk I 11. Then w.(.x) = w.(y) mod(pk+ 1 A). 

Proof If xd =yd mod(pA), then dx1d = dy1d mod(pk+ 1 A) because a= b 
mod(p' A)=> aP = bP mod(p'+ 1 A). This proves the sublemma. 

• (17.1.5) Proof of Lemma (17.1.3) We proceed by induction, the case 
n = 1 being trivial. Assume therefore that <f;;(X; Y) has integral coefficients for 
all i < n with 11 ?: 2. Choose a prime number p and write n = pkm with 
(p, 111) =I. We are going to prove that <f;.(X; Y) E Z<Pl[X; Y]. If k = 0, this 
follows directly from <l>(w.(X), w,,( Y)) = w.(<f;(X; Y)) because to write X" in 
terms of the wi(X), .. ., w.(X) one needs only denominators that are products 
o(divisors of n. So suppose that k ?: 1. We note that 

(17.1.6) w.(X) = wn;p(XP) + pk(mX. +terms involving lower X's) 

where, as usual, XP is short for (X), X~, ... ). Indeed 

w.(X) = I dX:J1d = I dX:Jfd + I dX;j1d 
d[n d[p- 111 d[n.d.f p- 1n 

= Wn;p(XP) + L dX:Jfd 
d[n.dfp- 1n 

But ifd I nandd { p- 111, wemusthaved = pkd'withd' Im. This proves (17.1.6). 
From <l>(w.(X), w.( Y)) = w.(<f;(X; Y)) we obtain, using ( 17.1.6), 

(17.1.7) n<f;,,(X; Y) + l (terms involving lower <f;'s) + w.1P(<f;P(X; Y)) 

= <l>(w.(X), w.(Y)) 

Now because the lower <f;'s have integral coefficients, we have <f;f(X; Y) = 
<f;,(XP; YP) mod p for all r < n so that using the sublemma (17.1.4) 

(17.1.8) Wn;p(</JP(X; Y)) = Wn;p(<f;(XP; P)) mod(l) 

On the other hand, substituting (17.1.6) in <l>(w.(X), w.(Y)) we find (because <I> 
has integral coefficients) 

(17.1.9) <l>(w.(X). w,,(Y)) = <l>(w.1P(XP); w.1P(fP)) mod(pk) 

Further, we have of course 

(17.1.10) 

Combining (17.1.7)-(17.1.10) we see that 11<f; 11(X; Y) =0 mod(pk) which 
proves that </J,,(X; Y) is in z(p)[X; Y]. This holds for all p. Hence <f;.(X; Y) E 

Z[ X; Y]. which concludes the proof of the lemma. 
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• ( 17.1.11) Remark The interested reader has probably detected some sort of 
similarity between this proof and the proof of the functional equation lemma in 
Section 2. This is no accident as we shall see later; cf. Section 25.1 of Chapter 
IV. 

We now define the polynomials L 1, Li, ... ; 0 1, Di .... ; 11, Ii, ... by the 
equations 

(17.1.12) w,,(L) = w.(X) + w.(Y), w,,(n) = w,,(X)w,,(Y), w.(1) = -w.(X) 

• (17.1.13) Construction of W(A), the ring of generalized Witt vec
tors over A Let A be any ring and let W(A) be the set of all infinite se
quences (at> ai, ... ), a; EA. We define an addition and multiplication on· W(A) 
by the rules 

(17.1.14) (a 1, ai, .. . ) + (b 1, bi .... )= (Li(a; b1 ), Lz{a1 , a2 ; b1, b2 ), ... ) 

(a 1, ai • ... ) • (b,, bi, ... )= (ni(a,; bi), nz(a1, ai; b1, bi), ... ) 

• (17.1.15) Theorem The set W(A) with the addition and multiplication 
defined by (17.1.14) is a commutative ring. The zero element is (0, 0, ... ) and 
the unit element is (1, 0, 0, ... ), and 

(a 1, ai, ... ) + (1 1(a 1 ), rz(a 1, ai), ... ) = (0, 0, 0, ... ) 

Moreover, if <f;: A--> Bis a homomorphism of rings, then 

W(<f;)(a1' a 2 , ... ) = (<f;(ai), <f;(ai) • ... ) 

is a homomorphism of rings W(A)--> W(B). Finally, the w.: W(A)--> A are 
ring homomorphisms. 

Proof To prove that W(A) is indeed a ring we have to show that various 
identities like (a+ b)c = ac +be hold. To do this we first observe that if A is a 
Q-algebra, then w: W(A)-->AN, (a 1, ai, .. }-->(w1(a), wi(a), ... ) is a bijection 
that takes addition and multiplication in W(A) into coordinatewise addition 
and multiplication in AN. But AN with coordinatewise addition and multi
plication is a ring. It follows that W(A) is also ring. Also w(O, 0, 0, ... )) = 
(0, 0, 0, ... ), w((l, 0, 0, ... )) = (1, 1, l, ... ), and w((r 1(a), r2(a), ... ) = (-a 1, 

- ai. -a3 , ... ), which proves the statements concerning zero. unit element, and 
opposite element in the case that A is a Q-algebra. Now let A be a characteristic 
zero ring and </J: A--> A® Q the natural embedding. Then W(<f;): W(A)--> 
W(A ® Q) is injective. Further, because addition and multiplication for Witt 
vectors are defined by "universal" polynomials with coefficients in Z. it is 
obvious that W( <f;) preserves addition and multiplication. 

But the various identities that go into the definition of "ring" hold in 
W(A ® Q); hence, because W(<f;) is injective, preserves multiplication, addition, 
and opposites, and takes (0, 0, ... ) into (0, 0, ... ) and (1, 0, 0, ... ) into 
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(1, 0. 0, ... ),it follows that W(A) is also a ring. Finally, if A is any ring, then 

there is a characteristic zero ring ,4 with a surjective homomorphism cp: .4--> A. 
Now W(.4) is a ring, W(cp) preserves everything in sight, and it follows that 
W(A) is also a ring. The last two statements of the theorem are obvious from 
the definitions of addition and multiplication in W(A ). Q.E.D. 

• (17.1.16) Addendum We have defined a functor W: Ring-> Ring with the 

properties: 

(i) as a set W(A) = {(a 1, a2 , . .. ) la; EA}; 
(ii) as a map of sets W(cp ): W(A)-+ W(B) takes (a 1, a 2 •... ) into (cp(a i), 

c/J(a2), ... ); 
(iii) the w,,: W(A)-+ A, a1-> w,,(a) are ring homomorphisms fr•r all n EN. 

It follows from the proof given above that W is the unique functor Ring--> Ring 
with these properties. 

The functor W: Ring-+ Ring is representable, i.e., there is a ring R such that 
W(A) = Ring(R. A) functorially. In fact. R = Z[X 1, X 2 •... ] clearly does the 
job. The addition formulas L 1 (X; Y), L 2(X; Y), . . . now define a 

homomorphism 

(17.1.17) Z[X 1, X 2 , •.. ]->Z[X 1, X 2 , ... ]®Z[X1. X2 • ... ] 

X;l->L;(X 1 @l, .... X;®l; l®X 1, ... , l®X;) 

defining a coassociative, cocommutative comultiplication on Z[ X 1, X z, .. .]. 

Taking Spee we find an affine group scheme W = Spec(Z[X 1, X 2, •.• ]).The 
points of this group scheme with values in a ring A are of course precisely the 

elements of W( A). 

• (17.1.18) The formal group law W(X, Y) The sequence of power series: 

L 2 (X, Y). 

(which are in reality polynomials) defines an infinite dimensional formal group 
law in the sense of Definition (9.6.1 ). To see this we first remark that if we give 

X; and Y; weight i, then w,,(X) and w,,(Y) are homogeneous of weight 11. Using 

w,,(L,,(X; Y)) = w,,(X) + w,,(Y), it follows from this that L,,(X; Y) is homoge
neous of weight n, which implies that the coefficient of XkY 1 in L,,(X; Y) is 

zero if 
n > I Jk(J) + I JIU) 

j E supp(k) i E supp(I) 

so that condition (9.6.3) is satisfied. Also w,,(X) = nX,, mod(X 1 , ... , X n- i). 

L;(X;Y)=O mod(X 1, •.. , X,,_ 1 ; Y[,···· Y,,_ 1 ) if i<n so that 
L,,(X; Y)=X,,+ Y,,mod(X 1, ... ,X,,_ 1 ; YI> ... , Y,,_i)whichbecauseL,,(X; Y) 
is homogeneous of weight 11 implies that L,,(X; Y) = X,. + Y,, mod( degree 2). 
Finally, (9.6.4) and (9.6.5) (associativity and commutativity) are satisfied be
cause Witt vector addition is associative and commutative. We shall use 
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W(X, Y) to denote this formal group law and W to denote the associated 
formal group. 

17.2 The universal A.-ring !\(A) 

Let A be a ring, and let !\(A) denote the set of all power series.f(t) in one 
indeterminate t of the form 

(Instead of !\(A) one also often finds l + t A[t] in the literature.) Multiplication 
of power series defines an addition on !\(A) which turns !\(A) into an abelian 
group with as zero element the element l E !\(A). We are going to define also a 
multiplication on !\(A) which will make !\(A) into a ring. To do so we first 
define some universal polynomials. 

• (17.2.l) Intermezzo concerning symmetric functions Let i; 1, 

i; 2 , .•. , i;,; 17 1 •. .• , r7, be indeterminates. We define X; and Y; by the equations 

(1 + X 1 t + X 2 t2 + ···) = n (1 -i;;t), 

( l + Y1 t + Y1 t 2 + · · ·) = n ( l - Y/, t) 

In other words the X; and Y; are up to sign the elementary symmetric functions 
in the i;i and Y/j· Now consider the symmetric expressions 

n (1-i;;Y/jt)= l + P1 t + P2 t 2 + ··· 
i.j 

n (1-c;7r) = 1 + Q •. it + Q •. 21 2 + ... 

By the fundamental theorem on symmetric functions P; can be written as a 
polynomial P;(X 1, ... , X ;; Yi- .... Y;) in the X i. .. ., X ;; Y1, ... , Y, and Q,,_; can 
be written as a polynomial Q,,_;(X 1, .•• , X ,,;) in the X 1, X 2 , ••• , X ,,;. Moreover, 
these polynomials P;(X; Y), Q,,_;(X) are independent of rand s (the number of 
i;'s and the number of 17's) provided r, s;::::: i for P;(X; Y) and r;::::: ni for Q,,,;(X). 

This means that we can write formally 

"' n (l-i;;t)=l+X 1 r+X 2 r2 +··· 
i= 1 

·XO 

n (l-17;t)=l+Y1 t+Y2 t 2 +··· 
i= l 

if) 

n (1-i;;l]it)=1 + Pi(X 1 ; Y1 )t + P 2 (X 1, X 2 ; Y1, Y2 )t2 + ··· 
i.j= 1 

L 

n (1- i;7r) = l + Q,,.1(X 1 •..• , X,,)r + Q,,_ 2 (X 1, .. ., X 2,,)t2 + ··· 
i= 1 

(symmetric functions in an infinity of indeterminates). 
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The polynomials P,, will be used below to define the multiplication on /\(A); 
the polynomials Q,,,; will be used later to define Frobenius operators. 

• (17.2.2) Multiplication on /\(A) We now define a multiplication on /\(A) 
by means of the formula 

(17.2.3) (1 + a1 t + a2 t2 + '") * {l + b1 t + b2 t2 + ·") 
= 1 + P1(a; b)t + P2(a; b)t 2 + ... 

To show that this multiplication and the addition defined above do indeed 
turn /\(A) into a ring we define a number of functions s 11 : /\(A)-> A, as follows 

(17.2.4) 
2 tf'(t) d 

s1 t+s 2 t +"·= --- = -t-log(f(t)) 
f (t) dt 

• (17.2.5) Lemma For allf(t), g(t) E /\(A), we have 

s11(f(t)g(t)) = s11(f(t)) + s11(g(t)) 

s11(f(t) * g(t)) = s11(f(t))s11(g(t)) 

Proof The first statement of the lemma is immediate from (17.2.4). To 
prove the second statement we write formally 

00 00 

f(t) = fl (1 - ~;t), g(t) = fl (1 - l'/;t) 
i= 1 i= 1 

By formula (17.2.4) we then see that the s11(f(t)), s11(g(t)) can be expressed as 

00 00 

s.(f(t)) = I ~7, s.(g( t)) = I '17 
i= 1 i= 1 

and s11(f(t) * g(t)) is equal to the coefficient oft" in 

d l ( [100 
( • )) ~ ~ii'/ it - t - og 1 - sil'/it = L.. 

dt .i.j= I i.j= 1 1 - ~ii'/} 
00 

= I (~il'/jt + (~i11jr)2 + ... ) 
i.j= 1 

This proves the second statement of the lemma. 

• (17.2.6) Proposition /\(A) with the addition and multiplication defined 
above is a ring, and the s11 : /\(A)-> A are ring homomorphisms. Moreover, if rjJ: 
A->B is a homomorphism of rings, then /\(rjJ): /\(A)->/\(B), 1 +a 1 t+ 
a2 t 2 + · · · 1-+ l + <f>(ai)t + <f>(a 2 )t2 + ···is a ring homomorphism. We have thus 
defined a functor /\: Ring -> Ring. 

Proof That /\(</>) is compatible with the addition and multiplication 
defined above follows immediately from the fact that addition and multi-
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plication are defined by means of (universal) polynomials with coefficients in Z. 
The rest of the proof is exactly analogous to the proof that W(A) is a ring 
(Theorem ( 17.1.15)); the role of the w 11 in the proof of ( 17.1.15) is here played by 

the s11 • 

• (17.2.7) The exponential map W(A)-> /\(A) For every ring A, we define 
a map EA: W(A)-> /\(A) by the formula 

00 

(17.2.8) E,1((a 1, a2 , . •. )) = fl (1 - aiti) 
i=l 

• ( 17.2.9) Proposition The map EA is bijective for all rin~s A; and, 
moreover, EA(a + b) = EA(a)EA(b), EA(ab) = EA(a) * EA(b), and EA is an iso
morphism of rings. In addition if</>: A --> B is a homomorphism of rings, then 
/\(</>)EA = E8 W(<f>) so that the EA define an isomorphism of ring-valued func
tors E: W--> /\. Finally, we have s11 EA= w.-

Proof That EA is bijective is immediate, and /\(rjJ)EA = E8 W(<f>) also fol
lows immediately from the definitions. Having this, to prove that EA is a 
homomorphism it suffices (by the now familiar trick used in the proof of 
Theorem ( 17.1.15) (and Proposition ( 17.2.6)) to show that 

s11(EA(ab)) = s11(EA(a) * EA(b)) 
and 

s11(E.1(a + b)) = s11(E.h)) + s11(EA(b)) 

for all 11 EN. And this in turn follows from s11 EA = w,, because s,, and w11 are 
both ring homomorphisms. Thus it remains to show only that s 11(EA(a)) = w11(a) 
for all A and a E W(A). We have 

d oo ia-ti oo oo .. 

-t log(EA(a)) = I··~' i = I I i(ait'Y 
dt i=I 1- a;t i=I j=I 

I (I ia7';) t" = I w"(a)t" 
n=l iln n=l 

This concludes the proof of the proposition. 

• (17.2.10) Remarks The ring /\(A) has even more structure. It is a so-called 
),-ring, which means that there are "exterior product operations" A_i: /\(A)-+ 
/\(A) which satisfy certain properties. See (E.2.1) for some notes on A.-rings (and 
Adams operations and Artin-Hasse exponentials); see (E.2.2) for some notes 
on universality properties of the functor A 1-+ /\(A). 

• (17.2.11) Curves in G.;;(X, Y) Let G.;;(X, Y) be the one dimensional 
formal group law C.;;(X, Y) = X + Y - XY. Let y 1(t) and y 2(t) be two curves 
in G.;;(X, Y); then 

111(t) +c~. h(t) = -(1 -11,(t))(l - 112(1)) + 1 
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so that the map )'(t) 1-+ 1 - 11(t) defines an isomorphism of groups 'fi (G.;;; A) .:::; 
A(A) which combined with the isomorphism A(A).:::; W(A) identifies the group 
of curves over A in G.;; with the underlying group of the ring of generalized 
Witt vectors with coordinates in A. 

•(17.2.12) p-Typical curves inG.;;(X, Y) Letpbeaprimenumberandlet 
'lf P(G.;;, A) be the subgroup of p-typical curves ofrt(G.;;, A), and let AP"(A) be 
the subgroup of A(A) corresponding to r,,,;P(G.;;; A) under the isomorphism f3: 
1'(t)1-+ l - i'(t). 

•(17.2.13) Lemma AP,(A) is closed under the multiplication of A(.4). 

Proof It suffices to prove this for characteristic zero rings. Let 

"' 
a( t) = 1 + a 1 t + .. · = Il ( 1 - ~ ;t) 

i=l 

then a(t) is in Apoc(A) if and only if 

oc 

log a(t) = I c1tP' 
l=O 

for certain c1 E A 0 Q. That is, a(t) is in t\poc(A) iff si(a(t)) = 0 for all i that are 
not a power of p. The lemma follows from this. 

• (17.2.14) Lemma If A is a Z(Pl-algebra, then the power series <l>(t) = 
Il(p.n)=l (1- t")µ<nlt•, where µ(n) is the Mobius function, is in t\P,_(A), and 

(17.2.15) a(t) * fl (1 - t")µ(n)/n = a(t) 
(p.n)= I 

if a( t) in A p·' (A). 

Proof We have (if A is of characteristic zero) 

log ( fl ( 1 - t")µ(n)/•) = I µ( n) log( 1 - t") 
(p,n) = I (p.n) = I n 

GO µ(n) (nk •XJ 

=-I I--··- =-I 
(p.n) = I k = I n k r = I 

I f!(n) t' 
nlr r 

ln.p)= I 

(because if r = pkm, (p, m) = 1, then L(n.p)= t.nl• 11(n) = Lnlm µ(n), which is equal 
to zero if m > 1 and equal to l if m = 1 ). This shows that 

if i is not a power of p 
(17.2.16) si (. fl (1 - t")µ(n)/•) = JO 

(p.n)= I \ 1 if i is a power of p 
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which proves ( 17.2.15) (for characteristic zero rings A and hence by functorial
ity for all rings A), once we have shown that <l>(t) has its coefficients in Z(p)· But 
- Ir:,, 0 p- 1tP' and log(l + t) =I::"= 1 11- 1(- !)"+ 1t" both satisfy a functional 
equation 

f(t) - p- 1f(t) E Z(p)[t] 

so that by the functional equation lemma 2.2, <l>(t) =exp( - I~o p- 1tP') has its 
coefficients in Z(pJ· (Cf. also 2.3 where practically the same power series are 
treated.) 

• ( 17.2.17) Corollary The subgroup AP" (A) of t\(A) with the multiplication 
induced by A(A) is a ring. The unit element is fl<v.nJ= 1 ( 1 - t") 11 <11>1". It is not a 
subring of A(A) because the unit elements of A(A) and AP, (A) do not coincide. 

17.3 Frobenius and Verschiebung 

We are now going to define Frobenius ring endomorphisms f,,: W(A)-+ 
W(A) for all n EN and additive operators V.: W(A)-+ W(A), 11 EN, (c): 
W(A)-+ W(A), c EA. It is easier to define these (especially Frobenius's) on 
A(A ). To do this we use the polynomials Q,,,i(X) defined in Section ( 17.2.1 ). The 
definition is then 

(17.3.l) r;(t + a1 t + a2t2 + ... )=I+ Q •. 1(a)t + Q,,_i(a)t2 + ... 

We recall from (17.2.1) that this means in terms of additional variables ~ 1 , 
!' 
'::-2, ••• 

>) 

(17.3.2) l+a 1 t+a2t2 + .. ·= I (1-~;t) 
i= 1 

OC• 

r;(1+a,r+a2t2 +· .. )= I (t-~it) 
i=l 

Let us calculate the smr;. We have (using (17.3.2)) 

x 

I {(~it)+ (~7c) 2 + · · ·} 
j::::l 

so that 
00 

smUn(l +a, t + a2t2 + .. ·)) = I ~?'" = Smn(l +a, I+ a212 + "') 
i= 1 

which proves that 

(17.3.3) 

Now the r;, being defined by universal polynomials, are compatible with the 
homomorphisms A(<f>): A(A)-+ A(B) induced by homomorphisms <f>: A-+ B. It 
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follows from this (using again the type of argument used in the proof of 
Theorem (17.1.15)) that the r; are characterized by property (17.3.3) together 
with the fact that they are functor endomorphisms r;: /\. -> /\.. 

We now define the operators v;, (c)", c E A, by the formulas 

(17.3.4) v;(1 +a, t + a2t2 + ···) = l + a1t" + a2t2" + ... 
(17.3.5) (c)"(l + a1t + a2t2 + ···) = l + a1 ct + a2(ct) 2 + ···, c EA 

In terms of the s,. the v; and (c )" are characterized by 

(17.3.6) 

(17.3.7) 

Jsrnv; = 0 
\s,,. v; = 11Srnfn 

sm(c)" = c'"sm 

if 11 does not divide m 

if 11 does divide m 

This is not difficult to prove. Writing l + a 1 t + Gz t 2 + ... = o~ 1 ( 1 - ~it), 
we have 

d ( ( oc ) ) d ( 00 
) 

00 
11(. t" -t logV. 0(1-~it) =-t log 0(1-~J" =2::-__:_'"n 

dt i=l dt i=l i=1 l sit 

which proves (17.3.6). (Recall that srn(0~ 1 (1- ~it))= D"~ 1 ~7'.) To prove 
(17.3.7) we observe 

d ( 00 
} d ( oc ) oc c~. -t ·/ log(c) 0 (1 - ~J) = -t i log 0 (1 - C~J) = I -· - I;: 

£( i = 1 {( i = 1 i = I l C<, J 

Now let EA: W(A)-> /\.(A) be the isomorphism of Proposition ( 17.2.9). We 
define the operators r., v., (c): W(A)-> W(A) by structure transport via EA, 
that is, r. =EA 1r;EA, and similarly for v. and (c).Because s.EA = w., the r., 
v., (c) are characterized by the formulas 

(17.3.8) 

Wmfn = Wnm 

w,,.(c) = c'"wrn 

JO 
wrnVn = \ 

111wmfn 

if 11 does not divide m 

if 11 does divide m 

• ( 17.3.9) Proposition Let /J: rc(G ;;-, ; A)_, /\.(A) be the isomorphism y(t) t--> 

1 - ;·(r) where G,;;(X, Y) = X + Y - XY. Let f., Vrn, (c) denote the Frob
enius, Verschiebungs, and homothety operators defined in Section 15.1 on the 
group of curves rc(G;;-,; A). Then we have /Jf" = f~/3. f3V. = V~f3, f3(c) = (c )"/3. 
That is, the isomorphism f3 preserves the Frobenius, Verschiebungs, and hom
othety operators. 

• ( 17.3.10) Corollary The operators r;, v;, (c )" on /\.(A) and the operators 
f,., v •. (c) on W(A) satisfy the relations (16.2.1)-(16.2.9). 

(This can also be proved directly by using the characterizations ( 17 .3.8 ). ) 
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• (17.3.11) Proof of Propo~i~i~n (17.3.9) That JV": V~/3 and _fJ(c) ~ 
(c)"/3 is obvious from the defimtw~s. To s~ow"that /3f. = f.fJ_fo_r all rm~s A 1t 
suffices to do this (by the functonahty of f3, f,., f") for charactenst1c zero nn~s A 
(trick of Theorem (17.1.15) again) and hence it suffices to show that s,,./3f,. = 
s,,.r;p. Finally, because s,,.. f3, f,., r; are all additive, it suffices to show that 

(17.3.12) s .. f3C,.(at') = s,,.r;p(at') 

We first calculate the right-hand side of (17.3.12). We have 

r;p(at') = r;(t - at')= r; (f11 (1 - a 11'(~t)) 
r 

0 ( 1 - a"1'(~jt) 

where(, is a primitive rth root of unity. Applying -t(d/dt) log to this we find 

Now 

d ( r . ) r a"1' ("j t 
-t .. ,. log 0 (! - anfr(~1 t) = -~ 1-= a•;r;:njt 

tf l=I 1-1 'or 

oc r 

= I I ak•!·,~·jtk 
k=I j=l 

if r { nk 

if r \ 11k 

Write 11 = d/,r = dm, with d = (11, r), (I, m) = 1. Then r \ 11k = k = sm for a certain 
s EN. Using this we finally find 

(17.3.13) _ t !!_ log(f; /3(at')) = I rasmdlfdmtsm = I rasltsrn 
dt s=I s=l 

Now the left-hand side of(17.3.12) is calculated as follows 

so that 

But 

n 

({Jf_(at')) = 0 (1 - a(~t'1") 
i= 1 

n oo 

log(/Jf.(at')) = - I I k- lak(~ktkr/n 
i= 1 k= 1 

• {O ' •irk= L.. ~. 
i= I l1 

if 11 { rk 

if 11 \ rk 
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Writing again n =di, r = dm, (/, m) = L we see that n Irk is equivalent to k = lj 
for a certain j E N. Using this we find 

log(fif .. (at')) = - I d! aljtlJdm/dl = - I dF talitmJ 
j=tlf j=l 

and we find 

d - •X, c< 

(17.3.14) -tdtlog(/Jf11(at'))= j~I mjd;- 1a'Jt'"J= 1~1 ra11ri"' 

Comparing (17.3.13) and (17.3.14), we see that we have proved the 
proposition. 

• (17.3.15) Remarks 

(i) The relations (16.2.1)-(16.2.9) can also be proved by using the charac
terizations (17.3.3), (17.3.6)-(17.3.8) Off;, v;. (c)A and f11 , V11 , and (c). 

(ii) We could of course have defined f11 on W(A) by transport of structure 
via the isomorphisms fi and EA- In that case the calculations of ( 17.3.11) pro
vide one with a different and often useful method for calculating fw 

Some additional explicit information on how the V,,, f,,, (c) act on W(A) is 
given by the following 

• ( 17.3.16) Proposition Let 111 E W(A) be the element 111 = (0. 0, .... 0, 1, 
0, ... ) with the I in the nth spot and let a= (a 1• a2, . .. ) and b = (b 1, b 2 . ... ) be 
two elements of W(.4). One has 

(17.3.17) 

( 17.3.18) 

(17.3.19) 

( 17.3.20) 

V11 (a(f11 b)) = (V,.a)h 

V 11 a = (0, ... , 0. a 1• 02-.. . ~O. a2 , 0, ... ) 
n- 1 n- 1 

If A is of characteristic p. where p is a prime number, i.e .. pc= 0 for all c E A, 
then we have in addition 

(17.3.21) 

(17.3.22) fPVP = p = V/r =IP 

Proof Formulas (17.3.17)-( 17.3.20) are proved in the usual way. It suffices 
to prove them in the case of a characteristic zero ring. and that is done by 
applying wk to both sides and checking that the results are equal. One finds in 
the case of (17.3.17): if n does not divide k, then wk(V 11(a(f11 b))) = 0 and 
wk((V11 a)b) = (wkV 11 a)wk(b) = 0 • wdb) = O; and if 11 does divide k. 

wk(V11(a(f11 b))) = 11wk/n(a(f11 b)) = nwk111(a)wk/n(f11 b) = nwk1,.(a)wdh) 
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and 

wd(V11 a)b)) = wk(V 11 a)wk(b) = nwk111(a)wk(b) 

To check ( 17.3.19) we proceed as follows. Write 

ii= (a 1, ii2 • ii3 , ... ) = (0 .... , 0, a 1• 0. 0, .. ., 0. llz, 0, ... ) 

Then we have 

wk(a) = I da~1d = I du~1c1 
dlk dlk.nld 

So if 11 does not divide k, wk(a) = O; and if n does divide k, we have 

I d~'d = I nja':,1/ 1 = I nja)kfn)/J = nwk 111(a) 
dlk.nld Jl!k/n) il(k/n) 
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To prove ( 17.3.18) first note that 1 1 is the identity element of W(.4) and that 
hence 111 = V11 l = V11 11. Now apply (17.3.17) with 11 = 1 for a and a for h. 

The proof of (17.3.20) is left to the reader. _ 
To prove (17.3.21) and (17.3.22) note that E(A)(1r) = (! - tP) = (! - t)P = 

£(.4 )(p ). So that 1 P = p in W(A) if A is of characteristic p. This proves ( 17.3.22) 
in view of (17.3.18) and frV r= p which always holds (cf. Corollary (17.3.10)). 
Finally, if E(A )(a) = 1 + I c1 t1, then by ( 17.3}2) v-;r;(E(A)(a)) = I + I cft'P 
which by the definition of VP implies that r;(E(A)(a)) = 1 +I cft'. (Note that 
V11 is always injective.) But if A is of characteristic p, 

E(A)(a), aj, a5 • ... ) 
.,_ 

= [l (1 - af't1) = 1 +I cft1 if E(A)(a 1, a2 •.• . ) = I +I c/ 
i= 1 

This proves (17.3.21) because E(A) is an isomorphism. 

• ( 17.3.23) Rem ark The Frobenius operators r; on A( A) are the same as the 
Adams operations '¥ 11 on the Jc-ring A( A); cf. (E.2.1 ). 

17.4 Supernatural quotients of W(A) 

•(17.4.1) Definitions We Jefine a supernatural number 11 as a formal 
expression 

11 = fl p''' 
p 

where p runs through all prime numbers and Y.P EN u {:xi} u {O}. For n EN 
and pa prime number, let vP(n) be the p-valuation of n, i.e., the largest integer k 
such that pk In. Given a supernatural number 11 we define 

N(11) = {11 EN I vr(n) s; CJ.r for all p} 

For example, if p is a fixed prime number and 11 = p"', then N(11) consists of 
all the numbers p', r E N u {OJ. 
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Let n be a supernatural number and A a ring, then we define the set a:"(A) c 

W(A) as 

(17.4.2) a:"(A) = {(a 1, a2 , . •• ) lad= 0 for all d E N(n)} 

• ( 17.4.3) Lemma a:"(A) is an ideal of W(A) for all supernatural numbers n. 

Proof By definition w,,(X) involves only the X d with d In. It follows readily 
from this (by induction) that :E,,(X; Y) and TI 11(X; Y) involve only those X d and 
Yd for which d Jn. This proves the lemma, because also TI 11(X; Y) = 0 
mod(X i. ... , X 11 ). 

• (17.4.4) Definitions For each supernatural number n and ring A, we 
define a ring of Witt vectors W"( A) as 

W.,(A) = W(A)/a:"(A) 

It is easy to check that if </>: A-+ B is a ring homomorphism, then 
W(<f>)a:11(A) c a:11(B), so that W(</>) induces a homomorphism 

W"(<f>): W.,(A)-+ W.,(B) 

making wn into a functor Ring-+ Ring. We shall use en or occasionally en.A to 
denote the canonical (functorial) projection W(A)-+ W"(A). The induced 
projections W"(A)-+ W.n(A) if m Jn are denoted en.m· Bothe" and e"·"' are func
tor homomorphisms between ring-valued functors. 

Now let n E N(11), then because w,J. = w.m, it follows that r.a:lt c a:,. for all 
n E N( 11) (this is proved first for characteristic zero rings and then for all rings, 
as usual). It follows that f 11 : W(A)-+ W(A) induces a homomorphism of rings 
W"(A)-+ W"(A) for all n E N(11) which we shall also denote f 11• (lfn rt N(n), then 
f11 : W"(A)-+ W,,(A) is not defined.) With respect to the V11 we have V 11 a:" c a:. 
for all n E N; and in fact if n rt N(11), then v n W(A) c a:n so that the v n induce 
additive endomorphisms V11 : W"(A)-+ W"(A) for all n EN. But the only inter
esting ones are the V 11 with n E N(11) because V 11 = 0: W"(A)-+ W"(A) if 
n rt N(11). 

In particular if 11 = p00 , then the only Frobenius homomorphisms WP, (A)-+ 
Wpoc(A) are the powers off P and the only nonzero Verschiebung maps are the 
powers of V p· 

• (17.4.5) Description of W"(A) The functor W" enjoys the following 
properties (cf. also Lemma (17.4.9)): 

(i) As a set, W.,(A) = {(ad)d E N<n> I ad E A}. 
(ii) Wn(</>)((ad)) =(</>(ad)). 

(iii) w 11 : W"( A) -+ A is a homomorphism of rings for all n E N ( 11 ). 

(Note that w11 : W,,(A)-+A for n E N(11) is well defined because w11(a 1, ai. ... ) 
" uses" only the ad with d a divisor of n.) 
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And conversely W., is the unique functor Ring-+ Ring that enjoys these 
properties. 

Taking 11 = poc for a fixed prime number p, we obtain, for example, that Wt;,~ 
is the following ring-valued functor; as a set-valued functor 

WP~(A) = {(ap0, aP" aP,, ... )lap, EA} 

for which it is very tempting to write 

WP~(A) = {(b0 , b1, b2 , •.• )Jb; EA} 

and WP,.(<f>)(b0 , b1, •• . ) = (</>(b0 ), </>(bi), ... ) for <f>: A-+ B. The w11 for n E N(p 00
) 

are the w P' which are equal to 

wp,(ap0, aP" aP,, ... ) = ato +pa~',-' + · · · + piaP, 

or in terms of the b0 , b1, ••. 

Wp1(b 0 , b1, b2 , ... ) = bg' + pb1( 1 + · · · + pib; 

which are the" classical" Witt polynomials so that Wr(A) is the (classical) ring 
of Witt vectors of infinite length associated to the prime p. 

• ( 17.4.6) Caveat If n E N is considered as a supernatural number, then 
W,.(A) is not the ring of generalized Witt vectors of length n, i.e., W11(A) is not 
{(a 1, .. ., a11 ) I a; E A} with the Witt addition and multiplication. These 
truncated rings of Witt vectors do not fall under the scheme given above but 
require separate definition. For each n E N, let a:;;(A) 

a:;;{A) = {(ai. a2 , ••• ) E W(A) la;= 0 for i::::: n} 

The a:;;(A) are clearly ideals in W(A) because :E;(X; Y) = 0 mod(X 1, ... , X 11 ; 

Y1, .. ., Y,.) if i::::; n and TI;(X; Y) = 0 mod(X 1, ... , X 11) if i::::; n. We now define 
for each n EN, W;;(A) = W(A)/a:;;(A). These are also functors Ring-+ Ring and 
admit of a similar description as the functors W.,. 

Note that Wp.(A) (no bar!) is the (classical) ring of Witt vectors of length 
n + 1 associated to the prime p. In the literature (e.g., [361]) one often finds the 
notation W..+ 1(A) for this ring (p being understood). 

• (17.4.7) Remarks 

(i) There are natural (surjective) ring homomorphisms WJA)-+ WJA) if 
n;::: m and W(A) = Jim W;;{A). 

(ii) There are also natural surjective ring homomorphisms WP.(A)-+ 
WPm(A) if n;::: m and WP,(A) = Jim Wp.(A). 

• (17.4.8) Teichmuller mapping For all supernatural numbers 11 we define 
a map r: A-+ W"(A) as r(a) = (bd)d E N<n> with bd = 0 if d =I= l and b1 =a. This 
mapping is multiplicative, i.e., r(ab) = r(a)r(b), because w,,(a, 0, 0, ... )w.(b, 0, 
0, ... ) = a"b" = w11(ab, 0, 0, ... ) for all n EN u {O}. 
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The following lemma is often useful in calculations. 

• (17.4.9) Lemma Let a= (ad), b = (bd) be two elements of W.,(A) and sup

pose that for all d E N(11), ad= 0 or bd = 0. Then a+ b =(ad+ hd)· 

Proof It suffices to prove this for characteristic zero rings A. We then have 
fornEN(n) 

wn((ad + bd)) = L d(ad + bd)n/d 
din 

= L (da;jld + db31d) = wn((ad)) + wn((bd)) 
din 

because (ad+ bd)"/d = a;;1d + b;;1d if ad= 0 or bd = 0. This proves the lemma. 

• (17.4.10) Corollary Every element a= (ad) E W"(A) can be written 
(uniquely) as a sum 

dE N(n) 

• ( 17.4.11) Corollary Suppose that A is a perfect field of characteristic p > 0 

and let b = (b0 , b1, •.• ) E WP,(A), then 
00 

b = I 1:(bf-')pi 
i=O 

and this is the unique way of writing b as a sum I 1:(c;)p;. 

Proof This follows from (17.4.10) because f PV P = p = V JP and 
f~(1:(a;_P;)) = 1:(a;-p;)P; = 1:(a;) if A is of characteristic p; cf. (17.3.21). 

• (17.4.12) Valuation Let A be a perfect field of characteristic p > 0. For 

each b = (b0 , h1, •.. ) E WP''' we define v(b) =largest k EN u {O} u {cx:i} such 

that b; = 0 for all i < k. That is, v(h) = cx:i if and only if h = 0, and v(b) = k 

means that h0 = h1 =···=bk- I= 0 and bk =I= 0. We claim that v: WP,(A)--> 

N u {O, co} is a (nonarchimedean exponential) valuation; i.e., that this func
tion satisfies the conditions 

( 17.4.13) v(h)=w = h=O, u(ah) = v(a) + t'(b) 

l'(a + b) > min{v(a), v(b)} 

Of these conditions the first holds by definition, and the third is immediate 

from the definition of v. To prove the second condition we can assume that 

a =I= 0 and h =I= 0 let t'(a) = k, v(b) = /. Then by Corollary (17.4.11) we have 

ab = 1:(af-k)i(bf-')pk+1 + p"+1+1c 

for some element c E Wr., (A). Writing c in the form c =I r(cf-;)pi, we see that 
ab can be written 

00 

ab=1:(aC-")1:(bf-1)pk+'+ I 1:(cr;)pk+1+1+; 
i=O 

which by the uniqueness part of Corollary (17.4.11) means that v(ab) = k + l. 
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• (17.4.14) Corollary ~,,(A) is an integral domain if A is a perfect field of 

characteristic p > 0. 

111 ( 17.4.15) Lemma WP, (A) is complete in the topology induced by the valua

tion v. 

Proof From (17.4.10) and the definition of r we have that 11(h) > k is 

equivalent to the statement that the image of h in H-~,1- ,(A) is zero. The lemma 

now follows from lim WP,(A) = WP, (A). 

1 (17.4.16) Lemma Let A be a field of characteri~tic p > 0 .. T.hen every 

/J E ~,,(A) such that h0 =I= 0 is a unit in H~,, (A). That 1s, b 1s a umt 1f 11(h) = 0. 

Proof Write b = I,:'= 1 1:(c;)p;. Because h0 =I= 0 we have (setting 

d1'=r(hQ"1)) 

a' 11h = l + I 1:(ci)P; 
i::::::l 

Assume that b1"1 E W ,(A) is of the form 1 + Ir;,. r(c;)p;. Let ai"1 = 1 - p;r(c;}, 

then a'"l!Jlkl = 1+L~k+ 1 r(c;)p;. One easily checks (using (1~.4.13)) that the 

sequence (dkldk- ll ·· · d 2ld1J)" is a fundamental sequence, which by (17.4.15) 

converges to an element a E Wp"·(A ). It follows that ah = I. 

111 ( 17.4.17) Proposition Let k be perfect field of characteristic p > 0, let R be 

a complete noetherian local ring with residue field k and let p: R --> k be the 

natural projection. Then there is a unique ring homomorphism </J: .wP" ~k)--> R 

such that p</J = w1 = wP0 : ~v~r(k)--> k. And if Risa discrete valuation rmg ~nd 

p =I= O in R, then Risa free finite WP,(k)-module of rank [R/pR: k]. In particu

lar. if R/pR = k, then R = WP, (k). 

Proof We first prove the uniqueness of </J (if it exists at all). To this end 

recall that for every complete noetherian ring R with residue field k there is a 

unique Teichmliller mapping 1:: k--> R, such that r(x)P = r(xP) for all x Ek (and 

then one also has r(x)i(y) = 1:(xy)). This mapping r is constructed as follows: 

let x Ek, let T(n, x) = {y ER IP(Y) = xr "} and U(n, x) = ll'"l.v E T(n, x)}. 

Then U(n, x) c T(O, x). Further, if z, ::' E U(n, x), then z = ::' mod(111'j/ 1) 

(where 111R is the maximal ideal of R) because::= yr",::'= y'P" with y, y' both i.n 

T(n, x), hence y = y' mod(111R)· Because R is complete and Hausdorff, there 1s 

for every x Ek a unique r(x) ER such that r(x) E U(n, x) for all /1 EN. In case 

R = vv;,,(k), 1: is the Teichmliller mapping of(17.4.8). 

Now suppose that there are two ring homomorphisms </J, </J': Wr, (k)--> R 

such that p</J = p</J' = w1' then by the uniqueness of the Teichmliller mapping 

for R we must have </J(r(x)) = </J'(r(x)) for all x Ek. By Corollary (17.4.11) this 

implies </J = </J'. . 
To prove existence, consider the canonical ring homomorphisms w P": 

Wr,,(R)--> R. If r; E 111R, the maximal ideal of R, then wp,,(r0 , ••• , rn) E 111~ + 1, 
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which means that we have a unique well-defined ring homomorphism if1 .: 
WP.(k)-> R/111'i/ 1 such that the following diagram is commutative 

WP.(R)~R 
lw,.(p) 1 

it;,.(k) ~R/m~+ 1 

(where the right-hand vertical arrow is the canonical projection). Let x: k--> k 
be the homomorphism x 1---+ xP- 1 and define <P. = ifl. o WP.(x"). Then for all 
r0 , _ .. , r. ER 

,/, ( ( •P") ( P")) _ pn + pn- I ... + n 'l'nP'o , ... ,pr. -ro pa1 + pa" (mod(m"+ 1 ) 

It follows-that</>= lim </>,,: WP" (k)-> R exists and is a ring homomorphism with 
the required properties. The remainder of the proposition follows by some 
standard commutative algebra, e.g., [43, Chapter III, Section 2, Corollary 3 of 
Proposition 12 and Proposition 13]. (NB we have already shown directly that 
WP,(Fp) = ZP in Section 15.4; a similar technique works for Wp,(Fq) also; cf. 
Section 25.3.) 

• (17.4.18) Remark Let A,, be the ring of integers of the unramified extension 
of degree n of QP. Then by Hensel's lemma all the p" - 1 roots of unity exist in 
A •. Let r: FP"--> A. be the mapping that takes 0 to 0 and x E F P" to the unique 
(p" - 1 )-th root of unity lying over x. Then r is the Teichmiiller mapping (i.e., 
the unique map commuting with pth powers) and the unique isomorphism <f>: 
WP, (F pn)--> A. which reduces to the identity mod p is 

oc 

</>(xo, x,, x2, . .. ) = I r(xr')pi 
i= 1 

To conclude this section we discuss the one prime number version of the 
isoi;iorphism £1 : W(A)-> !\(A). Choose a prime number p. Let £P: 
r&(G~; A)-> '6'P(G~; A) be the canonical projection from the group of curves 

. in G~ to the group of p-typical curves in G~. Let f3 be the isomorphism 
'h(G~; A)-> !\(A), y(t)1-+ 1 -11(t), and let !\p,(A) = /3('6'p(G~; A)); i.e., if A is 
of characteristic zero, the elements of !\P.,(A) are the power series 1 + a 1 t + 
a2 t2 + · · · such that log( 1 + a 1 t + · · ·) = I c i pi for certain c i E A @ Q, and let 
e~ = /3 P e PP- 1 where f3 P is the restriction of f3 to r6' P( G ~, A). 

Let <l>(y) be the power series in Q [y] 

(17.4.19) <l>(y) = TI ( 1 _ y")!•ln)/n 

lp.n)= 1 

• (17.4.20) Lemma <l>(y) has its coefficients in Z<P>[y]. 

Proof This is part of Lemma (17.2.14). 
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Remark and second proof 

( 17.4.21) 1 - <l>(t) = ep(/io{t)) 

where l'o(t) is the curve y0 (t) = t. 

We now define EA.p: WP, (A)-> ;\P"(A) by the formula 
00 

( 17.4.22) EA.p(a0 , a 1, a2 , .•. ) = TI <l>(a;tP') 
i=O 

• ( 17.4.23) Proposition E.-1.p: WP' (A)--> ;\P, (A) is a functorial isomorphism 
of rings and the diagram 

( 17.4.24) 

is (functorially) commutative. The projection e~.A is a ring homomorphism. 

Proof The right-hand square of (17.4.24) is commutative by the definition 
of i:~.A and f3p· To see that the left-hand square is commutative remark that 

( 17.4.25) 

Indeed by the definition of i;P (cf. (16.3.11)) 

And 

( 17.4.26) 

~ ( P') - ~ 11( n) V f ( pi) ep a;t - L.. -- n n a;t 
(p.n)=I ll 

(;;, 11(n) , 
= I ··-\ .v r,f.(ail) 

(p.n)= 1 n 

(;;, 11(11) n 

= I -- v.v p,(ai1) 
(p.n)= I IJ 

= I ll_(n) a'?t"P' 
1r.11J~ 1 n 

= 1 - TI ( 1 - ait"P' )11(n)/n 

(p.n)= 1 
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if r is not a power of p. Indeed (in the characteristic zero case) log( at') = 

2.:::'~ 1 n- 1 ( -1)"+ 1 t'" and setting all coefficients of non-p-powers zero in log( at') 
hence gives zero if r is not a power of p. By functoriality ( 17.4.26) is also true is 
general. 

Because EA and e;.A are both additive, ( 17.4.25) and ( 17.4.26) together prove 
the ~ommu~ativity of, the left-hand square of (17.4.24). Now iP is surjective (if 
!'(t) 1s_P-t~p1ca!, th~n ep(;i~t)) = 11(t)) so e~.A is surjective, ~hich proves that EA.p 
1s surJect1ve. EA.p 1s add1t1ve because eP, .A' e~.A, and EA are all additive and 
el', .A is surjective. So to prove that EA,p is bijective it suffices to show that 
EA.p(a1, az, ... ) + 1 if (a0 , a1' a2 , ... ) + 0. Let a; be the first coordinate of (a 0 , 

a1, llz, ... )that is nonzero, then EA.p(a0, a1' a2, ... ) = (1 - a;tP') mod tP'-'. 
Further, to check that e;.A preserves multiplication it suffices to check that 
s,,(e;.A) does so for all 11 (and characteristic zero rings A). But as is easily 
checked 

(17.4.27) s,,(e;.A) = 0 

Sp;(e;,A) =SI'; 

if 11 is not a power of p 

for i = 0, 1, 2, ... 

!his proves that e~.A is multiplicative: in addition t:~ .. 4(1 - t) = <l>(t) is the 
umt element of A.E' (A) by ( 17.2.14), so that t:;.A is a ring homomorphism. This 
a.lso proves that ~A.f' is a ring homomorphism because el', .A' EA, and r.;.A are 
rmg homomorphisms and t:P, .A is surjective. 

17.5 The "classical" Artin-Hasse exponential series 

Here we define the "classical" Artin-Hasse exponential series as it is defined 
in, e.g., Whaples [ 438]. This mapping is a lift of the isomorphism E A.p of 
( 17.4.24 ). We use again the power series 

(17.5.1) <l>(y) = n (1 - y")µ(n)/n 
(p,n): l 

which according to Lemma ( 17.4.20) has its coefficients in z,p>· 
Now let A be a perfect field of characteristic p > 0. Every element of W , (A) 

can be written uniquely as a sum: P 

(17.5.2) (bo. b1, ... ) = b = 2.: r(hr'Jpi 
i=O 

One now defines the Artin-Hasse exponential mapping EA.p: WP, (A)-> 
i\.(Wp,(A)) by the formula 

CJj 

(17.5.3) EA.p(b, t) = n (<l>(r(br')t})P' 
i=O 
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• (17.5.4) Proposition The mapping EA.p: ~¥;,,(A)-> i\.(Wp,(A)) is a homo
morphism of the abelian groups underlying the rings WP,(A) and A.(~,,(A)) 
and EA.p is also multiplicative (i.e., E(ab, t) = E(a, t) * E(h, t), E(a + b, t) = 

E(a, t}E(b, t), E(O, t) = 1, E(-a, t) = E(a, tf 1). 

• ( 17.5.5) Remark EA.p is not a homomorphism of rings WP, (A)-> 
A(~,, (A)); it does not preserve unit elements. 

Indeed,£(( 1, 0. 0, ... )) = n(ll,p): I (I - t")'''")/n and if p + 2, one easily checks 
that n'"·P>~ 1 ( 1 - t11 )1«•>1• = 1 - t - !t2 mod{r3) in z,P>[t ]. But the unit element 
of A{~" {A)) is I - t, so that E does not map the unit element of WP, (A) to the 
unit element of A( WP, (A)). The reason for this is that EA.p is in fact a homomor
phism of rings WP_(A)--->A.P,(~,,(A)), but as we have seen (cf. Corollary 
(17.2.17)) the inclusion A.v.(Wp,(A)) c A.(~1 ,(A)) is not a homomorphism of 
rings. 

• ( 17.5.6) Remark For the moment EA.p is also only defined for perfect char
acteristic p fields A. We shall later see however (cf. Propositions {17.6.25) and 
(17.6.26)) that there is a mapping EA.p: H·~.,(A)---> i\.(Wp,(A)) with the proper
ties listed in (17.5.4) for all Z<P(algebras A compatible with the homomor
phisms WP,(cf>) and A.(Wp,(cf>)) induced by ring homomorphisms cf>: A-> B. 
Thus we have a morphism of functors EP: WP,(-)--->i\.(WP,(-). 

• (17.5.7) Addendum (to Proposition (17.5.4)) EA.p maps wp.,(A) into 
i\.p,(A) (as is shown by (17.5.9)) and the following diagram is (functorially) 
commutative 

so that EA.v is so to speak a lift of the isomorphism E A.p· (All arrows in the 
diagram above with the exception of the inclusion on the right are ring 
homomorphisms.) 

•(17.5.8) Proof of Proposition (17.5.4) Wv,(A)isofcharacteristiczero 
(Proposition (17.4.17)); so to prove the relations E(ab, t) = E(a, t) * E(b, t), 
E(a +b. t) = E(a, t)E(b, t), E(O, t) = 1, E(-a, t) = E(a, tf 1, it suffices to 
prove that the composed maps 

satisfy the corresponding identities. 
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We calculate 
00 

(17.5.9) log(E(b, t)) = I pi log(<l>(r(br ')t)) 
i=O 

=.I pi I p(s)log(l - r(bf-')5t') 
1=0 (s,f>)"' I S 

00 • 11(s) ·x 1 
= - L p' L . L r(bf-')sktsk 

i = 0 (s.p) = I S k = I k 

~ i ~ " 11(s). (b _,) = - L.,. p L.,. L.,. - T I! 't' 
i = 0 r:::::: 1 s[r r ' 

(s.p)= I 
(f.) x 

= - L Pi I P- 1r(bir')P'tP' 
i=O l=O 

where for last equality we have used that 

L ii(s) = r 1s not a power o p lo if · f 

cs.p)= 1 1 if r is a power of p 
sir 

From ( 17.5.9) we find that 

d 00 00 . 

(17.5.10) -t dt log(E(b, t)) = i~O l~O p'r(bf-'jP'tP' 

Now because p = V /.P and f P(c0, c 1, ... ) = (cg, c1;, ... ) and r is 
multiplicative, 

pir(bf-')P' = (Q, 0, ... , 0, bf', 0, ... , Q, ... ) 

with bf' in the (i + l)th spot. Using (17.4.9), we see that 
rx_· 

(17.5.11) " i (bP- ')P' - (bP' bP' bP' ) - fl (/ ) ~pr i - o' 1, 2, ... - p.J 
i=O 

So we see that sn ° E = 0 if n is not a power of p and sP, •· E = f~: WP, (A)-> 
WP" (A). The zero map and the ring homomorphisms f~ all satisfy the required 
properties. This concludes the proof of (17.5.4). 

•(17.5.12) The next things we want to do is to define a ring homomorphism 
L\A: W(A)-> W(W(A)) which generalizes the Artin-Hasse exponential mapping 
in the sense that the following diagram is commutative 
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where all the unlabeled arrows are induced by the natural projectors 
W(.4)-> WP, (A), and whereep: rr,(G;;;; W(A))-> <6(G;;;; W(A)) is the _composite 
of the projection "make curves p-typical" i; P: <(,'(Gm; W(A))-> <CP(G ;;;, W(A)) 
and the inclusion '6P(G;;;, W(A))-> <&(G;;;, W(A)), and where f~ = {Jtpfr 1 

(with f3 the isomorphism ;•(t) ,__. 1 - 11(t)). 
This will be done in 17.6. 

17.6 The functor homomorphism L\: W(-)-> W(W(-)) 

To define this functor homomorphism of ring functors we use a series of 
lemmas. 

• (17.6.1) Lemma Let A be a characteristic zero ring with endomorphisms 
</Jp: A-> A for all prime numbers p such that </Jp(a) = aP mod pA for all a EA. 
Let an E A for 11 E N be a series of elements such that for all n and p 

( 17 .6.2) </J p( an) = a,.P mod(p"p(n) + 1) 

where (as usual) vP(n) =kif 11 = pkm with m EN, (111, p) = 1. Then there exist 
unique elements b1, b2, ... ,EA such that wn(b) =an for all 11 EN. 

Proof Let E: W(A)-> A(A) be the isomorphism of (17.2.7). Then 
w,.(b) = an for all 11 is the same ass,. E(b) = a,. for all 11, which, using the isomor
phism {3: 'CP(G;;;; A)~ A(A), y(t)e-> 1 - y(t), is in turn the same thing as 

00 

( 17 .6.3) f(l - E(b)) = I 11- 1a11 tn = g(t) 
n= 1 

where 

( 17 .6.4) f(X) =loge;;, (X) = x + r 1x 2 + r 1x 3 + ... 
So what we have to prove is thatf- 1(g(1)) has integral coefficients. Now.f(X), 
as a power series over A, satisfies the functional equation 

.f(X) - p- 1(</JP)* f(XP) E A[X]@Z!Pl 

Let g(t) = I;;c= 1 11- 'an tn. then apn = </Jp(an) mod(p"r!nl+ 1 ) means precisely that 

(17.6.5) 

So the functional equation lemma combined with sublemma (17.6.6) below 
says that r 1(g(t)) is indeed integral. fThe condition </Jp(a) =a mod pA is of 
course one of the prerequisites for the functional equation lemma to be appli
cable. Exercise: give a direct proof using wnp(X) = w,.(XP) mod(p"r!nJ+ 1 ).) 

• ( 17.6.6) Sublemma Let A be a characteristic zero ring. Then if b E A@ Q 
is in A@ z(p) for all primes p, then b E A. 

Proof Since b is in A@ Q, we can write bas b = 11- 1 x with x E A, n EN. 
Write /1 as a product pm = 11 with pa prime number. Because b E Zcrl@ A, we 
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can also write bas b = 1- 1 y with I EN, (1, p) = 1. Because (1, p) = 1, there are 
r, s E Z such that rp + sl = L We have b = n- 1x = 1- 1 y, hence Ix= 11y and 
six = s11y and x = s11y + rpx, i.e., x is divisible by p, so that we can also write 
b = n- 1x with x E A, n E N, n < 11. Continuing in this way we see that 
b EA. Q.E.D. 

There is also a one prime version of Lemma ( 17.6.1 ), which we state without 
proof. (The proof being virtually identical.) 

• (17.6.7) Lemma Let p be a fixed prime number. Let A be a ring without 
p-torsion with an endomorphism <PP: A --> A such that <P p(a) = aP mod(pA) for 
all a E A. Let ap0, a Pi, •.• be a series of elements of A such that </Jp(ap,) =a p••, 
mod(pi + 1 A). Then there are unique elements b Po' b P" ... , E A such that 
wp.(b) = aP" for all II E N u {O}. 

• (17.6.8) Lemma Let A be a characteristic zero ring with endomorphisms 
</Jn: A--> A for all n EN such that </> 1 = id and <Pn<Pm =</>nm and such that 
</Jp(a) = aP mod(pA) for all prime numbers p and a E A. Then there exists a 
unique homomorphism of rings D A: A--> W(A) such that wn ° D A= </Jn for all 
n EN. 

Proof Take a E A and set an= <Pn(a). Then we have </J P(an) = anpso we can 
apply Lemma (17.6.1) to find unique b1, b2 , ... , EA such that wn(b) =an. We 
define D(a) = (b 1, b2 , ... ), then obviously wn D = </Jn· Because A is of character
istic zero, to prove that D is a homomorphism of rings it suffices to check that 
the wn D = <Pn are homomorphisms of rings, which they are by 
hypothesis. Q.E.D. 

The one prime version of Lemma (17.6.8) is 

• ( 17.6.9) Lemma Let p be a fixed prime number and let A be a ring without 
p-torsion and with an endomorphism </Jp: A--> A such that <P p(a) = aP mod(pA) 
for all a EA. Then there is a unique homomorphism of rings: DP: A-> Wpoc·(A) 
such that wP" o D = <P; for all n E N u {O). 

We now want to apply Lemmas (17.6.8) and (17.6.9) to construct homomor
phisms of rings ~A: W(A)--> W(W(A)) and ~A.p: Wpoo(A)--> Wpoo(Wpoo(A)). The 
role of the endomorphisms <P. will be played by the Frobenius endomorphisms 
fn. So to apply ( 17.6.8) and ( 17.6.9) we need to show that f P satisfies f P(a) = aP 
mod pW(A) for a E W(A). 

• (17.6.10) Lemma Let A be any ring and p a prime number. Then 
fp(a 1, a2 , .. . ) = (a 1, a2 , .. • )P mod(pW(A)) for all (a 1, a2 , .. • ) E W(A) and 
fp(a0 , a1, a2 , ••• ) = (a0 , a1, a2 , ••• )P mod(pWpoc•(A)) for all (a0 , a1, a2 , ..• ) E 

WP,,(A). 

Proof The second statement of the lemma follows from the first because 
W(A)--> Wpx(A) is a surjective ring homomorphism. To prove the first state-
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ment we first consider the ring A= Z[X 1, X 2 , ... ] and the element 
X = (X 1• X 2 .... ) E W(Z[X 1• X 2 , ... ]).We define elements 

c,.(X) E Q[X 1• X 2· ... ] 

as 

c,.(x) = p- 1w,,(f,,(X)) - p- 1w,,(X)P 

and we are going to prove that 

( 17.6.11) 

( 17.6.12) 

<P,,c,.(X) = c,,,,(X) mod(p''r1111 + 1Z[X 1• X 2 .... ]) 

cm(X) E Z( X 1' X 2 , ... ] for all m E N. 

where </>,,: Z[X 1· X 2 •••. ] --> Z[X 1, X 2 •... ] is the homomorphism Xie-> Xf, 
i = 1, 2, .... To prove (17.6.12) we write 

cm(X) = P- 1 wm(fp(X)) - p- 1wm(X)P 

= p- 1 (wmp(X) - wm(X)P) E Z[X I• X 2• ... ] 

because wmp(X) = wm(XP) mod p by (17.1.6) and w"'(X)1' = w"'(XP) mod p. 

To prove (17.6.11) we use again (17.1.6); that is, 

We find 

(17.6.13) 

Now 

so that 

wnr(X) = w.(XP) mod(p'' 1<•l+ 1Z[X 1, X 2 .... ]) 

cnp(X) = p- 1w,.P(f,,(X)) - p- 1w,.P(X)P 

= p- 1(w,.,,,(X) - w,.r(X)P) 

=: p- 1{wn,,(X), X~ ... . ) - w,,p(X 1, X 2, ... )P) 

mod(p'·r1• 1+ 1Z[X 1, X 2 , ... ]) 

(17.6.14) w,.r(X 1• X 2 • ... )r = w,.(Xf, X~, ... )P mod(p''rlnl+ 2z(X 1, X 2 , ... ]) 

Putting (17.6.13) and (17.6.14) together, we find mod(p''r111l+ 1Z[X 1, X 2 , ... ]) 

c,,"(X) = p- 1{w,.,,(Xf, X!;, .. . ) - (w,,(Xf, X~ .. .. })P} 

= cn(X~, X~ . ... ) = </Jpc,,(X) 

which proves the assertion (17.6.11). We can now apply Lemma (17.6.1) to 
conclude that there are b 1(X), b2 (X) .... , E Z(X 1, X 2 , ... ] such that 

pwn(b1 (X), ... , bn(X)) = wn(fp(X) - X • X • · · · • X) 
---·v ---

r-t1ml:~ 
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This proves the lemma for A= Z[X 1, X 2, ... ] and X E W(A). The general 
case follows immediately because for every ring A and every (a 1, ai. ... ) E 
W(A), there is a (unique) homomorphism <fJ: Z[X 1, X 2 , .. . ]->A such that 

W(</J)(X) = (a 1, a2, .. . ), viz the homomorphism defined by Xii--> a;. 

(17.6.15) Definition of the vectors of polynomials ~(n)(X)E 
W(Z[ X i. X 2 , ... ]). As before, let X E W(Z[ X 1, X 2 , ..• ]) be the element 
X = (X 1• X 2 , X 3 , .•. ). We consider the elements f. X where f. is the Frobenius 
homomorphism W(Z[Xi. X 2 , ••• ])-> W(Z[X 1 , X 2 , ••• ]). 

By (17.6.10) and (17.6.1) there are unique elements ~(n)(X) E 
W(Z[Xi.X 2 , ••• ]) such that w.(~(l)(X), ...• ~(n)(X))=f.X. We now 
define a map ~4 : W(A)-> W(W(A)) for all rings A by setting 

(17.6.16) ~4(a 1 , a2, . .. ) = (~(l)(a 1 , a2, . .. ), ~(2)(a 1 , a2, ... ), ... ) 

This defines a morphism of functors ~: W(-) -> W( W(-)) (because the ~ 4 are 
defined in terms of universal polynomials). If A is a characteristic zero ring, 
then ~A Satisfies W 11 ~A = fn SO that ~A coincides With the ring homomorphism 
DA defined by Lemma (17.6.8) with <P. = r •. This proves that ~A is a ring 
homomorphism for characteristic zero rings and hence that ~4 is a ring homo
morphism for all rings A by the usual trick. So we have 

• ( 17 .6.17) Theorem There is a unique functormorphism of ring-valued 
functors ~: W(-) .... W( W(-)) such that w,. ~ = r. for all n E N. 

More generally. if 111 and 11 are a pair of supernatural numbers and all primes 
p E N(11) that are not in N(111) are invertible in A, then we can define a unique 
multiplication preserving homomorphism of group valued functors 

such that 

if n E N(11)\N(111) 

if nEN(11)nN(111) 

and, as we shall see, ~n. 111 is a homomorphism of ring-valued functors if and 
only ifN(11) c N(111) (and in that case there is no condition on A). 

Given a set of prime numbers S we define Z(SJ as the ring of all r E Q of the 
form r =PI;'··· p;;•n with p 1, ...• Ps¥ S; i 1, .•• , i 5 E N and n E Z. Note that 
Z 11 vn = Z(vl· the integers localized at p and Z10i = Z if 0 is the empty set. To 
define the ~11 • 4 • 111 we need the following "relative" version of Lemma (17.6.1). 

• (17.6.18) Lemma Let 11 and nt be two supernatural numbers and let 
S = S( 11, 111) = {p Ip is a prime number in N( 11)\N( 111)}. Let A be a Z 15ralgebra 
of characteristic zero with endomorphisms <PP: A-> A for all prime numbers 
p E N( 111) such that </Jp(a) = aP mod(pA) for all a E A. Let a,. for 11 E N( 11) be a 
set of elements of A such that a,.P =a,. mod(p••,,(n)+ 1 A) for all n E N(11) and 
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prime numbers p E N(111). Then there exist unique elements h,. EA for 11 E N(11) 
such that w,.(h) = a. for all 11 E N( 11). 

Proof Very similar to the proof of Lemma ( 17.6.1 ); exercise. The first 
application of ( 17.6.18) is 

• (17.6.19) Lemma Let p be a prime number, then p is invertible in 
W(Z[p- 1]). 

Proof We need to find b1, b2 , .•. , E Z[p- 1] such that w,.(h) = p- 1 for all 
n EN. We apply Lemma (17.6.18) with 

11 = n q"' and 
q pnme 

111 = n qoo 
cJ prime 
q'/'p 

</Jq = id for all prime numbers q E N(111), and a.= p- 1 for all 11 EN. 

• ( 17.6.20) Lemma Let 11 and 111 be two supernatural numbers and let 
S = S( 11, 111) = {p Ip is a prime number and p E N( 11)\N( 111)}. Then for every 
Z(51-algebra A of characteristic zero, there exists a unique homomorphism of 
abelian groups 

such that 

\
0 

w ~ = n 11 • .4..m f 
II 

if 11 E N( 11)\N( 111) 

if 11 E N(11) n N(111) 

This homomorphism preserves multiplication. 

Proof It follows from Lemma (17.6.19) that W(A) is aZ 15ralgebra if A is a 
z(S)-algebra. Choose a E W.n(A). Now apply Lemma (17.6.18) with <Pp= fp for 
all prime numbers p E N(111), a 11 = 0 if 11 E N(11)\N(111) and a 11 = f 11 a for 
11 E N(11) n N(111), to find ~11 .. 4 •111(a). The map ~n.A.m is a homomorphism of 
abelian groups and preserves multiplication because the maps f 11, n E N( 11) n 
N ( 111) and 0 have these properties. Q.E.D. 

We now define the elements ~ 11 • 111(11)(X)E W,11(Z 151[X;liEN(111)]) for 
11 E N(11) by 

(~n.m(n)(X)) 11 e N(n) = ~n . .4.m(X) 

with A=Zl51[XiliEN(111)], X=(X;)ieN(l11J· Using these polynomials, one 
defines a multiplication preserving homomorphism of abelian groups 

~11 • .4.111: W.n(A)-> W,,(W,11(A)) 

for all Z(S)-algebraS by the formula 

~n.A,m(a) = (~n.m(n)(a))" e N(n) 
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By uniqueness this coincides with the definition of Ll,,.A. 111 in Lemma ( 17.6.20) 
in case A is of characteristic zero. 

• ( 17.6.21) Theorem Let 11 and 111 be two supernatural numbers and 
S = S(11, 111) = {p IP is a prime number and p E N(11)\N(111)]. Then there exists a 
unique multiplication preserving functor homomorphism of abelian group 
,1 11 _111 : it;.,(-)-> it;,(tt--;11(- 1). where both ring-valued functors are restricted to 

the subcategory Algz,." c Ring, such that 

. - JO 
"'111111.111 - 'r 

I" 

if 11 E N(11)\N(111) 
if 11 E N(11) n N(111) 

• ( 17.6.22) Addendum The following diagram commutes if it I 11 

lt;J4 )---+W;,( it;,,( A)) 

11 l 
lt;11 { A)---+ W,~ lt;11 ( A)) 

• ( 17.6.23) Corollary There exists a unique homomorphism of ring valued 
functors Ring-> Ring. L'l 11 • 11 : it;,(A)-> it;,(H<1(A)) such that 

11EN(11) 

• ( 17.6.24) Caveat If 111 I 111, then the diagram of functor morphisms 

"'" '" ( ( ) W:11(- )--+it;, 1¥,,, - ) 

1 ""·'" l W,,(.: ... m) 
W,,-,(-)~lt;,(Wn;(-)) 

commutes if and only if N( 11)\N( 111) = N( 11)\N( 111). This is in particular the case 

if 11 I 111. 

Proofs The proofs of ( 17.6.21)-(17.6.24) are standard (by now) and are left 
to the reader. 

• ( 17.6.25) Proposition The following diagram is commutative 

Proof Immediate from ( 17.6.22) and ( 17.6.24 ). 
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•(17.6.26) Proposition Let p be a prime number and A a perfect field of 
characteristic p > 0. Then the following diagram is commutative 

,.,. 
tt--;,, (A)-W(WP, (A))~ fw,. <Al 

£4.p - ~ 

W,, (A)~<t;, (~,·J::'l.)_,., '"·• • A(W,,,~;;~: .. «1 

E' r ---- -----------. . .. i\P. (Wp,(A)) 

(where we have used that the image of EA.p is in fact in Ap( WP" (A)); cf. Adden
dum ( 17.5.7), and where the horizontal arrows are the appropriate L'l 
homomorphisms). 

Proof In view of ( 17.6.22), ( 17.5.7), and ( 17.4.24) it suffices to show that the 
upper triangle is commutative. To do this we recall that 

JO 
s11 (EA.p) = \ f~ 

if 11 is not a power of p 

if 11 = p1, I = 0, L 2, ... 

(cf. (17.5.8)). On the other hand s11 Ewr'<Al = w11 by Proposition (17.2.9) and 

A, I 0 if 11 is not a power of p 
WnL\ = \ flp I if n = p, I = 0, L 2, ... 

This shows that s11EA,p = s11Ew , <Al!l' for all 11 EN and hence proves the com
mutativity of the upper triangfe of the diagram above. 

• (17.6.27) Remark Proposition (17.6.26) shows that the Artin-Hasse ex
ponential £ 4 _,, of Section 17.5 can indeed be extended to a functor morphism 

Wr. (-)--> i\(Wp,(-)). 

• ( 17.6.28) Remark The following two diagrams are functorially 
commutative 

Proof The first diagram is commutative by the definition of L'l. The com
mutativity of the second diagram is proved as usual by composing with the 
11-,,.A: W(A)--> A. 

•( 17.6.29) Remark Identifying A(A) with W(A) and A(A(A)) with W(W(A)), 

the Artin-Hasse exponential gives us a homomorphism of rings !\(A)-> 
i\(J\(A)). This is the canonical ring homomorphism .L, defined by the A.
operations on !\(A). See (E.2.1). 
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E.2 Bibliographical and Other Notes 

(E.2.1) Note on .le-rings, Adams operations, and Artin-Hasse exponen
tials A pre-A.-ring (called A.-ring in [15, 152, 154]) is a commutative ring R with 
identity 1 and a set of maps An: R-> R, n E N u {O} such that for all x, y E R, (i) 
A.0 (x) = 1, (ii) A. 1(x) = x, (iii) A.n(x + y) = L~=o A.'(x)A.n-'Cv). 

Examples are, e.g., the rings K(M) (clas$es of vector bundles over the space M), 
K6 (M) (Ga compact Lie group), R(G), the complex representation ring ofa finite group. 
In all these cases the }.-operations are induced by exterior powers. 

Let A be any ring, /\(A) the ring 1 + tA[t] constructed and studied in Section 17.2. 
Using symmetric functions as in (17.2.1) we define .le-operations on /\(A) by the formula 

00 

f(t)=l+a 1 t+a2 t 2 + .. ·= L (1-U) 
i= 1 

A.'.f(r) = n (1 - ~ •• ~., ... ~ • .rl 
i1 <···<i, 

One easily checks that /\(A) with these A-operations is a pre-).-ring. Let RI> R 2 be two 
pre-A.-rings. A ring homomorphism </J: R 1 -> R 2 is called a homomorphism of pre-A.
rings if </J , A.1 = A.1 0 </J for all i E N u {O}. If R is a pre-A.-ring, then L ,: R-> /\(R), 
XH 1 -A. 1(x)t + A. 2(x)t 2 - A. 3 (x)t 3 + ... is a homomorphism of abelian groups; R is 
called a A.-ring if A._, is a homomorphism of pre-A.-rings. (These are called special .le-rings 
in [15, 152, 154].) The examples K(X), K6 (X), R(G) are all .le-rings; and so is /\(A) [154]. 

Adams operations Let R be a pre-A.-ring. We define operations '1'1: R-> R by the 
formula 

I• . • d 
1~1 'l''(x)t' = -t dtlog(L,(x)) 

Then the '1'1: R-> R, the Adams operations, satisfy '1' 1(x) = x. 'l'n(x + y) = 'l'n(x) + 
qin(y) for all x, y E R. 

Theorem 1 Let R be a torsion free pre-A.-ring. Define the '1'1 as above. Suppose that 
'1'1( 1) = 1, 'P1(xy) = 'P1(x )'l''(y), '1'1('Pi(x)) = 'P'i(x) for all x, y E R, i, j E N. Then R is a 
A-ring. (Cf. [224, p. 49] for a proof.) 

Theorem 2 Let A be a ring, qin the Adams operations on /\(A) and f~ the Frobenius 
endomorphisms of /\(A) (cf. 17.3). Then qin = f~ for all n EN. 

Proof Because qin and f~ are both additive and continuous and /\(A) is HausdorlT, 
it suffices to check that 'l'n( 1 - xtm) = f~( 1 - xtm) for all x E A, 11, m E N. Let A' => A be 
such that we can write 1 - xtm = ni"= 1 (1 - }'; t) with y1 EA'. Both qin and f~ being 
functorial, we see that it suffices to check that 'l'n(l - yt) = f~(l - yt) for ally EA' 

(because /\(A)-> /\(A') is injective if A-> A' is injective). Now A.'(1 - yt) = 0 ifi > 1 and 
A 1(1 - yt) = l - yt, where A.' is the ith .le-operation on /\(A') (cf. the defining formula 
above). Hence 'l'n(l - yt) = (1 - yt) • ... • (1 - yt) (n times); i.e., 'Pn(l - yt) = 1 -
ynt = f~( l - yt ). This proves the theorem. 

An immediate corollary is that the /\(A) are .le-rings (by Theorem 1 ). By definition 
qin =Sn' A._,, Hence, recalling that Sn · E = w., we find that under the canonical iso-
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morphisms /\(-) ::o W(-) and /\(/\(-)) ::o W(W(-)) the Artin-Hasse exponential ~": 
W( A)-> W( W(A )) (which is characterized by w., ~" = f..) corresponds to the canonical 
homomorphism of }.-rings L,: /\(A)-> /\(/\(A)). 

Remarks 

(i) The reader familiar with .le-rings will have noticed that there are a couple minus 
signs in our formulas above where one is used to plus signs. These are caused by the fact 
th-at we defined the ring structure on /\(A) in such a way that 1 - t is the unit element 
(rather than 1 + r). A transformation t >--> -t will put everything right. 

(ii) }.-rings were first defined by Grothendieck [152] in an algebraic-geometric 
setting: they were first used in group theory by Atiyah and Tall [15]. For more material 
on }.-rings. cf. also [32] (besides the references already mentioned). 

(E.2.2) Universality properties of the functors AH /\(A), A>--> W(A) The 
rings and groups /\(A) also have certain universality properties. To state these let /\A: 
Alg .. -> Ring be the functor that assigns to every A-algebra B the ring /\(B).We also use 
;\ 1 for the functor AlgA-> Group, i.e., the composite of the ring-valued functor A .. with 
the forgetful functor Ring-> Group. Let D A: Alg.4 -> Set be the functor that assigns to 
every A-algebra B the set B. Finally, let A..4 : D.4 -> /\ 4 be the functor morphism that takes 
h E B to I - bt E /\(B). One now has 

(i) for every receptive group functor G: AlgA-> Group and functor morphism 
/l E Alg4Set(D .. , G) such that 11(0) = I E G(A), there is a unique functor morphism 
,. E AlgAGroup(/\_., G) such that 11 = vAA; 

(ii) for every ring functor G: Alg .. -> Ring such that the underlying group functor of 
G is receptive and every functor morphism p E Alg.4Set(D.4 , G) such that p(O) = 0 E 

G(A). p(I) = 1EG(A)andµ(ab)=11(a)11(b)foralla,b EBE Alg 4 , there exists a unique 
functor morphism v: Alg_4 Ring(/\_., G) such that p = vA. ... 

Here receptivity is a certain technical condition and if C and D are two categories, 
then CD denotes the category with as objects all functors C-> D and as morphisms all 
functor morphisms </J: F-> G between functors F, G: C-> D. 

The universality property (i) is very much related to Cartier's first theorem. which we 
shall discuss later in Chapter V, Section 27.1. 

For more details concerning these universality properties and the notion of "receptiv
ity," cf. [95. Chapter V, Section 5, nos. 1 and 2]. 

In addition to the universality properties (i) and (ii) the functor /\ has the categor
ically curious property of being right ad joint to the forgetful functor A-Ring-> Ring. That 
is. there is a functorial isomorphism 

Ring(S, A)~ A-Ring(S, /\(A)) 

SE A-Ring, A E Ring. Note that in the formula above/\ appears on the right, while in the 
universality properties (i) and (ii) /\ appears on the left. For a proof of this right 
adjointness property of A>--> /\(A), cf. [224, p. 20]. 

(E.2.3) Notes on Section 16 The notion of curves and p-typical curves in a 
formal group is due to Cartier [65] and so are the definitions of the operators (a). f.,, V "' 
the decomposition theorem ( 16.4.18 ), and the definition of the projector i;r· Cartier 
defined the big Witt vectors W(A) via /\(A), i.e., practically as curves in G;,;(X, Y); cf. 
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(64]. Ever since the interpretation of <f,'(F; A) as a group of Witt-like vectors with 
associated Witt polynomials nlli~· has been a folklore sort of fact. Lately this has at
tracted the attention of some topologists ((136; 203, part III]), c[ also B.42 below for 
applications of this observation, which also holds for higher dimensional F(X, Y); c[ 
(508]. 

(E2.4) Notes on Section 17 For Section 17. I have made use of Cartier's notes 
(64, 68, and 70]. Bergman [29], Serre (361], and Knutson (224]. The definition and 
characterization oft.A: W(-)-> W(W(-·)) comes from (68], as does the rather crucial 
lemma ( 17.6. I). Cartier attributes this lemma to Dwork and Dieudonne. And indeed. as 
is apparent from the proofs we have given, the three lemmas (2.3.3) (Dieudonne [ 113]). 
(2.3.4) (Dwork (137]), and (17.6.1) (Cartier (68]) are very closely related. A proof of 
Lemma ( 17.6.1) and a treatment oft.A along the lines of(68] can also be found in (256]. 

The notion of a supernatural number is due to Tate. 
The proof of Witt's Theorem ( 17.4.17) given above is due to Cartier (cf. (94]) which is 

where I found it. 

CHAPTER IV 

HOMOMORPHISMS, ENDOMORPHISMS, 
AND THE CLASSIFICATION OF 

FORMAL GROUPS BY 
POWER SERIES METHODS 

As in Chapter III all formal group laws in this chapter will be commutative. 

18 Definitions and Preliminary Elementary Results. 
Survey of Chapter IV 

18.1 Isomorphisms 

Let F(X, Y) and G(X. Y) be formal group laws over a ring A with index sets 
I and J, respectively. A homomorphism a(X): F(X. Y)-> G(X, Y) is a J-tuple of 
power series in the indeterminates ){;, i E /, such that the '"monomials have 
finite support" condition of Chapter IL Section 9.6 holds, such that a!X) = 0 
mod( degree I) and such that 

(18.1.1) a(F(X. Y)) = G(Y.(X), a( Y)) 

The homomorphism a(X) is an isomorphism if J(a). the Jacobian matrix ofa, is 
invertible: a(X) is a strict isomorphism if J(a) is the identity matrix (of the 
appropriate size). (Recall that J(a) is defined by a(X) = J(a)X mod( degree 2).) 

Of course the homomorphism Y.(X) is an isomorphism iff there is an inverse 
homomorphism {J(X): G(X. Y)-> F(X. Y) such that o:(X)' {J(X) =id and 
/i(X) a(X) =id. We use FGA to denote the category of formal group laws 
over A. 

1(18.1.2) Universal strict isomorphisms The first topic we take up in 
Chapter IV is the construction of some universal strict isomorphisms, notably a 
strict isomorphism '.Y.v.T(X): Fv(X, Y)-> Fv.r(X, Y). As in the case of universal 
formal group laws, the importance of ·:Xv_ 7f\') does not lie in the fact of its 
existence-a trivial matter-but in the fact that the underlying ring is a free 
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ring of (commutative) polynomials Z[V, T] = Z[ ... , V,,(i,j), T,,(i,j), . . .]. The 
precise statement concerning O(v. r(X) is 

I (18.l.3) Theorem Let O((X): F(X, Y)-> G(X, Y) be a strict isomorphism of 
p-typical r-dimensional formal group laws over a ring A and suppose that A is 
a Z(rl-algebra or that A is of characteristic zero. Then there is a unique homo
morphism <f>: Z[V; T]-> A such that 

</>*Fv(X, Y) = F(X, Y), 

I (18.l.4) Thus, so to speak, O(v.r(X) is the most general strict isomorphism 
possible. More precisely, since F v. 1-(X, Y) is a p-typical formal group law over 
Z[V, T], there exists a unique homomorphism i/J: Z[V]-> Z[V, T] such that 
'tJv(X, Y) = Fv,r(X, Y) (by the universality of Fv(X, Y) over Z[V]). Let 
V,, = I/I*( V,,), then the coefficients of the matrices V,. are polynomials in the 
Tm(i, j), V"'(i, .i) with m :s; n. These polynomials describe the most general pos
sible variation of p-typical formal group laws within a given strict isomorphism 
class. (And, for applications in algebraic topology, it is interesting and 
profitable to note that in the one dimensional case V; f-> V; is identifiable with 
the right unit homomorphism l'/R: BP(pt)-> BP *(BP) of the Hopf algebra 
BP *(BP) of Brown-Peterson homology (co)operations.) 

In Section 19.3 we discuss some recursion formulas for the V". If these 
formulas are manageable, then they ought to give some classification results; 
and in 19.4 we show that they are indeed manageable, at least to the point that 
they give a new proof of Lazard's theorem that the one dimensional formal 
group laws over a separably closed field of characteristic p > 0 are classified by 
their heights. (For the notion of height, see (18.3.1}-(18.3.4).) 

18.2 Homomorphisms and endomorphisms 

Now let F(X, Y) and G(X, Y) be (finite dimensional) formal group laws over 
a characteristic zero ring A and let f (X) and g(X) be their logarithms. Now 
every homomorphism of the n-dimensional ~dditive group G~{X, Y) over 
A ® Q to the m-dimensional additive group G~(X, Y) over A ® Q is of the 
form O((X) = aX where a is some m x n matrix with coefficients in A® Q. It 
follows that every homomorphism /J(X): F(X, Y)-> G(X, Y) is necessarily of 
the form 

{18.2.1) {J(X) = g- 1 (af (X)), 

so that the calculation of HomA(F(X, Y), G(X, Y)) boils down to finding out 
which m x n matrices a are such that g- 1 (af (X)) has all its coefficients in A. 
Now suppose that g(X) satisfies some functional equation 

OC• 

{18.2.2) g(X) - I s;.p(a~)*g(Xq') EA® z,rl[X] 
i= 1 
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then parts (ii) and (iii) of the functional equation lemma 10.2 say that 
g- 1(af(X)) is integral if and only if af(X) satisfies the same type of functional 
equation. Using this elementary remark, we show in 20.l that the universal 
formal group laws F v(X, Y) have no more endomorphisms than they should 
have (viz. Z), and we deduce a number of results concerning isomorphisms, 
homomorphisms, and isomorphisms of (generalized higher dimensional) 
Lubin-Tate formal group laws. For instance, if F(X, Y) is an n-dimensional 
generalized Lubin-Tate formal group law over a p-adic integer ring A with 
logarithm f(X[ = X + n- 1 Br* f(XP') with B invertible, then F(X, Y) is iso
morphic over A"" the completion of the maximal unramified extension of A, to 
an n-fold product of the one dimensional twisted Lubin-Tate formal group law 
with logarithmf(X) = X + n- 1r* f(XP'). 

1 {18.2.3) Homomorphisms over characteristic p > 0 rings At first 
sight it would appear that the use of such functional equation techniques as 
above would be of no use at all in studying homomorphism and endomor
phisms over characteristic p > 0 rings. This is not the case, and in Section 20.2 
we use functional equation tricks to calculate the rings of endomorphisms of 
one dimensional formal group laws of height h < oo over a separably closed 
field of characteristic p > 0. The result is that this ring of endomorphisms is the 
ring of integers of the central division algebra of rank 11 2 and invariant 11- 1 over 
Qr (Corollary (20.2.14)). A more systematic treatment of homomorphisms over 
characteristic p > 0 rings via functional equation tricks is the subject matter of 
Section 20.4. 

I (18.2.4) Functional equation formal group laws All this makes it 
useful to have some idea as to when one can expect a formal group law to be of 
functional equation type. By Proposition (20. l.3) and Corollary (20. l.5) this is 
always the case for formal group laws over p-adic integer rings A that are 
unramified. 

Assume for the moment that A is a p-adic integer ring with Frobenius 
endomorphism a, aa = aq mod n where n is a uniformizing element of A, and 
let F(X, Y), G(X, Y) be one dimensional (for simplicity) formal group laws 
over A, with logarithms f (X), g(X) that satisfy functional equations 

00 00 

( 18.2.5) f (X) = x + I n;- 1 u;O"~ f (Xq'), g(X) = X + I n- 1 v;a~ f(Xq') 
i= 1 i=l 

with _u = (u 1, u2 , •.• ), v = (v 1, v2 , ... ) sequences of elements of A. Let K,,[T] b~ 
the rmg of all power series in T with coefficients in K, the quotient field of A, 
with the multiplication rule Ta= a(a)T. We associate to F(X, Y) and G{X, Y) 
the elements '1u = n - u1 T - u2 T 2 - · · ·, '1v = n - v1 T- v2 T2 - · · · of 
A"_[T] c K,,[T]. Then there exists a homomorphism O((X): F(X, Y)-> G(X, Y) 
~Ith J(O() = c iff there is an element .9c E ~ [T] such that '1v c = .9c'1u (Proposi
tion (20.3.9)). 
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This can be applied in particular to a discussion of isomorphisms with as a 

result the theorem (cf. Theorem (20.3.12)): 

• (18.2.6) Theorem Let A be the ring of integers of a complete absolutely 

unramified discrete valuation field of characteristic zero and perfect residue 

field of characteristic p > 0. Then the strict isomorphism classes of one dimen

sional formal group laws over A correspond bijectively to elements of A,,[T] of 

the form p + I~= 1 b; Ti with bi E pA for i = 1, ... , h - 1 and bh E A*, the units 
of A. 

18.3 Height of a formal group law and the reduction map 

• (18.3.1) The one dimensional case Let k be a field of characteristic 

p > 0. Let :x(X): F(X, Y)---> G(X, Y) be a homomorphism of one dimensional 

formal group laws over k. Suppose °'(X) =a 1 X + a2 X 2 +···,then we define 

J(cx) = a1 (the Jacobian "matrix" of °'(X)). Then if J(°') = 0, we either have 

°'(X) = 0 or there is a power q of p such that °'(X) = f3(Xq) f3(X) ¥= O 

mod(degree 2). Indeed, consider the relation 

°'(F(X, Y)) = G(°'(X), °'(Y)) 

Partial differentiation with respect to Y gives us 

dcx (IF cG a°' 
dX (F(X, Y)) · 0 y (X, Y) = 0 y (°'(X), ex( Y)) · ax ( Y) 

and substituting 0 for Y in this equality gives us 

1fo (IF oG · i'!ex 
i/x (X). r/Y (X, O) = oY (°'(X), O) . DX (O) 

Now (DF/iJY)(X, 0) = 1 + X + ... so is invertible in k[X] and (D°'/DX)(O) = 

J(cx). So if J(°') = 0 we have (cfa/dX)(X) = 0 which means that cx(X) is of 

the form ix(X) = f3(XP) for some power series /3(X). If we can now show that 

/3(X) is a homomorphism of formal group laws (not necessarily between 

F(X, Y) and G(X, Y)), we are through by induction. Let a* F(X, Y) be the 

formal group law obtained from F(X, Y) by raising each of its coefficients to 

the pth power. Then 

f3(a * F(XP, f P)) = f3(F(X, Y)P) = °'(F(X, Y)) = G(°'(X), ex( Y)) = G(f3(XP), {J( P)) 

so that {J(X) is a homomorphism from a* F(X, Y) to G(X, Y). 

• (18.3.2) Definition Let cx(X): F(X, Y)---> G(X, Y) be as above in (18.3.1 ). 
Then we say that ht(cx(X)) = oo iff °'(X) = 0 and ht(°'(X)) = r if q = p' is the 

highest power of p such that °'(X) = {J(Xq) for some f3(X). Note that by ( 18.3.1) 
XP' is the first power of X in °'(X) with nonzero coefficient. One checks easily 

that ht(°'(X) ' /3(X)) = ht(°'(X)) + ht(/3(X)) and that ht(°'(X) + G /3(X)) ~ 
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min{ht(:x(X)), ht([J(X))}, so the ht function defines a valuation on the ring 

Endk(F(X, Y)). 

• ( 18.3.3) Definition Let F(X, Y) be a one dimensional formal group law 

over a characteristic p > 0 field k, then we define ht(F(X, Y)) = ht((p)F(X)). 

• ( PU.4) Example Let Fv(X, Y) over Z(V) be the one dimensional univer

sal p-typical formal group law of Section 2.3 of Chapter I. Let v = (v 1, v 2, •• • ) 

he a series of elements of k. Let h E N be the smallest natural number such that 

rh ± 0. Then ht(F(X, Y)) = h. Indeed 

(18.3.5) Fv(X, Y) = x + y + vhcph(X, Y) 

mod(V1, V2 ,. • ., v,,_ 1, degree ph + 1) 

becauseJ;.(X) = x + p- I VhXP'' mod(V1, .. ., vh-1' degree ph+ I); cf., e.g., Chap

ter I (3.3.8). Now it follows from (18.3.5) that if v 1 = v2 = · · · = vh- I= 0 and 

char( k) = p > 0, then 

( 18.3.6) 

so that indeed ht(Fv(X, Y)) = h if vh j 0, v1 = · · · = vh- I= 0. 

• ( 18.3.7) Remark Let F(X, Y), G(X, Y) be one dimensional formal group 

laws of different heights over a characteristic p > 0 field k. Then there are no 

nonzero homomorphisms ix(X): F(X, Y)---> G(X, Y). Indeed, if °'(X) is a homo

morphism, then we must have 

cx([pMX)) = (p]a(°'(X)) 

and if :x(X) f 0 this is only possible ifht((p)p(X)) = ht((p]G(X)). (NB this is not 

true for higher dimensional formal group laws.) 

• (18.3.8) Definition of height (higher dimensional case) Now let 

F(X. Y) be an n-dimensional formal group law over k, char(k) = p > 0, as 

before. Consider the 11-tuple of power series (p)p(X) = (H 1(X), .. ., H "(X)). We 

then say that the formal group law F(X, Y) over the perfect field k is of finite 

height if the ring k[X 1 ••• ., X "]is a finitely generated module over the subring 

k[H 1(X), .. ., Hn(X)]. If this is the case, k[X i. .. ., X"] is free of rank p', r EN 
over k[Hi(X), .. ., Hn(X)] and we call r the height of F(X, Y). (These state

ments will be proved in Chapter V, Section 28.2.) 

I (18.3.9) Remarks In case n = 1 the definition of (18.3.8) of course coin

cides with the one given in (18.3.2). If 11 > 1, more care must be taken. The 

arguments of ( 18.3.l) also work for higher dimensional formal group laws. But, 

of course, if q is the highest power of X such that [p ]F(X) = f3(Xq) for some 

{J(X) and /1 ~ 2, then F(X, Y) can still very well be of infinite height. (Take, e.g., 

F(X. Y) = G.(X, Y) x Gm(X, Y).) 
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• (18.3.10) Now let A be a local ring of characteristic zero with residue field of 
characteristic, p > 0, and let F(X, Y) be a formal group law over A. Then we 
define the height of F(X, Y) as the height of F(X, Y), the reduction of F(X, Y), 
over k. 

• ( 18.3.11) Proposition Let F(X, Y) be a formal group law of finite height 
over a complete local noetherian ring R of characteristic O and residue charac
teristic p > 0. Let G(X, Y) be a second formal group law of over R. Then the 
reduction map 

FGA(F(X, Y), G(X, Y))--> FGk(F(X, Y), G(X, Y)) 
is injective. 

Proof Because the reduction map is a homomorphism, it suffices to show 
that a(X) = 0 => ~(X) = 0. Let 111 be the maximal ideal of R and suppose that 
the homomorphism a(X): F(X, Y)--> G(X, Y) is nonzero but that a(X) = O. 
Let 111' be the highest power of 111 such that a(X) = 0 mod 111'. Then r ~ l. 
Choose a basis {e) of the k vector space 111'/111'+ 1• Then modulo 111'+ 1 there is a 
unique expression a;(X) = Lie J3;iX) where a;(X) is the ith component of 
a(X) and where /Jii(X) is a power series with coefficients in k. 

Now consider 

a(F(X, Y)) = G(a(X), a( Y)) 

modulo nr 1• Because G(X, Y) = X + Y mod( degree 2). We obtain 

I ei/Jii(F(X, Y)) =I e)fJii(X) + /Jii(Y)) 
j j 

~o if there is .a /3.;f~) =f=. O'. we find a nonzero homomorphism /J;/ F(X, Y) __, 
G.(X, Y), which 1s 1mposs1ble because in the diagram 

F(X, Y) ~ G.(x, Y) 
l[P]t l[p]G_ 

F(X, Y) ~ G.(x, Y) 

the left-hand vertical arrow makes k[X] into a finite rank module over itself 
while the right-hand vertical arrow is zero. 

• (18.3.12) Now let A be a complete discrete valuation ring of characteristic 
zero and let F(X, Y), G(X, Y) be one dimensional formal group Jaws over A. 
Letf(X), g(X) be the logarithms and let T be an indeterminate . 

. consider ?- 1 (T[ (X)) = Ir;, 1 </>;(T)Xi. Then the </>;(T) are polynomials in T 
with coefficients m K, the quotient field of A. Now consider the map J: 
FGA(F(X, Y), G(X: Y))--> A which assigns to each a(X) E FGA(F(X, Y)), 
G(X, Y)) t~~ coefficient of X. Fir.st, J is an embedding because every a(X) is of 
the form g (af (X)) for some unique a E A (because A is of characteristic zero· 
cf. also 18.2). ' 
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We claim that the image of J in A is closed. Indeed 

a E Im(J) = </>;(a) E A for all i = a E n </>;- 1(A) 

and this is a closed subset of A because A c K is closed and because the</>; are 
polynomials and hence continuous. 

Assume that G(X, Y) and F(X, Y) are of finite height. Then there are three 
filtration topologies that one can consider on FGA(F(X, Y), G(X, Y)) viz.: 

(i) the topology defined by the height filtration on FG"(F(X, Y), G(X, Y)) 
via the injection FGA(F(X, Y), G(X, Y))--> FGk(F(X, Y), G(X, Y)); 

(ii) the topology defined by the embedding J: FGA(F(X, Y), 
G(X, Y))--> A; 

(iii) the topology defined by the subgroups [p")G FGA(F(X, Y), G(X, Y)). 

• (18.3.13) Proposition Let A, F(X, Y), G(X, Y) be as in (18.3.12) and 
assume that F(X, Y) and G(X, Y) are of finite height. Then the three topologies 
listed above on FG.iF(X, Y), G(X, Y)) coincide and FGA(F(X, Y), G(X, Y)) is 
complete under these topologies (filtrations). 

Proof A filtration won a free Zv-module E of finite rank is called a norm if 
for some valuation v on ZP that is equivalent to the usual one, v,,, one has 

w(ae) = v(a) + w(e), a E ZP' e E E 

Any two norms on E are then equivalent (that is, they give rise to the same 
topology). This is seen by the usual argument (cf., e.g., [437, Theorem 2.1.l]). 
We are now going to view FGA(F(X, Y), G(X, Y)) as a ZP-module. To this end 
consider the commutative diagram 

where Z has the p-adic topology, EndA(F(X, Y)) has topology (ii), and A has of 
course its discrete valuation ring topology. All maps are continuous, and since 
EndA(F(X, Y)) is complete in topology (ii) by the completeness of A and 
(18.3.12) we can extend to obtain a commutative diagram 

(18.3.14) ZP ___j___.. EndA(F(X, Y)) 

~l 
making EndA(F(X, Y)) and hence also FGA(F(X, Y), G(X, Y)) a ZP-module. 

Let w<il• w<iil• w<iiil be the three filtrations listed in ( 18.3.12) and let /J(X) E 

i(ZP) (cf. (18.3.14)) and rx(X) E FGA(F(X, Y), G(X, Y)). Then 

(18.3.15) w<;;i(/J(X) o rx(X)) = v(J(/3)) + w(i;i(rx(X)) 

showing that w0 il is a norm filtration. 
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Now consider EndA(F(X, Y)) and Endk(F(X, Y)) with the height filtrations 
wnl and Z, ZP with the p-adic topology. We find a commutative diagram 

(18.3.16) ZP ___i_.. EndA(F(X, Y)) 
~ / 

Endk(F(X, Y)) 

It follows that the embedding FG A(F(X, Y), G(X, Y))-+ FGlF(X, Y), 
G(X. Y)) is a homomorphism of ZP-modules. Let ka be the algebraic closure of 
k. Then we know from ( 18.2.3) and Lazard's classification theorems ( cf. ( 18. l.4)) 
that FGdF(X. Y), G(X, Y)) =free ZP-module of rank h2, h = ht(F(X. Y)). if 
ht(F(X, Y)) = ht(G(X, Y)). And if ht(F(X, Y)) f- ht(G(X, Y)), then 
FGdF(X, Y), G(X, Y)) = 0 by the commutativity of the diagram 

F(X, Y) ~ G(X, Y) 

1 (P)t 1 (p)fi 

F(X, Y) ___z._,, G(X, Y) 

(Ifht a(X) = r, ht(G(X, Y)) = h2 , ht(F(X, Y)) = h1, then ht([p]G{X) o ix(X)) = 
r + h2 and ht(ix(X) c [p]F{X)) = r + h1 (cf. (18.3.2)). 

So we see that FG A(F(X, Y), G(X, Y)) is a sub-ZP-module of a free 
ZP-module of rank '1 2 so that 

(18.3.17) FG 4 (F(X, Y), G(X, Y)) is a free ZP-module of rank:-:; '1 2 

Now note that the restriction to i(Zp) in ( 18.3.16) of the height filtration on 
EndA(F(X, Y)) is h times the p-adic valuation on ZP. Hence 

(18.3.18) wnl(i(a)) ix(X)) = w0l(i(a)) + wnl(ix(X)) = hvP(a) + w<;,(ix(X)) 

showing that w(il is also a norm filtration. Finally, w(iiiJ is a norm filtration on 
FG 4 (F(X, Y), G(X. Y)) by its definition. So (18.3.15), (18.3.17), and (18.3.18) 
prove that all three filtrations are equivalent. 

18.4 Rings of endomorphisms 

1(18.4.1) Endomorphisms over Fq and F(p00 ) Let F(X, Y) be a one 
dimensional formal group law over a finite field Fq of height h. Then we have 
already seen that EndF(p" i(F(X, Y)) is the ring of integers of the division 
algebra of rank h2 and invariant h- 1 over QP. 

Now over Fq there exists a very special endomorphism of F(X, Y), viz. its 
Frobenius endomorphism ~F(X) = Xq and one easily shows that 
EndF,,(F(X, Y)) consists of those endomorphisms over F(poc) that commute 
with ~F(X). So by the general theory of division algebras EndF,(F(X, Y)) is the 
ring of integers of a central division algebra of rank h2 /111 2 and invariant 111/h 
over QP(~F) where /11 = [Qp(~F): QP]. 
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1 (18.4.2) Endomorphisms over a p-adic integer ring Now let A be 
the ring of integers of a finite extension K of QP, and let F(X, Y) be a one 
dimensional formal group law over A of finite height h. Then first of all 
End 4 (f(X, Y))-+ Endk(F(X, Y)) is injective (Proposition (18.3.7)) so that 
End 4 (f(X. Y)) embeds in D1, the central division algebra of rank '1 2 and invar
iant 1i- 1 . It follows that the quotient field of EndA(F(X, Y)) has at most rank h 
over Q1, (because .J: End4 (f(X, Y))-+ A and because the dimension over Q,, of 
every commutative subfield of D1, is a divisor of h). 

Even more is true. The injectivity of the reduction map also implies that 
End.t(F(X,Y)) = End8 (F(X, Y)) if B/ A is totally ramified, so that if A' is the 
ring of integers of the algebraic closure of K, then .J(End4 .(F(X, Y))) c A' is an 
order in some unramified extension L of degree ~ h of K. 

i(l8.4.3) All the results mentioned so far are contained in Section 23 be
low, which in addition contains some results on when End 4 .(F(X, Y)) = 
END(F(X, Y)), the absolute endomorphism ring of F(X, Y), is integrally 
closed and on how to construct (in some cases) formal group laws with 

pregiven END ring. 

18.5 Classification results 

Scattered through Chapter IV are a number of classification results, mainly 
for one dimensional formal group laws. We already mentioned two. 

1(18.5.1) Theorem Over a separably closed field k of characteristic p > 0 
the one dimensional formal group laws are classified by their heights. 

1(18.5.2) Theorem Over the ring of integers A of a complete absolutely 
unramified discrete valuation field of characteristic zero with perfect residue 
field k the strict isomorphism classes of formal group laws over A correspond 
bijectively with "Eisenstein" polynomials p + 'f.7= 1 h; TE A"[T] with 
h; E rA. i =I, .... h - 1. hh E U(A), the units of A (cf. Theorem (18.2.6)). 

1 ( 18.5.3) Forms Roughly the "philosophy of forms" is the following. Let 
L/ K be a Galois extension and let <I> be some object defined over K. Then we 
say that an object'¥ over K is a (twisted) form of<!>, or an L/K-form of<!>. iff<I> 
and '¥ become isomorphic when one extends the scalars from K to L. For 
example if F(X. Y) and G(X. Y) are two one dimensional formal group laws of 
the same height over a characteristic p field k and k,c is the separable closure of 
k. then Theorem ( 18.5.1) says that F(X, Y) and G(X. Y) are k,jk-forms of each 
other. 

Let E(L/ K, <!>) be the set of K-isomorphism classes (isomorphisms defined 
over K) of L/ K-forms of <I>. Then quite often one has a bijective correspondence 
between E(L/K, <!>) and the first Galois cohomology group H 1(Gal(L/K), 
Auti;(<I>)) where Auti;(<I>) is the group of K-automorphisms of the object<!>. 
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The "philosophy of forms" is part of the" philosophy of descent" (or theory 
of descent) which also examines the question, Given an object 'I' over L, does 
there exist an object <I> over K that becomes isomorphic to 'I' after extension of 
scalars? (And, of course, both questions can be, and generally are, studied in a 
much more general base-change situation than K-L.) 

In our case Theorem ( 18.5.1) combined with form theory gives us a chance to 
classify one dimensional formal group laws over fields, In case k is finite 
H 1(Gal(k,c/k), AutdF(X, Y)) turns out to be manageable, and there follow two 
classification results for one dimensional formal group laws over finite fields 
(really two formulations of the same classification result). 

Let F(X, Y) be a one dimensional formal group law over F(q), the field of q 
elements. Then ~F(X) = Xq is an endomorphism of F(X, Y). Now consider the 
equation that ~F satisfies as an element of Dh over the" standard" unramified 
extension contained in QP(~F). This gives us a polynomial 'I' F(x) = x" + 
b1 x"- 1 + ···+be with coefficients in WP,.(Fq). 

• (18.5.4) Theorem One dimensional formal group laws F(X, Y) over Fq, 
the finite field with q elements, are classified by the characteristic polynomials 
'I' F(x) of their Frobenius endomorphisms 'I' F(x) = x' + b 1xe- 1 + ... + be· 
These polynomials 'I' F(x) have the properties: 

( 18.5.5) 'I' F(x) is a polynomial with coefficients in Wpoc (F q) that is irreducible 
over Kq = Wp,.(Fq) 0 QP. 

(18.5.6) If~ is a root of 'l'F(x), then QP(~)/Kq is totally ramified. 

(18.5.7) [QP(b 1, • •• , be): QP]v(b,.) divides r where q = p' and v is the nor
malized exponential valuation on Kq. 

Conversely, every polynomial 'l'(x) with the properties ( 18.5.5)--( 18.5.7) is the 
characteristic polynomial of some finite height formal group law F(X, Y) over 
Fq, where the height his equal to v(bet 1re. 

In the special case q = p, the polynomials satisfying (18.5.5)-(18.5.7) are 
precisely the Eisenstein polynomials over zp = WP"'(F p)• 

• (18.5.8) The second formulation of the classification result for one dimen
sional formal group laws is obtained as follows. Let F(X, Y) be a one dimen
sional formal group law over Fq. Choose any isomorphism y: 
EndF(p'l)(F(X, Y)) -4 Eh c Dh and assign to F(X, Y) the conjugacy class of the 
element )' o ~ f" o y- 1 in Eh· This defines a map 'I': Iso(F q• h) --+ T, where T, is the 
set of conjugacy classes of elements of valuation h- 1 ,. where q = p', where 
Iso(F q' h) is the set of isomorphism classes of formal group laws of dimension 
one and height h over F q and where the valuation on Dh is the unique one 
extending the normalized exponential valuation on ZP c Eh c Dh. 

• ( 18.5.9) Theorem The map 'I' is a bijection. 
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• ( 18.5.10) Now let F(X, Y) be a one dimensi?nal formal ~ro~p law ov_er Z r· 
According to Theorem ( 18.5.2) F(X, Y) is classified up to stnct 1somorph1sm by 
a certain Eisenstein polynomial of degree h = ht(F(X, Y)) with coefficients in 
z . Let f(X, Y) be the reduction of F(X, Y) over F". Then according to 
Tl~corem (18.5.4) F(X, Y) is classified by a certain Eisenstein polynomial with 
coefficients in W, (F P) = Z" of degree h. These polynomials coincide! More 
about this will b~ said in Section 30.4 in connection with Cartier-Dieud~nne 
modules. Meanwhile, the same circle of ideas leads to "lifting of Frobemus" 
results in Section 24.3. 

The link between these two Eisenstein polynomials is provided by the follow-
ing two results. 

• (18.5.11) Lemma Two one dimensio~al fo_rmal gro~p laws over F" or Z" 
are isomorphic if and only if they are strictly 1somorph1c. 

• (18.5.12) Theorem Two one dimensional formal group la~s F(X, Y), 
G(X, Y) over Z" are isomorphic if and only if their reductions F(X, Y) and 
G(X. Y) over FI' are isomorphic. 

• ( 18.5.13) Theorem ( 18.5.12) does not generalize easily (c_f., ho~evcr, 
(18.6.4)(f). For example, the obvious analogu~ of (18.5.12) f?r higher d~men
sional finite height formal group laws over Z P 1s false and so 1s the one dimen
sional analogue of (18.5.12) over unramified extensions of ZP" This last fact 
means that in general the link between the Eisenstein polynomial over WP.,.(F q) 
of Theorem (18.5.2) of a formal group law F(X, Y) and the characteristic 
polynomial 'l'F(x) over WP.(Fq) of Theorem (18.5.4) is a much more tenuous 
one. 

• ( 18.5.14) Formal moduli One way to tackle classification problems of one 
dimensional formal groups over a local ring R is via the idea of liftings or 
deformations. Let k be the residue field of a complete noetherian local ring R 
with maximal ideal 111. Let r(X, Y) be a one dimensional formal group law over 
le We say that F(X, Y) over R lifts r(X. Y) if F(X, Y) = r(X, Y). Two lifts are 
*-isomorphic if there exists an isomorphism :x(X): F(X, Y)--+ G(X, Y) such 
that 1X(X) = X mod 111. The "moduli" problem is now to classify all lifts 
modulo *-isomorphism. (Note that lifts always exist because the underlying 
ring of the universal one dimensional formal group law is free polynomial.) It 
turns out that the set of *-isomorphisms classes is naturally identifiable with 
111h- 1 if h = ht(r(X, Y)); i.e., there are h - 1 formal moduli. One can even give 
an explicit parameterization; cf. Section 22.4 for more details. 

18.6 Formal A-modules 

Let A be a ring, B E AlgA- Roughly speaking, a formal A-module over Bis a 
formal group law that admits A as a ring of endomorphisms. More precisely: 
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• (18.6.1) Definitions and example A formal A-module over B is a 
formal group law F(X, Y) over B together with a ring homomorphism pF: 
A---> End8(F(X, Y)) such that J ' pF: A---> B is the A-algebra structure homo
morphism of BE AlgA- We shall often write [a]F(X) for PF(a)(X). A homomor
phism of formal A-modules is a homomorphism of formal group laws o:(X): 
F(X, Y)---> G(X, Y) such that pG(a)(X) 0 o:(X) = o:(X) ' PF(a)(X) for all a E A. 

Examples of one dimensional formal A-modules are the Lubin-Tate formal 
group laws of Chapter I, Section 8. 

• (18.6.2) A-height Let A be a discrete valuation ring with uniformizing 
element n and finite residue field k. Let F(X, Y) over B E AlgA be a formal 
A-module of dimension 1, where Bis a field (of characteristic p > 0). Consider 
PF(n)(X) = [n]F(X). The first nonzero term in the power series pAn)(X) is 
necessarily of the form aXq' if PF(n)(X) + 0. Then h is defined to be the A
height of F(X, Y). If~ is the ring of integers of a finite extension K of QP of 
degree n, one has A-height (F(X, Y)) = n- 1 ht(F(X, Y)). If A is of characteristic 
P_ > 0, the underlying formal group law of F(X, Y) is always isomorphic to 
G,(X, Y) and there is no relation between A-height and height. 

• (18.6.3) Universal formal A-modules As in the case of formal group 
laws, it is an essentially trivial matter to show that there exists a universal 
formal A-module over some A-algebra LA for each dimension n (i.e., the functor 
AlgA-> Set, Bf-> set of all formal A-modules over B, is representable). To 
determine the structure of LA is another matter. If A is a discrete valuation ring 
or a field, then LA is a free polynomial algebra over A. But in general LA may 
have a more complicated structure, for instance, in the case that A is the ring of 
integers of a global number field K of class number > 1. 

• ( 18.6.4) The local case Now suppose that A is a complete discrete valua
tion ring with finite residue field k of q elements. (For many of the results below 
completeness is unnecessary.) In this case, by and large, the theory of formal 
A-modules is completely parallel to the theory of formal group Jaws over 
Z1pJ-algebras (i.e., formal Z<Prmodules). Here is a short partial list of some of 
the corresponding results. 

(a) LA is a free polynomial algebra over A. There exists an analogue of the 
universal p-typical formal group law F v(X, Y). This formal A-module will be 
denoted (F~(X, Y), p~). Every formal A-module is isomorphic to one obtained 
from an (F1(X, Y), P1) by specialization. These are called A-typical formal 
A-modules. There is a universal strict isomorphism of A-typical formal 
A-modules. 

(b) One dimensional formal A-modules over a separably closed field are 
classified by their A-heights. 

(c) The ring of A-endomorphisms ofa one dimensional formal A-module of 
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A-height h over a separably closed field is isomorphic to the ring of integers of 
the central division algebra of rank h2 and invariant h- 1 over K, the quotient 

field of A. 
(d) One dimensional formal A-modules over a finite field are classified by 

the characteristic polynomials of their Frobenius endomorphism. 
(e) If R is a local noetherian complete A-algebra with residue field land 

r(X, Y) is a formal A-module of A-height h over l, then the lifts of r(X, Y) up 
to *-isomorphism are parametrized by mh- 1• 

(f) Two one dimensional formal A-modules over A are isomorphic ifftheir 
reductions over k are isomorphic. 

• ( 18.6.5) q-typification and the Frobenius operator f. Here are two 
more instances of the parallelism between formal A-modules and formal group 
laws over Z< ,-algebras. They concern the p-typification projector eP and the 
Frobenius o;erator f P. Recall that the topological group of curves <b(F; B) of a 
formal group law F(X, Y) over Z 1Pl-algebra B admits a projector i;P: <(;'(F; B)---> 
rqF; B) and a Frobenius operator f P. They were defined as follows: formally, 

( 18.6.6) 

where (p is a primitive pth root of unity, and given the r. and V., the operators 
eP can be defined as (cf. Chapter III (16.3.12)) 

(18.6.7) i;p = I n- 1µ(n)v.r. 
(n.p)~ I 

If Bis without additive torsion the operators f P and i;P can be described via the 
logarithm of F(X, Y) as follows 

00 00 

( 18.6.8) f (y(t)) = I X;ti => f(rp y(t)) = I pxP;t; 
i= 1 i= 1 

OC> 00 

(18.6.9) f(y(t)) = Ix/ => f(Ep)>(t)) = I Xp;tpi 
i"" 1 J~O 

The right analogues of eP and f P for formal A-modules are a projector eq 

(called q-typification) and a Frobenius operator r. (where n is a uniformizing 
element of A, and q is the number of elements of the residue field of A). There 
do not seem to be obvious analogues of Definitions (18.6.6) and (18.6.7), but 
there are obvious analogues of (18.6.8) and (18.6.9); viz. if BE AlgA, B is 
A-torsion free, and F(X, Y) is an m-dimensional formal A-module over B, then 

w 00 

(18.6.10) f(y(t)) = I x/ => f(f. y(t)) = I 'lT:Xq;ti 
i= 1 i= 1 

00 m 

(18.6.11) f(y(t)) = Ix/ => f(eq/'(r)) = I Xqitqi 
i= 1 j~O 
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Taking these as tentative definitions, the first problem is to prove that this 
defines elements in<(, (F; B); i.e., we must show that the m-tuples of power series 

have integral coefficients. Here, again, the functional equation lemma does its 
work. The universal n-dimensional formal A-module (F~(X, Y), p~) lives, for
tunately, over a free polynomial A-algebra A[S]. Let a: K[S]-> K[S) be the 
K-endomorphism that takes all the S's into their qth powers; we are then in a 
functional equation type situation, enabling us to use (18.6.10), (18.6.11) as 
definitions in case F(X, Y) = F~(X, Y). And then, by specialization, one 
defines Bq and r. for all formal A-modules. 

Even more so than in the case of formal group laws, the technique "do 
everything first in the universal case" seems to be effective in dealing with 
formal A-modules. 

• ( 18.6.12) Other results If A is a discrete valuation ring with infinite 
residue field, every one dimensional formal A-module over a BE AlgA is iso
morphic to the additive formal A-module. 

However, there does exist an obvious twisted analogue of the universal 
A-typical formal A-module (F~(X, Y), p~) which is definitely nontrivial. We 
call the resulting objects twisted formal A-modules. Examples are the gener
alized Lubin-Tate formal group laws obtained by Cartier's semilinear trick in 
Chapter II, Section 13.2. 

These objects are less rigid than formal A-modules and possibly not much 
more difficult to handle. 

• (18.6.13) Ramified Witt vectors and Artin-Hasse exponentials 
Let A be as in (18.6.4). The p-typical version of G,;:;(X, Y) = X + Y - XY 

over zp is the formal group law with logarithm 

(18.6.14) 

Its formal A-module analogue appears to be the one dimensional Lubin-Tate 
formal group law over A with logarithm 

( 18.6.15) 

(Of course the isomorphism class of (18.6.15) depends on n:, but choosing a 
different uniformizing element for pin (18.6.14) also changes the isomorphism 
class involved.) The analogy between the formal group law F p(X, Y) with 
logarithm (18.6.14) and the formal A-module F ,(X, Y) with logarithm (18.6.15) 
goes quite deep. For example, we have seen that <6 p(F P; -) is a ring-valued 
functor identifiable with W", (-), the ring functor of Witt vectors associated to 
the prime number p. Correspondingly, <eq(F,; -) has a natural structure of 
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A-algebra-valued functor, giving us a" ramified Witt vector" functor w:. 00(-), 

which has as its associated polynomials 

w:.(z) = Zg" + n:Zi"-' + · · · + n:"- 1 Z~- 1 + n:11Z11 

instead of the usual Witt polynomials 

wp,(Z) = zg" + pZf"- 1 + ... + p"Z. 

This ramified Witt vector functor has many of the properties one would expect. 
For example, w: 00 (k) =A, where k is the residue field of A and if l/k is an 
algebraic extension w:.a:.(1) is the completion of the ring of integers of the 
unramified extension of K covering the residue field extension l/k. 

Further, there is a functorial A-algebra endomorphism f. of w:. 00 (corre
sponding to the f, of ( 18.6.5)) which on w:. 00(/) corresponds with the Frobenius 
substitution (f,(x) = Xq mod n: for all X E w:. 00 (/)). 

Also there is an Artin-Hasse exponential mapping; in this case a functorial 
homomorphism of A-algebras 11A: w:.oo(-)-> w:oc(w:.oo(-)). 

All these things generalize to the case of arbitrary one dimensional formal 
A-modules over A and even to the case of twisted one dimensional Lubin-Tate 
formal A-modules over A (and in this case the residue field of A need no longer 
be finite). 

1 ( 18.6.16) Getting slightly ahead of the story let us also remark that F ,(X, Y) 
plays the same role vis-a-vis the local class field theory of K that F P(X, Y) (or 
Gm(X, Y)) plays for QP (cf. Section 32 in Chapter VI) and that w; .. 00 (-) and its 
associated formal group law take the place of Wpoo(-) and its formal completion 
Wp .. (-) when doing Cartier-Dieudonne theory of formal A-modules rather 
than of formal group laws. (Cf. Sections 26, 29, 30 of Chapter V.) 

• (18.6.17) Remarks on the global case In the case of formal group laws 
F P(X, Y) for varying p there exists a global formal group law G,;:;(X, Y) over Z 
strictly isomorphic to F p(X, Y) over ZP for all p. Now let A be the ring of 
integers of a global field K. The analogue of G .;;(X, Y) in this case is a formal 
A-module F(X, Y) over A such that for every finite place v, F(X, Y) is strictly 
isomorphic to a Lubin-Tate formal group law over A" where Avis the com
pletion of A with respect to v. Such objects exist by the local global results of 
Section 20.5. 

In the case of G,;:;(X, Y) there is a global ring of Witt vectors W(-):::::: 
(r; (G.;;;-), but there does not seem to be a natural multiplication on 'fS(F; -) if 
F(X, Y) is a global Lubin-Tate formal group law except when K is of class 
number 1. 

Still. one has exactly as in the case of the Witt vectors additive Artin-Hasse 
exponentials A,.-> <t(F; Av) for one fixed formal group law F(X, Y) over A. (In 
the case of the Witt vectors these maps are also multiplicative, but they are not 
ring homomorphisms even in that case.) 

',; 

l 
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19 Universal Isomorphisms 

19.1 The universal isomorphism :xu.s: H u(X, Y)---> H v.s(X, Y) 

Let H u(X, Y) be them-dimensional universal commutative formal group law 
of Chapter II, Section 11.1. It is defined over Z[ U] = Z[ U (i, n) In E I, i = I, ... , 
111, In I ;:;:: 2]. We recall that 

(19.l.l) a(U)= " d(q 1 q)U u<q1l ... u<q1 .. ·q,-ilu<dq, .. ·q,1 
n Li ' · · ·' t qi q1 q1 

(q1 ..... q,.d) 

(19.1.2) Hl.(X, Y) = h[j 1(hu(X) + hu(Y)), hv(X) = I anxn 
In! <o 1 

(For the notations used, we refer to Chapter II, Section 11.l and (11.2.1).) 
Let </J: Z[V]---> Z[U] be the ring endomorphism defined by </J(U(i, n)) = O if 

In I ;:;:: 2, n =!= p'e(j) for all r E N, prime numbers p, and j E { 1, .. ., m} and by 
<P( U(i, p'e(j)) = U(i, p'e(j) for all i, j E { l, ... , 111}, prime numbers p, and r E N. 
Write 

(19.1.3) 
lnl 2' I 

Hu(X. Y) = n[j 1(nu(X) + fiv(Y)) 

• (19.1.4) Lemma For every prime number p, fiu(X) satisfies a functional 
equation of the form 

w 

(19.1.5) fiu(X) = gp(X) + I p- 1 up,li\f'1(XP'), gp(X) E z,P>[V][X]"' 
i= 1 

Proof This follows by applying <P* to the corresponding functional equa
tion for hu(X) (cf. Lemma (11.2.4)) because </J(Up,) =Up,· 

• \19.1.6) Rema~k Because fiv(X) satisfies the functional equations (19.1.5), 
it f?llo.ws that Hy(X, Y) is an m-dimensim~al formal group law over Z[U], 
~h1ch 1s also obv10us from the observation H [l(X, Y) = </J*H v(X, Y). Because 
hdX) and hu(X) satisfy the same type of functional equation, it follows that 
f!t(X, Y) and Hv(X, Y) are strictly isomorphic over Z[U] (cf. Chapter I, Sec
tion 2.2 for the notion "same type"). 

• (19.l.7) Remark The vectors an(U) are obtained from the an(U) by setting 
all U(i. d) with d =/= p'e(j) equal to zero, or, equivalently an(U) is given by a sum 
(19:1.l) whe~e now.the sum is over all sequences (q 1, .. ., q,, d) with !di= 1. 
This means m particular that an( U) = 0 unless n is of the form n = ne(j) for 
some nEN andjE{l, 2, ... , 111} (so that Hu(X, Y) is a curvilinear formal 
group law). Now for each n E N we write An(U) for the matrix consisting of the 
columns 
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Then by the remarks made above and ( 19.1.1 ). ( 19.1.3) we have 

(19.1.8) nu(x) = I .4,,(u)x" 
11= 1 

(qJ ..... q,) 

where, as usual, X" is short for the column vector (X':. X'i, ... , x;:,) and where 
the sum in (19.1.9) is over all sequences of powers of prime numbers (q 1, • ... q,), 
qi= pj', ri E N, such that q1 · · · q, = n. 

1 (19.1.10) Constructions Now for each i E {l, .. ., 111} and n EI, lnl;:;:: 2 
let S(i. n) be another indeterminate and let Sn be short for the column vector 
(S(I, n), ... , S(m, n)). We also define S.u1, .i = L .. ., mas the column vector 
(0 .... , 0, L 0, .... 0) with the l in the jth spot. We now define for all n E I, a 
column vector an( U, S) by the formula 

(19.1.11) an( U, S) =I .4i( U)Si- In 
iln 

where i EN divides the multi-index n if n = (11 1, .. ., 11,.,) = (ir 1, .. ., ir,.,) 
r; EN u {O), j = l, .... m and then ;- 10 = (r 1 ..... r ... ). Finally, we set 

( 19.1.12) 

(19.1.13) 

( 19.1.14) 

hu.s(X)= I an(U.S).r 
lnl 2' I 

Hl.S(X) = hiJ.Hhv.s(X) + h[l.s(Y)) 

:Xu.s(X) = hi.J.~(hu(X)) 

I (19.1.15) Lemma For each prime number p we have 

oc 

(19.1.16) h1'.s(X) - I p- 1 u p,hU'_'HxP') E z(p)[U; S][X] 
i= 1 

Proof Let n E I and let p be a prime number and suppose p' is the highest 
power of p that divides n. To prove ( 19.1.16) we must show that 

r 

an(U, S)- I p- 1up,ap-1n(uP'; SP') E z(p)[U, S] 
i= 1 

This is immediate from (19.1.11) and Lemma (19.1.4) because (19.1.5) 
combined with ( 19.1.8) says that if p" I n but pk+ 1 { n, then 

k 

A11 - I p- 1 uP,AP-111 EZ1pi[U] 
i;::::: 1 

I (19.1.17) Corollary The power series Hu 5 (X, Y) and IXu.s(X) have their 
coefficients in Z[U, S) so that H [l.sPC Y) is an 111-dimensional formal group 
law over Z[ U, S] that is strictly isomorphic over Z[ U; S] to the formal group 
law Hu(X, Y) over Z[U] c Z[U; S]. The strict isomorphism is IXu.s(X). 
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• (19.1.18) Proposition ixu.s(X): Hu(X, Y)-> Hu.s(X, Y) is a universal iso
morphism of m-dimensional formal group laws. That is, if (F(X, Y)), ix(X), 
G(X, Y)) form a triple over a ring A consisting of two m-dimensional formal 
group laws over A and a strict isomorphism ix(X): F(X, Y)-> G(X, Y) over A, 
then there exists a unique homomorphism </J: Z[U, S]-> A such that 
F(X, Y) = </J*(Hu(X, Y)), ix(X) = </J*(ixu.s(X)), G(X, Y) = </J*(Hu.s(X, Y)). 

Proof For each 11 EN, 11 2 2 let hu.s<n>(X) and ixu.s<•>(X) be the 111-tuples of 
power series obtained from hu.s(X) and ixu.s(X) by setting S(i, n) = 0 for all 
n E I with In I 2 11. 

Immediately from the definition of hu.s(X) we then have that 

(19.1.19) hu.s(X) = hu.S(n)(X) + I s.x· mod(degree 11 + 1) 
l•i=• 

hu.s(X) = hu.s(n)(X) mod(degree 11) 

It follows that 

(19.1.20) IXu.s(X) = IXu.S(n)(X) - I s.x· mod(degree 11 + 1) 
l•I =n 

ixu.s(X) = ixu.s(n)(X) mod(degree 11) 

Now let (F(X, Y), ix(X), G(X, Y)) be a triple consisting of two formal group 
laws and strict isomorphism over A. Because H u(X, Y) is universal, there is a 
unique homomorphism<{>: Z[U]-> A such that <f>*(H u(X, Y)) = F(X, Y). This 
determines </J: Z[U, S]-> A on the U's. Given the </J(U(i, n)) for all i and n, it 
follows from (19.1.20) (and ixu.s(X) = ix(X) = X mod(degree 2)) that there are 
unique </J(S(i, n)) E A such that </J*(ixu.s(X)) = ix(X). It follows that also 
</J*(Hu.s(X, Y)) = G(X, Y) because 

</J*Hu.s(X, Y) = </Jhu.s(Hu(ix[i,}(X), ix[ij(Y)))) 

= <Phu.s)(</J.,.Hu(<P*(ixu.sf 1(X), </J*(ixu.sf 1(Y))) 

= ix(F(ix- 1(X), IX- 1(Y))) = G(X, Y) 

. I (19.1.21) Remark It is quite easy to find universal strict isomorphisms 
&(X): H u(X)-> ?. For example, if s. is the column vector consisting of the 
S(i, n), then &(X) = I. s. X" is a universal isomorphism H u(X, Y)-> 
&(Hu(&- 1(X), &- 1(Y))). The isomorphism of (19.1.18) is mainly useful because 
it "p-typifies" in the right way and because the receiving formal group law's 
logarithm is reasonably easy to express in terms of the logarithm hu(X); cf. 
19.2, and also 34.1. 

19.2 The universal isomorphismixv.T(X): Fv(X, Y)->Fv.T(X, Y) 
between p-typical formal group laws 

Fix a prime number p. Let Fv.T(X, Y) over Z[V, T] and F v(X, Y) over Z[V] 
be the m-dimensional formal group laws constructed in Chapter II, 10.3 (the 
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one dimensional case was also treated in Chapter I, 2.3 and 3.3). We quickly 
recall a number of formulas and facts: 

00 

(19.2.l) fv(X) = X + L P- 1 V; /V''>(XP') 
i= 1 

00 00 

(19.2.2) fu(X) = X + L I;XP' + I P- 1 V; JV'}(XP') 
i= 1 i= 1 

Fu(X, Y) = fv.Hfu(X) + fu(Y)) 

Explicit formulas for the coefficients offv(X) andfv.T(X) are 
00 

( 19.2.3) fv(X) = I a;(V)XP' 
i=O 

a,.(V) = I p-'v;, v\;'•> ... Vl!'''+ +H> 
i1+···+i,.=m 

00 

fu(X) = I a;(V, T)XP' 
i=O 

a0 (V) = a0 (V, T) =I .. 

am(V, T) = a'"(V) + arn-1(V)Tf"'-I) + ··· + a1(V)T.%~1 + T'" 

Recall that the V and Tare m x m matrices of indeterminates and that rr is 
J J 

the matrix obtained from ~ by raising each of its entries to the p'th power. All 
these formulas can be found in Chapter II, 10.3 and 10.4. 

1 ( 19.2.4) We now define a homomorphism p: Z[U; S]-> Z[V; T] and a homo
morphism 1: Z[ V; T] -> Z[ U; S] as follows: 

(i) p( U(i, n)) = O = p(S(i, n)) for all i E { 1, 2, .. ., m} and all n E I, 
In I 2 2, that are not of the form n = p' e(j) for some r E N and j E { 1, 2, ... , m}. 
(Here p is the fixed prime number chosen above.) 

(ii) p( U(i, p'e(j))) = V,(i, j), p(S(i, p'e(j))) = T,.(i, j), i, j E { 1, 2, ... , 111}, 
r EN. 

(iii) 1(V,(i, j)) = U(i, p'e(j)), 1(T,.(i, j)) = S(i, p'e(j)). 

I ( 19.2.5) Lemma If p and 1 are the homomorphisms defined in ( 19.2.4 ), then 
we have p1 =id and p*Hu.s(X, Y) = Fv.T(X, Y), p*Hu(X, Y) = Fv(X, Y). 

Proof The first statement of the lemma is obvious and the third and 
second statements follow from the (defining) formulas for H u(X, Y) (via hu(X)) 
and Hu.s(X, Y) (via hu.s(X, Y)) as compared to the corresponding formulas for 
Fv(X, Y) and Fv.AX, Y); cf. respectively formulas (19.1.1), (19.2.3) and 
(19.1.8), (19.1.11), (19.2.3). This proves the lemma. Note that p*Hu(X, Y) = 
F,.(X, Y) has been proved and used before in Chapter III, ( 16.4.2). 
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Let ctv.T(X) =fvJUv(X)). We have proved in Chapter II, Theorem (10.3.5) 
that ctv.T(X) is a strict isomorphism (over Z[V, T]) F v(X, Y)-+ F v.T(X, Y). We 
also know by Proposition ( 15.2.4) of Chapter II that F v(X, Y) and F ~" T(X, Y) 
are p-typical formal group laws. 

I (19.2.6) Theorem The triple (Fv(X, Y), ctv.T(X), Fv.T(X, Y)) is universal for 
triples over z,Pralgebras or characteristic zero rings (F(X, Y), ix(X), G(X, Y)) 
consisting of two p-typical (m-dimensional) formal group laws F(X, Y) and 
G(X, Y) and a strict isomorphism ix(X): F(X, Y)-+ G(X, Y). 

That is, if ix(X): F(X, Y)-+ G(X, Y) over a ring A, which is a characteristic 
zero ring or a z,Pralgebra, is a strict isomorphism between p-typical formal 
group laws, then there is a unique homomorphism <f>: Z[V; T]-+ A such that 
</>* F v(X, Y) = F(X, Y), </>* ctv.r(X) = ct(X), </>* F v.r(X, Y) = G(X. Y). 

Proof By Theorem (19.1.18) there is a unique homomorphism ?>: 
Z[ U; S]-+ A such that 4>* H u(X, Y) = F(X. Y), 4> * ctu.s(X) = ct(X), 
4>* H v.s(X, Y) = G(X, Y). We are going to prove that 
'4>( U(i, n)) = 0 = ?i(S(i, n)) for all i E { 1, 2, .. ., m} anti n E L In I 2 2. that are 
not of the form p'e(j), r E N, j E {1, 2, .. ., m}. That '4i(U(i, n)) = 0 for all such n 
follows from the p-typical universality of F v(X, Y) (otherwise there would be 
two different homomorphisms Z[U]-+ A taking Hv(X, Y) into F(X, Y), 
namely 4> and p composed with the homomorphism Z[V]-+ A taking F v(X, Y) 
into F(X, Y), which latter exists because F(X, Y) is p-typical). It therefore 
remains to prove that ?i(S(i, n)) = 0 for all n, In I 2 2, not of the form p'e(j). We 
use again the lexicographic ordening on I (cf. Chapter III, 16.4). Let d be the 
smallest multi-index not of the form p'e(j) for which there is an i E { l, 2, .... m} 
such that ?i(S(i, n)) i= 0. We can then find r1, .. ., rm EN such that 

(19.2.7) a= d1p' 1 + ... + dmp'm is not a power of p 

(19.2.8) lfd <1 e. then dip"+ ... + dmp'rn < e1p' 1 + ... + emp'"'. 

(Cf. Chapter III, Section 16.4, where the same trick was used.) As in Section 
16.4 we now first do a universal calculation. Let H v.s(d)(X, Y) be the formal 
group law obtained from Hv,s(X, Y) by setting equal to zero all U(i, n) with 
lnl 2 2 and v(n) # p and all S(i, n) with lnl 2 2, v(n) # p, n < 1 d. Let q be a 
prime number #p which divides J (cf. (19.2.7)). We claim that then in 
CC(Hv.s(dl• Z[U, S]) 

(19.2.9) fqy(t) = qSdt111q mod(degree l + q- 1J) 

where y(t) is the curve 

(19.2.10) y(t) = (tP", .. ., tP'm) 

This follows from the fact that (cf. ( 19.1.11 )) 

(19.2.11) an(U, S) = 0 if n < 1d, v(n) # p 

ad(U, S) = Sd 
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where all the congruences are mod(U(i, k), S(j, I) I v(k) # p, v(I) # p, jkJ, 
III 2 2, I < 1d). Indeed from (19.2.11) it follows that hv.s<n>(y(t)) is of the form 

hv,S(d)(/(t)) =I b;tP' + Sdta mod(degree a+ 1) 

and (19.2.9) is immediate from this. 
Now {fi*Hv s(X, Y) = G(X, Y) is p-typical. Hence fqr(t) = 0 in rc(G; A). It 

follows that q.{fi(S(i, d)) = 0 so that {fi(S(i, d)) = 0 because A is a z,Pralgebra 
or a characteristic zero ring. This is a contradiction, proving that indeed 
efj(S(i,n))=O for all n with lnlz2, v(n)#p. Thus <fa factors through 
p: Z[U; S] -+ Z[ V, T] to give us a homomorphism </>: Z[ V, T] -+ A such that 
<f> Fv(X, Y) = F(X, Y), </>*ctv,T(X, Y) = ct(X), </>*Fv.r(X, Y) = G(X, Y) (by 
L;mma (19.2.5)). Uniqueness of</> is easy to prove. Indeed if</>': Z[V, T]-+ A 
were a second homomorphism taking the universal triple to the given triple 
over A, then <f>p and <f>'p are two homomorphisms taking the triple (Hv(X, Y), 
:xv.s(X), Hv.s(X, Y)) into the given triple over A. By Theorem (19.1.18) this 
means <f>p = <f>'p and hence</>=</>' because p is surjective. Q.E.D. 

• (19.2.12) Remark The hypothesis "A is a characteristic zero ring or a 
zP-algebra" cannot be omitted from Theore~ (19.2.6). In?eed, let q be any 
prime number different from p. Then X + Xq: G.(X, Y)-+ G,(X, Y) is a strict 
isomorphism between p-typical formal groups over any ring A of characteristic 
q; but, as is easily checked (especially if q__ < p), there is no homomorphism</>: 
Z[V, T]-+ A such that </>*F v(X, Y) = G,(X, Y) and </>*ctv,i{X) = X + Xq. 
(The counterexample ( 16.4.16) of Chapter III uses essentially the same idea.) 

19.3 On the isomorphism ctv.T(X): the v. formulas 

Fv.T(X, Y) is an m-dimensional p-typical formal group law over Z[V; T]. By 
the universality of the p-typical formal group law F v(X, Y) this means that 
there is a unique homomorphism 

(19.3.1) l'fR: Z[V]-+ Z[V; T], (l'fR)*Fv(X, Y) = Fv.T(X, Y) 

(The notation l'/R comes from algebraic topology where the same homomor
phism turns up as the right unit homomorphism I'/ R: BP(pt)-+ BP .(BP) of the 
Hopf algebra BP .(BP) of all Brown-Peterson homology operations; cf. Chap
ter VL Section 34.5 for more detai1s.) 

We shall write v. for the image l'/R(V.); the V,, are then polynomials in V., ... , 
V"; T1 , .. ., T,, with coefficients in Z. The first two are 

VI= v. + pTI 

V2 = V2 + pT2 + v. TT+ p- 1{(V. + pTi)(V. + pTi)P - v. vn 
and Ji\ is already almost impossible to write down explicitly (even modulo p). 

We recall from Chapter II, 10.4 that 

(19.3.2) pa.(V) =a._ i(V)VV'"- 'l + · .. + a 1 (V)V~~ 1 + V. 
(19.3.3) a.(V; T) = an(V) +an_ 1(V)1i(-'> + .. · + a,(V)T!~ 1 + T,, 
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This means that the V,, satisfy (and are characterized by) 

(19.3.4) pafl(V; T) = a,,-1(V; T)vir- 11 + ... + a1(V; T)V~~ I + vn 

where J7)P'1 is the matrix obtained from V; by raising each of its entries to the 

p'th power; we have chosen a different kind of bracket to denote this so as not 
to have to use J7F''l which could be taken to denote the result of applying the 

endomorphism 

a: Z[V, T]---> Z[V, T], 

r times to the entries of V,. 

• (19.3.5) Proposition 
n 

pa 11(V, T) = pT,, + L a11 _i(V, T)V\P"-;) 
i;:, 1 

n 

+ L L an-k(V)[V!P"-»1y"-i) - 1-y·-•>vip"-i)] 
k=2 i+j=k 

Proof Using formulas (19.3.2)-(19.3.4) we have 

n-1 

i= 1 

n- I 

= pT,, + V,, + L a11 -;(V)V\P"-;) 
i=l 

n-1 n-i 

+ ' ' .. (v)v<r-i-;)'T'f.r"-;> 
L,. 1- Qn-i-; J Ii 
i= I j= I 

n- 1 

= pT,, + V,, + L a11 _;(V, T)V!P"-;) 
i= 1 

n- 1 n-i 

n 

= pT,, + L a11 _;(V, T)V\P"-;> 
i= 1 

11- l n-i 

+ L L a11 _ ,._ j(V)[V)P''-;- 1>1y"- J) - 1jl'"-i-J)V)P"- i)] 
i= 1 j= I 

which proves the proposition. (To go from the next but last line to the last line 
in the derivation above, first interchange summation over i and summation 
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over j in the last double sum in the next but last line and then write i forj andj 

for i.) 

• ( l 9.3.6} Corollary 

n 

+ L L an-k(V)[V!P''-')T)P"-;) - TjP"-' 1V!P"-;l] 
k=2 i+j=k 

i.j?: l 

Proof This follows immediately from Proposition ( 19.3.5) by the use of 

(19.3.4} (and a0 (V, T) = l). 

• ( l 9.3.7} Theorem 

n- 1 

' (V rr'l - T V\1';1) L. I J .J I 

i+ j=n 
i.j?: 1 

+ L a11 -k(V)(ViP"-') - VlP..-.I) 
k = I 

i.j?_ 1 

Proof Using Proposition (19.3.5) and replacing the a11 _,.(V, T) in that for-
mula by 

( 19.3.8) 
n-i 

L an-i-j(V)TjP"+iJ + a11 _,.(V) = a11 -;(V, T) 
j= I 

and using ( 19.3.4 ), we obtain 

( 19.3.9) 
n- 1 11- 1 n-i 

V + 'I a -(V T)V1P"-' 1 = pT + V + ' ' a . -(V)'""P"-;-,ly<r•-;1 
11 '--' n-1 ' 1 n n L. L. 11-1-; 1) 1 

jo:-- 1 i= 1 .i'=:.1 

11- 1 

+ L a11 _,.(V)V\P"-iJ 
j:;;;;l 

n 

+ L L a11-k(V)[VP'"-')Tjp"-)) - Tr-•1v1r"-;I] 
k=2 i+j=k 

i.j?_ 1 

11- 1 

- T V ' (V)V1P"···1 - P n + 11 + L, Qll - j j 

II 
j:::l 

+ L L an-k(V)v?" '1TjP"-J) 
k=2 i•j=k 

i.)?: 1 
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Now use ( 19.3.8) again to get rid of the a.-;( V. T) in the left-hand side of 

(19.3.9). The result is the formula of Theorem (19.3.7). 

• ( 19.3.10) Remark Theorem ( 19.3.7) can be used to give a proof that the V,, 
are in fact polynomials with integral coefficients in V1 , ••• , V,,; T1 • •••• T,,; cf. 

[ 172]. 
In spite of its somewhat forbidding appearance we shall find the formula of 

Theorem ( 19.3.7) most useful on a number of occasions, notably when discus

sing formal moduli in 22.4 and or when we are studying BP-cohomology 

operations in Chapter VI, Section 34.5. (Cf. also 20.2 where Corollary ( 19.3.6) is 

used to calculate certain endomorphism rings of formal group laws over finite 

fields.) As a fairly weak first illustration of the uses of Theorem (19.3.7) we use it 
in 19.4 to classify one dimensional formal group laws over a separably closed 

field of characteristic p > 0. 

19.4 Classification of one dimensional formal group 
laws over a separably closed field 

Let k be a separably closed field and F(X. Y) a one dimensional formal 

group law over k. If k is of characteristic zero, then k is a Q-algebra and 

F(X, Y) is strictly isomorphic to G,(X, Y) so there is nothing left to classify. 

The situation changes drastically if char(k) = p > 0. In that case we have 

already constructed a formal group law F /),.h(X, Y) of height h over F Pc k for 

each h E N, and Corollary (3.2.10) of Chapter I says that these formal group 
laws are definitely pairwise nonisomorphic. The classification theorem now 

says: 

• (19.4.l) Theorem Let k be a separably closed field of characteristic p > 0. 

Then the one dimensional formal group laws over k are classified by their 

heights. 

So. if F(X, Y) is a one dimensional formal group law over k of height hand 

h < XJ, then F(X. Y) is isomorphic to F/),.JJ(, Y) over k and if h = XJ, F(X. Y) is 
isomorphic to G,(X, Y). 

•(19.4.2) Start of the proof of Theorem (19.4.1) If F(X. Y) is of 

infinite height, then [P]F = 0, and hence Corollary (5.7.6) of Chapter I says that 
F(X. Y) is (strictly) isomorphic to G.(X, Y) over k. We have already seen 

(Chapter I, Corollary (3.2.10)) that the F /),.h(X, Y) are pairwise nonisomorphic. 

The same argument shows that F /),.h(X, Y) is not isomorphic to G,(X, Y) for all 

h # w. It therefore remains to show that F(X. Y) is isomorphic to F .'!.h(X, Y) 

over k if F(X. Y) is of height h < w. To do this we use two congruence for

mulas for the v. (in the one dimensional case). 

• (19.4.3) Lemma Fix h EN. Then we have for all n EN, 

(19.4.4) V11 = V,, mod(Vi •... , v,,_ ,, p) 
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( 19.4.5) V,,+,, = V11 +11 - T,, Vf," + V,, T~' 

mod(V1 ..... V/,- 1• V~+ 1 •••.• V,,+11- i· T1 • ••• , T,,_ 1, p) 

• ( 19.4.6) Remark Once we have identified V,,-> V,. with l/R: BP *(pt)--> 
BP *(BP), formula ( 19.4.5) will give us immediately some results on BP
cohomology operations related to the so-called Budweiser lemma; cf. Chapter 

VI. 34.5. 

Proof To prove the first formula we work in Q[V; T]. First, we have that 

(cf. (19.2.3)) 
a;(V) = 0 mod(V1 •••• , v,,_i) 

a11 (V)=p- 1 V,, mod(V1, •••• V,1_i) 

Using ( 19.3.3) this gives that 

(19.4.7) a;(V.T)=T, 

a 11 (V, T) = T,. + p- 1 V11 mod(V1 ..... J,;,_ 1) 

Now use (19.3.4) to obtain (19.4.4) from (19.4.7). 

if i < /1 

if i < /1 

To prove (19.4.5) we use Theorem (19.3.7) in the one dimensional case. In 

that case all upper brackets disappear and we have 

(19.4.8) V,.=V,,+pT,.+ I ("V;Tt-1JVt) 
i+ j=n 

n- 1 
i.j~ 1 

+ I a11 _k(V)(Vf' ' - 17["-') 
k=I 

i.}2: I 

We proceed by induction on 11. 11 = 0, 1. 2, .... The induction hypothesis then 

gives 

(19.4.9) ifi<11+'1. V;= v; 
mod(V1, ...• V,,_ 1. V,,+ 1 •... , Vn+h- t• T1, • .• , T11 _ 1, p) 

(Note that this also holds for /1 = 1, because of ( 19.4.4).) Let a be the ideal 

(VI, ...• Vi1- t• VI.+,, ...• v.+11- I• T,, .. .. T,,_ ,) (in Z[V; T]). We now deal with 
the various terms of (19.4.8) separately. 

(a) The terms V, T)'. i, j ;::o: 1, i + j = /1 + h. These are zero mod a unless 

i = h and (hence) j = 11, which gives a term ~ T~'. 
(b) The terms 7JVt, i. J ;::o: 1. i +.i = 11. These are zero mod(a. p) unless 

i =hand i = 11, which gives a term -T,. Vf:" (use (19.4.9)). 

Let a be the ideal aQ[V, T] c Q[V. T]. We shall use the notation 

h(V. T) = 0 mod((f. p) to mean that b(V, T) E a+ pZ[V, T]. 
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(c) The terms an-dV)(Vf"-' - Vf"-'), k = 1, .... n - I. By the induction 
hypothesis (19.4.9) we have that V,. = Vk mod(a, p) for these k. Hence 
Vf"-' := J7f"-' mod((t, p"-k+ 1), which implies that these terms are := 0 
mod(a, p) because p"-ka,,-k(V) E Z[V; T]. 

(d) Thetermsa,,-k(V)Vj'"-'T)"-',k= 1, ... ,n- l;i+j=k;i,j'2.1.These 
are all zero mod (f because for these i and j either V; E (t Or 7j E et. 

(e) The terms a,,-k(V)Tf'-'0;"-', k = 1, ... , n - 1; i + j = k. i, j - 1.:. For 
these i andj, we have Tj Ea unlessj '2. 11, which means that i < h so that Vi= 0 
mod(ct.p) and Vf"-'=O mod(ct,p"-k+ 1) so that all these terms are =0 
mod(([. p). 

Putting all this together we find 

V,,+h = V.,+h + V,, rt' - T,, Vf:" mod(([. p) 

which by the sublemma (19.4.10) below implies that (19.4.5) holds. 

•(19.4.10) Sublemma Let b(V, T)EZ[V; T] and suppose that b(V, T)E 
a+ pZ[V, T]. Then b(V. T) E a+ pZ[V; T). 

Proof Write b( V, T) as a sum of monomials I cn.m vnrm. Then b( v. T) E 
(f + pZ[V, T] means that for all n, m at least one of the following holds (i) 
c0 .m = 0 mod p, (ii) V; IV° for some i E { l, .. ., h - L h + 1, ... , h + 11 - 1 }, (iii) 
7JI ym for some j E {1, 2, ... , 11- l}. And this, in turn, implies that b(V, T) E 
a + pZ[ V, T] because the c0 .m are integral. 

•(19.4.11) Remark The sublemma (19.4.10) does not hold for arbitrary 
ideals a: c Z[V, T] as the example T1 + T1i. = p- 1(V1 - pT1) - P- 1(V1 - pT).) 
shows. 

•(19.4.12) ProofofTheorem(19.4.1)(conclusion) LetF(X, Y)beaone 
dimensional formal group law over k of height h < oo. Because k is a 
z -algebra we can assume that F(X, Y) is a p-typical formal group law ([') ' . 
(Chapter III, Theorem ( 15.2.9)), i.e., that F(X, Y) = </>* F v(X, Y) for a smtable 
homomorphism </J: Z[V]-> k. Let vi = </>(V;), i = 1, 2, .... We shall write 
F,.(X, Y) for </J*F v(X, Y). Because F'"(X, Y) is of height h (and k is of charac
teristic p > 0), we have that t• 1 = · · · = v1,_ 1 = 0, t'h =I= 0. We are now going to 
construct sequences v(n) = (111(11), v2(n), ... ) of elements of k, starting with 
r( I) = t' such that for all 11 E N the following holds 
(19.4.13) ri(n)=O for i=l, ... ,h-1,h+L ... ,h+n-1 

vh(n) =I= 0 

and at the same time we shall obtain power series 1/1,,(X) such that 

(19.4.14) 

( 19.4.15) 

is a strict isomorphism. 

l/J,,(X) = X mod(degree p") 

1/1,,(X): F 1 <11>(X, Y)-> F,.( 11 + 1>(X, Y) 
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We take r(l) = t'. Suppose we have already found v;(11), i = I, 2, ... , for a 
certain 11 '2. 1. We now define t;(n) = 0 for i =I, ... , 11- I, 11 +I, 11 + 2, ... , 
and we choose t,.(11) such that 

( 19.4.16) r,,+ 11 (11) - 1,,(11)vh(n)P" + vh(n)111(11)P• = 0 

(Such a 111 (11) exists in K because K is separably closed and because uh(n) =I= 0.) 
Now define 

v;(11 + 1) = Vi(v(n), 1(11)), 1/1,,(X) = a,·(n).t{n)(X) 

where Jl;(r(n), 1(11)) is the element of k obtained by substituting u)11) and 1A11) 
for V, and 7j. j = I, ... , i and a,,1,.). 1(11l(X) is obtained from :xv. T(X) by the same 
substitutions. We then have 1/1,.(X) = X mod(degree p") because 

:xv.T(X) = fvJUv(X)) = X mod(T1 , ... , T,,_ 1, degree p") 

sincefi .. T(X) =h·(X) mod(T1, ... , T..-i· degree p") by the definition o~fu(X); 
cf. ( 19.2.3 ). Further ( 19.4.13) holds (with n replaced by 11 + I) because v;(n) = O 
for i =I, ... , h - I, lz +I, .... 11 + h - I; t;(11) = 0 for i =I, 2, ... , /1 - 1 and 
(19.4.16). This follows from Lemma (19.4.3). 

The composed strict isomorphisms 

F,,(X. Y)-> F,.(li(X. Y)-> · · ·--> F"'">(X, Y) 

converge to some strict isomorphism 

l/J(X): F,.(X, Y)-> G(X, Y) 
(because of (19.4.14)) and because of (19.4.15) we see that 

G(X, Y) = F w(X, Y) 

with w; = 0 ifi =I= h, and wh f 0. Now let </>(X) = a- 1x where a is a (ph - l)th 
root of unity of wh. Then </>(X) is an isomorphism F w(X, Y)-> F '1.(X, Y). This 
concludes the proof of Theorem ( 19.4.1 ). 

• (19.4.17) Remark We have also shown that over a separably closed field 
every one dimensional formal group of finite height his strictly isomorphic to a 
formal group law of the form F w(X, Y) with Wj = 0 for all i f h. 

20 Existence and Nonexistence of Homomorphisms 
and Isomorphisms 

This section contains (together with Section 19) most of the general results 
and criteria that we shall develop on the existence (and nonexistence) of homo
morphisms and isomorphisms between formal group laws. However, it cer
tainly does not contain all results on the classification of formal groups (by 
power series methods) that we shall obtain (and have obtained). More 
classification results occur in Sections 22, 24, and more results on endomor
phism rings will be found in 21 and 23. 
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20.1 Conditions for the existence of homomorphisms for 

functional equation formal group laws. Calculation of the 

endomorphism rings of the universal formal group laws 

Fv(X, Y) and Hv(X, Y) and of the Lubin-Tate formal group laws 

• (20.1.l) Let A be a characteristic zero ring and F(X. Y) a "functional eq.ua

tion formal group law" over A. By this phrase we mean that for every prime 

number p there exist associated functional equation ingredients K r· a r: 

K -> K a c A q s1 , s 2 , ... E Kr, satisfying the usual conditions (cf. 
JJ P' P P' P' ·P ,p 

Chapter I, 2.1 and Chapter II, 10.1) such that the logarithmf(X) of f(X, Y) 

satisfies for all prime numbers p a functional equation 

00 

f (X) - L s;.h~)* f (Xqr') E A[ X] 
i= 1 

Examples of" functional equation formal group laws" are, e.g., the p-typical 

universal formal group laws F v(X, Y). the universal formal group laws 

H u(X. Y), and the various Lubin-Tate formal group laws constructed in Chap

ter I, 8 and Chapter II, 13.2. We emphasize that not all formal group laws are 

functional equation formal group laws in spite of the fact that the H v(X, Y) are 

functional equation formal group laws. Part of the reason is of course that the 

endomorphisms a r: Z[ U] -> Z[ U] may not" factor" through a homomorphism 

cp: Z[U]-> A. That is, given a ring A and a homomorphism </J: Z[U]-> A, there 

may not be an endomorphism iJP: A--+ A such that O'r</J =</Jar. 

• (20.1.2) Example Let [K: QP] be a totally ramified Galois extension of 

degree 3, A the ring of integers of K, and n a uniformizing element of A. Let 

F v(X, Y) be the one dimensional p-typical universal formal group law over 

Z[ V], and let <P: Z[ V] --+ A be defined by cp(V1) = n, t/J(V2) = 1, t/J( Vi) = 0 if i ;:::: 3 

and let F(X, Y) = t/J* F v(X, Y). Then we claim F(X, Y) is not a functional 

equation formal group law. This is easy to see because the only endomorphisms 

a of A such that a(a) = aq mod(n) for some power q of pare the identity and 

(powers of) the Frobenius endomorphism of A. 

On the other hand, we have 

I (20.1.3) Proposition Let A be a characteristic zero ring that is also a 

Z<rralgebra which admits an endomorphism a: K-> K, K = A @ z Q, such ~hat 

a(a) = aP mod(pA) for all a E A. Then every formal group law over A 1s a 

functional equation formal group law (with A, K as given, ar =a, ar = pA, 

qr= p, and a= id for all p =!= p). 

Proof Because of part (iii) of the functional equation lemma 10.2, it 

suffices to show that f(X, Y) is strictly isomorphic to a functional equation 

formal group law. Further, because A is a Zlrl-algebra we have only one prime 

number, viz., the prime number p, to worry about. (For all other prime num

bers p" take a= id and s1 . = s2 • = · · · = 0.) And finally, again because A is a 
' • p •p 
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Z11'l-algebra, we can (modulo isomorphism) assume that F(X, Y) is a p-typical 

formal group law (Theorem (15.2.9) of Chapter III). We are now going to 

construct matrices si with coefficients in A @ Q such that 

oc 

(20.1.4) sip E Am'm, f(X) = X + L si(ai)*f(XP') 
j:=J 

We are going to construct the s; inductively. First, F(X, Y) = X + y 

rn~d(degree ~);hence by the p-typical comparison lemma (cf. (20.1.7)) there is a 

umque matnx a such that 

F(X, Y) =: X + Y + a(p- 1 (XP + fP - (X + Y)P)) mod(degree p + 1) 

Take s1 = P- 1a, then s 1 p E Am''". Let F0 l(X, Y) be the formal group law over 

A with logarithm 

.ft!)(X) = X + s 1 a* ./(n(XP) 

then f 0 i(X, Y) = F(X, Y) mod(degree p + 1). (f< 1i(X, Y) is a formal group 

law over A by the functional equation lemma.) Now suppose we have already 

found s,, .. ., s. such that F<.i(X, Y) = F(X, Y) mod(degree p" + 1), where 

f 1.i(X, Y) has the logarithm 

n 

f(11i{X) = X + L s;(a;)* f(.l(XP') 
i=l 

Again by the p-typical comparison lemma (20.l.7) there is a unique matrix a 

such that 

F(X, Y) = f 111i(X, Y) 

+ a(p- 1(XP"+' + YP"+' _ (X + Y)P"+')) mod(degree p11 + 1 + l) 

Now set s.+1 = p- 1a. Then F(n+ii(X. Y) = F(X, Y) mod(degree p•+I + 1). 

Continuing in this way we find all si and F(X, Y) =f- 1(.f(X) +f(Y)) mod( de

gree p" + 1) for all n, hence F(X, Y) =.r- 1(.f(X) +.f(Y)) wheref(X) is the 

power series (20. l.4 ). This concludes the proof of (20.1.3 ). 

• ~2~.1.5) C.orollary (of the proof of Proposition (20.1.3)) If A is a character

istic zero rmg (but not necessarily a Z 1rl-algebra) with an endomorphism a: 

A-> A such that a(a) = aP mod(p) for all a E A and F(X, Y) is a p-typical 

formal group law over A, then there exist unique matrices v 1, v2' ... with 

coefficients in A such that the logarithm of F(X, Y) satisfies the functional 

equation 

(20.1.6) "' 
.f(X) = X + L p-1vMi)* .f(XP') 

i=l 

• (~0.1.7)_ p-typic~I comparison lemma Let F(X, Y), G(X, Y) be two m

d1mens1onal p-typ1cal formal group laws over a ring A, and suppose that 
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F(X, Y) = G(X, Y) mod(degree p' + 1) for some r EN u {O}. Then there is a 

unique matrix a with coefficients in A such that 

F(X, Y) = G(X, Y) 

+ a(p- 1(X"'"' + Y"'+' - (X + Y)"'"')) mod(degree p'+ 2 ) 

Proof Immediate from the p-typical universality of the formal group law 

Fv(X, Y) and the structure of Fv(X, Y), cf. (18.3.5). 

• (20.1.8) Conditions for the existence of endomorphisms After 

these preliminaries, partly designed to show that many (but not all) formal 

group laws are of functional equation type, let us turn to the question of 

necessary (and sufficient) conditions for the existence of endomorphisms. 

Let F(X, Y) be a formal group law of dimension m over a characteristic 

zero ring A and suppose that F(X, Y) is of functional equation type. An 

endomorphism of F(X, Y) over A is necessarily of the formf- 1(af(X)) where a 

is an m x m matrix with coefficients in A, andf- 1(af(X)) is an endomorphism 

of F(X, Y) if and only ifall coefficients off- 1(af(X)) are in A; cf. 18.2. Suppose 

this is the case. Then we have af(X) = f(h(X)) for some m-tuple of power series 

h(X), which by part (iii) of the functional equation lemma means that we must 

have 
00 

(20.1.9) af(X) - I si,p(u~(a)(u~)* f(X4"1) EA® z(p)[X] 
i=I 

for all prime numbers p. (Where the s;.,,, u "' q,, are part of the ingredients 

entering into the definition of "being of functional equation type"; cf. 20.1.1. 

Conversely, if (20.1.9) is satisfied for all p, then part (ii) of the functional 

equation lemma (together with sublemma (17.6.6) of Chapter III) shows that 

r 1(af(X)) E A[X] so that r 1(af(X)) is an endomorphism of F(X, Y). So 

(20.1.9) is a set of necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of 

endomorphisms. 
Of course, if A is also a Zc,,ralgebra, then the only nontrivial condition 

(20.1.9) is the one that involves precisely the prime number p. 

• (20.1.10) Homomorphisms Now let F(X, Y) and G(X, Y) be two formal 

group laws over a characteristic zero ring A of dimensions m and n, respec

tively. Letf(X), g(X) be the logarithms of F(X, Y) and G(X, Y). Any homo

morphism cx(X): F(X, Y)-> G(X, Y) is of the form g- 1(af (X)) where a is an 

n x m matrix with coefficients in A. Suppose that G(X, Y) is a formal group law 

of functional equation type (F(X, Y) may be arbitrary) and let u", q", s1."' 

s2·"' ••• be the corresponding ingredients, then g- 1(af(X)) is a homomorphism 

over A from F(X, Y) to G(X, Y) if and only ifthe n-tuple of power series in m 

variables af(X) satisfies a functional equation 

"' 
(20.1.11) af(X) - I si.pu~(a)(u~)* f(X4"') E A[X] 

i=l 
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Note that in this case the s;.,,. u "' q" "belong to G(X, Y)" rather than to 

F(X, Y), i.e., they are the functional equation ingredients of the "receiving" 

group law. 

I (20.1.12) The endomorphism ring Endziv1(Fv(X, Y)) To see that 

(20.1.8) actually tells us something useful on occasion we calculate the endo

morphism ring of the p-typical universal m-dimensional formal group law 

fv(X, Y) over Z[V]. Recall that the logarithm of Fv(X, Y) satisfies 

00 

fv(X) = X + I p- 1 V, J!f'l(X"') 
i= 1 

Let a be an m x .m matrix with coefficients in Z[V]. Now fv(X) only has pth 

powers as denominators, so, by (20.1.8),f- 1(af(X)) has coefficients in Z[V] if 

and only if 
00 

(20.1.13) afv(X) - I P- 1 V,aC"Yif'l(X"') E Z[V)[X] 
i= 1 

This means in particular that 

(20.1.14) 

But a1 (V) = p- 1 V1, and hence it follows from (20.1.14) that a is of the form 

(20.1.15) a= nlm + pb 

with n E Z, Im them x m unit matrix, and b a suitable matrix with coefficients 

in Z[V]. 
Now suppose we have shown that a = nl m mod(p1- 1 ). Then looking at the 

coefficients of degree p1 in (20.1.13), we find the condition 

(20.1.16) aa1(V) - p- 1 Vi a!"laj~\ (V) - .. · 

- p- t v,_ ta<"'- 'la<['-' l( V) - p- t V,aC"~ E Z[ V] 

Using a= al"') mod(p1- 1 ), a= nlm mod(p1- 1 ), and aJV) = p- 1 V1 a~~ 1(V) + 
.. · + p- 1 V,, it readily follows from (20.1.16) that we must have 

p- 1aVi Vl[>l ... 0f'-'l - p- 1Vial"l0fl ... 0f'-'l E Z[V) 

which then in turn implies a = nl m mod(p1). 

We have proved the proposition 

• (20.1.17) Proposition Endziv1(Fv(X, Y)) = Z. 

In a similar manner one can show that 

• (2~.1.18) Proposition Endziu1(Hu(X, Y)) = Z where H u(X, Y) is the 

universal m-dimensional formal group law over Z[ U], of Chapter II, Section 11. 

(~roposition (20.1.18) can also be obtained as a consequence of the slight 

variant Endz."m(Fv(X, Y)) = Zc,,l of Proposition (20.1.17) (which is proved in 
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exactly the same way) via the observation that F v(X, Y) is strictly isomorphic 

to Hu(X, Y) over Z<P>[U] if we identify the matrices v; and UP,.) 

Of course Propositions (20.1.17) and (20.1.18) say exactly what one expects 

of a universal type object: they have as few endomorphisms as possible. A 

corollary of (20.1.17) and (20.1.18) might be stated as: "generically" the ring of 

endomorphisms of a formal group law is no larger than Z (or, e.g., Z<P> if one 

considers only formal group laws over Z<Pfalgebras; or ... ). 

• (20.1.19) Endomorphisms of Lubin-Tate formal group laws Let K 

be a discretely valued field with ring of integers A, maximal ideal 111, residue 

field k = A/111 of q elements. (Kneed not be complete.) Let n be an uniformizing 

element of A and let B be an m x /11 matrix with coefficients in A; let t E N. We 

set 
f (X) = X + n- 1 Bf(Xq'), F(X, Y) = F 1(f(X) + f(Y)) 

then (by the functional equation lemma) F(X, Y) is an 111-dimensional formal 

group law over A; if Bis invertible, F(X, Y) is a Lubin-Tate formal group law 

as discussed in Chapter II, 13.3. 

Let K be the maximal unramified extension of K and K., its completion 

and let A,,,, A,,, be the rings of integers of K., and K,,,. We can also consider 

F(X, Y) as a functional equation type formal group over A., because f(X) 

satisfies (over K.,) the functional equation 

f(X) = X + n- 1 B<J*f (Xq') 

where <J: K.,-> K., is the unique Frobenius endomorphism that satisfies 

a(a) = aq' mod(n) for all a E .4.,. We are going to calculate End.4...(F(X, Y)). 

Let C be an m x m matrix with coefficients in A.,. Then (by (20.l.8)) C gives 

rise to an endomorphismr 1(Cf(X)) over A., of F(X, Y) if and only if 

Cf(X) - n- 1 Ba(C)f(Xq') E A., 

Writing out these conditions, we find 

(20.1.20) 

n- 1cB - n- 1Ba(C) EA., 

n- 2CB 2 - n- 2 Ba(C)B EA., 

n-"CB" - n-"Ba(C)B"- 1 E Anr 

Now suppose that B is invertible. Then these conditions imply first that 

a(C) = B- 1CB mod(n") for all 11 EN, hence a(C) = B- 1CB. Specializing to 

various special cases we find the results: 

• (20.1.21) Let F(X, Y) be a one dimensional Lubin-Tate formal group law 

over A with logarithm.f(X) = X + im- 1f(Xq') with u E V(A), the units of A, 

then we have EndA(F(X, Y)) =A, END(F(X, Y)) =A,, where A, is the ring of 

integers of the unramified extension of degree t of K, and END(F(X, Y)) = 
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End 4.,,(F(X, Y)) is the absolute endomorphism ring of F(X, Y). Finally, 

End i.,(F(X, Y)) = END(F(X, Y)) = A,. 

1 (20.1.22) Let F(X, Y) be an 111-dimensional Lubin-Tate formal group law 

over A with logarithm .f (X) = X + n- 1 Bf (X'1'), B an invertible m x 111 matrix 

with coefficients in A, then EndA(F(X, Y)) is the ring of all 111 x 111 matrices C 

over A that commute with B. In particular, if B =/"',then End 1(F(X, Y)) = 

AJ..,(A), the full ring of 111 x m matrices over A. 

In a similar manner, using (20.1.10) instead of (20.1.8), one obtains: 

I (20.1.23) Let F(X, Y) and G(X, Y) be an 111-dimensional and an 11-

dimensional Lubin-Tate formal group law over A with logarithms .f(X) = 

X + .n- 1 B1 f(Xq'), g(X) = X + n- 1 B9 g(Xq') with B 1 and B9 invertible 

matnces over A (and the same t in both cases). Then FG A(F(X, Y), G(X, Y)) is 

the group of all 11 x 111 matrices C with coefficients in A such that CB = B C. 

(Remark: this holds also if B9 is not necessarily invertible (but B 1 must9 be 

invertible).) 1 

• (20.1.24) Remark Let K. A, n, and q be as before and let r =a' be a power 

of the Frobenius endomorphism a: K-> K, a(a) = aP mod(n) for all a E A. Let 

F(X, Y) be the twisted one dimensional Lubin-Tate formal group law with 

logarithmf(X) = X + n- 1ur* f(XP'); cf. Chapter II, Section 13.2. Then (using 

(20.1.8) again) one finds that EndA(F(X, Y)) ={a EA lr(a) =a}. 

• (20.1.25) Let K, A, n, q. r be as above. Let F(X, Y) be an m-dimensional 

twisted Lubin-Tate formal group law over A with logarithm f (X) = X + 
n- 1 Br* f(XP') with B invertible, and let G(X, Y) be them-dimensional Lubin

Tate formal group law with logarithm g(X) = X + n- 1,*g(XP'). Then 

G(X, Y) and F(X, Y) are isomorphic over A.,. 

Proof Both F(X, Y) and G(X, Y) can be considered as twisted formal 

group laws over A.,. By Lemma (20.1.26) we have that there exists an invertible 

matrix Cover A., such that c- 1r*(C) =B. Then we have 

Cf(X) = X + n- 1CBr* f(XP') = X + n- 1r*Cf(.P') 

so that Cf(X) satisfies the same functional equation as g(X). which proves by 

the functional equation lemma that g- 1(Cf(X)) has its coefficients in A,,,; i.e., 

we have an isomorphism. 

I (20.1.26) Lemma Let B be an invertible m x m matrix with coefficients in 

.4,,,. Then there exists an invertible matrix C with coefficients in A such that 

B = c- 1r*(C). '" 

This will be proved in Section 24.l (Proposition (24.1.7)). 

ti 
I 
! 

-I I 
I 
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20.2 Calculation of the endomorphism rings of 
the formal group laws F A.(X, Y) 

At first sight it would seem that the use of functional equation type 

techniques to study endomorphisms and homomorphisms would be limited to 

formal group laws over characteristic zero rings. To show that this is not the 

case, we now calculate the endomorphism rings of the formal group laws 

F A.(X, Y) over F P' F q' and F(p"° ), where F q is the field of q = ph elements, F(p00 ) 

is the algebraic closure of F P' and F A,,(X, Y) is the one dimensional formal 

group law of height h over F P defined in Chapter I, 3.2. 

• (20.2.1) Choose a prime number p. Recall that F A.(X, Y) over Z is the formal 

group law with logarithm 

(20.2.2) fA.(X) = x + p- 'i\,(XP") = x + p- 1 XP' + p- 2 XP 2" + .. · 

and f' A,,(X, Y) is the reduction modulo p of F A.(X, Y). To sii_:iplify notation we 

shall from now on in this subsection 20.2 write F h• fh, and F h for FA•' JA., and 

FA., respectively, and we shall write q for ph. . 

Recall that the endomorphism [P]F,,(X) = X + F• X + F, · · · + F• X (p times) 

of Fh(X, Y) satisfies 

(20.2.3) 

so that 

(20.2.4) 

We shall from now also occasionally write ~(X) for Xq. 

1 (20.2.5) Lemma Let a(X) be an endomorphism of Fh(X, Y) over. any 

separably closed field k of characteristic p, e.g., k = F(p 00 ), then all coefficients 

of a(X) are actually in Fq. 

Proof Because a(X) is an endomorphism we must have a([Ph;,(X)) = 

[p]f·.(ct(X)), i.e., a(X)q = a(Xq) and hence aq =a for all coefficients of a(X). 

Q.E.D. 

• (20.2.6) The next step is to find a fairly large numb~r of automorphisms of 

Fh(X, Y). To this end recall that F h(X, Y) can be obtamed from F v(X: Y), ~he 

universal one dimensional p-typical formal group law, by the spec1ficat10n 

v,, = 1, v; = O if i f- h. Let A = WP, (F q) be the ring of integers of the unramified 

extension of degree h of Q and let b 1, ..• , bh- 1 be a sequence of h - l elements 

of A and set g(X) = X + b1 XP + · · · + bh- I xp•- •.Let F9(X, Y) be the formal 

group obtained from the one dimensional formal group law F v.r(X, Y) by 

substituting vh = 1, v; = 0 for if- h, 1i = b; for i = 1, ... , h - land~= 0 for 

i ~ h, and let a9(X) be the power series obtained. from a_.,,.T(:Y) by th~ same 

substitutions. Then a0(X): Fh(X, Y)-> F9(X, Y) 1s a stnct 1somorph1sm of 
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formal group laws over A. The formal group law F ,JX, Y) is p-typical, therefore 

there exists a sequence of elements i1 = (v" v2, [1 3 , ... ). i1; EA, such that 
f,,(X, Y) = F9(X, Y). 

We now have 

• (20.2.7) Lemma v; = 0 mod p if i f- h. i\ = l mod p. 

Proof Writing v = (v 1, v2 , ••• ) for the sequence (0, 0, ... , 0, l, 0, 0, ... ) with 

the 1 in the ith spot and t = (t" t2 , ... ) for the sequence (b" .. ., b1,_ 1, 0, 0 .... ), 
we have according to Corollary (19.3.6) that 

(20.2.8) 

n 

+ "°' "°' ( P"-'t~"-i_tl!"-'1!"'-') ~ ~ an~k v, j J t, 
k=2i+j=k 

where f(X) =I a;XP' and fg(X) =I a;XP'. Now suppose we have already 

proved that u; = t'; mod p for all i < n. Then we have, taking the various terms 
in (20.2.8) in turn, 

(20.2.9) 

hence 

an-;(vfri - vf"-') = 0 mod(p) 

As regards the terms of the double sum in (20.2.8), we have u; = 0 unless i = h 

and uh = l so the only possible nonzero contributions of the double sum are of 
the form 

and these are congruent zero modulo p because tf~ h = t k- h mod(p) since 
tk-hEA and hence tf~-h'+"-tf~-;=o mod(pn-k+ 1). It now follows from 

(20.2.8) that also vn - un = 0 mod(p ), which concludes the proof of the lemma. 

• (20.2.10) Lemma (20.2.7) says that by reducing F0(X, Y) modulo p we get the 

same thing as by reducing Fh(X, Y) so that the reduction of a 9(X) modulo p 
provides us with an automorphism: 

which starts off as x; I (X) = x + Ei, XP + ... + fin_ I xp••- I + ... where the D; 

are the images of the b; under the natural projection A--> F q· The last statement 

follows because a;(V, T) = 7; mod(Vi, .. ., v,._ i) if i < h (cf. (19.3.3)) and 
hence 
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and 

o:;::J(X) =fv 1Uv.r(X)) = X + T1 XP + · · · 
+ 711 _ 1 )(Ph- i mod(V1, ... , v,,_ 1, degree p")) 

I (20.2.11) Let M 1, be the additive group of all polynomials of the form 
a0 X + a 1 )(P +···+a,,_ 1 X"h- I with a; E Fq with the usual (coordinatewise) 
addition. Multiplication on M11 is defined as follows 

(aoX + a1 X" + ... + l111-1 )(Ph-1)(boX + h1 )(P + ... + h11-·1 )(Ph-1) 

= a0 b0 X + (a0 b1 + a 1 bg)X" + ... 
+ (aoh11- 1 + a1 bf:-2 + .. · + a1,- 1 bg1'- 1)xrh- • 

= ao(ho + h1XP + ... + h11-2Xph-I) + ... 
+ a11-1(bo +bi )(P + '" + b/,-1 )(P1'- 1}l'h-I mod(degree p11 ) 

This turns M 11 into an associative (but noncommutative if h > 1) ring with unit 
element. We now define a map <f>: EndF,,(F11(X, Y))-> l\1 11 by assigning to 
a(X) E End(F11 (X, Y)) the mod(degree p11 ) part of cx(X). To show that this is 
well defined, we must of course show that cx(X) is of the form o:(X) = a 0 + 
a1 X" + a2 X" 1 + · · · + a1,_ 1 X"h- • mod( degree p1'). This follows from the fact 
that F11(X, Y) = X + Y mod( degree p1') so that ix(X). being an endomorphism, 
must satisfy cx(X) +a( Y) = a(X + Y) mod( degree 1/'). The same remark 
(F1,(X. Y) = X + Y mod(degree l)) shows that <f>: EndF.(f11(X, Y))-+ M 11 is a 
homomorphism of abelian groups, and, by the definition of the multiplication 
on M 11 , it is then also a homomorphism of rings with identity element. 

• (20.2.12) Lemma <f>: EndF,,{F11(X, Y))-> M 11 is a surjective homomorphism 
of associative rings with identity elements. The kernel of </> consists of all 
endomorphisms of height ::": h and Ker </> = p EndF.(F1,(X, Y)). 

Proof First, because F 11 (X, Y) is a Lubin-Tate formal group law over A, 
there are endomorphisms C!.(X) of F 11(X, Y) such that cx(X) = aX mod(degree 2) 
for every a E A: cf. (20.1.21 ). Reducing these mod p, we find elements of the 
form ZIX + a1 xr + · · · + ab_ 1)(P"·1 E Im</> for every a E Fq. In addition to 
these, we have found in (20.2.10) elements X + b1 )(P + · · · + b11 _ 1 )(P"-' in 
Im</> for all b 1 ..... b11 .. 1 E Fq. Together these elements in Im</> generate all of 
M 1, additively so that </> is indeed surjective. 

By the definition of height of an endomorphism (cf. 18.3) <f>(o:(X)) = 0 iff 
ht(o:(X)) ;o: h. Now suppose that height (o:(X)) ::": h we want to show that o:(X) E p 
EndF.(F11(X, Y)) which means (because [p]r."(X) = Xq) that we must show 
ix(X) = f3(X)q for some endomorphism {3. Now ix(X), being of height ::": h, can 
be written as ix(X) = f3(Xq) for some power series f3 over F q (cf. (18.3.1)). We 
have 
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and 
F1,(a(X), ix( Y)) = f 1,(/3(Xq). ei:( Yq)) 

Comparing these expressions, we see that /3(X) is indeed an endomorphism of 
F,,(X. Y). 

Finally, if CJ'.(X) E p EndF.(F1,(X, Y)), then cx(X) = f3(X)q = {J(Xq) for some 
endomorphism /3(X). which shows that <f>(C!.(X)) = 0 in M 11 • Q.E.D. 

• (20.2.13) Theorem Writing £ 1, for EndF.(f1,(X. Y)), we have: 

(i) £ 1, is a free module of rank h2 over ZP. 
(ii) £ 11 ® z,, Q,, = D1, is a division algebra of rank h2 over Q . 

(iii) £ 11 is the maximal order of D1, (over Zp)· P 

(iv) The center of D 11 is QP. so that D11 is a central division algebra over QP. 
(v) The invariant of D11 is inv(D1,) = 1i- 1. 

(vi) The map at->f/; 1(af11(X)) defines a ring homomorphism 
.4 11 -> EndA 1,(F11(X, Y)) which by composition with the reduction homomor
phism End dF11(X, Y))-> E yields an injective ring homomorphism If;: A11 -> E. 
Further, lf;(A11 ) ® z" QP is a maximal unramified commutative subfield of D 11 • 

Here A11 is the ring of integers of the unramified extension of degree h of QP. 

Before proving most of this theorem we shall certainly need to know what 
the various words in its statement mean. To this end we have inserted below 
(20.2.16) a short intermezzo on (central) division algebras. First, however, we 
state a corollary and prove part (i) of Theorem (20.2.13). 

• (20.2.14) Corollary Let F(X, Y) be a one dimensional formal group law of 
height h < 'XJ over a separably closed field k of characteristic p > 0. Then the 
endomorphism ring End.(F(X, Y)) is isomorphic to the maximal order in the 
central division algebra D11 of invariant h- 1 and rank '1 2 over QP. 

(This follows immediately from Theorem (20.2.13) and Lemma (20.2.5) be
cause over a separably closed field of characteristic p > 0 the one dimensional 
formal group laws are classified by their heights (Theorem (19.4.1)).) 

• (20.2.15) Proof of part ( i) of Theorem ( 20. 2.13) We know that E 11 is a 
complete Hausdorff topological module over Z and that £ 11 is Z -torsion free p p 

because£,, has no zero divisors (cf. (18.3.2)). Further, £ 1,/p£11 =M 11, which is a 
free module of rank '1 2 over F p· It follows that £ 11 is a free module of rank h2 

over zp. 
• (20.2.16) Intermezzo on division algebras This little intermezzo con

tains no proofs. For these, see [361, Chapter XII] or the nice little booklet [36]. 
Let K be a field. A central division algebra D over K is a finite dimensional 
associative (but not necessarily commutative) algebra over Kin which every 
element f. 0 is invertible such that the center of D is precisely K. Three of the 
important theorems concerning central division algebras are (cf. [36; Theorems 
HI-I, IIl-3, III-4]): 
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Rank theorem Let D be a central division algebra over K, then [D: K], the 

dimension of· D over K, is a square 11 2, 11 E N. 

Commutant theorem (weak form) Let D be a central division algebra 

over K and L a commutative subfield of D that contains K. Then the commu

tant DL = {x E DI xa = ax for all a E L} is a central division algebra over Land 

[L: K][DL: K] = [D: K). 

Skolem-Noether theorem (weak form) Let D be a central division 

algebra over K and let L and f, be two subfields of D that contain K. Then 

every K-isomorphism a: L-> f, can be extended to an internal automorphism 

of D. (I.e., there exists an element y ED such that a(x) = yxy- 1 for all x EL.) 

Let us examine the situation of the commutant theorem in more detail. 

Suppose [L: K] = m and [D: K] = 11 2• Because Lis commutative, we have 

L c DL so that the situation is D :::J DL :::J L :::J K. Using m[DL: K] = 11 2 we see 

that [ DL : L] = 11 2 /m 2 , so DL is a central division algebra over L of rank 112 /m 2 . 

We also note that evidently a commutative subfield L of D that contains K is of 

dimension a divisor of 11 over K if [D: K] = 11 2• 

From now on we suppose that K is a finite extension of QP. Let v: 

K-> Z u { oo} be the normalized (exponential) valuation on K. There is a 

unique extension of v to a valuation on D. (For example, because K is complete 

one can extend v uniquely to all the commutative subfields K(cx), ex ED, and (by 

uniqueness) these extensions agree to define a unique extension of v on all of D.) 

Let AD = {x E DI v(x) ~ O}; AD, the maximal order of D, is an algebra of rank 

112 over AK= {x EK I v(x) ~ O}. Let 111D = {x ED I v(x) > O}; this is the maximal 

(two sided) ideal of AD; let kD = AD/mD be the residue field of D. Let e be the 

ramification index of D/K (i.e., e is such that v(D/{O}) = e- 1z) and let 

f = [kD: k ], where k is the residue field of K. Then ef = 112 • Since k is a finite 

field, k0 = k(x) for some x E A0 (x denotes the residue class of x) and because 

(as we have seen above) [ K(x) : K] ::; 11, it follows thatf::; 11. Further, there is an 

x ED such that v(x) = e- 1 (by the definition of e) and again because 

[ K(x): K] ::; 11 we also have e ::; 11. Combined with ef = 112 , this gives e = f = 11. 

Since [k0 : k] = 11, there is an x E A0 such that k0 = k(x) and [K(x): K] ~ n, 

but always [K(x): K]::; 11. It follows that [K(x): K] = n and since also 

[k(x): k] = 11, it follows that K(x)/ K is unramified of degree n. Thus D contains 

a maximal unramified (commutative) .subfield of degree 11. 

Finally, we discuss the invariant of D (which is classifying). Every central 

division algebra Dover K is in particular a central simple algebra over Kand 

thus gives rise to an element b E Br(K) = H 2(Kn,/K), the Brauer group K. 

Now, since K is a local field H 2(Knr/K) :::o: Q/Z, and the element of Q/Z corre

sponding to b is the invariant of D. This number can be calculated as follows. 

Let L be a maximal unramified commutative subfield of D, and let a: L-> L be 

the Frobenius automorphism of L, then, by the Skolem-Noether theorem 
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quoted above, there exists an element 1' ED such that a(x) = )'X)'- 1 for all 

x E L. Consider v(/) E n- 1 Z/Z; this is the invariant of D. (Remark: neither L 

nor:• (given L) are unique, but v(;>) is uniquely determined modulo Z; e.g., one 

can obviously change 11 to i'Y for any y EL, y 1= 0.) 

• (20.2.17) Proof of part (ii) of Theorem (20.2.13) By part (i) 

Dh = Eh @ QP is an algebra of dimension 112 over QP. Further, Eh has no zero 

divisors; it follows that Dh is a division algebra of rank 11 2 over Q,,. (It is also 

clear that QP is in the center of Dh (since ZP is in the center of Eh); to see that 

every x 1= 0 in Dh is invertible, consider the vector space homomorphisms 

v i--> xy, Dh-> Dh; since x is not a zero divisor, this map is injective; hence by the 

finite dimensionality of Dh over QP it is also surjective; so there is an z E Dh 

such that x: = 1.) 

1(20.2.18) Proof of part (iii) of Theorem (20.2.13) Let height: 

EndF,(Fh(X, Y))-> N u {O} u { oo} be the map that assigns to an endomor

phism cx(X) its height. It is obvious from the definition of height that we have 

ht(a(X)) = cc= a(X) = 0, ht(cx(X) + F P(X)) ~ min(ht(cx(X)), ht(P(X))), and 

ht(cx(p(X)) = ht(cx(X)) ht(/J(X)); cf. (18.3.2). Further, ht([p];;.(X)) = h so that 

1i- 1{ht) is a valuation on Eh which coincides with the p-adic valuation v: 

ZP--> N u {O} u { oo }. It follows (by the uniqueness of the valuation on Dh 

extending v) that on Eh the valuation h- 1 (ht) is this unique extension. Hence 

clearly Eh c A 0 • = {x E Dh I v(x) ~ O}, where vis the unique extension of v on 

QP to all of Dh. To prove the opposite inclusion we first note that 

(20.2.19) p"Eh = {cx(X) E Ehlht(cx(X)) ~ nh} 

(We already used and proved this for n = 1 in Lemma (20.2.12).) Because 

height is a valuation, we have ht[p"]F,(cx(X)) ~ 111!. Conversely, let cx(X) be of 

height ~ nh. then cx(X) = P(XP"'') for some power series P(X). We have 

{J(Fh(XP"", fP"•)) =P((Fh(X, Y)P"•) = 7.(Fh(X, Y)) = Fh(X), cx(Y)) =Fh(P(XP""), 

/J(fP"")) proving that P is an endomorphism and hence cx(X) E p"Eh. 

Now let P(X) E A 0 •. Because Dh = Eh@ z" QP, there is an n E N such that 

p"/J(X) E Eh. Now v(p"/J(X)) ~ n, hence (because v = h- 1(ht) on Eh) 

ht(p"/)(X)) ~ nh, i.e., p"fJ(X) E p"Eh by (20.2.19) and P(X) E Eh because Dh is 

torsion free. This concludes the proof of part (iii) of Theorem (20.2.13). 

• (20.2.20) Proof of part (iv) of Theorem (20.2.13) We already know 

that QP c center(D1,). Let Z(Eh) be the center of Eh. If cx(X) E Eh and pcx(X) E 

Z(Eh), then also 7.(X) E Z(Eh). It follows from this that if [Z(Dh): QP] ~ 2, 

then. since Eh = A0 ., the image of Z(Eh) in kh, the residue field of Dh (cf. 

(20.2.16)) would be of dimension ~ 2 over F p· (By the way, [kh: F P] = h (cf. 

(20.2.16)) so that kh = Fq.) Hence it suffices to prove that the image of Z(Eh) in 

kh is of dimension ::; 1 over F P; and to do this, in turn, it certainly suffices to 

prove that the center of the algebra M 1, of (20.2.11) is of dimension I over F P 

(because Eh-> M h is surjective ). 
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Let a(X) = a0 X + a1 XP + · · · + a11 _ 1 )(Ph- • E M 11 • First, let b(X) = b0 X, 
then a(b(X)) = b(a(X)) mod(degree p1') implies that ap10 - b[,1) = 0. So for 
a(X) to be in the center of M 11 we must first have aj = 0 for j = 1, .. ., h - 1. 

So suppose this is the case, i.e., a(X) = a0 X. Now take b(X) = X + 
· · · + XP"- '. Then we must have (a0 - ag') = 0 for all j if a0 X is to be in center 
of M h· It follows that a0 E FI'. This concludes the proof of part (iv) of Theorem 

(20.2.13). 

• (20.2.21) Proof of part (vi) of Theorem (20.2.13) (Part (v) will be 
proved below using part (vi).) We already know that 

Ah--+ End.41,(Fh(X, Y)), a,._.f,; 1(af,,(X)) = ta]Fh(X) 

is a ring homomorphism because F1, is a Lubin-Tate formal group law over Ah. 
In fact by (20.1.21) this is an isomorphism. Further, because [p ]F1,(X) = Xq 
mod(p) and [11]F1,(X) = 11X mod(degree 2) if 11 is a unit of A1,, we have that 
[up"]F,,(X) = uX'1" mod(p, degree q" + 1) which proves that the composed map 
I/I: Ah ...... Eh is injective. To prove that t/J(Ah) ® zv QP is unramified, it suffices to 
show that v(t/J(p)) = 1. But v = 1i- 1(ht) on Eh and ht[P]r,,(X) = h, hence indeed 
v(t/J(p)) = 1. This concludes the proof of part (vi) of Theorem (20.2.13) because 
t/l(Ah) ® Zr QP is commutative and of dimension hover QP, hence maximal; cf. 
(20.2.16). 

• (20.2.22) Proof of part (v) of Theorem (20.2.13) Let a: Ah--+ Ah be 
the Frobenius homomorphism and let cdX) = [a]F.(X) and i:Z"(X) its reduction 
in if1(Ah) c Eh. We have, because f,,(X) has its coefficients in QP. 

a*[a]r,,(X) =f/; 1(a(a)./;,(X)) = [a(a)]Fh(X) 

Hence 

i:Z.,(X)P = a*cz .. (.X"P) = Gi01ai(XP) 

So the endomorphism /J(X) = XP E Eh is such that /J(ct.,(X)) = ct 01al(/3(X)). That 
is, the Frobenius automorphism on the maximal unramified subfield 
1/f(Ah) ® QP is induced by conjugation with /J(X) = XP. By (20.2.16) (last para
graph) this means that the invariant of D 1, is equal to d/J(X)) = 1i- 1 

ht(/J(X)) = 11- 1. This concludes the proof of part (v) of Theorem (20.2.13). 

• (20.2.23) Let us now try to calculate E~ = EndFr(Fh(X, YV. One element of 
EndF (Fh(X, Y)) is the endomorphism f3(X) = )(P (because Fh(X, Y) has all its 
coeffi~ients in FP). Write n for /J(X) as an element of D11 • Then n satisfies in Dh 
the equation nh = p (because [p ];h(X) = Xq). An endomorphism a(X) E Eh is in 
E2 if and only if :x(X)P = a(X)P, i.e., if in Dh it commutes with n. But because 
[QP[n]: QP] = h, the commutant of QP[n] in Dh is QJn] itself (cf. (20.2.16)). It 
follows that E~ ® QP = QP[n], and hence, using part (iii) of Theorem (20.2.13), 
that E2 is Zp(n]. Thus we have 
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• (20.2.24) Proposition EndFr(Fh(X, Y)) is (isomorphic to) the ring of 
integers in the totally ramified extension Q,,[ n ]IQ,, where n satisfies the equa
tion nh = p. 

• (20.2.25) The relation between the unramified subfield i/1(.41,) ® z QP and 
totally ramified subfield E2 ® z,, QP in D1, is given by nx = a(x)n where 
x E t/J(.4 11 ) ® zv QP and a is the Frobenius automorphism of lfi(.4 11 ) ® z,, QP. This 
was used in (20.2.22). 

20.3 Honda's noncommutative power series 
calculating methods 

In [189] Honda developed a .. not quite commutative" method of calculating 
with power series which is most useful (if not absolutely necessary) for describ
ing, e.g., some of the results of 20. l. 

• (20.3.1) The setting The basic ingredients for this subsection 20.3 are: a 
characteristic zero ring A; K = A® z Q: an element n of A such that A/nA is a 
ring of characteristic p > 0, pa prime number; an endomorphism a: K ...... K; 
a power q of p. These ingredients are supposed to satisfy a(a) = aq mod(n:) for 
all a EA and a(n) = wn for some unit w E .4*, the group of units of A. 

Note that if we take a = n:.4 we are in the situation of the functional equa
tion lemma. We also note that n is not a zero divisor in A because p E nA and A 

is of characteristic zero. 
For the remainder of this subsection 20.3, A, K, etc. will be as above and 

satisfy the requirements listed; after a while we shall specify K to be a discrete 
valuation ring with ring of integers A. 

• (20.3.2) We let K 0 [T] be the noncommutative power series ring in one 
indeterminate T with the multiplication rule Ta = a(a )T for all a E K; Aa[T] is 
the subring of all power series in T with coefficients in A. We use K 0 [T]]"' '"to 
denote 111 x /1 matrices with coefficients in K"[T]. Elements of K 0 [T]]"''" can 
also be seen as sums L c; T; with c, E K"'' ".from which it is easy to see how an 
element 11 E K0 [T]"'x 11 and an element ,') E K "[T]" ' 1 can be multiplied to give 
an element 119 in Ka[T]"'' 1• 

Now let X = (X 1, •.. , X 11) be a sequence of n indeterminates, let 
11 = L(;'., 0 C, TE K 0 [T]1' 111 and letf(X) be an m-tuple of power series in X 
such thatf(O) = 0. Then we define 

"-' 

11 * f (X) = I C,(a~).f (Xq;) 
i::::O 

It is immediately obvious from this definition that 

(20.3.3) (11 * f(x)) + (9 * f(x)) = (11 + 9) * f(X) 

(119) * f(X) = 11 * (9 * f(X)) 
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• (20.3.4) Now let us see what these definitions have to do with the functional 
equation lemma situation. Choose m x m matrices v 1, v 2, ••• with coefficients in 
A and let f (X) be the m-tuple of power series in m variables defined by the 
functional equation 

00 

(20.3.5) .f(X) = X + L n- 1 vi(er~)f(Xq') 
i= 1 

On the other hand, let 17,, be the element nlm - L~ 1 vi T of Arr[Tr 'm. We 
calculate that the coefficients matrices Bi of 

satisfy 

so that 

(20.3.6) 

00 

-I '\"' B Ti 11" n= L... i 
i=O 

(17;; 1n) * i(X) = f(X), i(X)=X 

(We shall reserve the symbol i(X) for the m-tuple of power series X in this 
section.) 

More generally, let f 9(X) be the functional equation power series 

00 

f 9(X) = g(X) + L n- 1 v,er~ f 9(Xq') 
i= 1 

then 

(17;; 1n) * g(X) = f 9(X) 

and if g(X) is of the form g(X) = L~o biXq', let .99(T) = L~o biT', then 

g(X) = 99 * i(X) 

so that (using (20.3.3)) in this case 

(20.3.7) fg(X) = (17,:- 1n99 ) * i(X) 

• (20.3.8) Reinterpretation of the results of (20.1.8) and 
(20.1.10) Let v = (v 1, v2 , ... ) be a sequence of m x m matrices and 
u = (u 1, u2 , ... ) a sequence of n x n matrices, both with coefficients in A. Let 

x 

17,. = Im n - L Vi Ti, 
i= 1 

'le 

17u=lnn- L uiTi 
i= 1 

be the corresponding elements of Aa[T]"' x"' and Aa[T]" x ". Let f (X) = 
17;; 1n * i(X), g(X) = 17,-: 1n * i(X). Let F(X, Y), G(X, Y) be the formal group 
laws with logarithms.f(X) and g(X). Every homomorphism :<(X): F(X, Y)-+ 
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G(X, Y) must be of the form 1X(X) = g- 1 (cf(X)) for a suitable m x n matrix c 
with coefficients in A, and by the functional equation lemma 1X(X) is integral if 
and only if lf(X) is of the form gh(X) = h(X) + L n- 1vi er~ gh(Xq') with h(X) E 

A~ X ]: cf. (20.1.8) and (20.1.10). The power series h(X) is then necessarily of the 
form h(X) = L b, Xq', which by (20.3.7) above means that gh(X) = 
(11;.- 1n.9) * i(X), where 9 = L biT'. On the other hand, c.f(X) = 

(c17;; 1n) * i(X). It follows (trivially) that 17 1~ 1n[J = c17;; 1n. Now because 
er(n) = wn for some unit w EA*, there is a power series .'}c = Li=o ai T, a, EA, 
such that n9 = :Jen. We find 17,~ 1 ,9c = c17;; 1 and hence 17vC = 9c11u· We have 
proved 

• (20.3.9) Proposition Let u = (u 1, u2 , ••• ) be a sequence of elements in 
A"'"" and v = (v 1, v2 , ... ) a sequence of elements in A"'". Let F(X, Y) and 
G(X, Y) be the formal group laws with logarithms 

.f(X) = X + L n- 1 uier~ f(Xq'), g(X) = X + L n- 1 vier~g(Xq') 

and let 11u = nl m - L lli T', 17,. = nl n - L Vi T. Then there is a homomorphism 
C>:(X): F(X, Y)-+ G(X, Y) over A with 1X(X) = cX mod( degree 2) if and only if 
there is an element :Jc E ~ [T]"' x n such that 11v c = :Jc 11u· 

Remark Because the formal group law F(X, Y) with logarithm fh(X) = 

h(X) + L n- 1 ui er~ fh(Xq')) is strictly isomorphic to the formal group law 
F(X, Y) of (20.3.9), and similarly for G(X, Y), we can extend Proposition 
(20.3.9) to cover also a description of all homomorphisms F(X, Y)-+ G(X, Y) 
wheref(X) and g(X) satisfy the same type of functional equation asf(X) and 
g(X), respectively. 

• (20.3.10) Corollary The formal group laws F(X, Y) and G(X, Y) of Prop
osition (20.3.9) are strictly isomorphic iff (m = 11 and) there exists an element 

,9- E ~ [T]"' x m such that 11 .. 9 = 11v· 

• (20.3.11) Coro II ary Now suppose that A is the ring of integers of a discrete 
totally unramified valuation field K (in addition to the hypotheses of (20.3.l )), 
then the strict isomorphism classes of formal group laws of dimension mover A 
correspond bijectively to left associate classes of elements 17 E Arr[T]"'xm of the 
form 17 = plm mod(degree 1). 

Recall that two elements x, y in a ring R are called left associate if there is a 
unit w E R such that x = wy. This corollary follows immediately from (20.3.10) 
because in this case every formal group law over A is strictly isomorphic to a 
formal group with logarithm of the form f(X) = X + L p- 1uier'*f(Xq'), by 
Proposition (20.1.3 ). 

• (20.3.12) Theorem Let A be the ring of integers of a complete absolutely 
unramified discrete valuation field of characteristic zero and residue character
istic p > 0, and suppose there is an endomorphism er: K--+ K such that 
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a(a) = aP mod(p) for all a E A. Then the strict isomorphism classes of one 
dimensional formal group Jaws of height h over A correspond bijectively to 
elements of A.,[T] of the form p + D= 1 b; Ti, with b 1, ... , bh- 1 E (p) and 
bh E A*, the units of A. The (classes of) formal group laws corresponding to 
p + l:7= 1 bh Ti and p + l:7 = 1 bh Ti are isomorphic if and only if there is a unit 
c E A* such that b; = cbiai(c- 1) for all i = 1, ... , h. 

The first step in the proof of this theorem is the following twisted formal 
Weierstrass preparation lemma. 

• (20.3.13) Lemma Let A be a complete discrete valuation ring of residue 
characteristic p > 0 such that there exists an endomorphism a: K--> Kand a 
power q of p such that a(a) = aq mod nA for all a E A (where K is the quotient 
field of A and n is a uniformizing element of A). Let IJ = n + L~ 1 bi T be an 
element of A.,[T] such that b; E nA for i = 1, ... , h - 1 and bh E A*= U(A). 
Then there is a unit 9 E Aa [T] such that 91] = n + L~ = 1 6; Ti with 6h E A* and 
6; E nA for i = 1, ... , h - 1. 

Proof Inductively we are going to construct elements c 1(i), ... , ch(i) EA 
and units 9i E Aa[T] such that 

(20.3.14) 

(20.3.15) 

(20.3.16) 

cp) = cAi + 1) mod ni, 

9; = 1 mod( degree 1 ), 
h 

ci(l) =bi mod n 

·~+ 1 =9; mod(ni) 

ii;IJ = n + L cii)Ti mod ni 
j= I 

The first step is to take c 1(1)=···=ch_ 1(1)=0 and ch(l)=bh and 
9 1 = bh(Li;:,h b; -r-hr 1 . (Note that (Li;:,h b; Ti-hr 1 exists in Aa[T]because bh 
is a unit.) We get ,9 1 IJ = hh r mod(n) so that (20.3.16) for i = 1 is indeed 
satisfied. Now suppose we have found ci(n), ... , ch(n) and 9" such that 
(20.3.14)-(20.3.16) hold for i = n. To find the cin + 1) we set cin + 1) = 
q (n) + n"4, j = 1. ... ,hand ,9n+I = ,9" + n"9. These are to satisfy (20.3.16). 
Let 

We find 

h 

,9n1J = n + L cAn)Ti + n"~ 
j= I 

h 

(20.3.17) 9n+ilJ=n+ L cj(n)Ti+n"~+n"9'1 
j= I 
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So we must choose di, j = 1, ... , h and 9 such that mod(n) 

(20.3.18) 
h 

9'1 = °" d Ti - ~ L, .I 
i= I 

191 

Now '1 = L:;:h bh Th mod(n), and bh is a unit, so choosing the di such that the 
right-hand side of (20.3.18) is = 0 mod(degree h + 1), we see that there is a 9 
such that (20.3.18) holds and such that 9 = 0 mod(degree !). 

• (20.3.19) Proof of Theorem (20.3.12) Let F(X, Y) be a one dimen
sional formal group Jaw of height hover A. Because K is absolutely unramified, 
F(X, Y) is strictly isomorphic to a formal group Jaw with Jogarithmf(X) of the 
formf(X) = X + L~ 1 p- 111;ai*f(XP'), i.e.,.f(X) =I],~ 1p * i(X) for certain u 1, 

11 2 , .•. E A. So we can assume that the logarithm of f(X) is of this form. Now 
suppose that 11 1, u2 , ••• , u, E (p ). Then one proves easily (with induction using 
pan= 111 cr(an-d + ... +Un-I a"- 1(ai) + 11,, ifJ(X) = L anXP"), that 

f(X) := U,+1P-1Xp<+l 

mod( I, degree p'+ 1 + 1 ). It follows that ht(F(X, Y)) ~ r + 1 and 
ht F(X, Y) = r + 1 if u,+ 1 is unit. Since F(X, Y) is of height h, we conclude that 
11 1, ..• , 11h-I E (p) and uh¥ (p), i.e., uh is a unit. 

Now apply Lemma (20.3.13) and Proposition (20.3.9) to find a formal group 
Jaw G(X, Y) strictly isomorphic to F(X, Y) whose logarithm g(X) is equal to 
g(X) = (1J 1-: 1p) * i(X) with v 1, . .. , vh- l E (p), vh a unit, and V; = 0 for i ~h. 

The next thing we have to prove (in view of (20.3.9)) is that if ,9 E Aa[T] is 
such that 

then .9 = 1. More generally, Jet c be an element of A and consider the equation 

(20.3.20) .9(p+ ;ti b;T) = (p+ J1 6;r)c 

By Lemma (20.3.21) below, Eq. (20.3.20) implies that 9 = c, which concludes 
the proof of the theorem. 

• (20.3.21) Lemma Let A, K, etc. be as in (20.3.1) and suppose n is not a zero 
divisor and nn n"A = {O). Let I]"' '1v be the elements of Aa[T]]"'xm and Aa[T]"x", 
respectively, of the form 

h 

(20.3.22) '1u = n + L I.I; Ti, 
i::::: 1 

h 

'1v = n + L V;Ti 
i = 1 
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and suppose that uh is an invertible matrix and u; = 0 mod n for i = 1, ... , 
h - 1. Let c be an n x m matrix and suppose that 

(20.3.23) 

for some .9c E ~ [T]" x "'. Then .9c = c. 

Proof Write .9c = I~o a; r. a; E A"xm. Comparing the coefficients of 
yi+h for i > 0 on both sides of (20.3.23) we find the matrix equation 

(20.3.24) a;+hai+h(n) + a;+h-1 ai+h- l(ui) + ... 

+a;+ 1 ai+ 1 (11h_ 1) + a;ai(uh) = 0 

Because uh is an invertible matrix and u; = 0 mod n for i = 1, ... , h - 1, we 
see from (20.3.24) that a;= 0 mod n for all i > 0. Using that in (20.3.24) we find 
a; = 0 mod n2 for all i > 0, and by induction a; = 0 mod n" for all n, i > 0. 
Hence a;= 0 for i > 0. Comparing the constant terms of (20.3.23) we also see 

that a0 =c. 

• (20.3.25) Corollary Let F(X, Y), G(X, Y) be formal groups laws over A 
with logarithms f'(X) = 11;; 1n * i(X), g(X) = '1~ 1n * i(X) where 'lu and 'Iv are 
as in Lemma (20.3.21). Then there is a homomorphism cx(X): F(X, Y)-+ 
G(X, Y) over A such that cx(X) = CX mod( degree 2) if and only if CIJu = 'lvC. 

In particular, this result gives us again the results on endomorphisms and 
homomorphisms of (higher dimensional) Lubin-Tate formal group laws which 
we obtained in (20.1.22) and (20.1.23). 

• (20.3.26) Remarks Let A be the ring of integers of a (not necessarily 
unramified) complete discrete valuation field K such that the conditions of 

(20.3.1) hold. Let f (X) = 11;; 1n * i(X) for some sequence of elements u 1, u 2, 

u3, ... , E A and let F(X, Y) be the one dimensional formal group law with 
logarithm f (X). Then F(X, Y) is of infinite height if all u; are in nA, and the 
height of F(X, Y) = eri if u1, .. . , u;_ 1 E nA and u; is a unit of A, where q = p' 
and e is the ramification index of K. (Recall that q is the number entering in 
a(a) = aq mod(n) and that q plays a role in the * operation.) Both these facts 
follow easily from part (iv) of the functional equation lemma; cf. also (20.4.2). 
Using this we have a classification result for one dimensional formal group 
laws over A which are of functional equation type. 

• (20.3.27) Warning Let u = (u 1, u2 , .•. ) be a series of elements of A and 
suppose for the moment that p = n = q in the setting of (20.3.1). Then we 
clearly have two ways of associating a one dimensional formal group law to the 
sequence ui. u2 , ...• First, we can use the functional equation lemma directly; 

i.e., we write 00 

f(X) = x + I p-1!1;(}'~ f(XP') and F(X, Y) = F 1(f(X) + f(Y)) 
i= 1 
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secondly, we can substitute u; for V; in the universal p-typical formal group law 
Fv(X, Y) and its logarithmfv(X) to obtain a formal group law Fu(X, Y) with 
Jogarithmfu(X). Both methods give, for varying u, up to strict isomorphism, all 
formal group laws over A. Yet these two methods are far from being the same 
or even equivalent. For example, if v = (v 1, v z, ... ) is a second series of elements 
of A and V; = ll; mod p for all i, then the reductions mod p of the formal group 
laws F11(X, Y) and F,.(X, Y) are the same, f 11(X, Y) = F v(X, Y), but this is 
definitely not necessarily true for the two formal group laws with logarithms 

'lC OC• 

f(X) = x + I p-1 !I;(}'~ f(XP') and f(X) = x + I p- 1 1';(}'~ f(XP') 
i=l i= l 

20.4 Homomorphisms and endomorphisms of formal group laws 
over rings of characteristic p > 0 

We have already seen in 20.2 that functional equation techniques can be used 
to study homomorphisms and endomorphisms of formal group laws over char
acteristic p > 0 rings. In this subsection 20.4 we describe a general technique for 
dealing with these matters of which the "trick" used in 20.2 is a sort of 
deformed version, which works because the ring A"[T] in that case is 
commutative. 

• (20.4. 1) The setting for this subsection 20.4 is the same as in 20.3. That is, we 
have a characteristic zero ring A, an element n E A. such that A/nA is a ring of 
prime characteristic p > 0 and there is an endomorphism a: K-+ K such that 
cr(a) = aq mod n for all a E A where q is a certain (fixed) power of p, and 
cr(n) = wn for a unit w E A*. 

We shall need two lemmas. The first is a special case of part (iv) of the 
functional equation lemma; cf. Chapter II, 10.2. For the convenience of the 
reader (and author) we recall it explicitly. 

• (20.4.2) Lemma Let u1, u2 , ..• be a sequence of elements of A"''m and 
f(X) = X +Ii~ 1 n- 1u;a!f(Xq'). Let cx(X) and {J(X) be two m-tuples of power 
series in n variables with coefficients in A and K, respectively. Then we have 

f(cx(X)) =f(/3(X)) mod n' = cx(X) = f3(X) mod n' 

The second lemma that we shall need is of the same general nature. 

• (20.4.3) Lemma Let f(X) be as in Lemma (20.4.2) and let .9 E Aa[T]"""' 
and let ijJ(X) be an m-tuple of power series in / variables. Then we have 

.9 *(Jo ijJ)(X) = (.9 *f), i/J(X) mod n 

where the small circle denotes composition. 

Proof By the additivity of the * operation (cf. (20.3.3 )) it suffices to show 
this for .9 of the form {} = cT;. If i = 0, we have {} * (f ijJ )(X) = ( .9 * f) , ijJ(X). 
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So suppose i > 0. Then we have modulo n (writingf(X) =I aiXq') 
x 

(:1 * .f) · if1(X) = ea~ f (i/1(X)q') = c I ai(a)f!(X)q' +; 

j= 1 

x = c I a;(aJ)(a~ i/J(Xq'))qi =ea~ .f(i/l(Xq')) = [} * (f if!)(X) 
j= 1 

because ijJ(X)q' =<Ji* 1f!(Xq') mod n and hence i/J(X)q'+; = (ai* if!(XqWi mod n1+ 1 

and because n1a1 E A. Q.E.D. 

• (20.4.4) Theorem Let A, K, p, q, a, n be as in (20.4.1). Let F(X, Y) and 
G(X, Y) be the formal group laws over A with logarithms 

GO x 

.f (X) = X + I n- 1 uia~ .f (Xq'), g(X) = X + I n- 1 v;a~g(Xq') 
i= 1 i= 1 

u1 , u2 , ... , E Arnxm, v1 , v2 , ••. , E A"x". Let .9 bean element of Arr[T]"'mand let 
IJu = n - I~ 1 !I; T, IJ,, = n - I~ 1 V; T. 

(i) Set a,9 (X) = g- 1((.9 * .f)(X)). then ixs(X) E A[Xr ifand only ifthere is 
an 1'/s E ~ [T]" x m such that IJslJu = IJv 9. 

(ii) If ct 11(X) E A[X]m, then reducing modulo n we find a homomorphism 
:X,9(X): F(X, Y)-> G(X, Y) (where F(X, Y) and G(X, Y) are the reductions 
modulo n of F(X, Y) and G(X, Y)). 

Let n = m and F(X, Y) = G(X, Y). and let us write 6rn for the ring 
A"[Trxm. 

(iii) If 91 • 92 E 6' m and a111 (X), a,;2 (X) E A[Xr, then 

a,9,,92(X) = :X,9 1(:Xs)X)) 

(iv) If 9 E gm and a9 (X) E A[X]m, then a9 (X) = 0 iff 9 E <'!ml'/ 11 · 
(v) For each 9 E <%'" such that there is an IJ,9 E 6'm with 1J11 .9 = IJ91Ju let <l>,9: 

lf'm-> gm be the right 6''m-module homomorphism IJ f-> IJ9IJ. Then <l>9 induces a 
homomorphism of right 6''m-modules (f' nJIJu6 m-> 6' .. /11ui% m• and this identifies 
the ring of all right 6'm-module endomorphisms of 6',,,IYfulJ m with the subring 
of EndA/rrA(F(X, Y)) consisting of the ffs(X) with 9 E 6 m and '.X 9(X) E A[X r. 

(vi) Suppose that p = q = n for the ingredients (20.4.1). Then 
EndA/rrA(F(X, Y)) is isomorphic to the ring of all right 6"m-module endomor
phisms of 6'ml1'f116'm· 

• (20.4.5) Proof of part (i) of Theorem (20.4.4) Suppose there is an I'/:; 
such that IJslJu = IJv 9. Then we have 9 * .f (X) = .9 * (IJ;; 1n * i(X)) = 
(iJIJ;; 1n) * i(X) = (IJ;: 11J9n) * i(X) =(I'/;: 1 n~.9) * i(X). where we have used 
(20.3.3). But according to (20.3.7) and the functional equation lemma 
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11 ,~ 1nli:, * i(X) satisfies the same type of functional equation as g(X). Hence 
f/- I(:} * .f (X)) is integral. Conversely. if g- I (a * f (X)) is integral. then (by the 
functional equation lemma and (20.3.7)) there is an ry11 such that(.') * .f (X)) = 
11.~ 1rrry,9 * i(X). Let IJ.9 be such that/'/:; n = nry,9. then 'h 1111 =I],..'}. 

11 (20.4.6) Proof of part (ii) of Theorem (20.4.4) Using Lemma (20.4.3). 
we have modulo n 

y('.X 9(F(X. Y )) = (:J * f)(F(X. Y)) = .') * (f(F(X. Y)) = .9 * (f(X) +f(Y)) 

= (:1 *f(X)) + (9 *f(Y)) 

= g('.X 9(X)) + y(a,1(Y)) = g(G(a,,(X), '.X,9(Y))) 

and by Lemma (20.4.2) this implies '.X:J(X, Y) = G(a9(X), as(Y)). 

•(20.4.7) Proof of part (iii) of Theorem (20.4.4) Using Lemma 
(20.4.3), we have modulo n 

f(a 111 (a:12(X))) = ( ,91 * .f)(.f- 1( .92 *f(X))) = i}1 * ( .'12 *f(X)) 

= ,91 .9 2 * f(X) = .f('.X,9,,9 2(X)) 

By Lemma (20.4.2) it follows that a8,(:X,92 (X)) = :Xs,.92(X). 

• (20.4.8) Proof of part (iv) of Theorem (20.4.4) We have. using 
Lemma (20.4.2), 

:X:;(X) = 0 = .9 * f(X) = 0 mod n 

= [} * (17,~ 1n * i(X)) = 0 mod n 

= .917;; 1n * i(X) = 0 mod n 

= :111,~ 1n = 0 mod n 

• (20.4.9) Proof of part (v) of Theorem (20.4.4) We have 

IJ,9 IJ11 ({'m = l/u ,'}({' m C l/u 6' m 

Conversely, if <I>: f.m/1J 11 6'm-> om/IJJim is a right f.,,,-module homomorphism, 
let I/ = <I>( I). Then we have IJIJ 11 E IJ 11 G rn hence 111111 = IJu ,'}for a certain .9 proving 
that I/= 1/,9 for a certain .9. Finally, <l> 11 =0=11sE 17 11 6'm=IJ:;IJuE 11JJ,,,1Ju= 
17 11 ,'} E 1Julf'm1711 = ,'} E 6' mlJ11 = !X,9(X) = 0 (where we have used part (iv)) and that 
1711 • being a unit in K"[T]"' x "'. is not a zero divisor in o'm)· 

• (20.4.10) Proof of part (vi) of Theorem (20.4.4) Let :X(X) be an endo
morphism of F(X, Y). Let '.X(X) be any m-tuple of power series that reduces 
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mod p to ex(X). Then we have ex(F(X, Y)) = F(ex(X), ex( Y)) mod p and hence by 
Lemma (20.4.2) 

f(ex(F(X, Y)) =f(F(ex(X), ex(Y))) =f(ex(X)) +f(ex(Y)) mod p 

By Lemma (20.4.12) below it follows that 

f (ex(X)) = 9 * f (X) mod p 

for some :+ E it",,,. By Lemma (20.4.2) this implies that ex(X) =r 1(9 * f(X)) 
mod p and hence o:(X) = o:~(X). 

We have now proved Theorem (20.4.4) modulo Lemma (20.4.12). To prove 
this lemma we need a sublemma. 

• (20.4.11) Sublemma Let A be a characteristic zero ring and let ex(X) be a 
homogeneous form in 111 variables of degree r with coefficients in K = A® z Q. 
Then if ex(X) + ex(Y) = ex(X + Y) mod pA we haver= ph for some h E N and 
ex(X) = Li"= I C; xr· mod pA for certain C; E A. 

Proof Write ex(X) = Llnl =r dn X 0 , where n is a multi-index of length 111 and 
d0 E K. Suppose there is an n = (ni. n2 , .•• , n,,,) with d0 i=- 0 and with n not of 
the form re(j) for some j E { 1, ... , 111}. Up to a permutation we can assume that 
n1 =/= 0, n2 =/= 0. Then ex(X + Y) contains a term d0 X~'Y'2' ·· · P,;;• proving that 
r0 = 0 mod p for all n not of the type re(j). So we have 

m m 

ex(X + Y) = L d,.(i)(X; + Y;)' = L d,e(i)(X~ + Y;) mod p 
i= 1 i = 1 

The greatest common multiple of {(!), ... , (,_' 1)} is v(r). It follows that 
v(r)d,•(i) = 0 mod pA. And v(r) is a unit in A/pA unless r is a power of p, and 
then v(r) = p. This proves the sublemma. 

• (20.4.12) Lemma Let A, K, n, p, q, <J be as in (20.4.1) and suppose that 
n = p = q. Then if ex(X) E K[X]'", ex(O) = 0, and ex(F(X, Y)) = ex(X) + ex(Y) 
mod pA where F(X, Y) is a formal group law over A with logarithm f (X) = 
X +I p- 1 u;<J~f(XP), u1, u2, ... ,EA"''"'. Then there is a 
,9 E A,, [X]"''"' =it,,, such that ex(X) = 9 * f (X) mod pA. 

Proof First notice that if ,9 E Aa[X]'"'"', then by Lemma (20.4.3) 

(.9 * f)(F(X, Y)) 

= 9 * (f(F(X, Y)) =ii* (f(X) +f(Y)) = (9 * f)(X) + (.9 *f)(Y) 

So if we change ex(X) to &(X) = ex(X) - 9 * f (X) for any :+ E 8 ,,,, we (again) 
obtain an &(X) that satisfies &(F(X, Y)) = &(X) + &(Y) mod pA. We now 
proceed by induction. 

Write ex(X) = L:'= 1 ex.(X) where ex.(X) is homogeneous of degree n. 
Let r E N be the smallest natural number such that ex,(X) "'fa 0 mod pA. 
Then because ex(F(X, Y)) = ex(X) + ex(Y) mod pA and F(X, Y) = X + Y 
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mod( degree 2) we must have ex,(X + Y) = ex,(X) +ex,( Y) mod pA. By sub
lemma (20.4.11) this means that ex,(X) = Li'~ 1 a;Xf" mod(pA), r = ph for some 
h E Nanda; E A. Now let &(X) = ex(X) - 9 * f (X) with :J = cTh where c is the 
diagonal matrix with entries a1 , ••• , a,,,. Then &(X) satisfies (as we remarked 
above) the same condition as e<(X) and &(X) = 0 mod(pA, degree r + 1). Con
tinuing with induction we see that there is a ,9 such that e<(X) = ii * f(X) 
mod pA. 

20.5 Local-global results 

Essentially this result says that one knows a formal group law over a charac
teristic zero ring A ilT one knows it for every prime number p over A ® Z(p)· In 
the case that A is the ring of integers of a number field K, then there is a 
refinement where the place of the A® Z<Pl is taken by the rings of integers A, of 
the local completions K,, for every nonarchimedean valuation u. The two 
theorems are: 

• (20.5.1) Theorem Let A be a characteristic zero ring. 

(i) If F(X, Y) and G(X, Y) are two formal group laws over A, then they are 
strictly isomorphic over A if and only if they are strictly isomorphic over 
.4 ® z(p) for all prime numbers p. 

(ii) Suppose we have given for every prime number p an m-dimensional 
formal group F(Pl(X, Y) over A® Z<p)· Then there exists an 111-dimensional 
formal group law F(X, Y) over A that is strictly isomorphic over A® Ztp) to 
F,Pl(X, Y) for every prime number p. 

• (20.5.2) Theorem Let A be the ring of integers of a number field K. For 
each nonarchimedean valuation v let A,, be the ring of integers of the local 
completion K,. of K. 

(i) If F(X. Y) and G(X, Y) are two formal group laws over A, then they are 
strictly isomorphic over A if and only if they are strictly isomorphic over A,. for 
all nonarchimedean valuations v of K. 

(ii) Suppose we have given for every nonarchimcdean valuation v an 111-

dimensional formal group law F,,,l(X, Y) over A, .. Then there exists an m
dimensional formal group law F(X, Y) over A that is strictly isomorphic to 
F,,.l(X, Y) over A,. for all nonarchimedean valuations v. 

• (20.5.3) Proof of Theorem (20.5.1) 

(i) Them-dimensional formal group laws F(X, Y) and G(X, Y) are strictly 
isomorphic if and only if the power series g- 1 (f (X)) has its coefficients in A, 
where f(X) and g(X) arc the logarithms of F(X, Y), G(X, Y). By sublemma 
( 17.6.6) this is the case if and only if g- 1 (f (X)) E A® ZtpJ[ X] for all prime 
numbers p. 
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(ii) Because A@ Z<Pl is a Z(pi-algebra we can assume that all the F1Pi(X. Y) 
are p-typical formal group Jaws. Let v P = ( v l .p• v 2 .P' ... ) be a sequence of 111 x m 
matrices such that F<Pl(X. Y) = F,)X, Y), where F,,1,(X, Y) is the formal group 
Jaw obtained from the universal p-typical formal group Jaw F v(X, Y) over Z[ V] 
by substituting v;.p for ];/, i EN. Up to strict isomorphism we can assume that 
the matrices V· have their coefficients in A and not just in A® Z 1p)· Indeed 

1.p 
suppose that i is the smallest natural number such that l';.p rfc A"' x "'.Then there 
exists a t; EA® z;•;,;"' and a f\r E A"'x"' such that 1\.p = v;.p +pt;. (Let 
r· = 11 - 1([:. ) (11 p) = 1 [•. E A'"x"', taker. s E Z such that ps + rn = 1; take 

1.JJ 1.p' , , 1.p , 

v;.p = rt';_p• t; = -11- 1st';.p·) Applying the isomorphism 0:,.1,:11,(X) to F,.,,(X, Y) 
with t = (t 1 t 2 ) t . = 0 if i oi= 1·. t . = t;, we find an 1somorph1c formal 

p p, ' p, ' • • ' ' p,j I p,1 

group Jaw F,.(X, Y) with Iii= t'r.i for j < i, V; =up,;·) Now let Hu(X, Y) be the 
universal m-dimensional formal group Jaw over Z[ U]. Substitute UP'= l'p.i for 
all prime number powers p; and U(i, n) = 0 for all n not of the form 1/e(j). Let 
F(X, Y) be the formal group Jaw over A thus obtained. Then F(X. Y) is strictly 
isomorphic to F,)X, Y) over A® Z1Pl because for each yrime. nu~ber p, 
Hu(X, Y) is strictly isomorphic to F v(X, Y) over Z 0JU] 1f one identifies V; 
with UP'' i = L 2, ... (cf. Chapter II, (16.4.15) and (16.4.14)). 

• (20.5.4) Remark Part (ii) of Theorem (20.5.1) also holds if A is not neces
sarily of characteristic zero; in fact this hypothesis was not used in the proof of 

part (ii) given above. 

To prove Theorem (20.5.2) we need the strong approximation theorem of 
algebraic number theory. For the convenience of the reader we state it here 
explicitly in the form in which we shall use it. 

• (20.5.5) Strong approximation theorem Let 6 be a finite set ofnonar
chimedean valuations on a number field K with ring of integers A and for each 
v E 6, Jet a,. be an element of K,,, the completion of K with respect to u. For each 
v E S, choose an r,, EN. Then there exists an a E K such that v(a - a,.) :::: r" for 
all v E Sand v(a) ~ O for all 11 ~ 6. (Note that if a,, EA,,, the ring of integers of 

K,,, for all v E S. then a E .4.) 

• (20.5.6) Proof of Theorem (20.5.2) 

(i) trivial; cf. the proof of part (i) of Theorem (20.5.2). 
(ii) As in (20.5.3) we can assume that the F1,.l(X, Y) are all p-typical formal 

group Jaws. We are going to obtain F(X, Y) by substituting inductively suitable 
values for the U(i, n) in the universal formal group law H u(X, Y) over Z[U]. 
Suppose we have already found elements a(i. n) E A for Jn J :::;; /1 and power 

series O:cvJ.n(X) such that 

(20.5.7) Fcnl(X, Y) - o: 1~/n (F,1.i(o:,1.).n(X), O:c•·).n(Y))) = 0 mod(degree n) 

where F 1"1(X, Y) is the formal group law obtained by substituting a(i, n) for 
U(i, n) for JnJ < 11 and U(i, n) = 0 for JnJ:::: 11. 
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By the comparison lemma (Chapter II, Corollary ( 11.4.2)) there exist m
tuples of homogeneous forms r,,.1(X) and /11 x /11 matrices M il'l such that the 
differences (20.5.7) are mod( degree 11 + l) equal to 

r(l')(X) + r(1·1(Y)- r(r•)(X + Y) + M11·1(v(11t 1(X" + yn - (X + Y)")) 

If 11 is not a power of a prime number, then v(11) = 1, and we take a(i, n) = O for 
all n with In I = 11 and Jet 0'.(1•).11+ l(X) = :X(v).11(X) + rM(X) + M(l>)X". Then 
(20.5.7) holds with 11 + 1 instead of 11. Now suppose that 11 = p' for a prime 
number p and r EN. Then v(n) = p. Let S be the set of all valuations !' "divid
ing" p (i.e., for which t•(p) > 0). By the strong approximation theorem (20.5.5) 
there exists a matrix a with coefficients in A such that a = MM mod(pA ,.) for all 
1· E 3. Let N1,.l = p- 1(MM - a). Now we take 

a(i, 11e(j)) = aii for l=l, ... ,m; j=l, ... ,111 

and 

for VE 6 

0:1,·1.11+ l (X) = :x11•1.11(X) + r 1,»(X) + p- 1 MMX" + aX" for v ~ 2i 

then (20.5.7) holds with 11 + 1 instead of 11 for all v. To see this use, e.g., formulas 
( 11.4.1)-(11.4.3) of Chapter II. By induction this completes the proof. 

21 Formal A-Modules 

This section studies formal A-modules, that is, roughly speaking, fo'rmal 
group laws over A-algebras B admitting A as a ring of endomorphisms. More 
precisely, the study of formal A-modules is begun in this section; more results 
will appear later. notably in Sections 22-25 and in Chapter V. Sections 29, 30. 

We give the definition of "formal A-module" for 111-dimensional formal 
group laws, but, immediately after in this section all formal group Jaws will be 
of dimension one. This is more a convenience than a necessity for the develop
ment of the theory. 

21. 1 Definitions, examples, and elementary properties of formal 
A-modules 

• (21.1.l) Let A be a ring. If B is an A-algebra. we Jet A-> B"' x"' be the (struc
tural) ring homomorphism a f-> al,,,, where I,,, is the identity matrix of B"' x "'. 

Given an m-dimensional formal group law F(X, Y) over B, then J: 
Endn(F(X, Y))-> B"''"' denotes the Jacobian ring homomorphism that assigns 
to every :x(X) E End 8(F(X. Y)) the Jacobian matrix ofo:(X), that is, the matrix 
M EC B"''"' such that o:(X) = MX mod(degree 2). 
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• (21.1.2) Definitions An m-dimensional formal A-module over an A
algebra B cqnsists of an m-dimensional commutative formal group law over B 
together with a homomorphism of rings pF: A--> End 8 (F(X, Y)) such that the 
following diagram commutes 

11F 
(21.1.3) A---+End8 (F(X, Y)) 

~/1 
B"'x"' 

Note that every 111-dimensional formal group law over a ring B carries a 
unique structure of a formal Z-module. 

A homomorphism between two formal A-modules over B is a homomor
phism o:(X): F(X, Y)-> G(X, Y) of the formal group laws F(X, Y), G(X, Y) 
over B such that o:(X) 0 PF(a) = PG(a) 0 o:(X) for all a E A. A (strict) isomor
phism of two formal A-modules over B is a (strict) isomorphism of formal 
group laws over B, o:(X): F(X, Y)-> G(X, Y), such that o:(X) 0 ph) = 

PG(a) 0 o:(X) for all a EA. 

• (21.1.4) Remarks 

(i) If Bis a characteristic zero ring and F(X, Y) is a formal group law over 
B, then there is-if it exists-only one possible formal A-module structure on 
F(X, Y), viz., PF(a) = r I (al m f (X)) = 1- 1 (af (X)) wheref (X) is the logarithm 
of F(X, Y). But if B is not of characteristic zero, there may exist-at least a 
priori-more than one formal A-module structure on F(X, Y); i.e., there may 
be two or more different homomorphisms Pr: A--> End 8 (F(X, Y)) such that 
diagram (21.1.3) is commutative. And in fact this happens; cf., e.g., Examples 
(21.1.8) and (21.1.10). See also Theorem (21.6.2), however, and the last para
graph of (21.8.1) in connection with Remark (21.1.14 ). 

(ii) We also note that if Bis of characteristic zero and F(X, Y), G(X, Y) are 
two formal A-modules over B then every homomorphism of the formal group 
laws o:(X): F(X, Y)--> G(X, Y) is automatically a homomorphism of the formal 
A-modules F(X, Y), G(X, Y). Indeed, if f (X) and g(X) are the logarithms of 
F(X, Y) and G(X, Y), then o:(X) is necessarily of the form o:(X) = g- 1(Mf(X)) 
for some matrix M. So we have 

o:(X) ' PF(a)(X) = o:(X) 0 r I (al mf (X)) = g- 1 (Mef(X)) 

= g- 1(ag(X)) ·~ g- 1(Mf(X)) = p9(a)(X) 0 o:(X). 

This is not true in general if B is not of characteristic zero. 

• (21.1.5) From here through the end of Section 21 all formal groups laws and 
formal A-modules will be one dimensional and commutative. 

• (21.1.6) Example Let A be the ring of integers ofa finite extension K ofQP 
or Fp((t)). Let n be a uniformizing element of A, q = #(A/nA), the number of 
elements in the residue field of K. Let F(X, Y) over A be the Lubin-Tate formal 
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group law with logarithm f(X) = X + n- 1f(Xq); then as we have seen 
.r 1(qf(X)) is a power series with coefficients in A for all a EA so that 
al--'>_r 1(af(X)) defines a formal A-module structure on F(X, Y) over A. Re
ducing everything modulo n, we find a formal A-module F(X, Y) over 
k = A/nA. 

• (21.l.7) Example Let A be any ring. Then p(a) = aX defines a formal 
A-module structure on the additive formal group law over any A-algebra B. We 
shall call this the additive formal A-module. 

(21.1.8) Example Let A= FP[t] and define p: A--> EndA(Ga(X, Y)) by 
t !---'> tX + xr, n !---'> 11X for 11 E F P' Then p defines a formal A-module structure 
on Ga(A, Y) not isomorphic to the additive one. 

(21.1.9) Example Let A= ZP[t]. We are going to prove that the only 
formal group law over ZP[t] that admits a formal A-module structure is the 
additive one. The ring A is a characteristic zero Z<Pralgebra that admits an 
endomorphism er: A--> A such that er(a) = aP mod pA for all a E A, viz. er: 
t I--'> tP. It follows from Proposition (20.1.3) and Corollary (20.1.5) that every 
formal group law F(X, Y) over A is strictly isomorphic to one with a logarithm 
of the type cc 

f(X) = X + I p- 1 t\(er~)f(XP') 
i=l 

for certain 1'; E A. By the results of (20.3.9) it follows that there is an endomor
phism o:(X) of F(X, Y) with o:(X) = tX mod(degree 2) if and only if there is an 
element 9, E Aa[T] such that 

(p - V1 T - V2 T 2 - .. ·)t = i},(p - V1 T - V2 T 2 - .. ·) 

Writing .9, = a0 + a1 T + a2 T 2 + · · ·, we find 

pa0 =pt 

-v1 tP = -a0v1 + pa 1 

-v2 tP' = -a0v2 - a 1 er(v 1 ) + pa2 

-v3 tP' = -a0 v3 - a1 er(v2 ) - a2 a 2(vi) + pa3 

which gives a0 = t and then inductively p I v1, p I v2 , .. ., which in turn means 
thatf(X) E A[X] so that F(X, Y) is strictly isomorphic to G.(X, Y) over A. 

• (21.1.10) Example The example (21.1.8) is a kind of trivial example of a 
nontrivial formal A-module structure. It is not at all clear that there exist, e.g., 
nontrivial formal A-module structures on Ga(X, Y) over A for A an arbitrary 
field of characteristic p. They do exist though and in abundance as the follow
ing example shows. (Later we shall prove that they are all isomorphic.) 

Let A be any ring of characteristic p > 0, pa prime number. Let T1, Tz, ... be 
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a set of indeterminates. We now define power series p(a, T)(X) for every a E A 
by the formulas 

p(a, T)(X) = Yo(a)X + y 1(a)XP + y2(a)XP' + · · · 

Yo(a) =a 

y,,(a) = T1(.v,,_ i(a))P + T2(.v,,_ z(aj)P' + · · · + T,,(y0 (a))1"' - T,,a 

so the first few .l'i(a) are respectively 

Yo(a) =a 

y 1(a) = Ti(aP - a) 

Y2(a) = TI T)(aP2 - aP) + T2(aP' - a) 

y3(a) = T1 T1 T1;'(aP' - aP') + TI T~(aP' - aP) 

+ T2 T) 2(aP 3 - aP') + T3(aP' - a) 

(The resemblance to the kind of formula we have seen in dealing with the 
universal (functional equation) formal groups law F v(X, Y) is not an accident.) 

We claim that 

(21.1.11) 

(21.1.12) 

p(a, T)(X) + p(h, T)(X) = p(a + b, T)(X) 

p(a, T)(p(b, T)(X)) = p(ah, T)(X) 

so that p(a, T): A-> A[TI, T2 , ..• ][X] is a sort of Artin-Hasse exponential 
map. This particular Artin-Hasse-like exponential map does not, however, 
seem to fit into the general framework of Artin-Hasse-like exponential maps 
associated to formal group laws which we shall discuss in Section 25. 

We now proceed to prove (21.1.11) and (21.1.12). Formula (21.1.11) is trivial 
because A is of characteristic p. (Prove via induction that y,,(a + h) = y,,(a) + 
y,,(b).) Formula (21.1.12) is also proved by induction. The coefficient of XP" in 
Ph)(pF(b)(X)) is equal to 

Yo(a)y,,(b) + yi(a)(y,,-I(b))P + · ·· + Yn-1(a)(yI(b))P"- 1 + y,,(a)(y0 (h))P" 

= ay,,(b) - TI a(y,,_ I (b W - · · · - T,,a(yo(b ))P" 
n 

+ L (yi(a) + T;a)(Y,,-i(b))P' 
i= 1 

n i 

= -ahT,, + L L Ti(Yi-k(a))P'(y,,_i(b))1" 
i= I k= I 

n i 

= -abT,, + I I 1;;(.vi-k(a)y,,-i(b)P'-')P' 
i= I k= I 

11 

= -abT,, + L 'TiY,,-hb)P' = y,,(ab) 
k=I 
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(The induction hypothesis has been used in getting from the fourth to the fifth 
expression.) This proves (21.1.12). 

One now obtains a host of nontrivial formal A-module structures on 
G"(X, Y) by specifying the 7; to be various elements of A. For example, taking 
T = O for all i =I= h and T, = l, one finds a formal A-module structure on 
F(X. Y) = G"(x: Y) over A for which PF(a)(X) is equal to 

(21.1.13) PF(a)(X) = aX + (aPh - a)Xph + (aP°' - aP1')XP 21' + · · · 

To conclude this section we remark 

• (21.1.14) Remark Let A be a ring of characteristic p > 0 and let F(X, Y) be 
a formal A-module over an A-algebra B. Then, as a formal group law, F(X. Y) 
is strictly isomorphic to Ga(X, Y) over B. 

Indeed, because p=O in B we must have O=pp(p)(X)=pF(l)(X)+p··· 
+F PF(l)(X) = X +F··· +F X = [P]F(X). Hence, as a formal group law, 
F(X, Y) is strictly isomorphic to Ga(X. Y) over B by Corollary (5.7.6) of 
Chapter I. 

21.2 Universal formal A-modules (existence) 

• (21.2.1) Definition Let A be a ring. A universal formal A-module is a 
formal A-module F"(X, Y) over a certain A-algebra L,i such that for every 
formal A-module F(X, Y) over an A-algebra B, there is a unique homomor
phism of A-algebras <jJ: LA-> B such that <P* F"(X. Y) = F(X, Y) and cjJ *(pp.( a) 
(X))= PF(a)(X) for all a EA. 

• (21.2.2) It is easy to check that universal formal A-modules exist. This is done 
as follows. Write F(X, Y) = x + y +I cijxiyi and PF(a) = aX + 
D2 .a X 2 + D3.a X 3 + · · · where the Ci.; and the Di.a are indeterminates for all i. 
j EN and a EA. The requirements that F(X, Y) be associative and commuta
tive, that the PF(a) are endomorphisms, and that ai-> Pr( a) is a ring homomor
phism define certain equations between the Ci.; and Di.a' viz. those expressing 
that the following power series identities hold: 

F(F(X, Y). Z) = F(X, F(Y. Z)), F(X, Y) = F(Y, X) 

(21.2.3) F(p1.(a)(X), PF(a)(Y)) = Pr(a)(F(X, Y)) 

Ph)(Pr(h)(X)) = Pr(ah)(X), 

F(pr(-a)(X). pr(a)(X)) = 0, 

Pr(a + h)(X) = F(pr(a)(X), PF(h)(X)) 

Pr(l)(X) = X, pr(O)(X) = 0 

Now let LA= A[C;.;; Di.a]// where I is the ideal generated by the elements of 
.4[Ci.;; Di.a]. which must be zero for (21.2.3) to hold. The universal formal 
A-module is now 

PF,,(a)(X) = aX + cfJ(D2.a)X2 + · · · 
where <jJ: A[Cii; Di.a]-> LA is the natural projection. 
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Give Ci.j degree i + j - 1, D i,a degree i - 1, and X and Y degree - 1. Then all 
elements of A[Cij; Di.a][X, Y, Z] occurring in (21.2.3) are of degree -1. It 
follows that I is a graded ideal and that LA is a graded ring. 

Recall that for each n EN we have defined Cn(X, Y) = v(nt 1 

(X" + Y" - (X + Y)") and that Cn(X, Y) is a primitive polynomial; recall 
also that v(n) = 1 if n is not a power of a prime number or 11 = 1 and v(n) = p if 
11 > 1 and 11 is a power of the prime number p. The formal A-module version of 
the comparison lemma is: 

• (21.2.4) Formal A-module comparison lemma Let (F(X, Y), PF) and 
(G(X, Y), PG) be two formal A-modules over an A-algebra Band suppose that 
they are congruent mod( degree 11) for some 11 ~ 2. (This means that F(X, Y) = 
G(X, Y) mod( degree 11), and PF(a)(X) = PG(a)(X) mod(degree 11) for all a E A.) 
Then there exist a unique element d E B and unique elements Ca E B. one for 
each a E A, such that 

(21.2.5) F(X, Y) = G(X, Y) + dC"(X, Y) mod(degree 11 + 1) 

PF(a)(X) = PG(a)(X) + caX" mod(degree n + 1) 

These elements d and ca are subject to the following relations 

d(a - a")= v(11)ca all a EA 

(21.2.6) Ca+b - Ca - cb = dCn(a, b) all a, b EA 

all a, b EA 

Proof The ordinary comparison lemma gives the existence of ad E B such 
that F(X, Y) = G(X, Y) + dC"(X, Y) mod(degree n + 1). The existence of 
ca E B such that the second line of (21.2.5) holds is of course a triviality. The 
relations (21.2.6) arise as follows (all congruences are modulo degree n + !): 

PF(a)(F(X, Y)) = PF(a)(G(X, Y)) + adC"(X, Y) 

= PG(a)(G(X, Y)) + ca(X + Y)" + adC"(X, Y) 

and on the other hand 

PF(a)(F(X, Y)) = F(pF(a)(X), PF(a)(Y)) 

= G(pF(a)(X), PF(a)(Y)) + dC"(aX, aY) 

= G(pG(a)(X), PG(a)(X)) + caX" + c0 Y" + dC"(aX, aY) 

= pG(a)(G(X, Y)) + c0 X" +Ca Y" + a"dCn(X, Y) 

Comparing these two expressions, we see that Ca v(11)C "(X, Y) = 
(ad - a"d)C "(X, Y) which proves d(a - a") = Ca v(11) because C n(X, Y) is a prim
itive polynomial, cf. Section 4.1 of Chapter I. 
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To obtain the second identity of (21.2.6) we calculate mod( degree 11 + 1) 

PF(a + b)(X) = PG(a + b)(X) + Ca+bX" 

and 

pp(a + b)(X) = F(pF(a)(X), PF(b)(X)) = G(pF(a)(X), PF(b)(X)) + dC,,(aX, bX) 

= G(pG(a)(X), PG(b)(X)) + c.X" + cbX" + dC"(aX, bX) 

= PG(a + b)(X) + c0 X" + cbX" + dC"(a, b)X" 

and comparing these two expressions we see that c a+ b = c a + c b + dC n( a, b ). 
Finally, to obtain the third identity of (21.2.6), we observe 

PF(a)(pF(b)(X)) = PF(a)(pG(b)(X)) + acbX" 

and 

= PG(a)(pG(b)(X)) + cab"X" + acbX" 

= PG(ab)(X) + c.b"X" + acbX" 

PF(a)(pF(b)(X)) = PF(ab)(X) = PG(ab)(X) + c.bX" 

This concludes the proof of the lemma. 

• (21.2.7) Remarks 

(i) It follows from the third identity of (21.2.6) that c1 = 0 and c0 = 0 (as 
they should be). 

(ii) If Bis of characteristic zero, then the first identity of(21.2.6) implies the 
other two; as is easily checked. 

• (21.2.8) We have seen that LA, the A-algebra over which the universal formal 
A-module is defined, is graded. Let v:i- 1 be its degree 11 - 1 summand and let 
D'i,- 1 c L'i.- 1 be the submodule of "decomposables," i.e., the submodule of 
L'i.- 1 generated by all elements of L'i.- 1 of the form xy with x and y homoge
neous of degree < 11 - 1. 

• (21.2.9) Corollary L'i,- 1/D'i,- 1 is the A-module generated by the symbols d 
and c., a E A, subject to the relations (21.2.6). 

Proof This is a special case of (21.2.4). Indeed, let Jn- 1 be the ideal of LA 
generated by all homogeneous elements of degree < n - 1, and let F"(X, Y) be 
the universal formal A-module over LA- Reducing mod Jn- I• we obtain a 
formal A-module fu(x, Y) over LA/Jn- 1 such that fu(X, Y) = X + Y mod( de
gree 11) and PFu(a)(X) = aX mod(degree 11). Now apply Lemma (21.2.4) and 
observe that all relations (mod J 11 _ i) needed to make F"(X, Y) commutative 
and associative mod(degree 11 + 1) and PF" a ring homomorphism (mod degree 
11 + 1) are consequences of (21.2.6). (Cf. also remark (21.2.7)(i).) Q.E.D. 
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• (21.2.10} Proposition If A is a Q-algebra or an infinite field of character
istic p > 0, then L.4 = A[z 2 , z3 , . .. ] with degree Z; = i - 1, and F'.HX. Y), the 
universal formal A-module, is as a formal group strictly isomorphic to 

G.(X, Y} over LA-

Proof First suppose that A is a Q-algebra. Then we can divide by v(n) so 
that the first relation of (21.2.6) says that L'.~- 1 /0~4- 1 has one generator d. 
Further, every A-algebra is a Q-algebra, hence of characteristic zero; so the 
second and third relations of (21.2.6) are implied by the first. This proves that 
r::i- 1 /0'.~- 1 is free on one generator, so that LA has one generator in each degree 
modulo decomposables. This means LA= A[z 2 , z3, ... ], degree(z;) = i - 1. 
Also F'.4(X, Y) is isomorphic to G.(X, Y) because LA is a Q-algebra. 

Now let A be an infinite field of characteristic p > 0. Then if 11 is not a power 
of p, v(11) is invertible in A and L .. 1, and it follows as before that r::i- 1 /0'.~- 1 is a 
free A-module of rank 1. Now let n be a power of p, then v(11) = p; it follows 
that d(a - a"} = 0 for all a E A. Because A is an infinite field, there is an a E A 
such that a - a" + 0, hence d = 0 in r:r 1/OA- 1• From the third relation of 
(21.2.6) we obtain (a - a")cb = (b - b")c0 • Fix one element a E A such that 
(a - a") i= 0. We claim that we can choose c a (for this one particular a) arbi
trarily and that then the cb = (a - a"r 1 (h - h")c0 satisfy the remaining rela
tions (i.e., the second relation of (21.2.6). Indeed, since d = 0 we must show 

(a - a"r 1(b1 + b2 - (b1 + b2)")c. 

=(a - a"r 1(b1 - b'j)c" +(a - a"r 1(b2 - h'l)c. 

which is obvious since 11 is a power of p and A and LA are of characteristic p. 
Hence LA- 1/oA- 1 is also free on one generator if n is a power of p, so that 
LA= A[z2 , z3 , •• • ] also in this case. Finally, the last statement has already been 
proved (Lemma (21.1.8) ). 

• (21.2.11) Remark The hypothesis "infinite" in the propos1t1on above 
cannot be removed. Indeed, let A = F q• the finite field of q elements. We claim 
that L~- 1 /0~- 1 = 0 in this case. To see this we calculate ModA(L~- i /O'r 1, A); 
that is, we calculate all solutions of the equations (21.2.6) with d, c0 E A. First, 
the second equation of (21.2.6) gives quite generally d( l - p•- 1} = c r - pc 1. 
Since c r = 0 = pc 1 = p. it follows that d = 0. Further, since aq = a for all 
a E A = F q we have acb + be.= cab making C: ar--> c. a derivation on F q-+ F q· 
Then aqr--> qaq- 1 c.= 0 under this derivation but C(aq} = C(a) = c •. Hence 
c.= 0 for all a, which proves that ModA(L~- 1 /0~- 1 , A)= 0 so that also 
L~- 1 ;0~- 1 = O since A is a field. (ModA is the category of A-modules.) 

It is not difficult to see that LA- 1/OA- 1 = A = F q for all 11 that are not a 
power of q. (Then there is an a such that a" - a i= 0 in F q and c" becomes a 
generator if n is a power of p, and dis the generator if 11 is not a power of p.) So 
we have that LF, is a polynomial ring over F q with one generator in every 
degree that is not a power of q. 
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21 .3 On the calculation of LA for local and global rings of 
integers 
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• (21.3. l) Proposition Let A be a (non trivial) discrete valuation ring. Then 
u~- 1 /0'.~- i is a free A-module on one generator for all n EN. 

Proof Let re be a uniformizing element of A. Consider the ideal a: of A 
generated by the elements a" - a, a E A. There are two possibilities: 

Case 1 : a: = A In .this case there is an a E A such that a" - a is a unit 
(because A is a local ring). We claim that c0 generates r::i- 1/0"-4- 1. Indeed, from 
(a" - a)cb = (b" - b)c. for all a, b EA, we see that 

and d =(a - a"r 1v(n)c., 

Further, there is a surjective homomorphism L~4- 1 /0~4- 1 -+ A defined by car-> 1, 
Cbf--> (a" - ar 1(b" - b), dr--> v(n)(a - a"r 1. It follows that A ~ L':i- 1;oA- 1. 

Case 2: a: i= A Then a: = (re) because re - re" E a:. We claim that c. gener
ates LA- I /OA- i · Note that in this case a - a"= 0 mod re for all a E A, so that 
x = x" holds ink for all x Ek, proving that case 2 can happen only ifthe residue 
field k is finite and if 11 is a power of p = char(k ). 

Let us write M for the A-module LA- i /OA- 1 and M = M/c. A. Then because 
(re - rc")c. = (a - a")c., we have (re - rc")c. = 0, hence rcc 0 = rc"c. = 0 because 
I - rc•- 1 is a unit in A. Further, (n - n")d = v(11)c. so that also ml= 0. 

It follows that M is a k-module; and since a" - a= 0 mod re, we have 
l"ab = al"b + bc. in M, so that the map C: k-+ M defined by ar--> c. is well 
defined and satisfies C(a5) = aC(5} + 5C(a). In particular, C(a) = C(a") = 
ml''~ 1C(a) = 0 because x" = x ink and n is a power of p. This proves that c.= 0 
in M for all a. The second relation of (21.2.6) now says that C 11 (a, b )J = 0 in M 
for all a, b E A. According to Lemma (21.3.2) there exists an x E Fr• the field of 
p elements, such that C ,.(x. l) i= 0 in F P (n is still a power of p ). This proves that 
also {[ = 0 in M so that M = 0, which proves that c. generates M. There is also 
a surjective homomorphism M -+ A, viz. c. r-> n- 1 (a - a") and d r-> re- 1 p. This 
proves that LA- 1/0A- i = M ~A also in this case. 

• (21.3.2) Lemma Let n be a power of the prime number p, then there exists 
an x E Fr such that c.(x, 1) i= 0. 

Proof First note that (Xr'-' + yr'-')= (X + Y)r'-' mod(p) and hence 

(xri-1 + yr'- ')P - xr' - yr'= (X + Y)r' - xr' - yr' mod(p2) 

so that 

Cr,(X, Y) = Cr(xr•-•, yr'-') mod(p) 

which means that it suffices to prove the lemma in case n = p. Let t(X:) be the 
polynomial C r(X, l) over Fr· This is a nonzero polynomial of degree p - 1; it 
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looks like t(X) = xr 1 + (· · ·) + X. So t(X) can have at most p - l different 

roots in F P' which means that there is an x E F P such that t(x) =fa 0. 

• (21.3.3) Example A Let A be the ring of integers of an algebraic number 

field. Then for n a power of a prime number p we have that 

ModA(LA- 1/DA-1, A) is isomorphic (as an A-module) to the ideal pa:- 1 c A 

where a: is the ideal generated by all the elements a - a", a E A. This is seen as 

follows. We have to find all solutioris of (21.2.6) with d, c. EA. Observe that 

d E pa:- 1 because d = pc.( a - a"t 1 for all a E A. So, to every solution of 

(21.2.6) there corresponds a unique element d E pa:- 1. Conversely, suppose 

that d is any element in pa:- 1, then c.= p- 1(a - a")d is in A, and these c0 

together with d constitute a solution of (21.2.6 ). It follows that L':.i.- 1/D':.i- 1 need 

not be isomorphic to A in case A is the ring of integers of an algebraic number 

field. (Example: let µ2 = 3,/=-2 and A the ring of integers of K = Q(µ). An 

integral basis of A over Z is {l, µ, ,j=-2, µ}=2}, the ideal (2) factors as Pi with 

p2 the ideal (µ, j=2) and p2 is nonprincipal. In this case the ideal of A 

generated by the a - a2, a E A is p 2 (as is easily checked by taking a= 2, a=µ, 

and a = J=--2). Incidentally, the class number of K is 2. For more details 

concerning K, cf. [399, p. 56].) 
However, if K has class number l, then we see that ModA(L':.i- 1/DA- i) ~A. 

More generally, if 6 is a set of primes of K and A6 , the ring of 3-integers is 

principal, then ModA(LA- 1/DA- 1, A)~ A. (This holds for all n; if n is not a 

prime power, then LA- 1 /DA- l is free with generator d.) 

• Example B A rather similar result holds for the case that A is the ring of 

integers of a global function field. In this case d is a free generator for 

LA- 1/DA- 1 for all n that are not a power of p. Let n be a power of p. First, 

observe that then (a - a")d = 0 for all a E A, so that (since A is an integral 

domain and d E A) we must have d = 0. 
Now let a be the ideal generated by the elements a - a", a E A, and sup

pose that a is principal a= (x). Write x = L r .(a - a") (where almost all r .are 

zero). Now let {c.}, c. EA be a solution of (21.2.6). Then (a - a")cb = (b - b")ca 

for all a, b E A. Multiplying with r. and summing over a, we obtain 

xcb = (b - b") I r.c.. Now (b - b") E (x), let (b - b") = zb:c Then 

cb = zb(L r 0 c.). So we have found an element y E A, viz., y =I r 0 c0 in terms of 

which all the cb can be expressed. Inversely, given y EA, then cb = yzb, d = 0 is a 

solution of (21.2.6). So also in this case we have ModA(LA- i /D':.i- 1, A)~ A if A 

is principal. 

• (21.3.4) We shall now focus on a ring A of one of the following types: 

(a) A is a non trivial discrete valuation ring (not necessarily complete); 

(b) A is the ring of integers of an algebraic number field or an algebraic 

function field in one variable over a finite field of constants; 

(c) A is the ring of 3-integers of one of the two types of field K listed under 
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(b ). where 6 is a finite set of valuations including all the infinite ones, i.e., 

A = {x E K I v(x) :::0: 0 for all v 13). 

In cases (b) and (c) we note that A is finitely generated as an algebra over z. 

(d) A is a field with infinitely many elements. 

• (21.3.5) Theorem Let A be one of types of rings listed in (21.3.4) and 

suppose that A is a principal ideal ring, then LA~ Z[z 2 , :: 3 , :: 4 , ... ] with 

degree(::;)= i - l. 

Proof We first show that under the hypotheses stated LA- 1 /DA- 1 ~ A. In 

case A is of type (a) or (d) this has already been done. In case (b) and (c) write 

M = LA- 1/DA- i· By the very definition of LA (as the solution of a certain 

universal problem) we have that (LA)"= LA. for all prime ideals p of A. 

It follows that 

(21.3.6) 

(using Proposition (21.3.l )). Let 

qy: M--> ModA(ModA(M, A), A), 

be the canonical double duality homomorphism. Because A is finitely gen

erated as a ring, we see from (21.2.6) that M is finitely generated as an A

module, and, A being also noetherian, we have that for all prime ideals p 

(ModA(ModA(M, A), A))P = ModA.(ModA,(MP, AP), AP) 

(cf. (42, Chapter II, Section 2, Proposition 19)). It follows by (21.3.6) that qy" is 

an isomorphism for all prime ideals p, hence that qy is an isomorphism (by [ 42, 

Chapter II, Section 3, Theorem l)). But according to Examples (21.3.3) A and 

B we have ModA(M, A)~ A, so that indeed M ~A. 

Now in case A is of type (d) we have already shown that LA~ A[z 2, z3, .. .). 

In the remaining cases there is certainly a surjective homomorphism of A

algebras I/I: A[z 2 , z 3 , •.. ] --> LA, viz. the homomorphism that maps z; to a gener

ator of LAIDA. Let K be the quotient field of A. Then l/J @AK is an 

isomorphism (because LA® K ~ LK) and hence l/J is also injective and hence an 

isomorphism. 

• (21.3.7) We stress once more that this theorem cannot be generalized to cover 

the case of, say, rings of integers of arbitrary algebraic number fields (Example 

(21.3.3 )). 

21.4 Explicit universal formal A-modules 

• (21.4. l) Construction in case A is a field of characteristic zero In 

this case LA~ A[z 2, z 3, z4 , .. .). Let f(X) = X + If~ 2 ::;Xi and let 

F~(X, Y) = r 1(J(X) + f(Y)), PF(a)(X) = r 1((lf(X)) for all a EA. It is not 

difficult to see that this defines a universal formal A-module over LA. 
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• (21.4.2) The universal formal A-module structure on G.(X, Y) in 
case A is an infinite field of characteristic p > 0, pa prime number 
Let PF(a, T)(X) E A[T1 , T2, ... ][X] be the power series defined in Example 
(21.1.10). Then these power series define a formal A-module structure on 
Ga(X, Y) over A[T1, T2 , •. .]. We claim that this formal A-module structure is 
universal in the following sense: given an A-algebra Band a formal A-module 
structure on G.(X, Y) over B, i.e., a map p: A-> End 8(G.(X, Y)), then there is a 
unique homomorphism </J: A[T1, T2 , .. • ] -> B such that </J*p(a, T)(X) = p(a)(X) 
for all a E A. 

This is proved as follows. Suppose we have already found </J(T1), ... , </J(Tn) 
such that 

</J*p(a. T) = p(a)(X) mod(degree pn + l) 

Because we are dealing with the additive group law, it follows that 

p(a)(X) = <P* p(a, T)(X) - ca XI"+' mod(degree p"+ 1 + l) 

where the Ca in B satisfy 

(21.4.3) 

Now 

p(a, T)(X) = T,,+ 1 (ap•+' - a)XP"+' mod(T1, ... , T,,, degree pn+ 1 + l) 

so our contention will be proved if we can show that there is a unique element 
t E B such that 

(21.4.4) Ca= t(a1"+' - a) for all a E A 

This is where we use the hypothesis that A is an infinite field. In that case there 
is an a0 E A such that ag•+' - a0 =!= 0 in A and we see that the only possible 
solution for t is ( = (all"+ 1 - Gor 1Ca0 Where Go is a fixed element SUCh that 
a~•+' - a0 -/= 0, hence is a unit. The relations (21.4.3) imply (a0 - ag"+I )cb = 

(b - bP"+')cao for all b EA. It follows that (21.4.4) holds for all a EA. 

• (21.4.5) The universal formal A-module structure on G.(X, Y) in 
case A is a finite field Now let A be a finite field with q = p' elements, pa 
prime number, A[T] = A[T;; i EN, r { i] and let p(a, T)(X) for all a E A be the 
power series obtained from p(a, T){X) by setting T,i = 0 for all j = l, 2, .... 
Then a1---+ p(a, T)(X) is, we claim, a universal formal A-module structure on 
G.(X, Y) over A[T]. The proof of this is as above in (21.4.2) except in case 
n + l is a multiple of r. In that case (21.4.3) says, since bP"+ 1 = b in this case, 
that Ca+b = Ca + cb and acb + bca = Cab· So that by induction Ca = Ca•= 
qaq- 1 ea = 0 for all a E A (since a = aq). So that if n + l is a multiple of r 
</J*p(a, T)(X) = p(a)(X) mod(degree p" + l) implies </J*p(a, T)(X) = p(a)(X) 
mod( degree pn + 1 + l ). 
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• (21.4.6) The universal formal A-module in case A is a field of char
acteristic p Let 

·X:; CL:_1 

(21.4.7) f(X) = x + L :::;Xi - L :::piXP' 
i= 2 j= 1 

and let F(X. Y) be the formal group law f- 1(.f(X) +f(Y)). For A an infinite 
field, we define p: Ac-• End·ll=J(F(X, Y)) by the formula 

p(a) =r 1(i/J*p(a, T)(.f(X))) 

where i/J: A[T] -> A[:::] = LA takes T; into ::: p•· For A a finite field of q = p' 
elements, LA = A[:::; Ii not a power of q, i ::::: 2] and we define 

p(a) =r 1(l[J*ji(a, T)(.f(X))) 

where l/i: A[T]-> LA takes T; into :::P'' where i runs through all elements of N 
that are not divisible by r, q = p'. 

It is not difficult (given (21.4.2), (21.4.5) and (21.2.10), (21.2.11)) to show that 
these definitions do indeed give us (explicit) universal formal A-modules for A a 
field of characteristic p > 0. 

• (21.4.8) Universal formal A-modules for A a discrete valuation 
ring with finite residue field Let A be a nontrivial discrete valuation 
ring with uniformizing element rr, quotient field K, and residue field k of q 
elements. Let a: K[S 2, S3, ... ]-> K[S 2, S3, ... ] be the K-automorphism 
S;f--> sr. Then aa = aq mod rrA[S] for all a E A[S], so that we are in a functional 
equation type situation. We now define 

Ji(X) = x + f: sixi - I sqjxqi + I rr- 1 sqi(a~)fi(Xqj) 
i=2 j=l j=l 

(21.4.9) F;i(X, Y) = un- 1(fi(X) + fi(Y)) 

Pi(a)(X) = Uit 1(af;i(X)) 

Because of the functional equation lemma (Chapter I, Section 2, Lemma 2.2), 
we know that the power series F;i(X, Y) and Pi(a)(X) have their coefficients in 
A[S]._ I'. follo~s that (F;i(X, Y), p;i) is a formal A-module over A[S]. We claim 
that 1t 1s a umversal formal A-module. 

To see this observe that modulo (S 2 , ... , Sn- 1, degree 11 + I) 

JA(X) = IX+ SnX" if n is not a power of q 
s \x+rr- 1Sn if nisapowerofq 

Using this we see that modulo (S2 , ... , S11 _ 1, degree 11 + l) 

Fi(X, Y) = JX + Y + Snv(n)Cn(X, Y) if n is not a power of q 
\X + Y + rr- 1 Sn v(n)C,.(X, Y) if 11 is a power of q 

A( )( \:') _ jaX +(a - a")SnXn 
Ps a , = \ aX + rr- 1(a - an)s,.xn 

if 11 is not a power of q 

if n is a power of q 
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Using (the proof of) Proposition (21.3.1 ), it is now not difficult to show that 
(Fi(X, Y), Pi) is indeed a universal formal A-module. For the reader who does 
not like this exercise, the details of the proof are written out (in painful detail) 
for the higher dimensional case in 25.4 (proof of Theorem (25.4.16)). 

• (21.4.10) Universal formal A-modules for A the ring of integers of 
an algebraic number field of class number 1 or algebraic function 
field in one variable with finite field of constants of class number 
1 Let A be a ring of integers of a fiyld K as indicated in the title of this 
subsection. For each finite valuation v, let p,, be the corresponding prime ideal, 
and re,. E A an element such that p,, = (re,,), and q,, the number of elements in 
A/re,,A. For each n EN, let s. = {v In is a power of q,.] and 

(21.4.l 1) n -I c,. = nv 
l-'E \311 

where e. = l if 6. = 0 (which happens in particular if 11 is not a power of a 
prime number). We are now going to construct a power series 

Jt(X) E A[U 2 , U3 , 1/4, ... ][X] 

To do this let QA c N be the set of all elements 11 E N that are a power of a q,, 
for some finite valuation v of A. We now define 

(21.4.12) a~(U)= 
(q1 . .... q,,m) 

where the sum is over all sequences (q 1, ... , q,, m) with qi E QA, t E N u {O}, 
m E N such that q 1 • • • q, m = 11 and where (for convenience) we have in
troduced U 1 = l. The coefficients dA(q 1, .. ., q,, m) are not arbitrary but are 
required to satisfy the following conditions: if t = 0, 

(21.4.13) 

where en is defined in (21.4.8); and if t :2'.: l, then 

(21.4.14) 

v(dA(q" .... q., m) - re; 1dA(q2 , .. ., q,, m)) :2'.: 0 

v(dA(q 1, .. ., q., m) :2'.: 0 

Note that if n is a power of qv, then 

(21.4.15) v(en - re; 1 ) :2'.: 0 

if q1 is a power of qv 

if q1 is not a power of qv 

Observe that because of (21.4.14) and (2l.4.15)ft(X) satisfies for every finite 
valuation v a functional equation of the type 

00 

ft(X) - I re,~ 1 Uq,;(a~)* fu(Xq•') E A<,JU][X] 
i= 1 
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where A<vl = {x E K I v(x) :2'.: O} is the localization of A with respect to v, and 
where er,.: K[U]-+ K[U] is the K-automorphism U11--> UJ•. 

Now define 

(21.4.16) 

(21.4.17) 

Ft(X, Y) =Utt 'Ut{X)) + Jt(Y)) 

pt(a)(X) =Utt '(aft(X)) 

then the functional equation lemma (Chapter I, 2.2) says that (Ft(X, Y), pt) is 
a formal A-module over A[U]. 

We claim that it is in fact a universal formal A-module. To prove this, let 
F"(X, Y) and LA be the objects constructed abstractly in (21.2.2). The formal 
A-module (Ft(X, Y), pt) gives rise to a unique homomorphism </J: LA-+ A[U] 
taking f"(X, Y) (and PF") into Ft(X, Y) (and Pt). 

Let v be a finite valuation and let (Fi")(X, Y), p#'")) be the universal formal 
A<d-module constructed above. This formal AM-module gives rise to a unique 
homomorphism I/Iv: LA-+ A«·l[S] whic~ takes f"(X, Y) and PF" into Ft'")(X, Y) 
and Pi'"). Moreover, the localization 1/1,.: LA,,.)= LA® A AM-+ A«·l[S] is an iso
morphism because both F"(X, Y) over LA® AM= LA,,.) and Ft")(X, Y) over 
A«·l[S] are universal formal A<vrmodules. Finally, consider Ft(X, Y) over AM. 
By the functional equation lemma we see that pt extends to a homomorphism 
A<vl-+ EndA,.,)(Ft(X, Y)) turning Ft{X, Y) into a formal AM-module over 
AM[U]. By the universality of Fi1•)(X, Y) there is a unique homomorphism x,. 
A<vl[S]-+ AM[U] taking (Ft"·)(X, Y), Pi")) into (Ft(X, Y), pt). We have a 
diagram 

LA----+(LA)®A AM 

1 i~.. ~ 
A[U]--+ AM[U] x,. A<v>[S] 

which is commutative by the uniqueness of the various homomorphisms in
volved. (Both Xvi/Iv and <Pv take F"(X, Y) into Ft(X, Y), so they must be 
equal.) Comparing the expressions for fi">(X) and Jt(X), we see that Xv 
satisfies modulo ( u z, .. ., u n- i) 

Xv( Sn) = J re,. en Un if 11 is a power of q" 
\ e,. U" if 11 is not a power of qv 

Hence, because v(rev en)= 0if11 is a power of qv and v(en) = 0if11 is not a power 
of q,,, it follows that Xv is an isomorphism. (It is at this point that the hypothesis 
"class number I" essentially enters; if the class number is > 1, it is generally 
not possible to find elements e,, E K, one for every n E N, with the property 
r:(cn) = - 1 if 11 is a power of qv and v(en) = 0if11 is not a power of qv; everything 
else can be done also in the class number :2'.: l case.) 

To continue with the proof, we have already seen that ljJ ,. is an isomorphism 
so that </J,, is also an isomorphism. This holds for every finite v, so using also 
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that LA and A[V] are graded and that </J is homogeneous of degree 0, it follows 
that <P is an isomorphism, which in turn implies that Ft(X, Y) is a universal 
formal A-module. 

• (21.4.18) Remark 

(i) The same constructions and proofs apply to rings of 6-integers A6 that 
are principal, where 6 is a finite (or infinite) collection of valuations (including 

the infinite ones). 
(ii) This proof that LA~ A[V 2 , U 3 , .•• ] did not use" A is finitely generated 

as a ring," as our calculation of LA in Theorem (21.3.5) did. On the other hand, 
we used "finite residue field," which is in principle irrelevant for Theorem 
(21.3.5). More generally, constructions as in (21.4.10) can be carried out for 
"global fields" of class number 1 with not necessarily finite residue fields, for 
which there exists for every finite prime v an endomorphism a,,: A---> A and a 
power q of the residue field A/~v A such that a,,(a) = aq mod(n,. A). 

• (21.4.19) Remark on notation Taking A= Z, we obtain formal group 
laws Ft(X, Y), Ff(X, Y); these are (variants of) the universal formal group 
laws fu(X, Y) and fs(X, Y) constructed in Chapter I. Similarly for the a~(U) 
and dA(q 1 , ... , q,, 111). 

(21.4.20) Universal formal A-modules for A a discrete valuation 
ring with infinite residue field k Let 

OC; 

f(X) = X + L z;Xi E A[z 1, z2 , ... ][X] 
i=2 

and let F(X, Y) = r 1U(X) + f(Y)) and PF(x) = r 1(af(X)) for all a EA. We 
claim that (f(X, Y), PF) is a universal formal A-module over A[ z] if k is infinite. 
The proof is by induction. Suppose (G(X, Y), PG) is a formal A-module over 
BE AlgA and suppose that we have already found b2, b 3, ... , b" E B such that 

(21.4.21) </J*(f(X, Y), PF) = (G(X, Y), PG) mod(degree n + 1) 

where </J: A[z]---> Bis the homomorphism </J(z;) = b;, i = 2, ... , n, </J(z) = 0 for 
j > n. (The induction starts because the case n = 1 is trivial.) By the comparison 
lemma (21.2.4) we know that there are unique elements d E Band c. E B for all 
a E A such that 

</J*F(X, Y) = G(X, Y) + dCn+dX, Y) mod(degree n + 2) 

<P*PF(a)(X) = PG(a)(X) + c.xn+t mod(degree n + 2) 

and such that 

(21.4.22) d(a - a"+ 1) = v(n + l)c0 , 
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Now consider the elements a - a"+ 1, a EA. If a - a"+ 1 = O mod 111(A) for all 
a E A, then x - x"+ 1 = 0 for all x E k = A/111(A), which would make k a finite 
field. Hence there is an a0 E A such that a0 - a0+ 1 is a unit in A. 

Now 

F(X. Y) = X + Y + v(n + !).:.,+ 1 C,.+ 1(X, Y) mod(.: 2 , ... , .: 11 , degree n + 2) 

PF(a)(X) = aX + z11 + 1(a - a"+ 1)X"+ 1 mod(.: 2 , ••• , .:,"degree 11 + 2) 

Now define ;/J(z;) = b;, i = 2, ... , 11, ;/J(z.,+ i) = (a0 - a0+ 1t 1c00 • Then relations 
(21.4.22) guarante;: that </J(v(n + l)z11 + i) = d, </J(z11 + i(a - a"+ 1 )) =c. for all 
a E A. Mor~over, <P is clearly uniquely determined on A[ z 2 , ... , z11 + 1] c A[ z] by 
(21.4.21) with n replaced by 11 + 1 if <P is uniquely determined on A[ z 2, ... , z ,J 
by (21.4.21). By induction this concludes the proof that the formal A-module 
(F(X, Y), PF) constructed above is universal. / 

• (21.4.23) Corollary Let A be a discrete valuation ring with infinite residue 
field. Then every formal A-module over an A-algebra B is isomorphic to the 
additive formal A-module Ga(X, Y) = X + Y, pG.(a)(X) = aX. 

21.5 A-typical formal A-modules 

In this subsection unless explicitly stated otherwise A is always a nontrivial 
discrete valuation ring with uniformizing parameter n and residue field k of q 
elements; K is the quotient field of A; K may be either of characteristic zero or 
of characteristic p > O; a: K[V1, V2 , ..• ] ---> K[V1, V2 , .•. ] is the K
automorphism V;r-+ VJ. 

• (21.5.1) Constructions Letft(X) be the power series defined by the func
tional equation 

00 

(21.5.2) f t(X) = X + L n- 1 v;(a~)f t(Xq') 
i= 1 

and, usingf t(X) we define 

(21.5.3) Ft(X, Y) = Utt 1 U~(X) + Jt(Y)), Pt(a)(X) = Utt 1(aft(X)) . 

Then, by the functional equation lemma (Chapter I, 2.2) (Fi(x, Y), pi) is a 
formal A-modu.le. We also note that, identifying V; with Sq.,fi(x) andf~(X) 
(cf. (21.4.6)) satisfy the same type of functional equation, so that again by the 
functio.nal equation lemma (Ft(X, Y), pt) and (Ft(X, Y), pt) are strictly iso
m~rph1c f?rmal A-modules. (The isomorphism U~t 1Ui(X)) is compatible 
with the given formal A-structures.) 
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If w~ take A = Z(p) and n = p ( = q). Then f ~(X) and F~(X, Y) become the 
fv(X) and F v(X, Y) of Chapter I, 2.3 and 3.3, and the following formulas should 
therefore come as no surprise 

(21.5.4) 
00 

f i(x) = I a:(V)X"', a~(V) = 1 
n=O 

na:(V) =a:_ 1 (V)Vf-' + .. · + a1(V)V~- 1 + V. 

a:(v) = I ·n-'v;, V?~' .. · v1; ' +;,-, 

i1 +··· +i,=n 

This is proved exactly as in the special case A = Z(p)• p = n = q which was 
treated in Chapter I, Section 3.3. 

• (21.5.5) Definition A formal A-module over an A-algebra Bis called A
typical if it is of the form (<f>*F~(X, Y), <f>*p~) for a certain ring homomor
phism <f>: A[V]--+ B. 

Note that this homomorphism is also necessarily unique, for otherwise there 
would also be two different homomorphisms A[S]--+ B both transforming 
(Fi(X, Y), pi) into the same formal A-module over B, contradicting the 
universality of (Fi(X, Y), pi) over A[S]. We have thus proved 

• (21.5.6) Theorem 

(i) Every formal A-module over an A-algebra Bis strictly isomorphic over 
B (as a formal A-module) to an A-typical formal A-module. 

(ii) The formal A-module (F~(X, Y), p~) over A[V] is a universal A-typical 
formal A-module. 

To be able to use this theorem effectively we need something like a workable 
criterion for being A-typical. To this end we first discuss logarithms for formal 
A-modules. 

• (21.5.7) A-logarithms If Bis an A-algebra such that B--+ B@ A K is injec
tive (where K is the quotient field of A), then every formal A-module 
(F(X, Y), PF) over B has a logarithm (with coefficients in B@ A K); that is there 
exists a power series f(X) such that r '(f(X) + f(Y)) = F(X, Y), 
r 1(af(X)) = pp(a)(X). This follows immediately from the fact that the univer
sal formal A-module (Fi(X, Y), Pi) has such a logarithm. Such a logarithm is 
also necessarily unique. Indeed, this is trivial in case char(K) = O; and if 
char(K) = p, this is seen as follows. Suppose there are two logarithms, then 
composing one with the inverse of the other we find a strict formal A-module 
automorphism c.i(X): G.(X, Y)--+ G.(X, Y) (with coefficients in K@ .4 B). As 

. B @A K is of characteristic p, this means that a(X) is of the form 

a(X) = X + b1 XP + b2 XP' + ... 
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and being an automorphism of the additive formal A-module Ga(X, Y) we 
must also have a(aX) = aa(X) for all a E A. This gives 

ab. = aP"b,. 

for all a E A. Since B is without A-torsion and A is infinite, this implies that 
b. = 0 for all n ~ 1. 

To avoid confusion with logarithms of formal group laws, we shall (if it 
exists) use the appellation "A-logarithm" and notation" A-log" for a power 
series f (X) (with coefficients in B@ A K if necessary) such that F(X, Y) = 
r 1(f(X) + f(Y)),f(pp(a)(X)) = af(X) andf(X) = X mod(degree 2). 

We have then proved (the arguments above work in somewhat greater 
generality) 

• (21.5.8) Proposition Let (F(X, Y), Pr) be a formal A-module over an A
algebra B and suppose that B--+ B@ A K is injective. Then an A-logarithm of 
(F(X, Y), PF) (if it exists) is unique if A is an infinite integral domain. Moreover, 
if A is a discrete (nontrivial) valuation ring, then A-logarithms exist for all 
formal A-modules defined over A-algebras B such that B--+ B@ A K is 
injective. 

Now let A again be a discrete valuation ring with K, k, q, n as usual. Then, as 
in the case of formal group laws there is a formula for the A-logarithm. We have 

A-logp(X) = lim n-"[n"]p(X) 
n--+ G(' 

for every formal A-module F(X, Y) over A-algebras B such that B--+ B@ A K is 
injective and n. n"B = {O}. The proof is essentially the same as in the case of 
one dimensional formal group laws. Cf. Proposition (5.4.5) of Chapter I, cf. also 
(25.4.26) below for the more dimensional case. 

Still assuming that A is a discrete valuation ring with finite residue field we 
have the following criterion for A-typicality. 

• (21.5.9) Criterion for A-typicality Let B be an A-algebra such that 
B--+ B@ A K is injective. Then a formal A-module over B is A-typical if and 
only if its A-logarithm is of the form 

(21.5.10) A-logp(X) = x + b1 xq + b2 xq' + · · · 

with bi E B®A K. 

Proof This is practically a triviality. If (F(X, Y), pp) is A-typical, then it 
certainly satisfies the criterion because the universal A-typical formal A
module satisfies the criterion. Conversely, suppose that (F(X, Y), Pr) is a 
formal A-module over B such that A-logr(X) is of the form (21.5.10). Let tf!: 
A[S]--+ A[V] be the canonical projection S;1--> 0 if i is not a power of q; Sq;!--> Ti . 
Be~ause (Fi(X, Y), Pi) over A[S] is a universal formal A-module, there is a 
umque homomorphism x: A[S]--+ B taking (F1(X, Y), P1) into (F(X, Y), pp). 
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By the uniqueness of A-logs we must have 

x* .f J(X) = A-logF(X) 

It follows that x(S;) = 0 for all i that are not a power of q. Hence x factors 
through t/! to give a homomorphism <f>: A[V]--+ B. Then </>t/I = x takes 
(FJ(X. Y).pJ) to (F(X, Y),pF) and because (t/!*FJ(X, Y), t/J*p1)= 
(Ft(X, Y), pt) it follows that F(X, Y) is A-typical. 

• (21.5.11) Calculation of pt in case A is of characteristic p > 0 We 
claim that if A is of characteristic p > 0, 

(21.5.12) pt(a)(X) = x0(a) + x 1(a)Xq + x2(a)Xq2 + · ·· 

xn(a) = n- 1 Vi(xn- 1(a))q + · · · + n- 1 V,,(xo(aW" - n- 1 V,,a 

To prove this it suffices to check that .f ~(p~(a)(X)) = a.f ~(X), a calculation 
that is practically the same as the one we did to prove that p(a, T)(p(b. T) 
(X)) = p(ab, T)(X) in (21.1.10). (One uses of course that if .n(x) = 

I:=o a:(v)Xq", then ag(v) = 1 and 

na:(V) =a:_ ,(V)V1{"-I + .. '+ a1(V)V~"_ I+ Vn 

cf. (21.5.4); the details are left to the reader.) 
This, in turn, of course suggests that we should take another look at Example 

(21.1.10) from the functional equation point of view. 

21.6 Universal formal A-modules for A a field 
of characteristic p. Revisited 

• (21.6.1) For this subsection, let A be a field of characteristic p and. for the 
moment, suppose that A is infinite. We "apply" functional equation type 
techniques in a somewhat unusual setting: a: A[T]---> A[T] is the endomor
phism "raising to the power p "; i.e., a i-+ aP for a E A and T; i-+ Tf. Let 

00 

f (X) = X + I T;(a~).f (XP) 
i= 1 

(i.e., we take, so to speak, a= 0, in functional equation lemma terms). Let 
F(X, Y) = r 1(.f(X) + .f(Y)), ph) = r 1(a.f(X)). Then we have just as above 
in (21.5.11) 

p(a) = Xo(a) + x,(a)XP + xi(a)XP 2 + ... 

xn(a) = T,(xn-1(a)P + ... + T,,(xo(a))P" - T,,a 

and a quick comparison with (21.1.10) shows that hence 

PF(a)(X) = p(a, T)(X) 
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In particular, this shows that the universal formal A-module structure on 
G.(X, Y) is isomorphic (as a formal A-module) to the additive one; cf. (21.4.2). 
This works also for finite fields A. Simply take T; = 0 for i a multiple of r if A 
has q = p' elements; cf. (21.4.5). 

Further, in (21.4.6) we constructed a universal formal A-module for A a field 
of characteristic p > 0 that as a formal A-module is strictly isomorphic to 
G.(X, Y) with the A-module structure of (21.4.2) and (21.4.5). (The isomor
phism is of course (21.4.7).) So we have proved 

• (21.6.2) Theorem Let K be a field of characteristic p (finite or infinite). 
Then every formal K-module over a K-algebra Bis strictly isomorphic (as a 
formal K-module) to the additive formal K-module G.(X, Y) = F(X, Y), 
p~-(a) = aX. 

21.7 Universal isomorphisms of formal A-modules 

The assumptions of 21.5 hold, i.e., A is a discrete valuation ring with quotient 
field K, residue field k with q = p' elements and uniformizing parameter n. 

• (21.7.l) Construction Let V1• V2 ••. • ; T1, Tz, ... be two sequences of 
indeterminates and a: K[V, T]---> K[V. T] be the K-endomorphism V;i-+ V1. 
'f;'r-> Tf· Let.ft.r(X) be the functional equation power series 

7J ~;i: • 

(21.7.2) .r:. r(X) = X + I T;Xq 1 + I n- 1 V;(a~).f t.r(Xq') 
j:::::: 1 i = 1 

and using.fi.r(X) we define (as usual) 

(21.7.3) F:.r(X, Y) = Ui.rt 'U(r(X) +.ft.r(Y)) 

P:.r(a)(X) = U:.rf 1(qf:.r(X)) 

(21.7.4) 

where.ft(X) is the power series of (21.5.2). 
Note that if we take A = Z!P» n = p = q, then the formulas given above for 

n.r(X), Ft.r(X, Y), ix:.r(X) become the ones we gave in Chapter I. 3.3 and 
19.2 forf~.r(X), Fv.r(X, Y), ixv.r(X). As in the case A= Z 1Plwehavea formula 

00 

(21.7.5) .ft.r(X) = I a:(v, T)Xq", 
n=O 

a:(V, T) =a:_ 1(V)Tf"- 1 + · · · + a1(V)T~- 1 + T,, 

According to the criterion (21.5.9) for A-typicality, the formal A-module 
(Ft.r(X, Y), Pi.r) is A-typical. Hence by the universality of (F~(X. Y), p~) 
there exists a unique homomorphism</>: A[V]--+ A[V; T] taking F~(X, Y), p~, 
and.ft(X) into Ft.r(X, Y), Pt.r, and.ft.r(X). We write V; for </>(V;). Then, as in 
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the special case A = z,P)' p = rr, p = q, we have the formulas 
n-1 

(21.7.6) na:(V, T) = rrT,, + I a:_;(V, T)vr-• 

(21.7.7) 

(21.7.8) 

i= 1 

n 

+ I I a:_k(V)(vr-·rr-j - rr'vr-') 
k=2 i+j=k 

i.j;>. I 

n-1 

V- v - " A (V T)(Vqn-i - v-qn-i) 
n- n-nT,,+ l.J an-i ' i i 

i""' 1 

" + I I a:_k(V)(V?"-'Tj"-; - Tj"-'vr-') 
k=2 i+j=k 

i.j~ 1 

v. = V,, + nT,, + I ( V; TJ' - 1j V1;) 

n-1 

i+j=n 
i.j~ 1 

+ I a~4-k(V)(vr-· - vr-'l 
k=l 

n-1 

+ I a:_k(V) I (VY"-'TJ"-j - Tj"-'vr') 
k=2 i+j=k 

i.j~ 1 

These are proved exactly as in the special case A= z,P)' rr = p = q in 19.3. The 
details are left to the reader. 

We have also a theorem analogous to Theorem (19.2.6) which makes these 
formulas useful, except that we do not have a criterion in terms of curves or 
similar objects for being A-typical. At first sight it seems that this would imply 
that we have to restrict ourselves to the case where A-logarithms exist. 
However, there is a way around that because we have a functorial way of 
making formal A-modules A-typical; cf. (21.7.17}-(21.7.18). 

• (21.7.9) Theorem Let (F(X, Y), PF) and (G(X, Y), PG), be a pair of A
typical formal A-modules over Band let a(X): F(X, Y)-+ G(X, Y) be a strict 
isomorphism of formal A-modules. Then there exists a unique homomorphism 
of A-algebras </>: A[V, T]-+ B such that </>*Ft(X, Y) = F(X, Y), </>*pt= PF, 
</>*F~.T(X, Y) = G(X, Y), </>*P~.T =PG' </>*a~.T(X) = ct(X). 

In other words, the triple ((F~(X, Y), p~), a~. 1-(X), (Ft.T(X, Y), Pt.T)) is 
universal for strict isomorphisms of A-typical formal A-modules. 

Proof We shall first prove this theorem under the extra hypothesis that B 
is A-torsion free, i.e., that B-+ B ®A K is injective and then later in (21.7.17), 
(21.7.18) remove this hypothesis. 

There are unique v; E B such that if </> 0 : A[V, T]-+ Bis the homomorphism 
</> 0 (V;) = V;, </> 0 (T,) = 0 then </> 0*Ft(X, Y) = F(X, Y), </>o*Pt = pduniversality 
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of Ft(X, Y), pt). Now suppose we have already found unique t 1, ... , t n- 1 such 
that if</>,,- 1 : A[V, T]-+B is the homomorphism V;1--tti;, i= l, 2, ... ; T;1--tt;, 
i = l, ... , n - l; T,1--tO if i:::: n, then 

(21.7.10) (</>,,-il*at.T(X) = ct(X) mod(degree q"- 1 + 1) 

(<J> 11 _ 1)*F~.T(X) = G(X, Y) mod(degree q•- 1 + 1) 

By uniqueness of A-logarithms (21.7.10) implies 

(21.7.l l) (</>.- i)* n_ T(X) = A-logG(X) mod{degree q"- 1 + 1) 

(More precisely we use here that if two formal A-modules with A-logarithms 
are congruent mod(degree n), then their A-logarithms are also congruent 
mod(degree 11). This is proved in the same way as the uniqueness of A
logarithms; cf. (21.5.7).) 

Because F~.T(X, Y) and G(X, Y) are both A-typical, (21.7.11) implies that 

(21.7.12) (</>.-il* f~.T(X) = A-loga{X) mod( degree q") 
and hence that 

(</>.-il*F~.T(X) = G(X, Y) mod(degree q") 

which in turn implies that 

(21.7.13) (</>.-il*ix~.T(X) = ct{X) mod(degree q") 

again essentially because A-logarithms are unique (cf. the remark just below 
(21.7.11)). 

Now 

(21.7.14) IX~.T(X) '= X - T,,Xq" 

mod( Vi, V2 , ••• ; T1, T2 , ••• , T,,_ 1; degree q" + 1) 

so that, given (21.7.13), we can find a unique t. E B such that (21.7.10) holds 
with n - 1 replaced by n. By induction we thus find a unique <J>: A[V, T]-+ B 
taking Ft(X, Y), pt, at.T(X, Y) into F(X, Y), PF, a(X), G(X, Y). Because a(X) 
is a strict isomorphism of formal A-modules and A-logarithms are unique, it 
follows that also </>*P~.T =PG· This concludes the proof. 

• (21.7.15) Remark If Bis of characteristic zero, then every formal group law 
(strict) isomorphism over Bis automatically a formal A-module (strict) isomor
phism. This holds also for (strict) isomorphisms between formal A-modules 
that admit unique A-logarithms. 

• (21.7.16) Remark If in Theorem (21.7.9) a(X) is just a strict isomorphism 
of formal group laws, then there still exists a unique </>: A[V, T]-+ B taking 
F~(X, Y), p~, a~. T(X), F~. T(X, Y) into F(X, Y), PF, a(X), G(X, Y) and it also 
satisfies </>* P~. T = PG if and only ifa(X) is a formal A-module morphism. This 
follows immediately from the proof. 
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• (2 l.7.17) We still have to remove the unnecessary hypothesis that 
B _,. B ®A K is injective. To do this we first need to know something more 
about the universal way of making a formal A-module A-typical, which is 
provided by the strict isomorphism cxi.v: F§(X, Y) _,. Ft(X, Y) over A[S], 
where we have identified v; with Sq'· Here F1(X, Y) is the universal formal 
A-module of (21.4.8) and Ft(X, Y) is the universal A-typical formal A-module 
of 21.5, and !Xg.v(X) = Utr 1(f§(X)). First, we notice that (still identifying II; 
and Sq,) 

f§(X) =ft(X) mod( ... , S.;, ... ;j not a power of q) 

and hence 
cxi.v(X) = X mod( ... , SJ, ... ;j not a power of q) 

Now let F(X, Y) be a formal A-module over an A-algebra R and suppose that 
R _,. B is a surjective A-algebra homomorphism with kernel 111 and suppose 
that the reduction F(X, Y) over B of F(X, Y) is A-typical. Let </J: A[S] _,. R be 
the unique homomorphism such that </J*F1(X, Y) = F(X, Y); then because 
F(X, Y) is A-typical, we must have </J(S;) E 111 if i is not a power of q (by the 
uniqueness part of the universality property of Fg(X, Y)), which in particular 
means that </J*(cxi.v(X)) = X mod 111 so the r.eduction of </J*(cx1.v(X)) is the 
identity; i.e., in words, if F(X. Y) is A-typical, then the A-typical version of 
F(X, Y) also reduces to F(X, Y); we have, so to speak, a commutative diagram 

F(X. Y) "(X) f(X, Y) 

I I 
F(X, Y)=f(X, Y) 

where cx(X) = c/>*(cxg.v(X)) and f(X, Y) = cxF(cx- 1(X). !X- 1( Y)) is the A-typical 
version of F(X, Y). 

• (21.7.18) Removal of the hypothesis B _,. B ®AK is injective from 
the proof of Theorem (21. 7.9) Let BE Alg;1 and let R be any A-algebra 
such that there is a surjective A-algebra homomorphism R _,.Band such that 
R _,. R ®A K is injective. (Such an R exists; take, e.g., R = A[ ... , Z b· .. ·I b E B], 
the A-algebra of polynomials in the indeterminates Zb. one such indeterminate 
for every h E H.) 

Let !X(X): F(X. Y) _,. G(X, Y) be a strict isomorphism of A-typical formal 
A-modules. Let F(X, Y) be an A-typical formal A-module over R that lifts 
F(X, Y). (Note that F(X, Y) exists because the universal A-typical formal A
module is defined over afree commutative A-algebra.) Let a(X) be any strict 
power series over R that lifts cx(X) and let G(X, Y) be the formal A-module 
a(F(a- 1(X), &- 1(Y))). Then G(X, Y) reduces to G(X. Y). Making G(X, Y) A
typical gives us an A-typical formal A-module G(X. Y) that also reduces to 
G(X, Y) (by (21.7.17)) and a strict isomorphism 

ii(X): F(X, Y) _i._. G(X, Y) _,. G(X, Y) 
••

..•. t···· .• • ... •• •. • .. t ... ·.· 
~ 
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which reduces to cx(X) mod 111, where 111 = Ker(R _,.B).By Theorem (2 l.7.9) (in 
the torsion free case) ii(X) is of the form !X·~..(X) for suitable sequences 
r = (v1, l'z, .. . ), t = (t 1 , t 2 , •.. ) of elements of R. Hence cx(X) = cx1.(X) where if. 
- t',( " 

t, are the residue classes mod 11l of v,, t;. This proves the existence of a </J: 
A[V, T] _,. B that takes the universal triple into the given one. Uniqueness of</> 
is much easier and results from the simple observation that <fJ is in any case 
unique on A[V] c A[V, T] (by the universality of Ft(X. Y)) and from the 
congruencecxt.r(X) = X - 7;,Xq"mod(V1, ••• , V11 ; T1, .. ., J;1 _ 1 ;degreeq" + 1), 
which has already been used (cf. (21.7.14)). 

This concludes the proof of Theorem (21.7.9). 

21.8 Endomorphisms and isomorphisms of formal A-modules 

• (21.8. l) Formal A-module height In this section we suppose that A is 
the ring of integers in some finite extension K of Q P or Fr( (t )). We write /11 for 
the degree of K over Qr or F"((t)) as the case may be. As usual we use n to 
denote a (fixed) uniformizing element and q = p' to denote the number of 
elements of the residue field. Further, in this section B is always the ring of 
integers in some finite extension L of K and rrL is a uniformizing element of L. 
The residue field of Lis denoted k v For much of what follows, these conditions 
are unnecessarily restrictive, especially the completeness of A and B. Note that 
in the setting described formal A-modules over B always have A-logarithms. 

•(21.8.2) Definition Let A be of characteristic zero and let F(X, Y) be a 
formal A-module over B (where Bis as above in (21.8.1)) and suppose that 
F(X, Y) is of height h (cf. 18.3). We define the formal A-module height of 
F(X, Y), also called A-height, and denoted hA or A-ht. as the number h/m where 
m = [.K .: QP]. We claim that /r4 (F(X, Y)) is always an integer (or oo ). 

This 1s seen as follo~s. We can assume that F(X, Y) is of the form F~(X, Y) 
where v = (v 1, v2 , ... ) 1s a sequence of elements of B and where F;(x, Y) is 
obtained from the universal A-typical formal A-module Ft(X, Y) by substitut
mg v; for II;. Lett be the largest number in Nu {so} such that vLE nLB for all 
i ~ t. The coefficients of pt-(a)(X) = (f·tr 1(qft(X)) for all a E A are polyno
mials m the V1 , V2 •... with coefficients in A. Also 

(21.8.3) ft(X) = X + rr- 1 v;xq' mod(V1, .. ., v;_ 1, degree q; + l) 

and since.ft(X) = X mod(V1, V2 • V3 , •.. ), we have 

pt(a)(X) = aX mod(V1, V2 , V3 , ... ) 

It follows that if t = x•, then p~(rr)(X) = 0 mod n, so that ht(F) = oc; and if 
t < oo, then (by (21.8.3) and the formula above) p;(rr)(X) = v,Xq' mod(n, 
degree q' + 1 ). Since p = rr"u for some unit u E A*. it follows that 

[P]F(X) = p~(p)(X) = uv,vf ··· vf- 1''Xq"' mod(rr, degree q"' + 1) 

so that ht(F(X. Y)) = ret and A-ht(F(X, Y)) = ret/m = t, which is in N u {co}. 
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If char(B) = p, then ht(F(X, Y)) is always oo, giving us no information at all. 
However, we can still consider the power series PF(n)(X) which may or may not 
be congruent to zero mod n. Let t be the largest element of N u { oo} such that 
PF(n)(X) = 0 mod(n, degree i).Then by the arguments above (since t is clearly 
invariant under isomorphisms) we know that t is of the form q' for some 
t E N u { oo }. We now define in this case A-ht(F(X, Y)) = t. In the character
istic zero case this agrees with the definition via ordinary height. 

It is easy to check that also in this case isomorphic formal A-modules have 
the same A-height, so there exist many nonisomorphic formal A-modules over, 
e.g., FP[t] or Fp[t]. 

• (21.8.4) Proposition A formal A-module F(X, Y) over Bis of infinite A
height if and only if nj(X) = 0 mod nB, where f (X) is the A-logarithm of 
F(X, Y) and e is the ramification index of L/K. 

Proof We can assume that F(X, Y) is A-typical (Theorem (21.5.6)). Let 
F(X, Y) = Fv(X, Y). Then V; E nLB for all i iff A-ht(F(X, Y)) = oo, cf. (21.8.2). 
Now assume that v; E nLB for all i = 1, 2, .... Let f(X) = L: a"Xq" be the 
A-logarithm of F(X, Y). The coefficients an, n ~ 1, are sums of terms of the 
form 

Let vL be the normalized exponential valuation on L. It follows that 
vi(n'i,'-ean) ~ e2 - e + 1 + q + · · · + q•- I - re ~ 2' - 1 - re + e2 - e. 
For fixed r the minimum of this is assumed fore= 1(r + l ), and this minimum 
is equal to 2' - 1 - i(r2 + 2r + 1) which is ~ 0 for all r ~ 1. 

Inversely, suppose that n'f(X) E nB[X] for some (large) t EN. Assume that 
A-ht(F(X, Y)) = h < oo. Then r 1(n'f(X)) = [n')F{X) = uXqh• mod (nL, 
degree (qh• + 1)) for some unit u E B*. Hence n'f(X) = uXqh• mod (nL, 
degree (l' + 1 )). This is a contradiction proving that A-ht(F(X, Y)) = oo. 

Remark The second half of the proof shows that limn-oo vi(a.) = - oo 
if A-ht(F(X, Y)) < oo. 

• (21.8.5) Functional equation formal A-modules We shall call a 
formal A-module (F(X, Y), PF) over Ba functional equation formal A-module 
if its A-logarithm f (X) satisfies a functional equation 

00 

f(X) - L nz 1 v;(a~)f(Xq;) E B[X] 
i=l 

where nL is a uniformizing element of Land where a: L-+ Lis a lift of the 
Frobenius automorphism in Gal(kL /k ), x H xq. 

As an analogue to Proposition (20.1.3) we have in the formal A-module case 

• (21.8.6) Proposition If L/K is unramified, then every formal A-module 
over B is a functional equation formal A-module. 
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Proof By part (iii) of the functional equation lemma and Theorem (21.5.6) 
it suffices to consider the case that (F(X, Y), PF) is an A-typical formal A
module. A-logF(X) = f(X) then looks like 

f(X) = X + n- 1v1 Xq mod(degree q + 1) 

for a certain v1 E B. Now suppose we have already found v 1, ••• , v._ 1 such that 

tz-1 

(21.8.7) f(X) = X + L: n- 1 11;(a~)f(Xq') mod(degree q•- 1 + 1) 
i=l 

The formal A-module F(X, Y) and the formal A-module with A-logarithm 
equal to 

n-1 

f(X) = X + L: n- 1 v;(a~)f(Xq') 
j:=:l 

are both A-typical. It follows that the congruence (21.8. 7) holds 
mod( degree q"), and then via the universality of Fi(x, Y) we see that there is a 
1•,, E B such that 

f(X) =f(X) - n- 111.Xq" mod(degree q" + 1) 

which implies that 

n 

f(X) = X + L: n- 1 v;(a~)f(Xq') mod(degree q" + 1) 
i=l 

• (21.8.8) Homomorphisms. isomorphisms, and endomorphisms 
over B Let F(X, Y) and G(X, Y) be two formal A-modules over B. Since 
F(X, Y) and G(X, Y) have A-logarithms, every homomorphism cx(X): 
F(X, Y)-+ G(X, Y) must be of the form g- 1(bf(X)) for some b E B (because 
the only formal A-module endomorphisms of the additive formal A-module 
Ga(X, Y) over Lare of the form bX, b EL; cf. (21.5.7); this holds also if A and B 
are of characteristic p ). 

So g- 1(bf(X)) is a homomorphism of formal A-modules if and only if the 
power series g- 1 (bf(X)) has its coefficients in B. If the characteristic of Bis p, 
this does not mean that every formal group law homomorphism (resp. (strict) 
isomorphism) is automatically a formal A-module homomorphism (resp. 
(strict) isomorphism) because if char(B) = p, there may be homomorphisms 
(resp. (strict) isomorphisms) of formal group laws that are not of the form 
g- 1(hf(X)). 

Indeed, we have seen that as a formal group law every formal A-module over 
Bis strictly isomorphic to Ga(X, Y), but (by the uniqueness of A-logarithms) 
the formal A-module G(X, Y) is strictly isomorphic to the additive formal 
A-module Ga(X, Y) iff A-logG(X) = g(X) is in B[X] (which implies that 
A-ht(G(X, Y)) = oo ). 

If now F(X. Y) and G(X, Y) are functional equation formal A-modules 
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(which is always the case if L/ K is unramified ), then we have available all the 
results of Section 20.3 (Honda's noncommutative power series techniques). 

It is perhaps appropriate at this point to remark that the results of 20.3 also 
hold if A is the ring of integers of a finite extension of F P( (t )) and similarly for B 
(the role of B@ z Q is then played by B @.4 K = L). 

Of the results of 20.3 that thus acquire their formal A-module analogues we 
single out for special mention the analogue of Theorem (20.3.12). 

• (21.8.9) Theorem Let A, p, q, n, K be as in (21.8.1 ), and let LI K be 
unramified, B the ring of integers of L. and a E Gal(L/ K), the Frobenius auto
morphism. Then the strict isomorphism classes of (one dimensional) formal 
A-modules of height hover B correspond bijectively to elements of B,,[T] of the 
form n +I:·= 1 bi r with b 1• .•. , bh-1 E nB and bh E B*, the units of B. The 
(classes of) formal A-modules corresponding to n + I7= 1 b; Ti and 
n + I?= 1 6; r are isomorphic if and only if there is a unit c E B* such that 
b; = cb;ai(c- 1 ) for all i = 1, 2, ... , h- 1. 

In particular, if F(X, Y) is a formal A-module of A-height 1 over A, then 
there exists an element v 1 E U(A) such that the logarithm f(X) of F(X, Y) 
satisfies f(X) - n- 1vif(Xq) E A[X] so that F(X, Y) is a Lubin-Tate formal 
group law over A (with associated unifonnizing element n(F) = vl 1n; cf. 
Chapter I, (8.3.16}-(8.3.23)). 

The proof of this is exactly as the proof of Theorem (20.3.12). Note that 
completeness of B is essential for this proof. 

To complete the picture we note that if A-ht(F(X, Y)) = oo (and L/K is 
unramified), then F(X, Y) is isomorphic to the additive formal A-module (be
cause if vi E nB for all i EN, thenf~(X) E B[X] as is immediately clear from 
the definition ofj~(X); cf. (21.5.4) and (21.8.2).) 

• (21.8.10) Homomorphisms and endomorphisms of formal 
A-modules over the residue fields Now let F(X, Y) be a formal A
module over some extension I of k. Let L/K be the unramified extension of K 
covering l/k. By the existence of a universal formal A-module F~4(X, Y) over 
A[S] there exists a formal A-module F(X, Y) over B that reduces mod n to 
F(X, Y) and by Proposition (21.8.4) this formal A-module is of functional 
equation type, so that, up to strict isomorphism, we can assume that its 
A-logarithm ](X) satisfies a functional equation 

oc 

](X) = X + I rr- 1 u;(a~)f(Xq') 
i= 1 

Let 9 E B,, [ T]; as in Theorem (20.4.4) we associate to :; a power series 
ix8 (X) = J- 1 (9 * f(X)). We now have in this situation the following comple
ments to Theorem (20.4.4). 
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• (21.8.11) Complements to Theorem (20.4.4): 

(ii).4 If ix 8(X) has integral coefficients, then lf,9(X), its reduction mod n, is an 
endomorphism of the formal A-module F(X, Y). 

(vi)A Every formal A-module endomorphism of F(X, Y) arises as an :X:1(X). 

(21.8.12) Proof of (21.8.11 ), part (iiLi We already know that :X,9(X) is 
an endomorphism of the formal group law F(X, Y) by Theorem (20.4.4)(ii). 
Using Lemma (20.4.3) and the fact that a(a) =a for all a E A, we have modulo 
n (just as in (20.4.6)) 

J(~ (p,>(a)(X)) = (9 * ])(pr(a)(X)) = :1 * (.1(p1(a)(X)) 

= .9 * (al(X)) = :Ja * ](X) = a.9 * ](X) = a(.9 * ](X)) 

= aJ(.1- 1(:1 *J(X)) =](pr(a)(ixa(X)) 

which by Lemma (20.4.2) (=part (iv) of the functional equation lemma) im
plies that ix,9(Pr(a)(X)) = Pr(a)(ix8(X)). (We used a(a) =a in the transition 
:Ja= a.9 in B,,[T].) 

• (21.8.13) Proof of (28.8.11 ), part (vi)A Let :X(X) be an endomorphism of 
F(X, Y) and let ix(X) be any lift of :x(X) with coefficients in B. Then ix(X) 
satisfies for all a E A, 

ix(pr(a))(X) = Pr(a)(ix(X)) mod n 

and this in turn implies that (Lemma (20.4.2)) 

.l(ix(pr(a)(X))) =lPr(a)(ix(X)) = al(ix(X)) mod n 

By Lemma (21.8.14) below this means that there is a .9 E B,,[T] such that 
f(ix(X)) = .9 * f{X) mod n, which proves (vi)A. 

• (21.8.14) Lemma Let A, K, B, L..f(X) be as above in (21.8.7). Let /J(X) be a 
power series with coefficients in L such that /J(Pr(a)(X)) = af3(X) mod n for all 
a E A. Then there is a .9 E B,, [T] such that /J(X) = :1 * f(X) mod n. 

Proof We first observe that if fJ(X) = .9 * f(X) for any .9, then it satisfies 
fi(Pt(a)(X)) = a/j(X) mod n. Indeed, as in (21.8.12), using Lemma (20.4.3) and 
rI(a) =a, we obtain modulo n 

:1 * f(Pr (a)(X)) = 9 * cl(Pr(a)(X))) = .'} * qf(X) 

= .9a * f{X) =a.'} * f(X) = a(.'i * f(X)) 

Now let /J(X) be such that f3(p ,(a)(X)) = af3(X) mod n for all a E A. Let 
/J(X) = b1 X + b2 X 2 + · · · and let b, be the first coefficient which is not = 0 
mod n. We then have b, a' X' = ab, X' mod n for all a E A, which implies first 
that b, E Band second that r is a power of q, say r = qi. Now consider p(X) = 
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{J(X) - (b, Tf(X)). Then p(X) also satisfies the condition p(p ;:(a)(X)) = ap(X) 
and p(X) = 0 mod(n, degree,.+ 1). By induction this completes the proof. 

• (21.8.15) Calculation of a formal A-module endomorphism ring 
over a residue field Let A be of characteristic zero and F(X, Y) over A be 
the formal A-module with logarithm 

(21.8.16) 

This formal A-module has A-height h. Let F(X, Y) be the reduction of F(X, Y) 
modulo n. Since A is of characteristic zero, we know that F(X, Y) has as a 
formal group law height hm. So that EndF<p'l(F(X, Y)) is the ring of integral 
elements in a division algebra over QP of rank h2m2 and invariant (hmt 1. Let 
us write A-EndF(p' >(F(X, Y)) for the subring of formal A-module endomor
phisms of F(X, Y). Now af-> Ph)(X)f-> PF(a)(X) defines an embedding of A 
into EndF<P" i(F(X, Y)), and by the definition of the formal A-module structure 
of F(X, Y), the formal A-module endomorphisms of F(X, Y) are precisely 
those that commute with Ac EndF<P'l(F(X, Y)). Using the commutant 
theorem of (20.2.16), we conclude that A-EndF<P'>(F(X, Y)) is the ring of 
integers of a central division algebra of rank h2 over K. 

One can calculate that its invariant is 1i- 1 . More generally, one can repeat 
20.2 in the formal A-module context (using (28.8.11)) to get hold of 
A-EndF<P">(F(X, Y)) and to obtain (also in the characteristic p case): 

• (21.8.17) Proposition Let F(X, Y) be the formal A-module with A-log
arithm (21.8.16) and let F(X, Y) be its reduction modulo n. Then 
A-Endk(F(X, Y) = A-EndF(p" >(F(X, Y)) is the ring of integers of a central divi
sion algebra over K of rank h2 and invariant 1i- 1 • 

• (21.8.18) Let F(X, Y) be a formal A-module over B such that 
A-ht(F(X, Y)) < oo. If A is of characteristic zero, then F(X, Y) is also of finite 
height as a formal group law; and if B is a local A-algebra, it follows that the 
reduction homomorphism A-End 8(F(X, Y))-> A-EndJF(X, Y)) is injective (cf. 
(18.3.11)). If A is of characteristic p > 0, this argument breaks down. Still we 
have 

• (21.8.19) Proposition Let F(X, Y) be a formal A-module over B of finite 
A-height. Then A-End8 (F(X, Y))-> A-EndkL(F(X, Y)) is injective. 

Proof We can assume that F(X, Y) is A-typical. Let f(X) = 2:: a"Xq" be 
the A-logarithm of F(X, Y). Let ix(X) E A-End 8 (F(X, Y)) be # 0 and suppose 
that iX(X) = 0. Then ix(X) = F 1 (bf (X)) for a certain 0 # b E nLB. It follows that 
ix(X) ) ix(X) D ••• ,, ix(X) = r 1(b'.f(X)) E nB[X] for large enough t EN. Hence 
b'f(X) E nB[X] because n"an E B for all n. And this would imply that 
A-ht(F(X, Y)) =ex; by (21.8.4). Q.E.D. 
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21.9 Classification of formal A-modules over an algebraically 
closed field of characteristic p > 0 

229 

Let A be a discrete valuation ring with finite residue field k of characteristic 
p > 0. Let q be the number of elements of k and let n be a uniformizing element 
of A. By [we denote a separably closed extension of k. 

• (21.9.1) Theorem 

(i) Two formal A-modules over [are isomorphic (as formal A-modules) if 
and only if their A-heights are equal. 

(ii) Every formal A-module of A-height h < ex; over k is strictly isomorphic 
(as a formal A-module) to a unique formal A-module of the form F1,(X, Y) with 
1· = (0 .... , 0, x, 0, 0, ... ), x + 0 in the hth spot, x E f 

Proof Since every formal A-module over [is strictly isomorphic to an 
A-typical one, we can assume that the formal A-module F(X, Y) over [is of the 
form F(X, Y) = F;~(X, Y) with v = (v 1, v2 , ••. ), V; E f The formal A-module 
height of F(X, Y) is then the index of the first v; + 0. Thus if 
.4-height(F(X, Y)) = oo, we have F:()(, Y) = Ga(X, Y). 

Now suppose that A-height(F(X, Y)) = h < oo. We shall now proceed to 
construct sequences of elements v(n) = (v 1(n), v2(n), ... and strict A-module 
isomorphisms 

(21.9.2) 

such that 

(21.9.3) 

(21.9.4) 

(21.9.5) 

J v;(n) = 0 

\vh(n) + 0 

for i = 1, ... , h - 1, h + 1, ... , h + n - l 

v( 1) = v 

ix"(X) = X mod(degree q") 

To obtain the isomorphisms ix"(X) we specify the universal isomorphism 
ixt. y(X) in various ways. Let J71 , V2 , ••• be the unique polynomials in v;, 7; such 
that F~.T(X, Y) = F~(X, Y). Then one shows exactly as in (19.4.3) that 

(21.9.6) 

(21.9. 7) 

V" = V. mod(V1, ••• , V.- 1, n) 

Vn+h = V.+h - T,, Vg" + V,, T'/,• 

mod(V1, .. ., V,,_1, V,,+1• ... , Vn+h-1, T1, ... , T..-1· n) 

We now proceed as in (19.4.12). Note that v(l) = v satisfies (21.9.3). Given 
r(n), take t;(n) = 0 for i E N\{n} and let t"(n) be such that 
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and let r;(n + 1) = V;(ti(n), 1(11)), ixn(X) = ix;,ln).rln)(X)). Then (21.9.5) holds be
cause at. r(X) = X mod( T1, ••• , T,,_ 1, degree q"). The composed isomorphisms 

F;~c 11(X, Y)---> F;1(2)(X, Y)---> · · ·---> F:,M(X, Y) 

converge because of (21.9.5) to a strict isomorphism ix 00 (X): F:(l 1(X, Y)---> 
F;~<cx·i(X, Y) with 1'j( ctJ) = 0 if i =/=- h and t.'h( ex::) f 0. A final isomorphism of the 
form f3(X) = 11- 1 X, 11 =/=- 0, gives an isomorphism 

F;1x1(X, Y)--->F;~(x)(X, Y) 

with 1';( oo) = 0 if i =!=- h and L'i,( oo) = uq"- 1 t'h( w ), so with a suitable choice of u 
we can see to it that L'h( XJ) = I. 

To finish the proof of part (i) of the theorem it now suffices to remark that 
formal A-modules of different A-heights are nonisomorphic. Suppose that 
ix(X): F(X, Y)---> G(X, Y) is an isomorphism of formal A-modules. Then we 
must have ix(X) , ph:) = PG(n) · ix(X), and it follows that A-ht(F(X, Y)) = 
A-ht(G(X, Y)); cf. (21.8.2). 

To finish the proof of part (ii) of the theorem we must show that two formal 
A-modules F:~,.(X, Y), Ft~,,(X, Y), a, b Ek, ~h = (0, 0, ... , 0, 1, 0, ... ) are strictly 
isomorphic if and only if a= b. By Theorem (21.7.9) we know that such a strict 
isomorphism is necessarily of the form ix:~,,.,(X) for a certain sequence 
t = (t 1, t 2 , ... ) of elements of k. We then have 

if i =!=- h 
if i = h 

Using (21.9.6) with n = h, we see that this implies a = b. 

22 Lifting and Reducing Formal Group Laws. 
Formal Moduli 

In this section we study formal group laws (and formal A-modules) over a 
local ring B in connection with their reductions over the residue field k of B. 
Unless the opposite is explicitly stated, all formal group laws in this section will 
be one dimensional and commutative. 

22.1 Formal group laws over ZP 

Choose a prime number p. Let B be a ring and v = (v 1, v2 , ... ) a series of 
elements of B. We write Fv(X, Y) for the formal group law obtained from the 
universal p-typical formal group law F v(X, Y) over Z[V] by substituting V; for 

v; for all i E N. 

• (22.1.l) Proposition Suppose that aP =a mod pB for all a E B, and that B 
is of characteristic zero; let v = (v 1, v 2 , ..• ), D = (v 1, ii 2 , ... ) be two sequences of 
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elements of B. Then the formal group laws F,,(X, Y) and F ,.(X, Y) are strictly 
isomorphic over B if and only if V; = D; mod(pB) for all i E N. 

Proof First suppose that F.,(X, Y) and F ,.(X, Y) are strictly isomorphic 
over B. By the universality of the isomorphism ixv.r(X): F v(X, Y)--> F v.r(X, Y) 
this means that there are t 1, t 2, ... , E B such thatf,.(X) = .f. .. ,(X). By Corollary 
(I 9.3.6) we know that 

(22. l.2) t! - L' - pt + ' ( t)( P"-i -p"-') n '11 - n ~ a"-i ll, {)i - l\ 
i'=l 

So in particular we see that v1 = v1 mod(pB). Now suppose we have already 
shown that v; = i\ mod(pB) for all i < 11. Then 

(22.1.3) 

and by the assumption on B, we also have 

(22.1.4) 

So that, using p"-ia,,-;(v, t) E B, we obtain from (22.1.2)-(22.1.4) that v,, = Dn 
mod(pB). 

Conversely, suppose that u; = ii; for all i E N. Calculate I; from v; and fl; by 
means of formula (22.1.2). If we can show that t; E B for all i, we are through 
because then (22.1.2) says thatf,.(X) =.f. . .r(X), so that F,.(X, Y) and Fv(X, Y) 
are strictly isomorphic via ixv.r(X). We have t 1 = p- 1(D 1 - v1) so that t 1 E B. 
Now suppose that we have already shown that t; E B for i < n. It then follows 
from (22.1.3) and (22.1.4) that 

Dn - vn = pt" mod(pB) 

and, since D" = v" mod(pB). it follows that t" E B. This concludes the proof of 
the proposition. 

• (22.1.5) Corollary Under the assumptions of Proposition (22.l.l) the 
formal group laws F,,(X, Y) and F ,.(X, Y) are isomorphic if and only if v; = D; 
mod(pB). (The only difference between this corollary and Proposition (22.1.l) 
is the omission of the word s1rict.) 

Proof We only have to show that if ix(X) = uX + u 2 X 2 + · · ·, 11 E B*, is 
an isomorphism F,,(X, Y)--> F ,(X, Y), then v; = D; mod pB for all i. Now let 
/3(X) = uX, G(X, Y) = f3Fv(f3- 1(X), r 1(Y)). Then we have a commutative 
diagram of isomorphisms 

/l(X) 
F,,()(, Y) G(X, Y) 

x(~ /rx) 
F,.(X, Y) 
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with l'(X) = u- 1ix(X) so that y(X) is a strict isomorphism. The logarithm of 
G(X, Y) is easily seen to be equal to g(X) = uf,,(u- 1 X) so that g(X) = f;.(X) 

with 

(22.1.6) 

(Use, e.g., formula (3.3.9) of Chapter I to see this.) Because 11P' = 11 mod pB, this 
gives us i\ = v; mod(pB), and by Proposition (22.1.1) we have that i.i; = t'; 
mod(pB); this proves the corollary. 

• (22.1.7) Corollary Two p-typical formal group laws over F P' the field of p 
elements, are isomorphic if and only if they are identical. 

Proof Let F(X, Y), G(X, Y) be two p-typical formal group laws over F P' 

and let ix(X) be an isomorphism between these. As in the proof of (22.1.5) we 
break up ix(X) into an isomorphism /J(X) = uX: F(X, Y)-> H(X, Y) and a 
strict isomorphism y(X): H(X, Y)-> G(X, Y). Note that H(X, Y) is also p
typical (use (22.1.6), e.g.). By the universality of the triple (F v(X, Y), ixv.T(X), 
Fv T(X, Y)) there is over Z<Pl a strict isomorphism of formal group laws i'(X): 
fi(X, Y)-> G(X, Y) which reduces to 11(X) modulo p. Lifting {J(X) by an iso
morphism p(X) = iiX, u E Z(Pl and setting F(X, Y) = ii- 1(H(iiX, ii Y)), we find 
an isomorphism ii(X): F(X, Y)-> G(X, Y) between p-typical formaJ group laws 
that reduces modulo p to ix(X): F(X, Y)-> G(X, Y). Because F(X, Y) and 
G(X, Y) are p-typical isomorphic formal group laws over Z<Pl' there are by 
Corollary (22.1.5) sequences of elements v = (v 1, v2, ... ), D = (D1, iiz, ... ) ofZ<Pl 
such that F(X, Y) = F.,(X, Y), G(X, Y) = F 0(X, Y) and V; = ii; mod p. It fol
lows that F(X, Y) = G(X, Y) by Lemma (22.1.8) below. This proves the corol
lary. (NB the isomorphism ix(X) need not be the identity isomorphism!) 

• (22.1.8) Lemma Let v = (v 1, v2 , ... ), v = (v 1, D2 , ..• ) be two sequences of 
elements of a ring B. Then F .,(X, Y) = F "(X, Y) mod(pB) if and only if V; = D; 

mod(pB). 

Proof The coefficients of F .,(X, Y) over Z[V] are polynomials in the V;, 
say Fv(X, Y) =I a;)V)XiY', and we have also 

(22.l.8a) Fv(X, Y) 

= X + Y + V.Cp"(X, Y) mod(V1, •.. , V._ 1, degree p" + 1) 

Now suppose that v; = D; mod(pB) for i = 1, ... , n - 1. Then it follows from 

(22.l.8a) that 

F,,(X, Y) = F,.(X, Y) + (v. - v.)Cp,,(X, Y) mod(pB, degree p" + 1) 

which proves the lemma because C P"(X, Y) is a primitive polynomial with 

coefficients in Z. 

• (22.1.9) Remark There is a reason we have treated the essentially very 
trivial Lemma (22.1.8) so extensively. The reason is that the analogous result 
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for formal group laws over, e.g., B = ZP constructed directly by means of a 
functional equation does not hold. Take for example p = 2, B = Z 2 , a = the 
identity endomorphism, c E B, and let Fc(X, Y) be the formal group law with 
logarithm 

A little bit of explicit calculation then gives that mod( degree 5) 

Fc(X, Y) = X + Y - cXY + c2 (XY2 + X 2 Y) 

- (5~~ + 3~2) x2y2 - (c2 + c3)(XY3 + X3Y) 

(Note that this is always integral because c3 = c2 mod 2 for all c E Z 2.) Substi
tuting c = 1 and c = -1, we see that F 1(X, Y) f= F _ 1(X, Y) mod(2, degree 5). 

• (22.1.10) T_heorem Two formal group laws F(X, Y), G(X, Y) over ztrl or 
ZP (or any rmg between) are isomorphic if and only if their reductions modulo 
p, F(X, Y), G(X, Y), over F v are isomorphic. 

Proof Suppose that F(X, Y) and G(X, Y) over F Pare isomorphic. Since 
every formal group law over z(p) or zp is strictly isomorphic to a p-typical 
formal group, we can assume that F(X, Y) and G(X, Y) are p-typical. Then 
there are sequences v = (v 1, u2 , ... ), D = (v 1, v2 , ••• ) with r:_;, ii; in z<Pl or Z Psuch 
that_F,,(X, Y) = F(X, Y), G(X, Y) = F £.(X, Y). Because F(X, Y) is isomorphic 
to _a(x_, Y)_ over FP, it follows that F(X, Y) = G(X, Y) (Corollary (22.1.7)) 
which 1mphes that u; =ii; mod(p) by Lemma (22.1.8) and this result in turn 
implies that F(X, Y) = F v(X, Y) and G(X, Y) = F ,(X, Y) are strictly isomor
phic by Proposition (22.1.1 ). 

• (22.1.11) Corollary (of the proof) Two formal group laws over Z or z 
. 1 . h. 'f h <Pl p are stnct y 1somorp 1c 1 t ey are isomorphic. 

We conclude this subsection with two counterexamples to imaginable gener
alizations of Theorem (22.1.10). 

• (22.1.12) Example Let W3~(F 9 ) = Z 3[i], i2 = - 1, be the ring of integers of 
the unramified extension of degree 2 of Q 3 . Consider the sequences of elements 
r = (0, i, 0, 0, ... ) and D = (3i, i, 0, 0, ... ), and consider the formal group laws 
F,,(X, Y), F .. (X, Y) over Z 3 [i]. The reductions mod 3 of these formal group 
laws over F 9 are equal. We show that Fv(X, Y) and F,.(X, Y) are not isomor
phic over Z 3[i]. 

Indeed, suppose that ix(X) = uX + u2X 2 + · · · were an isomorphism. As 
usual we break up ix(X) into a composite 

F v(X, Y)(i(X)G(X, Y)--;;(X)' F ,.(X, Y) 
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where {J(X) = uX and y(X) is a strict isomorphism. Then G(X, Y) = uF,,(u- 1X, 
u- 1 Y), so that logG(X) = u logF(u- 1 X), which means that G(X, Y) = F 0(X, Y) 
with v = (0, u- 8 i, 0, 0, ... ). Now y(X) is a strict isomorphism between p-typical 
formal group laws. By the universality of the strict isomorphism av.AX) this 
means that there must be elements t 1, t i, ... in Z 3[i] such that f;(X) = .k,(X). 
According to Proposition (19.3.5) this means that we must have 

l'1 - + t 3 I 

wheref.(X) = Ir;. 0 aiX 3 '. Substituting the known values of ii 1, Di, D3 , ... , i11, 

v2 , ... , i.e., D1 = 3i, v1 =0, D2 = i, v2 = u- 8 i. D3 = [1 3 = 0, we find that we must 
have 

(22.1.13) 

Now a1 =1v 1 = i, and v2 = u- 8 i = i =Di mod 3 so that a 1M/3) = a 1 (v~/3) 
mod(Z3[i]). Further, vi = (3i)9 = 0 mod(3 3 Z 3[i]) so that r 1iiiDi = 0 
mod(Z3[i]). Hence it follows from (22.1.13) that we must have 

(22.1.14) t'iti - t 1 vi=0 mod(3Z 3[i]) 

However t 1 = i and v2 = u- 8 i = i mod 3, which contradicts (22.1.14). 

• (22.1.15) Example Now let Fv(X, Y) over Z[V] be the two dimensional 
universal p-typical formal group of Chapter II, Section 10.3. Consider the two 
sequences of 2 x 2 matrices 

v = ( (~ ~), (~ ~). (~ ~). (~ ~), ... ) 

[) = ( (~ ~). (~ ~). (~ ~), (~ ~) .... ) 
and let Fv(X, Y) and F,(X, Y) be the formal group laws over Z that are 
obtained by substituting v;(j, k) and D,{j, k) for V;(j. k) in F v(X, Y), i = I, 2, ... ; 
j, k = 1, 2. Then Fv(X, Y) = F,(X, Y) over FP. We show that F,,(X, Y) and 
F,.(X, Y) are not isomorphic over ZP. Note that F"(X, Y) and F ,(X, Y) are 
both of height 3, hence in particular of finite height. 
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Suppose that a(X): F,.()(, Y) ~ F,.(X, Y) is an isomorphism. As usual we 
decompose a(X) into an isomorphism {J(X) = 11- 1 X: F,.(X. Y) ~ G(X, Y) and 
a strict isomorphism i'(X): G(X, Y) ~ F,(X, Y). Here 11 is an invertible (over 
Z1,) 2 x 2 matrix. The logarithm of G(X, Y) is equal to 

logc;(X) = 11- 1.f..(11X) 

As a rule G(X, Y) is not a p-typical formal group law. However, by Chapter III, 
Theorem (15.2.9), G(X, Y) is strictly isomorphic to a p-typical formal group 
law whose logarithm is obtained from logc;(X) by simply striking out all terms 
in logc;(X) that should not be there for a p-typical formal group law. This 
means that G(X, Y) is strictly isomorphic to the p-typical formal group law 
G(X, Y) with logarithm 

(22.1.16) loga(X) = x + 11- 1ai(1•)111P1XP + u- 1ai(v)u1P' 1XP' + ... 
where .1;.(X) = logdX) =Li= 1 a;(v)XP' and 111P'1 is the matrix obtained from 11 
by raising each of its entries to the power pi, and where, as usual, XP' denotes 
the column vector (X\", xn 

Composing the strict isomorphism G(X, Y) ~ G(X, Y) with the strict iso
morphism 11(X): G(X, Y) ~ F,(X, Y), we find a strict isomorphism b(X): 
G(X, Y) ~ F ,.(X, Y). By the universality of the strict isomorphism av. r(X) (two 
dimensional case; cf. Section 19.2) this means that these must be 2 x 2 matrices 
t 1, t 2 , ... with coefficients in ZP such that 

(22. l.l 7) j~..(X) = ./~(X) 

where [1 = (v 1, i• 2 , ... ) is a sequence of matrices such that F u(X, Y) = G(X, Y). 
(Such a sequence of matrices exists because G(X, Y) is p-typical.) From 
(22.1.16) we see that 

(22.1.18) V1 l I I Vi I = u - a 1 ( v )u1P = u - u1P 
p p 

' 'lpl ' 
V11'1 Vi -I () lp'I ---- + -- = u a2 v u 

p2 p 

and (22.1.17) gives us that (cf. Proposition (19.3.5)) 

(22.1.19) 

ai(v/tl + D2 = lz + a1(D)i:,1['1 + Vz + V1t1{~=t1W1 
p p p p p 

Suppose that u = (~ ~).Now u1Pl = 11 mod p and by (22.1.19) v1 = v1 mod p. 
Using this in (22.1.18), we find that u must satisfy 

( 1 0) ( b c) ( b c) ( 1 0) 
0 0 d e = d e 0 0 

mod p 
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This gives us c = d = 0 mod p so that u is of the form 

LI= ( b PY) 
pz e 

Substituting this in (22.1.18) gives that modulo p2 

t'1 = det(ut i ( e -bpy) (01 oo) ( ~pp pP~P) = ( bP~111 p-1 oo) 
- pz p z e - pze 1 

which by (22.1.18) and using p2az{v) = (6 ~)gives for pi'12 that mod p2 

, - 1 ( e - PY) ( 1 
pv2 = det(11) -pz b 0 

_ ( e -py)(bP2 

=: (eb) I 
-pz b 0 

so that we find 

' (0 0) 
Vz =: 0 1 mod p, ' ( 1 0) 

Vi= 0 0 mod p 

This means that 

(22.1.20) Vz = D2 mod p, 

and hence 

(22.1.21) 

Using (22.1.20) and (22.1.21) in the second line of (22.1.19), we must have 

(22.1.22) 

But 

_ 1 _ , ) _ 1 ( 1 P) _ 1 ( 1 + PY o) ( - 'Y 01) 
t 1 = P (vi - vi = P p o - P pz o = 1 - z 

where z, S· E ZP are such that bP- 1 = 1 + py, - pzc- 1b1'- 1 = pz, so that 
modulo p 
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which is a contradiction with (22.1.22). This proves that the two two
dimensional formal group laws F,,(X, Y), F "(X, Y) over ZPare not isomorphic. 

22.2 Formal A-modules over A 

There is a nice generalization of Theorem (22.1.10) (in spite of the two 
counterexamples (22.1.12) and (22.1.15)). It is 

• (22.2.1) Theorem Let A be a discrete valuation ring with finite residue 
field k. Then two formal A-modules over A are (strictly) isomorphic ifand only 
if the reductions of these formal A-modules over the residue field k of A are 
isomorphic (as formal A-modules over k). 

• (22.2.2) Remark A may be either of characteristic zero or characteristic 
p > 0. 

• (22.2.3) Proof of Theorem (22.2.1) This proof is almost completely 
analogous to the proof of Theorem (22.1.10) (which is essentially the case 
A = Z(p)). We outline the various steps. First, let F~(X, Y) be the one dimen
sional universal A-typical formal A-module over A[V]. Then one proves first the 
analogue of Proposition (22.1.2), viz: 

(22.2.4) Let v = (v 1, v2, ... ), D = (D 1, D2 , ••• ) be two sequences of elements of 
A. Then F:(x, Y) and Ft(X, Y) are strictly isomorphic (as formal A-modules) 
if and only if v1 = V; mod(n) where n is a uniformizing element of A. 

This is proved exactly as in the analogous statement (22.1.l) using the results 
of 21.5 and 21.7 instead of those of 19.3. 

(22.2.5) Then as in (22.1.5) the simple fact that aq =a mod n where q is the 
number of elements of k permits the removal of the word strict in statement 
(22.2.4). 

(22.2.6) We now use a slightly different argument to finish the proof. Let 
F(X, Y) and G(X, Y) be two formal A-modules over A such that the reductions 
F(X, Y) and G(X, Y) are isomorphic formal A-modules over k. By taking any 
lift over A of the isomorphism over k (and transporting the formal A-module 
structure via this lift) we are reduced to the case that F(X, Y) = G(X, Y). 

The isomorphism of formal A-modules (cf. (21.5.1)) 

(f~t 1 (ft(X)): Ft(X, Y)--> F~(X, Y) 

of the universal formal A-module Ft(X, Y) with the universal A-typical formal 
A-module F~(X, Y) provides us with a universal way of making the formal 
A-modules F(X, Y) and G(X, Y) A-typical, which in particular does not des
troy the equality F(X, Y) = G(X, Y). Indeed, if F(X, Y) = F:(x, Y) for 
s = (s 1, s2 , ... ), s; EA, and G(X, Y) = F1(X, Y), s = (s 1, s 2, ... ), then 
F(X, Y) = G(X, Y) is equivalent to s; = s; mod n (cf. Lemma (22.2.9)). Now the 
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A-typical version of F(X, Y) is F~(X, Y) with v; =sq,, i = I, 2, ... ,obtained 
from Fi(x, Y) by substituting v; for v;, i = I, 2, ... , and similarly the A-typical 
version of G(X, Y) is Fi(X, Y) with i\ =sq,, i = I, 2, .... Hence P; = D; mod n 
so that t;.(x. Y) = f·~(X, Y). We are thus reduced to the case that F(X, Y) and 
G(X, Y) are A-typical formal A-modules, F(X, Y) = F~(X, Y), G(X, Y) = 

Fi(X, Y) with v; = D; mod n. By (22.2.4) this means that F(X, Y) and G(X. Y) 
are strictly isomorphic. This concludes the proof of Theorem (22.2.1 ). 

• (22.2.7) Corollaries 

(i) Two formal A-modules over A are isomorphic if and only if they are 
strictly isomorphic. 

(ii) Two A-typical formal A-modules over k are isomorphic if and only if 
they are identical (as formal A-modules). 

Proof 

(i) This follows from (22.2.5) if one first makes both formal A-modules 
A-typical via a strict formal A-module isomorphism. 

(ii) We can find A-typical formal A-modules over A lifting the given formal 
A-modules over k (because Fi(x, Y) is universal over A[V] and A[V] is a free 
commutative algebra over A). These two lifts are strictly isomorphic by 
Theorem (22.2.1) combined with Corollary (22.2.7)(i), and hence their reduc
tions are identical by (22.2.4). (NB this does not mean that the original isomor
phism over k was the identity.) 

• (22.2.8) Remark Example (21.1.15) shows that Theorem (22.2.1) does not 
hold for higher dimensional formal A-modules. 

• (22.2.9) Lemma Let s = (s 1, s2 , .. . ), s = (.~ 1 , S2 , •.• ) be two sequences of 
elements of an A-algebra Rand let <P: R-> B be an A-algebra homomorphism. 
Then </J* F;(x. Y) = <P* Ft(X, Y) as formal A-modules if and only if </J(s;) = 
</J(S;) for all i. 

Proof This is an immediate consequence of the uniqueness part of the 
universality property of (F1(X, Y). P1) over A[S]. (This, of course, also gives a 
second proof of Lemma (21.1.8 ). ) 

22.3 Intermezzo concerning the universal 
isomorphism cc~.r(X) of A-typical formal A-modules 

The next topic we want to take up is that of formal moduli; i.e., given a 
discrete valuation ring A and an A-algebra B that is a complete local ring with 
residue field kB and given a formal A-module F(X, Y) over kB, we want to 
describe all formal A-modules over B reducing to F(X, Y) modulo all (strict) 
isomorphisms that reduce to the identity over kB. To do this we need some 
more information concerning the universal isomorphism cci.r(X). 
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• (22.3. l) Let A be a non trivial discrete valuation ring (not necessarily 
complete) with residue field k of q elements, q = p', and uniformizing element n. 
Let F(r(X, Y) be the A-typical formal A-module over A[V, T] constructed in 
(21.7.1) with A-logarithm.f~.r(X). Let 171 , 172 , ... , E A[V; T] be the unique 
polynomials such that 

(22.3.2) Fi.r(X, Y) = F~(X, Y) 

where F~(X, Y) is obtained from the universal A-typical formal A-module 
FJ(X, Y) by substituting i;; for v;, i = 1, 2, .... In 21.7 we proved that 

n- 1 

(22.3.3) )7" = v,, + T,. + I (V; TJ' - ~ J7?') + I a:_dV)( vr-k - vr-') 
i+j=n k""l 
i.j- 1 

n- 1 

+ I a:_dV) I (VY"-'TJ"-j - rr-·vr-') 
k~2 i+j~k 

i.j~ 1 

To discuss formal moduli we use a more manageable consequence of this 
formula, viz. 

• (22.3.4) Theorem Let J be the ideal in A[V, T] generated by the elements 
Ti ~. i, j E N, then we have modulo J 

(22.3.5) J7 = v +" (- l)'(BA v<r•- 1)(BA vq'2- I ) ... n - n L... s1 n-s1 s2 n-s1-s2 

x (BA Vq"- I )(- T Vq') 
St n- SI - ··' - S1 i j 

+I (- l)'(B;, v~·~;.1 )(B;, v;r.:;.~s,) ... 
X (B~~V~'-'~.1-. ·-sJ(nT;) 

where B; = qsa;(v) E A[V] and where the first sum is over all sequences 
(s 1, ... , s,, i, j) such that s 1, i, j E N, t E N u {O} and s 1 + · · · + s, + i + j = n, 
and the second sum is over all sequences (s 1, ... , s,, i) such that s 1, i E N, 
t E N u {O}, and s1 + · · · + s, + i = n. 

• (22.3.6) Corollary 

(i) Suppose that A is unramified and k has p elements (i.e., we can take 
p = q = n). Let I be the ideal in A[V, T] generated by the elements pT1, pT2 , ••. 

and the ideal J. Then we have modulo I 

(2237) J7 =V.-TvP -···-T. VP"-'+"(-l)'V(p-l)-l(p>l+"·+p>-t) 
· · n - n 1 n- 1 n- 1 1 L... 1 

x V~'l;, 1 · · · V~'.'.;/_ ···-s,(-T; Vf) 

where the sum is over all sequences fsi, s2 , ••• , s,, i, j) such that s1, i, j E N, 
t E N, and s 1 + · · · + s, + i + j = n. 

(ii) In all other cases, i.e., if q > p or if A is ramified, we have 

(22.3.8) vn = v,, - T1 v~-1 - ... - r,._ 1 vr- I 
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modulo I where I is the ideal generated by the elements nT1, nT2 , •.• and the 
ideal J. 

Proof Both these statements follow immediately from Theorem (22.3.4) 
because 

B: = q•a:(v) = qsn-sVi V1 ··· Vf- 1 mod(nA[V]) 

as can be seen directly from formula (21.5.4). 
The first step in the proof of Theorem (22.3.4) is the following obvious 

lemma. 

• (22.3.9) Lemma Suppose that V,= v,+ Ii T {: i mod J for certain 
C; E A[V; T]. Then 

Vt = vr + pjvt- 1 (f T;C;) mod J 

Proof Obvious. 

• (22.3.10) Proof of Theorem (22.3.4) We proceed by induction on n, the 
case n = 1 being trivial (V 1 = V 1 + nT 1). So suppose Theorem (22.3.4) holds 
for all I< n. This means in particular that Vi= Vi mod(T1> T2 , .•. ) (which is 
also directly clear), so that the hypothesis of Lemma (22.3.9) is satisfied if I < n. 
We now use formula (22.3.3). First notice that the third sum in (22.3.3) is = 0 
mod J. The second sum in (22.3.3) gives us contributions of the form 

a:_k(V)(VC' - Vf-') 

Let V,. = Vic + I T;C;, then, using Lemma (22.3.9), we find 

a:_k(V)(VC' - Vf-') = -a:_k(V)q•-kvr-•- 1(2: T;C;) 

= -BA vq•-•- 1('°' TC·) 
n~k k ~ l l 

Theorem (22.3.4) follows immediately from this by induction. 

22.4 Formal moduli for formal A-modules 

• (22.4.l) The setting In this section A is a nontrivial discrete valuation 
ring with residue field k of q elements. q = p', p a prime number. Let n be a 
uniformizing element of A, K the quotient field of A. Let R be an A-algebra that 
is a local ring with maximal ideal lllR such that n. 111~ = {O} such that R is 
complete in the 111R-adic topology, and such that A-> R maps n into 111R. We 
shall use kR to denote the residue field of R. 

• (22.4.2) The moduli problem Now let cI>(X, Y) be a formal A-module 
over kR. The existence of the universal formal A-module F~(X, Y) over A[S] 
guarantees the existence of lifts over R of cI>(X, Y); i.e., there are formal A
modules F(X, Y) over R that reduce to cI>(X, Y) modulo 111R. We shall call two 
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such lifts F(X, Y) and G(X, Y) *-isomorphic if there exists an isomorphism of 
formal A-modules cx(X): F(X, Y)-> G(X, Y) such that cx(X) = X mod 111R and 
the lifts F(X, Y) and G(X, Y) are strictly *-isomorphic if there exists a *
isomorphism cx(X) such that cx(X) = X mod( degree 2). We want to describe the 
set of all lifts modulo (strict) *-isomorphisms. The answer is that ifcI>(X, Y) is a 
formal A-module of height h, then {lifts}/( *-isomorphism)= 111~- 1 and 
{ lifts}/(strict *-isomorphism) = m~. A more precise and explicit result is 
Theorem (22.4.4). 

• ( 22.4.3) Before we can state Theorem (22.4.4) we need some preliminaries. Let 
<I>(X, Y) have formal A-module height h over kR and suppose that cI>(X, Y) is 
A-typical. (This does not restrict the generality of the problem because every 
formal A-module is strictly isomorphic to an A-typical one; cf. (21.5.6).) Then 
there are unique elements v1, v2 , •.. , E kR such that cI>(X, Y) = F~(X, Y); 
moreover, because A-ht(<I>(X, Y)) = h, we know that v 1 = v 2 = ·· · = vh-l = 0 
and vh =f 0 (cf. (21.8.2)). 

Choose arbitrary elements ii; E R for i = h, h + 1, ... such that <jJ(v;) = v; 
where </J: R-> kR is the natural projection. For each h-tuple of elements 
s = (s 1, ... , sh), s1 E mR, let F~\s)(X, Y) be the formal A-module obtained from 
the universal A-typical formal A-module Ft(X, Y) by the substitutions 

for i=l, ... ,h-1 

for i = h + 1, h + 2, ... 

The formal A-modules F~\s)(X, Y) are all lifts of cI>(X, Y). 

• (22.4.4) Theorem Suppose the assumptions of (22.4.3) are fulfilled and Jet 
<I>(X, Y) be an A-typical formal A-module of A-height h < oo. Then we have in 
terms of the notations of (22.4.3): 

(i) For every lift F(X, Y) of cI>(X, Y), there is a unique s = (s 1, ... , sh) with 
s1 E 111 8 such that F(X, Y) is strictly *-isomorphic to F~1,>(X, Y). 

(ii) For every lift F(X, Y) of <I>(X, Y), there is a unique s = (s 1' ••. , sh) with 
s, E 1118 and sh = 0 such that F(X, Y) is *-isomorphic to F~!s)(X, Y). 

Proof Let F(X, Y) be a formal A-module over R that lifts cI>(X, Y). We 
first show that F(X, Y) is strictly *-isomorphic to an A-typical formal A
module (which lifts cI>(X, Y)). Indeed, let cxv.s(X) = U1t 1(fi(x)): 
Ft(X, Y))-> Ft(X, Y) be the strict isomorphism between the universal A
typical formal A-module and the universal formal A-module. Identifying Vi and 
Sq" i E N, we have that Ft(X, Y) = Ft(X, Y) mod( ... , Si> ... ; ii= q', r EN) 
and hence cxv.s(X) = X mod( ... , S;, ... ; i not a power of q). Now let <fJ: 

A[S]-> R be the unique A-algebra homomorphism such that <fJ * F1(X, Y) = 
F(X, Y). Then </J(S;) E mR if i is not a power of q because F(X, Y) reduces to 
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<t>(X, Y) mod mR and <l>(X, Y) is A-typical. It follows that cp'!'(a:v.s(X)) is a strict 
*-isomorphism cp*(F v(X, Y))---> F(X, Y) and cp*(F v(X, Y)) 1s A-typical (we are 
still identifying V; with Sq;). (Of course cp*(F v(X, Y)) also reduces to <l>(X, Y) 
because cp*(a:v.s(X)) = X mod mR.) . . 

We can therefore assume that the lift F(X, Y) 1s A-typical. Let 
w = (w 1, w2 , ... ) be the unique sequence of elements such that F(X, Y) = 
F!(X, Y). Because F(X, Y) reduces to <l>(X, Y) mod mR, as does Ft<oJ(X, Y), 
we must have (cf. Lemma (22.2.9)) 

for i 2': h 

Inductively, we are now going to construct sequences v(n) = (v 1(n), Vz(n), ... ) 
and power series /3.(X) E R[X] for n = 1, 2, 3, ... such that 

(22.4.5) 

is a strict isomorphism of formal A-modules 

(22.4.6) /3.(X) = X mod(mR) 

(22.4. 7) v( 1) = w, for i = 1, ... , h, ... 

for i = h + 1, h + 2, ... 

First assume that h > 1 or that A is ramified or that q > p. Suppose we have 
already found v;(n) (and /3.- i(X)). Define elements t;(n) with induction with 
respect to i by means of the formula 

(22.4.8) ti(n) = vh(ntq;(vi+h(n) - Vi+h - t,(n)vi+h-1(n)q - · · · 

- ti-1(n)vh+1(n)q'-') 

(note that this is well defined because vh(n) = vh mod(mR) so that vh(n) is a unit 
of R because vh is). Induction with respect to i gives us that 

j = 1, 2, ... 

Now Jet t(n) = (t 1 (n), t2 (n), ... ) and let 

/3.(X) = a::(n).r(n)(X), v;(n + 1) = Vi(v(n), t(n)) 

where the V are the unique polynomials in Vi, ... , V;; T1, ... , 7;, such that 
Fi(x, Y) = f.:.T(X, Y). Then /3.(X): F~(n)(X, Y)---> F~(n+ 1l(X, Y) is a strict iso
morphism and because a::.T(X) = X mod(T1, T2 , .•. ), we have that /3n(X) = X 
mod 111R. This takes care of (22.4.5) and (22.4.6). . . 

Now according to (22.3.7) and (22.3.8) we have modulo I (where I 1s the ideal 
generated by all elements 7; ~. i, j E N, n7;, i E N) that 

Vi+h = V;+h - T1 V?+h-1 - .. · - 'li+h-1 Vf+h-1 + V1(L 7;C;) 
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where Vi(7;C;) = 0 mod I unless q = p and pA = nA. Because t\(11) E 111R for 
i = 1, ... , h - 1, and ti(n) E mR, n E 111R and (22.4.8) this means that 

vi(11+l)=vi mod(111// 1 ) for i=h+l,h+2, ... 

In case h = 1, q = p, A unramified one proceeds similarly except that the 
formula for ti(11) now becomes 

(22.4.9) t;{11) = u1(11tP'(vi+ 1(11) - V;+ 1 - t1(11)vi(n)P - .. · 

- ti_ 1(n)v2(n)P'- ') 

+ v1(ntP' I (- l)'v 1(n)<P-l)-'(P'" ···+p'<-l)vf:'l-1.,(11) ··· 

x vf~I ~., - .. -s,(n)( - tivf;(n)) 

reflecting the fact that now formula (22.3.7) is appropriate instead of (22.3.8). 
Now consider the composed isomorphisms 

F(X, Y) = F!(X, Y)---> F:(2)(X, Y)---> · · ·---> F:(n)(X, Y) 

Because of (22.4.6) and the completeness of R, these converge to an 
isomorphism 

F(X, Y)---> F~00 l(X, Y) 

and because of (22.4.7) we have that 

i = h + 1, h + 2, ... 

for all n E N so that we have that vi( 00) = Vj because n" 111i = {O}. This proves 
that every formal A-module F(X, Y) over R is strictly *-isomorphic to a formal 
A-module of the form F~s)(X, Y) for certain s = (s 1, .. ., sh), si E mR. 

Thus to finish the proof of part (i) of the theorem it remains to prove only 
that two formal A-modules Ft<sl(X, Y) and Ft(s1(X. Y) are strictly *-isomorphic 
if and only if they are equal. So suppose that F~<sl(X, Y) and F~(s)(X, Y) are 
strictly *-isomorphic. By the universality of the isomorphism a:t.T(X) this 
means that there are t 1, t 2 , .. ., E R such that this isomorphism is equal to 
a:~(s).r(X). 

Now a::.T(X)=X-T,,Xq" mod(T1 , .. ., T,,_ 1 ; degree q"+l). So since 
a:~(s).r(X) is a *-isomorphism, we must have ti E mR for all i E N. Suppose that 
a:~1s,.r(X) + X and let 11, r E N be such that 

if i = 1, ... , 11 - 1 

(22.4.10) tn E 111R \mR+ 1, ti E 111R if i = n + 1, 11 + 2, ... 

We have that Dn+h = V.+h(v(s), t) for all 11 EN. However, formula (22.3.7) or 
(22.3.8) combined with (22.4.10) gives that 

'!' .. ; iii 
i1li 
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which is a contradiction, so that indeed o:~(s). 1(X} = X. This proves the first part 

of the theorem. 
To prove the second part of the theorem we need to use more general 

isomorphisms than the strict isomorphisms o:v. 1(X). The isomorphism ·)'(X) = 
(I + Tor 1(X) applied to Ft.r(X, Y) = Fi(x, Y} changes Fi(x, Y) to an A
typical formal group law Ft(X, Y) with 

(22.4.11) V,, = ( 1 + T0 )'1"- 1 V11 

as the logarithm of ( 1 + T0r 1Fv((1 + T0 )X, ( 1 + T0 )Y) is 

(1+T0r 1fi,((l + To)X)). 

Now let J 0 be the ideal generated by all the elements T; Tj, i,j = 0, 1, 2, ... , 
and I 0 the ideal generated by all the nT;, i = 0, 1, 2, ... , and the ideal J 0 . Then 
using (22.3.7) and (22.3.8) we find modulo 10 , respectively, 

(22.4.12) V11 = (1- T0}V11 - T1 V~-1 - ··· -T.-1 VC' 

+ " (- l)'V(p-1)-l(p'1+···+p'1-l)Vp'1-1 ... 
i..J 1 n-s1 

x V~'.'~/- .. _ ,,( -T; Vf') 

(22.4.13) v. = (1 - To)V. - T1 v~-1 - Ti v~2_ 2 - ... - r,,_ I vr- l 

Of course, for all this to make sense we must be working over a ring with T0 

in it and moreover such that ( 1 + T0}- 1 exists. All the above can, e.g., be 
considered to be taking place over A[T0 ][V; T]. 

The proof of the second part of the theorem now proceeds exactly as the 
proof of the first part; i.e., we construct sequences of elements v(n} = (v 1(n), 
u2(n), . .. ) for all n EN, u(l} = w, u;(n + 1} = i:;(u(n}, t(n}) where now t(n) = 
(t0 (n), t 1(n), ... ) and power series fl(X) = (1 + t11(0)t 1o:v<n).i'(n)(X)where ?(n} = 
(t1(n}, t2 (n}, ... ) is such that 

(22.4.14) 
f3.(X}: Ft(n)(X, Y}---+ Ft<n+ !)(X, Y) is an isomorphism of formal A-modules 

f3 11(X) = X mod(111R} 

i!;(n} = v; mod(111R) for i = h, h + 1, h + 2 

v;(n)=v;(n+l) mod(111R} for i=l,2, ... 

(Note the two changes with respect to (22.4.5)--(22.4.7).) The relevant formulas 
for the t;( n) are 

t0 (n} = 11h(nr 1(vh(n) - vh(n}) and t;(n} = t;(n) - t0 (n)vh(n) 

for i = 1, 2, 3, ... , where t;(n) is as in (22.4.8) or (22.4.9} (depending on whether 
q = p = n and h = 1 or not. The remainder of the proof is as before and the 
task of filling in the last details is left to the reader (if he wishes to do so). 
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• (22.4.15) Now consider the special case A= Z<pl· Every formal group law 
over a local ring R with residue field of characteristic p has exactly one formal 
A-module structure. So the theorem applies in particular to this case. Suppose 
therefore that R 1s any complete Hausdorff local ring with residue field k of 
c~aracte~istic p and let <l>(X, Y) be a formal group law over kn of height h. Then 
{hfts}/(*-Isomorphism):::: 111~- 1 and {lifts}/(strict *-isomorphism):::: 111~. 

More precisely, we have 

• (22.4.16) Theorem Let R be a complete Hausdorff local ring with residue 
field kn of characteristic p > 0. Let <l>(X, Y) be a p-typical formal group law 
over kn and of height hand let v1 = · · · = vh- i = O v =I= O 11 " be ' h ' h+li l--h+2i ... 

such that <l>(X, Y) = F v(X, Y) and let i1 ; E R, i = h, h + 1, ... , be a lift of v . 
Then we have: ' 

(i) For every lift F(X, Y) over F of <l>(X, Y), there is a unique /J-tuple of 
elements (s,, ... , sh), S; E llln, such that F(X, Y)·is strictly *-isomorphic to the 
~ormal group law F ~<s>(X, Y) (which is of course also a lift of <l>(X, Y)) where 
v(s) = (s 1, ..• , sh- I• vh + sh, i'h+ 1, i\+ 2 , ... ). 

(ii) For every lift F(X, Y) over R of<l>(X, Y), there is a unique (h - 1)-tuple 
of elements (s 1, ... , sh- i), s; E llln, such that F(X, Y) is *-isomorphic to the 
~ormal group law Fi'o~s)(~, Y) (which is of course also a lift of<l>(X, Y)) where 
ro(s) = (s1, ... , sh-1' vh, Vh+ I' ... ). 

23 Rings of Endomorphisms of Formal Group Laws 

All formal group laws and formal A modules in this section are one 
dimensional. 

23.1 On the endomorphism rings of one dimensional 
formal group laws over finite fields 

• (23.1.1} Let k be a field of characteristic p > 0 and let k,c be a separable 
closure of k. Let G(X, Y) be a one dimensional formal group law over k of 
height h. 

We recall that EnddG(X, Y}) is isomorphic to the maximal order Eh in the 
central division algebra T)h of invariant 1i- 1 and rank h2 over QP (cf. Corollary 
(20.2.14) ). 

• (23.1.2) Lemma Let k be a finite field of q elements, let G(X, Y) be a formal 
group law over k and let ~c(X} = Xq be the "Frobenius" endomorphism of 
G(X, Y). Th.en ~ndk(G(X, Y) consists of those elements ofEnddG(X, Y)) that 
commute with sc· 

Proof If o:(X) E ksc[X], then a(X)q = o:(Xq) if and only if all coefficients of 
cx(X) are in Fq = k. 
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• (23.1.3) This result can be used to say something about Endk(G(X, Y)). 

Indeed, according to the intermezzo on division algebras (20.2.16), we know 

that the set of all elements of D 1, commuting with ~ G is a central division algebra 

over QP(~G) of rank /J2/m2 where m = [Qp(~a): QP]. According to the second 

intermezzo on division algebras (23.l.4) below, we know in addition that the 

invariant of Endk(G(X, Y)) ® Zp QP is m/11 and that Endk(G(X. Y)) is the ring of 

integers in Endk(G(X, Y)) ® z,, QP. 

• (23.1.4) Second intermezzo on division algebras We use the nota

tions of (20.2.16) where K is a finite extension of Qp' Let D be a central division 

algebra over Kand let L be a commutative subfield of D and D L the commutant 

of L. Let /11 = [ L: K] and let i be the invariant of D over K. Then we have 

invL(DL) =mi 

where. of course, the number mi must be interpreted modulo l. 

There is a unique valuation t'v on D that extends the valuation on k. The 

restriction of v0 to L gives a valuation on L that is (by uniqueness of extension 

of valuations for local fields) the valuation of the local field L (up to multi

plication by a constant). Hence v0 restricts on DL to v0 L up to multiplication by 

a constant. It follows that the integers of DL are precisely those elements of A 0 , 

the integers of D, that commute with L. 
For later purposes we need one more result on central division algebras: 

Embedding theorem Let D be central division algebra of rank n2 over a 

finite extension K of QP. Then every commutative field extension L/ K of degree 

11 can be embedded as a (maximal) commutative subfield of D. For a proof. see. 

e.g .. [73, Appendix to Chapter VI]; cf. also (23.1.7) below for a proof in case the 

invariant of D is n- 1 (which is the only case that will be used below). 

• (23.1.5) Notation Let F(X, Y) be a formal A-module over an A-algebra B. 

Then for every B-algebra C we shall use A-Endc(F(X, Y)) to denote the ring of 

A-module endomorphisms of F(X, Y) over C (more properly of </J* F(X. Y) 

over C where </J: B--> C is the B-algebra structural homomorphism of C). 

• (23.1.6) Proposition Let A be the ring of integers ofa finite extension K of 

Qr or Fp((x)) and let K be the residue field of A. Let F(X. Y) be a formal 

A-module over some finite extension I of k of height h < oo. Let k" be the 

algebraic closure of k. Then A-Endk"(F(X. Y)) is the ring of integers of a central 

division algebra over K of rank 11 2 and invariant 1i- 1. 

Proof This follows from Proposition (21.8.17) combined with (21.9. l ). 

In case A is of characteristic zero, one can also argue as follows. Let 

111 = [K: QP]' then as a formal group law over k,c we have that F(X, Y) has 

height 11111. so that EndkjF(X, Y)) is the ring of integers of a central division 

algebra of rank 111 2 11 2 and invariant 111- 111- 1 over Q,,. Now A-Endk)F(X, Y)) 
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consists of all elements of EnddF(X, Y)) that commute with the PF(a). Now 

ai---> PF(a) defines an injection A--> EnddF(X, Y)) (cf. (21.8.19)), so that 

A-EnddF(X, Y)) is the ring of integers of the commutant of A® QP = K in 

EnddF(X, Y)) ®Qr. Now apply (23.1.4). 

• (23.1.7) Proof of the embedding theorem in a special case In

cidentally. here is a quick and amusing" formal group" proof of the embedding 

theorem of (23.1.4) in case the invariant of D is 11- 1• Let [ L: K] = 11. Let n L be a 

uniformizing element of Land let F(X, Y) over A(L) be the formal group law 

with logarithm 
f (X) = X + nz 1 f (Xq') 

where q' is the number of elements of the residue field of L. Then F(X, Y) is a 

formal A(L)-module of A(L)-height 1, and it can also be considered as a formal 

A(K)-module of A(K)-height 11. It follows that A(K)-EnddF(X, Y)) ® QP is 

the central division algebra D"(K) of rank 11 2 and invariant 11- 1 over K; cf. 

Proposition (23.1.6). Now ai---> [ah.(X) embeds A(L) into 

A(K)-End.t(Ll(F(X, Y)) 

so that by (21.8.18) we find an embedding 

A(L)--> A(K)-End 1(f(X, Y)) 

Tensoring with Qr now gives the desired embedding L--> Dn(K). The same 

argument works for Land K finite extensions of Fp((x)). 

23.2 On the rings of endomorphisms of (one dimensional 

commutative) formal group laws over a p-adic integer ring 

• (23.2. l) In this subsection R or B is the ring of integers of some finite exten

sion L of Qr, and F(X, Y) is a formal group law over B. Recall that the 

reduction homomorphism End8 (F(X, Y))-> End1(f(X, Y)) is injective if 

F(X, Y) is of finite height (here I is the residue field of B and f(X, Y) the 

reduction of F(X, Y)). Our first results exploit this injectivity of the reduction 

map. Later in this subsection F(X, Y) will be a formal A-module where A is the 

ring of integers of some subextension K. QP c K c L. 

We use Bnr to denote the ring of integers of the maximal unramified exten

sion L., of L and B", is the ring of integers of the completion £",. 
As usual q is the number of elements of the residue field of A and nor nK is a 

uniformizing element of K. 

• (23.2.2) Proposition Let F(X, Y) be a formal group law of height hover 

R, let S be the ring of integers of a finite totally ramified extension of L, and let 

:x(X) be an endomorphism of F(X, Y) over S. Then :x(X) E R[X], so that ix(X) 

is in fact an endomorphism over R. 
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Proof Let k be the residue field of S (and of R). Because S is totally 
ramified, we kpow that S @R S is also a local ring with residue field k. Let </> 1, 

</> 2 : S --> S @ R S be the ring homomorphisms s t--> 1 @ s and s t--> s @ 1. We claim 
that 

(23.2.3) EndR(F(X, Y)) = {rx(X) E End5 (F(X, Y))i(</> 1)*rx(X) = (</>2)*cx(X)} 

To see this first observe that 

(23.2.4) 

Indeed, since S is free over R with basis, say, x 1, •.• , x., x 1 = 1, we know that a 
basis for S@R S over R is {xi@xi, i,j = 1, ... , n}, and (23.2.4) follows. Now 
(23.2.3) is a formal consequence of (23.2.4) because Rt-->EndR(F(X, Y)) is a 
representable functor. In more detail: there is an R-algebra E.! such that 
R-Alg(EF, B) = End8 (F(X, Y)) for all R-algebras B. Indeed, let EF be the R
algebra EF = R(c 1, c2, ... ], where the ci are indeterminates. Let c(X) = c 1 X + 
c2 X 2 + · · · and consider 

co 

F(c(X), c(Y))- c(F(X, Y)) = I di.jxiyi 
i.j= 1 

Let I be the ideal of EF generated by the di.j and set EF =Ed!. Under the 
obvious identification R-Alg(EF, S) ~ End5(F(X, Y)) and the R-endomor
phisms of F(X, Y) correspond to R-Alg(EF, R), which is the subset of 
R-Alg(EF, S) of homomorphisms EF--> S whose image is in R. Formula 
(23.2.3) now follows directly from (23.2.4). 

Now both the diagrams 
(qi,). 

End5 (F(X, Y)) -->Ends ®Rs(F(X, Y)) 

l l 
Endif(X, Y)) Endk(F(X, Y)) 

i = 1, 2, commute. (Here the vertical arrows are reduction homomorphisms.) 
Moreover, the right vertical arrow is injective by ( 18.3.11 ). It follows that 
(</>i)*cx(X) = (</>2)*cx(X) for all cx(X) E End5(F(X, Y)), so by (23.2.3) 
EndR(F(X, Y)) = End5(F(X, Y)). 

• (23.2.5) As before we use J (or J F) to denote the map that assigns to a 
homomorphism cx(X): F(X. Y)--> G(X, Y) over B the first coefficient of cx(X), 
i.e., the Jacobian "matrix" of cx(X). We recall from (18.3.12) that 

J: Hom8 (F(X, Y), G(X, Y))--> B 

is an injective continuous map with closed image. We shall usually identify 
Hom8 (F(X, Y), G(X, Y)) with this image. Also recall that the three natural 
topologies on Hom8 (F(X, Y), G(X, Y)), viz 
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(i) the topology induced via the embedding J, 
(ii) the topology induced by the height filtration on Hom 8(F(X, Y), 

G(X, Y)), and 
(iii) the topology defined by the (open) subgroups (p"]G Hom 8 (F(X, Y), 

G(X. Y)), 

all agree if F(X, Y) and G(X, Y) are of finite height and that Hom 8 (F(X, Y), 
G(X, Y)) is complete in these topologies. 

• (23.2.6) Proposition Let F(X, Y) be of finite height h. then End 8 (F(X, Y)) 
is a commutat~v~ order over ZP whose quotient field End8 (F(X, Y)) @zr QP 
has degree a d1v1sor of h over QP. 

Proof The reduction homomorphism gives us an embedding 
End8 (F(X, Y))--> EnddF(X, Y)). Tensoring with QP over ZP (cf. 18.3), we 
obtain an embedding End8 (F(X, Y))@ Zr QP--> Dh where Dh is the division 
algebra over QP of rank h2 and invariant h- 1 (cf. (20.2.14)). Now 
End8 (F(X, Y)) is commutative (because J is injective) and the proposition 
follows since a commutative subfield of Dh has degree a divisor of h (cf. the 
intermezzo on division algebras (20.2.16)). 

• (23.2.7) Corollary (of Proposition (23.2.2) and Proposition (23.2.6)) Let 
Bh be the ring of integers of the unramified extension of degree h of Band then 
let C be the ring of integers of any algebraic extension of Bh@ zr QP. Then 
Endc(F(X, Y)) = End8 ,(F(X, Y)). 

• (23.2.8) Let END(F(X, Y)), the absolute endomorphism ring of F(X, Y), be 
the ring of all endomorphisms cx(X) of F(X, Y) with cx(X) E C[X] where C is 
the ring of integers of some algebraic extension of L. (Note that C may vary 
with cx(X) (at least a priori).) Corollary (23.2.7) then says that 
END(F(X, Y)) = END8 ,(F(X, Y)). 

Using Proposition (23.1.6) instead of (20.2.14), we find the formal A-module 
version of this result: 

• (23.2.9) Proposition Let F(X, Y) be a formal A-module over B of formal 
A-module height hand let Bh be the ring of integers of the unramified extension 
of degree h of L. Then End8 ,(F(X, Y)) = END(F(X, Y)). (Recall that every 
endomorphism of F(X, Y) over B (or an extension of B) is automatically a 
formal A-module endomorphism since Bis of characteristic zero.) 

• (23.2.10) We have seen that END(F(X, Y)) is an order in some finite exten
sion of L. The question arises whether this is perhaps, on occasion, the maximal 
order; i.e., the question is whether END(F(X, Y)) is (sometimes) integrally 
closed. 

• (23.2.11) Lemma Let L be unramified over Kand let F(X, Y) be a formal 
A-module of height h defined over Band let u be an element in a ring of integers 
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C of some unramified extension of L. Write [uMX) = f- 1(11f(X)) = L~1 11;Xi 
and assume that [u]F(X) rf: C[X]. Let /1 EN be the smallest natural number 
such that un ef; C. Then /1 2 qh and we have n'+ 1lln+r EC for all r EN u {O}. 

Proof We can assume that F(X, Y) is A-typical. Hence F~(X, Y) = 
F(X, Y) for suitable v = (v 1, v2 , ... ), V; E B: and since A-height (F(X, Y)) = /J, 
we know that V; E 111(8) for i = 1, ... , h - 1 and vh E B*. Because L/K is 
unramified, it follows that the logarithm f (X) of F(X, Y) satisfies 

f(X) E B[X] mod(degree q") 

(cf. also Lemma (23.2.15) below). This proves that /1 2 q". Now we have 

(23.2.12) [u)F{X) o [n]F(X) = [n)F{X) 0 [u]F(X) 

where [nMX) = PF(n) = r 1(nf(X)). Looking at the coefficient of X" in 
(23.2.12), we have 

un(nX)" = n(11nXn) mod C 

proving that nun E C. More generally, assuming that we have proved that 
nj+ 1un+ j E C for j = 0, 1, ... , r - I, consider the coefficient of X"+r in (23.2.12). 
We have mod(n-'C, degree n + r + 1) 

[ n]F([11]F(X) 

= nun+rxn+r + [n]F(uX + ... + ll,.-1 xn- I + unxn + ... + lln+r-1 xn+r- I) 

and on the other hand 

[u]F(X) 0 [n]F(X) = u[n]F(X) + u2([n]r(X))2 + · · · = u,,+,(nX)"+r 

so that we find 

proving that n'+ 1lln+r E C. 

• (23.2.13) Proposition Let L/K be unramified and let F(X, Y) be a formal 
A-module of finite A-height h over B. Then END(F(X, Y)) is integrally closed 
in its field of fractions. 

Proof We know that END(F(X, Y)) = End 8 .(X. Y). We identify 
END(F(X, Y)) with its image R c Bh under J. Now R is a local ring with 
maximal ideal nBh n R. So to show that R is a discrete valuation ring and 
hence integrally closed it suffices to show that nBh n R = nR. In other words it 
suffices to show that if c E Bh, c 1 R. then also nc 1 R. 

By Lemma (23.2.15) below we can assume that F(X, Y) = F;~(X, Y) with 
V1 = ... = Vh- I = 0. 
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Then 

.f..(X) = X + rr- 1v1,xq• mod(degree q" + 1) 

[ n ]F(X) = nX + vh( 1 - nq"- 1 )Xq'' mod(degree q" + 1) 

Write 

[n]F(X) = nX + uxq• + llz xqh+ 1 + ... ' ll E Bt, 112, !13 •... 'E B,, 

Let [c]F(X) = I c; X; and let 11 E N be the smallest natural number such that 
en r/: Bh. We consider the coefficient of xnq• in [cn]F{X) = [c]F(X) .. [n]F{X). 

Now the coefficient of xnq• in 

(23.2.14) 

is of the form 

where the i0 , ... , ik EN u {O) must be such that i 0 + i 1 + ·· · + ik = /1 +rand 
io + £J"i1 + · · · + (qh + k - l)ik = 11qh. This gives i0 2 q-"(qhr + /1 +,. - ii). 
Now i 1 ::::; 11 + rand i 1 = 11 + r is possible only ifr = O; using Lemma (23.2.11 ), it 
follows that the coefficient of xnq• in (23.2.14) is integral except in the case that 
r = O; then we have that the coefficient of X"q• in (23.2.14) is c,, 11n mod 1 which 
is not in Bh because u is a unit and c,, r/: B,,. Further, c;([n]F(Xji) = O mod 1 for 
i = l, .. ., /1 - 1 because c; E Bh for these i. It follows that [nc]F(X) rf: Bh[X], 
which concludes the proof of the proposition. 

• (23.2.15) Lemma Let F(X. Y) be a formal A-module of A-height hover B 
and let L/ K be unramified. Then F(X, Y) is strictly isomorphic to a formal 
A-module of the form F~(X. Y) with P 1 = · · · = vh- 1 = 0. 

Proof F(X. Y) is strictly isomorphic to an A-typical formal A-module 
F;.'(X, Y) with i; = (t1 1, v2, ... ), t'; E B. Because A-height (F;~(X, Y)) =hand 
L/ K is unramified, we know that v; E nB for i = 1 .... , h - I. If h > 1, take 
t1 = -n- 1 t' 1 E B, t; = 0 for i 2 2. Let t\ = V;(v. t), then we have F;~(X. Y) 
strictly isomorphic to Fi(X, Y) and 11 1 = 0. i•; E nB for i =I, ... , h - L Sup
pose we have F!(X, Y) of A-height h and w1 = · · · = w; = 0, i < h - 1, 
W;+ 1· ... , wh- 1 E nB. Take t;+ 1 = -n- 1 w;~ 1, t; = 0 forj f i. and tt'; = V;(w, t). 
Then we find a strictly isomorphic formal A-module F(X. Y) with wj = O for 
.i = 1.. ... i + 1 because ij = Vj + n1j mod(V1, ...• i-J- i). By induction this 
concludes the proof. 

• (23.2.16) Proposition Let A be the ring of integers of a finite extension K 
of QP, let L/ K be unramified and B be the ring of integers of L. Let [ L: K] = 11. 

Then for every r E N. there exists a formal A-module F(X, Y) over A such that 
A-height (F(X. Y)) = rn, END(F(X. Y)) = B. 
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Proof Let n: be a uniformizing element of A. Then n: is also a uniformizing 
element of B. Now consider Fi(x, Y), using this particular n: for its construc
tion. Take v, = 1 = v,+ 1, v; = 0 for i + r, r + 1. Then F!(X, Y) is a formal 
B-module with all its coefficients in A, so it is also a formal A-module over A. 
Now END(F~(X, Y)) is integrally closed (Proposition (23.2.13)), so it is the 
ring of integers C in some extension M of L So F~(X, Y) is also a formal 
C-module. Let m be the residue field of C. Then if C # B (cf. Proposition 
(23.2.9)) [m: /) > 1. Let #I= q5 , # m = q', t > s. But f~(X) is a sum of terms 
of the form c;Xq'', whichf~(X) is not since it involves both Xq" and Xq"·'; a 
contradiction. Therefore C = B. 

• (23.2.17) Remark Later in Chapter VI, Section 35.5, we shall also see how 
to construct formal group laws with pregiven END which is not an integrally 
closed order in some ring of integers. That construction uses the so-called Tate 
module of a formal group law. 

23.3 On the classification of formal group laws 
with many endomorphisms 

• (23.3. l) Proposition Let A be the ring of integers of a finite extension of 
QP and let B be an A-algebra that is a characteristic zero complete discrete 
valuation ring with algebraically closed residue field and such that A ---> B takes 
n:A into the maximal ideal of B. Let F(X, Y) and G(X, Y) be two formal 
A-modules over B such that: 

(i) f(X, Y) and G(X, Y) have the same height (or A-height). 
(ii) J(END(F(X, Y)) = J(END(G(X, Y)), and this ring is integrally 

closed. 
(iii) J(END(F(X, Y))@ QP is of dimension A-ht(F(X, Y)) over K. 

Then F(X, Y) and G(X, Y) are isomorphic over B. 

• (23.3.2) Remark Conditions (iii) and (ii) say that END(F(X, Y)) and 
END(G(X, Y)) are both maximally large; cf. (23.2.6). 

• (23.3.3) Proof of Proposition (23.3.1) Let C = J(END(F(X, Y))). 
Then C is the ring of integers of some finite e)(tension of K by (23.2.9) and 
condition (ii). Further, because B has no unrai:nified extensions (the residue 
field being algebraically closed), we know that Cc B (by (23.2.2)). Hence Bis a 
C-algebra, and we can regard F(X, Y) and G(X, Y) as formal C-modules over 
B. Because of (iii) we then have that C-ht(F(X, Y)) = C-ht(G(X, Y)) = l. This 
means that there are no formal C-module moduli for F(X, Y) and G(X, Y), so 
condition (i) says that F(X, Y) and G(X, Y) are isomorphic over B; cf. (22.4.2), 
(22.4.4), and Theorem (21.9.1). 
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In this section we classify (in various ways) the one dimensional formal 
group laws over finite fields. Our main tool is the theory of forms, which works 
over any field. To be able to say something more explicit one needs to know 
quite a bit about a certain Galois cohomology group. This knowledge is 
obtainable in case k is finite. All formal group laws in this section are commuta
tive and one dimensional. 

24.1 Galois cohomology and forms of formal group laws 

• (24.1.1) Definitions Let rand A be topological groups. We say that A is a 
r-group if there is a continuous map r x A ---> A, (a, a) 1-> aa such that: 

for every a, ai-> aa is an automorphism of A; 
for all a, r Er, (ar)(a) = a(ra) for all a EA; 
for the unit element er of r, er a = a for all a E A. 

A 1-cocycle of r with values in the r-group A is a continuous map z: r---> A 
such that z(ar) = z(a) · az(r) where the dot denotes the multiplication of A. 
The special 1-cocycle a1-+eA for all a Er is called the zero cocycle. Two 
cocycles z and z are called cohomologous if there exists an element a E A such 
that z(a) = a- 1 • z(a) · aa. Note that this is an equivalence relation. The set of 
equivalence classes-also called 1-cohomology classes-is denoted H 1 (r, A). 
There is a distinguished element in H 1 (r, A), viz. the class of the zero cocycle. 
Elements of this class are called splitting cocycles. These are of the form 
z(a) = a- 1aa for some a E A. 

• (24.l.2) Galois groups In the remainder of this section r will always be a 
Galois group with the Krull topology. More precisely, let k be a field, K an 
algebraic normal separable extension of k, and r = Gal(K/k). 

Let k be a finite extension of k. The topology of r is now given by declaring 
all subgroups of the form Gal(K/k) of Gal(K/k) to be open. 

For A one can now, e.g., take the additive group K+ underlying Kor the 
group of nonzero elements K* of K. Both are given the discrete topology. 

In case the r-group A is commutative we can turn H 1(r, A) into an abelian 
group via the addition ( z 1 + z 2 )(a) = z 1 (a) + z z( a) of 1-cocycles. In this case 
H 1(r, A) is then but one of a whole series of cohomology groups H;(r, A). In 
fact we have already briefly encountered one of those cohomology groups, viz. 
H 2(r, K*) which, if K is the algebraic closure of k, is the Brauer group of k; cf. 
intermezzo (20.2.16). 

• (24.1.3) Lemma H 1(r, K+) = o. 
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Proof Let z: ['---+ K+ be a 1-cocycle. Because r is compact and K+ is 
discrete, there is an open subgroup [' 0 c [' such that z factors through r;r o 
giving us a 1-cocycle z: 1/['0 ---+ K+. The image of z (or z) is finite; so we can 
assume that 2(1/10 ) c L+ where L+ is a finite Galois extension of k that con
tains the invariant field of [' 0 . By making [' 0 smaller if necessary, we can 
assume that [' 0 = Gal(K/L). It suffices to show that the 1-cocycle z: 1/1 o = 
Gal(L/k)---+ L+ is cohomologous to the zero cocycle. Let Gal(L/k) = 

{r 1, r 2 , ••• , r.}. By the normal basis theorem (cf. [205, Vol. III, Theorem 17_, p. 
57, and Lemma 2, p. 61 ]) there is an element a E L such that r 1 a, ... , r .a ts a 
basis for Lover k. We write for all a E Gal(L/k) 

z(a) =I x,(a)(ra) 
' 

with x,(a) Ek. The cocycle relation z(pa) = z(p) + pz(a) then gives 

(24.1.4) x,(pa) = x,(p) + Xr1,(a) 

for all r E Gal(L/k). Now let b be the element 

b =I x1(r- 1)ra 
' 

where 1 is the identity element of Gal(L/k). We claim that 

z(a) = a(b)- b 

for all a E Gal(L/k). Indeed 

a(b)- b =I x 1(r- 1)ara- I xi(r- 1)ra 
' ' 

=I xi(r- 1a)ra - I x 1 (r- 1 )ra 
' ' 

Hence it suffices to show that 

xi(r- 1a)- x 1(r- 1 ) = x,(a) 

for all r E Gal(L/k), which follows from (24.1.4) by taking n---+ 1, p1-> r- 1 • 

• (24.1.5) Lemma H 1(1, K*) = 0. 

Proof Let z: [' ---+ K* be a 1-cocycle. Arguing as in the proof of (24.1.3) we 
observe that z factors as['---+ r;r 0 ~ L* c K* where Lis a finite Galois exten
sion of k and ['0 = Gal(K/L). And it suffices to prove that the cocycle z: 
Gal(L/k)---+ Lis cohomologous to the zero cocycle. Let Gal(L/k) = { r 1, ... , r .}. 
The automorphisms r 1 , ... , r. are algebraically independent ( cf. [205, Vol. III, 
Theorem 16, p. 56]) and hence in particular linearly independent, which means 
in particular that there is an a E L* such that 

Of.b= I z(r)r(a) 
t E Gal(L/k) 
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We then have 

a(b) =I a(z(r)r(a)) =I z(ar 12(ar)ar(a) = z(at 1b 
' 

because by the cocycle relation a(z(r)) = z(at 1z(ar). So z(a) = ba(bt 1 = 
(b- 1t 1a(b- 1 ). Q.E.D. 

More generally one has 

• (24.1.6) Lemma H 1(1, GL.(K)) = 0, where GL.(K) is the group of inver
tible n x n matrices with coefficients in K. 

Proof Let z: r1->z(r) be a 1-cocycle. By the compactness of[' and the 
continuity of z we can, arguing as in the beginning of the proofs of Lemmas 
(24.1.3) and (24.1.5), assume that K/k is finite and Galois and [' = Gal(K/k). 
For every n-vector x E K", form the vector 

b(x) = I z(r)(r(x)) 
t E f 

We claim that the vectors b(x) generate K" as a vector space over K. Indeed 
suppose this is not the case. Then there is a nontrivial linear form u(X) = 
u1 X 1 + · · · + u.X., u; E K, such that 11(b(x)) = u 1 b(x) 1 + · · · + 11.b(x). = 0 for 
all x E K", where b(x ); is the ith component of b(x ). Substituting ( *) we find 
for all a E K. 

0 = u(b(ax)) =I u(z(r)r(ax)) =I r(a)u(z(r)r(x)) 
' ' 

By the linear independence of the r this can only hold if u(z(r )r(x)) = 0 for all x, 
which because z(r) is invertible means that u = 0 identically. 

So the b(x) generate K" over K. Let x 1, •.• , x. EK" be such that b(x 1), ..• , 

b(x.) is a basis and let (cii) be the matrix of coefficients of the x 1, ••• , x., i.e., 
X; =Li ciiei for all i where {e1, ... , e.} is the standard basis of K". Let B be 
the matrix 

B = I z(r)r(c) 
' 

Then of course B(e;) =I, z(r)r(c)(e;) =I, z(r)r(x;) = b(x;), so the matrix Bis 
invertible. As in the one dimensional case (Lemma (24.1.5)) we now have 

a(B) =I a(z(r))ar(r) =I z(at 1z(ar)ar(c) = z(at 1 B 
' ' 

proving that ar-+ z(a) is a splitting cocycle. 
Given Lemmas (24.1.3) and {24.1.6) we can prove a result which has been 

used before in Chapter I, 8.3 (cf. Remark {8.3.15)(ii)) and in (20.1.25) (cf. 
Lemma (20.1.26)). 

• (24.1.7) Proposition Let A be the ring of integers of a complete discr~te 
valuation field K with finite residue field k and uniformizing element re. Let A., 
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be the ring of integers of the completion K "'of the maximal unramified exten
sion K", of K. Then for every element BE GL"(A",) = {n x 11 matrices with 
coefficients in A"' and determinant a_ unit of A",} there is a C E GL"(A",) such 
that B = c- Lr*(C) where r E Gal(K",/K) is the (extension by continuity of 
the) Frobenius substitution (characterized by r(x) = xq mod n if q = #k). 

Proof We filter_ GL"(An,) by the subgroups u(m) ={DE GLn(An,) ID= I" 
mod n"'}. Because A"' is complete, we have that GL"(An,) is complete in the 
topology defined by the normal subgroups u<mi. Let k,c be the residue field of 
A",; k,c is an algebraic closure of k. We have that 

GL"(An,)/U(l) ~ GL"(k,c) 

Now let C be an element of GI:'.."(A",), and let C be the image of C in GL"(k,c)· 
Let r = Gal(k,Jk). Since [' ~ Z is topologically free on one generator r, the 
Frobenius substitution, we can define a 1-cocycle [' -->GL"(k,c) by n---> C. By 
lemma (2~.1.6) there exists a B1 EGL"(k,c) such that B! 1r(B1) =C. Let 
Bi EGL"(A",) be any lift of Bi, then we have 

B! 1r(Bi) = C mod uoi 

Consider the element 

B, Cr(B,t I= I"+ nD, E u<l) 

where D 1 is an 11 x 11 matrix with coefficients in Anr· Because r(x) = xq mod n 
and because k,c is algebraically closed (so that xq - x = y can always be 
solved), there exists a matrix Ei such that Ei - r(Ei) = D1 mod n. Let 
Bi= I"+ nEi, then Bi(In + nD 1 )r(Bit 1 =I" mod ni. So 

BiB1 Cr(BiB 1t 1 =I"+ niDi 

where Di is an n x n matrix with coefficients in Anr· Let E 3 be such that 
£3 - r(E3 ) =Di mod n, take B3 =I"+ niE 3 , .... Continuing in this way we 
find a series of matrices B1, Bi, B3 , •••• Because Bi E u(i+ 11 and GL"(A",) is 
complete, we know that 

Jim BiBi-i ... B1 = B 
i-+ 00 

exists in GL.(A.,), and since n u(m) = {I.}, it follows that BCr(Bt I = In• 

• (24.1.8) Now let .It be the group of all power series in one variable of the form 
a1 X + ai X 2 + .. · with ai E K, a 1 =!= 0. The group operation on .II is composi
tion of power series. That is, if ei:(X), f3(X) E .If, then ei:(X) · f3(X) = cx(f3(X)). 
The topology on .ll is the one inherited from K[X]. (The field K is again an 
algebraic normal separable extension of k.) We let . II" denote the subgroup 
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./l"={ei:(X)E./llix(X)=X mod(degree11)} of .ll. These are normal sub
groups of //, and we have exact sequences 

{l}--> .II I--> .II-> K*--> {I} 

{I}--> .tin+ I--> II"--> K+--> {O}, n:::: l 

The group Gal(K/k) = [' acts on . II by acting on the coefficients of the 
elements of. ff, i.e., a(ei:(X)) = a* cx(X). This is a continuous action. 

• (24.1.9) Proposition H 1(1, .It)= 0. 

Proof This is proved in a very similar manner as Proposition (24.1.7). 
Indeed, let z: ['--> .ll be a 1-cocycle. We must show that there exists an 

ei:(X) E .ll such that z(a) = ei:- 1(X) · a(ei:(X)) = ei:- 1(a(ei:(X)) for all a E r. 
Composing z with .lf-->K*, ei:(X)=a 1 X+aiX 2 +"·t--->a 1 we find a 1-
cocycle z(l): 1--> K*. By Lemma (23.l.5) there exists an element b, EK such 
that z( l)(a) = bi 1a(bi) for all a E 1. Take IX i(X) = b 1 X and let .::(2): ['-->. l/ 

be the cocycle z(2)(a) = ei:,(X) 0 z(a) 0 a(ei:,(X)t1 

Then we have z(2)(a) E . ft 2 for all a, i.e., 

z(2)(a) = X + ai(2)X 2 + · · · 
so that 2(2): a 1-> a i(2) is a 1-cocycle [' --> K +. By Lemma (23. l.3) there exists an 
element bi EK+ such that z(2)(a) = -bi+ a(bi). Let /3 2(X) = X + hiX2 and 
1Xi(X) = /3i(X) o ei:i(X). Let z(3): r--> .41 be the cocycle 

z(3)(a) = ei:i(X) 0 z(a) 0 a(ei:z(X)t 1 = /3 2(X) 0 z(l)(a) o a(f3i(X)t 1 

with values in .11 3 • Continuing in this way we obtain a sequence of elements 
ei: 1 (X), ei: 2 (X), ... ; ei:"(X) = /3n(X) 0 1Xn- l (X); {3.(X) = X + b.X", such that 
-x11(X) = ei:"_ 1(X) mod .ft" so that the sequence er: 1(X), ei: 2(X) .... converges to 
an element ei:(X) E .lt. Then (since .ft is Hausdorff) we have 
z(a) =er:- 1(X) o a(ei:(X)). 

• (24.1.10) Let F(X, Y) be a (one dimensional commutative) formal group law 
over k and let K be a normal algebraic separable extension of k. We shall use 
lsoK1dF) to denote the set of isomorphism classes of formal group laws over k 
that become isomorphic to F(X, Y) over K; the elements oflsoK1k(F) are also 
called the K/kjorms of F(X, Y). 

• (24.1.11) The map lsoK1k(i)--> H 1(r, AutdF(X, Y))) Let G(X, Y) be a 
K/k-form of F(X, Y) and let er:(X): F(X, Y)--> G(X. Y) be an isomorphism over 
K. Because G(X, Y) and F(X, Y) are defined over k, we have for all 
a E r = Gal(K/k) 

(a*er:)(F(X, Y)) = a*(ei:(F(X, Y))) = a*(G(ei:(X), ei:(Y))) = G(a*ei:(X), a*ei:(Y)) 
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so that a*a(X) is also an isomorphism over K from F(X, Y) to G(X, Y). It 
follows that :(a)= a- 1(X) , a *a(X) is an automorphism of F(X, Y). We claim 
that 

(24.1.12) :: r ...... AutK(F(X, Y)), 

is a 1-cocycle. Indeed 

z(ar) = a- 1(X) o a*r*a(X) 

= a- 1(X) a* a(X) o a*a- 1(X) ,., a* T*a(X) =:(a) o a:(r). 

Further, we claim that z is also a continuous map (where the topology on 
AutK(F(X, Y)) is induced from the topology of .II c K[X]). To see this let k. 
be the field obtained from k by adjoining all the coefficients of X, X 2 , .•• , X" in 
a(X) to k, and let r. c r be the open subgroup Gal(K/k.), then if()"- 1T Er n we 
have a*a(X) = r*a(X) mod(degree n + 1) and hence z(a) = z(r) mod(degree 
n + 1 ). This proves that z is continuous. 

The map (24.1.12) defined above depends on a(X) (and G(X, Y)). We claim 
that the cohomology class in H 1(f, AutK(F(X, Y))) depends only on the iso
morphism class over k of G(X, Y). To see this first observe that any other 
isomorphism p(X): F(X, Y)-> G(X, Y) is of the form /J(X) = et(X) o i'(X) for a 
certain y(X) E AutK(F(X, Y)). So that 

z(a) = p- 1(X) o a *p(X) = 1·- 1(X) o z(a) 'a* y(X) 

which is cohomologous to z(a). Next if i5(X): G(X, Y)-> H(X, Y) is an isomor
phism over k. Then i5(X) o ix(X): F(X, Y)-> H(X, Y) is an isomorphism over K 
and 

(i5(X) o et(X)t 1 0 a*(i5(X) o ix(X)) = ix- 1(X) • i)- 1(X) o a*i5(X) o aa(X) 

= ix- 1(X) o a*a(X) 

because a* i5(X) = i5(X). We have therefore a well-defined map 

(24.1.13) 0: lsoK1dF(X, Y))-> H 1(f, AutK(F(X, Y))) 

• (24.1.14) Theorem The map 0 of (24.1.13) is a bijection. 

Proof First we show that 0 is injective. Suppose therefore that G(X, Y), 
H(X, Y) are formal group laws over k and that there are isomorphisms ix(X): 
F(X, Y)-> G(X, Y), /J(X): F(X, Y)-> H(X, Y) over K such that the associated 
1-cocycles (defined as in (24.1.11) are cohomologous. That is, there exists an 
element y(X) E AutK(F(X, Y)) such that 

(24.1.15) ix- 1(X) ,, a*ix(X) = i'- 1(X) o p- 1(X) o a*{J(X)' a*()i(X)) 
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Composing both sides of(23.1.15) with /J(X) ;·(X) on the left and a*(ix- 1(X)) 
on the right, we obtain 

/J(X) ';•(X) :x- 1(X) = a*(/l(X) ;·(X) o:- 1(X)) 

so that 

/J(X) · ;•(X) :x- 1(X): G(X, Y)-> F(X. Y)-> F(X. Y) ...... H(X, Y) 

is an isomorphism over k. 
To prove that 8 is surjective consider a cocycle ::: f-> AutK(F(X, Y)). Now 

AutK(F(X, Y)) is a (topological) subgroup of II, so that by Proposition (23.1.7) 
there exists a power series ix(X) E. II such that z(a) =a- 1(X) ,·,a *o:(X) for all 
O" E r. We now define a formal group law G(X, Y) by 

G(X. Y) = o:(F(ix- 1(X), o:- 1(Y))) 

A priori G(X, Y) is a formal group law over K which is isomorphic over K to 
F(X, Y) via ix(X). However because a*(ix(X)) = a(X) .. , z(a), we have 

a*G(X, Y) = a*:x(F(a*(at 1(X), a*(at 1(Y)) 

= :x(X), ::(a)F(z(ar 1 0 ix- 1(X), z(ar I 0 ix- 1(Y)) 

= ix(F(ix- 1(X), ix- 1(Y))) 

= G(X, Y) 

so that in fact G(X, Y) has all its coefficients ink and hence is a formal group 
law over k. Q.E.D. 

24.2 Classification of one dimensional formal group laws over 
finite fields: characteristic polynomials 

• (24.2.J) Some notation and a construction Choose a prime number 
p and a number h E N. Let F h(X, Y) denote the formal group law over Z with 
logarithm fh(X) = X + p- 1fh(XP'), and let Fh(X, Y) denotes its reduction over 
Z/(p) =Fr; we shall also consider Fh(X, Y) over algebraic extensions of Fr 
without changing notation to call attention to this fact. 

Let F q be some fixed finite extension of F P' q = p', and G(X, Y) be a formal 
group law over Fq of height h (same h as above; so that G(X, Y) is an 
F(p'°)/Fq-form of Fh(X, Y)). We write (G(X) for the Frobenius endomorphism 
of G(X, Y) over Fq; i.e., ~G(X) = Xq. 

We shall write End(G(X, Y)) for the ring of endomorphisms of G(X, Y) over 
F(p"' ). Then End(G(X, Y)) is isomorphic to the ring of integers of Dh, and ~G 
generates a commutative subfield Qr(~G) of Dh. Let t\ = t\(G) be the ring of 
integers of the maximal unramified subfield ofQr(~G). We use <l>G to denote the 
irreducible polynomial over t\(G) ®Qr of which ~G is a root. 
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We write e for e(Qp(~G)/Qp), the ramification index of QP(~G) and f for 
J(Qp(~G)/QP), the residue extension degree of QP(~G)· By restriction to A of J: 
EndF.(G(X, Y))--+ Fq we find a natural homomorphism J: A--+ Fq and we let.l.: 
A--+ WP, (Fq) be the unique isomorphism such that the diagram 

A .L Wp,(FpI) 

~/wl 
FpJ 

commutes. (Here w1 is the projection on the first component.) Applying). to 
the coefficients of <l>G, we fi:nd a polynomial '¥ G(x) = xe + b 1 xe- l + · · · +be 
with coefficients in WP, (F pf ). This polynomial will be called the characteristic 
polynomials of G(X, Y). 

• (24.2.2) Remarks We note that the "normalization" that the introduction 
of). accomplishes sees to it that isomorphic formal group laws have the same 
characteristic polynomial. 

(24.2.3) Over QP(b 1, ••• , be) the field QP(~G) (more properly an isomorphic 
field) is generated by a root of \JI G(x ). It follows for degree reasons that 

(24.2.4) 

We also note that since QP(~G) c EndF.(G(X, Y)), we have that A is con
tained in EndF.(G(X, Y)) so that J(A) = Fpf c Fq so that q is a power of p1, i.e., 

(24.2.5) J divides r 

We shall from now on in Section 24 use A, to denote WP"(Fq) and K, to 
denote the quotient field A,@ Q", where q = p'. 

• (24.2.6) Theorem The characteristic polynomial 'I' G(x) of a formal group 
law G(X, Y) over Fq, q = p', of height h has the following properties: 

(i) \JIG(x) = xe + b1 x"- 1 +···+be is an irreducible polynomial over K, 
with coefficients in A,. 

(ii) If~ is a root of 'l'G(x), then K,(~)/K, is totally ramified. 
(iii) J= [Qp(b 1 , ••• ,be): QP] andfelh. 
(iv) v"(be) = h- 1re (where q = p' and v P is the normalized exponential valu

ation on A,). 

Proof (iii) According to the construction of \JI G(x) we know that 
fe = [Q"(~G): QP]' but Q"(~G) is (isomorphic to) a commutative subfield of Dh, 
the division algebra of rank h2 and invariant 11- 1• It follows that [Q"(~G): QP] 
divides h. (Cf. the intermezzo on division algebras (20.2.16).) 

(iv) Let Dh be the field of quotients of Eh= End(Fh(X, Y)) and let vP be 
the unique extension to Dh of the p-adic valuation on QP. We know (cf. 
(20.2.23)-(20.2.25)) that vP is discrete on Dh and that ((X) = X" is a prime 
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element and that v v(((X)) = h- 1 . Now let 1X(X) be an isomorphism over F(px) 
of G{X, Y) with Fh(X, Y). This induces an isomorphism End(G(X, Y))--+ 
End(Fh(X, Y)), /J(X)1-->1X- 1(X) c /J(X), ix{X). Under this isomorphism ~G(X) 
is taken into ix- 1(X) c ~(X) 0 ix(X) =IX- 1(X) 0 ix(X)q = ix- 1(X) 0 (J *ix(X) 0 xq 
where a E Gal(F(p' )/Fq) is the Frobenius automorphism. Now 
ix- 1(X) c a*ix(X) is an automorphism of Fh(X, Y) and vp(Xq) = r. So we have 

rp(1X- 1(X) c ~G(X) o ix(X)) = 1i- 1,. 

Since QP(~G )/ K 1 is totally ramified of degree e it follows that v p(b J = 1i- 1 er 
proving (iv). 

(i) and (ii) We have already remarked (cf. (24.2.3 )) thatf is a divisor of r, i.e., 
K, ::::i QP(b 1, ••• , be)= WP, (F pr ). Let K 1 be the quotient field of WP, (F pf), then 
K1(0fK1 is totally ramified and K,/K1 is unramified. So (i) and (ii) follow. 
(Remark: note that (iii) and (iv) together also imply that J divides r.) 

• (24.2.7) Remarks In the course of the proof of part (iv) ofTheorem (24.2.4) 
we saw that vp(~G) = 11- i,. > 0. It follows that all the coefficients b1, •.. , be have 
valuation > 0 (i.e., are divisible by p). We note also that if q = p, i.e., r = I, than 
also J = 1 and (iii) and (iv) together give e = h so that then v P(b e) = 1. That is, 
in the case of formal group laws G(X, Y) over F P we have that 'I' G(x) is an 
Eisenstein polynomial. 

• (24.2.8) Proposition Let 'l'(x) = x" + b 1 xe- 1 + · · · +be be a polynomial 
over A, and h EN a natural number such that (i)-(iv) of (24.2.6) hold. Then 
there exists a formal group law G(X, Y) over F q of height h such that 
'¥ G(x) = 'l'(x ). 

Proof Let ~ be a root of 'l'(x) in some suitable extension of Q p· Let K 1 be 
the maximal unramified subextension of QP(~)/QP. Then because of (i) and (ii), 
we have that [Qp(O: K 1] = e and hence Qp(b 1, ••• , he)= K 1. Using (iii) this 
gives us that [Qp(O: Q] = efis a divisor of h. Now by the second intermezzo on 
division algebras (23.1.4) we can embed in Dh every field of degree a divisor of h. 
So there exists an element fJ E Dh that satisfies over Q" (as a subfield of Dh) the 
same equation as ~- Write fJ =ix(' where ( E Dh is the endomorphism 
~(X) = XP of End(Fh(X, Y)) and IX is a unit of Dh. We note that we must have 
t = r because v(/J) = v(O = e- 1v(b,). 

Now 

Gal(F(p"')/Fq) = Z = li,1_11 Z/(n) 
n 

with as free topological generator the Frobenius substitution a: at-> aq, 
a E F(p"''). Then at-> :x defines a continuous 1-cocycle, and according to 
Theorem (24.1) there exists a formal group law G(X, Y) of height h over F q 

together with an isomorphism y(X): Fh(X, Y)--+ G(X, Y) over F(p 00 ) such that 
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rx = 1·- 1(X) a* /'(X). The isomorphism ;·(X) gives us an isomorphism 
D1, 4 End(G(X, Y)), and composing this with the embedding Qp(~)---> Dh given 
by ~1-> {3, we thus find an embedding tc QI'(~)-> End(G(X, Y)) under which~ 
goes to ~G because 

/3 = rx(' = 1'- 1(X) ·.a* /'(X) ('(X) = ,- 1(X)' ~G(X) ·•· 1•(X) 

The embedding p identifies the unramified subfield K.r of QP(O with the 
unramified subfield Ac;® QP of QP(~c;) so that 

/l = T ·. p.-1 @zp QI,) 

for some t E Gal(J\G ® QP/QP) where A is as in (24.2.1 ). Now let G(X, Y) be 
obtained from G(X, Y) by applying ,- 1 to the coefficients of G(X, Y). Then 
'¥ 0(x) = 'l'(x). 

• (24.2.9) Proposition Let G(X, Y) and H(X, Y) be two formal group laws 
of height h over Fq and suppose that '¥ c;(x) = '¥ 11(x). Then G(X, Y) and 
H(X, Y) are isomorphic over Fq. 

Proof Choose isomorphisms over F(p.'') 

11(X): Fh(X, Y)---> G(X, Y), b(X): Fh(X, Y)---> H(X, Y) 

According to Theorem (24.1.14) we must show that the automorphisms 

generate cohomologous 1-cocycles Gal(F(p" )/Fq) = Z---> AutF<p, 1(Fh(X, Y)). 
(The corresponding cocycles are defined by a 1-> a, and a 1-> rx0 , where a is the 
Frobenius substitution in Gal(F(p"' /F q)·) In other words we must find a 
/J(X) E Aut(Fh(X, Y)) such that 

(24.2.Io) rx. = p- 1rxAa*f3) 

Let ( E End(fh(X, Y)) c Dh be the element ((X) = XP. Then (24.2.10) holds if 
and only if 

(24.2.11) 

because Dh is a division ring and (a* {3)(' = (' f3 because q = p'. Now by hypoth
esis the subfields Qp(a, (')and Qp(iXo n of Dh are isomorphic (because'¥ G(x) = 
'¥ 11 (x )), so there exists by the Skolem-Noether theorem (cf. the first intermezzo 
on division algebras (20.2.16)) an element i; E Dh such that 

(24.2.12) 

Let ),G and A11 be the isomorphisms J\(G)---> WP, (F pr) = A.rand J\(H)---> A .r· 
The elements r17 (' and a0 (' are roots of polynomials 

(24.2.13) 
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with a; E J\(G) and a; E J\(H) and the polynomials 'l'c;(x) and '¥ 11(x) are then 
respectively 

(24.2.14) '¥ c(.x) = x" + Ac; a 1 x"- 1 + · · · + Ac; a,, 

'¥11 (x) = x" + ;,11a1 x"- 1 + · · · + Aua" 

By (24.2.12) and (24.2.13) we have that 

i = 1, ... , e 

and writing c = ( 111[3 1 where /3 1 is a unit of D 1, (recall that ( is a prime element of 
D,,), we obtain 

(By iu krcbanging /' and b if necessary, one can assume that 111 :::.: 0.) As usuaIJ: 
End(Fh(X, Y))---> F(p.,.) assigns to an endomorphism a(X) the coefficient of X. 
Write a;= (sb;.ii; = ('b;, where b; and h; are units of Dh. Then r J s because 
a; and ii; are unramified over QP. A simple calculation using ("'/3 1 ii; = a;("'/3 1 

then shows that 

J(b;)P"' = J(b;) 

Now 'l'G(x) = '¥11 (x) and Qp(AGa 1 , .. ., Ac;ae) = K.r = Qp(,.-1.11 a1 , ... , A11 ae)· By 
the definition of Ac; and A11 , cf. (24.2. l ), it follows that raising to the power p"' 
is the identity on the residue field of K I• so that f divides m. Set m =Jn. 

Let Kc Dh be a maximal commutative subfield of Dh that contains Qp(a,(') 
and such that K/Qp(a1. (') is totally ramified. Such a subfield exists; it has 
degree h over QP; and since K/Qp(rx, (') is totally ramified and 
f (Qp(a,, (')/Qp) = f, it follows that a prime element of K is of the form (f/32 1 for 
some unit /32 of Dh. The nth power of (I /32 1 is of the form ("'/33 1 for some unit 
{J 3 of Dh (we use repeatedly that ( is a uniformizing element of Dh and that the 
units of Dh arc precisely the elements of valuation 0 in Dh). Now since a,(' and 
("'/33 1 are both elements of K, they commute so that we have (since i; = ( 111[3 i) 

a•('= s-1rxy('s =WI i(-"')(("'/331 )(ix,(')(("'/331 r i(m/31 

= (f33f31t 1(rxy(')(f33f31) 

with /33 /31 a unit of Dh. This proves the existence ofa f3 such that (24.2.l l) holds 
and hence proves the proposition. 

• (24.2.15) We notice that if 'l'(x) is a polynomial over A, such that conditions 
(i)-(iv) of Theorem (24.2.6) hold for a certain h EN, then his determined by 
'l'(x). Thus putting together Theorem (24.2.6), Proposition (24.2.8) and Prop
osition (24.2.9) we obtain the classification theorem: 

• (24.2.16) Theorem One dimensional commutative formal group laws 
G(X, Y) over F q• the finite field of q = p' elements are classified up to isomor-
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phism by polynomials 'P(x) over A, = WPQ (F q) that satisfy: 

~~) 'P(x~ = xe + a1 x"- 1 +···+a" is irreducible over K, = A,® QP. 
(n) If~ 1s a root of 'P(x), then K,(~)/K, is totally ramified. 

(iii) [Qp(a 1, ••• , ae): QP]v(ae) divides r. 

The polynomial associated to G(X, Y) is the characteristic polynomial of the 
Frobenius endomorphism ~G(X) = Xq of G(X, Y) as constructed in (24.2.l) 
and the height of the formal group law over Fq, q = p', corresponding to 
'P(x) = X" +al Xe- I+ .. '+ ae is V(aet 1re. 

In the special case q = p we have that the formal group laws over F P are 
classified by Eisenstein polynomials 'P(x) = x" + b 1 x"- 1 + · · · + b" over Z P 

and the height of the formal group corresponding to 'P(x) is then equal to e. 

24.3 Lifting Frobenius 

• (24.3.l) Let G(X, Y) over F q be a formal group law of height h and let 
~G(x) = xq be the Frobenius endomorphism. The problem of this subsection is, 
Does there exist a characteristic zero discrete valuation ring A and a formal 
group law G(X, Y) over A with an endomorphism ~G(X) over A of G(X, Y) 
such that G(X, Y) reduces to G(X, Y) mod m(A) and such that ~G(X) reduces 
to ~G(X) mod m(A)? That is, we want to lift G(X, Y) together with its Frob
enius endomorphism. 

• (24.3.2) If h = oo, then G(X, Y) ~ G.(X, Y) = X + Y. Now suppose A is a 
discrete valuation ring and G(X, Y). and ~G(X) are lifts of G 0 (X, Y) and ~G,(X), 
respectively. Let g(X) be th~ logarithm _?f G(X, Y). Then ~G(X) = g- 1(ag(X)) 
for some a E m(A). Then ~G(X) c • • · o ~G(X) = g- 1(a'g(X)) = Xq' mod 111(A) 
and hence a'g(X) = Xq' ?=. 0 mod(m(A), degree(q' + 1)) for all t EN. But this 
contradicts (21.8.4) which says that peg(X) = 0 mod pA because ht(G(X, Y)) = 
oc. (Here e is the absolute ramification index of A.) We would need, so to 
speak, infinite ramification to lift G 0 (X, Y) together with its Frobenius 
endomorphism. 

• (24.3.3) Now suppose that ht(G(X, Y)) = h < oo. In that case we claim that 
we can lift G(X, Y) together with its Frobenius endomorphism to characteristic 
zero. Indeed, we have seen in 24.2 that Qp(~G) is a totally ramified extension of 
WP'· (F pJ) where F pI is a subfield of F q· Let A be the ring of integers of Q P(~ G), 
then A= QP(~G) n EndF<p»(G(X, Y)). Also EndF(p"·l(G(X, Y)) is the ring of 
integers of EndF(p" l(G(X, Y)) ® QP ~ Dh. It follows (because all elements of A 
commute with ~G) that A c EndF.(G(X, Y)); cf. Lemma (23.1.2). 

So we can consider G(X, Y) as a formal A-module where A is the ring of 
integers of QP(~G)· By the existence of a universal formal A-module over A[S] 
(cf. Section 21.4) it follows that there exists lifts of G(X, Y) together with ~ dX) 
over every discrete valuation ring B with residue field F q that is also an A-
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algebra. One such ring B is the ring of integers of the composite field 
QP((G)!< = L (because K J = w;,, (F µI)® QP c WP, (Fq) and K J is the 
unram1fied subfield of Qp((G)· More generally, we can take for B the ring of 
integers of any ramified extension of L. We have proved 

• (24.3.4) Theorem Let G(X, Y) be a formal group law of height h <ex' over 
F q and let A be the ring of integers of Qy( (G)K,. Then the residue field of A is F q 

and there exists a formal group law G(X, Y) over A that reduces to G(X, Y) 
mod m(A) and which admits an endomorphism ~(X) such that ~(X) = Xq 
mod m(A). 

• (24.3.5) Conversely, suppose that Bis a characteristic zero discrete valuation 
ring with residue field k_ such th~t there exist over Ba lift G(X, Y) of G(X, Y) 
and an_endomorphism ~(X) of G(X, Y) that reduces to (c;(X) mod m(B). Now 
EndB(G(X, Y)).....,._Endk(G(X, Y)) is injective and J: End(G(X, Y))_,. B 
identifies End 8 (G(X, Y)) with the subring of those b E B for which 
[~)c;(X) = g- 1(bg(X))_happens to be integral (where g(X) is the logarithm of 
G(X, Y)). Let a= J(((X)). Then the reduction homomorphism induces an 
embedding QP(a)-> Qp(( G) under which af-> (G. i.e., an isomorphism. It follows 
that there exists an embedding Qp((G) -> B ® QP under which ( G goes to a E B, 
and we see that A, the ring of integers ofQP((r;) is embeddable in B because Bis 
integrally closed. Moreover, QP((G)-> B ® Q induces the inclusion F 1 -> F . p fJ q 
where F pJ 1s the residue field of Qp( (G ), given by J: A _,. F q· So we have: 

• (24.3.6) Theorem Let G(X, Y) be a formal group law of height h < oc over 
Fq; let A be the ring of integers of Qµ(~r;) where (dX) is the Frobenius endo
morphism of G(X, Y). Let B be a discrete valuation ring with residue field F . 
~hen there exists a lift G(X, Y) together with an endomorphism ~(X) oqf 
G(X, Y) over B which reduces to ~G mod m(B) if and only if there is an 
embedding A -> B that reduces to the embedding F pf _,. F q given by J: A _,. F q· 

24.4 Classification of formal qroup laws over 
finite fields: conjugacy classes of elements in Dh 

• (24.4.1) Consider again Fh(X, Y) over Fq, and identify EndFt ')(Fh(X, Y)) 
with the ring of integers Eh of Dh. For each element rx. E Eh le( cl(rx.) be the 
conjugacy class of rx. (under the automorphisms /3f-> 1,- i fly, y E U(Eh) of Eh). 
Let ( be a prime element of Eh, i.e., we can, e.g., take the endomorphism 
X f-> X P for (; cf. (20.2.25). Let v be the unique extension of the valuation v = v 

. p 
on ZP c Eh and let T,. be the set of conjugacy classes of elements of Eh of 
valuation 1i- 1 r. Now let G(X, Y) be any other formal group law of height h 
over Fq. Choose any isomorphism "/(X): Fh(X, Y) _,. G(X, Y) and assign to G 
the conjugacy class of the element 1•- 1(X) ((X) o 1•(X) of Eh. This defines a 
map 
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where Iso(Fq, h) is the set of isomorphism classes of formal group laws of 
height hover Fq. 

• (24.4.2) Theorem The map 1/; is a bijection. 

Proof Because r = Gal(F(p 00 )/Fq) is topologically free on one generator 
a: a1->aq, a E F(p"'), we have that the 1-cocycles of r with values in 
AutFcpocJFh(X, Y)) = U(Eh) =units of E1, can be identified with elements of Eh. 
Let Z 1(r, U(Eh)) be the set of 1-cocycles, then in view of the remark just made 

(24.4.3) <fJ: Z 1 (r, V(Eh))-> {o: E Eh I v(o:) = 11- 1 r}, z 1-> z(a )(' 

is a bijection. Let z 1' z 2 be two 1-cocycles and suppose that they are cohomol
ogous. Then there is an element f3 E U ( E) such that z 2 (a) = /3- 1: 1 (a)( a* /3). Now 
('/3 = (a* {3)(', so that : 2(a )(' = p- 1z 1 (a )(a* fJK' = p- 1z 1 (a)(' /3 and we see that 
<fJ takes cohomologous 1-cocycles into conjugate elements and conversely. So <P 

induces an isomorphism 

(24.4.4) H 1(r, U(Eh))-> I;. 

The map l/;: Iso(F4 , h)-> I;. can be seen as the composite (Isomorphism class of 
G(X, Y))t-> (element of H 1(r, U(Eh))t--> (element of I;.) defined by 

at-> y- 1(X) o a* y(X))t-> y- 1 (X) o a* ;1(X) o ('(X) 

= l'- 1(X) o ('(X) o l'(X) = 1i- 1(X) 0 ~G(X) 0 y(X)) 

so that lft decomposes as Iso(Fq, h)-> H 1(r, U(Eh))-> I;. where the first arrow 
is the bijection of Theorem (24.1.14) and the second arrow is the bijection 
(24.4.4). This proves the theorem. 

• (24.4.5) Remark The classification theorem (24.4.2) is essentially the same 
as the classification theorem (24.2.16) by means of the polynomials 'I' dx). 
Indeed, the proof of Proposition (24.2.9) consists a proof that the two elements 
o:;o (' and 0:0 (' are conjugate if (and only if) the polynomials 'I' G(x) and 'I' H(x) 
are equal. 

• (24.4.6) Lemma With notations as in (24.4.1) let o:y be the element 
y- 1 (X) 0 ~G(X) o y(X) of Eh. Then /Jt->J'- 1/Jy is an isomorphism of 
EndF.(G(X, Y)) with the subring of Eh of elements commuting with 0:1 .. 

Proof EndF,(G(X, Y)) = {b E EndF<rl(G(X, Y)) I b~G = ~G b} by Lemma 
(23.1.2). 

• (24.4.7) Corollary EndF.(G(X, Y)) is the ring of integers of 
EndF.(G(X, Y)) ® QP. 

Proof b E EndF,(G(X, Y))=b E End(G(X, Y)) and b~G = (Gb. 

• (24.4.8) Corollary There exists a formal group law G(X, Y) over F q' q = p' 
of height h such that EndF,(G(X, Y)) = End(G(X, Y)) if and only if h divides r. 
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Proof If EndF,(G(X, Y)) = End(G(X, Y)), then 1'- 1(G 1' = o:;. must be in 
the center of Eh which is Z,,, hence v((G) = v(o:J EN; and since!'(()= 11- 1, we 
must have 11 I r. Conversely, if h I r, then Z P contains elements of valuation 11- 1 r 
which by Theorem (24.4.2) (and the constructions of (24.4.1 )) give us formal 
group laws G(X, Y) over F q with o:;. E z,, c E1,. (Alternatively, we note that 
Fh(X, Y) over Fq works if 11 I r because we have seen that all endomorphism of 
f,,(X, Y) are defined over F,,,, in (20.2.5).) 

(24.4.9) Corollary If q = p, i.e., r = 1, then EndF1,(G(X, Y)) is commutative 
and its field of quotients is totally ramified of degree h over Qr. 

Proof The element o:,. = ;,- i~G ;• has valuation 1i- 1 in this case (because 
1'(() = 1i- 1 ). It follows that QP((G) has ramification index at least Ii.over QI'. But 
Q,,((G) is embeddable in Dh and is commutative. Thus [Q,,(~G): QP] s; h. Hence 
[QP(~G): Qr]= h, and QP(~G)/Qr is totally ramified. The commutant ofQ 1,(~c;) 
in D,, is Qp{(G) itself (being a division algebra of rank l over Qr(~G) by the first 
intermezzo on division algebras (20.2.16)). This also proves the first statement 
of (24.4.9) because of (24.4.6). 

24.5 Classification of formal A-modules over 
finite fields 

• (24.5. l) In this section A is a complete discrete valuation ring of characteristic 
zero with finite residue field k of q elements and uniformizing element n. Let K 
be the quotient field of A. We fix a maximal unramified extension K",of Kand 
let A", c Knr be its ring of integers. 

Let k' be any finite extension of k and let A' be the ring of integers of the 
unique unramified extension K' c K"' with residue field k'. It is now possible to 
give a classification theory for formal A-modules over k' in terms of character
istic polynomials with coefficients in A' which is completely analogous to the 
theory given in 24.2 for formal group laws (i.e., formal Zr-modules). Below we 
quickly give the constructions and results. Details of the proofs will be left to 
the reader. 

• (24.5.2) Some notation and construction of the characteristic 
polynomial The role of F,,(X, Y) in 24.2 is now played by the formal A
module F;:(x, Y) of A-height 11 which has logarithm 

f ;,4(X) = x + n- I xqh + n- 2 xq2h + ... 

Let t:(x, Y) over k be the reduction mod n of F~(X, Y). This formal A
module over k has as endomorphism ring the ring of integers of the central 
division algebra of rank h2 and invariant 11- 1 over K. This division algebra will 
be denoted v: and its ring of integers is E:. A prime element of E~ is the 
element ~A(X) = Xq, this element plays the role of ((X) = XP in 24.2; cf. Prop
osition (21.3.17). 
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Let k' be some fixed extension of k with q' = q' elements and G(X, Y) be a 
formal A-module over k' of A-height h. Let k,c be the algebraic closure of k, 
then, according to Theorem (21.8.18), we know that G(X, Y) and t;(x, Y) are 
isomorphic as formal A-modules over k,c· We shall write A-End(G(X. Y)) for 
the ring of formal A-module endomorphisms of G(X, Y) over k,c· Let 
~J(X) = Xq' be the Frobenius formal A-module endomorphism of G(X, Y). 
(Note that this is indeed a formal A-module endomorphism!) Now A
End(G(X, Y)) is isomorphic to Eii1 and ~t(X) generates a commutative subfield 
K(~J) of A-End(G(X, Y)) @ .. 1 K. Let t\1(G) be the ring of integers of the max
imal unramified subextension of Kin K(~J)/K and let <DJ(x) be the irreducible 
polynomial with coefficients in t\4 (G)@ K of which ~·t is a root. Then <Dt has 
its coefficients in AA(G) of course. We note that A-Endk,(G(X, Y)) consists 
precisely of the elements of A-End(G(X, Y)) which commute with ~t. Thus 
A1 (G) c A-End •. (G(X, Y)). Let e = e(K(~t)/K)andf=f(K(~t)/K). By restric
tion to t\1(G) of J: A-End.,(G(X, Y))-+ k' we obtain a homomorphism J: 
AA( G)--+ k'. Let A 1 be the ring of integers of the unique unramified extension of 
degree f., K 1 c K 11,. Then there is a unique isomorphism A. such that the 
diagram 

commutes, where the right arrow is a restriction of the canonical projection 
A 11,--+ k,c· Applying A. to the coefficients of <Dt we find a polynomial 'Jl·;;(x) = 
x" + h 1 x"- 1 + · · · + h" with coefficients in A 1 , which will be called the charac
teristic A-polynomial of the formal A-module G(X. Y). 

The formal A-module version of Theorem (24.2.16) is now 

• (24.5.3) Theorem One dimensional formal A-modules over finite exten
sions k' of k, the residue field of A, are classified (up to A-isomorphism) by 
polynomials '-V 1(x) over A' satisfying: 

(i) 'PA(x) = x" + a 1x"- 1 + · · · +a" is irreducible over K' = A'@ K. 
(ii) If~ is a root of '111(.x), then K'(~)/K' is totally ramified. 

(iii) [K(a 1, ... , a"): K]vK(a.,) divides [k': k]. 

The polynomial associated to the formal A-module G(X, Y) over k' is the 
characteristic A-polynomial 'Pt(x) of the Frobenius endomorphism ~t of 
G(X, Y) as constructed in (24.5.2), and the A-height of the formal A-module 
corresponding to a given 'Jl· 1(x) such that (i)-(iii) hold is equal to rK(a.,r 1 x 
[k': k]e. In the special case that k' = k we have that the formal A-modules 
over A of A-height h are classified by Eisenstein polynomials 'PA(x) = xh + 
b1 xh- i + .. · + h" over A of degree h. 

25 ARTIN-HASSE EXPONENTIALS 

25 Rings of Curves and Artin-Hasse-like 
Exponential Mappings 

25.1 The Witt-vector-like group functor WF attached 
to a one dimensional formal group law F(X, Y) 
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• (25.1.1) Let A be a characteristic zero ring and let F(X, Y) be a one dimen
sional formal group law over A. Letf(X) = X + a 2 X 2 + a 3 X 3 + ... be the 
logarithm of F(X, Y), ai E A@ Q. We define polynomials IV~(Z I• ..• , z nl in the 
indeterminates Z 1• Z 2 , ... by the formula 

(25.1.2) 1'i1;,(Z1, Zz, ... , Zll) =I an/dz;;td 
din 

Let I:r;(X 1· Yi), I:';(X 1· X 2; Yi. Y2), .. ., I:~(X 1, ... , X 11 ; Y1, ... , Y11) be the 
polynomials defined by the equations 

(25.1.3) w;,(I:~·, I:i, ... , I:;,)= 111;.(x) + 111;,(Y) 

A priori the I:;, have their coefficients in A@ Q. But in fact 

(25.1.4) Lemma The I:r (X 1o ... , X i; Y1, .. ., Y;) are polynomials with their 
coefficients in A. 

• (25.1.5) To prove this directly is a not completely trivial matter. Instead, we 
look at the most general situation possible, i.e., take F(X, Y) to be the universal 
one dimensional formal group law F u(X, Y) over Z[U]. The logarithmfu(X) of 
F u(X, Y) then satisfies functional equations 

00 

(25.1.6) fu(X)- I p- 1 up,f[f'l(XP') E z<Pl[U][X] 
i=l 

for all prime numbers p. Now let w(Z 1, Z 2 , ... ) be the series of polynomials 
w;,(z) of (25.1.2) for the case F(X, Y) = F u(X, Y). We claim that w(Z) satisfies 
the functional equations 

'-

(25.1.7) w(Z) - I p- 1 u p•Q~ w(P'l(ZP') E Zcp)[U][z]N 
i=l 

Here QP is the operator that maps a vector (b 1, b2, .. . ) to (c 1, c 2, c 3, ... ) where 
ci = 0 unless Pli and cpj = bj for all} EN. 

Indeed, let n EN and n = p'm with (m, p) = 1. The nth component of the 
left-hand side of (25.l.7) is then equal to 

(25.1.8) w11(Z)- p- 1 Upw~~b(ZP)- p- 1 UP 2 w~~l(ZP')- ... - p- 1UP,w::;'l(zP') 

=I an/d(U)z:r- p- 1 up I ap l11/d1(UP)Z;jl,d 1 - ... 

din ddp- 111 

-p-IU '\'a (UP')zn!d, 
pr ~ m/dr dr 

d,[m 
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Fix some divisor d of 11, and let pj be the highest power of p dividing 11/d. The 
terms of (25.1.8} that involve zd are then 

(i) if i = 0, an/Jz31d 

(ii) if i > 0, lln/d ztt - /l- 1 LJ p Q p- I njd( LJ P)z;l/d - ... 

- /l- 1 U p.1ap. Jn/A UP'}Z~fd 

and these expressions are integral by (25.1.6). It follows that the N-tuple of 
polynomials w(Z} satisfies an (infinite dimensional) functional equation, and by 
the infinite dimensional version of the functional equation lemma it follows 
that 

(25.l.9} 

L.~(X 1• Yi) 

L.~(X I• x 2; Y1, Y2) 
= w- 1(w(X) + w( Y)) 

is a vector of polynop:iials with coefficients in Z[ U]. This proves the lemma for 
the special case F(X: Y} = Fu(X, Y). Now let F(X, Y) be any one dimensional 
formal group law over a ring A of characteristic zero and let </>: Z[ U]-> A be 
the unique homomorphism such that </>*Fi;(X, Y) = F(X, Y). Then, since</> is 

a ring homomorphism, <P*L.Y(X; Y)= L.f because obviously <P* w"(Z) = w;,(z). 
This proves the lemma. (Cf. E.3.9 for a remark pertaining to this proof.) 

• (25.1.10) We have proved more however. Let F(X, Y) be a one dimensional 
formal group law over any ring A (not necessarily of characteristic zero) and</>: 
Z[U]-> A be the unique ring homomorphism taking F u(X, Y) into F(X, Y). 

Then we can define :r.;,(X 1, ... , X"; Y1, ... , Y,,) as </>*L.~(X; Y). Let B be any 
A-algebra, then the polynomials L.;,(X; Y) define an addition on 
BN = {(b 1, h2 , b3, ... ) J bi E B} which gives us a (new) commutative group st~uc
ture on BN. We shall denote this abelian group by WF (B). Then wf H IS a 
functor AlgA-> Ah; the group homomorphism WF(B)-> WF(C) associated to 
an A-algebra homomorphism </>: B-> C is 

(b 1, b2 , b3 , .•• )r-+ (</>(bi), </>(h 2 ), </>(b3), ... ). 

• (25.1.11) If F(X, Y) is again a one dimensional formal group law over a 
characteristic zero ring, we define w~(Z} = n~(Z). The coefficients of w~(Z) are 
then always in A (because ia; E A for all i ifj(X) =I a;Xi is the logarit.hm of 
F(X, Y)). Now (d/dX)f(X) • (oF/oX)(O, X) = 1, so that I~ 1 ia;X'- 1 is 
always defined also if A is not necessarily of characteristic zero; it follows that 
w;.(z) is defined for all formal group laws F(X, Y). Putting everything together 
we have 

• (25.1.12) Theorem For every one dimensional formal group law F(X'. Y} 
over a ring A, there exists a functor WF: AlgA-> Ah such that the followmg 
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properties hold: 

(i) As a set-valued functor we have 

WF(B) = BN = {(b1, bz, h3, ... ) I b; E B) 

and WF(</i)(b 1, b2 , ... ) = (</i(bi), </>(h 2 ), •.. )for </J: B-> C E AlgA. 
(ii) The }V;,: WF(B)-> B are functorial group homomorphisms for all 

11 EN. 
(iii) If</>: A 1 -> A 2 is a homomorphism of rings and F 1(X, Y) over A1o 

F2 (X, Y) over A2 are formal group laws such that </>*F 1(X, Y) = F2(X, Y), 
then 

WF' = WF' '1/1 

where ifl: AlgA,-.AlgA, is the obvious forgetful functor associated to</>: 
A1-> Az. 

The functors WF are uniquely characterized by (i)--(iii); and for a fixed ring A 
of characteristic zero, the functors WF, with F(X, Y) a given fixed formal group 
law over A, are uniquely characterized by (i) and (ii) alone. 

• (25.1.13) Addendum The polynomials L.f (X; Y) of (25.1.9) also define an 
infinite dimensional formal group law in the sense of Chapter II, Section 9.6. 
Thus we have for every one dimensional formal group law F(X, Y) over a ring 
A an infinite dimensional formal group law defined by the polynomials 
L.f (X; Y). This formal group law will be denoted J .. f'F. 

• (25.1.14) Remark If we take F(X, Y) = G,;;(X, Y) = X + Y - XY, then 
logG,;;(X) =I:= 1 11- 1 X" so that w~,;;(X) = wn(X) where the wn(X) are the 
usual (generalized) Witt polynomials defined in Chapter III, Section 17. Thus if 
F(X, Y) = G,;; (X, Y), we recover the underlying abelian group functor of the 
ring functor of Witt vectors W. 

• (25.1.15) There is a second functor AlgA-> Ah associated to a one dimen
sional formal group law F(X, Y) over a ring A. viz. the functor of curves 
Br-+'6'(F; B}. We show that these functors are isomorphic in a way that is 
compatible with the base changes F(X. Y)-> <P* F(X, Y). 

To this end define the universal isomorphism £11: Wu(-)-. '6'(F u; -) as 
follows: 

this is clearly a bijection. It remains to show that it respects addition, zero 
elements. and inverses. To see this compose with the logarithm fu· We have 

Jj a-_, 00 

fi;(L.Fc'b/) = I fu(b/) = I I a)U)(b;tiY 
i= 1 i= I j= 1 

c.l_ (f_) 

= I I aj( U)bfut1 = I Yi11(b )t1 

I= 1 jll I= 1 
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Because the addition in wu (-) is uniquely characterized by the requirement 
that the w,, 'are group homomorphisms (functorially), it follows that E~ is 
indeed a homomorphism of abelian groups. Now for an arbitrary formal group 
law F(X, Y) over a ring A, let E~(b 1 , b2 , ... ) = '2fb/; then if <P: Z[ U]---> A is 
such that <P* Fu(X, Y) = F(X, Y), we have for every A-algebra B 

<&(<fl*Fu; B) = <6(F; B), wu(B) = WF(B), and £~ = E~ 

so E~ is a homomorphism of abelian groups. 
Note that if F(X, Y) admits a logarithm, we have 

E~(b 1 , b2 , ... ) =r' ( ~ 11,f(b)r') 
l=l 

which is Artin-Hasse like; more precisely this map is the analogue of the 
isomorphism E8 of Chapter III ( 17.2.7). 

25.2 q-typical curves and q-typification 

• (25.2. l) Let A be a discrete valuation ring with residue field of q elements and 
uniformizing element n. Let Ft(X, Y) over A[S] be the universal formal A
module (cf. (21.4.8)). Let C 1, C2 , ••• be another set ofindeterminates and con
sider Ft(X, Y) over A[S; CJ. Let 11(t) = L~ 1 C;ti and consider 

00 

g(t) = Jt(y(t)) = L biS, C)tj 
j=I 

By the functional equation lemma, this power series g(t) over K[S; C] (where K 
is the quotient field of A) satisfies a functional equation 

(25.2.2) 

Now define eq g(t) as 

00 

eqg(t) = L bq,(S, C)tq' = g(t) 
i=O 

Then, we claim g(t) also satisfies a functional equation 

(25.2.3) 

This follows immediately by writing out what (25.2.2) means in terms of the 
coefficients of g(t). (The reason that this works is of course that the functional 
equation (25.2.2) gives "feed forward relations with degrees multiplied by 
powers of q ");note that, e.g., g(t) = 2:f;. 0 bq21(S, C)tq" need not satisfy a func
tional equation like (25.2.3 ). ) 

Now let 
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then again by the functional equation lemma we know that eq l'(t) has its 
coefficients in A[S; CJ. Let 

oc 

(25.2.4) Cq)'(t) = L Q;(S; C)ti 
i::::l 

This defines for us certain universal polynomials Qi(S; C), i = 1, 2, .... 
Now let BE AlgA and let F(X, Y) be any formal A-module over Band let 11(t) 

be any curve in F(X, Y) over B. Let <fl: A[S; C]---> B be the unique A-algebra 
homomorphism such that <fl*F1(X, Y) = F(X, Y) (and <P*P1 =Pt) and such 
that <P*(L;x;, 1 C;t;) = 11(t ). Let </J(S;) = s; and </J(Ci) = ci. We now define 

oc• 

(25.2.5) e~y(t) = L Qi(s; c)ti 
i= 1 

and we shall .call e~ )'(t) the q-typification of y(t ). Note that e~ does depend on F. 

• (25.2.6) Definition A curve l'(t) E <C(F; B) is called q-typical if e~y(t) = 
;•(t). Let <(§'q(F; B) denote the set of q-typical curves in <c(F; B). 

• (25.2.7) Proposition <6'q(F; B) is a (complete Hausdorff) filtered subgroup 
of<(§ (F; B), e~: <6(F, B)--+ <c(F, B) is a homomorphism of abelian groups with 
image <ff q(F, B), and e~ e~ = e~ (i.e., e~ is a projector). 

Before proving this we first give an alternative description of< that works in 
case F(X, Y) has an A-logarithm. 

• (25.2.8) Suppose that F(X, Y) has an A-logarithmf(X) and let <fl: A[S]--+ B 
be the unique homomorphism that takes the formal A-module F1(X, Y) into 
the formal A-module F(X, Y). Then f(X) = <P* fi(X). It follows that if y(t) E 
'C(F; B), then e~ 11(t) can be obtained as follows: formf (Ji(t)); remove all terms 

of the form c;ti off (/i(t )) for which i is not a power of q; let the sum of the 
remaining terms be g(t); then e~ 1•(t) = .r 1 (g(t )). This obviously works because 
this is precisely what one does in the universal case described in (25.2.1 ). 

• (25.2.9) Proof of Proposition (25.2.7) A particular formal A-module 
F(X, Y) which has an A-logarithm is F1(X, Y) over A[S; C; D] where Dis yet 
another set of indeterminates. Let Y(t) = L C/, b(t) = L D/ Then using the 
description of eq given in (25.2.8), we see that 

(25.2. IO) r,q(~(t) + r,' 6(1 )) = r.q ~(t) + F; eq b(t) 

eq( eq(;1( t))) = eq(;.( t)) 

Now let F(X, Y) be any formal A-module over an A-algebra Band let y(t), 
c5(t) E <f5'(F; B).Let </J: A[S; C; D]---> B be the unique homomorphism such that 
</J*(Fi(X, Y)) = F(X, Y) (as formal A-modules), </J*(ji(t)) = 11(t), <fl*b(t) = b(t). 
Thene~;1(t) = e~c~11(t)ande~{li(t) + F b(t) = e~y(t) + F e~b(t)followbyapplying 
</J* to (25.2.10). 
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• (25.2.11) Remarks 

(i) If F(X, Y) over B has an A-logarithm f(X) then )'(t) E <c(F; B) is in 
<c q(F; B) if and only if f (y(t)) involves only qth powers oft. This follows from 
(25.2.8). 

(ii) One can similarly define q-typification and q-typical curves for all q 
that divide q, but as a rule q-typification is not defined for q = q', i ;;;:: 2. 

(iii) Of course one can quite generally define what a q-typical curve is for 
any power q of q whatever: if F(X, Y) admits an A-logarithm, these are the 
curves l'(t) such that f (y(t)) is a sum of q-powers oft (with coefficients); and if 
F(X, Y) does not admit an A-logarithm, these are all curves 11(t) for which there 
exists a covering ijl: B _. B, a lift F(X, Y)of F(X, Y), and a q-typical curve Y(t) in 
<c(F; B) that reduces to y(t) under ijl. 

• (25.2.12) Definition Let £.F: WF(-)-><c(F; -) be the isomorphism of 
(25.1.15), then the projector e: of<c(F; -) yields a projector of WFH which we 
shall also denote e:. The image functor e: WF H will also be denoted w:. ooH· 
Note that with this notation 

w~.~H = wp"·H 
where WP" (-) is the Witt vector functor discussed at length in Chapter III, 
Section 17.4. 

For later purposes, we shall need a universality result on curves in<€ JF; B). 

• (25.2.13) Lemma Let yc(t) E Cq(Fu; A[S; C]) be the q-typical curve 

)'c(t) = i;:u ( i~:ucitq') 
then for every A-algebra B, every formal A-module F(X, Y) over B, and every 
curve )'(t) E <cq(F; B), there exists a unique homomorphism cf>: A[S; C]-> B 
such that cf>* yc(t) = l'(t) and c/>* Fu(X, Y) = F(X, Y). 

Proof First uniqueness; cf> is in any case unique on A[S]. Suppose that 
there are two extensions c/J, ijl, both taking yc(t) into y(t), and suppose c/> i= ijl. 
Let i be the smallest element of N such that c/>( C i) i= ijl( C;). Then we have 
modulo degree(qi + 1) 

00 CD i-1 i-1 

IF c/>(Cn)tq" - II' i/J(Cn)tq" = If c/>(Cn)tq" - IF i/J(Cn)tq" 
n=O n=O n=O n=O 

which contradicts 

+ </J(C;}tq' - i/l(C;)tq' 

= ( cf>( C;) - i/J( C;) )tw 

i::c/>*(yc(t)) = c/>*(1::1'c(t)) = 11(t) = ijl*(£:}1c(t)) = i::(i/1*(11c(t)) 
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because i:= is a group homomorphism and if c5(t) = btj mod(degreej + 1) andj 
is a power of q, then £= ( b( t)) = btj mod(degree j + 1 ). 

To prove existence it suffices to do this in the case that B is A-torsion free 
because <f!q(F; ijl): <cq(F; Bi)_. req(F; 8 2 ) is surjective if i/J: B 1 _. 8 2 is surjec
tive as follows from the commutativity of the diagram 

l" 
<c(F; Bi) ..2..... <Cq(F; Bi) 

]'c(F; "'1' j'ti.(F; 1/1) 

<t(F; B2 ) ~ '6q(F; 8 2 ) 

and the surjectivity of£=, <&'(F, ijl) and£=. So suppose that 11(t) E <fiq(F; B) and 
that B is A-torsion free. Suppose we have already found b0 , b 1, b 2, •.. , b,. E B 
such that 

(25.2.14) e~ t~: bitq') = 11(t) mod(degree q" + 1) 

Let 

(25.2.15) f ( £= it: b;tq') = i~ x;tq', 
00 

!Mr))= I .v;rq' 
i=O 

It then follows from (25.2.14) that xi =Yi for i :S 11 in (25.2.15) which then 
( q-typicality ! ) implies that 

i;~· (t
0 

bitq') = )'(t) mod(degree q"+ 1 ) 

which in turn implies the existence of a bn+ 1 E B such that (25.2.14) holds with 
11 replaced by 11 + 1. 

An immediate corollary is a second, very similar representability result: 

• (25.2.16) Lemma Let F(X, Y) be a formal A-module over an A-algebra B. 
Then for every B-algebra B' and every q-typical curve y(t) E <foq(F; B'), there is a 
unique homomorphism cf>: B[C0 , C1, C2 , ... ]-> B' such that 

c/>*(i;=(IF C;tq')) = y(t) 

(I.e., the B-algebra B[C] represents the functor B'1-><6'q(F; B').) 

Proof There is a one-one correspondence between homomorphisms i/J: 
A[S; CJ-> B' such that i/l*F~(X, Y) = F(X, Y) and homomorphisms <f>: 
B[C]-> B'. This correspondence is given by "c/>(C;) = i/J(C;)". Now apply 
Lemma (25.2.13). 

• (25.2.17) Notation and remark It follows from (25.2.16) and the 
definition (25.2.12) that as a set functor 

w:. 00 (8') = {(bo, b1, b2, ... )jbi E B'} 
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We shall (as a rule) also use F/ to denote the isomorphism W~. 00(-) ---> '{;~ ( F; - ) 
induced by £f: WF(-)---> <,t; (F; -). Thus we have for (b0 , b1, b2 , ..• ) E W~.".(B'): 

(25.2.18) 

and we have a commutative diagram 

WF(-) _K_. CC(F; -) 

le~ - le~ 
F £' Wq, 00 (-)--+ CCq(F; -) 

25.3 "Ramified Witt vectors" (local case) 

• (25.3. l) In this subsection A is a complete discrete valuation ring with quo
tient field K and residue field k of q elements. Let F(X, Y) be a formal A
module over A of A-height l. According to Theorem (24.5.3), Theorem (21.8.9), 
or Proposition (8.3.22) of Chapter I, there is then a unique uniformizing ele
ment n(F) of A such that the characteristic polynomial of F(X, Y) is equal to 
'l';(.x) = x - n(F). The element rr(F) is also the unique element of A such that 
the logarithmf(X) of F(X, Y) satisfiesf(X) - n(Ft 1f(Xq) E A[X]. 

• (25.3.2) We now define the Witt polynomials w~ .• (Z0 , ... , z.) associated to 
F(X, Y) as 

(25.3.3) w~ .• (Z) = n(F)"Z. + n(F)"aqZ~- 1 + · · · + n(F)"aq.Zg" 

where the aq; are the coefficients of xq; inf (X) = L~ I ai xi. Note thatf (X) -
n(Ft 1f(Xq) E A[X] implies that v(aq;) = -i where t' is the normalized 
exponential valuation on K, so the coefficients of w~ .• (Z) are all in A; in fact 
modulo rr(F) we have w~ .• (Z) = n(F)"aq" Z~". 

• (25.3.4) Let B be an A-algebra that is A-torsion free and let n be a uniformiz
ing element of A. Let Rq(B @A K) be the abelian group of all power series in t 

. with coefficients in B @A K of the form L~ 0 x; tq; (with the obvious 
coefficientwise addition). We define a multiplication and an A-module struc
ture on Rq(B @A K) as follows: 

(.I X;tq;) *•(.I y;tq;) = .I nix;y;tq; 
i=O i=O r=O 

a (~0 x;tq;) = ;~o ax;tq; 

One checks trivially that these definitions turn Rq(B @A K) into an A-algebra 
with unit element :L;x;, 0 n-ixq;. We shall denote this A-algebra by 

Rq .• (B@A K). 
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• (25.3.5) The A-algebra functors r6'q(F; -) Let F(X, Y) be as in (25.3.1). 
We are going to define an A-algebra structure on <f/ q(F; B) for all A-algebras B. 
Recall that the logarithm f (X) of F(X, Y) satisfies 

00 

(25.3.6) f(X) = L a;Xi, for all i EN 
i= 1 

v(ai) = -r if q' Ii but q' + 1 { i 

To define the A-algebra structure on '6'q(F; B) for all A-algebras B we first do a 
special case, viz. B = A[C0 , C 1, ... ; D0 , D2' ... ] where the C. and D. are in
determinates. Let a: B@ A K ---> B@ A K be the K-endomo;phism C it-> q, 
D;t-> D?. Note that a(b) = bq mod n(F)B for all b E B. Now let i'(t) and b(t) be 
two elements of<f/q(F; B) and consider 

00 00 

f(y(t)) = L X;tq\ f(b(t)) = L y;tq; 
i=O i=O 

(f(/i(t)),f(b(t)) are of the form indicated because y(t), b(t) E '{;'q(F; B).) Here the 
xi and Yi.are certain_rolynomials (with coefficients in K) in the Ci and Di. By 
the functional equation lemma these coefficients satisfy 

(25.3.7) x 0 , Yo E B; 

for i EN 

Now consider 

00 

e(t) = f(y(t)) *n(F)f(b(t)) = L n(F)ix;y;tq; 
i=O 

We claim that this power series also satisfies a functional equation e{t) -
n(Ft 1E(tq) E B[t]. Indeed, we have rr(F)0x 0 y0 = x0 y0 E B, and writing 
xi = n(Ft 1a(x;-1) + b;(x), Y; = n(Ft 1a(y;_ i) + b;(y), b;(x), b;(y) E B, we 
have 

n(F)ixiyi - n(Ft 1a(n(F)i- 1xi-1 Y;- i) 

= n(F)in(Ft 1a(x;-1)b;(Y) + n(F)in(Ft 1a(Y;- i}b;(x) + n(F)ib;(x)b;(Y) 

= 0 mod B 

beca~se rr(F);x;, .rr(F);Y; E B for all i
1 
E N u {O} by (25.3.7). It follows from the 

funct10nal equat10n lemma thatf- (s(t)) has its coefficients in Band hence is 
an element of et' q(F; B). The formula 

(25.3.8) )>(t) *F b(t) = r 1(f()>(t)) *rr(F)f(b(t)) 
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therefore defines a multiplication on re q(F; B). The element I n(Ft itq' of 
Rq,n(F)(B @A K) also satisfies a functional equation (25.3.7) and hence 

(25.3.9) ep(t) = r 1 (~o n(Ftitq') E req(F; A) 

is in '6'q(F; A) c 'Cq(F; B) and is the unit element ofreq(F; B).Finally, 
O'.) 

af(li(t)) = I ax;tq' 
i=O 

also satisfies a functional equation (25.3.7), sof- 1(ay(t)) is in <cq(F; B), so 

(25.3.10) ay(t) = r 1(af(y(t))) = [a]py(t) 

where [a]F is the endomorphism of re(F; B) induced by the endomorphism 
[a]F = pp(a) of F(X, Y), defines an A-module structure on req(F; B).It is now 
easy to check that (25.3.8H25.3.10) do indeed define an A-algebra structure on 
'6q(F; B). Note that this A-algebra structure is such that y(t)~fMt)) is an 
A-algebra homomorphism '6'q(F; B)-> Rq,n<F>(B @A K). 

To define the A-algebra structure on all A-algebras B, especially A-algebras 
that have A-torsion, we take the universal example of two q-typical curves in 
F(X, Y). Consider the following two elements ofreq(F; A[C; D]): 

yc(t) = e~ (~: C;tq'), YD(t) = e~ (~: D;tq') 

We claim that they satisfy the following universality property: 

(25.3.11) For any A-algebra Band any two elements 11(t), b(t) E <6q(F; B) 
there is a unique homomorphism <f>: A[C; D]-> B such that </>* 11c(t) = y(t), 
</>* Yv(t) = b(t). 

This is of course an immediate and trivial corollary of Lemma (25.2.13). Now 
let y(t), b(t) be any two elements in 'lfq(F; B), B any A-algebra. Let</> be the 
unique homomorphism A[C; D]-> B such that</>* yc(t) = y(t), </>* y0 (t) = b(t). 
We now define 

(25.3.12) 

(25.3.13) 

y(t) *F D(t) = </J*(Jic(t) *F )'v(t)) 

ay(t) = </>*(ayG(t)) 

It follows immediately from the uniqueness of</> that for A-algebras B that 
are A-torsion free we always have 

(25.3.14) y(t) *F D(t) = r 1 (f(y(t)) *x(F)f(D(t)) 

ay(t) = r 1(af(y(t))) = [a]p{y(t)) 

which proves that 'fdq(F; B) is an A-algebra if Bis A-torsion free (and also shows 
that this definition agrees with (25.3.8)). The general case follows, because by 
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construction, "1* = <6'q(F; "1) for l/J: 8 1 -+ 8 2 E AlgA, is a multiplication preserv
ing, addition preserving, A-module structure preserving surjective map if .p: 
8 1 -> B2 is surjective. The unit element of req(F; B) is i*ep(t) where 1: A-+ B 
is the A-algebra structure homomorphism of the A-algebra B. Because 
l/I* = req(F; l/I) is (by definition) A-algebra structure preserving, we have 
defined a functor re q(F; -): AlgA-> AlgA for every formal A-module over A of 
A-height 1. 

• (25.3.15) Isomorphisms Let ix(X): F(X, Y)-> G(X, Y) be a strict isomor
phism of formal A-modules over A. Then n(F) = n(G) = n (Proposition 
(8.3.22) of Chapter I or Theorem (24.5.3)) andf(X) = g(ix(X)), so the commuta
tive diagram 

req(F\ ;-)~ 
~. Rq.x(-@A K) 

. )A req(G; -

shows that ix. is an isomorphism of A-algebra functors. 
If ix(X) is an isomorphism but not a strict isomorphism, then also n(F) = 

n(G) = n and we have a commutative diagram 
f 

Cq(F;-) --->Rq.x(-@A K) 

.1~. 111 • 

Cq(G; -) LRq.x(-@A K) 

where u. is multiplication with some unit u + 1 of A; u. is not an A-algebra 
homomorphism and so neither is ix •. 

However, the algebra functors 'If q(F; - ) and 'fl q( G; - ) are still isomorphic (in 
this case also because two formal A-modules of A-height 1 over A are iso
morphic iff they are strictly isomorphic) essentially because there is a distinct 
lack of necessity of defining the A-algebra structure as we did and a concom
itant plethora of isomorphisms. 

Indeed, let G(X, Y) be any other formal A-module over A of A-height 1 with 
corresponding prime element n(G). Then if B is A-torsion free consider the 
following diagram 

req(F; B) _l__. Rq.n!F)(B@A K) 

l:i 
req(G; B) ___fL,. Rq,niG)(B@A K) 

where .9 takes I x;tq' into I n(Gt;n(FYx;tq'. One quickly checks (via the 
universal example and using functional equation arguments) that 9 takes 
f(req(F; B)) bijectively onto g(<&q(G; B)) and that 9 is an A-algebra homo
morphism. It follows that 9 induces a functor isomorphism of the functors 
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'£q(F; -), <&q(G; -): Alg.4----> Alg.4' (Of course this isomorphism need not be of 
the form :x. for any homomorphism :x(X): F(X, Y)---> G(X, Y).) Even more is 
true. Let c = (c 0 , c 1, ci. ... )be any series of elements of K such that c0 E U(A) 
and ci = rt(Ft 1ci- 1 mod B for i E N. Define a multiplication *c on 
Rq(B®A K)by 

then 

i'(t) *F.c b(t) = r 1(J(y(t) *cf(b(t))) 

defines an A-algebra structure on <(} q(F; B) and the resulting functor is again 
isomorphic to '£q(F; -) as defined in (25.3.5). A somewhat tempting choice for 
the ci might be the sequence (aqo, aq., aq,, .. . ) of coefficients of X, Xq, Xq', ... in 
the logarithm f (X) of F(X, Y). This choice leads to difficulties later when 
dealing with Frobenius operators; but on the other hand appears to have 
certain advantages in the global case; cf. Section 25.11 for some more details. 

• (25.3.16) A special case Choose a uniformizing element rt of A. Then 
there is one particular formal A-module Grr(X, Y) with rt(Grr) =rt that gives 
especially pleasing formulas. It is the formal group law Grr(X, Y) with 
logarithm 

9rr(X) = X + rt- 1 Xq + rt- 2 Xq' + · · · = X + rt- 1grr(Xq) 

In this case the unit element edt) of'£ q(Grr; B) is the curve y0 (t) = t, the curves 
(IG•);x;, 0 b; tq; are automatically in '6'q(Grr; B) (without applying cq) and the Witt 
polynomials associated to Grr(X, Y) are 

(25.3.17) w~.~(Z) = rt"Z. + rt"- I z~- I + ... + rtzr- l + Z'6" = w: .• (Z) 

We shall from now on write w: .• (Z) for these polynomials; the dependence on rt 
being understood. 

• (25.3.18) The A-algebra functor W~·"'(-) associated to the formal 
A-module F(X, Y) We have seen that the functor<{} q(F; -) is representable 
by A[X0 , X 1, X 2 , .•• ] = A[X] the isomorphism of functors being 

(25.3.19) 

Now <6' .(F; - ) has a functorial addition and multiplication and these induce a 
coaddition and comultiplication on A[Z]. 

cf: A[Z]----> A[Z] ®A A[Z], cf;: A[Z]--->A[Z]®A A[Z] 

Let Lf (S; T) (resp. flf(S; T)) be the polynomials in S0 , S 1, .•. ; T0 , Ti. ... such 
that 
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(resp. flf(Z0 ® 1, Z 1 ® I, ... ; I® Z 0 , I® Z 1, ... ) = c~;(zJ). According to 
(25.3.19) these polynomials must satisfy 

(25.3.20) c~ ( tFLf(S; T)tq;) = c~ (.tFS;tq;) + F1:~·(.t1' T;tq') 
1-0 1-0 1:::-0 

f,~ (.tfnf(S; T)tq;) = c~ (.tfSJq;) *F [;~ ( ~i· T;tq;) 
1-0 r-0 1-0 

Now, by the definition . of e~· we have f(c~·(L cJi)) = L~o xq;tq; if 
.f(L ci t') = I xJ' for I xJ' E <6'(F; B), if B is A-torsion free. Hence (25.3.20) 
gives us 

(25.3.21) 

w: .• (L~, L;, . .. , L~) = w~_.(So. SI, ... , s.) + w~_.(To. Ti •... , T,,) 

W: .• (n~, n;, .. ., IT~)= w~ .• (S0 , S 1, .. ., S11 )w~. 11 (T0 , T1, •• ., T,,) 

Of course the polynomials Lf and nf are uniquely determined by these condi
tions, and from the way in which they were obtained we know that the 
coefficients of the Lf and flf are in A; a fact that does not immediately follow 
from (25.3.21 ). 

The polynomials Lf and Of describe the ring structure of '6'q(F; -). What 
about the A-module structure? The ring homomorphism A____. '6 q(F; A) 
satisfies, according to (25.3.14), 

(25.3.22) 

Write 

(25.3.23) r 1 (.~ art(Ftitq;) = c~ (.~ Qf{a)tq;), 
1-0 1-0 

Qf(a) E A 

By applying f to this equality we obtain that 

(25.3.24) w:.i(Q~(a), n;(a), ... ) =a 

which of course determines the elements Qf(a) of A uniquely. 
In case F(X, Y) = Grr(X, Y) we shall write L1, nt, and nt(a) instead orL?·. 

TI?·, n?•(a) where again the dependence on rt is understood. We note that the 
Lf, nf are polynomials with coefficients in A, but that the elements Qf(a) are 
given by polynomials Qf with coefficients in K which happen to be such that 
Qf (a) E A for all a E A. For example, the first three Q~(a) are 

Q~(a) =a, nt(a) =rt- 1(a - aq) 

l1i(a) =rt- 2 (aq - aq') - rt- 1{rt-•(a - aq)• - rt- 1(a - aq)} 
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All this ((25.3.19)-(25.3.24)) amounts to the following alternative description 
of <eq(F; -). 

• (25.3.25) Theorem For every formal A-module of A-height 1 over A, there 
exists a unique functor w:.w: AlgA--+ AlgA with the following properties: 

(i) As set-valued functors w:.x(B) = {(h0 , h1, h2 , ... )bi E B} and W~.x(<f>) 
(b0 , b1, b2 , ... ) = (<f>(b0 ), <f>(b 1 ), <f>(b 2 ), ... ) for <f>: B-. C in AlgA. 

(ii) The polynomials w,;'.i(Z) of (25.3.3) induce functorial A-algebra homo
morphisms w:. 00 (B)-. B, b = (b0 , b1, b2 , .. .}f--+w:.i(b) for all i EN u {O}. 

Addition and multiplication in the W~·"'(B) are given by the universal poly
nomials L.f and rrf and the A-algebra structure is given by the universal 
sequences {Q0 (a), Q 1 (a), ... ) of elements of A. 

The functors w:. 00 (- ), <c q(F; - ) : AlgA --+ AlgA are isomorphic under the func
tor transformation I}: (b0 , b1, b2 , •.• ) --+ e:(L.Fbi tq'), and we have a commutative 
(functorial) diagram 

where s:.i is the A-algebra functor homomorphism s~.;(y(t)) = n(FJi times the 
coefficient of tq' in f ( y( t) ). 

• (25.3.26) Remarks 

(i) We shall write w:. 00 (-) for ~':.:,(-). 
(ii) If F(X, Y) = G,(X, Y), then the unit element of'6q(F; B) is the curve t, 

and it follows that the unit element of w:.,,,(B) is the vector(!, 0, 0, 0, ... ). 
(iii) If o:(X): F(X, Y)--+ G(X, Y) is a strict isomorphism over A of formal 

A-modules of A-height I, then o:(X) induces an isomorphism of functors~.'°: w:. 00 (-)--+ ~00 (-) such that w~.i W:.a:. = w:.i for all i E N u {O}. More gen
erally, if F(X, Y) and G(X, Y) are any two formal A-modules over A of A
height 1, then the isomorphism 9 of (25.3.15) gives us via IJF and IJG (cf. 
Theorem (25.3.25)) an isomorphism W~. 00 (-)--+ W:. 00 (-) which changes w~.i into 
w~i for all i. 

• (25.3.27) Remark (25.3.26)(iii) above tells us that the functors W~. 00 together 
with the functor transformations w:.i do not yet possess sufficient structure to 
distinguish between nonisomorphic formal A-modules of A-height I over A. 
The introduction of Frobenius operators in 25.5 will remedy this. But first we 
want to prove the theorem that justifies to some extent the appellation 
"ramified Witt vectors" for WF (-) or '8 (F · -) q,oo q ' . 

• (25.3.28) A construction Let An be the ring of integers of the unramified 
extension Kn of degree n of Kand let kn be the residue field of Kn. We use a to 
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denote the Frobenius substitution in Gal(Kn/K), i.e., a(x) = xq mod m(An) for 
all x E An. Let F(X, Y) be a formal A-module of A-height I over A. For each 
y E An, consider the power series 

I n(Ft iatv)tq' 
i=O 

This satisfies a functional equation 

n(Ftiatv)- n(Ft 1a(n(Fti+ 1ai- 1(y)) E An 

so that by the functional equation lemma 

EF(y) =r 1 (to n(Friatv)tq') E '6q(F; An) 

It is trivial to check that EF: A,, -. '8 q(F; A,.) is in fact an homomorphism of 
A-algebras (use the characterization (25.3.14)). 

Also if o:(X): F(X, Y)--+ G(X, Y) is a strict isomorphism over A, then we 
have a commutative diagram rt (F; An) 

yq l (25.3.29) An ~. 
~ 
E(j ""'<ti q{ G; An) 

(More generally, if F(X, Y) and G(X, Y) are any two A-height 1 formal A
modules over A, then the isomorphism 9 of (25.3.15) takes EF into EG.) 

• (25.3.30) Theorem Let F(X, Y) be a formal A-module of A-height 1 over 
A. Then the composed map An--+ <(;'q(F; An)--+ <cq(F; kn) is an isomorphism of 
A-algebras. 

In particular, W~.,,(kn) ~A,. generalizing a well-known property of the usual 
Witt vectors Wpa.(-). 

Proof Let n = n(F). The map eF: An-. <6'q(F; A.) is an A-algebra homo
morphism, and multiplication with a E A in '6'q(F; An) is the same thing as 
applying the endomorphism of rt q(F; An) induced by [a]F(X): F(X, Y)--+ 
F(X, Y). It follows that for all a E A and y E An, 

(25.3.31) EF(ay) = [a]F(EF(y)) 

Now because F(X, Y) is of A-height 1, we have that [n]F(t) = tq mod(n, 
degree q + 1 ), so that 

(25.3.32) [ni]F(t) = tq' mod(n, degree qi+ 1) 

Now let y E A,. and write y = n"'u, with u a unit of A,,. Then (25.3.31) and 
(25.3.32) together give us 

(25.3.33) EF(y) = uqmtq"' mod(n, degree qm + 1) 
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which proves that EF(y) ef=. 0 mod n, so the composed homomorphism 
An--> "6' q(F; An)--> "6' q(F; kn) is injective. 

Let rcr(F; B) be the subgroup of all elements of <cq(F; B) of the form 
e~(L:r;,,"' b; tq;), bi E B. These subgroups are functorial and define a complete 
Hausdorff topology on the <c q(F; B). This is easily checked. Now we have just 
proved that 

p£F(n"'An) c r6~"l(F; kn) 

where p is the reduction map rr,q(F; An)-> 16 q(F; kn), and we have shown that 
the induced maps 

n"' An --> r6'~"'l(F; kn)/!(}~"'+ 1l(F; kn) :::::: kn 

are surjective (cf. (25.3.33)). Since A is complete in the topology defined by the 
n"' An and "6' q(F; kn) is Hausdorff, we have that EF is surjective. 

Alternatively, one can prove the surjectivity of EF as follows. First, because 
diagram (25.3.29) is commutative, it suffices to prove the theorem for 
F(X, Y) = Gn(X, Y). Let oo 

y(t) = LG'x;tq; 
i=O 

be any element of !(}q(Gn; kn)· (Because Grr(X, Y) is A-typical, all elements of 
rcq(Gn; k.) are of this form.) Choose elements Yi E An that reduce to X; E kn 
modulo n. Now define elements z; by the equations 

(25.3.34) 

Zo =Yo 

Z1 = a- 1Y1 + n- 1(a- 1(y6)- Yo) 

Zz = a-2Y2 + 7t-1a-1(a-1(y1)-y1) 

+ n- z(a- 2(yg2) _ a-1(yg)) 

Z3 = a-3Yz + 7t-1a-2(a-1(y~) - Y2) + 7t-2a-1(a-2(y12) 

_ a-1M)) + 7t-3(a-3(yg3)- a-2(yg2) 

(Note that the Z; are in An because a-i(yf} - a-i+ 1(yf ') = 0 mod n;.) Then 
·we have for all i E N u {O} 

and 

grr ( EG• t~o Z;ni)) = z0 t + n- 1a(z0 )tq + n- 2a2 (z0 )tq2 + · · · 

+ nz 1 t + a(zi)tq + n- 1a2(z 1 )tq' + · · · 

+ n2z2t + na(z2 )tq + a2(z 2 )tq' + ·· · 

+··· 
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On the other hand 

Yn ( .~G•y;tq;) =Yo t + (n- I y6 + yi)tq + (n-2yg2 + 7t- IY1 + Y2)tq2 + ... 
1-0 

so we have 

grr ( EF tt z;n;)) = g, ( it:"y;tq;) mod(n) 

which by part (iv) of the functional equation lemma implies that 

£F (.I z;n;) = .IG"y;tq; mod(n) 
1=0 1=0 

proving the surjectivity of An--> rcq(G,; An)-> '6'q(Gn; kn)· 

• (25.3.35) Remarks 

(i) We have encountered formulas like (25.3.34) before; cf., e.g., (21.1.10). 
(ii) Identifying '6'q(F; kn) and An, we see that e gives us an algebra homo

morphism '6'q(F; k,,)-> r6'q(F; '6'q(F; kn)); or in terms of the Witt functors W~. 00 
we have A-algebra homomorphisms (Artin-Hasse exponentials) W~. 00(kn)-> 
W~.oc(w:.a:.(kn)) which are clearly reminiscent of the ring homomorphisms 
Wp,(-)-> Wp,(WrH) which we discussed at length in Chapter III, 17.5 and 
17.6. 

(iii) We can therefore recover An from '6' q(F; kn), an object which is at first 
sight completely determined by the reduction of F(X, Y) mod n. This is not 
quite true because the definition of the multiplication on <(;'q(F; kn) uses 
n(F) = n! Still it seems worthwhile to figure out which formal group laws over 
k are reductions of formal A-modules over A of A-height I where A is a 
characteristic zero complete discrete valuation ring with residue field k. First 
suppose that F(X, Y) over k is the reduction of an F(X, Y) over A that is a 
formal A-module of A-height I. Let n = n(F) and let R c A be the ring of 
integers of the maximal unramified subextension of K = A® z Q. Now the 
logarithm /(X) of F(X, Y) satisfies /(X) - n- 1/(Xq) E A[X] and it follows 
that [n)r(X) = Xq mod n. Let 

7te + b1 7tc- I + ... + be- I 7t + be= Q 

be the irreducible equation of n over R ® Q. Since F(X, Y) is a formal A
module, we deduce a relation 

[n]jo + [b 1h[n]';,- 1+···+[b,_1]F[n]t + [b,]r = 0 

Now reduction mod n gives us (because F(X, Y) has finite height!) an embed
ding A® Q--> Endk(F(X, Y)), and using this we see that the characteristic 
polynomial 'f'F(x) of F(X, Y) is 

'f'F(x) = xe + A(bi)xe- I + .. · + A(b,_ 1)x + A(b,) 
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where A: R----> WP,(k) is the canonical identification which reduces to the iden
tity mod p. So the characteristic polynomial of a formal group law F(X, Y) that 
can be lifted to a formal A-module over A of A-height l is necessarily an 
Eisenstein polynomial. 

Conversely suppose that qi F(x) is Eisenstein. Let TC be any root of qi F(x) 
considered as a polynomial over WP,(k). Let G(X, Y) be the formal group law 
over A= WP,(k)[TC] with logarithm g(X) = X + TC- 1g(Xq). Then G(X, Y) is a 
formal A-module over A of A-height land by the argument above if G(X, Y) is 
the reduction of G(X, Y), then qiG(x) = qiF(x). It follows that G(X, Y) and 
F(X, Y) are isomorphic. Taking any lift of the isomorphism, we find a lift 
F(X, Y) over A of F(X, Y) which being isomorphic to G(X, Y) is also a formal 
A-module of A-height 1. 

(iv) A corollary of the above is that every formal group law F(X, Y) over 
F P is the reduction of some Lubin-Tate formal group law; cf. Theorem 
(24.2.16). 

25.4 Higher dimensional universal formal A-modules 

• (25.4.l) Let A be a discrete valuation ring with finite residue field k. (Both 
characteristic zero and characteristic p > 0 for A are allowed.) In the next 
section we shall construct Frobenius operators and Verschiebung operators 
which are peculiar to formal A-modules. These constructions go-as so often 
before-via the universal example. In order to be able to discuss also Frobenius 
and Verschiebung on higher dimensional formal A-modules we take time out 
to discuss higher dimensional universal formal A-modules in this section. Let 
us remark in passing that the case" k is infinite" is of little interest. A mixture of 
the arguments below and the ones used in (21.4.20) shows that in that case also 
every higher dimensional formal A-module is strictly isomorphic to an additive 
one. 

• (25.4.2) Some notation Choose m EN. Let TC be a uniformizing element 
of A and let q be the number of elements of k. For each n E N let V" be a matrix 
of indeterminates V,,(i, j), i, j E {l, 2, ... , m}. For each multi-index 
n = (n 1, ••• , nm) of length m with n; EN u {O} such that In I 2 2 and such that 
n =f- ie(.i) for all i E N,j E { l, ... , m}, lets. be a column vectors.= (S(n, 1 ), ... , 
S(n, m)) of indeterminates; for each n E N\{l}, let Sn be the matrix of indeter
minates S"(i, j), i, j E { l, 2, ... , n}. We write A[V] and A[S] for the rings of 
polynomials over A in the Vs and Ss. Identifying V,, with Sq" gives us a natural 
embedding A[V]----> A[S] and there is also a natural projection A[S]----> A[V], viz. 
Sq,(i, j)1--> V,,(i, j), all other Ss1-->0. Let K be the quotient field of A and let a: 
K[V]----> K[V] and a: K[S]----> K[S] be the K-algebra endomorphism that raises 
each indeterminate to its qth power. Then a(b) = bq mod TC for all b E A[ V] or 
A[S]. 
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• (25.4.3) Construction of some m-dimensional formal A-modules 
Now Ietfi(x) be the 111-tuple of power series in X=(X 1, X 2 •... , X'") 
defined by the equation 

oc 

(25.4.4) f ~(X) = X + I TC- 1 V;(a~ f ~(Xq')) 
i= 1 

and Jet F~(X, Y) and p~(a)(X) for all a E A be respectively equal to 

(25.4.5) F~(X, Y) = u~r 'Ui~(X) + f~(Y)) 
(25.4.6) pt(a)(X) = (f~t 1 (af~(X)) 

Further, let fJ(X) be the 111-tuple of power series 

(25.4.7) fJ(X) = x + I s.x· 
n'/'lnle(i) 

lnl;, 2 

where the sum is over all multi-indices n such that In I 2 2 and such that 
n =f- /e(i) for all I EN and i E {l, ... , 111}, and where X", as usual, is equal to 

~¥'i 1 X'i2 · · · x:~1 • 
Let /t(X) be the m-tuple of power series defined by 

(25.4.8) n(x) = x + I sn.r + ~ TC-lsq,(a~ n(xq') 
n't-q" i= 1 

and we define further 

(25.4.9) Jt(X) = ft(/J(X)), Ft(X, Y) = u:r 1(.ft(X) + Jt(Y)) 

(25.4.10) pt(a)(X) = (ftt 1(af t(X)) for all a E A 

•(25.4.11) Proposition The power series F~(X, Y), p~(a)(X), F~(X, Y), 
pt(a)(X) all have integral coefficients (i.e., in A[V] or A[S] as th~ case m1g~t ~e). 
So that (F~(X, Y), pn is a formal A-module over A[V] and (F~(X, Y), p~) 1s a 
formal A-module over A[S]. Moreover, (F~(X, Y), p~) and (Fs(X, Y), Ps) are 
strictly isomorphic over A[S] :::i A[V]. 

Proof Straightforward applications of the functional equation lemma. 

• (25.4.12) For each r E N\{l }, let r,(X) be the homogeneous part of degree r of 
fJ(X), and recall that B"(X, Y) = X" + Y" - (X + Y)". With these notations we 
have the following congruences: 

(25.4.13) 

F~(X, Y) = X + Y + TC- 1V,,Bn(X, Y) mod(Vi .... , Vn-1• degree q" + 1) 

p~(a)(X) = aX + TC- 1 V,,(a - aq")Xq" mod( Vi, ... , v,,_ ,, degree q" + 1) 
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If n is not a power of q, we have mod(S2 , ... , s._ 1, Sn with lnl < n, degree 
n + 1), 

(25.4.14) Ft(x, Y) = x + y + s.B.(X, Y) + r,.(X) + r.(Y) - r.(X + Y) 

P1(a)(X) = aX +(a - a")l.(X) + (a - a")S.X" 

and if n = <f, r E N, we have .mod(S 2, ••. , Sq,_ 1, Sn with In I < q', degree 
q' + 1) 

(25.4.15) 

F#(X, Y) = X + Y + n- 1sq,Bq,(X, Y) + lq,(X) + lq,(Y) - lq,(X + Y) 

p#(a)(X) = aX +(a - aq')lq,(X) +(a - aq')n- 1Sq,Xq' 

• (25.4.16) Theorem F#(X, Y) over A[S] is a universal m-dimensional 
formal A-module. 

Proof Let A[S]. be the sub-A-algebra of A[S] generated by the S h, j) with 
I< n and the S(n, i) with In I < n. Let B be any A-algebra and let (G(X, Y), PG) 
be a formal A-module over B. Suppose we have shown that there is a homo
morphism <P.: A[S].-> B such that 

(25.4.17) <P.(Ft(X, Y), pt)= (G(X, Y), Pd mod(degree n) 

and that <Pn is uniquely determined on A[S]. by this condition. This holds 
obviously for n = 2 so that the induction starts. 

Now according to the higher dimensional comparison lemma (11.4.12) of 
Chapter II, (25.4.17) implies that there are unique m-tuples of homogeneous 
forms r(a; X), r(X) not involving Xi, X2, ... , X~, and unique m x m matrices 
M, M. such that modulo(degree n + 1) 

(25.4.18) 

(25.4.19) 

(</J.)*Ft(X, Y) = G(X, Y) + l(X) + l(Y) 

- l(X + Y) + M(v(nf 1 B.(X, Y)) 

(<P.)*p#(a)(X) = PG(a)(X) + l(a, X) + M.X" 

Let A[S].+ be the subring generated by A[S]. and the S(n, i) with In I = n (and 
n =f. jnje(i) for all i E {1, ... , m}). Then there clearly is a homomorphism <P.+: 
A[S]-> B such that <Pn+ coincides with <P. on A[S]. and such that 
(<P.+ )* r.(X) = l(X) and moreover <Pn+ is unique on A[S].+. According to 
(25.4.18) and (25.4.15) we then have modulo degree n + 1 

(25.4.20) (</Jn+)* Ft(X, Y) = G(X, Y) + M(v(nf 1 B.(X, Y)) 

(<P.+)*p#(a)(X) = PG(a)(X) + f(a, X) + M.X" 

for certain m-tuples of homogeneous polynomials f(a, X) not involving 
X'l, ... , X~"" 
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As in (21.2.4) one now calculates (<P.+)*pt(a)((<P.+)*F~(X, Y)) in two ways 
modulo degree n + 1. The result is 

(25.4.21) aM(v(nt 1 B,.(X, Y)) + f(a, X + Y) + M.(X + Y)" 

= M(v(nt 1 B.(aX, aY)) + f(a, X) + f(a, Y) + M.X" + M. Y" 

and because f(a, X) does not involve Xi, X2, ... , X~, we must have 
f(a, X) = 0 for all a. Using this and using that v(11f 1 B.(X, Y) is an m-tuple of 
primitive polynomials, and collecting terms we find from (25.4.21) 

(25.4.22) (a - a")M = v(n)M. 

And by considering (<P.+)P~(a + b) and (<P.+)P~(ab) we obtain as in (21.2.4) 
that moreover 

(25.4.23) Ma+b-M0 -Mb=(v(11f 1B.(a,b))M forall a,bEA 

(25.4.24) aMb + b"M. = Mab for all a, b E A 

Now if 11 is not a power of p = characteristic(k), then v(11) is a unit in A and 
there is a homomorphism </J,.+ 1: A[S]-> B that agrees with <P.+ on A[S].+ and 
which is such that <Pn+ 1(S,.)B.(X, Y) = M(v(11t 1 B.(X, Y)). Moreover, <Pn+ 1 is 
uniquely determined on A[S].+ 1 by these requirements. Since v(n) is a unit, 
relation (25.4.22) then sees to it that also (<P.+ 1)*(a - a")S.X" = 
(a - a")Mv(nt 1 = M., so by (25.4.14) and (25.4.20) (recall that f(a, X) = 0 for 
all a) <P.+ 1 satisfies (25.4.17) with 11 replaced by n + l and is uniquely deter
mined on A[S].+ 1 by this condition. 

Now let n = p' but 11 is not a power of q, the number of elements of k. Then 
there is an x E k such that x - x" =I= 0, so there is an a0 E A such that a0 - a0 
is a unit of A. Then there is a homomorphism <Pn+ 1 : A[S]-> B that agrees with 
<P.+ on A[S]11 + and such that (<P.+ i)*(a0 - a~)S. = M.0 ; moreover, <P.+ 1 is 
uniquely determined on A[S].+ 1 by these requirements. Now (25.4.24) implies 

that (ao - a0)Mb = (b - b")M.0 

so that, a0 - a0 being a unit we also have (</J.+ 1 )*(h - b")S. = Mb for all 
h E A and again because a0 - a0 is a unit we have 

(<P.+ i)*(v(11)S.(v(11t 18.(X, Y)) = (a0 - a(it 1 v(11)M.0(v(11f 1B.(X, Y)) 

= M(v(11f 1B11(X, Y)) 

by (25.4.22). So that by (25.4.14) and (25.4.20), using again that f(a, X) = 0 for 
all a, we have that <P.+ 1 satisfies (25.4.17) with 11 replaced by n + 1 and is 
uniquely determined on· A[S].+ 1 by this condition. 

Finally, let 11 be a power of q. In this case there is a homomorphism <Pn+ 1 : 

A[S]-> B that agrees with <P.+ on A[S].+ and such that 

(25.4.25) (</J11 + 1 )*(1 - 7tn- I )S11 X" = MrrX" 
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and <Pn+ 1 is uniquely determined by this condition. Note also that (25.4.25) 
must hold if (25.4.17) is to hold with 11 replaced by 11 + 1 (because of (25.4.15) 
and (25.4.20)). 

Now consider the A-module generated by symbols ,\:[.(i. j), M(i, j), a E A, 
i, j E 1, ... ' 111, subject to the relations (a - a")M = v(11)M "' M a+b - Ma -
1Wb = (v(nf 1 B.(a, h))M, alv!b + h"M. = i(fab. Exactly as in the proof of Prop
osition (21.3.1) one shows that this module is free on the generators M ,(i, j). It 
follows that all the M.(i. j) and M(i, j) can uniquely be written as linear com
binations of the M ,( i, j). These expressions then turn out to be 

M.(i,j) = t.Mn(i,j), M(i,j) = tMn(i,j) 

with 

simply because if one takes an arbitrary matrix M" and one takes M. = t. M, 
and M = tM ,, then all the relations above are satisfied. 

It follows in particular that M. =ta Mn and M = tMn (where the M. and M 
are as in (25.4.20), (25.4.21); cf. (25.4.22)--(25.4.24)). Now we also have 

n- 1(a - a")S. = t.(n- 1(n - n"))S., 

and it follows that 

(</>.+ 1)An- 1(a - a")S.X" = M.X", 

v(11)n- 1s. = t(n- 1(n - n")S. 

so by (24.4.15) and (24.4.20) we have that (25.4.17) holds with 11 replaced by 
11 + 1. This completes the induction step and the proof of Theorem (25.4.16). 

• (25.4.26) We note that (Ft(X, Y), pt) has an A-logarithm (viz.f1(X)) over 
K[S]. As a corollary of Theorem (25.4.16) we therefore obtain that a formal 
A-module over B has a (unique, cf. (21.5.7)) A-logarithm if Bis A-torsion free. 
If moreover n.n" B = {O} then one has the formula 

(25.4.27) 

which is proved as follows. It suffices to prove this formula for the case 
B = A[S] and F(X, Y) = Ft(X, Y). We have 

f(X) = Jt(X) =I a.X",f(X) = X mod( degree 2) 

with a. E n-kA[sr if l is the highest power of q dividing 11 (and 111 is the 
dimension of F(X, Y)). Chooser EN and let k be the largest integer such that 
l divides one of the numbers 1, 2, ... , r. Then we have that n~f(X) = 0 mod 
(degree r + 1, n•-k) and hence 

f (n'i(X)) = n'i(X) mod( degree r + 1, n 2•- 3k) 
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So, for 211 > 3k we have by Part (iv) of the functional equation lemma 

n"f(X) =r 1(n''.f(X)) = [n"]f·(X) mod(n2"- 3 k, degree r + 1) 

and hencef(X) = n·"[n"]i(X) mod(degree r + 1, n"- 3k) proving (25.4.27). 
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• (25.4.28) Let us call a higher dimensional formal A-module over BA-typical if 
it is of the form <P *(Fi-(x. Y)_ p;1) for some A-algebra homomorphism <P: 
A[V]--> B. If Bis A-torsion free, then (G(X, Y), PcJ is A-typical if and only if 
A-logc;(X) is of the form 

1 

A-logu(X) = I a;Xq' 
j.:o:::Q 

for some m x m matrices a; with coefficients in B ® .. 1 K. 
One proves as usual that (F~(X, Y), p;1) is a universal A-typical formal 

A-module. 

• (25.4.29) Corollary (of Proposition (25.4.11)) Every formal A-module 
over an A-algebra B is strictly isomorphic over B to an A-typical formal 
A-module. 

25.5 Frobenius and Verschiebung for formal A-modules 

• (25.5.1) In this subsection A is a discrete valuation ring with finite residue 
field k of q elements, and quotient field K; F(X, Y) is always a not necessarily 
one dimensional formal A-module over an A-algebra B; n is a uniformizing 
element of A, which for the remainder of this subsection 25.5 is kept fixed, and v 
denotes the normalized exponential valuation on K, i.e., v(n) = 1. We note in 
passing that the restriction "k is finite" is not a serious one. If k is infinite, then 
a mixture of the arguments in (21.4.20) and Section 25.4 shows that also every 
higher dimensional formal A-module over B is strictly isomorphic to a higher 
dimensional additive formal A-module over B. 

• (25.5.2) We can of course consider F(X. Y) as just a formal group law over B. 
This means that we have on <6(F; B) operators V "' r. for n E N and operators 
<h> for h E B. Then if F(X, Y) is a formal A-module, we have in addition that 
'f,'(F; B) is a module over A, that is, we have operators [a]F: '6(F; B)--> <t(F; B) 
for all a EA, induced by the endomorphisms [a]F(X) = ph)(X) of F(X, Y); 
and these operators [a ]F commute with the V 11 , f11 , and <h) operators. In case A 
is a discrete valuation ring this is still"not all; there exists in addition a Frob
enius type operator fn that has t~e property f, V q = [ n]F· There is in fact such an 
operator f,; for every uniformizing element Ji: of A. Their relations are f,; = [11]r f, 
if un = n. 

1111 (25.5.3) Definition of fn To define fn we proceed-as so often before-via 
the universal example. Let F(X, Y) = F1(X, Y) be the 111-dimensional universal 
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formal A-module over A[S] constructed above in 25.4. Let C 11(i), 11 E N; 
i E { 1, ... , m} be a second set of indeterminates and let 

(25.5.4) 

be the universal curve in <C(Fi; A[S; C]), where C11 is short for the column 
vector (C11(l), ... , C11(111)). Letfi(X) be the A-logarithm of Fi(X, Y) and con
sider the 111-tuple of power series 

00 

(25.5.5) Ji(11c(t)) = I x" 1" 
n= 1 

where the x,, are column vectors of length 111 of polynomials in the Ss and Cs 
with coefficients in K. Let a: K[S; C]---> K[S; C] be the K-endomorphism that 
takes all the Ss and Cs into their qth powers. Then the functional equation 
lemma says that the x" of (25.5.5) satisfy the conditions 

(25.5.6) if q f 11, then Xn E A[S; C]"' 

(25.5.7) if q' In, but q'+ 1 { n, then 

x,, - n- 1sqa(xq- •n) - n- 1sq,a2(xq-2 11 ) - .. • - n- 1sq,a'(xq-,11 ) E A[S; C]"' 

Now define for all 11 E N, 

(25.5.8) 

Then we have: (i) if q { 11, y,, = nx 11q = n(x 11q - n- 1sqa(x11)) + Sqa(xn) E 

A[S; C]"' by (25.5.6) and (25.5.7) and (ii) if q' In but q'+ 1 { 11, then 

Yn - n- I sq a(yq- •n) - ... - n- I Sq,a'(Yq-•n) 

= n(x11q - n- 1sqa(x11 ) - • •• -n- 1Sq.+1<J'+ 1(Xq-,11)) + Sq,+1<J'+ 1(xq-•n) 

which is in A[S; C] by (25.5.6) and (25.5.7). 
The functional equation lemma now says that u~r 1(I;:o= I Ynt") has its 

coefficients in A[S; er, i.e., is a curve in Fi(X, Y) over A[S; C]. We define 

(25.5.9) f.{yc{t)) = utr I ( I Ynt") = utr 1 (I 1tXnt"1q) 
n=I ~n 

Now let F(X, Y) be any formal A-module over any A-algebra Band let y(t) 
be any element of~(F; B).Then there is a unique A-algebra homomorphism a: 
A[S; C]---> B such that 

(25.5.10) </J*Fi(X, Y) = F(X, Y), <P*Pi = PF• </J*(/1c(t)) = {'(t) 

We now define 

(25.5.11) 
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Of course frr depends on F(X, Y) and one should more properly write f~ or 
something similar. So that (25.5.11) should be read as 

(25.5.12) f~}'(t) = </J*(~\(i'c(t)) 

The uniqueness of the </J: A[S; C]---> B such that (25.5.10) holds gives us 
immediately: 

• (25.5.13) Lemma Let F(X, Y) be a formal A-module over B, </J: B---> fJ an 
A-algebra homomorphism and G(X, Y) = </J* F(X, Y). Then for all 
;•(t) E '6(F; B) 

• (25.5.14) Characterization of frr in terms of A-logarithms Suppose 
that F(X, Y) has an A-logarithm f (X) (this happens, e.g., when Bis A-torsion 
free), then the definition of r. (cf. (25.5.12)) implies that for all }'(t) E <C(F; B) 

~ 00 

(25.5.15) J()>(t)) = L x,,t" => f(frr 11(t)) = L nx,,qt" 
n = 1 n=l 

(25.5.16) Proposition Let F(X, Y) be a formal A-module over B. Then: 

(i) frr: <6(F; B)--->'6'(F; B) is a homomorphism of A-modules so that in 
particular frr commutes with the [a]F operators, a E A. 

(ii) frrVq=[n]F· 
(iii) f,(b) = (bq)frr. 
(iv) f, = [u]F f,; if 7t =!Iii:. 
(v) r.rll = r .. rrr for all 11 E N. 

(vi) r. v, = v,r. if (p, r) = !. 

Proof To prove all these facts it suffices to prove them in the case of 
A-algebras B that are A-torsion free (by the usual lifting trick) and if B is 
A-torsion free and.f(X) is the A-logarithm of F(X, Y), then it suffices to check 
that the translations of (i)-(vi) hold inf(<6'(F; B)). As an example we prove (ii). 
Let f(y(t)) = L x11 t11, then .f([n]Fy(t)) = L nx 11 t11 and .f(Vq)>(t)) =I x 11 tq11 , 

which by (25.5.15) gives .f(frr vq 11(t)) =I nxn t". All the other statements are 
proved similarly. (For (v), recall thatf(f11 r{t)) =I 11x 11Ji if.f(y(t)) =Ix/) 

• (25.5.17) q-typical curves and q-typification for the higher dimen
sional case Let yc(t) and Fi(X, Y) be the universal curve and the higher 
dimensional universal formal A-module. Write 

•J) 

.rtc·;dt)) = I x 11 t" 
n= l 

Then the x11 satisfy the functional equation relations (25.5.6), (25.5.7), and it 
follows that 

(25.5.18) c;~~(i>c(t)) = U.~r 1 (.t Xqitq') E rc(Fi; A[S; C]) 
1-0 
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If F(X, Y) is any formal A-module over any A-algebra Band ;•(1) E r6 (F; B), 
there is a unique homomorphism </J: A[S; CJ such that (25.5.10) holds and we 
define 

(25.5.19) e~(Ji(1)) = </J*(c~·;(i'c(1))) 

An element ;1(1) of C(F; B) is called q-typical if i;~ /'(1) = r(t). We have i:~i< = c:~, 
and <:~ is an A-module endomorphism of '6'(F; B). Its image is denoted 
r6q(F; B), all exactly as in the one dimensional case (cf. 25.2). Also if F(X. Y) 
has an A-logarithm, then y(t) is q-typical if and only iff(;i(t)) involves only q 
powers oft and if 11(1) is not necessarily q-typical, thenf (i;~ 11(1 )) is obtained from 
f (}•(t)) by simply removing all terms involving non-q-powers oft. 

• (25.5.20) Proposition f~i;~ = i;~f~ and f~'6q(F; B) c rt;q(F; B). 

Proof Again it suffices to prove this in the case that Bis A-torsion free. Let 
11(t) E rc(F; B) andf(y(t)) = L x,,t", then 

OC• x 

f(0:·11(r)) = L xq,tq' and f(f~t:~11(t)) = L nxq1.1 tq' 
i=O i=O 

and on the other hand 
y ' 

f(f~11 (1)) = L nxq1,t" and f(0~f~)'(t)) = L nxqq1tq' 
t1= 1 i=O 

which proves the first statement. The second statement of the proposition 
follows from the first one. Q.E.D. 

In the case that A is of characteristic zero, f, is not unrelated to f,,. We have 

• (25.5.21) Proposition Let A be a characteristic zero discrete valuation 
ring and let p = n"u, where 11 is a unit of A. Then we have for all formal 
A-modules. 

f P = [u]F f~ v~·- 1 

where r is the degree of the residue extension [k: FP]' i.e., q = p'. 

Proof Again it suffices to prove this in the case that Bis A-torsion free. Let 
11(1) E 0'(F; B) andf(li(1)) = L x,,t". Then we have 

00 

f(fp]1(t)) = L pxP11 t" 

and on the other hand 
n=l 

y 

f(V~'- 1·r(r)) = L x,,1 111"'- 1 

n=l 

CD 

f(f~v;;r- 1y(t)) = L nexP11 l 11 

n=1 

oc oc, 

f([u]Ff~V"- 1 11(t)) = L im"xP 11 t" = L pxP11 t" 
n::: 1 n=l 
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• (25.5.22) Note that the order of the factors in the formula (25.5.21) matters. 
The operator [u]F commutes with r. and v p• but r. and v p definitely do not 
commute with one another; and, e.g., fP i= [11h-V~'- 1 f~ as a rule. (Applying f~ 
.. kills off" all coefficients x,, with 11 not divisible by q''. while f P kills off only the 
x,, with 11 prime to p.) 

25.6 The Frobenius operator f, onr6q(F; -)and W~'.x(-) 

• (25.6.1) In this section A is a discrete valuation ring with fixed uniformizing 
element n and residue field k of q elements and F(X. Y) will always be a one 
dimensional formal A-module over A of A-height 1 such that n(F) = n. 

•(25.6.2) Proposition Let A, n. F(X. Y) be as above. Then f,: rcq(F;-)--> 
'6 q( F; - ) is a functorial A-algebra endomorphism of rt; q( F; - ). 

Proof As usual it suffices to prove this for f ,: rt,' q( F; B)--> <c q(F; B) with B 
A-torsion free (in fact it suffices to take B = A[C 1, C 2, .•. ]). If Bis A-torsion 
free and 11(t), c5(t) E '6'q(F; B) and 

f()i(t)) = L x;tq', f(c5(t)) = L y;tq' 

then we have 

00 

f(li(t) *F c5(t)) = L n;x;y;tq' 
i=O 

"'-' 

f(f,(1·(1) *~· c5(t))) = L n(n;+ 1X;+ 1Y;+ i)tq' 
i=O 

X• 00 

f(f. 11(t)) = L 1tX;+ I tq'. f(f.c5(t)) = L 1tY;+ I lq' 
i=O i=O 

en 

f(f, y(t) *F f,c5(t)) = L n;(nx;+ i)(nY;+ i)tq' 
i=O 

which proves that r. is multiplicative. Now let a E A. Then we have 

f([a]Ff. l'(t)) = L a(nx;+ i)tq' 
i=O 

00 

f([a]Fy(t)) = L ax;lq' 
i=O 

"'' 
f(f,[a)F'y(1)) = L n(ax;+ i)tq' 

i=O 

proving that r. preserves the A-module structure. Finally,f(eF(t)) = L n-itq' 
and hence f(f, eF(t)) = f(eF(t)), which shows that f, preserves the unit element 
of r6q(F; B).This concludes the proof. 
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• (25.6.3) Remark If ii: =I- TC, then r,: rr, q(F; B)--> rr, q(F; B) is not an A-algebra 
homomo~phism; it does not preserve the unit element and is also not multi
plication preserving. 

• (25.6.4) Interpretation of f,, Vq: w:.,, (-)--> w:.cx (-) Via the isomor
phism of A-algebra functors W~.a,(-)--> rr,' q(F; - ), we find a functorial A-algebra 
endomorphism f,. Now recall that .w~.;(b 0 , b" b 2, ••• ) = re; times the coefficient 
of tq' in f ( (l:F)i~ 0 b; tq') which, given the definition off"' means that functorially 

(25.6.5) for all i E N u {O} 

This of course also determines f, uniquely (and shows that f, is an A-algebra 
homomorphism). 

While we are at it, we might just as well describe V q: W~.oc(-)--> W~. x (-)also. 
Recall that Yq11(t) = l'(tq) and the isomorphism£: W~·"(B)-->r6q(F; B) takes 
(b0 , b1, b2 , .•. )into e: (l:f)f';c 0 bJq' (cf. (25.2.17)) so that 

-( ) f '\'f i+ I -VqE b0 , b1, b2 , •.. = eq L. b;tq = E(O, b0 , b1, b2 , .•• ) 

so that on w:."'H 
(25.6.6) 

In terms of the w:.i we therefore find (cf. (25.3.3 )) 

(25.6.7) 
if i = 0 
if i ;:::: 1 

• (25.6.8) Proposition For all ]'(t) E <tq(F; B) we have 

f, y(t) = 11(t)q mod[rc]<6'q(F; B) 

Proof It suffices to prove this in the universal case, i.e., in the case that 
B = A[C0 , C 1, ••• )and )'(t) is the curve 

11c(t) = i:: tt· Ctq') E <(;'q(F; A[C0 , C 1, ••• )) 

As usual we put 
x 

J(yc(t)) = I x;rq' 
;~o 

and the X; are then polynomials in the C 0 , C 1, ... with coefficients in K satisfy
ing the functional equation conditions 

x 0 E A[C), X; - n- 1ax;_ 1 E A[C) 

where a: K[C]--> K[C] is the K-algebra endomorphism 
J'; =nix;, we have J'; E A[C) and 

(25.6.9) i EN 
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We have 

and 

Now to prove that f, 11(t) - 11(t)q E [n]<t;'q(F; B) = r 1(nj(<C q(F; B)) we must 
clearly show that 

r I (n- I (.~ n-jy?tq' - .~ n-;Yi+ I tq')) E <tq(F; B) 
1-0 i-0 

and by the functional equation lemma this is equivalent to showing that 

(25.6.10) 

(25.6.11) 

n- 1(yi - yi) E A[C) 

n- 1(n-;y? - n-;Y;+ i) - n- 2a(n-;+ 1Y?- 1 - n-;+ 1 Y;) E A[C) 

for all i E N 

Now by (25.6.9) y 1 = a(J·0 ) mod n and also a(.r0 ) = y~ mod n which proves 
(25.6.10). Further again by (25.6.9) 

(25.6.12) )'; = a(y;_ i) mod n;, Y;+ 1 = a(y;) mod n;+ 1 

Hence 

(25.6.13) 

and (25.6.12) and (25.6.13) together prove (25.6.11 ). This concludes the proof. 
A closely related result is 

• (l5.~.14) Prop~sition Let (ho' bi, ... ) E w~·.x (B) and f,(bo' bi, ... )= (ho. 
b1, b2 , ••• ), then b; = b? mod nB for all i EN u {O). 

Proof It suffices to prove this in the case B = A[C0 , C 1, C z, ... ) and 
h; = C; for all i E N u {O}. We then have as usual (cf. (25.2.17)) 

00 

f(E(Co, eh C2, ... )) = f(e:(If C;tq')) = I n-iw:.;(C)tq' 
j:::::Q 

which means that 
OC• 

f(E(f,(Co. C1, C2, ... ))) = I n-;w:.;+ 1(C)tq' 
i=O 
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and 

n-iw~·.i(C 0 , C 1, ... ) = n-iw:.i+ i(C 0 • C 1, C z, ... ) 

On the other hand we have modulo n 

-i '(Cq cq ) - cq + cq1 + · · · + .cq•+' rr w q.i o, 1, · · · - ; aq i - 1 aq 1 o 

(c Cq cq 1 . cq' · ') = n i + 1 + aq ; + aq1 i- 1 + · · · + aq,,' o 

= n-iw:.i+I(C0 , C 1, C2 , ... ) 

because naq = l mod n, naqj = aq;-1 mod n as.f(X) = L aiXi, the A-logarithm 
of A satisfies.f(X)- n:- 1.f(Xq) E A[X]. It follows that 

are two power series with integral coefficients such that 

f(s:(L:' C;tq')) = f(i::(LF C?tq')) mod(n:). 

Part (iv) of the functional equation lemma now gives 

s' '\'F C.tq' = 1{ '\'F C9tq' mod n qL_. I -qL., I 

from which one obtains by induction that C; = q mod n for all i. This proves 
the proposition. 

• (25.6.15) Remark on notation Let 1•(t) and o(t) be two elements of 
'(}q(F; B) or Cf/(F; B).then writing out 11(t) and o(t) as power series in t, 1•(r) = 
La; ci, o(t) = L bi ti, a;, bi E B, it may happen that a;= b; mod n for all i. This 
will be written y(t) = o(t) mod n. On the other hand, '{}q(F; B) and 't,'(F; B) are 
A-modules, so it may happen that there is an i;(t) E <6'q(F; B) or 'l/(F; B) such 
that y(t) = o(t) + [n]Fs(t). This will be written y(t) = o(t) mod[n]/f,(F; B) or 
mod[n]<t(F; B). 

This means of course that.f(y(t))- f(o(t)) E rrft(F; B) which is decidedly a 
different condition fromf (y(t)) - f (o(t)) E nB[t] which by part (iv) of the func
tional equation lemma is equivalent to y(t) = o(t) mod n (if F(X, Y) is of 
functional equation type). 

• (25.6.16) Remarks 

(i) It follows from (25.6.8) that under the isomorphism An 4 cc q(F; kn) of 
(25.3.30} the Frobenius substitution <J of An (<Ix= xq mod n:) corresponds to 
the endomorphism of'{} q(F; kn} induced by the fn. 

(ii) Under the identification An 4 w:. 00 (kn} the Frobenius substitution <I 
becomes (b 0 , b1, ... )1--> (bg, b~ • ... ) by remark (i) above and Proposition 
(25.6.14}. 
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25.7 Artin-Hasse-like exponential maps 

• (25.7.1} A is again a discrete valuation ring with uniformizing element n and 
residue field k of q elements and F(X, Y) is a one dimensional formal A-module 
over A of A-height l such that n(F) = n. 

• (25.7.2) Proposition Let B be an A-torsion free A-algebra that admits an 
A-algebra endomorphism <J: B-> B with the property <I(b) = bq mod nB for all 
b E B. Then there exists a unique A-algebra homomorphism DB: B-> w'.;. f (B) 
such that w:.i DB = <Ji for all i E N u {O}. 

Proof For each b E B let iJ.(b) be the power series 

(25.7.3) 9(b)(t) = bt + n- 1<I(b)tq + n- 2<I 2 (b)tq1 + ··· E (B®A K)[t] 

Now because <I(b) = bq mod nB, we are in a functional equation type situation 
if we take B c B®A K, a= nB. <I, p, q as above, and s1 = n:- 1, s 2 = s 3 = 
· · · = 0. And 9(b) for each b E B satisfies the functional equation 

:f(b){t} - n:- 1<J* (.9(b)(tq)) E B[t] 

because bt E B[t] and n:-i<Ji(b) - n- 1<I(n-i+ 1<Ji- l(b)) = 0. It follows that 

D8 (b) =r 1(:J(b)(t)) E 'Cq(F; B} 

We now define DB= Ef5B. Then w:.;(D8 (b)) = (n:i times the coefficient of tq' in 
f5 8 (b )) = <Ii(b ), so that indeed w~·.i DB = <Ji, which also proves that D8 is an A
algebra homomorphism. (Alternatively. one checks this directly via (25.7.3).) 

• (25.7.4) Theorem There exists a unique functorial A-algebra homomor
phism !!': w:. x.(-)-> w:.c,J w:., (-)) such that w~·.i ;\,.F = f~ for all i E N u {O}. 

Proof Let B= A[C 1• C2 , ... ].Then w~·.u:(B} is an A-torsion free A
algebra (very easy to check; follows from the fact that Rq.n(B ®A K) is clearly 
A-torsion free) with an A-algebra homomorphism fn: Wq. 00(B)-> Wq., (B). 
which satisfit.s fn(b} = bq mod n~.x.(B}, by Proposition (25.6.8). According to 
Proposition (25.7.2} there therefore exists a unique A-algebra homomorphism 
D: ~.,.(B}-> ~"''°(~.a:.(B)) such that w:.iD = f~ for all i EN u {O}. 

Now let B be any A-algebra and (b 0 , b 1, ... ) E B. There then exists (cf. 
(25.2.17)) a unique homomorphism </>: A[C]-> B such that </>(E- 1yc(t)} = 
(h0 • b1, ... )where "/c(I) is the curve e~· LF Citqi E <t,q(F; A[C]) and we define 

!!~(ho. bi •... )= w:.,.Jw:.x(</>)}(!1.~ 1c1 (1';;- 1 (1'dt)))) 

That ;\,.Fis functorial follows from this definition (uniqueness of</>!) and that N' 
is a homomorphism of A-algebras is proved as usual. Q.E.D. 

•(25.7.5) Alternatively, consider 1'1.~ 1ci(F.- 1 (yc(t})) E w: . .,,(w:.oc(-)). This is a 
sequence of elements of w:." (A[C]), i.e., a sequence of sequences of polyno-
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mials in the C 0 , C 1, ... with coefficients in A. These are the universal polyno
mials that define the functor morphism ,;,/. 

• (25.7.6) By definition l'!.F is such that w~.0 1'!.F =id. There is however a second 
functorial A-algebra homomorphism, viz. 

w:.,,(w:.o): w:.oo(w:.ooH)--+ w:.ooH 
In fact there is a whole series of functorial A-algebra homomorphisms, viz. the 
w;.oo(w:.J for all i. 

• (25.7.7) Addendum to Theorem (25.7.4) !).Falso satisfies 

w:. 00 (w:_J/'J.F = f~ 

Proof To prove this recall that if <f>: B--+ B' is a homomorphism of A
algebras, then we have for all i E N u {O} a commutative diagram 

( 8) WF (B) w:.00!1>) WF (B') 25.7. q,oo q.oo 

l w~_ 1(B) l w~. 1 (8') 
B 1> B' 

Now consider the diagram 

(25.7.9) 
/'J.F w' 

w:.oc(B)---w:_ 00 (W~. 00(B))~ w:."'(B) 
~ l W~.oo(>{ .• ) w'. l w~ .• 

w:. 00 (B) •·' B 

where we have written <f>. for the composed homomorphism W~.x (w~ .• ) ·!'!.F. 
The right-hand square of (25.7.9) is a special case of (25.7.8). Now we have 
w:.i D !).F = f~ and W: .• r~ = w:.n+i· So the unknown homomorphism </>.satisfies 

In case B is A-torsion free, this means that we must have </>. = f~, and by 
functoriality we therefore have proved the addendum. 

• (25.7.10) Corollary There exists a functorial Artin-Hasse-like exponential 
mapping EF: w:.oc,(-)--+ <f(F; w:.oo(-)) with the properties: 

(i) EF is a homomorphism of A-modules. 
(ii) The composed map 

w:.x.(-)--+<f(F; w:. 00 (-))~ <effq(F; W~. 00 (-)) 
is a homomorphism of A-algebras. 
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(iii) There is a commutative diagram 
E' CF 

WF (-) ______,. <eff(F WF (-)) ____!!___. <f (F· WF .(-)) q.oo ' q.oo q , q.oc 

l f;F i l c' 1'6.(F; w~.o) 
<effq(F; -) _____,. <C(F; -) • 'b'q(F; -) 

where i is the natural inclusion. Because e: i = id, this also means that: 

(iv) <effq(F; W:.o) , e: 0 EF =Ff, so that EF can be considered as a sort of lift 
of £F, which explains (possibly) some of our notation. 

(v) The image of £Fis contained in <ti'q(F; w:.oc.(-)). 
Proof Define EF as the composite of l'!.F: W~. 00 (-)--+ W~-. 00 {w:.oc.(-)) with 

£F(W:.,,(-)): w:. 00 ( w: .. X)(-))--+ <f q(F; w:. 00 (-)) 

with the natural embedding of<Cq(F; w:.cx.(-)) in '6(F; W~~oc(-)). 

25.8 Global Lubin-Tate formal group laws 

• (25.8.l) In this section A is the ring of integers of a global field K, i.e., K is a 
finite extension of Q or a finite extension of F p(X) for some prime number p. 
For every finite valuation r, we use A, to denote the ring of integers of K,., the 
completion of K with respect to v. 

Now let F(X, Y) be a formal group law over A (of dimension 1) such that for 
every finite valuation v, F(X, Y) is a formal A,,-module over Av of Av-height 1. 
We shall call such formal group laws global Lubin-Tate formal group laws. It 
follows of course that F(X, Y) admits A as a ring of endomorphisms, and one 
readily shows that F(X, Y) is in any case a formal A-module. 

• (25.8.2) Existence of global Lubin-Tate formal group laws For 
every finite valuation v, choose a formal Av-module F"(X, Y) over Av of 
Av-height 1. Then if K is of characteristic zero, the results of20.5 say that there 
exists (up to isomorphism exactly one) formal group law F(X, Y) over A that is 
isomorphic to F"(X, Y) over Av for all v. 

In case K is of characteristic p, the same results holds. The reason is the 
following: because the F"(X, Y) over Av are Av-modules, they have 
Av-logarithms. The same technique of 20.5 offitting Av-logarithms together for 
all the different v's works also in this case (of course one works now over Knot 
over A@ Q) and the same theorems hold. 

• (25.8.3) Artin-Hasse-type maps Now let F(X, Y) be a global Lubin
Tate formal group law over A. Then by the results of 25.7 we have for all 
A"-algebras Bv Artin-Hasse-like exponential maps W~.cc(B,.)--+ 't'(F; W~. 00 (B,,)) 
into the same group scheme <t'(F; -). 

In particular, we can take Bv = k,,, the residue field of A,,, or more generally 
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B,, = k"·"' the extension of degree /1 of k, .. Then using that W~."'.(k,,. 11) = A, .. 11 , the 
ring of integers of the unramified extension of degree 11ofK 1,, we find A-module 
homomorphisms 

A, .. 11 ---> '6(F; A, .. 11 } 

for all finite valuations r, These A-module homomorphisms I am inclined to 
view as the ramified version of the Art in-Hasse exponentials WP, (k)---> 
A.(~', (k )) for all prime numbers p and finite fields k of characteristic p. In both 
cases one has one .fixed group scheme (in the ramified case <6(F; -); in the case 
of the rational numbers A.(-)} into which the various local rings of integers are 
mapped. 

In fact one of the reasons why we developed the theory of the w~·., (-) for all 
formal A-modules of A-height I over A instead of only for G n(X, Y) was a 
desire to find homomorphisms A, .. 11 -> <(,'(F; A, .. 11) for all v with F, or rather 
CC(F; -), independent of v. 

25.9 Rings of curves, Witt vectors, and Artin-Hasse-like 
exponential morphisms for twisted one dimensional 

Lubin-Tate formal group laws 

• (25.9.1) The set up Much of the theory developed above can be gener
alized considerably. In particular one can define suitable Witt vectors W~. 00 (-) 
and Artin-Hasse-like morphisms for twisted one dimensional Lubin-Tate 
formal group laws; cf. Chapter II, Section 13.2. The basic setup consists of the 
ingredients: 

(i) a ring A that is a (unitary) subring of a ring K; 
(ii) an element w E A that is a unit in K; 

(iii) an endomorphism u: K---> K; 
(iv) a prime number p and a power q of p 

that are subject to the following conditions: 

(v) u(a) = aq mod wA for all a EA; 
(vi) p E wA. 

In particular, it follows that we are in a functional equation type situation if 
we take A, K, p, q, u as above, a= wA and s1 = w- 1, s2 = s3 = · · · = 0. 

As examples we have, e.g.: 

(a) A the ring of integers of a local field K, u a power r of the Frobenius 
substitution, q = p', p = residue characteristic of K, w a uniformizing element 
of A. 

(b) A= WP, (k} where k is any perfect field of characteristic p. 
(c) A= Z[i:]/(i:"), K = Q[e]/(i:"), w = p = q, u(i:) = i;P. 
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Now letf(X) be any power series in one variable with coefficients in K such 
that 

(25.9.2) f(X) = X mod(degree 2), 

The functional equation lemma now says that F(X, Y) = .r 1 (f (X) + f ( Y)) is 
a formal group law over A. In the remainder of this subsection (25.9) F(X, Y) 
will always be a formal group law over A that admits a logarithmf(X) E K[X] 
such that (25.9.2} holds. Note that the one dimensional twisted Lubin-Tate 
formal group laws of Chapter II, Section 13.2 are of this type. 

• (25.9.3) Below we shall give a quick sketch of constructions and results which 
generalize those of 25.1-25.8. The proofs are all virtually identical with those 
given in 25.1-25.8. We leave to the interested (resp. mildly interested, resp. 
indifferent) reader the task of filling in the details (resp. looking up the details in 
[181]; resp, taking the details on faith). 

All the constructions and (sketches of) proofs below are first done for the 
A-algebra B = A[C0 , C 1, ... ] and are then functorially extended as usual via 
the universal curve(s) to constructions and proofs for all A-algebras B. All 
proofs are essentially based on the fact that u: K---> K extends to an endomor
phism of rings u: K[ C] ---> K[ C], C; f-> q such that u(b) = bq mod wA[ C] for all 
b E A[C]. This uses (v) and (vi) of(25.9.1). 

• (25.9.4) q-typification A curve ;1(1) E rt;(F; .4[C]) is q-typical if its log
arithmf(/•(1)) does not involve non-q powers oft. A curve is made q-typical by 
taking.f(At)}, removing all non-q-power terms, and applying/- 1 to the result. 
We thus find a functorial group homomorphism i;~: 'C(F;-)-><t(F;-). Its 
image is denoted 'Cq(F; -) and i;~ is the identity on "6q(F; -). 

• (25.9.5) Multiplication on 'Cq(F; -) For y(t}, b(t) E 'Cq(F; A[C]} the 
multiplication is given by 

~fJ 00 

(25.9.6) .f(y(t)} = L X; tq', .f(b(r)) = l: Yilq' 
i=O i=O 

oc 

= f(y(1)" b(t)) = L m;X;Y;tq' 
i=O 

with 

(25.9.7) mo =I, if i EN 

This turns "6q(F; -) into a ring functor on AlgA with unit element 

(25.9.8) er(t) 

= .r- 1(t + w- 1tq + w- 1u(wt 1tq 2 +w- 1u(wt 1u2 (wt 1tq' + · · ·) 
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• (25.9.9) The ring homomorphisms A-+ <f!q(F; -) Given a E A and 
y(t) E <ffq(F; A[C]) we define a new curve {a)Fy(t) E <f! q(F; A[C]) by the formula 

"' 00 

(25.9.10) f (y(t)) = I XJq' => f({a)FJ'(t)) = I xiai(a)t,j' 
i=O i=O 

This turns <(}q(F; -) functorially into an A-module, and the map a-+ {a}FeF(t) 
defines a ring homomorphism A-.<f!q(F;-) making <f!q(F; -) into a functor 
AlgA -+ AlgA. 

It is not true, however, that ialr is induced by the endomorphism [a]F 
(X) = r 1(af(X)) of F(X, Y), whence the different notation. In fact 
f- 1(af(X)) need not have integral coefficients and there may be no endomor
phism of F(X, Y) at all inducing the operator {a}F· 

• (25.9.11) The twisted Frobenius operator C:: Let 11(t) E <f! q(F; A[C]), 
then we define C:,~}'(t) by the formula 

~ 00 

(25.9.12) f(Ji(t)) = I xitq' => f(C,~1'(t)) = I ai(w)xi+ 1 tq' 
i=O i=O 

We remark that even in the case that A is a discrete valuation ring and w = re 
is a uniformizing element of A, it is in general not true that r:,~ = f, where f, is 
the Frobenius operator discussed in 21.5 and 25.6. In fact F(X, Y) is as a rule 
not a formal A-module, and hence f, need not be defined. One should however 
view F(X, Y) as a twisted formal A-module in the sense of 25.10. 

• (25.9.13) Proposition The Frobenius operator C:,~ on <f!q(F; -) has the 
properties: 

(i) f~~ is a ring endomorphism of'tq(F; -). 
(ii) f~~ is a semilinear A-module endomorphism of <f! q(F; -), which means 

that r::({a}Fy(t)) = {a(a)}FU::y(t)) for all a E A. In other words r:: is a ring 
endomorphism of <f! q(F; - ) that extends the ring endomorphism a of A. 

(iii) r::vq={w}F· 
(iv) r,,~)'(1) = 1·(1)q modl(l):Frr,q(F; -). 

Property (ii) of C:: is extremely fortunate because the generalization which 
works of Proposition (25.7.2) is 

• (25.9.14) Proposition Let B be an A-algebra such that B-+ B ®A K is 
injective and such that there is an endomorphism a 8: B ®A K-+ B ®A K 
which restricts to a on K and such that a 8(b) = bq mod wB for all b E B. Then 
there is a unique A-algebra homomorphism D: B-+ <If q(F; B) such that 
s~.i D = ak for all i EN u {O}, where s~.i: <(,} q(F; B)-+ Bis defined as s~.i/'(t) = 
wa(w) .. · ai- 1(w) times coefficient of tq' inf(y(t)). 

• (25.9.15) Remarks 

(i) s~.i: 'tq(F; B)-+ B is a ring homomorphism and also a semilinear A
algebra homomorphism. The twist is s~.i({a}F 11(t)) = ai(a)(s~.i y(t)). 
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(ii) Using a 8 instead of a and Band B ®A K instead of A and K, we can 
view F(X, Y) (more properly '* F(X, Y) where 1: A-+ Bis the A-algebra struc
ture morphism) as a formal group law over B. Applying (25.9.9) or (25.9.14) we 
see that rt,q(F; B) is also a B-algebra that extends the already given A-algebra 
structure and that D is a B-algebra homomorphism (in fact the B-algebra 
structure map of <(,q(F; B)). This gives us additional information even in the 
case of the untwisted formal group laws studied in 25.6 and 25.7. 

One particular B that which one can take in Proposition (25.9.14) is 
0q(F; A[C)) with C.~ as a8 . (NB <Cq(F; A[C]) 4<(;q(F; K[C]) and r::, being 
functorial, extends.) This yields 

• (25.9.16) Proposition There exists a unique A-algebra functor homomor
phism ,1~: <f!q(F; -)-+ <eq(F; <tq(F; -)) such that s~.i,1F = (C,~Y for all 
i EN u {O}. 

• (25.9.17) Now let us specialize somewhat to the case that A is a complete 
discrete valuation ring with perfect residue field k of characteristic p > 0, K its 
quotient field, and w = re is a uniformizing element of A. (Note that A may be 
of characteristic p > 0 and that k may be infinite.) Let K' be an unramified 
extension of K, A' the ring of integers of K', and k' the residue field of K'. Then 
we have A-algebra homomorphisms A'-+ <(!q(F; A')-+ <f!q(F; k'), and the com
posite A'-+ 'tq(F; k') is again an isomorphism, just as in the untwisted case 
(Theorem (25.3.30)). 

•(25.9.18) The "Witt vectors" W~. 00 (-) We can now of course use the 
fact that <cq(F; -) is representable by A[C 0 , C 1, C 2, ... ] and restate everything 
in terms of W~.'Xl(-). The relevant polynomials w~.i are 

(25.9.19) ~)Zo, ... , Zi) 

= wa(w) .. · ai- 1(w)(Zi + aqZ?_ 1 + .. · + aq,Zg'), 

where the aq" are the coefficients of tW' in f (X), the logarithm of F(X, Y). 
Note that the w~.; are polynomials with coefficients in A because 

aq" - w- 1a(aq,-,) E A for all n E N. We find the theorem: 

• (25.9.20) Theorem Let A, K, p, q, a, w, and F(X, Y) be as in (25.9.1). Then 
there exists a unique functor W~.a: : Alg,i -+ Alg,i with the properties: 

(i) As a set-valued functor we have W~.x(B) = {(h 0 , h 1, h 2 , ... ) I h; E B} 
and W~.cx.(cl>)(b0 , b1, ... ) = (cp(b0 ), cp(b 1), ... ) for cp: B-+D in AlgA. 

(ii) The w~.;(Z) of (25.9.19) define twisted (or semilinear) functorial A
algebra homomorphisms W~., (B)---> B with twist w~.Jia:(h0 , h1 , ... )) = {a;(a)} 
(11'~.;(h0 , h 1, h2 , ... )) (i.e., the w~'.; are ring homomorphisms that twist the 
A-module structure around in the manner indicated). 

The functor W~.x is determined uniquely by (i) and (ii) and satisfies in 
addition: 
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(iii) There exists a twisted A-algebra endomorphism C.:" of W~. 00(-) with 
twist C.~{a} = {a(a)}f:,;" for all a E A. This endomorphism is uniquely deter
mined by w~J:.~ = w~.i+ 1 for ~II i_ EN u {O}. _ 

(iv) If f.~(h0 , h1, ... ) = (h 0 , h1, ... ), then hi= h? mod wB. 
(v) C.:"(b0 , b1, ••• ) = (b0 , b1, ••• )q mod{w}W~.oc.(B). 

(vi) Vq: (b0 , b1, b2 , •• • )1-> (0, b0 , b1, b2 , .• . ) is an additive endomorphism 
of W~. 00 (-) with the reverse twist Vq({a(a)}(b0 , b1, .•. )) = {a}Vq(b0 , bi. ... ). 

(vii) r::v q = {w}. 
(viii) There exists a unique functorial A-algebra functor transformation ~F: 

W~. 00 (-)~ W~. 00 (W~. 00 (-)) such that w~.i~F = (r~ni for all i EN u {O}. 
(ix) This functor transformation ~F has in addition.ihe property 

w~. 00 (w~ .• ) o ~F = (r~n· 

•(25.9.21) Remark If A is the ring of integers ofa global field K, then there 
exist for exactly the same reasons as in 25.8 sufficient formal group laws 
F(X, Y) over A such that F(X, Y) is of the type (25.9.l) over A,, for each finite 
valuation v of K. For these formal group laws, we have, using (25.9.17), results 
completely analogous to those of 25.8. 

25.10 Twisted formal A-modules 

• (25.10.1) In this subsection A is a discrete valuation ring with uniformizing 
element n:, quotient field K, and residue field k of characteristic p > 0. In 
addition we suppose that there is an endomorphism a of K and a power q of p 
such that a(a) = aq mod n:A for all a E A. The residue field kneed not be finite 
or even perfect. 

• (25.10.2) We have seen in Corollary (21.4.3) that if k is infinite, there are no 
nontrivial formal A-modules. We have also seen in 25.9 above that the twisted 
Lubin-Tate formal groups laws admit a functorial A-module structure on the 
curve functor '{!q(F; -), and it would be tempting to c_all these twisted formal 
A-modules of A-height 1 over A-also because over A., they become isomor
phic to untwisted Lubin-Tate formal group laws over A. Just what the precise 
formal definition of a twisted formal A-module should be is not completely 
clear at the moment. Meanwhile here is a plentiful supply. 

• (25.10.3) A construction Let B be any A-algebra that is A-torsion free 
and which is such that there is an endomorphism a 8 : B@ A K ~ B@ A K such 
that a8 I K = a and a 8(b) = bq mod n:B for all b E B. Choose m x m matrices b 1, 

b2 , b3 , ... with coefficients in Band let.f(X) be any m-tuple of power series in 
X = (Xi. X2 , .• ., Xm) such that the following functional equation holds: 

oc 

(25.10.4) .f(X)- I n:- 1b;{ak)*f(Xq') E B[XJ" 
i= 1 

and such thatf(X) = X mod (degree 2). 
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We now define 

(25.10.5) F(X, Y) = r 1(.f(X) + f( Y)) 

Then the functional equation lemma says that F(X, Y) is a formal group law 
over B. Now consider the ring B[C] = B[C 1, C 2 , ... ] and the curve 

w 

(25.10.6) ;1c(t) = I CJi in <C(F; B[C]) 
i=l 

Let 
"" 

J(1·dt)) = I x/, 
i"" 1 

For each b E B, we now define 

{b}F)1c(t) = r l (JI O"aq(i)(b)x/) 

where t1q(i) = r if q' Ii but q'+ 1 .{i. (One proves in the usual manner that this is 
indeed a curve in <t'(F; B[C]).) Now ify(t) E <C(F; B') where B' is any B-algebra, 
there is a unique homomorphism </J: B[C] ~ B' such that cf>*(J·c(t)) = /'(r) and 
we define 

{hJF:·(r) = cf>*({hJdc(t)) 

One now proves easily that this makes 'ff(F; -) into a functor Alg8 ~ Mod 8 and 
hence in particular into a functor Alg8 ~ Mod A, i.e., the {a} F define a functorial 
A-module structure on <t(F; -). 

• (25.10.7) Provisional definition of twisted formal A-module The 
twisted formal A-modules over Bare now: 

(i) formal group laws F(X, Y) over B of the type constructed in (25.10.3) 
together with the functorial A-module structure given by the operators {a}F 
constructed in (25.10.3); 

(ii) the formal group laws cf>*F(X, Y) together with the induced functorial 
A-module structure on '{!(cf>* F; -) obtained from a twisted formal A-module of 
type (i) by means of a base change cf>: B ~ B' in AlgA-

So a twisted formal A-module over Bis in any case a formal group law over 
B with a functorial A-module structure on rr, (F; -) given by the additive oper
ators :aJF that satisfy 

(25.10.8) {l}F =id, {a}F + {b}r ={a+ b}F, {a}F{b}r = {ah}F· 

(25.10.9) {a}r preserves the filtration by the 'ff"(F; -) of 'fi'(F; -). 

(25.10.10) The induced A-module endomorphisms of 

<f5"(F; B)/'6'"+ 1(F; B) ~ B"' 

are given by multiplication with a"•<•)(a). 
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(25.10.11) Vq{aa}F = (a}FVq, Vi{a:F ={a}, Vi if (j. p) = 1. 

(25.10.12) {aa}Ffq = fq{a}F, fi{ah· = {a}Ffi if (.i, p) = 1. 

(25.10,13) :a: 1 (h) = (h){a) 1 for all a EA. h E B. 

• (25.10.14) A special case One particular.B that we can take in the con
structions of (25.10.3) is the ring A[S] in the indeterminates S(n, i) and S "(i, j) of 
(25.4.2). Let &: K[S]--> K[S] be the unique endomorphism that is a on Kand 
which takes all the S's to their qth powers. Now let F.~·'w(X, Y) be the formal 
group law over A[S] defined by the formulas (25.4.8). (25.4.9) with a replaced 
by&, and let the operator {a) be defined as in (25.10.3). 

The author is inclined to conjecture that F~·'w(X. Y) is universal m

dimensional for twisted formal A-modules. In any case all twisted formal A
modules of type (i) with Ba ring such that a 8 is an automorphism and such that 
B is complete in the rr-adic topology are obtainable from F~·'w(X. Y) by 
specialization. 

We also note that specialization of the S's gives us a large supply of noniso
morphic twisted formal A-modules over, e.g., A or k. 

• (25.10.15) q-typification Let B, a8 , F(X. Y),f(X) be as in (25.10.3), then 

i::·;c(t) =r 1 (.i X;tq') 
i::::O 

is again a curve in rt,"(F; B[C]) and via</>* this defines as usual a projector i:: 
with image r6q(F; -). This subfunctor of q-typical curves is stable under the {a}F 
and we have of course the relations (25.10.11) and (25.10.12) concerning fq and 
Vq. 

• (25.10.16) The operator f~w There is also again defined an operator f~w. 
For yc(t) the formula is 

f:,"11c(t) = f- 1 (~1 a''•!i>(rr)xq; t;) 

We have f~wyq = {rr], and the subfunctor <f,q(F; -) is stable under f~w. 

25.11 A global ring of ramified Witt vectors: a curiosity 

• (25.11.1) In this section A is the ring of integers of a global field K of class 
number 1. For each finite valuation 1' of A let P .. be the corresponding prime 
ideal and rr,, a generator of Pv· We write q" for the number of elements of 
A/p,, = A/(n:,,) and r,.: N--> Nu {O} is defined as r,,(11) = r if q~ In but q~+ 1 { 11. 

• (25.11.2) Given the choices made above, we now define a formal group law 
F(X, Y) as follows. Let 

~" 

(25.11.3) f(X) = X + I anX". 
n=l 
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where the product is over all finite valuations v. Let F(X, Y) =.r 1(f(X) + 
f(Y)). Then F(X, Y) is isomorphic to the formal group law with logarithm 
fe(X) = X + rr,-: 1f(Xq•) over A,, for all finite valuations 11 so that F(X, Y) is a 
global Lubin-Tate formal group law over A. 

• (25.11.4) Ring structure on r6(F; -) Let F(X, Y) be as in (25.11.2) above 
and let ;c(t), 1'v(t) be the two universal curves 

11c(t) =IF C/, Yv(t) = IF D/ 
over A[ C; D]. Consider 

!(1c(r)) =Ix/, f(rvU)) =I y/ 
and define 

(25.11.5) 11c(t) *F )'v(t) = 1- 1 (JI a;-1X;J'/) 
then one proves as usual that (25.11.5) is in fact an element ofrC(F; A[C; DJ). 
Using (25.11.5) as the universal example, one thus defines a ring structure on 
'6 (F; -) with unit element e,(t) = r '(I;';, 1 a" t") = t. Let 

[a]Fyc(t) = r l (JI ax/) = r 1(aj(y(t))) 

then a1-> [a]F e,(t) = [a]r(t) defines a ring endomorphism A--> <t,(F; -) turning 
<6(F; -) into an A-algebra functor. 

• (25.11.6) We remark that to prove that (25.11.5) is in fact an element of 
'6'(F; A[C; D]) it is necessary that v(ai- 1 ) ~ rv(i) for all i EN. This coupled 
with the fact that f (X) is the logarithm of a global Lubin-Tate formal group 
law and the desire to have a unit element in 'C(F; A) seems to make the 
hypothesis "class number one" necessary. 

• (25.l l.7) There seem to be no Frobenius operators on <&(F; -) beyond the 
usual ones. 

• (25. l l.8) Let B be an Av-algebra. Then we have the natural projection i::,: 
rr, ( F; B)--> <f, q,(F; B). Give '6'(F; B) the A-algebra structure defined above and 
'fiq(F; B) the A-algebra structure obtained by restricting the Av-algebra struc
ture on 'f;q(F; -) of Section 25.3. Then i::, is not an A-algebra homomorphism 
but only an A-module homomorphism. 

It is possible to remedy this by redefining the Av-algebra structure on 
'Cq(F; -) by taking the multiplication *F.c briefly discussed in (25.3.15) with 
c = (a0 , aq, aq,, ... ). The resulting A-algebra functor <(;'q.c(F; -) is isomorphic to 
<(, q(F; -) as an A-algebra functor. But the operator fn is no longer an A-algebra 
endomorphism of <{,q.c(F; -). This again can be remedied, but then rnv q = [rr]F 
breaks down, unless vq is changed also. 
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These defects together with (25.11.7) and the restriction .. class number l" 
make the author think that-for the moment at least-the global A-algebra 
functor r6(F; -) should be seen as a curiosity. 

E.3 Bibliographical and Other Notes 

(E.3.1) Notes on Section 18 Theorem (18.3.11) is due to Waterhouse [433] who 
proves it more generally also for p-divisible groups. The one dimensional case is due to 
Lubin [263]. The proof of Proposition ( 18.3.13) follows Frohlich [144]. 

Some references for forms and descent are Grothendieck [153]. Serre [362. Chapter 
lll] and Knus, Ojanguren [223, Chapter II]. 

(E.3.2) Notes on Section 19 The universal r-typical isomorphism theorem 
( 19.2.6) can be found in [170. 173]; cf. also [ 172, 179]. The classification theorem of one 
dimensional formal group laws over a separably closed field is Lazard's [251 ]. The proof 
given here comes from [ 174]. 

(E.3.3) Notes on Section 20 Corollary (20.2.1:4) is due to Dieudonne [108], who 
showed that this endomorphism ring is some order in D1,, and Lubin [263]. who showed 
that it is in fact the maximal order. The proof of this result (via Theorem (20.2.13)) 
follows Frohlich [144] quite closely, except for the use of functional equation techniques 
to obtain a particularly pleasant formal group to work with and to obtain a sufficient 
supply of endomorphisms. 

The results of Sections 20.3 and 20.4 are Honda's [189] and so. mostly, are the proofs. 
The calculations of [189] (and 20.3, 20.4) bear an extraordinary resemblance to the 
calculations of [108]. Not an accident of course since the problems studied are the same. 
Still it might bear taking a closer look at for the starting points (power series versus 
hyperalgebras) are after all quite different. 

The local-global results of Section 20.5 appeared in [ 176]. 
Some results much related to those of Honda and also connected to the ideas and 

results to be discussed in Chapter V below are contained in [141-143]. 

(E.3.4) Notes on Section 21 The concept "formal A-module" goes back to 
Lubin and Tate [264]. Lemma (21.2.4 ), Proposition (21.2.10), and Proposition (21.3.1) 
come from Drinfel'd [134]. The explicit universality results of 21.4 have not appeared 
before. except (21.4.8) in [ 177]. 

The techniques of Honda [189] were applied to the study of formal A-modules by Cox 
[91]. Results (21.8.4). (21.8.6), and (21.8.9) come from this paper. 

Theorem (21.8.17) for A of characteristic zero is in Lubin [269]. I know of no explicit 
reference for the classification theorem (21.9.1). But for A of characteristic zero. it was 
known. e.g .. to Lubin; cf. the introduction of [270]. 

(E.3.5) Notes on Section 22 The theorem that two one dimensional formal 
group laws over Zr (or Zir» or any ring between) are isomorphic if and only if their 
reductions over F" are isomorphic is due to Honda [188] and Hill [I 86]. The proof we 
used comes from [176], as do Examples (22.1.12) and (22.1.15). The corresponding 
theorem for formal A-modules over A is due to Lubin [269] (for the case that A is of 
characteristic zero). The proof above is from [177]. The moduli theorem (22.4.16) for 
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formal group laws is due to Lubin and Tate [265]. The proof in [265] uses a special 
second cohomology group for formal group laws and as such is closer to the more 
general theory which we shall discuss in Chapter Y. Section 30 than the explicit pa
ra111ctcri1ation given above. This explicit construction is from [174]. 

(E.3.6) Notes on Section 23 Proposition (23.2.2) is due to Waterhouse (433] and 
is valid much more generally for higher dimensional finite height formal groups and also 
for p-divisible groups. Absolute endomorphism rings were first studied and defined by 
Lubin [263]. Lemma (23.2.11) was taken from Cox [91]. Proposition (23.2.13) is due to 
Lubin [271] and Cox [91]. In a way, Proposition (23.2.16) goes back all the way to Lubin 
and Tate [264) (the construction of formal group laws with large endomorphism rings). 
The present form was taken from Cox [91]; cf .. however, also Lubin [263. 266. 271] and 
also [ 176]. Proposition (23.3. l) is due to Lubin and Waterhouse [ 432, 433]. which latter 
paper also contains more general results. 

(E.3.7) Notes on Section 24 For the treatment of forms and first galois cohomo
logy groups in Section 24.1 I have heavily relied on [144], especially for (24.1.9) and 
(24.1.11 )-(24.1.14 ). Lemma (24.1.6) follows the proof in Serre [361 ], which in turn rests 
on a procedure of Cartier. For some bibliographical references concerning forms and 
descent. cf. (E.3.J), 

Theorem (24.2.16) is due to Koch [225], and our proofs follow that paper closely. The 
special case of formal laws over the prime field F" (classification by Eisenstein polyno
mials) is due to Hill [186]. Theorem (24.4.2) is due to Serre f364]; our treatment follows 
Frohlich [144]. 

The special case of formal A-modules over k, the residue field of A. of Theorem 
(24.5.3) (classification by Eisenstein polynomials) can be deduced from the classification 
theorem (21.8.9). In this way this special case of (24.5.3) is deduced in Cox (91]; cf. also 
Section 30.4 of Chapter V. 

(E.3.8) Notes on Section 25 Some of the results of Section 25 have been an
nounced in [181]; cf. also [183]. The ring W4 (-) determined by the Witt-type polyno
mials Z;j" + rrZi" ' + · · · + rr"Zn has also been described by Ditters (124] (using a line a 
reasoning very similar to that in Witt's original paper [443]) and by Drinfel'd [135]. 

(F.3.9) Note on an "infinite dimensional functional equation 
lemma" In Section 25.1 we made use of an infinite dimensional version of the 
functional equation lemma to prove integrality of the addition polynomials L~. This was 
really unnecessary because by con;idering only I~ ..... L~ in X 1, .•• , X" and Y1, ... , Y" 
the situation becomes finite dimensional again. 

Still an infinite dimensional version of the functional equation lemma does exist (in 
fact more than one; the most general one deals with power series over topological rings). 
One version says that provided all the power series occurring in its formulation satisfy 
the .. monomials have finite support" condition (cf. (9.6.3 ), Chapter II). then all four 
statements are also true in the infinite dimensional case. 



CHAPTER V 

CARTIER-DIEUDONNE MODULES 

All formal group laws in this chapter will be commutative. 

26 Basic Definitions and Reminders. 
Survey of the Results of Chapter V 

26.f The Cartier-Dieudonne module 
of a formal group law 

Let F(X, Y) be a commutative formal group law over a ring A of dimension 
n, say. Let rt(F; A) be the abelian group of curves of F(X, Y) with coefficients 
in A. Recall that the elements ofrt(F; A) are n-tuples of power series y(t) in one 
variable t with coefficients in A such that y(O) = 0, that the addition is defined 
by y(t) + F J(t) = F(y(t), J(t)), and that CC(F; A) is a complete Hausdorff topo
logical group with the topology defined by the subgroups 'ff"(F; A) consisting 
of all curves y(t) such that y(t) = 0 mod t", n EN. We also defined a number of 
operators on <e(F; A), viz. operators f. and v. for all n EN, and operators (a) 
for all a E A. The defining relations were 

(a)y(t) = y(at), v. y(t) = y(t") 

f.y(t) = y((.tlfn) +F ... +F y((~tlfn) 

where (. is a primitive nth root of unity, and where the last formula must be 
interpreted with some care in case A is not a torsion free ring. There are a 
number of relations between these operators; these were listed and derived in 
Section 16.2 of Chapter III (cf. also (27.2.11) below). 

One now defines the Carter-Dieudonne module of the formal group law 
F(X, Y) over A as the topological abelian group "C(F; A) with the continuous 
operators f., (a), v •. This defines a functor CC(-; A) on FGA> the category of 
formal group laws over A, to a certain category ofabelian groups. These groups 
CC(F; A) have the properties: 

(26.1.1) <e(F; A) is filtered by subgroups <c(F; A)= CC 1(F; A)=> ... => 
312 
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'6'"(F; A)=> ···and CC(F; A) is complete and Hausdorff in the topology defined 
by the <t5"( F; A). 

(26.1.2) There are continuous additive operators V,,, f., and (a) on <t(F; A) 
for all n EN, a EA that satisfy the relations (16.2.1)-(16.2.9). 

(26.l.3) The operators V., are injective, they map CC"(F; A) into <t5""'(F; A) and 
induce isomorphisms 

CC"(F; A)/CC"+ 1(F; A)~ re•m(F; A)jcc•m+ 1(F; A) 

(26.1.4) <6' 1(F; A)/'6' 2(F; A) is a free A-module (the A-module structure being 
induced by the operators (a)). 

Cartier's second and third theorems together now say: 

• (26.1.5) Theorem The functor F(X, Y)1-+<€(F; A) is an equivalence of 
categories from the category of formal group laws over A onto the category of 
abelian groups with the properties (26. l.1 )--(26.1.4). 

One can collect the operators v., f., (a) in one ring Cart( A) whose elements 
are all formal sums of the form 

(26.1.6) 
m,n 

with for every m E N only finitely many n such that am,n + 0. With 
(16.2.1)--(16.2.9) as calculation rules Cart(A) is now completely described. In 
passing we note that a= (a 1, a2, ... )t-> I. V .(a)f.defines a ring embedding of 
the ring of Witt vectors W(A) into Cart( A). 

The abelian groups <t(F; A) can now be considered as Cart(A)-modules and 
even as topological Cart(A)-modules where we give Cart(A) the topology 
defined by the right ideals U:1 consisting of those elements (26.1.6) for which 
am.n = 0 for m ~ l. 

One can now restate Theorem (26.1.5) in more fanciful language as an equiv-
alence of categories between FGA and a certain kind of topological Cart(A)
modules, so called reduced Cart(A)-modules. These are defined as follows: 

• (26.1.7) Definition A topological Cart(A)-module <€ is called reduced if 
the following four conditions hold: 

(i) If (xJi e 1 is a set of elements in Cart(A) converging to zero (for the filter 
of complements of finite sets) and (yJieJ is any set of elements of CC, then 
Lie 1 xi /'i converges in re. 

(ii) For each n EN, let '(J" be the closure of the sum of all the subgroups 
V/€ of<€ for i ~ n. Then the topology of<€ is the same as the topology defined 
by the re•. 

(iii) v m: '6' 1 =re--> c;fm induces a bijection <6'/<(} 2 ~ ccm;rr;m+ 1 . 

(iv) 'ff/'t? 2 is a free A-module. 
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With this terminology Theorem (26.1.5) can be restated as 

• (26.1.8) Theorem The functor F1--> rg(F; A) is an equivalence of categories 
between FGA and the category of reduced Cart(A)-modules (with continuous 
Cart(A)-module morphisms as morphisms). 

To prove Theorem (26.1.5) one makes essential use of the formal group law 
W(X, Y) of Witt vectors as follows. Let )'w(t) be the curve (t, 0, 0, ... ) in 
W(X, Y) over A. (NB do not confuse /\)t) with the element (t. 0, 0, ... ) E 
W(A[t]).) Then one has 

• (26.1.9) Theorem For every curve ·;>(t) E rr;'(F: A), where F(X, Y) is a com
mutative formal group law over A, there exists a unique homomorphism of 
formal group laws cx,.(X): ~V(X, Y)--> F(X, Y) such that (cx1.). /'.,.(t) = 1i(t). 

In other words W(X, Y) represents the functor F1-->'6'(F; A). 
Thus, in order to prove Theorem (26.1.5), even for finite dimensional formal 

group Jaws only, one unavoidably meets infinite dimensional formal group 
laws, albeit only very nice ones like W(X. Y). As a matter of fact, the proof of 
Theorem (26.1.5) given below is complete only for the finite dimensional case; 
to do the existence proof given below also for infinite dimensional formal group 
laws one needs the generalities that we already briefly discussed in Section 9.6 
of Chapter II. 

26.2 Cartier-Dieudonne theory over Z<rl-algebras 

• (26.2.1) Now suppose that we are studying formal group laws over a ring A 
that is a Z<Pl-algebra, i.e., a ring A in which all prime numbers except possibly p 
are invertible. In this case the theory outlined in 26.1 simplifies a good deal. 
This is due to the following facts: 

(i) The topological groups of curves <(, (F: A) splits as a direct sum 
rr,(F;A)~EB 11 ,,,rcr(F;A), where /(p)=[11ENj(p,11)=1) and where 
'6r(F; A) is the topological group of p-typical curves (Proposition (16.4.18)). 

(ii) The ring Cart( A) "is" an I (p) x I (p) matrix ring with entries in a much 
smaller quotient ring Cartr(A) of Cart(.4), whose elements are all formal ex
pressions of the form Ln.m v;<an.m>r;·. Moreover, this decomposition and the 
one mentioned just above in (i) are compatible. 

(iii) Cart I'( A) is a much nicer ring than Cart(A ). 

The calculation rules for Cart,,(A) are obtained from those of Cart(A) by 
setting all Vn, fn zero for (11, p) = 1. A reduced Cartp(A) module is now: 

• (26.2.2) Definition A reduced Cartp(A)-module is a module 'fi over 
Cartr(A) such that: 

(i) 'f/ is complete and Hausdorff in the topology defined by the subgroups 
v;~<(; = <r:<n), i.e., re = .]i!!!. ((; /'6'"1; 
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(ii) VP is injective; 
(iii) '(j /V /6 is a free A-module. 

The one prime number version of the equivalence of categories Theorem 
(26.1.5) is now 

• (26.2.3) Theorem Let A be a z,ri-algebra. Then F1--><6 ,,(F; A) is an equiv
alence of categories between FGA and the category of reduced 
Cartr(A )-modules. 

There is also a one prime version of the representation theorem (26.1.9). It 
says that the functor F1-->rCP(-; A) is representable by W",(X, Y). 

One way to prove Theorem (26.2.3) is to use the decomposition results (i) 
and (ii) of (26.2.1) to deduce Theorem (26.2.3) from Theorem (26.1.5). And in 
fact this is precisely what we do to prove that the functor '6 ,,(-; A) is fully 
faithful. The existence part, on the other hand, which in the global case is by far 
the hardest to prove, is almost a triviality in this one prime number case. It is 
immediate from Definition (26.2.2) that every element/' in<(} can be written as a 
unique sum 

rJ.. m 

y = I I v;<an.;)c5; 
n=O i= 1 

where /11 = dim.4('6/V/f;) and where c5 1, ..• , c5'" in'(,' are such that their classes 
mod V/f, are a basis for 'f,/V/6. In particular we have expressions 

°1' /11 

rA = I z= v;,<c(n, J, i))c)j 
11=0 j= 1 

Now let F ,(X, Y) over Z[V] be the universal p-typical m-dimensional formal 
group law of Section 10.3. Chapter II. Substitute c(n, i, j) for ~;,+ 1(i, j): an 
elementary calculation shows that the module of p-typical curves of the result
ing formal group law is precisely <(;. 

26.3 Cartier-Dieudonne theory for formal A-modules 

• (26.3.1) Now let A be a discrete valuation ring with finite residue field k of 
q-elements. The ring A may be either of characteristic zero or of characteristic 
p = char(k) > 0. In this case there is a theory of Cartier-Dieudonne modules 
for formal A-modules that is completely parallel to the one discussed above for 
formal group laws over Z 1rralgebras, i.e., formal Z 1,,rmodules. We choose a 
fixed uniformizing element n of A. 

The role of W,,~ is now played by W~. 00 and instead of Cartp(.4) we have 
Cart.,(B), where B is in Alg4 , which consists of all expressions 

I v;<h"·"'>r; 
n.m=O 
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with, for all n, b •. m = 0 for all but finitely many m. Here fn is the Frobenius 
operator introduced and studied in Section 25.5, Chapter IV. The calculation 
rules for CartA(B) are similar to the ones of CartP(B). 

The role of'{} p(-; B) is now taken over by the group of q-typical curves (cf. 
25.2). We recall that if Bis A-torsion free, a curve y(t) in <t'(F; B) is q-typical iff 

00 

f(y(t)) = I X;tq', X; E (B®A Kr 
i=O 

where K is the quotient field of A. 
The definition of a reduced CartA(B)-module is obtained from (26.2.2) by 

replacing CartP(A) by CartA(B~ VP by Vq and A by B everywhere. 
Thus in this case we find an equivalence of categories FG~ ~ (category of 

reduced CartA(B)-modules) and F1-><t'q(F; B) is representable by w:. 00 (X, Y). 

• (26.3.2) The A-module structure Let F(X, Y) EFG~ be a formal A
module over B. Then by what was said above <t'q(F; B) is classifying, and the 
natural operators on <t'q(F; B) are Vq, fn, and the operators (b) for b E B. One 
may wonder how the A-module structure on <t'q(F; B) that is induced by the 
PF(a) is hidden in here. 

To this end we first recall that w:. 00(8) is an A-algebra with structural 
homomorphism given by 

A-> w:. 00 (8), a1-> (!Jo(a), !J1(a), !Jz(a), ... ) 

w: .• (!J(a)) = a for all n E N u {O} 

Second, (b0 , bi> b2 , ... ) 1-> I:'=o V~(b.)f: is an injective ring homomorphism 
w:,oo(B)-> CartA(B). The composite of these two homomorphism gives the 
action of A on <t'q(F; B). 

26.4 Classification up to isogeny over an 
algebraically closed field 

Now let F(X, Y) be a formal group law, or a formal A-module, where A is as 
in 26.3, over an algebraically closed field l of characteristic p > 0. We shall 

· describe the results below only for formal A-modules; the corresponding re
sults for formal group laws follow by taking A = Z<P> because l is a Z<Pralgebra. 

• (26.4.1) A-Height Consider '{} = <t'q(F; B). Then <t'/[n]<t' = <t'/fnVq'{} is a 
vector space over /, with the vector space structure induced by the operators 
(b), b E /.We define the A-height of F(X, Y) as dim1(<t'/[n]<t'). It turns out that 
this agrees with the definitions we have given before in the one dimensional 
cases (cf. Section 18.3 and (21.8.2) of Chapter IV). 

Since dim F = dim1(<t'/Vq<t'), one also has that always A-ht(F(X, Y)) ::2'.: 

dim(F(X, Y)), so that formal A-modules of A-height l are necessarily of dimen
sion l. 
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• (26.4.2) The Dieudonne ring DA(/) We define DA(/) as the over algebra 
of WA (1) generated by two symbols fn and V q subject to the relations 
r,vq==·vqfn=[n], xVq=VqrA(x), fny=rA(y)f where 'A is .the Frobenius 
automorphism of w:.oc(I). This ring is naturally a dense subrmg of <_:artA(.1); 
and since <t'q(F; L) is complete, the study ofreduced CartA(/)-modules 1s equiv
alent to the study of reduced DA(I) modules. 

• (26.4.3) Classification up to isogeny Now let F(X, Y) E FGJ be a 
formal A-module of finite height. Then 'Cq(F; I) is a free W~. 00(1)-module of 
finite rank h = A-ht(F(X, Y)). . 

"Localize" DA(l) with respect to V q to obtain a ring of twisted Laurent se:1es 
in V with coefficients in the ramified Witt vector ring W~. 00(1). <(J q(F; I) is a 
torsion module over this ring D~(I) if A-ht(F(X. Y)) < oo and it turns out that 
one can classify all finitely generated torsion modules over D~l) by means of a 
standard technique which goes back all the way to Dieudonne's paper [108]. 

It turns out that "'{} q(F; /) and CC q( G; I) become isomorphic over DW)" is 
the same thing as" F(X, Y) and G(X, Y) are isogenous as formal A-modules 
over I." Here isogenous is the weakest equivalence relation that identifies two 
formal A-modules over I that are of the same dimension and between which 
there exists a formal A-module homomorphism with finite kernel. The resulting 
classification theorem is: 

• (26.4.4) Theorem Let I be an algebraically cl?s~d extension fie!~ of k. Then 
every finite dimensional formal A-module over l 1s 1sogenous to a direct sum ~f 
certain formal A-modules c:.m(X, Y), 1 ~ n ~ oo, 0 ~ m ~ oo, (n, m) = 1. This 
decomposition is unique up to isogeny. 

Here G1_ 0 (X, Y) is the (uniq~e) for.ma) A-mo~ule of A:h:ight 1 over l, the c: "'(X, Y) are the obvious n-d1mens1onal quotients of Wq, 00 (X, Y) and the 
Gfm(X, Y) for n, m E N, (n, m) = 1 are certain simple formal A-modules of 
dimension n and A-height n + m. 

26.5 " Le tapis de Cartier" 

In Section 30 we shall take up again the question of reducing and lifting 
formal A-modules and formal group laws. In Section 30 we treat only the case 
of formal A-modules explicitly, the case of formal group laws being obtained by 
considering them as formal Z<Pl-modules. By way of contrast we shall here 
describe the results for formal group laws only. 

• (26.5.1) The setting Let k be a perfect field and A= WPoo (k) the ring of 
Witt vectors for the prime p over k. Let <J be the Frobenius automorphism of 
A, let K be the quotient field of A. We take pas a uniformizing element of K. 
Let M be a free module of finite rank h over A together with a semilinear 
endomorphism ri: M-> M (i.e., ri(am) = <J(a)ri(m) and ri is additive) and a 
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a- 1-semilinear endomorphism (: M---> M such that 17( = (17 = p and 
('Mc pM for r sufficiently large. Finally, let N be a free finite rank submodule 
of M such that N + pM =(Mand such that M/N is also free. 

• (26.5.2) The constructions Given {M, 17) as in (26.5.1), one constructs 
generalized Lubin-Tate formal group laws G(M, 17)(X, Y) as in Section 13.2 of 
Chapter II. We recall that G(M, 17)(X, Y) is the formal group law over A with 
logarithm 

g(M, 17)(X) = X + p- 1D(17)a*g(M, 17)(XP) 

When D(17) is the matrix of 17 with respect to some chosen basis of Mover A. 
(The isomorphism class of G(M, 17)(X, Y) does not depend on this choice, but 
the formal group law itself does depend on it.) Identifying M with Ah via the 
same basis and thus identifying M with the Lie algebra of G(M, 17 )(X, Y), one 
finds the following description of <tf P(G(M, 17); A) or rather of g(M, 17) 
('Cp(G(M, 17); A)). This is the subgroup of the additive group t(K@A M)[t] 
consisting of all power series 

00 

" pi L.. X;t , 
i=O 

such that x0 EM and X; = p- 117(x;_ 1) mod M for all i EN. 
There is a canonical map /30 : M ---> <ff p( G( M, 17); A) defined as follows 

00 

(26.5.3) g(M, 17)(/Jo(x)) = I p-i17t1:)tP' 
i=O 

This map has the following properties: 

(26.5.4) 

(26.5.5) /30 is A-linear, where rep(G(M, 17); A) is seen as an A-module via the 
Artin-Hasse exponential 

~A: A---> Wp.,(A) c Cartr(A) 

Now let N be a submodule of Mas in (26.5.1). Then N c (M. For each 
x EN, let y EM be such that (y = x (NB ( is injective). Then g(M, 17t 1 

(xt) = /Jo(x)- Vr/Jo(Y) (subtraction in the group '6r(G(M, 17); A)), and it 
follows that the additive formal group law N+ (X, Y) with Lie algebra N is 
canonically (via /30 ) a subformal group law of G(M, 17)(X, Y). The quotient 
exists as a formal group law, and we find an exact sequence with additive 
Kernel 

(26.5.6) 

One now has the following universality properties: 

• (26.5.7) Theorem There is a one-one functorial correspondence between 
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homomorphisms G(M, 17)(X, Y)--->H(X, Y) and maps {3: Af__,ff,'p(H; A) such 
that (the analogues of) (26.5.4) and (26.5.5) hold. (The correspondence is given 
by the map /30 .) 

• (26.5.8) Theorem (26.5.6) is the universal extension with additive kernel of 
G(X, Y). That is, for every exact sequence of formal group laws 

there is a unique homomorphism N+(x, Y)--->R+(x, Y) such that this se
quence is obtained from (26.5.6) by pushout. 

• (26.5.9) Theorem The composed map 

M---><fi'r(G(M, 17); A)--->'Cp(G; A)---><tip(G; k) 

where the last map is reducing mod pA, is an isomorphism which takes 17 to 
fr and (to Vr. 

(We have encountered similar isomorphisms before; cf. Theorem ( 15.4.11) of 
Chapter III and Theorem (25.3.30) of Chapter IV.) 

• (26.5.10) We now turn our attention to the lifting of formal group laws. Let 
r(X, Y) be a formal group law of finite height hover k. Then '?i'r(r; k) is a free 
module of rank h over W if (k) = A with a a-semi linear endomorphism f P and a 
a- 1-semilinear endomor;hism V r· We now take M = <fi' p(r; k), 17 =fr, ( = V p· 
Then all the hypotheses of (26.5. l) concerning (M, 17, ()are satisfied. Take any 
free submodule N of M such that N + pM =(Mand such that M/N is free. 
Now carry out the constructions of (26.5.2). Theorem (26.5.9) says that the 
G(X, Y) thus obtained is a lift of r(X, Y). . . 

Conversely, given a lift G(X, Y) of r(X, Y), one proves that there 1s a unique 
map {3: M ___, '6' r(G; A) that is A-linear (via A---> Wr·' (.4) c Cartp(.4) again) and 
such that f3 " 17 =fr , {3. Let /J(X): G(M, 17)(X, Y)---> G(X, Y) be the corre
sponding homomorphism of formal group laws over A. Then Ker(/J(X)} turns 
out to be an additive formal group law with Lie algebra N = Ker(Lie(/3)), a 
submodule of M, such that N + pM = (M (and M/N free). 

Thus one obtains the following picture: 

(a) The middle formal group law G(X, Y) of the universal extension with 
additive kernel of a lift G(X, Y) over Wp,(k) off(X, Y) over k depends only on 
r(X, Y) and not on the particular lift G(X, Y). 

(b) The Lie algebra ofG(X, Y) is the Cartier-Dieudonne module 'f5 r(r; k). 
(c) The various lifts of r(X, Y) to a formal group law G(X, Y) over H-;,, (k) 

correspond to the various ways of lifting the exact sequence 
v 

0---> M/frM---"-+ M/[p]M ___, M/VpM-> 0 

where M = '(; p(r; k), to an exact sequence (26.5.6). 
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This is a picture, which, to quote Cartier quoting Grothendieck (cf. [66, 
p. 223]) "is only a small subpart of Grothendieck's conjectures concerning 
cristalline cohomology." 

• (26.5.11) The case of formal A-modules There is a completely parallel 
picture in the case of formal A-modules where A is a discrete valuation ring (of 
characteristic p or of characteristic zero) with finite residue field of q elements. 
Basically the results are obtained by the transcribing rules: 

(6'p(-; -)t->(6'q(-; -), 

N + pMt->N + nM, (I'/= I'/(= pt->(Y/ =I'/(= n 

27 Cartier-Dieudonne Modules for 
Formal Group Laws 

In this section all formal group laws will be over one fixed ring A and all 
curves and power series in one or more variables will have coefficients in A 
unless otherwise specified. ' 

In principle, formal group laws may be infinite dimensional in this section. 
But we shall give complete proofs of the main theorems only in the finite 
dimensional case. 

27.1 Cartier's first theorem 

• (27.1.1) Morphisms Let I and J be two index sets. A homomorphism 
between an (infinite dimensional) formal group law with index set I (cf. Chap
ter II, Section 9.6) and an (infinite dimensional) formal group law with index 
set J is of course some set o:(X) = (o:j(X)t e 1 • indexed by J, of power series in 
the Xi, i E /.That is, 
(27.1.2) o:-(X) ="c. X" J Li J,n 

n 

where n runs over all functions n: I-> N u {O} with finite support, i.e., 
{i EI I n(i) # O} is a finite set, and where x· is short for the product fli x•(i) 
where i runs over all i E I for which n(i) =f. 0. Functions n: I-> N u {O} with 
finite support will (still) be called multi-indices. Now we have already seen in 
Section. 9.6 of Chapter II that in general if o:(X) is a J-tuple of power series in 
the (Xi)iel and /J(Y) is a J-tuple of power series in the variables Yk, k EK, and 
I, J, and K are possibly infinite, then o:(/J( Y)) need not be defined. We have also 
seen how to avoid this. In complete analogy with the restriction introduced 
there we define: 

• (27.1.3) Definitions Let/, J be two possibly infinite index sets. Then we 
define Mor(/, J) as.t?e set of J-tuples of power series o:(X) = (o:iX))jeJ such 
that for every mult1-mdex n: I-> N u {O} there are only finitely many j such 
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that ci.• # 0. We shall refer to this condition as the "monomials have com
pact support" condition. If J is finite, this is no restriction at all. 

We shall write Mor(n, m) for Mor(/, J) if I= {1, 2, .. ., n}, J = {l, 2, .. ., m}. 
Now let F(X, Y) be a formal group law with index set I and G(X, Y) a 

formal group law with index set J. A homomorphism o:(X): F(X, Y}-> 
G(X, Y) is now an element o:(X) E Mor(/, J) such that o:(F(X, Y)} = 
G(o:(X), o:( Y)), and we note that this last condition makes sense precisely 
because of the "monomials have compact support" condition on o:(X), 
F(X, Y), and G(X, Y). 

• (27.l.4) Topology on Mor(/, J) We give the set Mor(/, J) a kind of com
pact open topology. Let o:(X) E Mor(/, J), then the open neighborhoods of 
o:(X) are defined by pairs (n, K) where n EN and K is a finite subset of/, and 
these are defined as 

U(o:(X); n, K) = {/J(X) E Mor(/, J) J/J(X) = o:(X) mod(Xi, i ~ K; degree n)} 

So if I is finite, of size m say, the topology is defined by the open neighborhoods 

{fJ(X) E Mor(m, J) I /J(X) = o:(X) mod degree n} 

and if I is infinite, then /Jn(X), n E N, converges to ct(X) if and only if /Jn(X) 
converges to ct(X) for all finite (i.e., compact) subsets of/. 

• (27.l.5) Group structures on Mor(/, J) Let F(X, Y) be a (possibly 
infinite dimensional) formal group law with index set J. And let o:(X), /J(X) E 
Mor(!, J), then F(o:(X), /J(X)} makes sense and defines a new element of 
Mor(/, J), turning Mor(/, J) into an abelian topological group. 

• (27.1.6) An example Consider the formal group law W(X, Y) defined by 
the Witt addition polynomials I: 1, I: 2, ... of Chapter III, Section ( 17.1.18). We 
have already seen (Chapter III, Lemma (17.4.9) that if a= (a 1, a 2 , a 3 , ... ), 

b = (b 1, b2 , ••• ) are two sequences of elements of a ring R and for all i E N. 
ai = 0 or bi= 0. then I:i(a, b) = ai +bi for all i EN. Now let bi(t) E Mor(l, N) 
be the N-tuple of power series (c5;)Jt) = 0 ifj =f. i, (bJi(t) = t. We can consider 
bi(X;) as an element of Mor(N, N); in the topological group structure defined 
by W(X, Y) we then have 

00 

(27. l.7) (X I• x 2• x 3• ... ) = Iii' bi(XJ 
j=::.l 

where the sum on the right converges in the (compact open) topology of 
Mor(N, N). (Note that the element of Mor(N, N) on the left is the identity 
endomorphism of W(X, Y).) 

• (27.1.8) Curves Let again F(X, Y) be a (possibly infinite dimensional) 
formal group law with index set I. Then the set of curves (C(F; A) is simply 
Mor(!, I) which we give the topology defined in (27.1.4) and the group struc-
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ture discussed in (27.1.5). The set of all curves that are = 0 mod degree /1 is 
then an open subgroup re"( F; A) of'/'; ( F; A) and the topology of rc(F: A) is the 
topology defined by these subgroups. Moreover, '6(F: A) is complete in this 
topology. All this is exactly as in the finite dimensional case. 

The operators (a). a E A. V"' and f,,,. /11 E N, on rqF; A) are defined exactly 
as in the finite dimensional case. (The only thing to check is that one stays in 
Mor( I. I). which is a triviality.) The operators (a), V,,,. and f'" are all contin
uous, and V"' maps rc"(F: A) into rc"'"(F; A): the induced homomorphisms 

V"': 'C"(F; A)/'6"+ 1(f; A)-> 'li'""(F; A)l'C"'"+ 1(F; A) 

are isomorphisms. 

• (27.1.9) Lemma Let o:(X) E Mor(/. J). Then o:.: /J(X)r-->o:(/J(X)) from 
Mor(K /)to Mor(K, J) is a continuous map. In particular, if o:(X) is a homo
morphism of formal group laws F(X, Y)-> G(X. Y), then o:(X) induces a con
tinuous homomorphism a.: rf?(F; A)-> r6.(G; A). Moreover, o:. commutes with 
the operators V,,, and (a) for all /11 E N. a E A (in any case) and also with the 
operators fm if a(X) is a homomorphism. 

Proof Easy exercise. 

• (27.1.10) Let F(X, Y) be a formal group law (possibly infinite dimensional) 
with index set I and let for each i E /, 15i(t) be the curve with components 
(bJ)t) = 0 ifj =!= i and (bJi(r) = t. This notation will be standard from now on. 
We shall refer to {bi(t). i EI) as the standard V-basis for rc(F; A). 

•(27.1.11) Lemma Every curve )'(t) E 'li(F; A) can be uniquely written as a 
convergent sum 

(27.1.12) 
i EI 

mEN 

where for every m E N there are only finitely many a,,,.; that are =I= 0. 

Proof Let re"(F; A) be the subgroup ofr6(F; A) of all curves that are = 0 
mod(degree 11). Now because F(X, Y) = X + Y mod(degree 2) and because of 
the "monomials have compact support" condition on the elements of 
r6(F; A)= Mor(!, I) (cf. (27.1.3)). we have that 

rt,"(F; A)/6'"+ 1(F; A) :::o E8 mEI A, 

the direct sum of I copies of the abelian group A. The lemma is now proved by 
successive approximation; to take the limit on the right of (27.1.12) and to 
prove the identity (27.1.12), one uses the facts that r6'(F; A) is complete and 
Hausdorff and that the topology on rr, (F; A) is defined by the subgroups 
rr, "(F; A). 

• (27.1.13) Let FGA be the category of all (possibly infinite dimensional) formal 
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group laws over A with as morphisms homomorphisms between formal group 
laws as defined in (27.1.3). The assignment F(X. Y)r--> '(, (F: A), ::o-> a. defines a 
functor FGA ...... Set (if we forget about the topological group structure of 
'6(F; A)). Cartier's first theorem says that this functor is representable hy 
1,f'(X. Y). 

Let ;·)r) E '6(W: A)= Mor(l. N) be the curve «> 1(r) of Example (27.1.6), i.e .. 
;·,..(t) is the N-tuple of power series with components(;·"') 1(t) = r. (;·".);(r) = 0 for 
i ~ 2. The theorem now says 

• (27.1.14) Theorem (representability of'6(-: A)) Let F(X. Y) be a formal 
group law over .4 and let 1(t) E '6(F; A) be a curve. }hen there exists precisely 
one homomorphism of formal group laws c.(,.(X): W(X. Y)-> F(X, Y} over A 
such that o:,.h'w(t)) = )'(t). This correspondence 'f,'(f; A).:-,, FG.1(W(X: Y). 
F(X. Y)) is an isomorphism of topological groups. 

•(27.1.15) To prove this theorem we need to know something about the action 
of the Frobenius operators f,, on 16'( W; A). Let b,,(t) be the curve defined in the 
example (27.1.6) which consists of the components zero for all i =I= 11 and which 
has the power series t in component 11. Then we have 

(27 .1.16) f,, l'w(t) = b,,(t) 

We prove this for IV(X, Y) considered as a formal law over Z. It then follows 
over all rings A because <fi*: 1t,(W: Z)->'6(W; A) commutes with f,,if <ji: z _,A 
is a ring homomorphism. Now (27.1.16) is equivalent with 

(27.1.17) W;(f,,)1..(t)) = W;(b,,(t)) all i EN 

where the w; are the Witt polynomials: and since roots of unity make sense over 
Z. we have 

where ~" is a primitive nth root of unity, so 

W;(f,,)'w(t)) = w;()>,,.(~,,r 11")) + ... + W;(J'w(~~l 11")) 

10 
- \nti/n 

= W;(<\(t)) 

which proves (27.1.17). 

if 11 does not divide i 

if 11 divides i 

• (27.1.18) Caveat It is very tempting to write i'w(t) = (t, 0. 0, 0, ... ), and this 
in turn can be viewed as an element of the group lt'(A[t]) (rather than as an 
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element of "C(W; A)). The group functor W has a Frobenius endomorphism 
which is (naturally) denoted f.- But then 

f.(t, 0, 0, ... ) = (t", 0, 0, ... ) 

and 

v.(t, o, o, ... ) = (O, o, .. ., o, t, o, o, ... ) 
with the tin the nth spot. The reason for this is that the algebraic group scheme 
W and the formal group scheme W are dual to each other and the duality 
interchanges f's and V's ! 

We shall be careful to distinguish between the various f's, which is one 
reason to write Yw(t) rather than (t, 0, 0, ... ). 

• (27.1.19) Proof of Theorem (27.1.14) 

(i) Uniqueness of ay Suppose there is a homomorphism ixy(X) such that 
ixy{)'w(t)) = y(t). Because ay is a formal group homomorphism we have that 
(ar• )f. = f.(ar•) so that by (27.1.16) 

(ixy.).:5.(t) =f. J>(t) 

Composing ix;,(X) with the identity morphism, using the continuity of ixr• and 
formula (27.1.7) now gives us 

00 

(27.1.20) al'(X) = IF f. J>(X .) 
n=l 

which determines a,(X) completely in terms of the curve y(t), and which also 
shows }hat y(t)1--> ar(X) is a homomorphism of the group 't(F; A) to the group 
FGA(W(X, Y), F(X, Y)) once we have shown that ix,(X) is indeed a 
homomorphism. 

(ii) Existence of a1 in case F(X. Y) is finite dimensional First suppose that 
F(X, Y) is the universal m-dimensional formal group law over Z[U]. Let 
f(X) =I anX" be the logarithm of F(X, Y). The logarithmfw(X) of W(X, Y) 
is equal to 

x, 
X2 + Z-'Xi 

fw(X) = X3 +r 1X~ 
X 4 + 2- 1 Xi + 4 - 1 Xi 

Now let 

m 

yc(t) = IF C/ 
i= 1 
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be the universal curve in F(X, Y) with coefficients in Z[U; C] and consider 
00 

fb1dt)) = I x/ 
i=l 

The xi are column vectors of length m in the U's and C's and satisfy of course a 
functional equation relation 

(27 .1.21) 

if p' Ii but p'+ 1 {i. Now let B be then x ex; matrix consisting of the column 
vectors b; = ix; 

(27.1.22) 

and let 

(27.1.23) 

then because 

we havef(ixhw(t))) = f(yc(t)) and hence ixy(yw(t)) = yc(t). (This by the way also 
proves uniqueness of ixy in this case; the matrix Bis uniquely determined by the 
condition Bfw(Yw(t)) = f(y(t)) in the torsion free case.) 

It remains to prove that ix;-(X) has integral coefficients because this ixy(X) is 
certainly additive. This follows from part (i) because ix;,(X) is also unique over 
Q[U; C]. Alternatively, we can prove this by showing that Bfw(X) satisfies the 
same type of functional equation as f (X}. A small calculation shows that 

Bfw(X} = X1 X I+ X2Xi + X3X~ + · .. 

+ 2x2X 2 + 2x4Xi + 2x6 X~ + · .. 

So to prove that Bfw(X) satisfies the same functional equation asf (X) we must 
show that for each n E N and i E N, 

if p { i 

-iu (p) ·•· -iu (p') Z (U· C)m nXin - p PllXp-tin - - p P,llXp-'in E (p) , 

if p' Ii but p'+ 1 {i. (Note that the powers of X behave just right.} This follows 
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from (27.1.21) because p'xn E Zp[ u; er if ,r l { n and if /1 = p't, (t, p) = 1, 
then 

and 

because the highest power of p dividing p-r- jin is ps- j. 
To conclude the proof of existence of cx ,.(X), let F(X, Y) be any m

dimensional formal group law and J'(t) any curve in <f,'(F; A). Let </>be the 
unique homomorphism Z[U; C]-> A such that </>*F u(X, Y) = F(X, Y) and 
</>* l'c(t) = 11(t). Let &(X) be the al'(X) constructed above (cf. (27.1.23)) for 
Fu(X, Y) and ;1c(t). Then a,,(X) = </>*&(X) is a homomorphism 
W'(X, Y)-> F(X, Y), and ay(Jiw(t)) = ;•(t). 

(iii) Formula (27.1.20) shows that ay(X) depends continuously on )'(t) and 
;1,(t) = a(yw(t)) depends of course continuously on a(X). 

(iv) Remarks on the proof of Theorem (27. l.14)jor i11finite dimensionaljormal 
group laws An examination of the first proof of existence given above shows 
that this works for every formal group law over a characteristic zero ring A {i.e., 
ring A such that A -> A @ Q is injective). So to prove the theorem also for 
infinite dimensional formal group laws it suffices to show that every formal 
group law can be lifted to one over a characteristic zero ring; this is true: a 
proof can be found, e.g., in [256]. 

(v) During the second proof of the integrality of a,(X) we used the func
tional equation lemma in the case of an infinity of variables X. This makes no 
difference, neither in statement nor in proof. But the reader unhappy about this 
may observe that setting X n+ 1 = X n+ i = · · · = 0 converts the situation to a 
case with finitely many X's to which the functional equation lemma applies and 
this shows that a,(X) is integral mod(X n+ 1, X n+ i, ... ) for all n, hence integral. 

27.2 The ring of operators Cart(A) 

• (27.2.1) Composition operators Let x(t) E Mor(!, !). Then x(r) defines 
an additive continuous operator on 'll(F; A) for all formal group laws F(X, Y) 
by the rule 

(27.2.2) comp(xMt) = y(x(r)) 

These operators are called composition operators. Of course V., and <a) for 
m E N and a E A are special composition operators with their x's respectively 
equal to tm and at. 

• (27.2.3) Operators in general In general we now define an operator on 
r6'(-; A) as a functor endomorphism of the (set-valued) functor r.s(-; A). This 
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means that if Q is an operator and a(X): F(X, Y)-> G(X, Y) a homomorphism 
of formal group laws, then we must have a commutative diagram of maps 

(27.2.4) '6(F; A) L rt,'(F; A) 

l ~. i~. 
{&'(G; A} L f6'(G; A) 

As happens so often (e.g., in the case of cohomology operations), the functor
iality of an operator (together with the representability off6'(-; A)) forces the 
operator to have more properties, such as additivity and continuity. 

• (27.2.5) Proposition Let Q 1, Qi be two operators on <&(-;A), then we 
have: 

(i} QI /'w(t} =Qi Yw(t) =>QI= Qi. 
(ii) Q1 and Q2 are additive and continuous. 

(iii) Conversely, let 11(t) E <f,(W; A) be any curve, then there is a unique 
operator Ql. such that Q,,b1w(t)) = y(t). 

Proof (i) Let ;1(t) E re(F; A) be any curve and let ai'(X) be the unique 
homomorphism W(X, Y)--> F(X, Y) such that ah'w(r)) = y(t). By the commu
tativity of (27.2.4) (with al. for a, W for F, and F for G) we have 

(27.2.6) 

and similarly for Q2 . This proves (i). 
(ii) To prove the continuity and additivity of Q1 and Q2 it suffices to 

remark that in formula (27.2.6) ay(X) depends continuously and additively on 
11(t) by Theorem (27.1.14). 

(iii) For any curve o(t) E rc(F; A), define Qy(b(t)) = ah(t)). By uniqueness 
of cx0 this defines an operator. 

• (27.2.7) Corollary There is a one-one onto correspondence between oper
ators on rt,(-; A) and curves in <f,(W; A). 

• (27.2.8) Now according to Lemma (27.1.11) every curve in rc(W; A) can be 
written uniquely as a sum 

I Iwv,,,<a.,_;)oi(t) 
m=l i=l 

with for every m E N only finitely many i E N for which a ... i }= 0. But by 
(27.1.16) we know that fnyw(t) = b"(t), so every curve ;·(t) E 16(W; A) can be 
uniquely written in the form 

I V,,,<am,;)fi)\.(t) 
m.iE N 
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and combining this with Proposition (27.2.5) we find 

• (27.2.9) Proposition Every operator Q on 'f.?(-; A) can be uniquely writ
ten in the form 

(27.2.10) L V m<am,;)f; 
m,iE N 

with for every m E N only finitely many i E N such that am.i 1- 0. 

• (27.2.11) The ring Cart(A) We shall denote the ring of all operators by 
Cart(A). This is therefore the ring of all expressions (27.2.10). The calculation 
rules are those that we derived in Section 16 of Chapter III. We repeat them for 
completeness sake: 

<a><b) = <ab), 0) = f1 = V 1 =identity operator 

if (n, m) = 1, then Vmfn = fnVm 

fn V n = ( n] = l + · · · + 1 ( n times) 
00 

<a+ b> = I v.<rn(a, b)>rn 
n= 1 

where the r.(Z 1, Z 2 ) are the polynomials with coefficients in Z defined by 

z1 + Z1 =I drd(Z1, Z2)nfd 
din 

The reader can easily convince himself that the calculation rules given above 
suffice to calculate any sum and product of expressions like (27.2.10). 

• (27.2.12) EndA(W(X, Y)) By Proposition (27.2.5) there is a one-one corre
spondence between curves in '6'(W; A) and operators Q. By Theorem (27.l.14) 
there is a one-one correspondence between curves in W(X, Y) and endo
morphisms of W(X, Y). This permits us to identify Cart(A) with 
EndA(W(X, Y)). Now the formal group law W(X, Y) has endomorphisms fn 
and vn defined by the same formulas as the endomorphisms r. and v n of the 
group-valued functor W(-). Under the identification just described, the endo
morphism fn of W(X, Y) corresponds to the operator V n and the endo
morphism v. of W(X, Y) corresponds to the operator r .. 

• (27.2.13) Cart(A) as a topological ring We give Cart(A) the topology 
inherited from '6'(W; A). The '(;'n(W; A) correspond to right ideals 
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an c Cart(A). Since '(;'n(W; A) consists of all curves = 0 mod(degree 11), we 
have 

an= \~ v m<am.i>ri I am.i = o for all i if m < 11) 

(One has to check that the an are indeed right ideals!) This makes Cart(A) a 
complete topological ring with its topology defined by the (open and closed) 
right ideals an. 

27.3 Cartier's second theorem 

• (27.3. l) Curve lemma (Faithfulness of the set-valued functor "'curves") 
Let a(X), f3(X) E Mor(/, J) where I and J are two possibly infinite index sets. 
If for every 1'(t) E Mor(l, I) we have a(i>(t)) = /3(i(t)), then a(X) = /3(X). 

Proof It suffices to prove this for every component a )X), f3)X) of a(X) 
and f3(X). So we can assume that J has one element. Then it also suffices to 
prove that a(}o(t)) = f3(y(t)) implies a(X) = f3(X) mod(X;. i r/: K) for all finite 
subsets K of/. So we can assume that I is finite and we are reduced to the case of 
an cx(X), f3(X) E Mor(m, l ). Write 

ix(X) = L a0 X", /3(X) = L b0 X" 
n n 

where n runs through all multi-indices n = (11 1 •...• nm). 11; E N u {O} of length 
m and with In I = 11 1 + .. · + nm ~ l. Order these indices lexicographically and 
Jet k be the lexicographically smallest index such that ak =I- bk. Let k = 
(k 1 , ...• km)· Then there exist integers d 1 , ... , dm such that 

(27.3.2) k <1 n => k,d, + kzd2 + ... + k,,,dm < l11d1 + ... + nmdm 

where < 1 denotes lexicographic order. Indeed one can take dm = l, 
dm- 1 =km dm + 1, .. ., d 1 = k 2 d2 + .. · + k,,, dm + l. Now let J'(t) be the curve 

11(t) = (t"'. t"' ..... td"') 

then because by hypothesis a0 = b0 for n < 1 k, we have using (27.3.2) 

cx(/'(t)) = /3(y(t)) + (ak - bk)tt1 mod( degreed+ I) 

where d = k 1 d 1 + · · · + km d ... This concludes the proof. 

• (27.3.3) Remark We have used this trick several times before in Chapter II 
when proving various universality statements. 

• (27.3.4) Proposition Let F(X. Y). G(X. Y) be two formal group laws over 
A, and let f3: re(F; A)__. re( G; A) be a map. Then there is a homomorphism of 
formal group laws a(X): F(X, Y)--> G(X. Y) such that /3 = a. = rli(ix; A) if (and 
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only if) {J is continuous additive and commutes with all composition operators 
comp(x). 

• (27.3.5) Corollary (Cartier's second theorem) Let F(X, Y), G(X, Y) be 
two formal group laws over A and let /J: rfi(F; A)-> 'fi(G; A) be a map. Then 
there is a homomorphism of formal group laws G((X): f(X, Y)-> G(X, Y) such 
that fJ = rx. if and only if fJ is continuous, additive, and commutes with the 
operators V "'' (a), f" for all m, n E N and a E A. 

This follows from Proposition (27.3.4) by Proposition (27.2.9), which says 
that every operator can be written in terms of the V'", (a), and f". 

• (27.3.6) Proof of Proposition (27.3.4) Let f(X, Y) have dimension m 
and let b 1(t), ... , b"'(t) be the standard V-basis for F(X, Y). Because isomor
phisms F(X, Y)-> F(X, Y) induce continuous additive isomorphisms 
r6(F; A)-> rrs'(F; A) that commute with composition operators (cf. Lemma 
(27.1.9)) it suffices to prove Proposition (27.3.4) with f(X, Y) possibly replaced 
by an isomorphic formal group law. By Chapter II, Theorem (12.3.6) we can 
therefore assume that F(X, Y) is curvilinear, which means in particular that if 

are two sets of power series and for all i E {I, ... , 111} we have X; = 0 or Y; = 0, 
then 

(x1, ... , xm) +F (Yi· ... , Ym) = (x1 + Yt• ... , Xm + Ym) 

(This follows immediately from the definition of curvilinear; cf. Chapter II, 
Section (12.1).) Now let 1•(Z) be any 111-tuple of power series in the indeter
minates Z 1, Z 2 , .... Then 

m m 

}'(Z) = LF 15h;(Z)) = LF b;(t) '}';(Z) 
i=l i=l 

Let {J(b;(t)) = b;(t) E r6(G; A). We now define for every y(Z) a J-tuple of power 
series /J(li(Z)) as 

m m 

(27.3.7) ft(y(Z))= LGb;(J';(Z))= Lc;b;(t) '}';(Z) 
i= 1 i= 1 

m 

= LG {J(b;(t )) ' ]';(Z) 
i= l 

where J is the index set of the formal group law G(X, Y). We claim that this 
map '/1: Mor(K, m)-> Mor(K, J), thus defined for all index sets K, satisfies the 
property 

(27.3.8) /J(y(Z)) ,, b(t) = {J(J·(Z) 'b(t)) 
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for all curves b(t) E Mor(l, K). (By the curve lemma (27.3.1) 'fJ is also uniquely 
determined by (27.3.8).) To prove (27.3.8) observe that 

m 

'/J(/'(Z)) i5(t) = L:G8;(t) '/';(Z) b(t) 
i= 1 

m 

= LG /J(b;(t)) .• 1';(<5(t)) 
i= 1 

m 

= LGcomp(y;(b(t)))/J(b;(t)) 
i= 1 

"' 
= LG /J(comp(;·;(c5(t)))b;(t)) 

i= 1 

m 

= LG /1(b;(J';(c5(t)))) 
j::=.l 

= /3 (t b;(J';(c5(t)))) 

= /J(;i{Z) b(t)) 

where we have used the fact that fJ commutes with composition operators to go 
from line 3 to line 4 and the additivity of fJ was used to go from line 5 to line 6. 

We claim that 7J is also additive. That is, we claim that 

(27.3.9) PMZ) + F i'(Z)) = fi(r(Z)) + G /J(y(Z)) 

for all )'(Z), f(Z) E Mor(K, m). 
To prove (27.3.9) observe that by (27.3.8) and the additivity of /1 

/J(y(Z) + F }'(Z)) b(t) = /1((y(Z) + F }•(Z)) ,. b(t)) 

= /J({J>(Z) b(t)) + F ()'(Z) ,, 15(t))) 

= /1(Ji(Z) <'l(t)) +c; /3()•(Z) · £5(t)) 

= p(y(Z)) b(t) +c; {j(y(Z)) ·· b(t) 

= {fj(J>(Z)) +c; /J()•(Z))) b(t) 

which proves (27.3.9) by the curve lemma (27.3.1). Now take 

and 
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then (27.3.9) says that 

'fJ(F(X, Y)) = 'fJ((X 1, .. ., Xm) + F (Y1, .. ., Ym)) 

= 'fl(X 1• · ·., Xm) +G P(Y1, .. ., Ym) = G('fl(X), P(Y)) 

so that ix(X) = 'fl(y(X)) with y(X) = (X 1, ... , X m) is the desired homomor
phism (ix(X) does indeed induce f3 because by (27.3.7), taking y(Z) = 
(X 1, .. ., Xm), we find ix(X) 0 b(t) = fJ(X 1, .. ., Xm) o b(t)) = fJ(b(t))). 

• (27.3.10) Remark For future use, we note that the formula for ix(X) is 

ix(X) = IG /J(b;(X;)) 
i 

where b1(t), .. ., bm(t) is the standard V-basis for 'l&'(F; A). 

27.4 Entwined pairs of functions 

This section contains some material related to the proof of Cartier's third 
theorem (which describes all Cart(A)-modules that can arise as a (6'(F; A)). In 
fact if A is of characteristic zero, Cartier's third theorem over A can be proved 
by means of these ideas; cf. (27.5.11) and (27.6.13 ). 

• (27.4.1) The "structure coefficients" c(p, r, j, i) Let F(X, Y) be an 
m-dimensional formal group law over A. Let b;(t) be the standard V-basis for 
rc(F; A). The Frobenius operators fP, pa prime number, act on (6'(F; A); by 
Lemma 27.1.11 we have unique expressions 

(27.4.2) fA(t) = IFV,(c(p, r, j, i))b/r) 
r.j 

for the curves fpb;(t). (Conversely, if we know the fpb;(t) for all i E {1, .. ., m} 
and all prime numbers p, then we know the Cart( A) structure of re(F; A).) 

The "structure coefficients" c(p, r, j, i) for varying p are not independent, 
and we proceed to derive certain relations. 

• (27.4.3) Relations between the c(p, r, j, i) To this end suppose for the 
moment that A is of characteristic zero and that F(X, Y) is a curvilinear formal 
group law. The logarithm f (X) of F(X, Y) then has the form 

00 

(27.4.4) f(X) = I a;Xi 
i = 1 

where the a; are m x m matrices with coefficients in A@ Q and X; is short for 
(Xi1 , X~, .. ., X~1 ); cf. Chapter II, Section 12.1. 

Let an be the matrix anCj, k).j, k E [1, .. ., m} and let an(i) be the ith column of 
an. Then we have 

00 

J(<5;(r)) = I a,,(i)r" 
n=l 
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and hence by Chapter III, (15.1.9) 
00 

(27.4.5) ! (rA(r)) = I vap.(i)t" 
n= 1 

On the other hand, from (27.4.2) we find 

(27.4.6) f(fA(t)) = f ( ~F V,(c(p, r, j, i))bit))) 

= If (bic(p, r, j, i)t')) 
r,j 

= I I a.(j)c(p, r, j, i)"t'" 
r,j n 

Writing c(p, d) for the matrix with as (i, j)th entry the element c(p, d, i, j) and 
using the notation cfkl to denote the matrix obtained from a matrix c by raising 
each of its entries to the kth power, we obtain from the comparison of (27.4.5) 
and (27.4.6) that 

(27.4.7) Pa = °" a c(p d)ln/dl 
pn £.... n/d ' 

din 

Now let b(n) = na., then (27.4.7) yields in terms of the matrices bn 

(27.4.8) b(pn) = L db(n/d)c(p, d)1•/dl, b1 =Im 
din 

Now the matrices b(n) and c(p, d) all have their coefficients in A. And be
cause every (curvilinear) formal group law over a ring A can be lifted to a 
(curvilinear) formal group law over a characteristic zero ring, it follows that for 
any (curvilinear) formal group F(X, Y) over any ring A there exists a function 
b: N---> Amxm such that (27.4.8) holds, where the c(p, d) are the matrices given 
by (27.4.2). 

• (27.4.9) Definition An m-dimensional pair of entwined functions over A is 
a pair of matrix valued functions b: N---> Am x m, c: P x N---> Am x m, where P is 
the set of prime numbers such that (27.4.8) holds. 

• (27.4.10) Remark If F(X, Y) is any formal group law, not necessarily curvi
linear, then it gives rise to the same pair of entwined functions as its curvilinear 
version, which in the characteristic zero case is obtained by removing from 
f(X) all terms that are not pure powers of one of the X 1, ... , X m· To see this 
simply observe that f(b;(t)) does not change if the terms that involve several 
different X's are removed. 

• (27.4.11) We have seen that an m-dimensional formal group law F(X. Y) over 
A gives rise to a pair of entwined functions b: N---> A"'''", c: P x N---> A'"''". 
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Conversely, as we shall show, every pair of entwined functions b. c comes from 
a (unique) curvilinear formal group law over A provided A is of characteristic 
zero. The precise version of this statement is Theorem (27.4.15) below. 

• (27.4.12) Let C(p, n);.j for p E P, n EN, i,j E {I, .. ., 111), and B(r);_Jor r E N, i, 
j E {I, 2 .... , 111}, be indeterminates and let [ be the ring of polynomials 
L = Z[ .. ., C(p, n)i.j• ... ; .. ., B(r)i.j• ... ] and let a be the ideal of [generated by 
the relations 

B(pn) =I dB(n/d)C(p, d)ln/dl, 8 1 =Im 
din 

and let L be the quotient ring 
L= L;a 

Then there is an obvious one-one correspondence between 111-dimensional 
pairs of entwined functions b: N---+ Am'm and c: P x N-+ Amxm and ring 
homomorphisms L---+ A. 

• (27.4.13) Now let FR(X. Y) over Z[R] = Z[ .. ., Rn(i,j), ... ]be the universal 
111-dimensional curvilinear formal group law of Chapter II, Section 12.2. 
According to (27.4.3) and (27.4.12) F R(X, Y) defines a homomorphism 

(27.4.14) 9: L-+ Z[R] 

• (27.4.15) Theorem (entwined function theorem) Every pair of 111-dimen
sional entwined functions with values in a characteristic zero ring A comes 
from an m-dimensional formal group law over A. More precisely, the homo
morphism ii: L---+ Z[R] of (27.4.14) induces an isomorphism .9: L/torsion(L)-+ 
Z[ R] and if rjJ: L ---+A defines a pair of entwined functions, then (<fig- 1 )*F R(X, Y) 
is a formal group law over A that gives rise to the pair of entwined functions 
defined by rjJ. (Here <fi: L/torsion(L)-+ A is the homomorphism induced by rjJ, 
which exists because A is of characteristic zero.) 

• (27.4.16) Corollary Pairs of entwined functions over characteristic zero 
rings correspond biuniquely to curvilinear formal group laws (via .9 of course). 

• (27.4.17) Example We show that L has nontrivial torsion. If we give the 
B(n )ij degree n - 1 and the C(p, r );.j degree pr - 1 then [ is a graded ring 
and a is a homogeneous ideal in [ so that L is a graded ring. It turns 
out that the first bit of nontrivial torsion of L occurs in degree 11. We show 
the existence of a 2-torsion element. Let m = 1 and write x 2 , x3 , x4 , x 6 respec
tively for the classes in L of the elements C(2, 1 ), C(3, 1 ), C(2, 2), 2C(2, 3) -
C(3, 2) of L. We further use b(i) and c(p, r) to denote the classes mod a of 
B(i) and C(p, r) in [. Consider the element z E L 

z = 3x~x 6 + 2xix3 + x 3 d + 6x~x2 - 6x~x~x 6 - 3x~x~ + x~xj 
+6xix3 x 6 + 3c(2, 6) - xjx4 - x2 c(3, 2)2 - 2c(3. 4) 
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Now define a homogeneous ring homomorphism {fi: [ _,, Z/(2)[y]/(y 12 ), by 
(fi(B(i}) = 0 all i > 1, {fi(B(l)) = 1, {fi(C(p. r)) = 0 if pr i= 12, {fi(C(2, 6)) = y 11 , 

(ij(C(3. 4)) = 0. One now easily checks that 

({i(B(pn) - IdB(11/d)C(p, dY'1d) = 0 
din 

for all (p, n) E P x N. (The only nontrivial pair to check is (p, 11) = (2, 6).) It 
follows that (ij induces a ring homomorphism rjJ: L---+ Z/(2)[y]/(y' 2 ) and we 
see that rjJ(z) = y 11 i= 0 proving that : i= 0 in L. 

We now show that 2z = 0 in L. This requires some calculations. First 

b(2) = c(2, 1) = x2 , b(3) = c(3, 1) = X3 

b(4) = b(2.2) = b(2)c(2, 1)2 + 2b{l)c(2, 2) = xi + 2x4 

b(6) = b(2.3) = h(3)c(2, 1)3 + 3b(l )c(2, 3) = x 3 )d + 3c(2, 3) 

h(6) = b(3.2) = b(2)c(3, 1)2 + 2b(l)c(3, 2) = x2 x~ + 2c(3, 2) 

From this, setting x 6 = 2c(2, 3) - c(3, 2) (which is a free generator for L in 
degree 5) we obtain the expressions 

c(2, 3) = 2x6 - x2 x~ + x 3 .xt c(3. 2) = 3x6 - 2x 2 x~ + 2x 3 :d 
b(6) = 6x6 - 3x 2 x~ + 4x3 xi 

There are two prime numbers dividing 12. We find respectively 

b(12) = b(6)c(2, 1)6 + 2b(3)c(2, 2)3 + 3b(2)c(2, 3)2 + 6c(2. 6) 

+ 6c(2, 6) 

= 6x~x 6 + 4xix 3 + 2x 3 xJ + 12x 2 x~ + 3x~xj - 12x~x~x 6 

+ 12xix3 x 6 - 6x~:d + 6c(2, 6) 

b(12) = b(4)c(3, 1)4 + 2b(2)c(3, 2)2 + 4b(l)c(3, 4) 

= xixj + 2xjx4 + 2x 2 c(3, 2)2 + 4c(3, 4) 

Subtracting these two expressions for b(12) from each other we find 2z. so 
that indeed 2z = 0 in L. 

• (27.4.18) Example It may be thought that the occurrence of torsion in L 
is due to the fact that there is a certain lack of symmetry in considering only 
the structure coefficients c(p, r, i, j) with p a prime number. Suppose we are 
again in the setting of (27.4.1 ). For each n E N let 

(27.4.19) fn<);(t) =I V,<c(n, r,j, i))b1(t) 
r,j 
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Then, arguing exactly as in (27.4.3) one finds that for all n, s EN 

(27.4.20) b(sn) = L db(n/d)c(s, d)l•/dJ 
din 

b(l) =Im= c(l, 1), c(l, i) = 0 for i > 1 

Now let f, be the ring generated by the indeterminates C(s, n );,i, s, n E N, 
i, j E { 1, ... , m}, B(n b, n E N, i, j E { 1, ... , m} subject to the relations (27.4.20). If 
we give C(s, n );,j and B(n );,j respectively degree sn - 1 and n - l all the rela
tions (27.4.20) are homogeneous so that f, becomes a graded ring. This ring f, 

has even more torsion than L. The first torsion elements now occur in degree 7. 
Take again m = 1 and consider the element 

z = 2c(2, 4) - c(2, l)c(2, 2)2 - c(2, 1)4c(2, 2) - c(4, 2) 

in f.. W: claim that z # 0 in f.. To see this we define $: f:---> Z/(2)[y]/(y8 ), 

~here L' = Z[ C(s, n ); B(n) In E N\{_1 }, s E N], by $(B(11)) = 0 for all 11 ;::: 2, 
</>(C(s, n)) = 0 if (s, n) # (4, 2) and </>(C(4, 2)) = y7• One easily checks that 

(/j(B(sn) - I dB(n/d)C(s, drld) = o 
d)n 

f~r all (s, n) (where of course B(l) = 1 = C(l, 1), C(l, i) = 0 if i > 1), so that 
</>induces a homomorphism </>: f,---> Z/(2)[y]/(y8 ). One finds <f>(z) = y 7 ¥ O so 
that z # 0 in f.. We claim that 2z = 0 in f.. To see this first observe that 
(27.4.20) with 11 = 1 gives us b(s) = c(s, 1) for alls EN. Further 

b(4) = b(2)c(2, 1)2 + 2b(l)c(2, 2) = c(2, 1)3 + 2c(2, 2) 

b(8) = b(2.4) = b(4)c(2, 1)4 + 2b(2)c(2, 2)2 + 4c(2, 4) 

= c(2, 1) 7 + 2c(2, 1 )4 c(2, 2) + 2c(2, 1 )c(2, 2 )2 + 4c(2, 4) 

b(8) = b(4.2) = b(2)c(4, 1)2 + 2c(4, 2) 

= c(2, 1)7 + 4c(2, 1)4c(2, 2) + 4c(2, l)c(2, 2)2 + 2c(4, 2) 

Subtracting these two expressions for b(8) from one another we find 2z, so that 
indeed 2z = 0 in f.. 

27.5 Cartier's third theorem 

• (27.5.1) Let F(X, Y) be an m-dimensional formal group over A and let 
<efJ' = rt,(F; A) be its group of curves. Then re has the following properties: 

(27.5.2) rt, is a commutative topological group with its topology defined by 
open subgroups <{,'", n E N, re= re 1' and re is complete and Hausdorff in this 
topology. 

(27.5.3) re admits continuous and additive operators <a), f., V n such that the 
relations listed in (27.2.11) hold. 
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(27.5.4) The operators V n map <efJ" into rt'm and induce isomorphisms 
rt,r j<6' + 1 ---> rcrm /<efJ''m + 1. 

(27.5.5) The operators <a) map 'fl' into<(/' for all rand a1-> <a> gives <efJ' 1 /<(! 2 

the structure of a free finite rank A-module. 

Properties (27.5.4) and (27.5.5) can, using some of the relations of (27.2.11 ), 
be restated as: 

(27.5.6) There exists a finite set Di. ... , bm of elements of <efJ' such that every 
element y E C(} can be written uniquely as a convergent sum 

y = L V,<a,.i)bi 
r,j 

and 1' E 'If" is equivalent to a,.i = 0 for all r < n. 

Note also that all of (27.5.5) except the freeness of <(! 1/'lf 2 follows from 
(27.5.3) together with (27.5.4). 

• (27.5.7) Theorem (Cartier's third theorem) Let re be a group such that 
(27.5.2)-(27.5.5) (and hence (27.5.6)) hold. Then there is a formal group law 
F(X, Y)over A of dimension rankA(0' 1/'6'2 )such that 16' = 'lf(F; A) (as topolog
ical groups with operators <a), v., r.). 

For A of characteristic zero this theorem follows from the entwined function 
theorem (27.4.15). First a lemma: 

• (27.5.8) Lemma Let 'tf be as in (27.5.7). Then 

(27.5.9) fm V, y = 0 mod 0' 2 if r does not divide m 

(27.5.10) if r divides m 

Proof We use of course the relations (27.2.11 ). Let d = (r, m) and suppose 
that d < r. Then we have 

fm V, 1' = fm;JdVdV,1dy = d(fm1dV,1dy) = d(V,1dfm;d)Y = 0 mod <efJ' 2 

because r/d > l. To prove (27.5.10) note that the <a + b) relation of (27.2.11) 
implies that (r)11 = ry mod 0'2 for all 11 and r EN. 

Now let r Im, then we have 

fmV,11 = fm1,f,V,/' = rfmirl' = <r)fmirl' mod '1? 2 

• (27.5.11) Proof of Cartier's third th.eorem over characteristic zero 
rings Let b 1, •.• , bm E <6' be such that (27.5.6) holds. For each 11 EN, we then 
have a unique expression 

oo m 

(27.5.12) r.b; = L L V,<c(n, r,j, i)bj 
r= 1 j= 1 
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We now define 

(27.5.13) c(p, r )i.i = c(p, r, i, j), p E P, r EN, i, j E {l, .. ., m} 

11EN, i,jE{l, .. .,m} (27.5.14) b(n);,i = c(n, 1, i,j), 

We claim that the matrices c(p, r), b(11) defined by (27.5.12)-(27.5.14) consti
tute an entwined pair of functions. 

It follows from (27.5.6) that the classes mod <€ 2 of the elements 01' ... 'om are 
a basis for <c1jCC 2 ; and by (27.5.12), (27.5.14) the matrices b(n) are determined 
by the f.o; mod <€ 2 . We have 

(27.5.15) 
m 

r.rpoi = r.poi = L: b(pn)k.iok mod <€ 2 

k=l 

On the other hand, using Lemma (27.5.8), we have mod <€ 2, 

f.fA ~f. (,~1 J1 
V,(c(p, r,j, i))oi) 

OC• m 

= L L f.V,(c(p, r,j, i))oi 
r=I j=! 

m 

= L L: (r)f.1,(c(p, r, j, i))oi 
rln j = 1 

m 

= L: L: (rc(p, r, J, i)"1')f.1,oi 
rln j= I 

m m 

= L L (rc(p, r, j, i)""> L b(n/rkA 
rlrz j=I k=l 

= ktl (~ J, (rc(p, r, j, i)"1'b(n/r)k,j)) Ok 

where we have used (a+ b) =(a)+ (b) mod <€ 2, Lemma (27.5.8), the additi
vity and continuity of the r., the relations f.(a) = (a")f., (a)(b) = (ab), and 
(a)"C2 c <fi2. 

Comparing the result of this calculation with (27.5.15) gives that the band c 
defined by (27.5.12)-(27.5.14) are indeed an entwined pair of functions. Let 
F(X, Y) over A be the corresponding formal group law according to the 
entwined functions theorem (27.4.15). Then the calculations of (27.4.3) show 
that <f6(F; A) identifies with<(!, with the standard V-basis o1(t), .. ., b.,(t) going 
tob 1 ,. . .,om. 

The remainder of this section concerns a proof of theorem (27.5.7) 
( = Cartier's third theorem), which works over all rings A. The first step con
sists of the construction of a "universal Cart(Lc)-module," where Le is a certain, 
yet to be determined, universal ring. 
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• (27.5.16) Construction of a universal curve module Choose m EN 
and choose a set ofelementso 1 ,. .. ,om. Let fe bethe ring Le= Z[C(11, rL\r EN, 
11 E N\{l}, i,j E {1, .. ., m}] of polynomials in the indeterminates C(n, rL. For 
convenience we also introduce C(l, 1 );,i = 0 if i i= j, C(l, 1 );,; = 1, C(l, r);,j = 0 
for all r E N\{l}, i, j E {1, .. ., m}. 

Now consider the set <5 of all formal expressions 
oo m 

(27.5.17) L L Vs<as.i )oi, a,,i E fe 
s=l j=I 

We now introduce the defining relations 
oo m 

(27.5.18) r.o; = L: L: v.<C(n, s)j,;)bj 
s=l j=l 

for all n E N. One can now use the calculation rules (16.2.l )-(16.2.3 ), (16.2.5)
(16.2.9) and the defining relations (27.5.18) to add expressions of the form 
(27.5.17) and to define f, of such an expression, r E N. 

To do this we start by showing how to rewrite any sum of the form 
oo m 

(27.5.19) L L L V,(a •. i.r )oi, as,j,r E fe 
s=lj=lr 

in the form (25.5.17). Here for each s E N, j E { 1, .. ., m}, the index t runs over 
some finite index set which may depend on s and j. 

For each 11 E N, let A.(11) be the number of prime factors of 11, i.e., A.( 1) = 0 and 
if n = p~'P'i' · · · p~', p; a prime number, ri EN, then A.(11) = r1 + · · · + r,. One 
now proceeds as follows: 

L V,(as,j.r)Oj = L (al.j,r)bj + L L V.(as.j.r)Oj 
s,j,r j,t s2. 2 j,t 

00 

= L L V;(bi.i)f;bi + L L V.(a •. j.r)bi 
j i = 1 s :2: 2 j,t 

where h;.i = r;(a1.j.l• a1.;.z,. .. ) with r1 , r2 ,. .. the polynomials in k variables 
defined by 

(27.5.20) ZI + ... + z;: = L: drAZ I• .. ., Zk)"1d, ll = 1, 2, ... 
dlrz 

(cf. Section 16.2; of course k may depend on j). Now use (27.5.18) to rewrite 
(27.5.19) further as 

L (b1.)0; + L L V;(h;.;) L V1(C{i, lk;)Ok + L L V.(a •. ;.1)bi 
j i :2: 2 l.k s :2: 2 j .t 

= L (b1.;)0j + L L L V;1(bLjC(i, lk;)Ok + L l: V.<as.;.r)O; 
j j,k i:2:2 l s"2:2 j,t 

= L (b1.;)b; + L L L V.(b~.;.,)b; 
j ;,ls)~ 1 j r 
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for certain well determined b~.j.c E Le. And of course the summation set for t 
for a given s, j will now in general be different than the one in (27.5.19). For 
each s EN with A.(s) 2 1 (i.e., s 2 2) writes= p5 s', where p, is the first prime 
number dividing s. We find an expression 

(27.5.21) L <bi.)bj + _ I V, (I V,<a;,s,j,r)bj) 
J /,(r)= 1 S,J.t 

where now the summation set for t may also depend on r. Now repeat the 
procedure given above for each of the interior sums 

I V,<a;,s,j.c)bi 
s,j,t 

to obtain an expression 

L <b1,j)bj + _ I V, I <br,l.j)bj + . I V, (I V,<a~,s.j,r)bj) 
J 1-(r) = 1 J 1.(r) = 2 S,J,f 

Now apply the same procedure to the interior sums in the third summand, ... , 
etc., .... After k steps we know the coefficients x,,j in 

(27.5.22) I V,<as.j.r)1'ii =I V,<x,,j)bj 
s,j.t s,j 

for all s with A.(s) :S: k - 1. 
We now proceed to define f" of an expression (27.5.17). Write 

(27.5.23) f" (f.; V,(a,)bi) = h dV,1Jn1d(a,)bi 

= L V,;dd(a~'.J)fn/db j 
s.j 

= I dVs//~'.f)V,(C(n/d, rk)bk 
s.j.r,k 

= I dVrs/d<a~/jdC(n/d, rkj)bk 
s.j.r.k 

where d = (s, n). This is a sum of the type (27.5.19), which then is put into 
. the form (27.5.17) by the procedure outlined above. 

To complete the picture we also define 

V, (~ Vs(as)bj) = ~ V,,(a,)bj 
S,J S,) 

<a> (_I v,<a,)bj) = ~ v,(a'a,)bj 
S,j S,J 

We have now defined a topological abelian group 1C with operators (a), V", 
r,, for all a E Le, n EN. (The topology is the obvious one.) Note that rt; is 
definitely not a Cart(Lc) module. For one thing it is not at all clear that f" is 
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additive and obviously fnfm = fnm does not hold in general. Before discussing 
the relations one must introduce to make a variant of 1C a Cart(Lc) module 
over some quotient ring Le of Le we note a homogeneity property. First 
make Le into a graded ring by giving C(n, rL degree nr - 1 for all 11, r E N, 
i,j E {1, ... , m}. We then have 

(27.5.24) Lemma Suppose that in the sum (27.5.19) each as,j,r is homogene
ous of degree ks - 1 for some k E N independent of s, j, t. Then the x,.i in 
(27.5.22) are homogeneous of degree ks - 1. 

Proof To prove this by induction it suffices to show that, under the 
hypothesis stated, the b1 ,j and a;,s,j.c of (27.5.21) are of degree k - 1 and krs - 1 
respectively. Now b1.i = ai.j.l + a1 .j. 2 + · .. which is homogeneous of degree 
k - 1. As to the a;,s,j,,, they are of two types, viz. 1°) a;,,,j,c = a,,,j.c which by 
hypothesis is homogeneous of degree krs - 1, and 2°) a;.s.j.r = bLr C(i, Ikr with 
ii= rs. Now from (27.5.20) we see that ri(Z 1 , ... , Zk) is homogeneous of degree i 
(if each Z; is given degree 1) so that b;.r = r;(a1,j.l• a1,j_ 2 , ... ) is homogeneous 
of degree i(k - 1 ). It follows that a; .•. j.r = bLr C(i, lkr is homogeneous of 
degree li(k - 1) + ii - 1 = krs - 1. This proves the lemma. 

• (27.5.25) Corollary Let f"f1b; = fn(Ls.i V,( C(l, s)i)bJ = Ls.i Vs(Y11 .1,s.j.i)bi 
where the Yn.l,s.i.i are calculated as in (27.5.16). Then Y ... i.s.j,i is homogeneous of 
degree n ls - 1. 

Proof In this particular case of (27.5.23) we have as.j = C(l, s)j,i· Thus 
a~~jdC(11/d, r) is homogeneous of degreed- 1 r11(/s - 1) + d- 111r - 1 = d- 1rnls -
1=(r 1rs)11l-1 and the corollary follows by lemma (27.5.24). 

• (27.5.26) Lemma If l > 1 then Yn.l.c.i.i = nC(l, ntL mod(decomposables). 
(Here (decomposables) stands for the ideal of Le generated by all products of 
the form C(11, rLC(s, t)k.I with 11, s E N\{l}, r, t EN. i,j, k, l E {1, .. ., m}). 

Proof From (27.5.23) we have 

I V,<Yn.1.r,j,i)bj = I vrs;dd(C(!, s)'rldC(11/d, r)k,j)bk 
t,j s.r.j.k 

where d = (s, 11) in the sum on the right. Choose a fixed t EN. By the rewriting 
procedure of (27.5.16) a summand in the sum on the right can contribute to 
Yn.l.c.j,i iff r 1 rs :S: t. Moreover, if this contribution is to be nonzero modulo 
decomposables, we must in addition have d = 11r, d- 111 = 1, r = 1, k = j 
(because I> 1 ). It follows that s is a multiple of 11 and s :S: t11 so that the 
only contributions to Yn.i.c.j,i which are possibly nonzero modulo decomposables 
come from 

r 

I v.n(C(!, anL>bi 
a= 1 
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However n(C(/, an).;,;)6j = (nC(/, a11)j.;)c)i +(terms which are zero modulo 
decomposables ). The lemma follows. 

(27.5.27} Remark By definition one has Y1.n.s.j,i = Yn.l.s,j.i = C(n, s)j.i so 
that lemma (27.5.26) does not hold for I= 1. 

(27.5.28} The universal ring Le Let a be the homogeneous ideal in le 
generated by the polynomials 

C(11/, t}i; - Yn.t.r,j.i• 

and define Le= Lc1a. 
11,l,tEN, i,jE{l, .. .,m} 

• (27.5.29) Theorem Le~ Z[T(n Li 11 = 2, 3, ... ; i, j E {I, ... , 111}] as a 
graded ring with degree(T(n );) = n - 1. 

Proof The ring Le is graded because the relations (27.5.28) are hom
ogeneous by Corollary (27.5.25). Let Lgl be its homogeneous summand of 
degree t - 1 and let M 10 be the submodule of Lg' generated by the de
composables. Then L~'·'IM'n is generated (as an abelian group) by the C(s, r} 
with sr = t. Now by lemma (27.5.26) and the defining relations (27.5.28) 
we see that modulo decomposables 

C(rs, t );,j = rC(s, rt );,j 

for all i,j E {l, ... , 111}, s E N\{l}, r EN. It follows that if s 1s not a pnme 
number, s # 1, and p is a prime number dividing s, then 

(27.5.30) 

It readily follows that L~n; M 1' 1 is the a be Ii an group generated by the C(p, p- 1 t );,j, 
where p runs through all prime divisors oft, subject to the relations 

(27.5.31) 

for all prime number divisors p and q of t. If t is a power of a prime 
number p. t = p', this means that L'~! /Mu' is a free abelian group of rank 111 2 

generated by the classes of the T(t);,j = C(p, p- 1t)i.j· If t is not a power of a 
prime number, let P(t) be the set of prime numbers dividing t. Choose K(p) E Z 
such that 

(27.5.32) 

Let 

I p11:(p) = 1 
peP(r) 

T(t)i,j = I 11:(p)C(p, p- 1t);,j 
PE P(t) 

It then follows from (27.5.31) and (27.5.32) that Lg';Afl0 is the free abelian 
group of rank 111 2 generated by the classes of T(tL. This proves the theorem. 

• (27.5.33) Remark [Construction of a "universal Cart(Lc)-module" (con
tinued).] Let '6e be the set of all expressions Ls.j Vs<as.j)6j with as.j E Le. 
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Now calculate sums and f,/', (a)y, V,y for )' E rt; c as in (27.5.16). Then '6. is 
in fact a Cart(Lc) module. One has of course f"f;b; = f,, 1b; by the relations 
defining Le. And. using this, one can now prove directly that the (a), f", V" 
are additive and that all the relations (16.2.1)-(16.2.9) hold. This also follows 
from the isomorphism result below, cf. Remark (27.5.38). 

• (27.5.34) The homomorphism 'le Let F(X, Y} be any m-dimensional 
formal group law over a ring A. Let 6 1(t), ... ,(i111 (t) be the standard V-basis 
for'(, (F: .4 ). Then we have unique expressions 

CO '1t 

f,,b;(t) = I I V,(c(n, s)j,;)6j(t) 
s =I j= I 

Now define fj: Le--. A by 1i(C(11, sL) = c(n, s)i,j· Because f,,f1b;(t) = f111 b;(t) in 
'{. (F: A) for all 11, /, i it follows that 

11(y11 •1.s,j.i) = c(nl, s )j,i 

for alls./, 11 EN, i,j E { 1, ... , m}. Therefore r; induces a homomorphism of rings 
'1F: Le--> A. We can in particular apply this to the case F(X, Y) = F n(X, Y), 
the universal curvilinear m-dimensional formal group law over Z[R] = 
Z[ R,,(i, j) In E N\{l ;, i. j E {I, .. ., m}]. This gives us a homomorphism 

'le: Le--> Z[ R) 

• (27.5.35) Theorem The homomorphism 'le of (27.5.34) is an isomorphism 
of graded rings. 

Proof Let /~(X). the logarithm of F n(X, Y}, be equal to /~(X) = 
L·~=I h,,(R)X". A formula for h,,(R) is (12.2.1). Let R,,(i,j) have degree 11 - 1. 
Then b,,(R) is homogeneous of degree 11 - I. Let t5i(t), .. ., 6111 (t) be the standard 
V-basis for 'lf,(Fn: Z[R]). and let 

fp<);(t) =I V,(c(p, s)j,;)bj(t) 
s.j 

Then we have (cf. (27.4.7)) 

(27.5.36) php11 (R} = L h,,id(R)c(p, d)"1d 
din 

It follows by induction that c(p, s) E Z[ R] is homogeneous of degree ps - 1. 
Now hp11 (R)=p- 1RP11 modulo decomposables if 11 is a power of p and 
hp11 (R) =RP" modulo decomposables if n is not a power of p, (cf. (12.2.1)). It 
follows that IJe satisfies 

l]c(C(p, p'- 1 L) = RP,(i.j) mod(decomposables) 

and 

l]c(C(p, s);,j) = pRps(i, j) mod(decomposables) 
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ifs is not a power of p. Hence ric(Tp,(i,j)) = RP,(i,j) mod(decomposables) and 
if s is not a power of a prime number 

Y/e(T,(i,j)) = Y/e ( L K(p)C(p, P- 1s)) = L K(p)pRs(i,j) = Rs(i,j) 
p e P(s) p e P(s) 

modulo(decomposables). Here P(s) and the K(p) are as in (27.5.29). It follows 
that Y/e is indeed an isomorphism (homogeneous of degree zero). 

• (27.5.37) Proof of Cartier's third theorem Let <t,• be such that 
(27.5.2)-(27.5.6) hold. Let b 1 , ... , bm be a V-basis for'(}. Then every f" D; can be 
uniquely written as a convergent sum (cf. (27.5.6)) 

oo m 

fnbi = L L Vs(c(n, s)j,i)bj," c(n, sb EA 
s=l j=l 

Now define if: Le---> A by ij(C(n, s)j,i) = c(n, sb. Because f"f1 = f"1 in <(} we 
have that 

ij(C(nl, s)j,i - Yn,l,s,j,i) = 0 

for all n, l, s, j, i so that ij factorizes through Le to define a homomorphism 
Y/: Le---> A. Now let </>: Z[R] --->A be equal to </> = Y/Y/c 1, where Y/c is the iso
morphism of (27.5.34) and (27.5.35). Then F(X, Y) = </>*F R(X, Y) is a formal 
group law over A such that <6'(F; A) as a topological group with operators. 
The isomorphism is given by bi(t)1->D;, where b1(t), .. ., bm(t) is the standard 
V-basis of<f,(F; A). 

• (27.5.38) Remark The module '6' e of (27.5.33) above is the module of 
curves of the formal group law (YJc 1 )*F R(X, Y) over Le. 

27.6 Proof of the entwined functions theorem 

First we show how the concept of a pair of entwined functions relates to 
functional equation type considerations. Essentially the relations (27.4.8) 
enable us to write a(n) = n - 1 b(n) in such a way that the series I a(n )X" is 
seen to satisfy a higher dimensional functional equation. 

• (27.6.1) Let A be a characteristic zero ring and let</>: L---. A be a homomor
phism and b(n), c(p, r) the associated pair of entwined functions, i.e., b(n)i.i = 
</>(B(n)i.j), c(p, r);,j = </>(C(p, r);.J 

Choose a prime number p and choose an ordering of the prime numbers p 1, 

p2 , p3, ... such that p = p 1 ; choose n E N and write n as a product 

n = p' 1p' 2 • • • p'' r. E N v {01 1 2 I' I f for i = 1, .. ., t - 1, r, E N 

Then we have 

(27.6.2) a(n) = n- 1b(n) 

I 

= '\' n p:-s'c(p· d. )(e;,l} ... c(p· d. )le;.,;} i... l l' l,l P J,Sj 

i= 1 
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where the sum is over all sequences of elements of P x N of the form 

(Pt• d1.1), ... , (p1, d1.sJ; (pz. dz.i), .. ., (pz, d1.s 2 ); ... ; (p,, dt.L), .. ., (p" d,.s,) 
such that 

(27.6.3) (P1 du) .. · (P1 d1.sJ(P2d2.il .. · (PA.i) · .. (p,d,,,,) = n 

(27.6.4) s 1, .. ., s,_ 1 E N v {O}, 

(27.6.5) di.i is divisible by no other prime numbers than p 1, ... , p;: and the 
exponents e;.j in (27.6.2) are given by the formula 

(27.6.6) ei.j =(Pi d1.1) .. · (Pi d1.s 1) .. • (p;du) .. · (p;d;,j-il 

Here the products 

and the products 

(Pk dk, t) · .. (Pk dk.1) 

occurring in (27.6.2) and (27.6.6) are to be interpreted as 1 if si resp. l is equal to 
zero. Also eu = 1. 

For example, we have 

(27.6.7) a(P1Pn =PI iPz2c(p1, l)e(pz, l)'P'>c(pz, l)'PIP'l 

+ Pz ic(pz, Pi )e(pz, 1 )'P•P2l 

+PI 1Pz 1c(p1, l)c(p2, P2)1P1> 

+ Pz 2e(pz, 1 )c(pz, P1 )1P 21 + Pz 1 c(pz, P2P1) 

where the various sequences and exponents are respectively 

(Pi· 1), (pz, 1), (pz, 1) 

(P1> 1), (P2.P2) 

(pz, 1), (P2. P1) 

(pz,pi), (p2,l) 

(p2,P1P2) 

1, Pi 

1, P1 P2 

Formula (27.6.2) is much more difficult to write down than to prove. One 
simply writes a(n) = a(rp,) with r = p; 1 m. (Note that one "takes out" the last 
prime number (in the chosen ordering) that divides n.) Then we have 

a(n) = n- 1b(n) = n- 1 I db(r/d)c(p,, d)1'idl 
dlr 

c(p,, d)lr/d) 
= I a(r/d) ·-··· --- · 

dlr Pr 

and now use induction on the a(r/d). 
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• (27.6.8) One prime number versions of L We now construct rings 
L(p <)which for a given prime number p do the same job for us over Z<P> as the 
universal entwined functions ring L does over Z. The notation L(p <)is meant 
to suggest: "that L corresponding to an ordering of P for which p is smallest." 

Choose a prime number p and choose an ordering p 1, p2 , ... of the set of 
prime numbers such that p = p 1• For each pair (pi• d) such that d is not divi
sible by any prime number pj with j > i, take n2 indeterminates C(p;, d)u, k, 
I E {I, ... , m} and let L(p <) be the ring of polynomials in the C(p;. d)u over Z. 
There is of course a natural inclusion L(p < )--. [ (cf. (27.4.12) for [)and 
hence a natural homomorphism 

(27.6.9) L(p < ) --. [--. [/a = L 

For each n E N, n ~ 2, let A(n) be the matrix with coefficients in L(p <) ® Q 
given by formula (27.6.2) with all the small c(p;. d;.;) replaced by the matrices of 
indeterminates C(p;, d;.;). Let Q(n) be the sum of those terms in A(n) for which 
s1 = 0 (i.e., for which the denominator is prime to pi). For example (cf. 
(27.6.7)), we have 

Q(P1 Pn = P2 2C(pz, pi)C(pz, I )lPIPzl 

+ Pz 2C(pz, I )C(pz, P1 )1Pzl + Pi- 1 C(pz, P2P1) 

Let A(I) = Q(l) =Im and 
Q· 

(27.6.10) q(X) = I Q(n)X" 
n=I 

'i) 

(27.6.11) Yp<(X) = I A(n)X" 
n=l 

where as usual X" is short for the column vector (X!, .. ., X;:,). Then g p<(X) 
satisfies the functional equation 

(27.6.12) Yp<(X)=q(X)+ I p-1qp,pi-1)g';2(XP') 
i= 1 

This follows immediately from (27.6.2) (with lowercase a's and c's replaced by 
· capitals). 

Now let Gp<(X, Y) be the formal group law with logarithm gp<(X). The 
functional equation lemma says that Gp<(X, Y) is a formal group Jaw over 
L(p<) ® Z 1pJ· 

• (27.6.13) Proof of Theorem (27.4.15) in the characteristic zero 
case Let A be a characteristic zero ring and h(n), c(p, d) a pair of entwined 
functions with values in Am x m. We define 

00 

(27.6.14) f(X) = I n- 1h(n)X", F(X, Y) = r 1(f(X) + f( Y)) 
n=l 
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Then by (27.6.2} and (27.6.8) we know that F(X, Y) can be obtained from 
Gp< (X, Y) by specializing the C(p;, ~)u to c(p;. d)u It ~ollows that F(X, Y) 
has its coefficients in A® Z 1p)· But this holds for every pnme number p; hence 
F(X. Y) has its coefficients in A (cf. Chapter III, sublemma (17.6.6)). Note also 
that F(X, Y) is curvilinear. Because A is of characteristic zero, the b(n) deter
mine (inductively} the c(p, d) (cf. (27.4.8)), and hence the calculations of(27.4.3) 
show that the pair of entwined functions associated to F(X, Y) is precisely the 
pair b(n), c(p. d) we started out with. 

•(27.6.15) Proof of Theorem (27.4.15) Let 6i(t}, ... ,c5'"(t} be the stan
dard V-basis for 'f, (FR: Z[R]). Write 

oo m 

fA(t) = I I Vs<c(p, s};,;)bj(t} 
s =I j= 1 

Then we have already seen (cf. (27.5.35)) that c(p, s) = pvp(st 1 Rps mod(de
composables). where vP(s) = p ifs is a power of p and vp(s} = 1 otherwise. 

Hence 
mod(decomposables) 

and it follows that :+ is surjective. Note also (cf. (27.5.35) again) that .'} is 
homogeneous of degree zero. Letj~(X). the logarithm of F R(X, Y}, be equal to 

00 

/~(X) = L hn(R)X" 
11= 1 

Then. cf. (12.2.l}, 11b"(R) = 11v(11r 1R" mod(decomposables) and it follows that 

:J(B(11L) = 11v(nt 1R(11);.j mod(decomposables) 

Now the relations of (27.4.12) show that L ®Q is generated by the B(n L and 
in fact they show that L ® Q is the free polynomial ring over Q generated by 
the B(11)i.j• 11 E N\{1). i,j E (1. .... 111): cf. also (27.6.13). It follows that :+@Q: 
L®Q-.Q[R] is injective. Q.E.D. 

27.7 Cartier-Dieudonne modules in the 
one prime number case 

Choose a prime p and let A be a Z 1P1-algebra. Then the theory of Cartier
Dieudonne modules of Sections 27.1-27.6 can be simplified considerably by 
considering r(; p(F; A), the subgroup of p-typical curves instead ofrC(F; A). We 
start with some generalities concerning rt,p(F; A). 

• (27.7.1) p-typical curves Recall that 11(1) E rcp(F; A) if and only if 
f11•(r) = 0 for all prime numbers I =I= p. This defines a subfunctor F(X, Y)1-> 
'6fl(F; A) of the functor 't(-; A). The group r(;P(F; A) is a closed subgroup of 
rt(F; A) with its topology defined by the subgroups <1C~ 1(F; A)= 'tp(F; A) n 
<(;P'(F; A). It is of course complete in this topology. The sub functor <fj P(-; A) of 
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<t(-; A) is stable under the operators fP, VP, and (a) for all a EA. (It is not 
stable under the V. with n not a power of p.) 

The operator VP maps <&~l(F; A) to rt~+ 1l(F; A) and induces isomorphisms 

<&~l(F; A);rt•~+tl(F; A) 4<&~+'l(F; A)/<t~+ 2l(F; A) 

• (27'.7.2) Now suppose in addition that F(X, Y) is p-typical. Then the standard 
ba~1s curves bi(t), i5 2(t), ... are p-typical, and every p-typical curve can be 
wntten as a convergent sum 

00 

(27.7.3) 11(t) = I I v;<a •. ;)1\(t) 
i e I n= 0 

All this is either contained in Chapter III, Section 16.3 or is proved in exactly 
the same way as the corresponding facts for rt(-; A) in 27.1. 

• (27.7.4) The formal group law Wpro(X; Y) Let Wpro(X; Y) be the formal 
grou~ law defined by the Witt addition polynomials L 1 (X; Y), L p(X; Y), ... 
that mvolve only X X X · Y Y Y Th t · · h h' b · . . , , P' p» · ·., " I!' P" . • . • a 1s, wit t 1s num ermg 
of the mdetermmates the index set of WPa{X; Y) is {1, p, p2, .. . }. 
allL:~l~~(t) be the curve with components (Yw) 1(t) = t and (Yw.p)p,(t) = o for 

There is a natural (quotient) homomorphism of formal group Jaws over Z: 

1(X): W(X; Y)-+ Wp, (X, Y) 

defined by the { 1, p, p2, ... }-tuple of power series in X X X 1, 2, 3, ... 

11(X)=X1, 1P(X)=XP' 1P 1(X)=XP'' 

(This is a homomorphism precisely because LP'(X; Y) involves only x 1, 

XP, ... , XP,; Yi. Yp, ... , Yp,.) 
We obviously have 

1(yw(t)) = Yw.p(t) 

_There is also a (subformal group law) homomorphism ep(X): i-vP.(X, Y)-+ 
W(X, Y) over Z(Pl defined by the N-tuple of power series in X 1, X P' X P" ... 

X1 
0 

0 
ep(X)=J,;; 1 xp+pX 1 

0 

.
\1· 
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where fw(X), the logarithm of W(X, Y) is as in (27.1.19). Note that this homo
morphism eP(X) is not defined over Z but only over Z(pJ· 

The one prime number version of the representation theorem ( = Cartier's 

first theorem) is now 

• (27.7.5) Theorem Let F(X, Y) be a formal group law over a ring A (which 
does not need to be a Z<Pfalgebra) and let ;1(1) E <(, p(F; A). Then there exists a 
unique homomorphism 'Xy(X): W pro(X, Y)-> F(X, Y) such that cthw.p(t)) = 
1•(t). This sets up an isomorphism of topological groups FGA(Wp,(X, Y), 
F(X, Y)) 4<(,p(F; A). 

Proof Let iiy(X) be the unique homomorphism (V(X, Y)---> F(X, Y) such 
that ii,(yw(t)) = y(t). The defining formula for ii,(X) (cf. (27.1.20)) 

ii,(X) = Iwr.11(X.) 
n=l 

shows that iiy( X) depends only on X 1, X P' X P'' ... because f. y( t) = 0 for all n 
that are not powers of p since y(t) is p-typical. This means that iiy(X) factors 
through 1(X) (i.e., ii,(X) = a,(1(X)) for some Gty,(X)); and because 1(X) takes 
i'w(t) to /'w.p(t), we have IJ(i!'w.p(t)) = y(t); cf. (27.7.4). The homomorphism ct,.(X) 
is also unique because if a,(X) and a(X) are different, then so are IJ(l'(1(X)) and 

a(1(X)). 

• (27.7.6) Remarks The homomorphism 1(X): W(X, Y)-+ w.,(X, Y) corre
sponds to the inclusions '6P(F; A)---> <t(F; A) and the homomorphism ep(X): 
WP,(X, Y)-+ W(X, Y) (over ZP) corresponds to p-typification. All this in the 
sense that the following diagrams are commutative: 

FGA(Wp,(X, Y), F(X, Y)) ___:::__.. rep(F; A) 
1FGA(1(X), F(X, Y)) n 

FGA(W(X, Y), F(X, Y))~rfi(F; A) 

FGA(W(X, Y), F(X, Y))~ r;;(F; A) 
l FGA(e,(X), F(X, Y)) l "~ 

FGA(Wp,.(X, Y), F(X, Y))~ rcp(F; A} 

where the horizontal isomorphisms are those of Theorems (27.7.5) and 
(27.1.14) (and where the vertical arrows in the second diagram are only defined 

if A is a Z<P>-algebra). 

• (27.7.7) Operators An operator of the functor '6'P(-; A) is of course a 
functorial endomorphism of'6P(-; A), and using Theorem (27.7.5) one has the 
obvious analogue of Proposition (27.2.5) giving us in this case a one-one 
correspondence between operators of '6'p(-; A) and p-typical curves in 
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W P"'(X, Y), i.e., elements of CC P(W P"'; A). The standard V-basis for W P"' is <5 1 (t), 
b~(t), .... These are all p-typical cur~es, and (27.7.3) together with (27.1.16) now 
gives us that every element in '6'P(Wpx; A) can be uniquely written as a sum 

11(t) = " " V"(a .)fi" (t) ~ i..J p n.i plw,p 
n=O i=O 

giving us a unique expression for every operator of'£ (-·A) in terms ofV f 
P ' P' P' and (a)'s: 

·X' 

(27.7.8) I v;<a11_;)f~ 
n.i=O 

with for every n E N only finitely many a •. ; =f. 0. 

• (27.7.9) The ring Cartp(A) Let Cartp(A) be the ring of operators of 
"Cp(-; A). Then Cartv(A) consist of expressions like (27.7.8); the multiplication 
and addition are given by the calculation rules 

"' <a + b > = I v;,<r p.(a, b )>r~ 
n=O 

where the rp,,(a, b) are as in (27.2.11 ). 

• (27.7.10) Theorem (Cartier's second theorem in the case of one prime 
number) Let F(X, Y) and G(X, Y) be two formal group laws over a 
Z1p)-algebra A and let /3: 'fiv(F; A)-> r6' (G; A) be a continuous additive homo-• p 

morphism that commutes with the operators (a), f P' and V r· Then there is a 
unique homomorphism ()((X): F(X, Y)-> G(X, Y) such that rep(()(; A)= f3. 

Proof It suffices to prove this for F(X, Y) and G(X, Y) p-typical formal 
group laws because every formal group law over A is isomorphic to a p-typical 
one (Chapter III, Theorem (15.2.9)). Now every curve l'(t) E '&(F; A) can be 
written uniquely as a sum 

(27.7.11) y(r) = I v"i·"(r). Y11 (t) E 'f,p(F; A) 
(p.n)= I 

(cf. Chapter Ill, Lemma (16.3.8)). We now use this to extend f3: rg ,(F; A)-> 
rcr(G; A) to an additive continuous homomorphism f3: r&(F; A)_i.r&(G; A) 
that commutes with f,, V,, and (a) for all r EN, a EA. We take (of course) 

(27.7.12) f311(t) = L V 11 {J(J1n(t)) 
tp.n)= 1 

Note that this is the only possibility if we want f3 to be additive and continuous 
and such that f3 commutes with the V ,. The map f3 defined by (27.7.12) is 
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certainly additive and continuous. We prove that f3 commutes with all V" f1 for 
la prime number and with (a) for all a E A. (This suffices because V ,V s = V ,., 
f,fs = f,..) Let 11(t) be as in (27.7.11 ), then the corresponding unique expressions 
for (a)11(t), Vpy(t), fvl'(t), V111(t), f1y(t) where l is a prime number =f.p are 
respectively 

(a)y(t) = I Vn((a")y.(t)) 
(p.11)= 1 

vp11(r) = I v.(vp1·.(t)) 
(p.11)= I 

rp 1,(r) = I rpv.y.(r) = I v.(rpl'11(r)) 
(p.n) = I (n.p) = 1 

(p.n)= 1 

f,y(t) = I v.r,11.(t) + I IVn/ll'n(t) 
(p.n) = 1 (p.11) = 1 
(n.1)= 1 lln 

= I v.11u11"(t)) 
(p.n)= 1 

lln 

(where one uses of course that f11•11 (t) = 0 because )111(t) E CC p(F; A)). It follows 
that 

f3((a)11(t)) = I V./3((a11 )11.(t)) 
(p.11)= 1 

= I V.(a11 )f3(11.(t)) = (a)f3()i{t)) 
(p.n)= 1 

f3(Vp]'(t)) = I V.f3(Vp]'.(t)) 
(p.n)= 1 

= I v.vrf3(y.(1))=Vpf3M1)) 
(p.n)= 1 

!J(fp)'(t)) = L V./3(fp)'11(t)) = L V,,fp{J(yn(t)) 
(n.p)= 1 (p.n)= 1 

= L fPV./3(}'n(t)) = fpf3(-y{t)) 
(n.p)= 1 

fi(V111(t)) = I Vn1/3h·.(t)) = V1f3(}'(t)) 
(p.n)= 1 

f3(f1)'(t)) = I v.11 13(1)1.(1)) = I v.11 tf3(y.(1)) 
fp.n)= 1 (p.n) = 1 

tin 1111 

= I f1V1Vn;1f3(y.(t)) + I f,V,,/3(1'11(1)) 
(p.11) = 1 fp.n) = 1 

lln (l.n)= 1 

= I r1v,,p()·,,(r)) = r1[3(y(r)) 
{fut)= 1 
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(where, again, one uses that r1r6p(G; A)= 0). By Corollary (27.3.5) there is a 
unique :x(X): F(X, Y)-> G(X,_Y) such that rr,(x; A)= fj. Then rcr(:x; A)= {3, 
and :x(X) is unique because f3 is uniquely determined by f3 (cf. just below 
(27.7.12)). 

• (27.7.13) We have now proved the one prime analogues ofCartier's first and 
second theorems. It is the third theorem. however, that is really substantially 
easier to prove in the one prime number case. 

• (27.7.14) Theorem Let rr, be a complete Hausdorff topological group with 
additive continuous operators V and f and (a) for all a E A such that the 
relations (27.7.9) hold. Suppose that rr, =Jim rr, /V"rr, (i.e., the topology of rr, is 
defined by the subgroups V"<(, ), that Vis injective, and that rr, ;vrr, is free of finite 
rank over A. (This quotient is an A-module via the operators (a).) Then there 
exists a formal group law F(X, Y) over A of dimension rank .4('6/V<f,) such that 
rc(F, A) ~re and such that under this isomorphism rr,~l(F; A) corresponds to 
ynrr,, V r to V, fr to f, and (a) to (a). 

Proof Let b 1 , ... , bm be a set of elements of I'.{} such that their classes 
mod VI'.{} are a basis for <fJjVC{}. Then one shows as usual that the b 1, ... , bm are a 
V-basis for <'6, i.e., that every element i' E '(,'can be written uniquely as a conver
gent sum 

x m 

/' = L L V"(an.j)bj 
n=O j= 1 

(V injective and "rr;<nl = V"'6 " together see to it that V induces isomorphisms 
rr,<nlj<r,fn+ I)-> ((j<n+ 1)/<(;(n+2) and (a)<f,'ln) c rr,fn) follows from (a)V"' = ym(aP"').) 

In particular, we have that the fb; can be written as a unique convergent sum 

X' m 

f(); = I I V"(c(n, j, i))bj 
n=O j= 1 

Let F v(X; Y) be the m-dimensional universal p-typical formal group law con
structed in Chapter II, Section 10.3, with logarithm 

fv(X) = L an(V)X 1'" 

n=l 

Let bi(t), ... , bm(t) be the standard V-basis ofrr,P(Fv; Z[V]). Then we claim 
-r.. m 

(27.7.15) fpb;(t) = I IF'(V~< V.+ 1U. i))b)t)) 
n=O .i= 1 

Admitting this for the moment, it follows that if </J: Z[V]-> A is the homo
morphism </J: V,,(i,j)-> c(n - 1, i, j), then 't p(</J*F v(X, Y); A)= <(;where more
over the standard basis b1(t), ... , bm(t) goes into b 1 , ... , bm. 
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It remains to prove (27.7.15). We recall that over characteristic zero rings fr 
is characterized by 

x x 

(27.7.16) fMr)) =I x/ 
i= 1 

= f(rp i·(r)) = I rxr/ 
i= 1 

cf. Chapter IIL ( 15.1.9) or (27.4.5). Let an( V)(i) be the ith column of the matrix 

an(V), then 
x 

.fv(b;(t)) = L an(V)(i)tP" 
n= 1 

x 
so that by (27.7.16) 

(27.7.17) j~(fA(t )) = L pan+ i( V)(i)tP'' 
n=O 

On the other hand, we have, writing V,, + 1 (i) for the ith column of V,, + t • 

(27.7.18) fv ( I''V~(Vn+ 1Ci, i))bj(t)) = J
0 
J1fi,(V,,+1Ci, i)bj(tP")) 

n.J 

C1) 

L fv ( V,, + 1 (i)tP") 
n::::::O 

·X X 

= I I a,(V)(V,,+ 1 (i)tP")r' 
n=O r=O 

1 

L/)(lt + i( V)(i)tP' 
l=O 

where we have used that 

a1+ 1(V) = p- 1a1(V)V<[''> + · · · + p- 1a1(V)V\P) + P- 1Vi+1 

(cf. Chapter II, ( 10.4.3)), and where (as usual) V,.(i)P'' is short for the column 
vector ( V,.( I, i)PJ, ... , V,.(m, i)1'''). 

Comparing (27.7.17) anq (27.7.18) we see that we have proved (27.7.15) and 

hence the theorem. 

• (27.7.19) Remarks 

(i) We have not used that A is a Z< 1,1-algebra. . 
(ii) Formula (27.7.15) gives us of course the structure of the Cart1er

Dieudonne module<(, r(F; A) for any formal group law of the form </J* F v(X, Y) 
in terms of the <P(Vn(i, j)) E A. . . 

(iii) There are no relations that the structure constants c(n, J, 1) must 
satisfy, a completely different situation compared to the case where two or 
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more prime numbers are noninvertible. Jn fact the proof above gives us a 
one-one correspondence between p-typical formal group laws and modules rr, 
over CartP(A) of the type described together with a particular V-basis of rr,. 

• (27.7.20) Definition We shall (following Lazard) call modules rr, over 
Ca~tP(Ar~e~u~ed _if rr; =Jim. <r;/'1;'6 {also topologically with <fo/V;'6' discrete). 
V: 6-> 6 1s mJect1ve and <6 /V'6' 1s a free A-module. Then the Cart (A) modules 
that come from a (finite dimensional) formal group law over A ar: precisely the 
reduced Cartµ( A) modules (of finite V-dimension), where finite V-dimension 
means that there is a finite V-basis. 

28 On the Classification of Commutative Formal 
Group Laws over an Algebraically Closed Field 

of Characteristic p > O 

All formal group laws in this Section 28 will be finite dimensional. 

28.1 On the rings Cart(A) and Cartµ(A) 

We w~nt to give a more pleasant description of especially the ring Cartp(,4) in 
case A 1s a perfect field of characteristic p. To this end, first a lemma: 

• (28.J.l) Lemma Let d = (n, i).Then we have in Cart(A) 

(Vm(a)f11 )(V;(b )fJ = dV 111 ;1d(ai1db"1d)f,,j/d 

Proof Use f11V; = f 111 idV<1V;1" = df111dV;1" = dV;1"f,,1d. 

• (28.1.2) Now let for the moment A be a torsion free ring without nilpotents. 
Let d:2 c Cart( A) be the right ideal of all elements I V m(a111 • 1.)f11 such that 
ai.,, = 0 for all n. Note that Cart(A)/U:2 is a free A-module with the classes of 
the f1 mod a2 as basis. For each I E N we calculate f1x mod a 2 for x E Cart(A ). 
We find using (28.1.1) 

f1(L V"'(am.,,)fn) =I da~::,r1111 d mod a: 2 
dll 

Note that if .4 is torsion free and without nilpotents, then the congruences 
above for each I determine I V,,,(a111 • 11 )f11 completely. We also note that 
x E Cart( A) is of the form 

I. 

X = L V,,(an.11)f" 
n::::: 1 

if and only if we have for all I E N 

f1x = ,U1 

for some A E A. This is a property which is preserved under sums and products. 
and it follows that the set of all elements of Cart( A) of the form (*)is a subring 
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of Cart(A ). at least if .4 is torsion free. and without nilpotent elements. But then 
this holds in general because a smjective ringhomomorphism <jJ: B-> A induces 
a surjective ring homomorphism Cart(B) _, Cart(A ). I V "'(h"'·")f"f--> 
L V 111 (</J(bm.n))f,.. 

• (28.1.3) We are now going to identify the subring R(A) ={I V,,(a,,)f,,~ of 
Cart(A). This is obviously a functorial subring (cf. (28.1.2)) and we define 
functor morphisms w,, by the formula 

w,, ( I V,(a,)f,) =I da;;t'' 
r= 1 d\11 

Jfwe can show that the w11 define functorial ring homomorphisms R(A)-> A. we 
shall have identified the ring functor R(-) with the ring functor W(-) of gener
alized Witt vectors (cf. Chapter III, Theorem ( 15.3.9)). To this end, first observe 

that obviously 

(28.1.4) w,, Ct V,(a,)f,) = J
1 

w,,(V,.(a,)f,.) 

It therefore suffices to show that 

(28. l.5) 
and 

(28. 1.6) 

w11 (Vm(a)f111 + V111 (b)f111 ) = w,,(V111 (a)f111 ) + w,,(Vm(b)fm) 

w11 (V111 (a)f111V,(b)fJ = w11(V m(a)f111 )w,,(V/b)() 

Now using the formula for (a + h) (cf.. e.g .. (27.2.11 )) we find 

w11 (V 111 (a)f,,, + V"'(h)f11i} = w,,(V,,,((a) + (h))f,,,) 

= w11 ( V'" (;ti V;(r;(a. b))f;) f'") 

= W 11 (I V,,,;(r;(ll, b))f,,,;) 
1= I 

'° I . ( b)"l"'d = L, 111< Id ll, 

1111/ln 

where of course we (must) interpret the sum as 0 if m does not divide 11. By the 
definition of the r,i(a, h) this last sum is equal to 

if 111 divides 11. This proves (28.l.5). Formula (28.l.6) is easier. Let d = (111, s), 
then by Lemma (28.1.1) 

w,,(V,,,(a)fmV/h)fJ = w11(dV 111 .,1,1(ff'1"h"'1d)f111 ,1,,) 

which is equal to 0 if d- 1ms does not divide /1 and equal to ms a"1"'h"is ifd- 'ms 
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does divide n.1:h~ sam~ holds for t?e product w0(V m(a)fm)w 0 (V.(b)fs) because 
m and s both d1v1de n 1f and only 1f msr 1 divides n. 

• (28.1.7) In exactly the same manner, using the same calculations, one shows 
that RP(A) = {L v;(a0 )f;} is a subring of Cartp(A) which identifies with 
rt;,.,(A). 

We sum up the results obtained in a proposition: 

• (28.l.8) Proposition 

(i) The map (a 1, a2, •.• )1-> I:= 1 V11(a 11)f0 defines an injective functorial 
ring homomorphism W(A)---> Cart(A). 

(ii) The map (ao, a 1, a2 , ••. ) ---> L~=o V~(a 0)f~ defines an injective functor
ial ring homomorphism WP, (A)---> Cartp(A). 

• (28.l.9) We now identify W(A) and WP, (A) with their images in Cart( A) and 
CartP\A) ~nd shall try to describe CartP(A) as a certain averring of WP,(A). To 
do th.1s without unreasonable possibilities of confusion we make a change of 
no~at1on. We have defined in Chapter III a Frobenius functorial ring endomor
phism f P of the ~un~tor WP, (-). To avoid confusion with the symbol (or 
element) fP occurrmg m Cartµ(A) we shall from now on in this chapter use (j to 
denote the Frobenius endomorphism of the ring functor WP, (-). 

• (28.1.10) We first note that every element of Cartµ( A) can be written as a sum 
Cl) cx_, 

(28.1.11) L v;<am.n>r; = Xo + L xif~ + L V{,YJ 
n.m i= 1 j= 1 

with xj, YJ E WP, (A). Next let x = L::'=o v;(a,.)f; E WP, (A) and let us calculate 
fPx. We find 

rpx = rp (J0 v;<a0 )f7,) = <aS)fp + "t
1 

rpv;<a11 >r; 

= (a())fl' + (,t pv;- 1(a0 )r;- 1 ) fr 

= yfp 

for a certain element y of WP, (A), viz. 
x 

y = <aS> + p I v;'<a"'+ 1>r; 
m=O 

To identify y, we calculate wP,,(y) for all n EN u (0). We find 

wp,(y) = (aS)P" + pwP,,(a 1, a2, .. . ) 
pi+! ( pn n-1 

= a0 + p a1 + pa5 + · · · + p"a,.+ i) 
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and this, everything being functorial, identifies y as (j(x) where (j is the Fro
benius endomorphism of Wv.,(-). We have found the following calculation rule 
in CartP(A) as an averring of Wp,(A): 

(28.1.12) f Px = (j(x)f P 

Similarly one finds 

(28.1.13) xV P = V p(j(X) 

And of course we still have that 

(28.1.14) 

Also recall that V iP E Cartp(A) is an element of Wp.,(A ), viz. 

(28.1.15) 

We have obtained a description of Cartµ(A) as the ring of all expressions 
(28.1.11) in the symbols fP and VP with coefficients in~,, (A) and the calcula
tion rules (28.1.12)-(28.1.15). This description is not yet quite complete because 
we have neglected to take along the "convergence condition" for elements 
'\' vm(a )f" of Cart (A) which says that for every m E N there are only 
~ p m.n p p ' 
finitely many n E N such that a,,,. 0 =f 0. This translates into the condition that 
in (28.1.11) we must have limi~"' xi = 0 in WP,(A). That is, if au,, is the first 
coefficient of X· = '\' V"(a· )f"P that is nonzero, then ni must go to infinity as i 

• i ~ p 1.n 

goes to infinity. 
(Note that the topology on Wp,(A) defined by the ideals {(O, ... , 0, a,.+ 1 , 

a,.+ 1 , ... )}and the topology of i,y;,,(A) as a subring of the topological ring 

CartP(A) coincide.) 
Now suppose that A is of characteristic p > 0, then ( cf. Proposition ( 17 .3.16) 

of Chapter III) 
p = frVP(I, 0, 0, ... ) = fr(O, 1, 0, 0, ... ) = (0, l, 0, 0, ... ) 

so in this case we have frVP = Vµf P =pin Cartp(A). 
Finally, suppose that A is a perfect field of characteristic p > 0, then WP., (A) 

is the unique unramified complete discrete valuation ring of characteristic zero 
with residue field A and (j is an automorphism of A (cf. Chapter III, Proposi
tion (17.4.17)). This means that we can also write VPx as VPx = (j- 1(x)VPand 
that we can move fr and VP left or right at will. We now have the following 
description of CartP(k) if k is a perfect field of characteristic p > 0. 

• (28.1.16) Proposition Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p > 0 and 
WP, (k) its ring of Witt vectors. Then Cartp(k) is the ring of all expressions 

''X. X; 

Xo + L .xYi + L yJi 
i= l i= 1 
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in two symbols f and V with coefficients in v~,, (k) with the extra condition that 
Jim;~, JI; = 0. The calculation rules are 

fx = a(x)f. Vx = 0"- 1(x)V, rv = vr = p 

28.2 The property" finite height" of 
formal group laws 

In this section (28.2) k is a perfect field of characteristic/)> 0 and F(X. Y) is 
a formal group law of finite dimension over k. 

• (28.2.1) In Chapter IV, Section 18 we defined F(X, Y) to be of finite height if 
k[X 1, X 2 , ••• , X,,,]wasoffiniterankoverthesubringk[H 1, .... H,,,]whereH; 
is the ith component of the 111-tuple of power series [p]FfX). and we claimed 
(without proof except in the case /11 = I) that then this rank is of the form ph 
and we defined has the height of F(X, Y). 

Consider rr,p(F; k)/[P]r rr, "(F; k). We claim that this is a k-vector space (with 
the vector space structure given by the operators (a) for a Ek). To prove this 
we (must) show that (a+ h) - (a) - (h) maps rr,P(F; k) into [P]r'6P(F; k). 
Now (a+ h) - (a) - (h) is of the form 

J 

(a+ h) - (a) - (h) = I V"(a,.)f" 
11=::} 

Now Vf = fV = fl, so if /1 2 I. 

V"(a)f"11(t) = V"f"(O"-"(a)))'(I) E [p"]/t,(F; k) 

(where we have also used O" for the (compatible) automorphism a,_. a'' of k ). So 
'6 "(F; k)/[p]1 r(,"(F; k) is a k-vector space. In this section we show that this is a 
finite dimensional vector space iff F(X. Y) is of finite height and that 
h = dimk('f,"(F; k)l[fl]r'(, "(F, k)). 

To do this we use a result on closed submodules of Cart,,(k)-modules '(, 
which are of the type rr,"(F; k). 

• (28.2.2) Proposition Let rr, be a complete Hausdorff Cart"(k)-module 
such that rr, = ,lli!!_rf,/V'"(,, such that dimk('r,;yrr,) < rX; and such that Vis injec
tive. Let 'I be a closed submodule ofrr,. Then there exists a V-basis /' 1 ••••• ('m of 
rr, and a disjoint partition l, u l 0 u 11 u l 2 u · · · of {I. .... m: (almost all of 
the l.i are empty) such that the following holds: if 

-Xl "' 

'1' = " '\" V"(a ·)···" ~ f...J "·'ii 
n=O i= 1 

is the unique expression of;· in terms of the V-basis {1· 1 •..•• ;·,,,:,then 1' E '/ if 
and only if a,,.;= 0 if i E 11 and /1 </.(In particular we have a,..;= 0 for all 11 if 
iEl, forall;•E'/.) 
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Proof Consider the subgroups 9 n V"'h of!!} and let gr,.(9) = 9 n V"<6 
n V" + 1<(;', gr,.('6) = V"'&/V" + 1'6. Then gr,.(Y) is a subvector space of gr,.('6). 

(The vector space structure in gr,.('&') is induced by the oper~tors (a): V"<fi--> 
V"'6.) Applying V gives us semilinear k-vector space embeddmgs 

(28.2.3) V: gr,.('(,) --> gr,.+ r('f, ), V: gr,.('/) --> gr,.+ 1 (Cl) 

which, because k is perfect, gives us subvector spaces V gr11 ('1C) and V gr,,(.<:?) of 
gr,,+ i('6) and gr,.T r('7), respectively. For each /1 EN u [OJ, let r,. be a subvec
tor space of gr,.('/) such that 

(28.2.4) 

and for each 11 choose elements;•;.,. E '1 n V'"(, such that their classes in gr,.('/) 
are a basis for r,. and let)';.,, E '(, be such that V111'; = ;•;.If r,. = 0, then there are 
no )';,,. and )';.,.. We claim that the ;•; thus found are part of a V-basis of'(,. To 
prove this it suffices to show that all these /';are linearly indepe?dent mod V'(,. 
Let ;·; 1_111 , ••• , /';, .. ,., be a finite set of these ;Cs. Let /1 be the maximum of the 11;. 

Now by (28.2.3) and (28.2.4) we know that 

gr,.('(,) => gr,.('/) = V"fo EB V"- I r I EB ... EB vr,,_ I EB r,. 
so that the V"y; 1 _111 ..... V")';,_,., are linearly independent in gr.ft\) which proves 
our contention because V" induces a semilinear isomorphism gr 0('6)--> gr,.('6). 
(This also shows that r,, = 0 for n sufficiently large.) Let [b 1 •••.• (\J be the 
lmion of all the"· thus found and complete this to a V-basis {<5 1 ..... ,),,,] of'(,. 

i 11.n I 

Then (r5 1 •... , ,5,,,J falls into disjoint subsets 

[!'51. ···· ()ioJ U {{)iu+l• ···• c5io+i 1 : U ··· U {(\.+1• ···• Jmj 

many of which are empty. such that 

V"c5 1 ..... V"15; 0 + .. +;,, 

is a basis for'/ n V'"(, for all 11 EN u (OJ. We set 1,, = (i 0 + · · · + i,,_ 1 + L · · ·, 
i0 + .. · + i,.], 1, = (s + L .... m:. 

Now let .,. E '/ and write 
z, "' 

(28.2.5) /' = I I V"(a,,.;)<i; 
n=O i= 1 

the class of.,. mod yrr, is in gr 0(r/) c gr 0 ('(,) and it follows that a0 .; = 0 for 
i rt 10 . Subtracting LiElo (a0 .;)b;. which is in'/, we find an element 

' m 

/'1 = I L V"(a,, ;)<\ 
11= 1 i= 1 

which is in r/ n V'(,; the class of I' 1 mod V2'(, is in gr 1 ('/) c gr 1('(, ): it follows 
that al.i = O if i rt 10 u 11• Now subtract LiE /o , 1 , V(at.i)b; from ·; 1 to find an 
element ;• 2 E '/ n v 2 rr,_ etc. . 

Conversely, suppose that the a,,; of the element ;· of (28.2.5) satisfy the 
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condition of the proposition. Then V"(a11.;)i5; E '/ for all 11. i and because 'l is 
closed in '{/, it follows that y E fiJ. Q.E.D. 

We now use the proposition to put every homomorphism between formal 
group laws into a particularly pleasant form. 

• (28.2.6) Proposition Let o:(X): F(X, Y)-+ G(X, Y) be a homomorphism 
of formal group laws over k. Then there are isomorphisms of formal group laws 
{J(X): F(X, Y)-+ F(X, Y), y(X): G(X, Y)-+ G(X, Y) where F(X, Y) and 
G(X, Y) are curvilinear such that &(X): F(X, Y)-+ G(X, Y), &(X) = 
y(X) o:(X) ·· p- 1(X) is of the following form: there exist elements n 1 ~ n 2 ~ 
· · · ~ n, in N such that 

(28.2.7) &1(X) = xr1, &,(X) = X~"', &,(X) = 0 for s > r 

Proof Consider the homomorphism of Cartp(k)-modules o:. induced by 
o:(X) and let CY 1 c (f,'(F; k) be the kernel of o:. and 'Y' 2 c 'C( G; k) the image of 
o: •. We then have 

9' 1 c '6(F; k)--+ 17 2 c '6(G; k) 

Now'/\ is clearly a closed submodule of<C(F; k), and it also has the property 

y E lj) 1 n V11<C(F; k) => 1' E V"'/ 1 

Indeed, let V")i = y E q; 1, then 0 = o:.(V"y) = V"o:.(y) => o:.(Y) = 0 because V" is 
injective on <f, ( G; k ). This means that all the f; c gr;(':/ i) of the proof of Propo
sition (28.2.2) are zero for i > 0, so that by the proof of Proposition (28.2.2) 
there exists a V-basis {i5 1, .. ., i5,,,} for <C(F; k) such that {i5,+ 1, .. ., <>,,,) is a 
V-basis for q; 1 • The Cartp(k )-homomorphism o:. is then injective on the 
closed submodule of '{f(F; k) generated by the bi. ... , i5,, and it follows that 
o:.(i5i), .. ., o:.(i5.) form a V-basis for £& 2 so that in particular £2! 2 is closed in 
'C( G; k ). (Another way to prove that !2J 2 is closed is to remark that '{f(F; k) and 
'{/(G; k) are linearly topologized WP~(k)[V]-modules and that-having a finite 
V-basis-they are linearly compact; since cc. is continuous, its image is linearly 
compact hence closed in <f,(G; k); cf. (43, Chapitre III, Section 2, Exercises 
14-16].) 

Now apply Proposition (28.2.2) to '1 2 c 16 (G; k ). Let the resulting basis be 
b1, .. ., 3" and for each i E {I, .. ., n] let 11; be such that i EI,,, and let r be such 
that t E Ix = t > r. Then, of course, s = r. 

Now let F(X, Y) be the p-typical formal group law over k corresponding to 
the CartP(k)-module <f,(F; k) with V-basis {i5 1 ••••• i5,, i5,+ 1 ... ., i5,,,} and let 
G(X. Y) be the p-typical formal group law over k corresponding to the 
Cartp(k)-module '{/(G; k) with V-basis {b1 , .•• , J,,} (cf. Remark (27.7.19)(iii)). 
On these bases cc. looks like 

(28.2.8) o:.(i5i) = y 11 1J 1, ... , o:.(i5,) = V"•b, 

o:.(i5,+ 1) = ''. = 0: 0 (i5,,,) = 0 
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Now let &(X) be the homomorphism of formal group laws F(X, Y)--> G(X, Y) 
determined by :x. on these bases for <f, ( F; k) and rr; ( G, k ). The formula for &(X) 
is (cf. Remark (27.3.10)) 

and because G is p-typical, hence curvilinear, this means that :X(X) has the 
desired form. 

• (28.2.9) Corollary Let F(X, Y) be a formal group law over k of finite 
height h (in the sense of Chapter IV, Section ( 18.3.8); or cf. (28.2.1 )). Then 

and. conversely, if this dimension is finite, then F(X, Y) is of finite height. 

Proof Apply Proposition (28.2.6) to the homomorphism [p],: F(X, Y)-+ 
F(X, Y). Then if F(X, Y) is of finite height, we must have r = m = 
dim(F(X, Y)) and hence h = 11 1 + · · · + 11,. On the other hand, 
dimk(<cp(F; k)/cc. <Cp(F; k)) is clearly h if one uses the description (28.2.8) of cc •. 
(Here o:. is the homomorphism induced by [p],,, i.e., multiplication by p in 
'6[,(F; k).) 

Conversely, if dimk('6P(F; k)/o:. 16p(F; k)) is finite. then r = m in (28.2.8). 
hence (28.2.7) says that F(X, Y) has finite height. 

• (28.2.10) Corollary 

(i) Every closed Cartp(k)-submodule of a reduced Cartp(k)-module is also 
reduced. 

(ii) lf<f,' is a reduced CartP(k)-module and 15 1, .... b,a finite set of elements 
of<(,, then the submodule of<(, generated by the 6 1 • •••• b, is closed and hence 
reduced. 

Proof (i) is immediate from Proposition (28.2.2). As to (ii). there is an 
obvious Cartp(k)-module map'(/m __, Cartp(k)b 1 + · .. + Cartp(k)b, c <(,',and the 
first part of the proof of (28.2.6) shows that the image of this morphism is 
closed. 

28.3 lsogenies; unipotent and finite height 
formal group laws 

In this section all formal group laws are over a perfect field k of characteristic 
p > 0 and they are finite dimensional. 

• (28.3.1) Definition We shall say that a formal group law F(X, Y) over k is 
unipment if the endomorphism f of 1(, P(F; k) is nilpotent (i.e., f" = 0 for some 
11 EN). We have already defined when a formal group law is of finite height. 
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• (28.3.2) Decomposition of a formal group law in a unipotent and 
finite height part Let F(X. Y) be a formal group law over k. Consider the 
kernels of the homomorphisms f": '(, p(F; k)-> '(,[,(F; k ). Let 

'/ 11 = Ker(f": 'r, 1,(F: k)-> '(, p(F; k)) 

Then Ct,, :::i C/ 11 _ 1• Consider <J 11 j'/ 11 n V'f, where'(, is short for'(, P(F; k). This is 
a finite dimensional vector space over k and hence there is an 11 0 E N such that 
for all 11 2 11 0 , '/ 11 /'/ 11 n V't, = '/ 11 + 1 /'/ ,.+ 1 n V'f,. We claim that it follows that 
'./ 11 ='/,.+ 1 for /1 2 110 . Indeed, the submodule '/ 11 being a kernel has the 
property /' E Ct·,. n V'f, => .,. E V<:/ 11 (cf. beginning of the proof of Proposition 
(28.2.6 )) and hence '/ 11 has a V-basis that is part of a V-basis of all of'(,. We can 
now apply Proposition (28.2.6) to '/ 11 + 1 :::i r;· 11 • observe that also .,. E '/ 11 n 
V'./,.+ 1 => ;· E V'/ 11 and conclude that '/ 11 has a V-basis that is part ofa V-basis 

of D,., 1, which since 

r_/,,+ I /Vr/"+ I = t/11+ l /r/n+ I n yr(; = rJ"/r/11 11 yrr, = ~ln/\''/11 

implies that '/'11 ='/,.+ 1• 

We have already observed that '/ 11 has a V-basis that is part of a V-basis 
{c3 1, .... c'i,.; of all of'(,. Let '(, be the sub-Cartp(k)-module generated by the 
elements of the V-basis {(5 1, .... 1\,: that are not in <Jw Then by the usual 
Weyr-Fitting argument f is injective on r(,. It follows that we have an exact 
sequence 

0 -> ~ 11 -> '6 p( F; k) -> i -> 0 

where both '/ 11 and 'l are reduced Cart1,,1(k)-modules (i.e., they are of the type 
that have formal group laws attached to them). so that we have a decomposi
tion of F(,\", Y) 

0-> G(X. Y)-> F(X. Y)-> H(X. Y)-> 0 

with G(X. Y) unipotent and H(X. Y) such that f is injective on '(,,,(H: k). 
Because Vis always injective. it follows that [p] 11 = Vf is injective; so apply

ing Proposition (28.2.6) to [P]u we see that His of finite height. The injectivity 
off also implies that dimdV'(, /fV'(,) = dimd'(, /ff,) so that 

h = dimd'(, /V'l) + dimd'(, /f{,) = /11 + 111' 

which holds (therefore) generally for all formal group laws of finite height. 

• (28.3.3) Remark It is not true as in the Weyr--Fitting lemma of finite 
dimensional linear algebra that f is necessarily an automorphism of<(,. Take, 
e.g., a one dimensional formal group law of height 2 over k. 

• (28.3.4) lsogenies Let :x(X): F(X, Y)-> G(X, Y) be a homomorphism of 
formal group laws. We shall say that :x( X) is an isogeny if F(X, Y) and G(X. Y) 
are of equal dimension /11 and the r (the rank of :x(X)) of Proposition (28.2.6) is 
also equal to m. 
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Before interpreting what this means in terms of the curve modules of F(X, Y) 
and G(X, Y) we replace CartP(k) by a very similar ring. 

• (28.3.5) The Dieudonne ring D(k) We define D(k) as the subring of 
Cartp(K) consisting of all expressions 

< ' 

Xo + L x;Y; + L ,r;f; 
j::::::l 

with coefficients in 11'~,, (k). That is, instead of allowing arbitrary power series 
'\": 1·.f; with Jim. \'· = O in IV , (k). we allow only polynomials in f. Let'(, f-ii := ) • I /_,.I • I {J • 

be a reduced Cart,,(k)-module (cf. (27.7.20)). then 'f. is also a D(k)-rnodule: and. 
conversely, if 'C is a reduced D(k )-module (meaning '6 =Jim_ 'f. /V"f,; V injec
tive), then the action of D(k) on 'f. extends uniquely to an action of Cart ,,(k ). 
precisely because. '(, being Hausdorff and complete. a limit ,L r;f'·/ for;· E '(, 

exists uniquely in'(, if lim;-, r; = 0 in ~t;,, (k) (use also Vf = p). 
So reduced Cartr(/<)-modules are the same thing as reduced D(k)-modules 

and from now on in this Section 28.3 we shall view the '/,(F: k) as D(k )-modules. 

• (28.3.6) The "localized" Dieudonne ring Dv(k) We define Dv(k) as 
the ring 

Dv(k) = l I V;xJx; E 11;,. (k), 11 E Z l 
1::::r1 

of all formal Laurent series over w;,. (k) with multiplication rule xV = V cr(x) 
for all.\'. E' H~,, (k) where CT is the Frobenius automorphism or w;, .(k). The ring 
D, (k) is the "localized version" of D(k) obtained by making V invertible. 

There is a natural homomorphism D(k)-> Dv(k) defined by f-> v- 1 p 
making Dv(k) a right D(k)-module and 

is a functor taking D(k)-modules into Dv(k)-modules. 

• (28J.7) The equivalence relation "isogenous" We shall call two 
formal group laws F(X. Y). G(X. Y) isogenous over k ifthere is an isogeny over 
k from F(X. Y) to G(X. Y) and also if there is an isogeny over k from G(X. Y) 
to F(X. Y). More generally. F(X. Y) is isogenous to G(X. Y) if there exists a 
finite sequence of formal group laws H0 (X. Y) ..... H"(X, Y) such that 
H;()C Y) is isogenous over k to H;+ 1(X. Y). i = 0. I. ... , 11 - 1 and F(X, Y) = 
H0 (X. Y). H,.(X. Y) = G(X. Y). 

• (28J.8) Proposition Two formal group laws F(X, Y), G(X. Y) over k are 
isogenous over k if and only if their Dv(k)-modules Dv(k)@ 01k 1 '(, (F; k) and 
Dv(k)@ 01 k 1 'f,(G; k) are isomorphic. 
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Proof Let a(X): F(X, Y)---> G(X, Y) be an isogeny. Then, clearly, putting 
a(X) in the form of Proposition (28.2.6), we see that the Dv(k)-modules of 
F(X, Y) and G(X, Y) are isomorphic. Conversely, suppose that <e(F; k) and 
<e(G; k) become isomorphic over Dv(k). Identifying 't(F; k)v and <e(G; k)v, we 
can view rc(F; k) and <e(G; k) as submodules of <e(F, k)v· Both <t(F; k) and 
"6'(G; k) have a finite V-basis, so there are r, s EN such that yrrc(F; k) c 

'fi(G; k), ysr6(G; k) c <e(F; k). It follows immediately that dim(F(X, Y)) = 
dim(G(X, Y)), and given this the inclusions 

<e(F; k) :::i V''h'(F; k) c 'b'(G; k) 

define the desired chain of isogenies. 

• (28.3.9) Proposition Let CO be a reduced D(k)-module of finite V
dimension. Then C(J v is a torsion Dv(k )-module (i.e., there is an 9 E Dv(k) such 
that 9C(J v = 0 ). 

Proof Since re has a finite V-basis, it suffices to show that for each b E '6 
there is a 9 E Dv(k) such that ,9i5 = 0. So we can assume that b generates rt 
(since the submodule of re generated by b is also reduced; cf. Corollary 
(28.2.lO)(ii)). 

Let D~ (k) be the subring of Dv(k) of all power series in V; i.e., no negative 
powers ofV occur in elements ofDt(k). Now assume that the annihilator of i5 
is zero and consider 

Then a -di, Y/ 1--+ rib is an isomorphism of Dt(k )-modules. (Injectivity follows 
from the vanishing of the annihilator of i5; surjectivity follows from the fact that 
b generates rt as a D(k)-module and pv- 1 = f and pV- 1 c a.) Now <C, being 
reduced, is a finitely generated D t (k )-module and hence so is a. Now 
pV- 1 E a and hence for some n ~ 1 we must have 

n-1 

(pY- 1 )" = I ai(pY- 1 y, 
i=O 

and so p" E VD~ (k ), which is impossible. 

• (28.3.10) Remark If F(X, Y) is of finite height then as we have seen 
dimk(rt(F; k)/[p]frt6(F; k)) = h < CIJ, and it follows that r6(F; k) as a module 
over WP, (k) is free of rank h. (Cf. [43, Chapter III, Section 2, Proposition 13], or 
[ 42, Chapter II, Section 3, Proposition 5].) 

• (28.3.11) Remark If F(X, Y) is of finite height, then f: rf,(F; k)---> rf,'(F; k) is 
not necessarily an automorphism, but f becomes an automorphism of the 
extended module re(F; k)v· Indeed, Vf = [P]F is an isogeny if f(X, Y) is of finite 
height and V is invertible in Dv(k). Now use Proposition (28.3.8). 
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28.4 Classification of finitely generated torsion 
modules over Dv(k) 

365 

In this section (28.4) we classify all finitely generated torsion modules over 
Dv(k). In fact we shall do this over a somewhat more general ring which will 
turn up later when dealing with formal A-modules. 

• (28.4.1) The setting Let A be a complete discrete valuation ring with 
algebraically closed residue field k of characteristic p > 0, uniformizing element 
n, and quotient field K. Moreover, suppose that there is an automorphism <I of 
K and a power q of p such that <I(a) = aq mod n for all a E A and such that 
<I(n) = n. 

Let @be the ring of all Laurent series {l:r'=n T;xdx; EA, n E Z} with the 
multiplication rule xT = T<I(x) (and hence xT- 1 = T- 1<I- 1(x)). 

The two examples that are important for us are: ( 1) A = WP~(k) where k is an 
algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0 and where <I is the Frobenius 
automorphism and n = p; and (2) A= B"" the completion of the maximal 
unramified extension B", of a complete discrete valuation ring B with unifor
mizing element rr and residue field of q elements with <I the continuous exten
sion of the Frobenius generator ofGal(Ln,/ L) where Lis the quotient field of B. 
In this second example A may be of characteristic p = characteristic(k) > 0. 
Note that always <I(rr) = rr. 

From now on in 28.4 the notations 8', A, n, k, K, <I, q, p, T have the meaning 
given them above. Moreover, v: K ---> Z u { oo} denotes the normalized expo
nential valuation on K, and d: @---> Z assigns to each Y/ =I Tix; the smallest 
11 E Z for which Xn =/= 0. 

• (28.4.2) Valuation and "euclidean algorithm" on 8' For each 
Y/ E 8', Y/ =I ai Ti let 11 E Z be the smallest integer for which a" =!= 0. We define 
a functions: 8'---> Nu {O} u {oo} by s(ri) = v(a") if 1J =/= 0 and s(O) = CIJ. This 
function has the properties 

(28.4.3) 

s(ri.9) = s(ri)s(.9) 

s(17) = 0 = 1J is invertible in f, 

s(17) = oo = Y/ = 0 

We show that s can be used to define a left euclidean algorithm on ff in the 
sense that for every pair of elements ri1 • ri2 E 6, there exist :J and ( in I! such 
that 

s(() < s(ri 2 ) or ( = 0 

Indeed, we can assume s(rii) ~ s(ri2 ) (otherwise take ,9 = 0, ( = Y/ 1). Assume 
that Y/ 1 $ Ari1 . Let d(ri 1) = n be the smallest integer for which the coefficient a,, 
is nonzero in the Laurent series 171 • Then there exists an element ,'} 1 such that 
d(111 - 91 Y/2) ~ n + 1. (This uses s(17i) ~ s(17 2).) Now if s(17 1 - .91 Y/ 2) ~ s(ri 2 ). 
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we can repeat the process (with 1Ji replaced 1] 1 - 91 1] 2 ) to find a 92 such that 
d(1J 1 - 91 1] 2 - 92 1] 2 ) ;::o: n + 2. Because d(92 ) ;::o: d(9i) + 1 this process cannot 
be continued indefinitely because then the series I .'};converges in 6 and we 
would have (L/~ 1 .9;)r/ 2 =1] 1 , which was excluded. 

• (28.4.4) Corollary Every left ideal off, is principal. 

In the same way one proves that there is a right euclidean algorithm and that 
every right ideal is principal. 

• (28.4.5) Corollary The ring 0 is noetherian. (Cf. [204. Chapter 3,2].) 

• (28.4.6) Corollary Every finitely generated torsion S-module is isomor
phic to a direct sum of cyclic S-modules II' /II'IJ where 1J is of the form 

h- I 

17 = I Tia; + Th( 
i=O 

with ( E ,g, s(O = 0, d(() = 0, a; E nA. 

Proof Every torsion module over a principal ideal ring is a direct sum of 
cyclic modules 0/f,'IJ. It therefore remains to show only that 1J can be chosen to 
have one of the two forms indicated above. If d(IJ) + 0, then 17 = :rr1M; and 
since T is a unit in 0, we have Ii/Ii 1J ~ 0/11 .'}. We can therefore assume that 
d(IJ) = 0. Set 1J = n"'.'} with m maximal. We can then write 

11- 1 

.'J = "' Tia.+ (T1' £.... I . 

j:::::Q 

with h the first index such that a1, in.'}= It~o Tia; is not divisible by n. If h = 0, 
then .'J is a unit and r1/l!1J ~ 6/lin"'; and if h + 0, we have to show that 

fi/ If n"' .'} ~ Ii/ Ii n"' EB 6/ 6 .'} 

which as usual follows from the Weyr-Fitting lemma, applied to the endomor
phism '"multiplication with n." (Cf. [204, Chapter 1,5]; this is in fact the same 
decomposition (V being injective) as we obtained in (28.3.2) if li/(;n"'.'} comes 
from a Cartl'(k)-module.) 

• (28.4.7) Remarks 

(i) The function s: If --> N u lOJ u : oc) is not a valuation on 6. There is no 
relation whatever between s(17 + .'})and s(IJ ). s( .'}).Correspondingly, there is no 
uniqueness (within units) statement concerning the :f and (in the left euclidean 
.. algorithm" 171 = :J112 + (. 

(ii) The ring 6 has no zero divisors (follows from (28.4.3)). 

• (28.4.8) Lemma The modules 6/r\ rr; are indecomposable and every submo
dule of 6/6n; is of the form /irr1/,)rr;. 
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Proof This follows from the fact that (up to unit factors) every divisor of 
ni in 8 is of the form n< 0 ~ j ~ i ( cf. also Lemma (28.4.19) ). 

• (28.4.9) Lemma Let 1J = D;;-J Tia;+ T\ with ( E 6', s(() = 0, d(() = 0, 
a; E nA. Then there is a unit 9 E 8 such that 

11- l 

(28.4.10) 91] = I Tjbj + T", b; E nA 
i=O 

Proof This is Lemma (20.3.13) of Chapter IV. 

• (28.4.11) An element of the form (28.4.10) (with h ;::o: 1) will be called distin
guished. Up to now we have not yet used that k is algebraically closed. This will 
now come into play to decompose cyclic if-modules 6/6'17 with distinguished '1· 

• (28.4.12) Lemma Let 1J E 6 be distinguished. Then there exists a natural 
number m EN such that over 6'[n 1'"'] = A[n 11"']((T)), Tn 11"' = n11"'T, we can 
decompose 11 as 

h 

1J = 0 (T - n"il"'u;) = a0 + Ta 1 + · · · + Th- 1a,,_ 1 + T" 
i= 1 

where the !I; E A[ n 11"'] are invertible. 

Proof It suffices to show that a distinguished 17 has a linear factor over 
some A[ n 11"']. A trivial induction then finishes the proof. Now 

(28.4.13) 1J = (T - a)1J 1 

is equivalent to the condition 

(28.4.14) 

ao + aa1 + aO"(a)a2 + .. · + aO"(a) · · · 0""- 2 (a)a11 _ 1 + aO"(a) · · · 0""- 1(a) = 0 

(To see this just equate coefficients in (28.4.13).) Now consider 

(28.4.15) 
r 

= minimum ((h - i)- 11'(a;)), 
s i=0.1. .... h-1 

r, s EN, (r, s) = 1 

where I' is the valuation on A. Suppose that s- 1 r is an integer, i.e., s = 1, then 
we claim a linear factor T - a of 1J can already be found over A itself. Indeed, if 
s = 1 in (28.4.15), then a;= rr'1"- 0b; with h; EA and putting a= n'x we see that 
to solve (28.4.14) it suffices to solve 

(28.4.16) ho+ xh 1 + :rn(x)h2 + · · · + w(x) · · · 0"1'- 1(x) = O 

where at least two of the coefficients are units, i.e., not in nA. Because O"(x) = xq 
mod n and k is algebraically closed, it follows that this equation has a nonzero 
solution mod n. 
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Now suppose that we have found an x. E A* such that x. solves (28.4.16) 
mod n". Put x.+ 1 = x. + n"y. Then mod n•+I 

Let 

x.+ 1 a(x.+ i) · · · ai(x.+ i) = x.a(x.) · · · ai(x.) 
i 

+ n" I ai(x.r 1 x.a(x.) · · · atx.)ai(y) 
j=O 

b0 + x.b 1 + · · · + x.a(x.) · · · ah- 1(.x.) =en" mod n"+ 1 

Then for x.+ 1 to solve (28.4.16) mod n"+ 1 we must choose y such that 

h i 

I b; I ai(x.r 1ai(y)x.a(x.) · · · a;(x.) = c mod n 
i=O j=O 

which can be done because ai(y) = yq; mod n, because x. is a unit, because at 
least two of the b; are units (bh = 1 ), and because k is algebraically closed. 

This proves our claim. To prove the lemma it then suffices to take m = s, 
then the minimum (28.4.15) becomes an integer if we replace v by the nor
malized exponential valuation of A[n11m]. 

• (28.4.17) Lemma Let <{! = If /<%'11 where 11 is distinguished. Then there exists 
a K-vector space structure on <{/ that is compatible with the A-module struc
ture. This K-vector space structure is unique and dimK(re) = h. 

Proof Write -11 = (n9 - 1 )Th for some ,9 E 8'. (This can be done of 
course because 11 is distinguished.) Now define n- 1)' = .9)' for all 11 E <6'. Since 
n9 = 1 mod 811, it follows that n(n- 1)') =)';it is not hard to check that re does 
indeed become a K-vector space, nor that this is the only possible definition 
(precisely because we must have n(n- 1)') = 1')· A basis for re over K is 1, T, 
T1, .. . , Th-1. 

• (28.4.18) This lemma should not have come as a surprise to the reader. If'C 
comes from a "finite height" Cart P(k )-module, i.e., <{} = <{}~ for some "finite 
height" reduced D(k)-module, then we have already seen that facts as an 
automorphism on <{} (Remark (28.3.11)) and V being invertible in D v(k) also 
acts as an automorphism. Therefore p- 1 = r- 1v- 1 is uniquely determined and 
takes <{} into 'f,_ 

• (28.4.19) Lemma Let re= lf/811[} and let g be the submodule 8',9/IJ119. 
Then @ is a direct summand of<{/ if and only if the equation x11 + ,')y = 1 is 
solvable in 8', and in that case ~ = lf(l - y.9)/811,9 is a complementary direct 
summand. 

Proof We first show that f2l ~ 8' /0'11. Let 11 E ref? be the image of I E <ff' under 
the natural map <%'->ff /<ff119. Then <ff119 is the annihilator of 1' and 'C = ff)', 
g = 8.9)'. Because <ff is principal, the annihilator of ,91' is ff11, so '7' ~ lf/<'f11. 
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Second, suppose that .9 EB <?='C. We show that?!~ 8/1!9. Let 1' = bg + bq. 
be the decomposition of11. Let bq. =()'with ( E If. Then ~b!ii = O=~J' E 9= 
~J' = ~911=~ E 13'9, so the annihilator of 47 is lfi) and hence f2 ~ lf/8'9. 

Now let ~ = y.911• We had ~ = (J' so 1 - y9 - ( E 6"118 because 
8J + 47 = l'· Now ( is arbitrary mod 8118 so we can assume that ( = 1 - y.9. 
Now 9(1 - y.9)11 = 8(11 = 0 because .9 annihilates (y = bg. Hence 
,9( 1 - y.9) = x11.9 for some x, which, because 6' has no zero divisors, means that 
I - .9y = x11. 

Conversely, '1! + 8(1 - y9)y = '6 because g contains 911 and if ~.9y = 
W - y.9}!1 E CJ: n 8(1 - y9)J', then ~9 - W - y.9) E 8'11,9, so that~= z9 for 
some z_E If. Hence W - y9)z9(1 - y9) = z(9- 9y9) = z(l - 9y)9 = zx119 E 
11•9, so w - y9))' = 0. . 

• (28.4.20) Lemma The modules 8'/6'(T - a), a E A, are simple and any ex
tension between two such modules is trivial. If v(a) = r, then 
8/lf(T - a)~ lf/,f,(T - nr). 

Proof If v(a) = 0, then T - a is a unit in If so lf/lf(T- a)~ 0 ~ 
@/<ff(T - 1) because T - 1 also a unit. 

Suppose that v(a) =!= 0, and define an <ff-module structure on K, the quotient 
field of A, by the rule Tx = a- 1(x)a. (Check that this does indeed define an 
8-module structure on K; i.e., that b(Tx) = (bT)x = (Ta(b))x = T(a(b)x).)The 
map 8/lf(T - a)-> K induced by If 3 l 1-+ 1 E K is then an 8'-module isomor
phism. Now 8/8(T - b) and K are isomorphic &'-modules ifand only ifthere is 
a y E K such that Ty= by, i.e., a-1{_v)a =by, which shows that this happens if 
and only if v(a) = v(b) (because the equation a- 1(y)/y = 11 is solvable in A for 
any unit u E A by the usual successive approximation method; cf. Chapter I, 
Remark (8.3.15)(ii)). 

Now let 0-> 'C 1 -> 'C-> '{! 2 -> 0 be an exact sequence with re 1 = 8/lf(T - a), 
rt 2 = If /lf(T - b ). Let )' 1 E rt,' 1 be the image of 1 E 8', J'z E 'fJ 2 the image of 1 in 
<6 2 and)' Ere a lift of )' 2 . Then obviously {)' 1, J'} is a K-basis for the K-vector 
space rr, (cf. Lemma (28.4.17)). It is now sufficient to find a b2 Ere, f>2 = "'/ 
mod rf, 1 such that Tb 2 = M 2 . To this end write b 2 = )' + zy 1 for some yet to be 
determined z EK. We have 

Tb 2 = TJ' + a- 1(z)a111 = br + cr1 + a- 1(z)a1' 1 

for a certain c E K (because Ty = by mod '6 1 ). So the condition Tb 2 = M 2 

translates to 

and it suffices to solve 
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where a, 6, c are certain elements of K. This can always be done by successive 
approximation as usual. (NB if a, 6, c E A, a solution z E A may not exist; e.g., if 
a, 6 E nA, c ¥ nA. This is easily taken care of by writing z = n-'z for a suitable 
r.) 

• (28.4.21) Corollary If '1 = n~~ I (T - n''u;), then 

h 

II/f/'1 ~ E8 ff'/f/(T - n'') 
i::::;l 

• (28.4.22) Corollary Every cyclic module ff /81] with '1 distinguished is 
semisimple. 

Proof Let ((j 1 c 8 /f;'l be a cyclic submodule off; /lflJ. Say <() 1 = lf::,/t:'J, 
then '1 = ,9( for some 9 (look at annihilators and use the principal ideal 
property). Now r6\ is a direct summand of ff/1:9( over 8[n 11m] for a suitable m 
by (28.4.21) and (28.4.20). It follows that x.9 + (y = 1 is solvable with x, 
y E f,'[n: 11"'] by Lemma (28.4.19). Write 

m-1 

x = L xinifm, 
i=O 

m-1 

Y = L Yin:ifm, 
i=O 

Then also x0 ,9 + (y0 = 1, so that, again by Lemma (28.4.19), '6 1 is also a direct 
summand of 6'/ff'l over 8 itself. 

• (28.4.23) Lemma Let '6 = ff/<~'1 with '1 distinguished. Then 

<fi'~ E8 1:/1,(Ts;-n'') 

with (s;, r;) = 1, si, ri E N. The modules f, /r1(T' - n:') are simple if (s, r) = I and 
pairwise nonisomorphic for different pairs s, rand s, ,, with (s, r) = (s, 17) = 1. 

Proof Put r1, = ff[ n: 11s]. For a suitable s, the ff ,-module '(,, = r~ ,@ ,'. <(, is 
isomorphic to a direct sum 

'(js ~ E8 <ffs/rffs(T - n:rifs) 

Let x E '(5 5 be an element such that (T - n:'1')x = 0 (where r = ri for some i). 
Dividing s and r by (s, r) if necessary, we can assume that (s, r) = 1. Write 
x = Ir:6 n:ifsxi with xi E 'f5. Then (Ts - n:')x = O; hence (rs - n:')xi = 0, so 
ftxi c <fl is a quotient of ft/C:(T' - n:'). So if we can show that ff'/ff(Ts - n:') is 
simple, then r!ixi ~ ff/8(T' - n:') (if xi =fa 0), which will prove the lemma by 
Corollary (28.4.22) and Lemma (28.4.19). 

Suppose that lf/lf(T' - n:') is not simple (and (s, r) = 1). Then there is a 
simple submodule 'C' c ft/<ff(Ts - n:') with <(j' = 8/ff'IJ with a distinguished '1· 
The degree of '1 must be less than s because degree '1 = dimK((tf') < dimK((6') = s 
(cf. Lemma (28.4.17)). Over some extension 8[ n 11'] the module <g' must contain 
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a direct summand of the form 8', /8,(T - n:''/s') with s' :s; degree '1 < s. And this 
is impossible because <ff /<ff(Ts - n:') decomposes as s copies of (f s/rff s(T - n:'15 ) 

over (f 5 by the addendum to Lemma (28.4.12) and Lemma (28.4.20) and be
cause the modules rff5 /8s(T - n:'15 ) remain simple over all rff,. 

• (28.4.24) Addendum to Lemma (28.4.12) Let '1 and r/s be as in 
Lemma (28.4.12) and (28.4.15); suppose that r/s is an integer and that I is the 
smallest j for which the minimum is assumed. Then h - I linear factors of the 
form T - n' u, u a unit of A can be split off. That is, 

(28.4.25) '1 = (T - n:'ui) · · · (T - n:'uh-1)~ 

To prove this it suffices to show that if l < h - 1 and '1 = ( T - n:' u )'1 1, then the 
minimum (28.4.15) for l'/i instead of '1 is still r. This is seen as follows. Writing 

h h- 1 

(28.4.26) '1 = I Tiai = (T - n:'u) I Tb; 
i=O i=O 

we find that 

(28.4.27) a0 = -n:'ub0 , 

Now we have v(a1) = r(h - I), v(a;) 2 r(h - i) for all i and v(a;) > r(h - i) for 
i <I. It follows easily from (28.4.27) that v(b;) > r(h - 1 - i) for i < I, v(b 1) = 

r(h - 1 - I) and v(b;) 2 r(h - 1 - i) for all i, which proves our assertion and 
the addendum. 

We group the results obtained together in one final theorem. 

•(28.4.28) Theorem Let A, k, p, q, n:, rff, a, T be as in (28.4.1). Then every 
finitely generated torsion left rff-module is isomorphic to a direct sum of mod
ules of the forms 

(f /8( yr _ n:s) 

with (r, s) = 1. The modules 8/Cfn:i are indecomposable and the modules 
rff /8( T' - n:s) are simple and pairwise nonisomorphic for different pairs r, s with 
(r, s) = 1. 

28.5 Classification up to isogeny of finite 
dimensional formal group laws over an algebraically 

closed field k of characteristic p > O 

In this section k is an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0. All 
formal group laws are over k and finite dimensional. 

• (28.5.1) Which Dv(k)-modules come from D(k) modules? Every 
Dv(k)-module is isomorphic to a direct sum 

(28.5.2) '{5' = E8 Dv(k)/Dv(k)(V'' - p5') E8 E8 Dv(k)/Dv(k)pi 

(r;. s;) = I 
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by Theorem (28.4.28). We claim that the module (28.5.2) is of the form CC v for 
some finitely generated reduced D(k)-module CC ifand only ifri > sJor all i, for 
which ri or si is > 1; so r = s = 1 is the only pair that is allowed with s ~ r. 
Sufficiency of this condition is readily verified because if r ~ s, we have 

Dv(k)/Dv(k)(V' - p•) ~ Dv(k) ®o<kl D(k)/D(k){P - V'-•) 

Dv(k)/Dv(k)pi ~ Dv(k) ®o<kl D(k)/D(kW 

(The formal group laws corresponding to the D(k)/D(k)(P - vr-•), 
D(k)/D(k)fi will be constructed below in (28.5.3), proving that these modules 
are reduced, which can also be seen directly.) The condition is also necessary. 
Assume that the module CC' of (28.5.2) is of the form CC' =CC v· Then CC c CC'. 
Suppose that r1 < S1 and let v-hy, ")! E cc be the image of 1 E Dv(k) in the first 
direct summand of CC' (under the natural map Dv(k)--+ Dv(k)/Dv(k) 
(V" - p•1) c CC'). Let 

9 = 1 - v<•1-rtlpl E D(k) 

Then one finds 9y = 0, which is impossible because y =f. 0 and 9 is a unit of 
D(k) because r1 < s1. 

• (28.5.3) Construction of some formal group laws Let F v(X, Y) 
over Z[V] be the universal n-dimensional p-typical formal group law con
structed in Chapter II, Section 10.3. Now substitute 

Vi = Vz= V3 =···=0 

(If n = 1, then also V1 = 0.) The resulting formal group law has logarithm 
f (X) = f (X 0 , ... , X n- i) with components 

.fo(X) = Xo 

.fi(X) = X1 + p- 1xg, ... , 
f, (x) - x + -1xp ... + -n+1xp•-1 
.n-1 - n-1 P n-z+ P 0 

i.e., it is the Witt vector formal group law W P.-1(X; Y) of dimension n defined 
by the Witt addition polynomials L 1, LP, ... , Lpn-1· According to (27.7.15), we 
have that 

00 

(28.5.4) rpo;= I v;<V.+1U,i))oj 
n=O 

where 01, ... , o. is the standard basis. So that using (28.5.3), (28.5.4) we find for 
Wpn(X; Y) 

f01 =Oz, fOz = 03, fon- l = o., fon = 0 
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so that the D(k)-module of WP.(X; Y) (over k) is 

(28.5.5) CCP(Wp.(X; Y); k) = D(k)/D(k)f" 

Now assuming n ~ 1 and m ~ 1, let us substitute 

Vz=···=Vm=O 

Vm+z= Vm+3=···=0 

(and again V1 = 0 if n = 1). 
Let (n, m) = 1 and let G •. m(X, Y) be the formal group law over Z thus 

obtained. Then using (28.5.4) we find for G •. m(X, Y) 

(28.5.6) fo 1 = Oz, foz = o3, ... , fo._ 1 = o., fo. = vmo1 

so that the D(k)-module of G •. m(X; Y) as a formal group law over k is 

(28.5.7) CCP(G •. m, k) ~ D(k)/D(k)(f" - vm) 

Finally, taking n = 1, m = 0 and Vi = 1, Vz = V3 = · · · = 0, we find a (p-typical 
version of) the multiplicative formal group law Gm(X, Y) with D(k)-module 

(28.5.8) CCP(Gm;k)~D(k)/D(k)(f-1) (=Wp,,,(k)) 

So combining this with the results of (28.5.1) and (28.4.28), we find the 
classification up to isogeny theorem . 

• (28.5.9) Theorem Every finite dimensional formal group law F(X, Y) over 
an algebraically closed field k of characteristic p > 0 is isogenous to a direct 
sum of formal group laws 

G •. m(X, Y) with (n, m) = 1, n, m E N 

WP.(X, Y), n EN u {O} 

This decomposition is unique up to isogeny. The formal group laws G n,m(X, Y), 
n, m EN, (n, m) = I, are simple and the W p•(X; Y) are indecomposable. 

• (28.5.10) Remark Manin introduced the notation G •. m(X, Y) with 
I s n < oo, 0 s ms oo, (n, m) = 1 (with the convention (n, oo) = 1 for all n) as 
a unifying notation for all the formal group laws occurring in {28.5.9). One sets 
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G1.0 (X, Y) = G01 (X, Y). G0 .oc(X, Y) = Wp,-1(X, Y). Then the G •. m(X, Y) are 
determined up to isogeny by: 

(i) dim G0 ,m(X, Y) = n; 
(ii) G0 .m(X, Y) is indecomposable up to isogeny; 

(iii) G,,,m(X; Y) is of height ll + m. 

29 Cartier-Dieudonne Theory 
for Formal A-Modules 

In this section A is a discrete valuation ring with quotient field K, uniformiz
ing element n, residue field k of characteristic p and with q elements, q = p'. The 
uniformizing element n will be kept fixed throughout this section. A may be of 
characteristic p > 0 also. 

In principle formal A-modules may be infinite dimensional in this section, 
but the main theorems are stated and proved only for finite dimensional formal 
A-modules. 

29.1 Generalities concerning infinite dimensional 
formal A-modules 

• (29.1.1) Infinite dimensional formal A-modules Let I be an index 
set. A possibly infinite dimensional formal A-module over an A-algebra B with 
index set I is a formal group law F(X, Y) over B with index set I together with a 
ring homomorphism P1-< A --+ End8 (F(X, Y)) such that the ith component of 
PF(a)(X) is congruent to aXi mod(degree 2) for all i E /. We shall also write 
[a]F(X) for the /-tuple of power series PF(a)(X) in (X;), i E /. 

Of course, the [a ]F(X) must satisfy the "monomials have compact support" 
condition of (27.1.3). 

• (29.1.2) The formal A-module Wq. 00 (X, Y) Let G.(X, Y) over A be the 
Lubin-Tate formal group law with logarithm 

G.(X) = X + n- 1xq + n- 2xq' + ··· 

and let L~, L1, L~, ... be the addition polynomials for the functor w;. 00(-) 

associated to G.(X, Y); cf. Chapter IV, Section (25.3.18). These polynomials 
L~(X; Y) in X 0 , ... , X 0 ; Y0 , ... , Y,. define a formal group law with index set {O, 
1, 2, 3, ... ) over A with logarithm 

-A ( X 1 +~~ 1X6 ) 
(29.1.3) wq(X) = X2 + n-1~i + n-zx6' 
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Now define for all a E A, 

(29.1.4) 

The usual functional equation arguments now show that this defines 
(N u {0))-tuples of power series with coefficients in A. (For those unhappy 
about the infinity of indeterminates, cf. (27.1.19)(v) above; cf. also (E.3.9). 

More generally, one has infinite dimensional formal A-modules W~. 00 (X, Y), 
WF(X, Y) associated to every one dimensional formal A-module F(X, Y); cf. 
Chapter IV, Sections 25.1, 25.2, where the associated group functors are treated 
of which IV~. 00 and WF are the "formal completions." 

• (29.1.5) Curves The group of curves 'b'(F; B) of a possibly infinite dime~
sional formal A-module over the A-algebra B becomes an A-module via 
(a, 1'(t))1-->[a]F()'(t)). We have of course the usual operators f., V0 , (b); a~d 
since [a]F(X) is an endomorphism of F(X, Y), we have that [a]Fcommutes with 

all of r., v "' <b ). 
As a rule we shall simply write [a] instead of[a]F· Thus of the four kinds of 

operators f0 , V0 , [a], (b) on <'6'(F; B) the first and third kind depend on F(X, Y) 
and the others do not depend on F(X, Y). 

• (29.1.6) q-Typification and q-typical curves in the infinite dimen
sional case In Chapter IV, Section (25.5.17) we defined functor endomor
phisms e~: <'6'(F; - ) --+ <'6'(F; - ) called "q-typifications" for finite dimensional 
formal A-modules F(X, Y) and we defined a subfunctor 'f5'iF; -) of<'{!(F; -), the 
image of e~, called" q-typical curve functor." The constructions relied in a fairly 
essential way on the universal m-dimensional formal A-modules FJ(X, Y) and 
the universal curves /'c(t ). Neither object exists in the infinite dimensional case, 
nor can they exist because of the" monomials have finite support" conditions; 
cf. (27.1.3). 

There does exist a substitute universal object, a sort of inductive limit of 
finite dimensional universal formal A-modules (or formal group laws) which 
can be made to perform the same services as the universal formal A-modules 
and group laws in the finite dimensional case. We shall not expose these con
structions here (cf. [184]) but shall rely instead on a direct functional equation 
argument that works for w:. 00 and which works more generally for all "infinite 
dimensional functional equation" formal A-modules (but not for all (infinite 
dimensional) formal A-modules). For the Cartier-Dieudonne theory for finite 
dimensional formal A-modules which is to be developed below, only w:.oo is 
important. 

The functional equation type character of w:. 00 (X, Y) lies in the facts that w:. 00 (X, Y) has an A-logarithm (cf. (29.1.3) and (29.1.4)) and that this A
logarithm satisfies a functional equation 

(29.l.7) w:(x) - n- 1Qw:(xq) = x E A[X]N u 101 
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where Q is the operator that maps the column vector (b0 , bi. b2, •• • ) to the 
column vector (0, b0 , b1, b2 , •.• ). 

In general of course the functional equation may involve infinitely many 
terms and a "twisting" endomorphism a. All one dimensional formal A
modules F(X, Y) have infinite dimensional functional equation type formal 
A-modules WF(X, Y) associated to them; cf. Chapter IV, Sections 25.1, 25.2. 

We shall present the general q-typification method for functional equation 
type infinite dimensional formal A-modules by just treating the case 
Wq, 00 (X; Y) (this saves a number of L signs). 

• (29.1.82 q-typification for w:. 00 (X, Y) Let I = {O, 1, 2, ... } be the index 
set of w:. 00 (X, Y) and let A[C] be short for A[C;,.; i EI, n EN]. For each finite 
subset K of I, let yK(t) be the curve 

A 

(29.1.9) yK(t) = "Wq,oc C. {J.(t") L,... l,n I 

i e K,n e N 

where b;(t), i E /,is the standard V-basis for ~(w:. 00 ; -). Note that yK(t) is a 
curve, i.e., satisfies the "monomials have compact support" condition. 
Consider 

00 
(29.1.10) w:(11K(t)) = L x •.• t" 

n= 1 

where the x •.• are /-tuples of polynomials in the C;,n with coefficients in K. Let 
a: K[C]-> K[C] be the K-endomorphism C;,n-> C?, •. Then by the functional 
equation lemma the x •.• satisfy the conditions: 

x •.• E A[C]1 if q does not divide n 

(29.1.11) x •.• - n- 1Qa*Xq-1n.• E A[C]1 if q does divide n 

It follows (by the functional equation lemma) that 

(29.1.12) eqy.(t) = (w:t 1 (J
0 

xq •. •tq•) 

has its coefficients in A[C] and hence is an element of~(w:. 00 ; A[C]). 
This defines the e'I- for the particular curves y. ( t ). 
Now let y(t) E ~(w:. 00 ; B) be any curve with coefficients in any A-algebra B 

Choose a number s E N. Because of the "monomials have finite support" 
condition there is a finite subset K(s) c I and a homomorphism </Js: A[C]-> B 
such that 

(29.1.13) (</Js)* Y•(s)(t) = y(t) mod(degree s) 

</Js(C; .• )=0 for i1K or n-;?.s 

Moreover <Ps is uniquely determined by the conditions (29.1.13 ), simply because 
w:, 00 (X, Y) = X + Y mod(degree 2). 
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We now define 

(29.1.14) 

(where the limit is of course with respect to the topology of <'6'( w:, 00 ; B) defined 
by the subgroups <'6'"( w:. 00 ; B)). Because of the uniqueness of the <Ps satisfying 
(29.1.13), we have that 

(29.1.15) eql/t* y(t) = l{!*eqy(t) 

for any l{t: B-> B' in AlgA-
Now suppose that Bis A-torsion free. Then (29.1.10), (29.1.12), and (29.1.14) 

show that we have 
00 00 

(29.1.16) wq(y(t)) = L x.t" ~ wq(eqy(t)) = L xq,tq" 
n=O n=l 

and this of course determines eq uniquely if Bis A-torsion free. This character
ization plus (29.1.15) plus the simple remark that any curve can be lifted back to 
a curve over an A-torsion free A-algebra then shows as usual that 

• (29.1.17) Lemma Formula (29.1.14) defines a functor endomorphism of the 
A-module-valued functor <c(w:. 00 ; -) and eqeq = eq. Moreover, eq commutes 
with the operators [a], a EA, (b), and Vq. 

• (29.1.18) More generally, the method given above works for any functional 
equation formal A-module and for any formal A-module of the form 
</J* F(X, Y) with </J E AlgA and F(X, Y) of functional equation type. We also 
note that (29.1.14) agrees with the definitions given in (25.5.17) in the finite 
dimensional case. This, and (29.1.16), (29.1.12) means that eq commutes with 
the A-module homomorphisms induced by formal A-module homomorphisms 
cx(X). That is, the diagram 

<c(F; B) ~ <c(F; B) 

l ~. 0 l ~. 
~(G; B) ~ ~(G; B) 

commutes for every homomorphism of formal A-modules cx(X): 
F(X, Y)-> G(X, Y). 

• (29.1.19) Definition FG~ denotes the category of formal A-modules over 
the A-algebra B. 

• (29.1.20) Definition By the remarks made in (29.1.18), (29.1.17), and 
(29.1.6) we have defined a functor endomorphism eq of the functor r~(-; B): 
FG~-> ModA- We shall denote the image functor by~ q(-; B).The elements of 
<'6'q(-; B) are called q-typical curves. 

I" I 

I 
I 
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Strictly speaking of course, we have defined eq only for the full subcategory of 
FG~ consisting of the finite dimensional formal A-modules and w:,"'. This is in 
fact enough for our purposes below. 

• (29.1.21) Definition A formal A-module F(X, Y) with index set I in 
FG~ will be called A-typical if it is of the form F(X, Y) = </J*G(X, Y), where 
G(X, Y) EFG~. is a formal A-module with a logarithm g(X) of the form 

00 

(29.1.22) g(X) = x + I biXq' 
i=O 

where the bi are J-tuples of elements of B' ®A K, B' is A-torsion free, and </J: 
B' -> Bis an A-algebra homomorphism. Note that this agrees with our previous 
definition ip. the finite dimensional case (cf. Chapter IV, Section (25.4.27)). Note 
also that w;. 00 (X; Y) is A-typical. 

If F(X, Y) is A-typical, then its standard V-basis oi(t), i E /, consists of q
typical curves and we have 

• (29.1.23) Lemma Let F(X, Y) be an A-typical formal A-module over B. 
Then every element y(t) E <fl q(F; B) can be written uniquely as a convergent 
sum 

00 

IF IFV~(bn,)oi(t) 
n=OiEI 

with for every n only finitely many i such that bn,i + 0, and every element 
y(t) E <fl(F; B) can be written uniquely as a convergent sum 

L V m )'rn(t ), Ym(t) E <'f,q(F; B) 
qfm 

Proof Standard; do the case "B is A-torsion free" first. 

• (29.1.24) (6'q(F; B) is a closed sub-A-module of<f,(F; B); its (inherited) topol
ogy is defined by the sub-A-modules 't'i~"l(F; B) = (6'q(F; B)n<fl'q•(F; B); 
rcq(F; B) is stable under V q• [a], fq, and (b). Cf. Lemma (29.1.17). It is not stable 
under V m if m is not a power of q nor under f P (unless q = p ). 

The topological A-module <flq(F; B) is Hausdorff and complete. 

• (29.1.25) The Frobenius operator f, in the infinite dimensional 
case With respect to the Frobenius operator f, on (C(F; B) for infinite 
dimensional formal A-modules, the situation is exactly the same as for 
q-typification. 

The relevant formulas for the case of w;, 00 (X, Y) are 

(29.1.26) f, y,(t) = (w:t 1 (JI 1tXqn.•t") 

(29.1.27) f,y(t)= lim (</JsVnl'<(sJ(t) 
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where y., x,, l'«sl• and </Jsare as in (29.1.9), (29.1.10), (29.1.13). The integrality of 
f, i·,(t) is proved as usual (cf. Chapter IV, Section (25.5.3)). If Bis torsion free, 
then r. is characterized by 

~ ~ 

(29.1.28) w;Mr)) = I yiti => w;(r. y(r)) = I nyi/ 
i= 1 i= 1 

and using this one proves in the usual way that 

• (29.1.29) Lemma f, is a continuous, additive, functor endomorphism of the 
functor <fl(-; B): FG~-> Mod A' Moreover, f,</J* = </J*f" for <PE AlgA and r. 
commutes with eq, so f, induces a functor endomorphism of <6 q(-; B). The 
commutation rules off, with the various other operators on re(-; B) are 

(29.1.30) r.r. = r.r. for all 11EN 

(29.1.31) r. [a] = [a ]f. for all a EA 

(29. 1.32) f.<b) = (bq)f. for all h E B 

(29.1.33) r.vq = [n] 

(29.1.34) [u]r~v~- 1 = rp if un" = p 

(in the characteristic zero case) 

• (29.1.35) Example Let o0 (t), o1(t), o2(t), ... be the standard V-basis for 
w:.oc(X; Y) over some A-algebra B. Then we have 

(29.1.36) 

It suffices (because r: commutes with </J*'s) to prove this for A-torsion free 
A-algebras B. We then have (cf. (29.1.3)) 

0 

0 
w;(o.(r)) = nth row 

1t- I tq 
n- 2tq' 

and the result follows from (29.1.28). Now w:. 00 (X, Y) is an A-typical formal 
A-module, so that the o0 (t), 01(1), ... are all in <Cq(w;. 00 ; B).So that writing y,(t) 
for o0 (t) we have by (29.1.36), Lemma (29.1.23) and (29.1.24) a unique conver
gent sum expression for all y(t) E rtq(w;. 00 ; B): 

(29.1.37) y(t) = Iw:, V~(b •. i)f~y.(t) 
i.11 
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Further, w:. 00 is curvilinear so that 

00 A 

Iw•· 00 D;(X;)= (Xo, X1, X2, ... ) 
i=O 

so that we also have 

(29.1.38) 

These formulas are of cou~se the analogues for w:. 00 (X, Y) of (27.1.7) and 
the formulas of (27.1.8) for W(X, Y). 

29.2 The representation theorem 
( = analogue of first theorem) 

In this case the representation theorem says that for a fixed A-algebra B the 
functor FG~-+ ModA, F(X, Y)f--+~'q(F; B) is representable by WA (X Y) as a 
formal A-module over B. More precisely, q,oo ' 

• (29.2.1) The~rem (representation theorem) Let B be an A-algebra, let 
F(X, Y) E FGB, and let y(t) E '{fq(F; B) be a curve. Then there exists precisely 
one homomorphism of formal A-modules ct,.(X): w:. 00 (X, Y)---. F(X, Y) such 
~hat ct:(y"(t)) = y(t). The correspondence rt.' q(F; B) .::::. FG~(w:. 00 (X, Y), F(X, Y)) 
1s an 1somorph1sm of topological A-modules. 

Proof Suppose that cty(X) is a homomorphism of formal A-modules such 
that cty{')'"(t)) = y(t). Now cty• commutes with f" and is additive and continuous 
so applying ctr• to (29.1.38) we find that we must have ' 

00 

(29.2.2) ct,(X) = IF f~(X;) 
i=O 

This t~ke_s care of the uniqueness of ct,(X) and it remains to prove only that this 
cty(X) is mdeed a homomorphism of formal A-modules. The proof of this is 
completely parallel to the ~roof of the analogous fact concerning W(X, Y); cf. 
~27:1.19). He~e are the details. (The reader who fears this may become tedious is 
mv1ted to skip this bit.) First note that if we have proved the theorem for a 
formal group A-module F(X, Y) that is A-isomorphic to F(X, Y) over B, then 
we ha~e also proved it for F(X, Y). We can therefore suppose that F(X, Y) is 
A-t~p1cal. Now suppose first that B = A[V; C], that F(X, Y) is the universal 
m-dtmensional A-typical formal A-module over A[V] c A[V; C], and that 

11c(t) =IF C;tq' 

(w~ere C; is ~hort for the column vector (C;. 1, .. ., C;,.,)) is the universal q
typ1cal curve m rt.'q(F; B).Consider 

00 

J(yc(t)) = I x.tq" 
n=O 
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The X; are column vectors of polynomials in the V's and C's with coefficients in 
K; by the functional equation lemma they satisfy relations 

(29.2.3) X; - n- 1 V1 x~'!! 1 - · .. - n- 1 Vi- 1 x\q'- '> - n- 1 Jiixbq'l E A[V, C]m 

Now let M be them x (N u {O}) matrix consisting of the column vectors x 0 , 

nx 1, n 2x 2 , n 3x 3 , ... (note that all entries of M are integral, i.e., elements of 
A[V; C]). Now define 

(29.2.4) ct,.(X) = r 1(Mw:(x)) 

We have already seen (cf. (29.1.33)) that w:(y.(t)) is the column vector (t, n- 1 tq, 
n- 2 tq', ... ).So we have 

(29.2.5) f(cty{')'"(t)) = f(y(t)) 

and hence cty(')'.(t)) = y(t) because A[V; C] is A-torsion free, so (29.2.4) is the 
right formula (in the torsion free case). It remains to prove that cty(X) as defined 
by (29.2.4) is integral because this ct,.(X) is certainly a formal A-module homo
morphism over K[V; C]. The integrality follows from (29.2.2) (which is cer
tainly integral) and the fact that ct,.(X) is also unique over K[V; C] (also by 
(29.2.2)). This proves the theorem in the case F1(X, Y), yc(t) over A[V; C]. 
(Alternatively, one can easily show that Mw:(x) satisfies the same type of 
functional equation as f (X) = f~(X), by using (29.2.3), exactly as we did for 
W(X, Y) in (27.1.19).) Now let F(X, Y) over B be any formal A-module over 
any A-algebra B and y(t) any element of rt.' q(F; B). Then there is a unique 
homomorphism </>*: A[V; C]-+ B such that </>*F1(X, Y) = F(X, Y), 
</>* yc(t) = y(t). Applying </>* to the a,(X) of (29.2.4) then gives a homomor
phism w:. 00 (X, Y)-+ F(X, Y) that takes y"(t) to y(t), which is the unique homo
morphism doing this by (29.2.2). This takes care of existence of ct,(X) for finite 
dimensional formal A-modules. 

(To take care of the infinite dimensional formal A-modules one uses a corol
lary of the universal constructions alluded to in (29.1.6), viz that every formal 
A-module over B is of the form </>*F(X, Y) where F(X, Y) is a functional 
equation formal A-module over an A-algebra of the form A[C]; cf. [184] for 
details.) 

Finally, we observe that, given the fact that ct,.(X) as defined by (29.2.2) is a 
formal A-module homomorphism, formula (29.2.2) says that y(t)f--+ct,.{X) is 
additive, c~ntinuous, and commutes with the A-module structures on!'{! q(F; B) 
and FG~(w:. 00 (X, Y), F(X, Y)); i.e., we have [a]y(t)f--+[a](ct1,(X)) = [aMX) 0 

1X;.(X). 

29.3 The ring of operators CartA(B) 

• (29.3.1) Operators of "t.'q{-; B) Let B be a fixed A-algebra. An operator Q 
on '{fq(-; B) is a functor endomorphism of the set-valued functor ~q(-; B) on 
FG~. As usual, this forces other properties of Q. 
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• (29.3.2) Lemma Let Qt> Qi be two operators on 'f5q(-; A). Then we have: 

(i) Qi y,(t) =Qi y.(t) ~ Q1 = Q2. 
(ii) Q1 is additive and continuous and induces A-module endomorphisms. 

(iii) Let y(t) E 'f5q(w;, 00 ; B), then there is a unique operator Qy such that 
Qy{y.(t)) = y(t). 

Proof (i) Let y(t) E 'f5q(F; B), F(X, Y) EFG~. Then by Theorem (29.2.l) 
there is a unique homomorphism ar(X): w;. 00 (X, Y)--> F(X, Y) such that 
ay(y.(t)) = y(t). The functoriality of Q1 and Q2 now gives us 

Q1 y(t) = Q1 ay(y.(t)) = ay(Q1 y,(t)) = ay(Qi y,(t)) = Qiah.(t)) =Qi y(t) 

(ii) To prove that Q1 is additive, continuous, and commutes with the [a] 
operators simply observe that the formula 

Qi y(t) = ay(Q 1 y,(t)) 

implies all this because y(t}f-> ay{X) is a continuous A-module homomorphism 
(cf. Theorem (29.2.1)). 

(iii) The defining formula for Qy is Qy{b(t)) = ah(t)). This is functorial by 
the uniqueness of the aJ(X) such that ah.(t)) = b(t). 

• (29.3.3) Corollary There is a one-one correspondence between operators 
Q and elements y(t) E 'f5q(w;, 00 ; B). 

• (29.3.4) Corollary Every operator of'f5q(-; B) can be uniquely written as a 
sum 

00 

(29.3.5) I v;<hm .• >r~. 
m,n=O 

with for every m only finitely many n such that bm.n =f. 0. This follows from 
Corollary (29.3.3), together with formula (29.1.37). 

• (29.3.6) L~t b, c E B. Then one particular operator on 'f5J..-; B) is <b> + <c), 
and accordmg to Corollary (29.3.4) we must be able to write this operator in 
the form (29.3.5). We claim that 

00 

(29.3.7) <h> + <c> = I v;<r:~(b, c)>r~ 
n=O 

where the r!(Z h Z i) are certain polynomials with coefficients in A, defined by 
the conditions 

(29.3.8) 

(To prove that these polynomials do indeed have their coefficients in A use 
!nduction on n and the fact that for any polynomial r(Z 1, Z i) with coefficients 
m A we have r(Z!, Z~)q' = r(Z 1, Zi)q'+' mod ni+ 1 .) 
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• (29.3.9) Proof of formula (29.3.7) Because every F(X, Y) EFG~ 
comes (via a </>.) from a formal A-module with an A-logarithm and because 
both sides of (29.3.7) commute with </J*'s and a;s, it suffices to prove (29.3.7) for 
the case of an additive formal A-module. (Cf. Chapter III, Sections (16.2.11) 
and (16.2.12) for a similar argument in detail.) 

So suppose' that F(X, Y) is an additive formal A-module. Then 'f5 J..F; B) is 
the abelian group of power series y(t) = I:'=o x. tq• with ordinary addition and 
f.(L:'=o x. tq") = I:'=o nx.+ 1 tq"; cf. (29.1.28) So the right-hand side of (29.3.7) 
applied to y(t) yields 

(io v;<r~(b, c))f~H.~o x.tqn) = mt v;<rm(b, c)) Jo Xn+mn"'tq" 

OC) 00 

" " m (b }q" qn+m = £.... £.... 7t rm , C Xn+mt 
m=O n=O 

OC) 

I W' + cq')x5 tq' 
s=O 

= <b)y(t) + <c)y(t)) 

which proves our assertion. 

• (29.3.10) Remark Formula (29.3.7) for <b> + <c> holds for <b> + <c> 
considered as an operator on 'f5J..-; B).It does not hold for <b> + <c> con
sidered as an operator on 'f5 p(-; B) and also of course not for <b> + <c> as an 
operator on 'f5(-; B). 

• (29.3.11) The operators [a] Because we are dealing with formal A
modules, we also have the operators [a] of 'f5 J..-; B); these are, according to 
(29.3.4), also writable as expressions of the form (29.3.5). We claim that 

00 

(29.3.12) [a]= I v;<b.)f~ 
n=O 

where the b. are such that 

(29.3.13) w; .• (b 0 , ..• , b.) = a for all n E N u {O} 

i.e., we have that b; = nt(a); cf. Chapter IV, Section (25.3.18). Here the nt are 
polynomials with coefficients in K such that fl;(a) E A for all a E A. The first 
two Q·t are Q~ = Z, !11 = n- 1(Z - zq). That the nt(a) are in A for all a E A 
follows of course from Corollary (29.3.4) (once we have shown that (29.3.12) 
holds); it also follows from Section (25.3.18) of Chapter IV. Here is an indepen-
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dent (really the same) proof. If b 0, •.• , b n E A, then w: .• ( bi, ... , b~) = 
w:.+1(bo, .. ., b.+ 1) mod n"+ 1, hence 

b.+ 1 = n-<n+ 1>(wq.n+ 1(b0 , ••• , b.+ i) - wq.n(b~, ... , bm = 0 mod A 

• (29.3.14) Proof of formula (29.3.12) As usual it suffices to prove this 
for the additive formal A-module. We find 

00 

= I wq.n(b0 , ••• , b.)x.tq• 
n=O 

=[a] (I x;tq') 
1=0 

We can now describe the A-algebra CartA(B) as follows: 

• (29.3.15) Proposition Let B be an A-algebra. Then CartA(B) is the A
algebra consisting of all expressions 

00 

(29.3.16) I v;<bm .• >r~, 
n,m=O 

in the symbols Vq and f, with for every m only finitely many bm.n =/= 0. The 
A-algebra structure is given by 

00 

(29.3.17) [a]= I v;<n~(a))f:;' 
m=O 

where the n~(Z) are the polynomials with coefficients in K determined by 

(29.3.18) for all n E N u {O} 

The calculation rules in CartA(B) are 

(29.3.19) 

(29.3.20) 

(29.3.21) 

00 

r. vq = [n] = I v;<n~(n))f:;' 
n=O 

00 

<b + c> = I v;<r~(b, c)>r:;i 
m=O 

where the r~(Z 1, Z 2 ) are the polynomials with coefficients in A given by 
n 

(29.3.22) zq• + zq• = " 1t5r4 (Z z )q•-• 1 2 ~ s 1, 2 
s=O 
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29.4 The faithfulness theorem 
( =analogue of second theorem) 

• (29.4.1) Theorem Let F(X, Y), G(X, Y) E FG~ and let /J: <(? JF; B)-> 
<(i (G; B) be an additive continuous homomorphism that commutes with the 
0 ;erators Vq, fm and (b) for all b E B. Then there is a unique homomorphism 
of formal A-modules oc(X): F(X, Y)-> G(X, Y) such that oc. = {3. 

Proof It suffices to prove this for A-typical formal A-modules F(X, Y) and 
G(X, Y). These are also p-typical, and by Lemma (29.1.23) we can write every 
p-typical curve in <If P(F; B) as a finite sum 

r- I 

(29.4.2) y(t) = IF V~y;(t), ')l;(t) E <If q(F; B) 
i=O 

where q = p'. We now define an extension lJ: <6 p(F; B)-> <(i p(G; B) by the 
formula 

r-1 
(29.4.3) lJ(y(t)) = IGV~/J(y;(t)) 

i=O 

Note that this is the only possible extension of f3 if we want lJ to be additive. 
Clearly lJ is an additive continuous map rt' p(F; B)--> <If p( G; B).We claim that lJ 
also commutes with the operators f,, (b), VP, fv, and [a]. 

To see this note that the unique expressions of [a], (b), VP' f,, applied to y(t) 
as sums of elements in rt; q(F; B) are respectively 

r- I 

[a]y(t) = IF V~([a]y;(t)) 
i=O 

r- I 

(b)y(t)= IFV~((bP')y;(t)) 
i=O 

r-2 

Vpy(t)= IFy~+ 1 (Y;(t)+F (VqYr-1(t)) 
i=O 

r- I 

r. y(t) = IF v~(r. 1,;(t)) 
i=O 

The first three of these formulas are obvious ([a] operators commute with VP 
and < b > V p = V p( bP) and V p V~ - I = V q)• The fourth formula is )eSS ObViOUS 
because in general V m and f, certainly do not commute. 

However, we have 

(29.4.4) 
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To prove this it suffices to prove this for the additive formal A-modules, and 
then we have 

and on the other hand 

r.v'"(.~ X;tqi) =r.(.f: X;tq;m) = L nx;tq;-lm 
1-0 r=O qlq•m 

and these sums are equal because q divides q;m if and only if i 2 1 because q 
does not divide m. 

Applying {29.4.3), we now find respectively 
r-1 r-1 

P([a]y(t)) = :LGV~{J([a]y;{t)) = :LGV~[a]{J(y;(t)) 
i=O i=O 

r- I 

=[a] :LGV~/J(y;(t)) = [a]p(y(t)) 
i=O 

because f3 commutes with [a] operators since every [a] operator can be written 
in terms of Vq, <b)'s and f. (cf. (29.3.11)); 

r- 1 r- l 

P{<b)y(t)) = :LGV~(fJ<bi')-y;(t)) = :LGV~<bP'>fJ(y;(t)) 
i=O i=O 

r- I 

= LG <b>V~fJ(Y;(t)) = <b>lJ(y(t)) 
i=O 

because f3 commutes with <c> operators; 
r- 2 

P(Vµy{t)) = LGy~+ 1 p(l';(t)) +G f3(VqYr- 1(t)) 
f:::o:Q 

=VP Ct:v~{J(y;(t))) +G Vq/3(J',- 1(t)) 

= V p Ct: V~{J(y;{t )) + G v~- 1fJ(J',- 1 (r))) = v pjJ(y(t)) 

because f3 commutes with Vq; 
r- 1 r- 1 

P{f.y(t)) = :LGV~/J(f.11;(t)) = :LGV~f./3(1\{t)) 
i=O i=O 

r- I 

because f3 commutes with r. and because of (29.4.4). 
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Now if A is of characteristic zero, we have 

fp = [u]f~v~- 1 
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if p = un", u a unit of A. Sop also commutes with f p· And if A is of characteristic 
p. we have that f P = 0 by Remark (29.4.6) below. 

It follows that P: <(,p(F; B)-> <{j µ(G; B) is an additive continuous homomor
phism that commutes with f P, VP' and <b> operators. By Theorem (27.7.10) it 
follows that there is a homomorphism of formal group Jaws ix(X): F(X, Y)-> 
G(X, Y) such that p = rr,'P(:x(X); B). This homomorphism :x(X) has the addi
tional property that 

ix([a]y(t)) = [a](a(J>(t))) 

for every p-typical curve y(t) (because p commutes with the [a] operators). A 
slightly modified version of the curve lemma (27.1.9) (we must now take d 1, ... , 

dm to be powers of p to prove this modified version of (27.1.9); this can be done 
of course) then shows that 

a([a]F(X)) = [a]G(a(X)) 

so that a(X) is in fact an A-homomorphism. 

• (29.4.5) Corollary Let F(X, Y), G(X, Y) E FG~ and let a(X): F(X, Y)-> 
G(X, Y) be a homomorphism of the formal group Jaws F(X. Y), G(X, Y). Then 
a(X) is a homomorphism of formal A-modules if and only ifo. commutes with 

r •. 
• (29.4.6) Remark Let F(X, Y) be a formal A-module over BE AlgA and 

suppose that A is of characteristic p > 0. Then [p]F(X) = 0 so that F(X, Y) is 
isomorphic to the additive formal group law (cf. Chapter I. Corollary (5.6.7) 
and Chapter IV, Remark (21.1.14)). Now f~ depends only on the formal group 
structure of F(X, Y) not on the formal A-module structure and f~ is zero if 
F(X, Y) is an additive formal group Jaw. Hence f~ = 0 if F(X, Y) is a formal 
A-module with A of characteristic p > 0. 

29.5 The existence theorem 
( = analogue of third theorem) 

As in the one prime case, the existence theorem is the easiest to prove. 

• (29.5.1) Theorem Let (t be a complete Hausdorff topological group with 
continuous additive operators V q• f •• and <b> such that the relations (29.3.19)
(29.3.21) hold. Suppose that re = ful V~ <(,, that V q is injective, and that 
'{;/V qrt,' is a free B-module of finite rank. Then there exists a formal A-module 
F(X, Y) over B of dimension rank i'6/V q<&) such that rt, ~ <fj q(F; B) and such 
that under this isomorphism the various operators correspond. 

Proof Let 6 1, ..• , bm be a set of elements of<(] such that their classes 
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mod V q <c are a basis for <c /V q <c as a B-module. Then one proves as usual that 
b1, ... , bm is a V-basis for <c, i.e., that every element of<c can be written uniquely 
as a convergent sum 

m oo 

1' = I I v;<bn.j>bj 
j= I n=O 

In particular, we can write 
oo m 

(29.5.2) r,,b; = I I v;<c(n, j. i)>bj 
n=O j= 1 

Let F~(X, Y) over A[V] be the m-dimensional universal A-typical formal 
A-module. Let bi(t), ... , bm(t) be the standard V-basis of<cq(Fi; A[V]). Then 
we claim 

(29.5.3) 
A 

f,,b;(t) = IF• v;<V..+1U. i))bj(t) 
n,j 

This is proved exactly as in the corresponding formula for f P in the proof of 
Theorem (27.7.14). The calculations are identical and so are the formulas 
except that some p's must be changed into n:'s and other p's must be changed 
into q's. 

Let <f>: A[V]---> B be the A-algebra homomorphism defined by 
</>(V.+ 1(j, i)) = c(n,j, i) for n EN u {O}. Then formulas (29.5.2) and (29.5.3) 
show that <c,j<f>*Fi; B) ~ <c where the isomorphism takes the standard basis 
b1(t), ... , bm(t) into the chosen basis b1, ... , bm. Q.E.D. 

• (29.5.4) Remark A CartA(B)-module <(!will be called reduced if it satisfies 
the conditions of (29.5.1) (i.e., if it comes from a formal A-module over B).Then 
we have also proved a one-one correspondence between A-typical formal A
modules and reduced CartA(B)-modules with a particular V-basis. 

• (29.5.5) Remark In the hypothesis of Theorem (29.5.1) it is not necessary 
to require that all relations (29.3.19) hold exactly. For example, concerning the 
relation (b) + (c), it suffices to require that ((b) + (c))y = (b + c)y 
mod Vq<c. A similar remark applies to Theorem (27.7.14). 

29.6 Description of the ring CartA(B) 

In this section we give a description of CartA(B) which is analogous to the 
description of Cartp(A) given in 28.1. 

• (29.6.1) Recall that w:. 00 (-) is the unique functor AlgA---> AlgA that as a set 
functor looks like w:. 00 (B)={(b0 , b1, b2 , ... )lb;EB}, w:.w(<f>)(b0 , b1, 

b2 , ... ) = (</>(b0 ), </>(bi), ... ) and which is such that the polynomials 

(29.6.2) w:.n(Z0 , .•. , Z") = Z'f; + n:Zf- 1 + · · · + n:"Z" 

induce functorial A-algebra homomorphisms w:.n: w:, 00 (B)---> B. Recall also 
that w:.oo(-) admits two operators vq and f,, which are defined by 
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Vq(b0 , b1, .• • ) = (0, b0 , b1, •. • ) and w:."r" =:= w:,n+ 1 f~r all n EN u. {O}. Fina.Hy, 
recall that f,, is an A-algebra endomorphism of Wq. 00(B). To av01d confusion 
with the symbol f,, occurring in CartA(B) we shall from now on use rA in 
Section 29 to denote the functorial A-algebra endomorphism f,, of w:.x.(-). 

• (29.6.3) Proposition The. map (b 0 ,. b 1, ~ 2 , ... ) 7 I::"=o _Y~(b")f~ is a func
torial A-algebra homomorphism that 1dent1fies Wq. 00 (-) with a subfunctor of 

Cart A(-). 

Proof It suffices to prove this for A-torsion free A-algebras B (by the 
functorial character of w:. 00 (-) and CartA(-)). Let a: 2 c CartA(B) be the right 
ideal of all elements I V~(bm,n)f~ such that bo.n = 0 for all n. Note that 
CartA(B)/a:2 is a free B-module with as a basis the classes of the f~ mod Cl:z, 
n = O, 1, 2, .... Now calculate f~x mod a: 2 for all x E CartA(B). We find 
mod a:2 

r:x = f~ (~ V~(b;.j)r~) 
1,) 

n oo = I I n:;r~-i<bi.j>r~ 
i=O j=O 

oo n 
= " " ib9".- 'f" - i + j - ~ L_; 7t l,J 1t 

j=O i=O 

We note that if B is A-torsion free and without nilpotents, then knowledge of 
f~ x mod a:2 for all n determines x completely, and we also note that x has 
bm.n = O for all m =I= n if and only if f~x = Jcj~ for all n EN u {O}. It follows 
that 

(29.6.4) 

is a subring of CartA(B) at least in the case that Bis A-torsion free. But then as 
(29.6.4) clearly defines a subfunctor of Cart A(-) we have that this holds for all 
A-algebras B. 

We are now going to identify the functorial subring R(B) = I::"=o V~(b")f~ 
with w:. 00 (B). To this end define 

w:.n C~o v;(b,)f~) = ,t n:'W-' 

We shall now prove that 

(29.6.5) w:.n(V~(b)f~ + V~(c)f~) = w:.n(V;(b)f~) + w:.n(V~(c)f~) 
w:.n([aJV;(b)f~) = aw:.n(V;(b)f~) 

w:.n((V;(b )f~)(V~( c )f~')) = w:.n(V~(b )f~)w:.n(V~(c )f~') 
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for all 11, 111, r E N u {O}. This will then prove the proposition. To prove rela
tions (29.6.5) first observe that for all x E R(B), 

(29.6.6) w: ... (V~xf~) = {0 ( ) 
n'wq.n-r X 

if 11 < r 
if r::;; 11 

Thus for the first formula of (29.6.5) we can take r = 0. Then we have 

w:,,,((b) + (c)) = w:,,, (~0 V~(r!(b, c))f~) 
n 

= I ni(r!(b, cW"_, = hq" + cq" 
i=O 

= w:,,,((b)) + w:,,,((c)) 

By the definition of the polynomials r;4(Z 1, Z 2); cf. (29.3.8). Because [a] com
mutes with V~, we can also take r = 0 in the second formula of (29.6.5). Then 
we have 

"·' 
w: ... ([a](b)) = w:.n I V~(Q!(a))f~(b) 

i=O 

= w:.n (1 V~(Q;4 (a)bq')f~) =it ni(Qi4 (a)bq')q"-' 

= (J
0 

ni(Q;(a)q"-')bq") = abq" = aw: 11((h)) 

by (29.3.18). Finally, re the third formula of (29.6.5) we have if r::;; 111, 

(V~(b)f~)(V;(c)f:') = [n]'V~(b)v;-'<c)f; = [n]'v;<hq"'-'c)f; 

so using (29.6.6) again, we find, using the second formula of (29.6.5), 

w:. 11(V~(b)f~v;<c)f;) = w:11([n]'V;'<bq"'-'c)f;) 

= n'w:.,,(v;<bq"'-'c)f;) 

= \~r+mbq"-'cq"-"' 
and on the other hand (still assuming r::;; 111) 

WA (V'(b)f')wA (Vm( )f"') - JO q.n q rr q.n q C rr - \ (n'bq"-')(nmcq"-"') 

if II< Ill 

if 11~111 

if 11 < Ill 

if 11 ~ m 

The case m ::;; r is treated similarly. This proves (29.6.5) and hence the 
proposition. 
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• (29.6.7) Now let us see what f. and V q do to elements of w:. 00(B) c CartA(B). 
We have 

r. (~o V~(b;)f~) = (b6)f. + [ n] JI v~- 1 (b;)f~ 

= (<h6)+[n) J
1 
v~- 1 (b;)f~- 1 )r. 

= yf. 

for some y E w:.oc.(B). We claim that y = rA(x). To prove this we calculate 

w:. 11(y) = w:.n ((ho)+ [n] i~t y~- 1 (b;)f~- 1 ) 
= b6"+' + nw:. 11(b 1, bz, b3, ... ) 

= b6"+' + nb'{" + ·· · + nn"h,,+ 1 

which proves that xf. = r. TA(x) for all x E w;,oo(B) c CartA(B) for A-torsion 
free A-algebras B and hence by functoriality for all BE AlgA-

Similarly, one finds that Vqx = TA(x)Vq. Putting all this together we find the 
following description of CartAB) as an averring of w:. 00 (B). 

• (29.6.8) Proposition CartA(B) is the A-algebra of all expressions 
OJ G(J 

x 0 + I V~x; + I y;f~ 
i= 1 i= 1 

with coefficients in the A-algebra w:. 00 (B) with the condition that 
Jim;-.,, Y; = 0. The calculation rules are 

xVq = VqrA(x), f,x = TA(x)f., 

r.vq = [n] E w: .. x(B). V/. = (0, l, 0, ... ) E w:.oo(B) 

• (29.6.9) Now suppose that k' is a perfect algebraic extension of k, the residue 
field of A and let A' be the (completed if necessary) unramified extension of A 
with residue field k'. Then we know that w;."'(k') =A', and that under this 
isomorphism TA goes to the Frobenius substitution in Gal(K'/K) (Theorem 
(25.3.30) and Remark (25.6.16)). Moreover, in this case we have that (0, 1, 0, 
0, ... ) corresponds ton EA' (and [a] corresponds to a). Also r-4 is an automor
phism, so we can write f, and V q on the left or on the right as we please. 

More generally, if k' is a perfect (algebraic or not) field extension of k, then 

J 
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we have that w:. 00 (k') is a discrete valuation ring with uniformizing element n 
and, since k' is of characteristic p, we have 

1t = fn V q( 1, 0, 0, 0, ... ) = fn(O, l, 0, 0, ... ) = (0, 1, 0, 0, ... ) = V l.( 1, 0, 0, , .. ) 

(cf. Proposition (25.6.14)). 

• (29.6.10) The Dieudonne algebras DA(k') and D~k') For any perfect 
extension k' of k we now define the Dieudonne algebra DA(k') as the sub-A
algebra of CartA(k') consisting of all expressions 

OG < OC 

x 0 + I V~xi + I Yif~ 
i=O 

with x;, Yi E w:. 00 (k'). The calculation rules are f,x = rA(x)f, (rA(x) = 
xq mod n) and xVq = VqrA(x) and f,Vq = n = Vqf •. The only difference 
between CartA(k') and DA(k') is that in the latter we allow only finite sums 
I y;f~ instead of infinite sums I yif~ with lim;_ 00 Yi= 0. Because 'C JF; k') is 
complete for formal A-modules F(X, Y), there is a one-one correspondence 
between reduced DA(k') modules and reduced CartA(k') modules. 

We define the localized Dieudonne algebras D~k') as the A-algebras of all 
expressions I~. V~xi, X; E w:. 00 (k'), n E Z, with the calculation rule 
xVq = VqrA(x). 

Note that if k' is algebraically closed, then D~k') is a ring 8' of the type 
discussed in (28.4.1) for which we can classify all finitely generated torsion 
modules. 

29.7 A-Height of formal A-modules 

• (29.7.1) Definition Let k' be a perfect extension field of k and F(X, Y) a 
finite dimensional formal A-module over k'. Then we define the A-height of 
F(X, Y) as the dimension of't'q(F; k')/[n]'Cq(F; k') over k'. (Note that the oper
ators (b), b Ek', turn 'Cq(F; k')/[n]'Cq(F; k') into a vector space over k'.) If k' is 
not perfect, consider F(X, Y) as a formal A-module over some perfect exten
sion field I of k'; we define the A-height of F(X, Y) as the height of F(X, Y) over 
[. 

• (29.7.2) Comparison with the definition of Chapter IV In case A is 
the ring of integers of some finite extension K of QP of degree n we have also 
defined the height of a formal A-module over k' as 

(29.7.3) A-ht(F(X, Y)) = n- 1 ht(F(X, Y)) 

The two definitions agree in this case. Indeed, we know that 

ht(F(X, Y)) = dimk,(<CP(F; k')/[p]CCp(F; k')) 

Now every element y(t) of CCP(F; k') can be written uniquely as a sum 1(t) = 
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Ii:J 0P /'i(t) with ')';(t) E 'C JF; k'), i.e., 'C q(F; k') has index r in 'C P(F; k') where 
r is such that q = p'. 

Because p = ime for some unit u E A, we have that [p] is injective ifand only 
if [n] is injective. 

Using this we see that 

dimd'6P(F; k')/[p]'6'p(F; k')) = r dimd'6q(F; k')/[p]'Cq(F; k')) 

=re dimk,('Cq(F; k')/[n]<gq(F; k')) 

so that indeed height= n x (A-height). 
Of course if A is of characteristic p, then [p] = 0 and only Definition (29. 7.1) 

makes sense. 

(29.7.4) A-height and dimension Suppose that F(X, Y) is of finite A
height h. Then f, is injective and we find 

h = A-ht(F(X, Y)) = dimk,(rcq(F; k')/[n]'iS'q(F; k')) 

= dimk,(CCq(F; k')/V/Cq(F; k')) + dimk.(Vq<eq(F; k')/[n]CCq(F; k')) 

= /11 + dimd'iS'q(F; k')/f/6q(F; k')) = 111+111' 

where m = dim(F(X, Y)). In particular, we see that always 

A-ht(F(X, Y)) ;::: dim(F(X, Y)) 

so that the only formal A-modules of A-height 1 are one dimensional. 

1111 (29.7.5) Let F(X, Y) be a formal A-module of finite A-height over a perfect 
field k'. Then rcq(F; k') is a module over the discrete valuation ring W~1.w(k') and 
'6 q(F; k')/[ n]'Cq(F; k') is free of finite rank over k' = w:. 00 (k')/nw;,w(k'). Thus we 
see that rcq(F; k') is a free W~. 00 (k')-module of finite rank h = A-ht(F(X, Y)) 
(just as in the case of formal group laws in (28.3.10)). 

29.8 Classification up to isogeny of formal 
A-modules over an algebraically closed field 

of characteristic p > 0 

1111 (29.8.1) lsogenies An isogeny between formal A-modules is a formal A
module homomorphism that as a homomorphism of formal group laws is an 
isogeny. Two formal A-modules are said to be isogenous if they can be con
nected to each other by a chain of isogenies (going in either direction). One 
shows as in Proposition (28.3.8) that two formal A-modules are isogenous if 
and only if their D~(k')-modules 

D~(k') ®DA<k•) <f?q(F; k'), D~(k') ®oA(k') 'fiq(G; k') 

are isomorphic. 
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• (29.8.2) Construction of some formal A-modules Let n(x, Y) be 
the universal A-typical formal A-module of dimension 11 ~ 1. Substituting 

Vi=(! ~). 
6 0 l 0 

V2 = ··· = V., = 0 

V.,+1= (~ ~ 06), 
0 ... 

Vm+ 2 = V.n+ 3 = · · · = 0 

with m ~ l, and (11, m) = l (and V1 = 0 if n = l) we obtain a formal A-module 
over A, which when considered as a formal A-module over k' has 
DA(k')-module isomorphic to 

DA(k')/DA(k')(f: - V~') 

We shall denote this formal A-module with G~.m(X, Y). This formal A-module 
is of dimension n and A-height m + 11. 

Now let n = l and substitute Vi = l, V2 = V3 = · · · = O; the result is the one 
dimensional formal A-module Grr(X, Y) of A-height l that as a formal A
module over k' has DA(k')-module 

DA(k')/DA(k')(frr - l) 

We shall now also use G1, 0 (X, Y) to denote this formal A-module. 
Finally, let n ~ l and substitute 

( ~ : "" 0) Vi= 0 "· : 

0 ... 0 l 0 

V2 = V3 = · .. = 0 (if n = l, then also Vi = 0) 

The result is a formal A-module of dimension n and infinite A-height; it is in 
fact the quotient w: .• (X, Y) of w:. 00 (X, Y) obtained by considering only the 
first n addition polynomials ~~ ... ., ~:- 1. Its DA(k')-module is 

DA(k')/DA(k')r: 

We shall also use c:. 00 (X; Y) as a notation for this formal A-module. If n = l, 
we obtain the one dimensional additive formal A-module. 

All this is proved exactly as the corresponding facts for ZP-modules in 
(28.5.3); cf. also (29.5.3). 
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One now reasons exactly as in Section 28.5 to obtain the following 
classification theorem for formal A-modules. 

• (29.8.3) Theorem Let k' be an algebraically closed extension field of k the 
(finite) residue field of the discrete valuation ring A. Then every finite dimen
sional formal A-module over k' is isogenous to a direct sum of the formal 
A-modules 

c:.m(X. Y), l s 11 < XJ, 0 s m s oc. (11, 111) = l 

This decomposition is unique up to isogeny (of formal A-modules). The formal 
A-modules c: ... (X, Y) with n, m EN and (n, m) = I are simple (as formal 
A-modules), and the c:.,,(X, Y) are indecomposable. 

• (29.8.4) Remarks 

(i) Theorem (29.8.3) holds also for A of characteristic p > O; in that case 
the underlying formal group laws are all additive. 

(ii) If (11, m) = 1, n, Ill EN, then c:.m(X, Y) is simple as a formal A-module; 
but even when A is of characteristic zero. it may be decomposable as a formal 
group law. For instance, if 11 = 2 and ( K : Q v1 = 2, then as a formal group law 
GL(X, Y) decomposes up to isogeny into two copies of Gu(X; Y). 

30 "Le Tapis de Cartier" for Formal A-Modules, or 
Lifting Formal Group Laws and Formal 

A-Modules Revisited 

Let A be a discrete valuation ring with uniformizing element n and finite 
residue field k of q elements. The quotient field of A is denoted K. In this section 
we discuss a generalization for formal A-modules of what has become known 
as the "tapis de Cartier," the subject of Cartier's 1972 IHES seminar. One 
obtains the case of formal group laws by taking A = z,P, and p = n = q every
where below. 

30.1 Generalized Lubin-Tate formal A-modules 
associated to a semilinear endomorphism 

• (30.1.1) The formal A-module homomorphisms § and 1· Let 
r(X, Y) be a formal A-module over a field I (i.e., I is an extension field of k). Let 
r; be the Frobenius k-endomorphism of I, i.e., a(x) = xq for all x E I. Applying a 
to the coefficients of the power series r(X. Y) and the power series [a]r 
(X) E l[X], a EA, gives us a formal A-module which we shall denote 
a* r(X, Y). (Note that indeed J(IT *(a]r(X)) = (image of a in I) because aq =a 
mod n; note also that applying r: x1-->xP to r(X, Y) and the (a]r(X) does as a 
rule not define a formal A-module, but only a twisted formal A-module in the 
sense of Chapter IV, Section 25.10.) 
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The power series Xq now defines a homomorphism of formal A-modules 

(30.1.2) 

because r(X, Y)q =a *r(Xq, Yq) and ([a](X))q =a *[a](Xq) for all a EA. The 
endomorphism [:n:]r(X) of r(X, Y) is necessarily a power series in Xq (cf. the 
definition of A-height in Chapter IV, Section 21.8 for the one dimensional case; 
for the higher dimensional case, cf. Lemma (30.1.31) below). 

Let r(X) be the power series such that 

(30.1.3) 

Then we claim i -(x) is a homomorphism of formal A-modules: 

(30.1.4) 

Indeed, we have 

i~(a*r(Xq, Yq)) = 'f/((r(X, Y))q) = r.'i'(r(X, Y)) 

= [:n:] r{r(X, Y)) = r([:n:]r(X), [:n:]r(Y)) 

= r(f/'(Xq), f( Yq)) 

so that indeed '/'(a *r(X, Y)) = r(·r(X), f'( Y)). Similarly, one shows that 
'f/(a *[a]r(X)) = [a]r(f(X)). This also proves that 

(30.1.5) [r(X, Y) _:!!___. a*r(X, Y) L r(X, Y)] = r(X, Y) (rr]r r(X, Y) 

and similarly one has 
'f .OF (30.1.6) [a*r(X, Y) ---+r(X, Y)---+ a*r(X, Y)] 

[rrJ •. r ) 
= a*r(X, Y)---+ a*r(X, Y 

because :F(i-(Xq)) = §'([:n:]r(X)) = ([:n:]r(X))q = a*[:n:]r(Xq) = [:n:]~.r(Xq). 
More properly, we should write .Yr and r r (especially f" r) instead of 377 

and 1 ·: in case of possible confusion, we shall do so. Slightly more generally, 
one has of course Frobenius homomorphisms .'f'(X): a~r(X, Y)--> 
a~+ 1 qx, Y) and Verschiebung homomorphisms t•"(X): a~+ir(X, Y)--> 
a~ r(X, Y) for all n E N v {O}. 

• (30.1.7) Construction of certain generalized Lubin-Tate formal 
A-modules; the setting Let B be an A-torsion free local A-algebra with 
maximal ideal :n:B that admits an A-algebra endomorphism a: B--> B such that 
a(b) = bq mod :n:B for all b E B. Let M be a free B-module of finite rank 
together with a a-semilinear endomorphism 17: M--> M; i.e., 17 is additive and 
17(bm) = a(b)17(m) for all b E B and m EM. Note that 17 is an A-module 
homomorphism. 

The most important example for us will be B = w:. 00 (1) where l is a perfect 
field extension of k; a the Frobenius endomorphism of B induced by f,: 
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w:. 00 (-)--> w:. 00 (-); and M the Cartier-Dieudonne module of q-typical curves 
'?iq(r; I) of some formal A-module r(X, Y) over /,which is of finite A-height. 
The assumptions made above all hold by Chapter IV, Propositions (25.6.8), 
(25.6.14); cf. also (28.3.10), (29.6.10), and (29.7.5). 

• (30.1.8) Construction of certain generalized Lubin-Tate formal 
A-modules Let B, a, M, 17 be as in (30.1.7). Choose a basis e1' .. ., eh of M 
over Band let D = D(17) be the matrix of 17 with respect to the basis e 1, ... , eh, 
i.e., 

(30.1.9) 
h 

17e; = I diiei, 
j= I 

i = 1, .. ., h 

Let g(M, 17)(X) be the h-tuple of power series in X = (X h ... , X h) defined by 
the functional equation 

(30.1.10) 

and define G(M, 17)(X, Y) and [a](X) for all a EA by 

(30.1.11) G(M, 17)(X, Y) = g(M, 11t 1(g(M, 17)(X) + g(M, 17)(Y)) 

(30.1.12) p(M, 17)(a)(X) = [a](X) 

= g(M, 11r 1(ag(M, 11)(X)) for all a E A 

By the functional equation lemma (30.1.10)-(30.1.12) define a formal A-module 
(G(M, 17)(X, Y), p(M, 17)) with A-logarithm g(M, 17)(X). (We shall generally use 
G and g to denote formal A-modules and their A-logarithms in all of Section 30 
so as to not overwork the letter F.) 

• (30.1.13) Functorial properties of the construction Let B, a, M, 17 
be as in (30.1.7). Let M, ~be a second free B-module of finite rank h' with a 
a-semilinear endomorphism ~: M --> M and let 11: M --> M be a homomorphism 
of B-modules such that tt11 = ~t'- Choose a basis e 1 • •. ., eh' of Mand let E be the 
matrix of tt with respect to the bases e1, .. ., eh of Mand e1, .. ., eh' of M. Define 
(30.1.14) ixµ(X) = g(M, ~t 1(Eg(M, 17)(X)) 

then, again by the functional equation lemma, ix1,(X) has its coefficients in B 
and hence is a formal A-module homomorphism G(M, 17)(X, Y)--> G(M, ~) 
(X, Y). 

In particular, it follows that G(M, 17)(X, Y) does not depend (up to isomor
phism) on the choice of the basis e1, .. ., eh, thus justifying (to some extent) the 
notation G(M, 17)(X, Y). We should of course write something like G(M, 17, 
et> .. ., eh)(X, Y) instead because the power series G(M, 17)(X, Y) and 
p(M, 17)(ix)(X) do depend on the choice of {e1 , .. ., eh}. 

\ 

f 
i 
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• (30.1.15) The q-typical curves in G(M, 17)(X, Y) Let B, a, 17, M be as in 
(30.1.7). Let y(t) E 'tq(G(M, 17); B); let 

00 

(30.1.16a) g(M, 17)(y(t)) = I Y;tq', Yi E (B@A K)" 
i=O 

Then by the functional equation lemma the Yi satisfy Y; = n- 1 D(17)a *(Y;- i) 
mod B" for all i = l, 2, ... ; y0 E B". And conversely, if the Yi satisfy these 
congruences, then g(M, 17r '(I y;tq') has integral coefficients and hence is in 
't&'(G(M, 17); B). 

Identifying M with B" via the basis e 1, •.• , eh and M@ A K with (B@ A K)" 
via the same basis, we find that 

w 

y(t) E 't&'q(G(M, 17); B) = g(M, 17)(y(t)) = I X;tq' 
i=O 

with X; E M @A K such that 

(30.1.16b) for all i EN 

x 0 EM 

This description is independent of the choice of the basis {e1, •.. , eh} of M. 

• (30.1.17) A canonical map {30 : M---+ '6' q(G(M, 17); B) Let B, a, M, 17 be as 
in (30.1.7). For each x EM, we define a curve /30 (x) = Yx(t) by the formula 

'"' (30.1.18) g(M, 17)(/3o(x)) = g(M, 17)(11x(t)) = L n-i17i(x)tq' 
i=O 

This does indeed define a curve in 't&'q(G(M, 17); B) by (30.1.16b). We note that /30 
is additive and A-linear. Further, since fn is characterized by 

00 00 

g(M, 17){1>(t)) = L X;tq' => g(M, 17)(fn y(t)) = L nxi+ 1 tq' 
i=O i=O 

we see that 

(30.1.19) 

i.e., {30 takes 17 into the Frobenius operator on <(Jq(G(M, 17); B). 
An immediate corollary of (30.1.16b) is now 

• (30.1.20) Corollary Every y(t) E 'tq(G(M, 17); B) can be uniquely written 
as a convergent sum 

00 

(30.1.21) y(t) = L V~Yx1(t), X;E M 
i=O 

• (30.1.22) "Recovering" (M, 17) Let B, a, 17, M be as in (30.1.7) and sup
pose in addition that a is an automorphism of B. (This will be the case in the 
important example that we briefly discussed in (30.1.7).) Let M" be the free 
B-module of rank h over B obtained from M by modifying the B-module 
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structure by setting b * m = a- 1 (b)m. Then 17 = 17": M"---+ M" is still a a
semilinear map and 17: M"---+ M is a B-linear map. Choose the same basis 
e1 , ••• , eh for M" as for Mand let D" = D(17") be the matrix of 17 = 17": M"---+ M", 
then we claim D" = a*D(17). Indeed, if D" = (dfj), then 

oo n 

17e; = I (dfJ * ej = I a- 1(d'j;)ej 
j= I j= I 

But 17e; = I dji ej, so that indeed dfj = a(dij)· It follows that 

(30.1.23) G(M", 17)(X, Y) = a*G(M, 17)(X, Y) 

We have just seen that 17: M"---+ Mis a B-module homomorphism. Moreover, 
we have of course M" ..!!.. M ..!!.. M = M" .'!.+ M" ..!!.. M, so that by (30.1.13) we have 
an induced homomorphism of formal A-modules 

(30.1.24) v(M, 17)(X): a*G(M, 17)(X, Y)---+ G(M, 17)(X, Y) 

Identifying Iie(G(M, 17)) with M = 'tq(G(M, 17); B)/'6'~'l(G(M, 17); B) (cf. 
(30.1.15)), we note that 

(30.1.25) Iie(v(M, 17)) = 17: M"---+ M 

(30.1.26) Lemma Let B, a, 17, M be as in (30.1.22). Then the reduction 
mod nB of v(M, 17)(X) is the Verschiebung homomorphism 'f"(X): 
G(M", 17)(X, Y)---+ G(M, 17)(X, Y). 

Proof First note that G(M", 17) = a* G(M, 17) = a* G(M, 17) where we have 
used a both to denote the given automorphism of B and the automorphism 
x r--+ xq of I= B/nB induced by a. 

Let f'(X, Y) be a formal A-module over I. Then applying a* to the 
coefficients of a y(t) E 'tq(r(X, Y), /) induces a CartA(l)-homomorphism 
'6'q(r(X, Y), /)---+ 't&'q(a* r(X, Y), /), l'(t)r--+ a* y(t); and since 11(t)q =a* y(tq), we 
find the following relation between a*' .<F., and V q (where :F.: 
't&'q(r(X, Y), /)---+ 't&'q(a* r(X, Y), /) is the curve morphism induced by the 
homomorphism .::Y'(X): 

(30.1.27) 

We claim that similarly 

(30.1.28) ·r. = f~a; 1 =a; 'f;•r: 't&'q(a*r; I)-+ 't&'q(r; /) 

To prove (30.1.28) note that 

and (30.1.28) follows because .<F. is injective. 
Now let x EM and let yx(t) E 't&'q(G(M, 17), B) be the curve /30 (x). The A

algebra homomorphism a: B---+ B induces a CartA(B)-homomorphism 

a*: 't&'q(G(M, 17); B)---+'t&'q(a*G(M, 17); B) = 'lo'q(G(M", 17); B) 
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and a*11At) = y~(t) where the upper a on y~(t) means that we now view x as an 
element of Ma, i.e., y~(t) E <cq(G(Ma, rf); B) is the curve with 

g(Ma, rf)(y~(t)) = L n-itl(x)tq', n-ir/i(x) E Ma ®AK 

(Here we have identified (B ®A K)" with M on the left-hand side by means of a 
basis e 1, .•. , eh and (B ®A K)" with Ma on the right-hand side by means of the 
same basis e 1, •.. , eh.) The curves homomorphism v. induced by v(M, ri)(X) 
takes the curve y(t) with g(M", ri)(y(t)) =I xitq;' xi EM"® AK into the curve 
v. }'(t) with g(M, ri)(v. y(t)) =I ri(xi)tq;, ri(xi) EM ®AK. It follows that if 
x EM, then 

(30.1.29) xEM 

Reducing mod nB and using (30.1.19) and (30.1.28) we find for ally E Ma 

v. y~(t) = v.a*a; 1 y~(t) = v.a* yy(t) = y~M(t) 
= fn yy(t) = fna; 1a * yy(t) = fna; 1 y~(t) = ·r. y~(t) 

where bars over symbols denote reductions mod nB. Therefore v. and f/. 
coincide on all curves of the form y~(t). But both v. and F. are Cart(l)-homo
morphisms and hence commute with V q• so v. = '//'.by Corollary (30.1.20), 
which in turn implies v(X) = r(X) by the faithfulness theorem (29.4.l ). 

• (30.1.30) Summing up Let B, a, M, r/ as in (30.1.22) (i.e., a is an auto
morphism). We have associated in a functorial way to (M, ri) a formal A
module G(M, ri)(X, Y) together with a homomorphism of formal A-modules 
v(M, ri)(X): <Y *G(M, ri)(X, Y)-> G(M, ri)(X, Y) which modulo nB reduces to 
the Verschiebung homomorphism :r(X): <Y*G(M. ri)(X, Y)->G(M, ri)(X, Y). 
The pair (M, ri) is recoverable from (G(M, ri)(X, Y), v(M, rf)(X)) as M = 
Lie(G(M, ri)(X, Y)), r/ = Lie(v(M, ri)(X)). 

We still have to prove that [n]r(X) is a power series in Xq also in the higher 
dimensional case. This follows from 

• (30.1.31) Lemma Let F(X, Y) be an m-dimensional formal A-module over 
BE AlgA- Then there is an m-tuple of power series [J(X) over B such that 
[n]F(X) = [J(Xq) mod nB. 

Proof It suffices to prove this in the case that B = A[V] and F(X, Y) = 
F~(X, Y), the universal A-typical m-dimensional formal A-module. Suppose we 
have already found a power series [J(X) such that 

[J(Xq) = [n](X) mod(nA[V], degree n) 

Write 

[J(Xq) = [n](X) + I anxn mod(nA[V], degree n + 1) 
lnl=n 
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where the a. are certain m-vectors with coordinates in A[V]. By part (iv) of the 
functional equation lemma it follows that 

f~([J(Xq)) = nf~(X) + I anxn mod(nA[V], degree n + 1) 
lnl =n 

(where we have also used thatfi(x) = X mod(degree 2). Now bothfi(f3(Xq)) 
and nf ~(X) are power series in X'l., ... , X'!,, modulo nA[V]. It follows that 
an = 0 mod nA[V] for all n not of the form n = qd. With induction this com
pletes the proof. 

• (30.1.32) Remark Note that this is virtually the same argument as we used 
in Remark (5.4.8) of Chapter I to establish formula (5.4.9). More generally 
one shows in this manner that [ n"]F(X) is of the form 

(30.1.33) [n"]F(X) = n"f3o(X) + n"- 1/31(Xq) + ··· + nf3._ 1 (Xqrt) + [3.(Xq") 

with f3i(X) E B[[ X]], i = 0, ... , n, and f30 (X) = X mod(degree 2). 

• (30.1.34) Remark The same argument (essentially) shows that if 
F(X, Y) = F"(X, Y), Vi E nmxm, is an A-typical formal A-module and r is the 
largest number in N such that vi = 0 mod nBm x m for all i < r, then [ n]F(X) is an 
m-tuple of power series in Xf, ... , X! mod nB. Cf. also Section 21.8 in the one 
dimensional case. 

30.2 Universality (adjointness) properties of 
Lubin-Tate formal A-modules 

• (30.2.1) The equivalence of categories Let B, <Y be as in (30.1.22). Let 
Moda(B) be the category of pairs (M, ri) where M is a free B-module of finite 
rank and ri: M-> M is a <Y-semilinear endomorphism of M (i.e., ri(bm) = 
<Y(b)ri(m) for all b E B, m EM). The morphisms of Mod,,(B) are B-module 
homomorphisms µ: M-> M such that ~µ = µrf. 

Let FGL be the category of pairs (G(X, Y), v(X)) where G(X, Y) is a finite 
dimensional formal A-module over B and v(X) is a homomorphism of formal 
A-modules v(X): <Y * G(X, Y)-> G(X, Y) that reduces mod nB to the Verschieb
ung homomorphism i/"(X): <Y* G(X. Y)-> G(X, Y) over /.The morphisms of 
FG~.a are formal A-module homomorphisms a(X): G(X, Y)-> G(X, Y) such 
that v(X) o a(X) = a(X) o v(X). 

In Section 30.l we have constructed a functor LT: Moda(B)-> 
FG~.a• (M, rf)1---> (G(M, ri)(X, Y), v(M, ri)(X)), and we have also a functor in the 
inverse direction, Lie: FG~.a-> Moda(B). We have already seen that 
Lie o LT= id. 

• (30.2.2) Theorem The functors LT and Lie are (inverse) equivalences of 
categories. 

II 
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Proof Since Lie o LT= id, we only have to show that if 
(G(X, Y), v(X)) E FG~.11 , then there exists a pair (fv!, 11) E ~odAB) such that 
(G(M, 11)(X, Y), v(M, 11)(X)) is isomorphic to the given ~atr (G(X, Y), v(X)). 
Let g(X) be the A-logarithm of G(X, Y). Then the A-logarithm of a* G(X, ~) 1s 
a* g(X); and since B is A-torsion free, the formal A-module homomorphism 
v(X) is necessarily of the form 

(30.2.3) v(X) = g- 1(Da*g(X)) 

for some matrix D. Now we also know that v(X) reduces to "r(X) mod nB. 
Now i,,,.(Xq) = "f/'(X) o .¥(X) = [n]G(X), which means that 

(30.2.4) v(Xq) = g- 1(Da*g(Xq)) = [n]G(X) mod nB 

Now B admits an A-algebra endomorphism a such that a(b) = bq mod nB, 
so by Proposition (21.8.6) of Chapter IV we can assume (up to iso~orphism) 
that G(X, Y) is a functional equation formal A-module. (Th_e proof g1_ven there 
is for the one dimensional case; the higher dimensional case 1s proved m exactly 
the same way; cf. also Corollary (20.1.5).) By part (iv) of the functional equa
tion lemma 10.2 we then have 

(30.2.5) 

and hence 

(30.2.6) 

which by the functional equation lemma means that G(X, Y) is strictly isomor
phic to the formal A-module with logarithm 

(30.2.7) g(X) = X + n- 1 Da *g(Xq) 

which is the logarithm associated to the B-module B" with a-semilinear endo
morphism given by the matrix D; cf. (30.1.10) above. Transferring v(X) via th~s 
strict isomorphism gives us the homomorphism v(X) = g- 1(Da *g(X), which IS 
precisely the homomorphism induced by 11: (B")11 -> B". This proves the 
theorem. 

• (30.2.8) Adjointness (universality) properties of the Lubin-Tate 
formal A-module construction Let H(X, Y) be a formal A-module over 
B and let (M, ~7) E Mod11(B) and a(X): G(M, 11)(X, Y)-> H(X, Y) a. homo
morphism of formal A-modules. This induces a homomorphism of 
CartA(B)-modules a.: re q(G(M, 11); B)-> Cf? q(H; B). In particular, a. commutes 
with fn. Composiing a. with Po: M-> re q(G(M, 11); B), we therefore find a 
homomorphism r(a): M-> re q(H(X, Y); B).Let .1. 8 : B-> w: .. x.(B) be the umque 
A-algebra homomorphism such that w q.n ° .1.8 = a" for all n E N u {O}; cf. 
Chapter IV, Proposition (25.7.2). Via .1.8 we can view 'Ii q(H(X, Y); B) as a 
B-module. 
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• (30.2.9) Theorem Let B, a, M, 11 be as in (30.1.7). Then: 

(i) r(a): M-> 'liq(H(X, Y); B) is a homomorphism of B-modules. 
(ii) r(a) o 11 = fn o r(a). 
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(iii) a(X)r-> r(a) is a bijection between the set of formal A-module homo
morphisms G(M, 11)(X, Y)-> H(X, Y) and B-linear homomorphisms /]: 
M-> rcq(H(X, Y); B) such that p 0 11 = fn ° p. 

11 (30.2.10) Remarks 

(i) Let iT: w:. 00 (B)-> w: 00 (B) be the Frobenius endomorphism (cf. Chap
ter IV, Section 25.6 where we used fn to denote iT). Then we claim 

CT o ,1.8 = ,1.8 o (J 

This is seen as follows. As a pictorial aid consider the diagram 

~~ 
B-----> WA (B) ""+I ti. q,•1) 

"1 8 al w" q.11-tl 

B~ w:.cc(B) 

~B 
We have (cf. (25.6.5) and (25.7.2) of Chapter IV) 

and on the other hand 

w: .• o ,1.8 o a = a" o a = a"+ 1 

so that w: .• v (~8 o a)= w: .• 0 (a '~8) for all 11 E N u {O}, which, since B is 
A-torsion free, implies that .1.B 0 (J =a 0 ~B· 

(ii) We know that fn is a iT-semilinear endomorphism of the w:. 1 (B)-module 'ifq(H; B), so by (i)above we can (via .1. 8 )considerr6'q(H; B)as 
a B-module with a a-semilinear endomorphism fn. Enlarging Mod 11(B) a bit to 
include also these pairs (<f, q(H; B), fn), part (iii) ofTheorem (30.2.9) becomes an 
adjoint functor theorem 

Mod11(B)((M, 11), :T<Cq(H; B)) ~ FG~(G(M, 11)(X, Y), H(X. Y)) 

where .Y is the forgetful functor "forget about V q·" 

• (30.2.11) Proof of Theorem (30.2.9) Part (ii) is an immediate con
sequence of (30.1.19) because fn commutes with a •. To prove part (i) it suffices 
to show that 

(30.2.12) 
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because oc. is a w:.x.(B)-homomorphism. The proof of (30.2.12) is again one of 
the standard ghost component calculations. Let g(X) = g(M, 17)(X), 
G(X, Y) = G(M, 17)(X, Y). Then we have on the one hand 

OC' 00 

(30.2.13) g(/1bx(t)) = I n-i17i(bx)tq' = I n-iai(b)17i(x)tq' 
i=O i=O 

And on the other hand we have Li8 (b) = (b0 , b1, b2 , ... ) where the bi are such 
that w:.n(b0 , .. ., b11 ) = a"(b ), so that 

g(Li8 (b)yx(t)) = g (~0 V~(b;)f~1·x(t)) 
00 00 

= I I 17i+i(x)n-itq••jb?j 
i=O j=O 

·oo I 

= I n- 1tq'171(x) I n'b(' 
1=0 s=O 

oc. 

= L w:. 1(b 0 , .. ., b1)n- 1171(x)tq' 
l=O 

<X• 

= I a1(b )n- 1171(x )tq' 
l=O 

which is the same as (30.2.13) so that we have proved (30.2.12). 
To prove part (iii) of Theorem (30.2.9) we first associate to every {J: 

M---> <6q(H; B) that is B-linear and takes 17 into fm a CartA(B)-homomorphism 
fJ: (eq(G(M, 17); B)-> req(H; B).Recall that every curve in req(G(M, 17); B) can 
be uniquely written as a convergent sum 

00 

(30.2.14) ) 1(t} = L V~Yx,(t) 
i=O 

Write {Jx(t) for the curve in req(H; B) that fJ associates to x EM. We define 
00 

(30.2.15) f'J{li(t}) = L V~/Jx1(1) 
i=O 

where y(t) is as in (30.2.14). We claim that then 

(30.2.16) 

(30.2.17) 

(30.2.18) 

fJ(Vq/•(t)) = VqfJ(y(t)) 

fJ(!iB(b)y(t)) = £iB(b)lJ(y(t}) 

/3( r,. y( t)) = r. /3( 11( t)) 

for all b E B 

Of these (30.2.16) is a triviality. To prove (30.2.17) we first have to write 
!i8 (b)y(t) in the form (30.2.14). To this end recall that if a is the Frobenius 
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endomorphism of w:,.,,(B), then Vqz = a(z)Vq for all z E w:.oc(B) and recall 
that Li8 (ab) = ali8 (b) by remark (30.2.lO)(i). Using this, we have 

,x_- 'X) 

LiB(bhi(t) = L Li8(b)V~yx,(t) = L V~ai!i8(b)yx,(t) 
i=O i=O 

oc 00 

= L V~LiB(ai(b))!>x,(t) = L V~y"'(h)x,(t) 
i=O i=O 

where we have also used the B-linearity of Xf-> 11x(t). It follows that 

fJ(LiB(b)li(t}) = I V~/Ja•(b)x;(t) = I V~!iB(ai(b))/Jx,(t) 
i=O i=O 

00 

= L LiB(b}V~/Jx,(t) = LiB(b)/J(y(t)) 
i=O 

where we have now used the B-linearity of x f-> f3x(t ). This proves (30.2.17). 
To prove (30.2.18) recall that [n] = Li8 (n) as an element of CartA(B); cf. 

(29.3.11). We have 
00 00 

f,.y(t) = L f,.V~l'x,(t) = f11 yx0(t) + L [n]V~- 1 /'x,(t) 
i=O i= 1 

00 

= /'q(xo)(t) + I v~-l!iB(n)yx,(t) 
i= 1 

00 

= /'q(xo)+.x1(t) + I v~- 1 /'nx,(t) 
i=2 

so that 

7J(f,. 11(t)) = {Jq(xo)+nx1(t) + f: v~- 1 /Jnx,(t) 
i=2 

00 

= /Jq(xo)(r) + [nlf3x1(t) + I v~- 1 [nJ/Jx,(r) 
i= 2 

00 

= r,.f3x0(r) + [nJ I v~- 1 /Jx,(1) 
i= 1 

00 

= r.f3xo(t) + f,. I V~/Jx,(t) = r,.TJ(y(t)) 
i= 1 

Note also that 7J is additive and continuous. It follows that 7J also commutes 
with the operators (b) because (as is very easily checked) each (b) can be 
written as a convergent sum L~o V~Li8(c;)f~. Hence P is a CartA(B)-homo
morphism and hence comes from some homomorphism of formal A-modules 
lJ(X): G(M, 17)(X, Y)-> H(X, Y). This assigns a homomorphism of formal A-
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modules f'J(X) to every B-linear map {J: M--> <fiq(H; B) which takes 11 into r •. It 
is obvious that r(f'J{X)) = fJ proving the injectivity of {Ji--> f'J(X). On the other 
hand, because every curve in <6q(G(M, 11); B) can be written in the form 
{30.2.14), the induced homomorphism ix. of a formal A-~dule homo
morphism is completely determined by the ix. Yx(t) proving that r(ix)(X) = ix(X). 
This concludes the proof of Theorem (30.2.9). 

• (30.2.19) The next thing we want to discuss is the remarkable lifting property 
(which underlies the universal extension theorem (26.5.8 )) which the Lubin
Tate formal A-modules associated to a semilinear map enjoy. To this end we 
need the following technical lemma (30.2.20). The basic setup is as follows: B, (J, 

M, 11 are as in (30.1.7); in addition we suppose that B is complete (in the 
n:B-adic topology), that (J is an automorphism, and that there is a 
(J- 1-semilinear endomorphism(: M--> M (i.e., ((bx)= (J- 1(b)((m)) such that 
(17 = 11( = n. Finally, we assume that there is an r EN such that ('Mc nM. 

• (30.2.20) Lemma Let B, (J, M, (, 11 be as in (30.2.19). Let I) be a A-torsion 
free B-module that is complete and Hausdorff in the n:B-adic topology and let 
R c I) be a submodule. Suppose that we have for allj E N u {O} a B-linear map 
T/ M--> h/njR such that 

(30.2.21) rj(=nrj-l modnjR, jEN 

Then there exists a unique B-linear map r: M--> l) such that 

(30.2.22) Tr/j = rj mod njR, j EN u {OJ 

Proof We first prove that r is (if it exists at all) unique- Suppose that i is a 
second B-linear map M--> h such that (30.2.22) holds. Then if r = r - i, we have 
r11jx = O mod njR for all j EN u {O}. Take j = ks where k is such that 
(kM c nM. Then 

'E 11ks(ks x E 'E 11ksns M c ns + ks R c ns + ksh 
and because h is A-torsion free it follows that rx E 7!:5 l) for all s hence rx = 0 
because h is Hausdorff in the n:B-adic topology. 

To prove existence we proceed (of course) by successive approximation. 
First, because M is a free B-module, there exist B-linear maps i / M --> h that lift 
the r- so that (30.2.21) holds with ij instead of rj. Now take Po= i 0 , then 
(30.2.22) holds for j = 0 with r = p0 . Suppose with induction that we have 
found Pn: M--> h such that (30.2.22) holds with r = Pn for all j::;; n. Let 

in+I ( = nin + nn+ 1v mod(nn+ 2R) 

Pn11n =in+ nnµ mod(nn+ 1 R) 

where v, µ: M--> h are B-linear maps. (Such v, µexist by (30.2.21) (with i's 
instead of r's) and (30.2.22) (with Pn for r).) Define 

Pn+l = Pn + (v - µ)(" 
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Then we have modulo{nn+ 2 R) 

Pn+ 111n+ '( = Pn11n(11() + (v - µ)(("11n)IJ( 

so, in particular, we have Pn+i11n+ 1((11x)=in+ 1 ((11x) mod{nn+ 2R), i.e., 
Pn+ 111n+ 1(nx) =in+ i{nx) for all x EM, so that fin+ 1 11n+ 1 =in+ 1 mod{n"+ 1 R) 
because h is A-torsion free. So (30.2.22) holds with j = n + 1 if we take 
r = P.+ 1 ; it follows (using (30.2.21)) that (30.2.22) also holds for allj::;; n + 1 
with r = Pn+ 1. Because (kM c nM for a certain k and his complete in the 
nB-adic topology, we have that the sequence {Pn},, converges for n--> oo to a 
certain r: M--> h· This r then satisfies (30.2.22) for all j E N u {O}. 

• (30.2.23) Let B, <J", M, 11, (be as in (30.2.19). Let G(X, Y) over B be the formal 
A-module associated to (M, 11) and let g(X) be its A-logarithm. Then for each 
x EM we claim that g- 1((xt) E <6q(G; B).This is seen as follows: recall that 
L~oxJq'EM@AK[T] is of the form g(y(t)) with y(t)E<6q(G;B) iff 
x; = n- 111{x;_ i) mod M for allj E N and x0 E M. So the only thing we have to 
show is that n- 111{(x) E M which is the case because 11( = n. We shall write 

(30.2.24) 

We have seen in (30.1.20) that every curve y(t) E (f}iG; B) can be written 
uniquely as a convergent sum IV~ Yx;{t). In the case of the curves c5,x{t) the sum 
in question is 

(30.2.25) 

Indeed, by definition 

00 00 

g(y,x(t)) = I 11i((x)n-itq', 
i=O 

g{Vq(_x{t)) = I 11;(-x)n-itq<+' 
i=O 

so that g(y,x(t)) + g(Vq y_x(t)) = (xt. 

• {30.2.26) Theorem Let B, <J", M, 11, ( be as in (30.2.19). Let G(X, Y) be the 
formal A-module associated to {M, 11) and suppose we have the following 
diagram ~f (A-typical) formal A-modules over B 

where R+ is the additive formal A-module with Lie algebra Rand where the 
upper line is exact (i.e., the associated sequence of curve modules 
O--> <t> q(R +; B)--> <6 q(H; B)--> <6' q(H 1 ; B)--> 0 is exact). Suppose moreover that 
for each x EM there is an a(x) E h, the Lie algebra of H, such that b.,xlt) = 
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h- 1(a(x)t) E <f/q(H; B) and a.(b,(x)(t)) = /J(C51x(t)). (Here h(X) is the A-logarithm 
of H(X, Y).) Then there exists a unique homomorphism '{J(X): 
G(X, Y)-+ H(X, Y) of formal A-modules over B such that a(X) ' '/J(X) = fJ(X). 

• (30.2.27) Remarks 

(i) Let G(X, Y) be an A-typical formal A-module over B with A-logarithm 
g(X). Then g- 1(at), a E g = Lie(G) is in <f/q(G; B) iff g- 1(aX): G.(X, Y)-+ 
G(X, Y) is a homomorphism of formal A-modules over B. (In both cases the 
condition is g- 1(aX) (or g- 1(at)) has its coefficients in B rather than B ®A K.) 
So the technical lifting condition in the hypothesis of Theorem (30.2.26) can 
also be stated as: for every one parameter additive subgroup /J(C51x(X)) in 
H 1 (X, Y), there is a one parameter additive subgroup b a(xiX) in H(X, Y) that 
lifts /J( b1x( X )). 

(ii) Since every formal A-module over B is strictly isomorphic to an A
typical one, the restriction to A-typical formal A-modules in (30.2.26) is 
harmless. 

• (30.2.28) Start of the proof of Theorem (30.2.26) Taking q-typical 
curves, we have the following diagram 

where /J0 : M-+ C(J q(G; B), xr-+ yx(t) is the canonical map of (30.1.17). Let [j be 
the Lie algebra of H(X, Y). Then h(<f/ q(H; B)) is a certain subgroup of the 
additive group of all power series Ir;o y;tq'n-i with Yi E l) and h(<f/ q(R+; B)) is 
the subgroup of all power series I~ 0 z i tq'n- i with z i E ni R c [j because R + is 
an additive subgroup of H(X, Y). 

Now let x EM and consider the curve /J 0 /J0 (x) = /J.yx(t) = fJ(J1x(t)) E 
<f/q(H 1 ; B).Let Y(x; t) be any lift of fJ(yx(t)) and write 

00 

(30.2.29) h(y(x; t)) = I •Ax)n-jtqj 
j=O 

Then by the remarks just made the •Ax) are well determined modulo njR. So 
associated to fJ(X) there is a unique collection of B-linear maps 

'/ M-+ l)/njR 

• (30.2.30) Lemma The B-linear maps 'j determined by (30.2.29) satisfy 
'j' = 'j- In mod njR for allj EN. 
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Proof Let x EM and let ba(xlt) = h- 1(a(x)t) E <f; q(H; B) be a lift of 
f3(61x{t)) = p(g- 1(,xt)). Now by (30.2.25) 

/J(b,x(t)) = /J(1•,x(t)) +Hi /J(Vq/1-At)) 

So, taking the lift Vq Y( -x; t) of Vq fJ(i• _ x(t)), we find modulo h(<6 q(R +; B)) in 
h('€q(H; B)) 

00 'X' 

a(x)t = I •)Cx)n-jtqi + I •)-x)n-jtq;+i 
j=O j=O 

and comparing coefficients we see that 

•AC(x)) = 7t1:j_ i(x) mod njR 

proving the lemma. 

• (30.2.31) On formal A-module homomorphisms G(M, 17)(X, Y)-+ 
H(X, Y) Let B, a, M, 17, be as in (30.1.7). Suppose that /J(X): G(M, 17) 
(X, Y)-+ H(X, Y) is a formal A-module homomorphism. According to 
Theorem (30.2.9), /J(X) determines a unique map 

/J: M-+ C(Jq(H; B) 

which is B-linear and which is such that /J'7 = f,fJ. Let h(X) be the logarithm of 
H(X, Y) and let [j be the Lie algebra of H(X, Y). Then, we claim, fJ is necessarily 
of the form 

00 

(30.2.32) h(fJ(x)) = I ''7i(x)n-itq' 
i=O 

where•: M-+ l) is a B-linear homomorphism. To prove this write 

00 

h(/J(x)) = I •.(x)n-•tq", 
n=O 

Then using /J'7 = f, /J, 
00 

h(/J(17x)) = h(f.fJ(x)) = I •n+ i(x)n-•tq" 
n=O 

we see that •n(11x) = •n+ 1(x) for all x, so that we must have'•= r 0 17". So that 
indeed fJ(x) is of the form (30.2.32) for some map'= r 0 : M-+ l). It remains to 
show that ' is a morphism of B-modules. The additivity of T follows from the 
additivity of fJ. Now we also know that fJ(bx) = /}. 8 (b)fJ(x). Let /}. 8(b) = 
(b0 , b1, b2 , ... ).Then w: .• (b0 , .. • , b.)= a"(b). And we find 

00 00 

h(fJ(bx)) = I r17i(bx)n-itq' = I r(ai(b)17i(x))n-itq' 
i=O i=O 
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while on the other hand 

h(l'lb(b)/J(x)) = h C~o v;<hn>f~/J(x)) 
00 Cf~· 

= L L Tl/i+n(x)b~'n-itq'"" 
n::::.O i:::::O 

"'' I fJ'(b )n]'(x )tq' 
r=O 

Comparing these two expressions, we see (by looking at the coefficient oft) that 
r(bx) = br(x) for all b and x; and, conversely, if r(bx) = br(x) for all b E B, then 
h(/J(bx)) = h(l'l8 (b)fJ(x)). So we have shown 

• (30.2.33) Lemma A B-linear morphism /J: M-+ r1,'q(H; B) such that 
fJYJ = f, fJ is necessarily of the form (30.2.32) with r: M -+ ha homomorphism of 
B-modules; and, conversely, if r: M-+ IJ is a homomorphism of B-modules, 
then (30.2.32) defines a B-linear morphism /J: M-+ 75q(H; B) such that fJ = f. fJ 
provided that /J(x) E B[t] for all x EM. 

Another, rather easier, way of obtaining this triviality is as follows. Every 
formal A-module homomorphism /J(X): G(M, YJ)(X, Y)--> H(X, Y) is of the 
form h- 1(ag(x)) where h(X) is the A-logarithm of H(X, Y) and g(X) that of 
G(M, YJ)(X, Y). It follows that the induced map {J.: 'i&'q(G(M, ri); B)--> rfl q(H; B) 
has the property h(/J.1i(t )) = rg(y(t )) where r is a B-module morphism M--> h. 
Substituting )'x(t) = /J0 (x) and recalling that g(1'x(t)) =I YJi(x)n-'tq', we find 

.,_, 

h(/J(x)) = h({J.yx(t)) = I rri'(x)n-itq' 
j;:::;;Q 

• (30.2.34) Proof of Theorem (30.2.26) (conclusion) Let r · 
M--> h/njR be as in (30.2.28). By Lemma (30.2.30) we can apply Lemm~ 
(30.2.20) to find a map 

r: M--> h. rri" = r 11 mod n"R 

Now define ""{3: M--> 'ffq(H; B ®A K) by the formula 

(30.2.35) p(x) = 1i- 1 (J
0 

rri"(x)n-"tq") 

Then because rri" = r11 mod n"R, we have that rx.P(x) = /J./J0(x). We claim that 
P(x)E<fiq{H;B)c<6'q(H;B®AK). This is seen as follows. As before let 
ji(x; t) E 0'q(H; B) be any curve such that rx.(ji(x; t )) = /J. fJ0 (x ). We have 

00 00 

h(""{J(x)) = I rri"(x)n-ntq", h(ji(x; t)) = I r11(x)n-ntq" 
n=O n=O 
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and rri"(x) - r ix) = n"r 11(x) E n" R because rri" = r 11 mod n" R. Because R + is an 
additive subgroup Of H(X, Y), we have h- 1 (I~o r;tq')E'6'q(H; B) for all 
sequences (r0 , r1 , r2 , .. . ) of elements of R. Hence 

p(x) = h- 1 ( (J
0 

r11(x)n-ntq") + (J
0 

r11(x)tq")) 

= )'(x, t) + H 11- 1 (J
0 

r,,(x)tq") E '6q(H; B) 

By Lemma (30.2.33) and Theorem (30.2.9) it follows that there is a unique 
homomorphism of formal A-modules ""{J(X) such that p. /Jo = P which again by 
part (iii) of Theorem (30.2.9) means that rx(X) · /3(X) = /J(X). 

It remains to show that p(X) is unique. Using Theorem (30.2.9), it suffices to 
show that if /3: M-+ 'l?q(H; B) is such that rx./3 = rx."(J = /J, then f3 = p. By 
Lemma (30.2.33) f3 is of the form 

if• 

h/J(x) = I iri'(x)n-itq' 
j:::::Q 

for some B-module homomorphism i: M--> IJ. Then from rx./3 = rx."(J = /J we 
see that iri' = r; mod n'R and the uniqueness part of Lemma (30.2.20) then says 
that i = r, so that f3 = {3. This concludes the proof of the theorem. 

30.3 The universal extension with additive kernel 

• (30.3.1) Let B, fJ, M. YJ. (be as before in (30.2.19). In addition we now suppose 
that we have given a free submodule N c M such that M/N is also free and 
such that N + nM = (M. (The hypothesis that M/N is free is equivalent to 
N 11 nM = nN.) 

• (30.3.2) Quotients of Lubin-Tate formal A-modules by additive 
kernels Let B, fJ, M, YJ. (, N be as in (30.3.1 ). Let G(X, Y) = LT(M. YJ) be the 
Lubin-Tate formal A-module associated to (M. YJ). By hypothesis N c (M so 
for every y E N there is a (unique) x E M ( ( is injective because M, being free, is 
A-torsion free) such that y = (x. We have seen that if g(X) is the A-logarithm of 
G(X, Y), then g- 1((xt)E<fiq(G;B) and in fact g- 1((xt)=b,At)=fo(t)+ 
Vqy_x(t) (cf. (30.2.23)). This gives us an embedding 'llq(N+; B)-->'fiq(G; B) 
where N+ (X. Y) is the additive formal A-module with Lie algebra N. We form 
the exact sequence 

(30.3.3) 0 --> 'tq(N + ; B) --> <c q( G; B)--> R --> 0 

• (30.3.4) Proposition The Cart A( B)-module R is a reduced 
CartA(B)-module. So R = '&q(G; B) for some formal A-module G(X, Y). 
Further, G(X, Y) is of finite A-height (and (30.3.3) is the exact sequence of 
q-typical curves of the extension with additive kernel 0--> N+ (X, Y)--> 
G(X, Y)--> G(X, Y)--> 0). 
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Proof We show first that y(t) E CC q(G; B), V q )'(t) E '6' q(N+; B) = i'(t) E 
"6q(N+; B).We can write y(t) as a unique sum 

00 

}'{t) = L V~yx;(t) 
i=O 

Now <cq(N+; B) = {L~o V~b,l',(t)}, where 

b;l',(t) = g- 1((y;t) = Y;y,(t) + c; )'-y,(tq) 

with (J'; E N. So if Vq y(t) E <cq(N+; B), we must have 
00 00 00 

I v~+ll'x,(t)= I V~)'(r;(t)+ I v~+IY-y,(t) 
i=O i=O i=O 

00 

= l'(yo(t) + L ~Y(y;-y,_,{t) 
i= 1 

which gives us 

(Yo= 0, 

so that Yo = 0 and 
00 

) 1(1) = L V~Yx;(t) = Y(y 1(t) +c; (Vqy(Yl +c; VqY-y 1 ) +c; ··· 
i=O 

= b(J'l(t) +c; Vqb(Y2(t) + ···E 'f}q(N+; B) 

By Proposition (28.2.2) and the argument used in (28.3.2) it follows that there is 
a V-basis { y1 (t ), ... , Yh(t )) for <6'q( G; B) such that {y 1 (t ), .. ., y,(t )} is a V-basis for 
"t'q(N+; B). It follows immediately that the classes of {Yr+ 1(t), .. ., l'h(t)} are a 
V-basis for R. 

Hence R is a reduced CartA(B)-module, and so there exists a formal A
module G(X, Y) such that 'Cq(G; B) = R. It remains to prove that G(X, Y) is of 
finite A-height. 

• (30.3.5) Proof that G(X, Y) is of finite A-height To prove that 
G(X, Y) is of finite A-height we must show that G(X, Y), the reduction of 
G(X, Y) mod nB, is of finite A-height and by definition this means that we 
must show that f, is injective on 'fliG; /).Let )'(t) E <cq(G; B).Then f, is injec
tive on 'Cq(G; /) iff for all }'(t) E <eq(G; B) 

(30.3.6) f, y(t) E <f!q(N+; B) + n<cq(G; B) 

implies that 

(30.3.7) 

(Recall that n'6 q( G; B) = {I x;t' I I x;t; is q-typical and X; E nB for all i}; do 
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not confuse n'f} q( G; B) with [ n ]'6' q( G; B), the image of<6' i G; B) under the endo
morphism [n] of'{} q( G; B).) 

Write 

(30.3.8) y(t) = I v;yxJrJ 
n;.:: no 

We claim that it now suffices to prove that if 1•(t) satisfies condition (30.3.6), 
then x. E N + nM. Indeed, suppose that x.0 E N + nM, then g- 1 (x.0 tq"o) E 
<6q(N+ ~ B) + n<cq(G; B) (by part (iv) of the functional equation lemma 10.2) 

and subtracting ir 1 (x.0 tq"0 ) from y(t) we find a Y1(t) 

Y1(1) = I v;y".(1) 
n:?: no+ 1 

(wl.th v = x 1 + r- 1 x "· = X· i > n0 + 2) which also satisfies (30.3.6) no+l ~no+ ':. ~no'Jl 1' -
(beca~se f,'6' (N+; B) c '6q(N+; B) and fh<6q(G; B)) c n'eq(G; B); this last 
fact is seen a~ follows; using part (iv) of the functional equation lemma 

00 

y(t) E n<eq(G; B) <o> fb'(t)) =I b;tq' 
i=O 

with b; E nB 

00 

= J(f,y(r))= I nb;+1tq' with b;+ I E nB 
i=O 

= f, y(t) E n2'6'q(G; B) c n<t'q(G; B)) 

This proves the claim. So suppose that the y(t) of (30.3.8) satisfies (30.3.6). We 
have 

f,y(t)=f. I v;)'x.(t)=r.v;0Yx,o+ I v;- 1[n]11x,(1) 
n~no n>no 

Using part (iv) of the functional equation lemma again and applying g, we see 
that we must have 

1J(x.0 ) = Yno mod nM, 

n- 1'72(x.o) + IJXno+ I = Yno+ I mod nM, 

7t-r,,r+l(Xno)+ 7t-r+llJr(Xno+d + ... + IJ(Xno+r) 

= Yno+r mod nM, 

Yno EN 

Yn1 EN 

Yno+r EN 

Applying (' to the rth equation, we obtain (using that M is B-torsion free) 

IJ(Xn0 ) + 7t-r+lr(('Xno+I + 7t-r+llJr-l(rXn0 +2 + ... + ('IJ(Xno+r) 

= CYno+r mod nM 
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and hence (since 17( = n:) we see that 

IJ(Xn0 ) E (' N + n:M 

for all r E N: Ther~ is an r such that(' M c n:M, hence we find that 17(x"0 ) E n:M 
or (smce M 1s torsion free so that 17 is injective) x" 0 E (M = N + n:M and we are 
through. 

• (30.3.9) Theorem The sequence 
- ct(X) 

0--> N+ (X, Y)--> G(X, Y) ___,. G(X, Y)--> 0 

is the universal extension of G(X, Y) with additive kernel. 
That is, for every exact sequence of formal group laws with additive kernel 

0--> p+ (X, Y)--> H(X, Y) ~ G(X, Y)--> 0 

there is a unique homomorphism &(X): G(X, Y)--> H(X, Y) such that 
/3(X) 0 &(X) = ix(X), or in other words there is a unique homomorphism N+ __. 
p+ such that 0--> p+--> H--> G--> 0 is the pushout of 0--> N+ --> G __. G __. O 
along N+ --> p+. 

• (30.3.10) Corollary Ext 1(G, p+) ~ FG~(N+, p+) = Mod8 (N, P); 

Ext'(G, Ga)= N*, 

the linear dual of the Lie algebra N of N+. 

• (30.3. l l) Proof of the theorem Consider the diagram 

0--> N+ --> G(X, Y) ct(X) G(X, Y) __. 0 

: II 
0--> p+--> H(_k, Y) p(x) G(X, Y)--> 0 

According to Theorem (30.2.26) there exist a unique &(X) such that 
/3(X) 0 &(X) = ix(X) if every curve of the form a.(g- 1((xt)) in G(X, Y), x EM, 
can be lifted to a curve in H(X, Y) of the form h- 1(at), a EI) the Lie algebra of 
H(X, Y). Now (M = N + n:M and N+ c Ker a(X) so that a.(g- 1((xt) is of the 
form g- 1(n:bt ), b E g, the Lie algebra of G. Since /3. is surjective, there is an a E I) 
s~ch that LJ_e(f3)(a) = b, and then h- 1(n:at) E <(! q(H; B) (part (iv) of the func
t10nal equation lemma again), and 

/3.(h- 1(n:at)) = g- 1(n:bt) = a.(g- 1((xt)). Q.E.D. 

• (30.3.12) Theorem Let B, a, M, 17, (, N be as in (30.3.1) and let 
0--> N+ (X, Y)--> ~(X, Y) ~ G(X, Y)--> 0 be the exact sequence associated to 
these dat~. Let G(X, Y) over l be the reduction of G(X, Y) mod n:B. Then 
M ~ <tq(G; l). More precisely, the composed map 

(30.3.13) M _&. (6'q(G; B) -2... <fiq(G; B)___,. r:eq(G; /) 

is an isomorphism and under this isomorphism 17 goes to f. and ( to vq. 
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Proof Let x: M --+ <6' q( G; /) be the composed map (30.3.13) and let us write 
r: <g q( G; B) --> '6 q( G; I) for the reduction map. Then because f3 0 , a., and r are all 
B-linear (via B ~ w:.oc(B)) we see that x is B-linear. Further, rand ix. commute 
with r. and /30(11x) = r. /Jo(X ), so x takes 11 into r •. Now consider what x does to 
(.We can write (x = y + n:z, y E N, z E M. We have 

11,x(t) = {r 1((xt) +a Vq yx(t) = ir '(yt) +a g- 1(n:zt) +a Vq l'x(t) 

But g- 1(yt) E <fiq(N+; B) and g- 1(n:zt) E n:'Cq(G; B).It follows that 

x((x) = ra.(Vqyx(t)) = Vq(x(x)) 

Now filter M by the submodules ('M (this is a filtration because (kM c n:M 
fork large enough) and<(! J..G; l) by the submodules V~ 'C q(G; /).Then x(('M) c 
v~<tq(G; l) and we have induced maps 

(30.3.14) ('M/('+ IM--+ V~'Cq(G; l)/V~+ 1<6q(G; l) 

We want to show that these maps are bijective. Because ( and V q are both 
injective, it suffices to prove this for the case r = 0. Surjectivity is easiest. By the 
definition of {30, M--> '{! q( G; B)--> CC q( G; B)/V /C q( G; B) is surjective since 
f30(x) = yx(t) = xt mod Vqr:eq(G; B).Since Lie(a) and Lie(r) (by abuse of nota
tion) are also surjective, it follows that x: M--> '{! J.. G; l)/V q <e J.. G; /)is surjective. 
To see injectivity, suppose that ra.(yx(t))EVq<tq(G; l). This means that the 
coefficient oft in Yx(t) is in N + n:M. But the coefficient oft in Yx(t) is x and 
N + n:M = (M. Hence x E (M. This concludes the proof of the theorem. 

• (30.3.15) Lifting formal A-modules We now tum our attention to the 
lifting of formal A-modules. Let l be a perfect extension field of k and r(X, Y) 
be a formal A-module over l that is of finite A-height. We take M = <e J..r; /), 
B = w:. 00 (/), a is the Frobenius endomorphism of w:. 00 (1), and 17 = f,, ( = Vq 
(as endomorphisms of M). We claim that all the hypotheses of (30.2.19) are 
satisfied in this case. First, because r(X, Y) is of finite A-height, we have that 
M = <fiq(r; I) is a free B = w:. 00(1)-module of finite rank (cf. (29.7.5)). Also 
r. v q = v qr. = [ n: ], which is the image of n: E A under the A-algebra structure 
map A--> w: .. ,,(l) =B. Further, 17 = f, is a-semilinear and ( = Vq is 
a- 1-semilinear (cf. (29.6.7)). It remains to show that ('Mc n:M for r large 
enough. This is also a consequence of the finite height property of r(X, Y). 
Indeed, by Proposition (28.2.2) (or rather its analogue for CartA(l)-modules) 
there exists a V-basis {y1, ••. , Yn} of <ff q(r; I) and a partition of { 1, 2, 
... , n) = I 00 u I 0 u I 2 u .. · such that 

.x, n 

/' = L: L: V~(as.;)/'; E [n:J<Cq(r; /) 
s=O j-::::: 1 

iff as,i = 0 if i E I 1 and n < l. Because r(X, Y) is of finite height, we have that 
<c q(r; I)/[ n: )CC q(r; I) is a finite dimensional I-module, which means that I 00 = 0 
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so that V~ '6' q(r; l) c [ n ]<c q(r; l) if r is the maximum of the indices i for which 
I; =!= 0. (There are only finitely many i for which I; =!= 0 because r(X, Y) is 
finite dimensional, i.e., n < oo.) 

We are now in a position to apply the constructions of (30.3.2) to obtain 
formal A-modules G(X, Y) over B = w:. 00 (/). According to Theorem (30.3.12) 
we then have that "6' JG; /) :::= M = '6' q(r; l) as a Cart A(/)-module, so that 
G(X, Y) and r(X, Y) are isomorphic. That is, the formal A-modules thus ob
tained are lifts of r(X, Y). The question of course arises whether all lifts are 
obtained in this way. This is in fact the case, and this is what we are going to 
prove next. So let G(X, Y) over B = w:. 00(/) be any formal A-module that lifts 
r(X, Y). The first thing to do is to construct a homomorphism of formal 
A-modules G(X, Y)-> G(X, Y) where G(X, Y) = G(M, 17)(X, Y). The picture is 

0 

l 
s 

- p. l 
'6'q(G; B)---;<cq(G; B) 

rPo __ j// rl 
(30.3.16) 

M-" 'h'q(r; I) 

l 
0 

where r is the reduction map, and S =Kerr. The existence of {3. is (by 
Theorem (30.2.9))equivalent to the existence of a B-linear map {3: M--. <(J q(G; B) 
such that f3(17x) = f,{3(x); or in other words what we have to construct is a 
section of r that commutes with f, (but not (necessarily) with Vq)· 

• (30.3.17) Construction of f3 Let g be the Lie algebra of G(X, Y). For each 
x EM= '6'q(r; /), let )'(x, t) be any curve in 'fiq(G; B) that lifts x E <f!Jr; /). 
Write 

($._' 

g(Y(x, t)) = L r;(x)n-itq' 
i=O 

Now S = n<tq(G; B), and by part (iv) of the functional equation lemma this 
means that for all b(t) ES, g(b(t)) = Lr,:,o nbJq' with b; E g for all i EN u {O}; 
cf. also (21.8.6). So the r;(x) are well defined mod ni+lfl 

Now consider (x = Vqx in 'fiq(r; /).Then we have of course 
X; 

g(·l((x, t)) = L r;((x)n-itq' mod g(S) 
i= 0 
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On the other hand, V q Y(x, t) is also a lift of (x = V q x, and 
00 

g(VqY(x, t)) = L r;(x)n-itq'+' mod g(S) 
i=O 

Comparing coefficients, we see that r;( = r;- 1 n mod ni+ 1g. Take R = ng. 
Then we see that we can apply Lemma (30.2.20) to obtain a unique map r: 
M --+ g such that 

r17;(x) = r;(x) mod ni+ 1fJ 

for all i EN u {O}. Now define {3: M--+ '6'q(G; B) by 

fJ(x) = g-1 (Jo r17i(x)n-itq') 

This map takes 17 into f, and is B-linear, so (by Lemma (30.2.33)) the only thing 
we still have to check is that fJ(x) E rtq(G; B) rather than rcq(G; B®A K). But 
modulo n<6q(G; B), we have 

<XJ <y:_J 

L rr7i(x)n-itq' = L dx)n-itq' = g(Y(x, t)) 
i=O i=O 

so that by another application of part (iv) of the functional equation lemma we 
have that indeed f3(x) E <cq(G; B) and even that 

(30.3.18) fJ(x) = j!(x, t) mod n<eq(G; B) 

showing that f3 is in fact a section of r. 

• (30.3.19) Remark Note that if we identify (as usual) M with the Lie algebra 
A of G(X, Y), then Lie(fJ(X)) = r where [J(X) is the homomorphism of formal 
A-modules G(X, Y)-> G(X, Y) corresponding to {3. 

• (30.3.20) Lemma {3. is surjective. 

Proof This is practically a triviality. Since f3 is a section of r. we first have 
that M--+ n/nn is surjective (where we identify g with rt, q( G; B)/V /6 q( G; B). 
Next f3 is B-linear and Lie([n]): g--+ g is multiplication with n. Hence 
f3(n'M) c n'g (mod V/Cq(G; B)) and the induced maps n'M/n'+ 1 M--+ 
n'g/n' + 1 g are all surjective. It follows that M--+ <(,' q(G; B)/V /Cq(G; B) is surjec
tive. Since {3. commutes with V q• it follows that {3. is surjective. 

• (30.3.21) Corollary Let N = Ker(Lie(fJ(X)) = Ker r. Then M/ N is free. 

Proof By the surjectivity of Lie(fJ(X)): A-> fl we have M/N :::= fl 

• (30.3.22) Lemma N c (M. 
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Proof Let x EN c M. Then Lie({J(X))(x) = 0, which means that p(x) E 
Vq'6'q(G; B).By (30.3.18) this means that 

x = r{J(x) E V/Cq(r; I)= (M 

• (30.3.23) Lemma 'Cq(N+; B) = Ker p •. 

Proof Let x EN c (Mc M. Then iT 1(xt) = Yx(t) + 'Y-y(tq), where y EM 
is such that x = (y. Then 

00 00 

g({J.(g-'(xt))) = I r11i(.x)n-itq; - I TIJi(y)n-itqhl = rxt 
i=O i=O 

So if x E N, w- 1(xt)) E Ker p •. Since every element in<{} JN+; B) is a conver
gent sum of expressions of the form V~g- 1 (x; t), X; EN, and p. commutes with 
Vq, it follows that <ef;'q(N+; B) c Ker {J •. Now let y(t) E Ker P. and write 

(30.3.24) y(t) = I v;yxJtl 
n~s 

If we can show that y(t) E Ker p. then implies that xs EN, we are through. 
Indeed, writing Xs = (y,, Ys E M, we have 

)'(tl - 9- '(x.rl = I v;l'=Jt) 
n~s+ 1 

with Zs+ 1 = Xs+ 1 + y,, Z; = X; for i 2". s + 2. Using induction and the fact that 
<{}q(N+; B) is complete and that '6q(G; B) is Hausdorff, it follows that l'(t) E 
<{}q(N+; B). So it remains to show that if l'(t) is of the form (30.3.24) and 
)'(t) E Ker p., then xs EN. Consider 

00 

Htl = I v~l'xj+,(tl 
j=O 

then 0 = {J.(y(t)) = /J.(V~Y(t)) = V~{J.(Y(r)); and since Vq is injective, it follows 
that p.(Y(t)) = 0. But then Lie(fJ(X))(xo+s) = r(xs) = 0 and hence xs E N. This 
proves Lemma (30.3.23). 

• (30.3.25) Lemma (M = N + nM. 

Proof We have already seen that N c (M, hence N + nM c (M since 
nM = ((11M) c (M. Conversely, let x E (Mc M. We have 

/J0 (x) = xt mod V/Cq(G; B) 

and hence 

P(x) = r(x)t mod V/Cq(G; B) 

On the other hand 

p(x) = )'(x, t) mod n'tq(G; B) 
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and Y(x, t) is a lift of x E (M = V /6 q(r; I), which means that the coefficient oft 
in }'(x, t) is divisible by n, so that rx = ny for some y En. But r: M-+ n is 
surjective, so there is a z E M such that y = rz, then rx = rnz or x - nz E N. 
proving the lemma. 

• (30.3.26) Putting everything together we obtain the following. Let r(X, Y) be 
a finite A-height formal A-module over I. Then if G(X, Y) is a lift of r(X, Y) 
over B = w:.x.(l). there is an exact sequence 

0-+ N+(X, Y)-+ G(X, Y)-+ G(X, Y)-+ 0 

with G(X, Y) = LT(<6'q(r; I), f,)(X, Y). This sequence is the universal extension 
of G(X, Y) by an additive kernel by Theorem (30.3.9). So in particular we see 
that: (i) a universal extension with additive kernel of a finite height formal 
A-module G(X, Y) over B always exists; and (ii) the middle term of this univer
sal extension depends only on r(X, Y), the reduction mod nB of G(X, Y). 

Now let G(X, Y) and G(X, Y) be isomorphic formal A-modules over B. Then 
taking universal extensions we obtain a diagram 

0-+ N+ (X, Y)--> G(X, Y)-+ G(X, Y)-+ 0 

: : l 
" i - .j. " 0-+ N+ (X, Y)-+ g(X, Y)-+ G(X, Y)-+ 0 

where the dashed arrows exist by the universal extension property. This gives 
us an isomorphism M ~ M where M = '6q(G; /), M = <efl JG; I) which takes N 
onto N. Conversely, given an isomorphism ofCartA(l)-modules M '.:::> M which 
takes N onto N, we obtain an isomorphism LT(M, f,)(X, Y) '.:::> LT(M, f.) 
(X, Y) taking N+(x, Y) onto iJ+(x. Y) and hence an isomorphism 
G(X, Y)-+ G(X, Y). We have 

• (30.3.27) Corollary (classification theorem for formal A-modules over 
B = w:.xi(l)) Finite height formal A-modules over B = w:.w(l) where I is a 
perfect field extension of k, the residue field of A, are classified by quadruples 
(M, IJ, (, N) where M is a free B-module of finite rank, N is a free submodule of 
M of finite rank such that M / N is free, and where 11 is a cr-semilinear endomor
phism of M, (is a cr- 1-semilinear endomorphism of M such that 11( = (11 = n, 
N + nM = (M, (' M c nM for r sufficiently large. (It is not really necessary to 
mention 11; assuming (M ::::i nM and (injective, one can define 11(x) = C 1(nx).) 

• (30.3.28) Artin-Hasse exponentials (for the third and last time) Let I 
be a perfect field extension of k and G(X, Y) a Lubin-Tate formal A-module of 
dimension 1 over w:.·x (I)= B. In Chapter IV, Section 25 we have discussed the 
associated Artin-Hasse exponential, a functorial A-algebra homomorphism 
'fi'q(G; -)-+ <eflq(G; 't'q(G; -)).Putting in I and using the fact that '.€q(r; /) ~ B 
where r(X, Y) is the reduction mod nB of G(X, Y), we find a ring homomor
phism~: '6q(r; /)-+ '6q(G; B).We claim that this is in fact the unique B-linear 
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section of the reduction map <(fq(G; B)---> req(r; l) that commutes with f, which 
was constructed in (30.3.17). 

Now by definition L\ satisfies w~. o L\ = f~ (using that under B ~ C q(r, /), a 
goes into f,; cf. Chapter IV, Remark (25.6.16)). Hence w~.n o (.1 , f,) = f~+ 1 

(and on the other hand, w~.11 ° f. 0 L\ = w~.n+ 1 0 L\ = r~+ 1, proving that 
L\ 0 f, = f, 0 L\ because B = <6'q(f; I) is A-torsion free. On the other hand, L\ is a 
ring homomorphism giving us the B-Iinearity; and finally by Addendum 
(25.7.7) of Chapter IV (take i = 0), we see that L\ is a section of the reduction 
map. This proves our claim. 

We can therefore view the sections fJ of (30.3.17) as (a kind of) Artin-Hasse 
exponential maps. 

30.4 Cartier-Dieudonne modules and 
Eisenstein equations 

Let A be a complete discrete valuation ring with residue field k of q elements 
and uniformizing element n:. Let G(X, Y) be a one dimensional formal A
module over A. We then have three ways to classify G(X, Y): 

(i) By Theorem (21.8.9) there is a unique polynomial 9(t) = n: + v 1 t + 
··· + vhth with v; E n:A for i = 1, .. ., h - 1, vh EA*= U(A)such that G(X, Y) is 
strictly isomorphic to a formal A-module over A with logarithm equal to 
f (X) = x + D= 1 V; n:- 1f (Xq'). 

(ii) By Theorem (22.2.l) G(X, Y) is classified by its reduction r(X, Y) over 
k, and we can classify f(X, Y) by the characteristic polynomial of its Frobenius 
endomorphism ~(X) = Xq (cf. Section 24.5 of Chapter IV). 

(iii) By (30.3.27) G(X, Y) is classified by <t q{f; l) = M together with a free 
submodule N of rank h - l such that M/N is free (of rank 1) and such that 
(M = pM + N. 

We now describe the relations between these results. First, notice that the 
endomorphism ~(X) = Xq induces of course an endomorphism~.: <tq(r; k)---> 
'6'q(r; k); we have in fact~.= Vq. Now define a map 

(30.4. l) a(X)---> a. y0 (t) 

where l'o(t) = t is the canonical basis curve of<f,'q(r; k). Because a. is uniquely 
determined by what it does to l'o(t), this map is injective. It is also surjective. 
This is seen as follows. The map (30.4. l) is A-linear. And since r(X, Y) is of 
finite height, an A-basis for <f5q(f; k) is 1'o(t), Vqy0 (t), .. ., v:- 1y0 (t). Let y(t) = 
D~ J a;V~ y0 (t) be any curve in <ffq(f, k ), then the endomorphism a0 + a 1 ~ + 
· .. +ah- I ~h- 1 maps to y(t) under (30.4.l). 

Because Yo(t), .. ., v:- 1y0(t) is a basis for r6'q(r: k), we must have a relation 

VZYo(t) + ah-1vz- 11'o(t} + ... + a1Vqyo(t) + aol'o(t) = 0 
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This gives us a polynomial 

(30.4.2} 

which because the isomorphism (30.4.1) takes ~(X) into Vq/'o(t) is the charac
teristic polynomial of ~(X) and hence an Eisenstein polynomial. We can iden
tify M with Zp[t]/(th +ah- l th- I + · · · + a0 ) where "t = (." 

Another way to see that th +ah- 1th- 1 + ···+a 1 t + a0 = 0 is an Eisenstein 
polynomial is as follows. Let YJ: M---> M be given by lr--.bh_ 11h-i + ··· + 
b 1 t + b0 . Then we must have 

n: = r(bh_ 1t1'- 1 + ... + b 1t + bo) 

= bh- 2 t1'- 1 + .. · + b0 t - bh- 1(ah- 1th- 1 + .. · + al t + ao) 
which gives us 

n: = bh- 1 a0 , b0 - a1bh- 1 = 0, bh- 2 - bh- 1ah-1 = 0 

Suppose that n: I b,1_ 1, then also n: I b0 , ... , n: I bh- 2 , so that 

YJl = n:(ch- l th- l + · .. + c1 t + co}n: 

tYJ = nt(ch-ith-I + ··· + c1t +co) 

or 
t( eh- 1 th- 1 + · · · + c 1 t + Co) = 1 

making ta unit which contradicts t'M c n:M for r large. Therefore n: I ao and in 
fact l'(a0 ) = 1. Suppose that r is the smallest index such that n: I a, and suppose 
that r < h. Then we have 

(th +a,,_ 1 th- l + · · · + a 1 t + a0 ) = (th-r + · · · + a,)(t'} mod n 

and by Hensel's lemma we have a factor t' + d,_ 1 1•- 1 + · · · + d 1 t +do of 
1" +ah- 1 th- 1 + · · · + a1 t + a0 with n: Id;, i = 0, ... , r - I. It follows that there 
is a curve 1•(t} =!= 0 in 'Cq(r; k) such that 

(V~ + d,_ Iv~- I + ... + do}y(t} = 0 

Let i'(t} = utq", u i= 0. Then because A-ht(r(X, Y}} = h, we have d;V~ y(t) = 0 
mod(degree q•+h) and V~ y(t) =/=. 0 mod(degree q•+•), which is a contradiction 
because r < h. It follows that n: I a; for all i = 0, ... , h - 1, i.e., that the polyno
mial (30.4.2) is Eisenstein. 

(Incidentally we know by Theorem (22.2.1) that G(X, Y) is classified by 
req(f; k), i.e., by Malone; in other words N is irrelevant (up to isomorphism) in 
the case of dimension l formal A-modules over A; this can also be shown 
directly.) 

To find the connection between classification methods (i) and (ii), we use 

nf(X) = v1 f(Xq} + · · · + l'h- 1 f(X<i') mod n 
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By part (iv) of the functional equation lemma it follows that 

r 1(7\f'(X)) =r 1(1'1 f(Xq)) +F ... + Fr 1(t'h f(Xqh)) mod n 

i.e., in 'i€',1(r; I<) we have 

[nlro = [i>i]~oi'o + · · · + [t'hgz1•0 

which gives us that the polynomial .9(1) of classification method (i) and the 
characteristic polynomial of ~(X) (classification method (ii)) are related by the 
formula 

vh- 1 ,9(1) = t1' +ah- 1 lh- t + · · · + a 1 t + ao 

(This of course fits in with the fact that one dimensional formal A-modules over 
A are isomorphic iff they are strictly isomorphic.) 

If G(X, Y) is a one dimensional formal A-module over some unramified 
(finite) extension B of A. we still have the three classification possibilities 
(i)---(iii). The relations between them are then much more difficult to trace. In 
this case N does play a nontrivial role because two lifts G(X, Y), G(X, Y) of 
r(X, Y) are not necessarily isomorphic if B =!= A. (Nor is it true that isomorphic 
formal A-modules are also necessarily strictly isomorphic in this case.) 

E.4 Bibliographical and Other Notes 

• (E.4.1) On Dieudonne modules The functor F(X, Y)>-+'i\(F: .4), which assigns 
to a formal group law over A the module of curves over A is.a covariant functor. Now in 
[277], for instance, one associates Dieudonne modules to formal groups in a contravari
ant manner. In this subsection we briefly describe this contravariant Dieudonne 
module functor. For proofs cf. [95]; cf. also [94, 277]. The first topic we take up is: 

(a) Finite commutative group _aemes Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p > 0. 
A finite scheme over k is a functor N: Aigk---> Set which is representable by an algebra 
A(N) that as a module over k is finite dimensional. A commutative finite group scheme 
over k is a commutative group object in the category of finite schemes over k. (See 
Section 36.1 for the notion of a group object in a category.) Let A(N) represent the 
commutative finite group scheme N. Then .4(N) is a k-module with five structure maps. 
viz. 111: A(N)@ A(N)---> A(N). e: k --->A(N). Jt: A(N)---> A(N)@ A(N), r.: A(N)---> k. 1: 
A(N)---> A(N). Of these. m and e define the k-algebra structure of A(N) and p. £, 1 are the 
structure maps of A(N) as a cogroup object in Alg{. (There are of course a number of 
compatibility conditions that have to be satisfied.) Now let A(N)* = Modk(A(N), k). 
Then A(N)* inherits five structure maps m*, e*, p*, c:*, 1* of whichµ*, i;* make A(N)* an 
object of Aig{ and m*, e*, 1* make A(N)* a cogroup object in Alg{. Let D(N) be the 
finite commutative group scheme represented by A(N)*. Then we have just defined a 
duality functor D: Nk---> Nb where Nk is the category of finite commutative group 
schemes over k. (As yet the hypothesis that k is perfect has not played a role.) This 
duality is called Cartier duality, a topic that will be treated in considerable detail and in 
greater generality in Sections 37.I and 37.2 of Chapter VII. 
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Let NE N, and let A(N) E Alg{ be its algebra. Let 11 be the ideal of nilpotent elements 
in A(N). Then .4(N)/11 E Alg{ inherits a cogroup structure from A(N), and we find a 
subgroup scheme N ''" c N which is represented by .4(N)111. Moreover. the quotient 
N/N"d = N 1"" exists. (Its algebra is the local k-algebra which is obtained as follows: 
A(N) as an artinian k-algebra is a product of local k-algebras and .4(N10,) is the local 
quotient of A(N) through which r.: A---> k factors; the algebra A(N "d) is better described 
as the maximal etale subalgebra of A(N).) We find a direct sum decomposition 
N = N"" x N 10,. Now consider D(N"d) and D(N 10,). These can also be decomposed. So 
that (applying D again and using DD = id) we find a decomposition N = N 11 x 
N,, x N,, x N,, and a corresponding decomposition of Nh into a direct sum of four 
subcategories N 11 • N 1,. N,,. N,,. Examples of objects in each of these four categories are: 

;(" E N 11 ; ~" = Spec(k[X]/X"). p(X) = 1 <SJ X + X <SJ I. 

11 1, = Spec(k[X]/X'' - I). 

1(X)= -X. 

11(X) = X@X, 

t:(X)=O, 

"r = Spec(k[X]/X" - X), 

1(X) = xr- 1• 

11(X) =I @X + X@ I, 

if (n, p) = 1: 

1(X)= -X, 

Jin= Spec(k[X]!X" - !). 

1dX)= X@X, 

1:(X) = 0, 

i(X) = x•- '. 

r.(X)= I 

r.(X)= 1 

(b) Die11do1111e mot/11/e.1 of'objeccs ofN11 • N,, Let Wr" over k be the group scheme of 
Witt vectors of length 11 + I associated to the prime number p. That is. W",,(B) = 
[(110 • b,, .... b.) I h; E BJ and addition is by means of the Witt addition polynomials :E 0 • 

L 1o ... , :E •. Let T: W",---> WP"" be the homomorphism defined by T8 (h 0 • .... b.) = 
(0. b0 , ...• h.). Now let N E N11 or N E N,,. then one defines 

M(N) = ~ GAdN. W,,,.) 

where the transition maps are induced by the Ts and where GA, is the category of affine 
group schemes over k. Let D. the Dieudonne ring over k. be the ring generated by two 
symbols f and V over W", (k), subject to the relations fV = Vf = p E WP. (k), fa= a(a)f, 
aV=Vrr(a) for all aEW",(k). where rr: W".(k)--->W",(k) is the Frobenius endo
morphism of W",(k). Now let f, V, and a E W",(k) act on the W"" as follows: facts on 
w;,,.(B) as f", i.e., f(h 0 .... , h,,) = (ht\ . .. ., h~); V acts on w,,,,(B) as V r• i.e., V(h 0 ..... h.) = 
(0, h0 , ... , h._ 1): and a E W",(k) acts on W",(B) as multiplication with a-"(a); i.e .. if 
a= (a 0 , a1 • ... ),then a* (h 0 , ... , hn) = (ag·" ... ., a~-")· (h 0 ... • , b.) where the dot den
otes the multiplication in the ring Wp,(B). These operations are compatible with the T: 
w,,,,---> Wr"',. (This is obvious for the V and f operators and it holds for the a E W", (k) 
operators because in WP.(B) one has a· V"b = V"(f"a · b) (cf. (17.3.17) in Chapter JII). 
As a result. M(N) becomes a D-module. The M(N) for N in N 11 or N,, are 
W", (k)-modules of finite length which are killed by a power of V. If N E N 11, then M(N) 
is also killed by a power off: and if NE N,,. then facts bijectively. 

(c) Dieudonne mot/11/es of ohiects of N 1, Now Jet M be any module over D. We 
define a dual module M* as follows. As a W".(k)-module M* = Mod,(M. KIA), where 
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A= !f;,,(k) and K is the quotient field of A. We let f and V act on M* as follows: 
(fx)(m) = CJ(x(Vm)), (Vx)(m) = CJ- 1(x(fm)) for x EM*, and m EM. Then MH M* 

defines a duality of D-modules which are of finite length as W", (k) modules. One now 
defines for N E N 1, the Dieudonne module as M(N) = M(D(N))* which is well-defined 
because D(N) E N,i. 

In this connection it is good to know that if N E N 11 , then M(N) = M(D(N))*. 
(d) Dieudonne mod11les of.formal gro11p laws Now let F(X, Y) be a finite dimen

sional group law over k. Then F(X, Y) defines a comultiplication map 1i: 
k[X" .... X,,] _, k[X" .. ., X,,]@ k[X 1, ••• , X ,,], X 1H F(i)(X@ 1, 1@ X) (cf. (36.1.4) 
below). Let 1111""1 be the closed ideal in kp(] generated by the p"th powers of the X 1, 

i = l, .... n. Then, we claim, 11( 1111""1) c 1111""1 @ k[X] + k[X ]@ 1n1""1. (This follows 
directly from F(X, 0) = X and F(O, Y) = Y.) It follows that /l induces a comultiplication 
k[X JV1111""1 _, k[X ]/1n1""1@ k[X ]/1111""1, so we obtain a finite commutative group scheme 
N,, over k (which is in N 11 x Ni,). One now defines the Dieudonne module of F(X, Y) as 
M(F) = .!i!n. M(N,,). 

(e) The theory briefly indicated above is the Cartier-Gabriel generalization and 
conceptualization of Dieudonne's original method of attaching a Dieudonne module to 
a formal group law. The bonuses thus obtained are considerable (for instance, the 
Dieudonne modules defined in (b) classify all unipotent algebraic groups over k). Note 
however that in Dieudonne's original version he attached modules in a covariant 
manner and that he also did not need to suppose the base field to be perfect, a hypoth
esis that does seem to be required in the Cartier-Gabriel version. For a generalization 
over nonperfect fields cf. [355] and [506]. Furthermore, recently, Berthelot and Messing 
[467] established the full-faithfulness of a (generalized cf. (285, 155]) contravariant 
Dieudonne module functor for p-divisible groups over a not necessarily perfect field (of 
characteristic p > 0). 

(f) One can now also proceed in the opposite way. Take a finite local group scheme 
over a complete local ring. Write N as the kernel of an epimorphic homomorphism of 
smooth formal groups 0-> N-> F 0 -> F 1 -> 0, and define '6r(N) =Coker('(, r(F 0 )--> 
'(, r(F i)) (where '(,r is the p-typical curve functor) to obtain a covariant Dieudonne 
theory for finite local group schemes over complete local rings; cf. Oort [321]. 

(g) There is something inelegant about the asymmetric treatment of the three sub
categories N 11 , N,,, Ni, for which (contravariant) Dieudonne modules can be defined. 
This can be remedied by using Barsotti's covectors; cf. [21, 22] and also (143]. 

Ill (E.4.2) W(X, Y) as a generator Let F(X, Y) over A be a formal group law. Then 
for every curve ;(t) E '(,(F; .4), there is a homomorphism of formal group laws C(,(X): 
W"(X, Y)-> F(X. Y) taking 1• .. (1) into 1•(1). So if we let y(t) run through a V-basis of 
'(,(F; A), then we can find in this way an epimorphism W(X, Y)1--> F(X. Y) showing 
that every formal group law is the quotient of a (possibly infinite) number of copies of 
W(X, Y). 

111 (E.4.3) Notes on Section 27 The three theorems of Cartier are the subject of his 
Comptes Re11<l11s note [65]. Cartier never published his proofs. By this time, however, a 
number of proofs have appeared. In (254. 256] Lazard gave proofs of the first and second 
theorem and two proofs of the third theorem. He also discusses an intermediate case 
(between Cart( A) and Carte(A)) where a certain number of primes are supposed to be 
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invertible. These proofs are very much from the power series point of view. In [123] 
Ditters has given a set of proofs from the bialgebra point of view. Here entwined 
function pairs play a central role. Unfortunately, as we have seen, the ring L, which 
classifies entwined pairs of functions, is not torsion free (Examples (27.4.17) and 
(27.4.18)). As a result the proof of Cartier's third theorem in [123], cf. also (124], 
appears to be correct only for A of characteristic zero. For some more (classification) 
uses of entwined function pairs, cf. also (125]. Related results have been written down 
by Kirillov (222]. 

The proofs of the first and second theorem which I have given above more or less 
follow Lazard [256]. The proof of the third theorem, however. comes from [ 175], which 
paper also gives the connection between the functional equation lemma and the notion 
of an entwined pair of functions, the subject matter of Section 27.6. 

• (E.4.4) Notes on Section 28 The technical proposition (28.2.2) and its proof 
come from Lazard's notes (256]. Propositions (28.3.8) and (23.3.9) follow Manin (277], 
and in Section 28.4 we follow Manin (277] very closely (in spite of the fact that we are in 
a somewhat more general situation). 

Euclidean algorithms (proper stathms) for noncommutative rings were first studied 
by Wedderburn (435] and Ore (323]; cf. also Jacobson [204]. 

Ill (E.4.5) Notes on Section 29 These results were announced in (180]. Completely 
independently, Drinfel'd in (135] has also obtained a classification theorem for formal 
A-modules in terms of CartA(B) modules for A of characteristic zero. He uses a clever 
two-step reduction method: first go from Zr to the ring of integers ofa finite unramified 
extension of Qp and then deal with the case of a completely ramified extension. In this 
way one does not obtain the explicit description of the q-typical curve functor '6' q(-; B), 
nor of the operator f., and one also does not obtain the analogue of the first theorem (as 
far as I can see). And, of course, this method does not work if A is of characteristic p > 0. 

• (E.4.6) N~tes on Section 30 These results were announced in (182]. The whole 
structure of the theory and practically all the proofs are entirely straightforward genera
lizations of the theorems and proofs sketched by Cartier in his 1972 IHES seminar (68] 
(once one has available the formal A-module Cartier-Dieudonne theory of Section 29). 
For (30.1.26 ), I have also made use of (72]. 

For very much related material (universial extensions, etc.) in the context ofBarsotti
Tate groups, and to see how one can apply these and similar results to, e.g., the theory of 
abelian varieties, see Messing's book (286]; cf. also [285]. 

Another treatment of (some of) the results of Cartier's IHES seminar can be found in 
Lazard's book [256]. 

The results of Section 30 generalize the more explicit results of Section 22 on moduli 
for one dimensional formal group laws. More explicit results on moduli for higher 
dimensional formal group laws are in Umemura (423]; these are useful for explicit 
calculations of local moduli of abelian varieties; cf. Norman (312]. 

More, related results on formal groups over Wpoo(k), k a perfect field, can be found in 
Fontaine's two notes (141, 142], which moreover also contain results on finite group 

schemes over WP,.(k). 

• (E.4.7) Note on formal groups up to isomorphism and algebroid formal 
groups Manin's big paper [277] contains much more than we have mentioned so far. 
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It also contains classification results of formal groups up to isomorphism over an 
algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0 in terms of certain finite dimensional 
(not connected) algebraic varieties of parameters. It further proves thaUf A is the formal 
group of an abelian variety over k and if G ..... occurs in the decomposition up to isogeny 
of A, then so does G.., .• (the symmetry theorem; the opposite theorem has been proved 
by Serre). 

A formal group law F is algebroid if it is the formal completion of some algebraic 
group scheme. More results pertaining to algebroid formal groups and related questions 
like algebraic hulls of formal groups can be found in [107, 367, 413, 414). 

CHAPTER VI 

APPLICATIONS OF FORMAL GROUPS 
IN ALGEBRAIC TOPOLOGY, 

NUMBER THEORY, AND 
ALGEBRAIC GEOMETRY 

31 Basic Definitions and Survey of the 
Results of Chapter VI 

This section gives a short survey of some applications of the theory of formal 
group laws; we discuss these in more detail in Sections 32-35. The interested 
reader will find brief notes on further applications in Appendix B. 

31.1 Formal groups in algebraic topology 

All formal group laws in this subsection will be commutative and one 
dimensional. 

• (31.1.1) Complex oriented cohomology theories Leth* be a multi
plicative cohomology theory defined, e.g., on the category of finite CW
complexes (with commutative (in the graded sense) multiplication). The theory 
h* is said to be complex oriented if one has Euler classes eh(L) E h2(S) for every 
complex line bundle Lover a CW-complex S such that (i) eh is natural for 
bundle maps and (ii) h*(CP") ~ h*(pt)[u]/u"+ 1 where u = e1'(~,,). where~" is the 
canonical line bundle over CP" (whose fiber in x E CP" "is" the line repre
sented by x). Here CP" is complex projective space of complex dimension n. 

If one can work with CP' as well. it is the same to specify an element 
u11 E h2 (CP-') such that fi*(S 2 ) is free on one generator i*uh over h(pt) where i: 
S2 = CP 1 ___, cp-' is the canonical inclusion map. (Cf. [2, Part II. Section 2]; 
there i/' need not be in h2(CP' ).) 

Given a complex oriented cohomology theory (h*, eh), one can define Chern 
classes (c 1 =eh) and multiplicative Thom classes in h (cf. [133]). 

• (31.1.2) The formal group law Fh(X. Y) of a complex oriented co
homology theory Let (h*, eh) be a complex oriented cohomology theory. 

427 
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Let L 1, L 2 be complex line bundles. Then we have (because CP"' is classifying 
for line bundles) 

eh(L1@ L 2) =I aiieh(Ldeh(L2 )i, aii E h(pt) 

and by the naturality of Chern classes the coefficients aii do not depend on L 1 
and L2 , so that we find a well-determined power series in two variables X, Y 

Fh(X, Y) =I aiiXiY' 

which has the properties: (i) Fh(X, 0) = X because L 1@ I~ L 1, (ii) 
F11(X, Y) = F1,(Y, X) because L1@ L2 ~ L2 @L1, (iii) Fh(X, Fh(Y, Z)) = 

F11(Fh(X, Y), Z) because (L1@ L2)@ L3 ~ L1@ (L2 @ L3 ). That is, F h(X, Y} is 
a formal group law over h(pt), called the formal group law of the complex 
oriented cohomology theory (h*, eh). 

• (31.1.3) Examples 

(i) Take h* = H*, ordinary cohomology, and let uH E H 2(CP"') be the 
usual generator. The associated formal group law is then F H(X, Y) = X + Y. 

(ii) Take h* = K*, complex K-theory, with its usual Euler class. The asso
ciated formal group law is then F K(X, Y} = X + Y - wX Y, where w is the Bott 
periodicity element. 

• (31.1.4) Complex cobordism Let MU* be complex cohordism cohomol
ogy. This is canonically oriented (cf. 34.l for details). Let mn = (11 + rr I 
[CP"] where [CP"] denotes the class in MU(pt} of the complex manifold CP". 

• (31.1.5) Theorem The pair (MU*, eMv) is universal for complex oriented 
cohomology theories. That is, for every complex oriented cohomology theory 
(h*, eh), there is a unique (linear, degree preserving, multiplicative, and unit 
preserving} transformation of cohomology theories 9 such that ,'JeMv = eh. 

• (31.1.6) Theorem FMv(X, Y) over MU(pt) is a universal one dimensional 
commutative formal group law. 

• (31.1.7) Theorem The logarithm logMu(X) of FMu(X, Y) is equal to 

OC• "' [CP"] 
logMu(X) = I mnxn+ I = I xn+ I 

n~o n~on+l 

• (31.1.8) Cohomology operations in MU* One now uses theorem 
(3 1.1.5) to construct lots of cohomology operations as follows. Afflicting MU* 
with coefficients, we define a cohomology theory MU*[t] by MU*[t](S, A)= 
MU*(S, A)[t] where t is short fort= (t1> t2 , .. . ). Now let a:(X) be the power 
series defined by 

00 

a:- 1(X) = I ti-1 Xi, t 0 = I 
i= 1 
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Define a new Euler class for MU*[t] by e'\Wlrl(L) = a(eMv(L)) (take degree 
ti = - 2i). Then Theorem (31. l.5) says that there is a cohomology transforma
tion (the big Landweber-Novikov operation) 

s,: MU*--> MU*[t] 

taking eMv into eMV!rJ. Let n run through all multi-indices with finite support n: 
N--> Nu {O}. Let x E MU*(S}. Write 

s,(x) = L s0 (x)t0 

n 

to obtain the Landweber-Novikov operations s0 • 

• (31.l.9) BP cohomology Choose a prime number p. Now let a:(X) be the 
power series over MU (pt) @ Z<Pl = MU <Pi(Pt) such that 

a:(log,Wl{X)) = (L mp•- 1 XP"t 1 

(i.e., a:(X) is the canonical isomorphism making F Mu(X, Y) p-typical). Let 
MU(,,l(M, A)= MU*(M, A)® Z<Pl and complex orient MU(,,l by e~w"'~L) = 
a(eMv (L)). Then by Theorem (31. l.5) we find (after localization) a cohomology 
transformation 

9P: MU(,,i--> MU(,,i 

which turns out to be idempotent (essentially because the canonical way of 
making a p-typical group law p-typical is doing nothing). The image of 9P is a 
new complex oriented cohomology theory BP* (Brown-Peterson cohomology) 
whose associated formal group law is p-typical and universal for p-typical 
formal group laws. Moreover, (BP, e8P) is universal for complex oriented coho
mology theories whose associated formal group law is p-typical. 

•(31.1.10) Generators for MU(pt) and BP(pt} In Chapter I, Sections 3, 5, 
we constructed a universal formal group law F u(X, Y) over Z[U z, U 3 , ... ] and 
a p-typically universal formal group law F v(X, Y) over Z[Vi, V2, •.. ]. Because 
F Mv(X, Y) is universal and F 8 p(X, Y) is p-typically universal, there exist iso
morphisms <jJ: Z[U] ::::+ MU(pt), ljl: Z<Pl[V]--> BP(pt) that take F u(X, Y) into 
FMv(X, Y) and Fv(X, Y) into F8 p(X, Y). Let ui=</J(Ui+ 1), vi=l/J(VJ Then 
this gives us polynomial generators u1, u2, ... for MU(pt) and t1 1, v2, ... for 
BP(pt). Moreover, because we have reasonable formulas for the logarithms 
fv(X) andfv(X) and because we know the logarithms log,wu(X) and log 8 p(X), 
one finds formulas for the u 1, u 2, ... and t' 1, v 2, ... in terms of the complex 
projective spaces. In the case of BP these are 

(31.1.ll) 

which is also a description of the Hurewicz map 

BP(pt) = n*(BP)--> H *(BP)= z(p)[mp-1• mp2- I• ... ] 
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• (31.1.12) Cohomology operations for BP* Let a,...(X): F,.(X, Y)---> 
Fv.r(X, Y) be the universal isomorphism of p-typical formal group laws dis
cussed in Section 19.2 of Chapter IV. Define Euler classes for BP*[t] by 
e8 Plrl(L) = a, . .r(e8 P(L)). This makes BP*[t] complex oriented, and the associated 
formal group law is F,.,,, which is p-typical. By the universality of (BP*, e8P) (cf. 
(31.1.9)), there is a cohomology transformation 

r,: BP*---> BP*[t] 

taking e8 P into e8 PlrJ. One writes again r, = LE rE tE, where E runs through all 
multi-indices with finite support £: N-> N u {O}, to obtain the Quillen
Landweber- Novikov operations rE for BP-cohomology. 

Now because r, takes e8 P into eBPlrJ, we must have r,(pt)*F"(X, Y) = F,,,,(X, Y), 
which means that (under the identification v; f---> v;. T;f---> t;), r,(pt) becomes the lo

calized in p version of the homomorphism 17n: Z[V]-> Z[V; T], V11 f---> T7 11 which 
we studied in some detail in Sections 19.3 and 22 of Chapter IV. As an im
mediate result one obtains, e.g., 

(31.1.13) r~,(v11 ) = -u~'-; mod(p, vi) 

where ~i = (0, .... 0, I, 0 .... ) with the I in the ith spot. 

• (31.1.14) What has been briefly sketched above by no means exhausts the fun 
one can have in playing with formal group laws in algebraic topology; cf. 
Appendix 8.4 for some more brief remarks. 

31.2 Tate modules 

• (31.2.1) The group F(K,c) Let A be a complete discrete valuation ring 
without zero divisors with maximal ideal 111 and quotient field K. Let K,0 be a 
separable closure of K and 111(K,cl the maximal ideal of its ring of integers 
A(K,.). Let F(X, Y) be an 11-dimensional formal group law over A and let x, 
y E 11t(K,.)11 be two n-tuples of elements of m(K,c)· Then F(x, y) converges to an 
element z = x +,. yin m(K,J". We shall denote the resulting abelian group by 
F(K,c). Similarly one has of course the abelian groups F(L) for intermediate 
extensions Kc L c K, 0 • 

• (31.2.2) Theorem Let N c F(K,0 ) be a finite subgroup, where F(X, Y) is a 
one dimensional formal group law over A. Let L/ K be a finite extension such 
that N c F(L). Then there exists a formal group law G(X, Y) over A(L) which 
is the quotient of F(X, Y) by N. (For a more precise and also stronger state
ment, cf. Theorem (35.2.1).) 

• (31.2.3) The Tate module Let A(F) c F(Kscl be the torsion subgroup of 
F(K,.). One defines 

(31.2.4) 

(31.2.5) 

T(F) = Modz,,(Qr/Zr, A(F)) 

V(F) = Modzp(Qr, A(F) 
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The natural quotient map QI'---> Qr /ZP induces an inclusion T(F) c V(F). If 
F(X, Y) is of finite height h, then V(F) is a vector space of dimension hover Qr 
and T(F) is a lattice in V(F). 

The following is a (weak) consequence of a theorem of Tate. 

• (31.2.6) Proposition Let a(X): F(X, Y)---> G(X, Y) be a homomorphism 
between finite height, one dimensional formal group laws over A. Then a(X) is 
an isomorphism iff T(cx) is an isomorphism. 

• (31.2.7) lsogenies Let cx(X): F(X, Y)-> G(X, Y) be a nonzero homo
morphism of one dimensional, finite height formal group laws over A (i.e., cx(X) 
is an isogeny). Then cx(X) induces homomorphisms T(cx): T(F)---> T(G) and an 
isomorphism V(cx): V(F)-> V(G). Taking V(O!t 1T(G) ::i V(F), one finds a lat
tice in V(F) that contains T(F) and one shows that there is a 1-1 correspon
dence between such superlattices L of T(F) in V(F) and isogenies with source 
F(X, Y). Conversely. there is also a one-one correspondence between sub
lattices of T(F) in V(F) and isogenies with target F(X, Y); cf. Theorem (35.4.2) 

for a more precise statement. 

• (31.2.8) Formal group laws with pregiven END ring The isogeny 
theorem sketched above gives one a very strong hold on endomorphisms and 
homomorphisms of one dimensional formal group laws over (finite extensions 
of) A. Among other things one shows (with the Lubin-Tate formal group laws 
as an intermediate construction) that every order {f.1 over ZP (contained in 
A(K,J) arises as the absolute endomorphism ring of some one dimensional 
formal group law over a finite extension A(L) of A (Theorem (35.5.9)). 

31.3 Local class field theory 

Let A be the ring of integers of a complete discrete valuation field K, with 
finite residue field k of q elements. Let n be a uniformizing element of K. Let 
F,.(X, Y) be any Lubin-Tate formal A-module over A with n(F ,.) = n. (The 
simplest such formal group law has logarithm X + n- 1 Xq + n- 2 Xq' + · · · ). 
Let A= A(Fe) be the torsion subgroup of F .. (K,c), and let L, = K,(A). Then 
one has 

• (31.3.1) Theorem 

(i) A"" K/A as an A-module. 
(ii) L. is a maximal totally ramified abelian extension of K. 

(iii) For each r E Gal(L./K), there is a unique u, E U(K) such that 
d = [u,)(,1.) for all ,1. E A. (Here [u](X) is, as usual, the unique endomorphism 
over A of the formal A-module F,.(X, Y) such that [u](X) = uX mod degree 2.) 

(iv) Tf---> u, is an isomorphism Gal(L,/K)---> U(K). 

• (31.3.2) Now let K11, be the maximal unramified extension of K contained in 
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Ksc· One now defines a homomorphism r: K*---+ Gal(K 0 , • L,/K) where 
K* = K\{O} and where the dot denotes "compositum," as follows 

n:1-+ a E Gal(L, · K0 ,/L,) c Gal(K0 , • L,/ K) 

U(K) 3 111-+ r(u- 1) E Gal(L, · K 0,/Kn,) E Gal(K0 , • L,/K) 

where r(u- 1) is the unique element of Gal(L./K) corresponding to u- 1 via (iii) 
and (iv) of Theorem (31.3. l ), and where a is the Frobenius substitution: i.e., 
a(x) = xq mod m(L,) for all x E A(L,). 

• (31.3.3) Theorem 

(i) 4 · K 0 , is the maximal abelian extension of K (in K,c). 
(ii) r: K*---+ Gal(K"b/K) is the reciprocity homomorphism. 

31.4 The formal minimal model of an elliptic curve 

• (31.4.1) Dirichlet series with Euler products Let L(s) be a Dirichlet 
series over Z admitting an Euler factorization 

x 

L a(n)1e = L(s) = CT ( 1 - app-s + bpp 1 - 2sr 1, 

n=l p 

LetfL(X) be the power series 

<:f_' 

fdX) = l: n- 1a(n)X" 
n"" 1 

Then the functional equation lemma says that fdX) is the logarithm of a one 
dimensional formal group law F L(X, Y) over Z. 

• (31.4.2) Formal minimal model Let Ebe an elliptic curve over Q. Take 
a minimal (affine) model (F): Y2 + C1 XY + C3 y = X 3 + C2X 2 + C4X + c6of 
E over Z. Take t = X/Y as a local parameter at the zero element of the group 
law of E. Expanding the group law E as a power series in t 1, t 2' one obtains a 
power series Ge(t i. t 2 ) which is a formal group law over Z (the formal minimal 
model of£). If ge(X) is the logarithm of GE(X. Y), then 

dlgE (z) = I /J(n)z"-' 
{ X n=I 

where l:::"= 1 /J( n )z"- 1 dz is the power series development in z = X I Y of the 
invariant differential w = dX(2Y + c 1X + c3 f 1. 

• (31.4.3) Theorem The formal group laws GE(X, Y) and F L(X, Y) are 
strictly isomorphic over Z where L(s) is the global L-series of E defined by 

L(s) = n (1 - app-s + bppl-2sr I 
p 
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where for the primes where E has good reduction I - avp-s + bPp 1 - 2s is the 
denominator of the zeta function of the reduction of E over F p· 

Given this theorem of Honda, an easy application of the functional equation 
lemma gives Atkin-Swinnerton-Dyer congruences 

(31.4.4) fJ(np) - ap/J(n) + pbp/J(n//p) = 0 mod ps 

if n = 0 mod p5 - 1, s EN. (Here n//p = p- 111 if pin and n//p = 0 if p{ 11.) 

32 Local Class Field Theory 

In this section K is a discretely valued complete field with finite residue field 
k. We are going to give an explicit description of the maximal abelian extension 
of Kand of the reciprocity homomorphism r: K*---+ Gal(K.b/K). The field K 
may be of characteristic zero or of characteristic p > 0. 

32.1 Construction of the extension L, 

• (32.1.1) Some notation A or A(K) is the ring of integers of K; m(K) is the 
maximal ideal of A(K), and k = A(K)/m(K) is the residue field of K. Further, p 
is the characteristic of K and q the number of elements of k, q = p'. We use 
U(K) to denote the units of K, i.e., U(K) = A(K)*, the invertible elements of 
A(K) and U"(K) = {x E U(K) Ix = I mod m(K)"}. The symbol n: or n:K denotes 
a uniformizing element of K, i.e., m(K) = nA(K) and vK: K---+ Z u { oo} is the 
normalized exponential valuation on K, i.e., vK(n:) = 1. 

Let Q be some fixed algebraically closed extension of K. Then if L/K is an 
algebraic extension, r(K, L---+ Q) denotes the various K embeddings of Lin Q. 
The symbols A(L), m(L), U(L) have the obvious meanings; and if L/K has finite 
ramification U"(L), vL, n:L also make sense. If L/ K is Galois, Gal(L/ K) denotes 
the Galois group. 

• (32.1.2) Fix a uniformizing element n E A ( K) and let if" be the set of all power 
series e(X) such that e(X) = Xq mod n: and e(X) = n:X mod(degree 2). The 
simplest element of 6', is Xq + nX. We recall that for every e(X) E i·., there is a 
unique formal A-module F,.(X, Y) over A such that [n:].,(X) = e(X) (cf. Chapter 
I, Section 8.1) and that these formal A-modules are strictly isomorphic for 
varying e(X) E If •. 

The A-height of F ,.(X, Y) is I because [ n ]e(X) = e(X): cf. Chapter I, Theorem 
(8.1.5). 

• (32.1.3) The modules M,.(Kscl• ~ .. A,. Let Ksc be a separable closure of K, 
and 11t(K,J be the maximal ideal of A(KsJ The formal group law F ,.(X, Y) 
defines via x +" y = F,.(x. y) a new abelian group structure on m(K,c) and 
ax = [a]e{x) defines an A-module structure on this group. This A-module is 
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denoted M e(K.J With A •. m we denote the submodule consisting of all elements 
A. such that [nm].(A.) = 0, and Ae =Um A •. m; i.e., A. is the A-torsion submodule 
of M.(K.J The map [n]e takes Ae.m into Ae.m- 1 giving us a projective system of 
A-modules and we define 

(32.1.4) 

• (32.1.5) The extension 4 Let 4.e.m be the extension field of K generated 
by the elements of Ae,m· Because F.(X, Y) and F .(X, Y) are strictly isomorphic 
formal A-modules over A (cf. Chapter I, Theorem (8.1.5)), we have that 
4.e.m = 4.e,m• so we can simply write 4.m· By definition L •. m is Galois over K. 
Let 4 = Um 4.m· 

• (32.1.6) Theorem Let n be a uniformizing element of K and let e E C •. 
Then: 

(i) The A-module Me(K.c) is divisible (i.e., ifx EM e(K.c), then there exists 
a y E M.(Ksc) such that [n]eY = x. 

(ii) For each m E N, the A-module Ae.m is isomorphic to A/nm A and Te is 
isomorphic to A. 

(iii) A. is isomorphic to K/A as an A-module. 
(iv) For each r E Gal(4/K), there is a unique 11 E U(K) such that 

rA. = [u].A. for all A. E Ae. 
(v) The map n-•u of (iv) above is an isomorphism of Gal(L./K) onto 

U(K) and the kernel of the composed map Gal(L./K)-> U(K)--> U(K)/Um(K) 
is Gal(4/4.m)· 

(vi) The element n is a norm from 4 ... for all m E N. 

Proof In view of the formal A-module isomorphisms F.(X, Y) :4 F ;;(X, Y) 
for all e, eE c., we can assume that e(X) = Xq + nX. Recall that [n:].(X) = 

e(X). Let x E M.(K.J The polynomial xq + nX - x has all its roots in 
the maximal ideal of the algebraic closure of K. Also the roots are simple 
because qXq- I + n has no roots in the maximal ideal of the algebraic closure of 
K. It follows that all roots are in m(K.c) proving that M,(K,c) is divisible. 
(Recall that K may be of characteristic p > 0.) 

The A-module Ae. i consists of the roots of Xq + nX = 0 and is therefore a 
k-vector space of dimension 1. Further, Ae as the A-torsion submodule of 
Me(K,c) is also divisible, statements (ii) and (iii) of the theorem now follow, 
where for the statement concerning T., the completeness of A is essential. (NB 
there is nothing canonical about the isomorphisms of A-modules Te~ A and 
Ae ~ K/A.) 

Now let TE Gal(L./K). Then T induces an automorphism of the A-module 
T., (because T*([n]e(X)) = [n:]e{X)) and the only A-module automorphisms of 
T., ~ A are of the form z 1-+ 11z for some unit 11 E U(K). This proves (iv). The 
assignment TI-+ 11 of (iv) is injective because L. is generated over K by A". 
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Moreover, if TI-+ u E um(K), then multiplication with II is the identity on 
Ae.m ~ A/nmA so that r1-+11 E U"'(K) is equivalent to TE Gal(L./L •. 111 ) because 
inversely if TE Gal(4/4.111 ), then T is the identity on Ae.m c 4.m· Thus TI-+ u 
induces an injection 

(32. l.7) Gal(L .... /K)-> U(K)/U<"''(K) 

Now consider e<ml(X) = e(e(· · ·(e(X)· · · ))) (mth iterate of e(X)) which is divisible 
by e<m- ll(X) since e(X) is divisible by X. The quotient e<"''(X)/e1"'- 1'(X) is of 
the form 

(32.1.8) x(q- l)qm-1 + n:(·. ·) + 71: 

which is an Eisenstein polynomial and hence irreducible. Now L •. ,,. contains 
A •. m which is the set of all roots of e<ml(X). It follows that [L •. 111 : K] ~ 
(q - l)qm- I which is the number of elements of U(K)/lJ<'">(K). So, (32.1.7) 
being injective, it is also surjective and hence an isomorphism, which, since 
both U(K) and Gal(4/K) are compact, also proves (v). Finally, (vi) follows 
because ifAm is a root of (32.1.8), then N Lmtrr!K( - A.m) = n: (where N L/K denotes the 
norm mapping L-> K). 

32.2 The reciprocity law of local class field theory 

• (32.2.l) We recall that the reciprocity law of local class field theory is a 
homomorphism r: K*--> Gal(Kab/K) such that for every abelian extension 
L/ K, r induces an isomorphism K* /NL/KL* ~ Gal(L/ K). 

• (32.2.2) Let K 0 , be the maximal unramified extension of K (within Q) and let 
a E Gal(K0,/K) be the Frobenius substitution (i.e., aa = aq mod n for all 
a E A(K.,)). The abelian extension 4/K of Section 32.l is totally ramified, so 
L./K and K,,,/K are linearly disjoint. We now define a homomorphism 
K*--> Gal(4 · K0,/K) as follows (where L. • K,,, is the compositum of L. and 
K,,,): 

s.: K--> Gal(4 · K,,,/K) 

U(K) 3 u1-+s.(u) E Gal(L. · K,,,/K,,,) c Gal(L. · K,,,/K) 

(32.2.3) s.(u)(A.) = [11- 1]e(),) for all ), E Ae 

n1-+a E Gal(4 · K,,,/4) c Gal(4 · K,,,/K) 

• (32.2.4) Theorem The field L. · K,,, and the homomorphism s. do not 
depend on the choice of n:. 

Proof The field Lit is defined in terms of a formal group law F, defined 
by an e(X) E &'fr. So we need to compare Lubin-Tate formal group laws belong
ing to different uniformizing elements. In fact what we need is Proposition 
(8.3.9) of Chapter I, which says that if e(X) E If"' E'(X) E 8 fr• then the formal 
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A-modules F .. (X, Y) and Fe(X, Y) are isomorphic over A(K",), the ring of 
integers of the completion of the maximal unramified extension of K. More 
precisely, Proposition (8.3.8) of Chapter I asserts the existence of a power series 

ci:(X) E A(Kn,)[X] such that 

where ir = urr, u E U(K) 

(32.2.5) ct(Fe(X, Y)) = F,(ci:X, ci:Y), ci:([a]e(X)) = [a].;{ct(X)) 

cx(X) = t:X mod(degree 2), where e E U(Kn,) is such that ar./e = 11 

We can take e(X) = Xq + rrX, e(X) = Xq + irX. Let A. E A"·"'' then by 
(32.2.5) we have that [ n"'],(ci:(A.)) = 0, and ci:(A.) Ei( .. ,. L.. Now W']; 
(X) = e"<"'l(X) so that ci:(A.) is algebraic over K, and it follows that 

ci:(A.) E Kn, · L,, by Lemma (32.2.6) below. Since ci:(X) is an isomorphism, this 
gives that ,1, 1--+ ct(A.) is a bijection A"--> A, so that A,, c K 11, • L •. This proves that 
L 11 c K 11, • L,,, which by symmetry proves the first part of the theorem. 

We now show that s.(it) = s11 (n) (for all it). This suffices to prove the second 
part of the theorem because the uniformizing elements generate K* as an 

abelian group. Now on the subfield K", c K 11, • L, both s11(n) and s,(it) induce 
the Frobenius substitution a. So it remains to show only that s,(it)(i) = s11 (n)(X) 
for all 1 E A,,. Let it = urr, then 

s,(it) = s.(u)s,(rr) 

Let ,1, E Ae be such that ci:(A.) = l Then we have 

s.(it)(l) = s,(u)(a(ci:(A.))) = s,(!i)(ct[ll]e(A.)) 

= ci:([!i]efs.(ll)(A.))) = ci:([!1L([!1-1]AA.))) 

= ci:(A.) = l 

where we have used that s,(rr) =a E Gal(L. · K 11,/Kn,)· Thus s.(ir) is the iden
tity on L .. Now s11(n) = id on L11 by definition, and we have proved the 
second part of theorem modulo Lemma (32.2.6). 

•(32.2.6) Lemma Let Ebe an algebraic extension of K and let x EE, the 
completion of E. If x is separable algebraic over K, then x E E. 

Proof Let Esc be the separable closure of E and E the closure of E in E,c· 
Then x E E. Now let TE Gal(Esc/E), then T is continuous, so T is also the 
identity on E; hence Gal(E.cf E) = Gal(E,c/E) which by Galois theory says that 
E = E; so that x E E. 

• (32.2.7) Remark Another way to prove the existence of an ci:(X) such that 
(32.2.5) holds is as follows. Both Fe(X, Y) and F .(X, Y) are formal A-modulo 

of A-height 1 over A(K",), so their reductions are isomorphic over the residue 
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field of A(Kn,) (they are of equal height (cf. Chapter IV); but their A-height is I, 

so there are no formal moduli and it follows that F .. (X, Y) and F e(X, Y) are 
isomorphic over A(Kn,)). Let ci:(X) be the isomorphism. Because F,.(X, Y) and 

F,(X, Y) are invariant under a*, it follows that ci:- 1(X) · a*(ci:(X)) is an auto
morphism of Fe(X, Y) over A(K,.,) which by Chapter IV, (20.1.21) means that 
ci:- 1(X) · a*(ci:(X)) = [u]e(X) for some 11 E U(K). 

• (32.2.8) Theorem Kn, · L,, is the maximal abelian extension of K and 
s = s. is the reciprocity law homomorphism r. 

Proof Kn, ·Lis an abelian extension, hence a subextension of Kah· The 

maximal unramified subextension of both is K"'' so we have a diagram of 
Galois groups 

0 ___,. Gal(K"' · L./Kn,) ___,. Gal(K"' · L./ K)--+ Gal(K",/K)--+ 0 

<P'I ~· <PI~, II 
0--+ Gal(Kab/K~,) Gal(Kab/K) Gal(K",/K)--+ 0 

~~ 
U(K) K* 

Now let us show first that </Jr = s. Let rr E K be a uniformizing element, then 

r(rr) is a on Kn,/K and r(rr) =id on L. because rr is a norm from every L •. ,,. (cf. 
(32.2.1)). On the other hand, by definitions= s., so that s.(rr) is a on K,.,and 

identity on L •. That is, r(rr) = s(rr) on L. · Knr· This holds for all rr hence <Pr= s. 
Now s' and r' are both isomorphisms (cf. Theorem (32.l.6)(v)), so <P' is an 
isomorphism and hence <P also, which proves by Galois theory that 

Kab = Knr • L,,. 

32.3 The case K = QP 

Let K = QP. Then we can take rr = p and for e(X) E cf P we can take e(X) = 
(X + l)P - I. Then 

e1"»(X) = (X + 1 )P"' - 1 

so that LP is the extension field of K = QP generated by the p"'th roots of unity 
m = I, 2, 3, .... The Lubin-Tate formal group law of this e(X) is 

Fe(X, Y)=X+ Y+XY 

because e(Fe(X, Y)) = (1 + Fe(X, Y))P- 1 = (X + l)P(Y + l)P- 1 = e(X) + 
e( Y) + e(X)e( Y). Also the endomorphisms [a le for a E ZP are easy to calculate. 
One has 

[a] .. (X) = (1 + X)" - 1 = ;~i (~) x; 
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(which makes sense in Zµ[ X ]). As a result one obtains the following description 
of the reciprocity homomorphism for the case of QP: 

Let a= p'u E Q;. u E U(Qp)· Then r(a) acts as a' on the maximal unramified 
extension of QI' and on the totally ramified extension generated by the p"'th 
roots of unity r(a) acts as (p.,1-> (~: '. (Note that this makes sense because if 
ll- I = !' mod pn, then (~: 1 = c;;., SO that We Only need a finite Chunk Of the 
p-adic development of u- 1 to calculate (~,; '.) 

32.4 On the Safarevic mapping 

• (32.4.1) Let K be as in (32.1.l ). Let L/ K be a finite Galois extension and let 
Lab /L be the maximal abelian extension of L. Then Lab/ K is a Galois extension 
(if r E r(K, Lab-> Q); then because r(L) = L. we have an abelian extension 
r(L.ib)/L that is contained in L..b/L because Lab is maximal). Let 
r = Gal(L..b/K) and G = Gal(L/K). We have an exact sequence 

(32.4.2) 

Restricting the elements of r to K"" we obtain a surjection: r-> Z = 

Gal(K 11, /K). Let r' be the inverse image of Z c Z under this mapping. 
Let rL: L*-> Gal(L.ib /L) be the reciprocity homomorphism for L. This homo

morphism induces a map H 2 (G, L*)-> H 2 (G, Gal(Lab/L)). and under this map 
the fundamental class of L in H 2(G, L*) goes into the class of the extension 
(32.4.2) ([348]; cf. (E.5.1)). Also Safarevic gave an embe~ding of r· into a 
division algebra with center K and invariant n- 1, called a Safarevic mapping, 
which on r· n G(Lab / L) is inverse to rL (the field Lis also embeddable in this 
division algebra; cf. Chapter IV, second intermezzo on division algebras 
(23.1.4)). Below we shall use Lubin-Tate formal group laws to construct such 
a Safarevic mapping. 

• (32.4.3) Proposition Let e(X) E <ff •L' e(X) E If.,. and let Fe(X. Y) 
F ,.(X, Y) be the corresponding Lubin-Tate formal A-modules and let T,., Te be 
the Tate modules of F"(X, Y), F ,.(X, Y) (cf. (32.1.4)). Then for every A(L)-linear 
homomorphism </>: T.:-> T,., there is a unique homomorphism of formal A
modules over A(l",) a(X): Fe(X, Y)-> F,(X. Y) such that a(X) induces <f>. 

Proof We know that T,, ~ T,. ~ A(L) as A(L) modules. We also know that 
Fe(X, Y) and F,.(X, Y) are isomorphic as formal A-modules over A(l",) 
(Theorem (8.3.8) of Chapter I). The result now follows from the fact that the 
ring of A(L)-linear endomorphisms of A(L) is of course A(L) and that 

A(L)-EndAtL.,i(FAX, Y)) = A(L) = A(L)-EndAti,)F,(X. Y)) 

This last fact is proved by (20.1.21) in Chapter IV if A(L) is of characteristic 
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zero and is proved in exactly the same way if A(L) is of characteristic p > 0. (In 
the latter case one uses that the formal A(L)-module endomorphisms of 
G.(X, Y) over £",are necessarily of the form aX, a EA(£",), and then reasons 
as in (20.1.19); of course it is absolutely essential in the characteristic /l > 0 case 
that we consider only formal A(L) - module endomorphisms of F)X. Y) and 
not all formal group law endomorphisms.) 

• (32.4.4) Fix some e(X) E &.,_and let Fe(X, Y) and T,. be the corresponding 
formal A(L)-module and Tate module. Fix some arbitrary A(L)-module iso
morphism T.: ::-. A(L). Transporting the G = Gal(L/ K) module structure of 
A(L) to T.: via this isomorphism. we obtain an A(L)-semilinear action of G on 
T", i.e., a homomorphism 1;: G-> Autz)T..) such that i:(r)(ax) = r(a)i;(r)(x) for 
all a E A(L) and x ri T.:. 

For each element I' Er, consider the formal A(L)-module ;•*F,.(X. Y) over 
A(L) (this is the Lubin-Tate formal A-module associated to ;•*e(X)). We shall 
write F1.(X, Y) for l'* F)X, Y) and T; for its Tate module. Then;' induces of 
course an isomorphism T,,-> "I'; which is A(L)-semilinear with the twist given by 
the image of}' under r-> G. Let f,; be the image of y under r __, G--> Autzp(Te). 
Then t.1. • }'- 1 : 7;. __, T.:--> T,. is an A(L)-linear map, which by Proposition 
(32.4.3) comes from a unique homomorphism of formal A-modules a,.(X): 
FlY. Y)-> F"(X. Y). 

• (32.4.5) Remark Let II E U(L) and let T = r(x) E Gal(Lab/L) c r, then 
E, =id, so that a,(X) is induced by ,- 1. By (21.l.6)(v) and the definition of the 
reciprocity homomorphism (32.2.3) we have d = [u- 1]e{,l.) for all}, E /\",and it 
follows that [u]e(X) induces the A(L)-linear map,- i: /\"-->/\";i.e., in this case 
we have a,(X) = [11]e(X). 

• (32.4.6) Lemma a,.J(X) = a;(X) , /'*(:x"(X)). 

Proof We have on the Tate-module level 

s,.1 ( ·yc5 r l = ( e,. , )' - l ) , '/ ( S,1 , t5 - l ) )' - l 

and the lemma follows because of the uniqueness of the correspondence of 
Proposition (32.4.3) and because the map of Tate modules induced by )'*(o:(X)) 
is of course y ·· </> }'- 1 if</> is induced by the formal A-module homomorphism 
a(X). One has, so to speak, a "commutative diagram" 

)'*F(X, Y)!~ y*G(X. Y) 
r-,. r ;· 

F(X. Y) a(X) G(X, Y) 

• (32.4.7) Construction of the Safarevic mappings Let aiX) denote 
the power series over k,c, the residue field of L"" obtained by reducing all 
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coefficients of ix;o(X) mod 111(£.,). Let y Er and let v(y) E Z c Gal(K.,/K) be 
its image. Then xq•I;) is a homomorphism of formal A(K)-modules F e(X, Y)-+ 
F,.(~, Y) over k,c where F e(X, Y) and F,(X, Y) are the reductions modulo 
111(L.,) of Fe(X, Y) and F1,(X, Y). The composed map c.iy(X) o xq•<;) is then a 
formal A(K)-module endomorphism of Fe(X, Y) over k,0 • This latter ring is the 
ring of integers of the division algebra of rank n2 and invariant n- 1 over K, 
where n = A(K)-height(Fe(X, Y)) = [L: K]; cf. (23.1.6). Let D.(K) be this divi
sion algebra. Then we have constructed a maps: r-+ D.(K). 

• (32.4.8) Lemma The map s in a homomorphism. 

Proof Using Lemma (32.4.6) we have 

s(1•c5) = a;·.i(Xq'")"'")) 

= a,.(X) o y*(ix0 (X)) o xq•<;)+•"') 

= 121,(X) o Xq'''' o a0 (X) o Xq""') 

because y*ixJ(X) o Xq"") is equal to Xq'") 'aJ(X), as is easily checked (cf. also 
Chapter IV, Section 24.2, where this occurs repeatedly). 

• (32.4.9) Embedding Lin D.(K) This is done in the obvious way. Let 
a E A(L), then we have a formal A(L)-module endomorphism [a](X) = [a]F. 
(X) of F.(X, Y) over A(L). The reduction map A(K)-End(F.(X, Y))-+ 
A(K)-End(Fe(X, Y)) is injective; cf. Chapter IV, (21.8.19). So we find an 
injective A(K)-algebra homomorphism i: A(L)-+ A(K)-End(Fe(X, Y)) c 
D.(K), and tensoring with K gives us an embedding i: L-+ D.(K). 

• (32.4.10) Let a E L*, then r(a) E f' 11 Gal(Lab/L). We claim that then sr(a) = 
i(a). First, take a = n (same n as in 8 .). Then i(a) = e(X) = Xq' where q' is the 
number of elements of the residue field of L. On the other hand, r(rr) is the 
identity on L, and the Frobenius substitution on L.,/L so that v(r(rr)) = t. 
Because r(rr) is the identity on L,, we have 12 1.(X) = X, so that s(r(rr)) = Xq'. 
Next let 11 E U(L), then v(r(u)) = 0. Because r(u) is the identity on L., and by 
Remark (32.4.5), we have ix,<ui(X) = [u)e(X) so that s(r(u)) = [u]e(X) = i(u). 
This proves our assertion because s, r, i all are homomorphisms. 

• {32.4.11) Lemma The Safarevic mappings is injective. 

Proof ixy(X) corresponds to an isomorphism T,.-+ Te, hence is an isomor
phism of formal A-modules. Then !Xy(X) 1= 0 and hence also a,(Xq'"') 1= 0. 

• (32.4.12) Putting all this together, we have an embeddings: r-+ D.(K) which 
is an inver~e tor on r 11 Gal(L.,b/L) if one views Las a subfield of D.(K) via i; 
i.e., s is a Safarevic mapping. 

33 ELLIPTIC CURVES OVER Q 

33 Zeta Functions of Elliptic Curves over Q 
and Atkin-Swinnerton-Dyer Conjectures 

33.1 Honda's theorem on the relation between 
the formal minimal model of an elliptic curve E 

over Q and the zeta function of E 
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• (33.1.l) The formal group law associated to a Dirichlet series 
Consider a Dirichlet series 

a:· 
L(s) = L a(n)n-s 

n=l 

and suppose that L(s) admits an Euler factor for the prime p. More precisely, 
suppose that over ZP we have a factorization 

00 

(33.1.2) L(s) = (1 - b1P-s - bzp-2s - "T t L c.n-s 
n=l 

such that 

(33.1.3) 

where v P: QP-+ Z u { oo) is the normalized exponential valuation. 
Consider the power series associated to L(s) 

00 

(33.1.4) fL(X) = L: n- 1a(n)X" 
n=l 

Then if L(s) admits a factorization (33. 1.2) such that (33.1.3) holds, the power 
series .h(X) satisfies a functional equafion 

oc 

(33.1.5) fL(X)- L P-"bnfL(XP") E Zp[X] 
n= 1 

and vice versa. The proof of this is easy. A necessary and sufficient condition for 
(33.1.5) to hold is that if n = p'm, (p, m) = 1, then 

n- 1a" - p- 1b1(p- 1nr 1ar '" - · · · - p-'b,(p-'nr 1ap-'n E ZP 

which (multiplying with n) is equivalent to 

(33.1.6) 

And, on the other hand, if (33.1.2) holds, we have 

(33.1.7) 

which proves our contention in view of (33. 1.3 ). 
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• (33.1.8) Proposition Let L(.~) =I:= 1 a(n)11-s be a Dirichlet series with 
a( 11) E Z, a( 1) = 1, and suppose that for every prime number p there is over Z v a 
factorization (33.1.2) such that (33.1.3) holds. Suppose moreover that i·P(hJ;:::: 
i - I. Letf;_(X) =I:= 1 11- 1a(11)X" be the power series associated to L(s). Then 
.f~(X) is the logarithm of a one dimensional formal group law over Z. 

Proof The extra hypothesis on the b; means that p(p-"h,,) E ZP. so that by 
the functional equation lemma fl. '(fL(X) +fL(Y)} E ZP[X. Y] for all prime 
numbers p. This proves the proposition. 

•Remark Conversely, if.f~(X) is the logarithm of a formal group law over Z, 
then L(s) has for every pan Euler factor (33.1.2) such that (33.1.3) holds and 
11P(h;);:::: i - 1. (Use Sections (20.1.3} and 20.5 of Chapter IV.) 

• (33.1.9) Zeta function of an elliptic curve over Q Let Ebe an ellip
tic curve over Q (abelian variety of dimension 1 ). According to Neron [311), 
there is an essentially unique (affine) minimal model for E over Z of the form 

(33.1.10) 

where c1, c2 , c3 , c4 , c6 E Z and where the discriminant of this equation is as 
small as possible. For this model, the reductions EP of E modulo pare irreduc
ible curves for all prime numbers p. One now defines the local L-series of E by 
the recipe: 

(33.1.11) If EP is nonsingular, then Lp(.~)=(l-aPp-'+p 1 - 2sr1. where 
I - aPx + px2 is the numerator of the zeta function of EP. 

(33.1.12) If EP has an ordinary double point, then we set L/~) = 
( 1 - sP p- 'r 1 where r.P = + I or - I, depending on whether the tangents to the 
double point are rational over F P or not. 

(33.1.13) If EP has a cusp, one sets Lp(s) =I. 

(This exhausts all possibilities; in case (33.1.11) E is said to have good 
reduction at p, in case (33.1.12) multiplicative reduction, and in case (33.1.13) 
additive reduction.) 

The global L-series of E over Q is now defined as 

L(s) = 0 Lp(s) 
p 

For future use we recall that in case (33.1.11) x 2 - aPx + p is the character
istic polynomial of the Frobenius endomorphism of EP. 

• (33.1.14) Formal minimal model of E Lett= X/Ybe a local parameter 
at the zero element on the global minimal model of E. Expanding the group law 
on E as a power series in t 1, t 2, we get a power series Git 1, t 2} E Z[t 1, t 2 ] 

which is a formal group law over Z (because the addition on Eis commutative 
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and associative). One calls GE(t 1, 12 ) the formal minimal model of E over Z, 
and one often writes E( t 1• t 2 ). 

Another way (essentially the same) to obtain E is as follows. Let again 
:: = X/Y be a local parameter at 0. Let oJ = dX/2Y + c 1 X + c3 be the invar
iant differential on the global minimal model of E. Developing w locally in 
terms of;; we find an expression 

,_ 

(33.1.15) I /3(11 )::"- 1 dz. 
n=l 

/3( I) = I 

The formal minimal model of E is now Gt;(X, Y) =Fi: 1 (/~,(X) +fdY)) 
wherefdX} =I;;:= 1 11- 1f3(11)X". That is, (33.1.15} is the right invariant differen
tial form on GE(X, Y}; cf. Chapter I, Section 5.8. 

• (33.1.16) Theorem Let GdX. Y} be the formal minimal model over Z of 
an elliptic curve E over Q and let F L(X, Y) be the formal group law over Z 
associated to the global L-series of E. Then G ro{X, Y) and F dX, Y} are strictly 
isomorphic over Z. 

(Note that F L(X, Y) is a formal group law over Z as a corollary of Proposition 
(33.1.8).) 

• (33.1.17) Reduction of the proof By the local global results of Chapter 
IV, Section 20.5, it suffices to prove that FL(X, Y) and Gr{X. Y) are strictly 
isomorphic over z (for all p). By the results of Chapter IV. 22.l. it suffices to 
prove that the redd'ctions of F L(X, Y} and G c(X. Y) over F Pare isomorphic for 
all primes p. 

• (33.1.18) The case of good primes p Suppose we are in case (33.1.11}. 
Then p - av x + x 2 is the characteristic polynomial of the Frobenius endo
morphism ~ of the elliptic curve E P over F p· It follows that the Frobenms 
automorphism of Gr(X, Y) over F P' the reduction of the formal minimal model 
of E, also satisfies p - aPx + x 2 . The characteristic polynomial of GE{X, Y) is 
the minimal polynomial of ~(X) = XP, and this is an Eisenstein polynomial. It 
follows that the characteristic polynomial 'P c;(X) of Gr(X, Y) over F P' is the 
unique Eisenstein factor of x2 - ar x + p, i.e., 

'PG(x) = x2 - aPx + p 

'PG(x) = x - pu- 1 

where u is the unique p-adic unit such that u2 - aPu + p = 0 (i.e., 11 = ar 
mod p). 

On the other hand, the logarithm .f~(X) of F L(X, Y) satisfies a functional 
equation (cf. (33.1.5)) 

fL(X) - p- 1 apf~(XP) + p- 1fL(XP2) E Zr[X] 
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It follows that 

PfL(X) - avfL(XP) +.h(XP') = 0 mod p 

and hence by applying f [, 1 and using part (iv) of the functional equation 
lemma 2.2 

[p](X) - [ar](XP) + xr' = 0 mod p 

Or in other words the Frobenius endomorphism ~(X) = xr of FL(X, Y) 
satisfies an equation p - aP ~ + ~ 2 = 0, and we see as above that the character
istic polynomial of FL(X, Y) over F P is x 2 - arx + p or x - pu- 1 depending 
on whether or not p I ar. This takes care of the good primes p. 

• (33.1.19) The primes p where E has additive reduction Now sup
pose that p is such that (33.1.12) applies. According to Neron [311, Chapter III, 
Proposition 3J, the reduc~on of the group law of Eis the additive group in this 
case. Hence GE(X, Y)::::: Ga(X, Y) over Fr for these primes. On the other hand, 
Lr(s) = 1 for the primes under consideration. HencefL(X) E Z [X] for these 
primes p and F L(X, Y)::::: Ga(X, Y) over Zv. P 

• (33.1.20) The primes p where E has multiplicative reduction 

Case A: i:: r = 1 Now suppose that p is such that E has an ordinary double 
point whos~ .tangents are rational over F v· Accordingrto Neron [311, Chapter 
III, Proposition 3]. the reduction of the group law of E mod p is the multi
plicative group law in this case. Hence GE ::::: G m(X, Y) over F P for these primes. 
On the other hand, Lr(s) = ( l - p- si- 1 for these p so that JL(X) in this case 
satisfies a functional equation JL(X) - p- 1fL(XP) E Z [X]. By the functional 
equation lemma this means that over Zv, F L(X, Y) is sfrictly isomorphic to the 
formal group law with logarithmf(X) = X + p- 1f(XP) which is the p-typical 
version of the multiplicative group law G;;,(X, Y) = X + Y - X Y. Hence 
F L(X, Y) is isomorphic to Gm(X, Y) over zp for these primes. 

• (33.1.21) The primes p where E has multiplicative reduction 

Case B: i::P = - l Now suppose that p is such that E has an ordinary 
double point whose tangents are not rational over F p· Then according to 
Neron [311, Chapter III, Proposition 3), the group law of E mod p is the 
u_nique F r,/F r-form of Gm that is not isomorphic to Gm over F . It follows that 
GE(X, Y) is the unique non trivial F r,/F r-form over Fr of Gm(X, Y). (Below in 
(~3.l.22) we show that there is precisely one nontrivial F P,/F P form of 
Gm(X, Y) and we calculate its logarithm.) It follows that GE(X, Y) over F is 
isomorphic to the reduction mod p of the formal group law over z with 
logarithm f(X) = X - p- 1f(XP). On the other hand, Lp{s) = (1 + p-s/- 1 for 
the primes under consideration so that fL(X) satisfies a functional equation 
JL(X) + p- 1fL(XP) E Zp[X], which by the functional equation lemma means 
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that Ft(X. Y) is strictly isomorphic over Zr to the formal group law with 
logarithm f(X) = X - p- 1f(XP). Hence FL(X, Y)::::: GdX, Y) also for these 
primes. This concludes the proof of Theorem (33.1.16) (modulo the calculation 
of all F r2/F r-forms of Gm(X, Y) below in (33.1.22).) 

• (33.1.22) The F r'/F r -forms of Gm(X, Y) The p-typical version of 
G~,(X, Y) over zp has functional equation f(X) = x + p- 1f(XP). Hence 
p((X) =f(XP) mod p and (by part (iv) of the functional equation lemma) 
[p](X) = xr m~d p. So if ~(X) = xr, ~(X) = [p](X), so that~the characteristic 
polynomial of Gm(X, Y) over F P is x - p. When we consider Gm(X, Y) over Fr' 
we must consider~ 2(X) = xr2. We have~ 2(X) = [p2](X), so that the character

istic polynomial of Gm(X, Y) over Fr' is x - p2 : 

(33.1.23) 'I' Gm/Fp2(x) = X - p2 

Now Jet F(X, Y) be an F r,/F r-form of Gm(X, Y). The characteristic polyno
mial of F(X, Y) over Fr is an Eisenstein polynomial of degree 1 (because 

ht(F(X, Y)) = 1 = ht(Gm(X, Y))). Hence 

'l'f/Fp(x) = X - TC 

for some TC E ZP, vp(TC) = l. It follows as above that 

'l'F/f"2(X) = X - TC2 

and comparing this with (33.1.23) we see that if F(X, Y) is an F r'/F r-form of 
Gm(X, Y), then we must have TC= ±p. In case TC= p, 'l'F/Fp(x) = 'l'cm1F"(x) so 
F(X, Y)::::: Gm(X, Y) over F P; and in case TC= - p, F(X, Y) is not isomorphic 
to Gm(X, Y) over Fr (the characteristic polynomials are different). Let G(X, Y) 
over Zv be the formal group law with logarithm g(X) = X - p- 1 (XP). T_!ien (as 
usual) [ -p]G(X) =xv mod p so that the characteristic polynomial of G(X, Y) 
over F P is x + p. 

33.2 Atkin-Swinnerton-Dyer conjectures 

•(33.2.l) Let Ebe as in 33.l and let (1- aPp-s + brp 1 - 2st 1 = Lr(s) for all 
prime numbtrs p. Let w =I::'= 1 fl(n)z"- 1 dz be the local expression around 
zero of the invariant differential win terms of the local uniformizing parameter 
z = X/Y. We define for all n EN and r EN and prime numbers p, 

, _ fO if p' { n 
(33.2.2) f3(n//p) - \{3(p-'n) if p' In 

• (33.2.3) Theorem (Atkin-Swinnerton-Dyer conjectures) With notations 

as in (33.2.l) we have for all n E N, 

(33.2.4) f3(np) - avfl(n) + pbvfl(n//p) = 0 mod ps 

if n = 0 mod ps- 1, s E N. 
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. Proof . We know by Theorem (33.1.16) that the formal group law GE(X, Y) 
with logarithm I:= 1 /3(11 )11- 1 X" (cf. (33.1.4 )) is strictly isomorphic over z to 
the formal group law F L(X, Y) with logarithm fr(X) =I;= 1 11- 1a(n)X" with 
L(s) = L:'= 1 a(11)11-', L(s) = fL Lp(s). By (33.1.1), fdX) satisfies a functional 
equation 

fL(X) - P- 1arfdX") + p- 'brfL(X,, 2 ) E Zp[X] 

Because ~e(X, Y) a~d F L(X, Y) are strictly isomorphic over Z P' it follows (by 
the functional equat10n lemma) that g(X), the logarithm of G t;(X, Y), satisfies 
the same type of functional equation; i.e., we have 

(33.2.5) g(X) = I /3(n_) X" 
n= 1 11 

g(X) - p- 1apg(XP) + p- 1bpg(XP 2 ) E Z"[X] 

Now let 11 E N. Taking a look at the coefficients of XP" in (33.2.5), we find 

f3(11p) - I /3(11) + - ib /3(11/p) Z - p a p · · E if p J 11 p11 P 11 P 11/p P 

f3(11p) -1 /3(11) z 
- p QP E P p11 11 

if p { 11 

Multiplying these relations with p11 we find (33.2.4). Q.E.D. 

34 On Complex Cobordism and 
Brown-Peterson Cohomology 

34.1 Universality properties of MU* and 
cohomology operations 

• (34.1:1) Given a topological space S, let MU *(S) and M U*(S) be the complex 
bord1sm and complex cobordism, respectively, of S; i.e., S1-> MU *(S), 
S-> M U*(S) are the generalized homology and cohomology theories defined 
by the Tho~ spectrum MU. It will be useful to interpret elements of MU *(S) 
also as bord1sm classes of maps f: M -> S where M is a closed weakly complex 
manifold, and to interpret elements of M Uq(S) as cobordism classes of proper 
complex-oriented mapsf: Z-> S of dimension - q, when Sis a C' manifold; cf. 
[332, Section I]. For example, the elements of MU*(CP"+') and MU *(CP"+') 
defined by the natural embeddings CP"-> cpn+r will be most useful. (Here 
CP"' is complex projective space of complex dimension m; e.g., CP 1 = S2, the 
Riemann sphere.) 

• (34.1.2) Complex orientation of MU* Let E-> S be a complex 11-vector 
bundle over the manifold X. Then the zero section i: S-> E defines a class E 
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MU 2"(E), the Thom class of E; its pullback under i* is the Euler class of E, 
eMU(E) E MU 2"(S). If 15 denotes the class of the identity map S-> S, then 
e(E) = i*i*l, where f*: MU*(S)-> MU*(T) for f: S-> T proper and complex 
oriented, is the forward (Gysin) homomorphism defined by 

(g: Z-> S)1-> (fg: Z-> T) 

• (34.1.3) Theorem Let h* be a complex oriented cohomology theory with 
Euler classes eh. Then there is a unique transformation of cohomology theories 
ii: MU*-> h* (linear, degree preserving, and multiplicative) such that 
,'Je·wv(L) = eh(L) for all complex line bundles L. 

For a proof. see [133, 332, or 203]. 

• (34.1.4) Cohomology operations in MU Define the cohomology 
theory MU*[t] = MU*[t 1, t2, ... ) by MU*[t](X, A)@Z[t 1, t 2, .. .). Let 
FMu(X, Y) be the formal group law of complex cobordism theory, i.e., 

eMu(L1 @L2) = FMv(eMu(L1 ), e'~rn(L2)) 

(cf. (31.1.2)). Define 

= L a;/wv(L1)ieMu(L2Y. 
i.j 

OC• 

(34.1.5) rx,- 1(X)= ,F,\H' t X" Li n- l , 
n= 1 

aij E MU(pt) 

to= I. 

Now define Euler classes for MU*[t] by the formula 

(34.1.6) eMU[tl(L) = rx,(eMU(L)) 

This defines (because rx,(X) = X mod(degree 2)) a complex orientation for 
MU[t]. Applying Theorem (34.1.3) one finds a cohomology transformation 

(34.1.7) r,: MU*-> MU*[t], 

which takes the formal group law F Mu(X, Y) of complex cobordism theory into 
the formal group law fMu[iJ(X, Y) of MU*[t] with eMU!•l. We identify this last 
formal group law as follows. First, MU[t] with eMu as Euler class has of course 
FMu(X, Y) as formal group law, now considered over MU(pt)[t] ::::> MU(pt). 
Now e<,(X) defines, by (34.1.6), the definition of eMUl•l, an isomorphism of 
formal group laws 

rx,(X): F Mv(X, Y) ~ F Mlll•l(X, Y) 
So we have 

(34.1.8) 

For each x E MU*(S) write 

(34.1.9) r,(x) = I r.(x )t" 
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where n runs through all multi-indices N---> N v {O} with compact support. 
Then the r n all are (linear, stable) cohomology operations MU* ---> MU* (of 
degree 2 I n I ). 

• (34.1.10) Theorem 

(i) r0 =id. 
(ii) rn(x y) = Lk+ 1 rdx)r.(y). 

(iii) Every stable cohomology operation MU*---> MU* can be written as a 
sum Ln anrn with an E MU*(pt). 

Of these, (i) and (ii) are immediate from the definition (since r, is multi
plicative); for (iii) see, e.g., [2, part I], combined with the comments (34.1.11). 

•(34.1.11) Comments Later we shall identify FMu(X, Y) with Fu(X, Y) 
over Z[U 2, U 3, ... ], the universal one dimensional formal group law over 
Z[U], constructed in Section 5 of Chapter I. Let Ju(X) be the logarithm of 
F u(X, Y). Now define 

CIC 

Ju.T(X) = L Ji1(1;X;), Fu.T(X, Y) =Ju.HJu.T(X) + Ju.T(Y)) 
i=.1 

where T1 = 1. One checks-this is practically a triviality-that F u.T satisfies 
(over Z[ U; T]) the same type of functional equation as Ju(X), and it follows by 
the functional equation lemma that 

O:u,T(X) = J u.HJu(X)) E Z[T; U][X] 

Because au.T(X) = X - T,, X" mod(T1, •. ., r,,_ 1> degree n + l ), it follows as in 
Proposition (19.1.18) of Chapter IV that au.T(X): F u(X, Y)---> F u.r(X, Y) is a 
universal strict isomorphism of formal group laws. Now 

auJ(X) =Ju 1Uu.T(X)) 

"' =Ju 1(fu(T1 X) + Ju(T2XP') + · · · = I:Fur;xi 
i==-1 

So if we identify 7; with t;- 1 and F u(X, Y) with FMu(X, Y), then au T(X) 
becomes a,(X), F u.T(X, Y) becomes F MU[rJ(X, Y), and r,(pt): MU*(pt)---> 
MU*(pt)[t] describes the most general change of coordinates 
u = (u1> Uz, ... )f--> u' = (u'1, u~, u~, ... ) for changing a formal group law 
F u(X, Y) to a strictly isomorphic formal group law F u{X, Y) (cf. also Section 
19.l of Chapter IV, especially Remark (19.1.21)). 

Th.ere are many more universal isomorphisms a(X): F u(X, Y)---> F(X, Y). 
For mstance, one can take &(X) = (X + T2 X 2 + T3 X 3 + · · ·t 1 ; taking the 
corresponding &,- 1(X) = X + t 1 X 2 + · · ·, one finds as above a cohomology 
transformation s,: MU*---> MU*[t]. This is the usual Landweber-Novikov
Boardman operation, giving us the usual operations sn as defined, e.g., in [332]. 
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Taking different universal isomorphisms a(X); _&(Xl; ... corresponds to 
taking different polynomial bases t 1, t 2, ... ; t 1, t 2,. .. ; .. ., dim(t;) = 
dim(~)= 2i, for MU *(MU) as a left MU(pt)-algebra, and these different bases 
are related by formulas t; = t;(t;, .. ., t;), t; = t; mod(t 1, .. ., t;- 1) because the 
coefficients in a(X), &(X) are thus related. 

A reason I like to user, rather than s, is that by setting enough things equal 
to zero r, specializes to the "right" right unit homomorphism BP *(pt)-> 
BP *(P)[t'1, t]., ... ] (where "t; = tP,_ 1 ") for Brown-Peterson cohomology. It 
seems that in order to do explicit calculations in terms of a chosen set of 
generators (of M U(pt) or BP(pt )) it is useful to see to it that the logarithm of the 
receiving formal group law of a universal isomorphism a(X): F.11u(X, Y)---> 
F(X, Y) is reasonably easy to describe in terms of the logarithm of FMu(X, Y) 
(and similarly for F 8 p(X, Y) of course). In [2] this logarithm of the receiving 
formal group law is called the modified logarithm and denoted "mog." 

34.2 Universality of the formal group law 
of complex cobordism 

• (34.2.1) Some preliminary calculations Let~ over cpN be the u:iiver
sal complex line bundle and let u = e'wu(~) = c 1 (~) E MU 2(CPN). Then 

N 

MU*(CPN) = EB MU(pt)/J; 
i::::O 

where the /J; are determined by (pi, 11;) = b;i, where ( , ) denotes the Kron
ecker product. Now let cp(n) E U zn(CPN) be the bordism class of the natural 
embedding CP"---> CPN. Then of course 

(34.2.2) cp(n) 11 u; = cp(n - i), 
and as a result 

n 

(34.2.3) cp(n) = L [CPi]Pn-i 
j=.Q 

as is seen by taking Kronecker products with the ui. It follows that the cp(n), 
n = 0, ... , . N are a basis for the free MU (pt )-module MU*( CPN ). We now 
define a new basis for the free MU(pt)-module MU*(CPN) by 

(34.2.4) (ui, cp(i)) = b;i, i, j = 0, .. ., N 

Now let D: MU*(CPN) _,MU *(CPN) be Poincare-Atiyah duality (which is 
defined by Xf---> cp(N) 11 x). Then 

(34.2.5) 

Indeed 

(Dui, d) = (cp(N) 11 ui, i/) = (cp(N), ui v 11;) = (cp(N) 11 ui, u) 
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Finally, we have 

(34.2.6) 

since 

uj = 110 uj 

(u 0 uj, cp(i)) = (u0 , uj n cp(i)) = (u0 , cp(i- J)) = bo.i-j 

= bj.i = (uj, cp(i)) 

•(34.2.7) Milnorhypersurfaces Let~,(8)~,overCP' x CP'bethetensor 
product of ~ = ~r over CP' with ~. = ~ over CP'. Let h(r, s) E 

MU 2<r+si- 2 (CP' x CP') be the Atiyah-Poincare dual of eMv(~, (8) ~,) = 
ci(~, (8) ~s) E MU2(CP' x cps). Then h(r, s) is represented by the embedding of 
a type ( 1, 1) hypersurface H r,s __. CP' x CP', which realizes the cycle repre
sented by cpr- t x cps+ CP' x cps- t in H l<r+s)- 2(CP' x CPs). So we have 
by definition 

(34.2.8) ~r (8) ~s __. CP' x CP' 

where e: CP' x CP' __.pt is the canonical map. For the proof of the universality 
of the formal group law of complex cobordism theory, we shall now need the 
following facts. 

• (34.2.9) Theorem 

( i) M U(pt) is torsion free and MU (pt) (8) Q = Q[[ CP 1 ), [ CP2), .. .). 

(ii) The [ H,.J are a set of multiplicative generators for MU *(pt); i.e .. every 
element of MU(pt) can be written as a sum with coefficients in Z of monomials 
in the [H,.sl 

(iii) [ H,. 0 ) = [CP,_ 1), [ H,. 1) = (CP 1)(CP'- 1) = [ H 1.J 
For a proof of (i) and (ii), cf., e.g., [294, 314, or 398) (especially pp. 130, 131 of 
[398) for (ii). The formulas of (iii) are clear. (Or use Chern numbers.) 

• (34.2.10) Theorem Let CP(Z) = L~~o [CP")Z" E MU(pt)[Z]. Then the 
formal group law of complex cobordism theory is equal to 

F Mv(X Y) = ~-± Y ±~_r~~i_[H,.s],\''Y' 
' ' CP(X)CP(Y) 

Proof Consider eMv(~, (8) U E MU 2(CP' x CP'). We claim that 

(34.2.11) (eMv(~, (8) ~,), cp(i) (8) cp(i)) = [Hd 

for all i s r, j s s. To see this let I: CPi x CPj __. CP' x CP' be the canonical 
embedding. (The elements cp(i) (8) cp(j) E MU zu+Jl(CPi x CPj) and cp(i) (8) 
cp(j) E MU 2u+jJ(CP' x CP') are identified via/*; cf. (34.2.1)). We can write 

h(i, j) = L auflk (8) {11 EMU *(CPi x CPj). au E MU(pt) 
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Then, since f.* h(i, j) = [Hi.;], we have a0 .0 = [ H i.J Now using (34.2.5), (34.2.4) 

(eMv(~, (8) ~,), cp(i) (8) cp(i)) = (e·uv(~, (8) U. /*(cp(i)@ cp(.i)) 

= (l*e'~IV(~, (8) ~J. cp(i) (8) cp(j)) 

= (e 11V(~i (8) ~j), cp(i) (8) cp(j)) 

= (D- 1 /J(i, j), cp(i) (8) cp(.i)) 

= (2:: ak,11i-k (8) U;-1> cp(i) (8) cp(.i)) 

= ao.o = [Hi.J 

proving (34.2.11 ). Since [Ho. 1) = [ H 1.ol = 1, it follows that (by taking Kron
ecker products with the cp(i) (8) cp(j)) 

(34.2.12) eMV(~,(8) ~s) = u1 (8)110 +Lio(8)111 + L [Hi.Jui@ uj 
i+ j> 1 

Now we also have 
(34.2.13) u0 = 1/CP(u) 

Indeed u = eMv(~ (8) 1) = u i + Li'.o z [ H i.o]ui = !10(11 + Li"= 2 [CPi- l]11i), where 
we have used (34.2.6), and the result follows. 

Now combine (34.2.12), (34.2. 13), and (34.2.6) and let r, s--> oo to obtain 
Theorem (34.2.10 ). 

• (34.2.14) Theorem The logarithm logMu(X) of F Mv(X, Y) is equal to 

logMv(X) = t [CJ>") X"+ 1 
n=O n + 1 

Proof Let F(X, Y) be any formal group law over a characteristic zero ri~g 
A, and let f(X) be its logarithm. Taking the derivative with respect to Y m 
f(F(X, Y)) =f(X) +f(Y) and then substituting Y = 0, one finds 

df (X) · <lF_ (X, 0) = 1 (34.2.15) dX (1 y 

Applying this to FMv(X, Y) and using part (iii) of Theorem (34.2.9) one obtains 
Theorem (34.2.14). 

•(34.2.16) Theorem The formal group law FMu(X, Y) over MU(pt) is a 
universal one dimensional formal group law. 

Proof Let F(X, Y) over A be a one dimensional formal group law over a 
characteristic zero ring A. Let f(X) be the logarithm of F(X, Y). Consider the 
ring homomorphism <jJ: M U(pt) (8) Q __. A (8) Q defined by 

en 

where f(X) = L anX", a1 = 1 
":::::: 1 

</J([CP"))=(n+l)an+t• nENu[O}, 
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Then </J* FMu(X, Y) = F(X, Y) by Theorem (34.2.14). Hence </J(ei.i) E A for all 
coefficients ei.i of 

FMu(X, Y) = x + Y +I ei.jxjY" 

Now by Theorem (34.2.9)(ii) and Theorem (34.2.10) the ei.i and [CP"] gener
ate MU(pt). It follows (using that na. E A, which follows, e.g., from (34.2.15)) 
that </J(MU(pt)) c A, so that there is a homomorphism </J: MU(pt)-> A taking 
F,wu(X, Y) into F(X, Y). The homomorphism is also clearly unique since it 
must take log,wu(X) into f (X). 

This proves that F.wu(X. Y) is universal for formal group laws over charac
teristic zero rings. Since F u(X, Y) over Z[ U], the universal formal group law 
over Z[U], is defined over a characteristic zero ring, it follows that there are 
mutually inverse ring homomorphisms MU(pt)-> Z[U], Z[U]-. MU(pt) 
taking F ,wu(X, Y) into F u(X, Y) and vice versa. It follows that F Mv(X, Y) over 
MU(pt) is universal. 

34.3 p- Typification in topology 

• (34.3.1) We shall from now on usually identify MU(pt) with Z[U] and 
F ,wu(X, Y) with F u(X, Y). Just what this means for a set of free polynomial 
generators for MU(pt) will be discussed later in Section 34.4. For the moment, 
this is immaterial. We write 

F u(X, Y) = F Mv(X, Y) = f u 1 Uu(X) + fu( Y)) 
00 00 

fu(X) = I mn-1 X" = I l.(U)X" 
n= 1 n= 1 

so that m. = (n + lt 1(CP"] E MU(pt) ® Q, 1.(U) E Q[U]; cf. Section 5, Chap
ter I. (We have written l.(U) instead of m.(U) to avoid confusion.) 

• (34.3.2) Generalities and recollections concerning p-typification 
Choose a prime number p. Identifying UP' and V;, we have that the universal 
p-typical formal group law F v(X, Y) and the universal formal group law 
F v(X, Y) are strictly isomorphic over Z<Pl[ U]. (Their logarithms satisfy the 
same type of functional equation; compare formulas (5.3.3) and (2.3.6) of 
Chapter I.) Let 

ctu.v(X) =fv 1(fu(X)) 

be the (unique) strict isomorphism F u(X, Y)-> F v(X, Y). Now F v(X, Y) is a 
formal group law over Z[U] (we are still identifying V; with Up•), so there 
exists a unique homomorphism of rings 'I' P: Z[ U] -> Z[ U] such that 
('I' P)* Fu(X, Y) = F v(X, Y). The homomorphism 'I' P tells us what we must do 
to the coefficients of F u(X. Y) in order to change F u(X, Y) into F v(X, Y). It 
follows of course that ('I' P)* fu(X) = fv(X). 
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Now, since a.(V) = /P,(U) (compare formulas (5.2.7) and (3.3.8) of Chapter I), 
there is a perfectly obvious homomorphism Z[U]-> Z[U] that takes F u(X, Y) 
into Fv(X, Y); it is Ui1-->0 if (p, i)= 1 and Ur,1-->UP" for all nEN. By 
uniqueness we therefore have 

(34.3.3) 
if (11, p) =I 
if 11 is a power of p 

We shall need the following trivial technical lemma. 

11 (34.3.4) Lemma Let 
X. 

-1(X) '\'Fu )',.xi+1 ()(u.v = L... 
i=O 

Then 'I' p(Yi) = 0 for all i E N. 

Proof We have 

()(!;J(X) =f u 1(fv(X)) 

so that ('I' P)*(au.~(X)) =(('I' P)*fut 1(('1' P)*fv(X)) =fv 1(.fAX)) = X since 
('l'P)* takes fu(X) to fv(X) and 'I' P is idempotent. 

111 (34.3.5) An idempotent cohomology operation on MU(i,i Let 
MU(Pl be the cohomology theory defined by MU(PJ(S, A)= MU*(S, A)® Z<pJ· 
We give MU(P> Euler classes as follows: 

(34.3.6) eMll1r1(L) = ctu.v(eMU(L)) 

for all complex line bundles L. This gives M U(';,J a complex orientation. Apply
ing Theorem (34.1.3) we find a unique transformation ofcohomology theories 

8P: MU*-> MU1~J· 

As in (34.1.4) one has 

F Mu,p,(eMv,"'(L1 ), eMv'"'(L2)) = eMv'"'(L1 ® L2) = au.v(e1'w(L1 ® L2)) 

= ()(uy(F,wu(eMU(Li), e.wu(L2))) 

= ctu.v(F.wu(au.~(e.wu,,,,(L1), ctu.~(e.wu""(L2 )))) 

so that F MU",,(X, Y) = au.v(FAw(al;J(X), a!;,} .. ( Y))) = F v(X, Y), the universal 
p-typical formal group law. 

Now ,9P takes F.wu(X, Y) into F Mv,"1(X, Y) and it follows that 

(34.3.7) .9p(pt) ='I' p 

where 'I' P is as in (34.3.2). In particular, writing also :JP for the induced cohomo
logy operation MU(';,J-. MU(';,!, it follows that :JP(pt) is idempotent. Quite 
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generally this implies that ,9<Pl: MU(p)---> MU(il) is itself idempotent (cf. [2, 
Lemma 9.3 of Part II]). In this case this can also be seen as follows. 

Let pP: MU*[t]---> MU(;,, be the multiplicative cohomology operation 
defined by 

PAt;) =Yi 

where the Yi are as in Lemma (34.3.4 ). Then by definition of p P we have that 
pP ' 1~ = ,')P (cf. (34.1.4)). And 

i}P i:IP(x) = ,')PpP (~ r0 (x)t") = 9P (~ r0 (x)y") = :JP(r0 (x)) = :Jp(.x) 

because ,9P(y;) = 0 for all i > 0 by Lemma (34.3.4 ). 

• (34.3.8) Definition of Brown-Peterson cohomology We now 
define Brown-Peterson cohomology BP* by 

BP*(S, A)= Im(.'ip: A1U<~,(S, A)-> MU<~l(S, A)) 

Since ,9P(pt) = \f' P' we have immediately from (34.3.3) that 

{34.3.9) BP(pt) ~ Z<Pl[V1• V2 • ... ] 

Brown-Peterson cohomology is multiplicative, complex oriented, and its 
formal group law is the universal p-typical formal group law F v(X, Y)-all of 
which properties are immediate from the definition above. 

• (34.3.10) Quillen decomposition Let h* be the cohomology theory 
h*(S, A)= BP*(S, A)® z(p)[Ui Ii not a power of p, i 2 2]. Let '7 p: 
BP*---> MU<tl be the canonical injection defined by the idempotent i}P and 
define 0P: h*---> MU(;,) by 

0P(U" ® x) = U"1Jp(x) 

Then eP is a linear multiplicative cohomology transformation and 0P(pt) is an 
isomorphism, so ep is an isomorphism of cohomology theories, showing that 
MU(P) decomposes as a wedge sum of dimension shifted copies of BP*. 

• (34.3.11) Proposition Let h* be a complex oriented cohomology theory 
whose associated formal group law is p-typical, and such that h*(pt) is a 
Z<Pl-algebra. Then there exists a unique (linear, multiplicative) cohomology 
transformation ,9: BP*---> h* such that ,9e8 P = eh. 

Proof There exists by Theorem (34.l.3) a unique cohomology transforma
tion 9: MU*---> h* taking eMv to eh and therefore 

9(pt)*FMu(X, Y) = Fh(X, Y) 

Let nP: MU*---> BP* be the projection induced by i}P onto the image of ,9P: 
MU(P,---> MU(pl" By hypothesis Fh(X. Y) is p-typical, hence it follows that 9(pr) 
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factors through np(pt): MU(pt)---> BP(pt), Ui1--->0 if i is not a power of p and 
Uii-> l-j if i =pi: 

.~ 
M U(i,1 ___. h* 

~,. 
BP* 

We claim that it follows that 9 factors through nP. To see this it suffices to 
show that if x E MU<t1(S, A) and .9p(.x) = 0, then [)(x) = 0 (because 
M U(p) ~ Im 9P EB Ker i:lp)· 

Now 

so, if llp(.x) = 0. we have 

x = - I r0 (x)y" 
n'/'O 

and since i:IP(pt)(y;) = 0 for all i, we have '.}(pt)(yi) = 0 all i be~~use 9(pt) factors 
through nP(pt), and hence 9(x) = 0. This proves the propos1t1on. 

34.4 Generators for MU(pt) and BP(pt) 

• (34.4.1) Generators for MU(pt) We have seen that FMu(X, ~) is a 
universal formal group law (Theorem (34.2.16)) so there are mutually mverse 
isomorphisms 

<fi: MU(pt)---> Z[U], 1f!: Z[U]---> MU(pt) 

such that <fi F Mv(X, Y) = F u(X, Y), l/J* F u(X, Y) = FMu(X, Y). Let fu(X) be 
the logarith~ of F u(X, Y), where we choose the coefficients of n(i 1 ..... is) a~ in 
Section 5.6 of Chapter I. Then writing.fu(X) =I/,,( U)X", we have accord mg 
to Theorem (5.6.16) 

11(n, d)v(n) ) n/d (34.4.2) v(n)/11 ( U) = Un+ I ·· ( /) l,,;,1( U U J 
din V ( 

d '/' l .11 

where v(i) = p if i is a power of the prime p. and v(i) = I if i is not a power of a 
prime number or i = L and where the 11(n, d) are certain integers 

p(n, d) = fl c(p, d) 
Pin 

where the c(p, d) E Z have been chosen such that c(p, d) = I if v(d) = I, P and 
c(p, d) = I mod p. c(p, d) = 0 mod p' if v(d) = p' =I= p. (Here p and p' are always 
prime numbers.) 

Now apply l/J to (34.4.2) and recall that logMu(X) = I~"=omnX"+ 1, mn = 
(n + 1)- 1[CPn]. Let u11 _ 1 = l/J( U 11 ), 11 = 2, 3, .... Then we find a set of free 

~i' 

I 
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polynomial generators 11 1, 11 2 , ... for MU(pt) which are related to the 
m. E M U(pt) ® Q by the formula 

(34.4.3) " 11(n, d)v(n) nfd 
v(n)m._ 1 = 11,,_ 1 + £..., -- (-d)- m(n/d)-11111- 1 

din V 
d'f l.n 

(Note that v(<ft 111(n, d)v(n) is always an integer.) It follows that dim u; = 2i. 
Since H *(MU)= Z[m 1, m2 , ... ], one can also view (34.4.3) as a description 

of the Hurewicz homomorphism MU(pt) = n*(MU)-> H*(MU) in terms of 
the generators u1, u2 , 113, .... 

• (34.4.4) Generators for BP(pt) By construction BP(pt) is the image of 
'I' : MU(pt)-> BP(pt), uir->0 ifi + 1 is not a powerofp,and u;r->u;ifi + 1 isa p • power of p. Let v; ='I' p(up,_ 1), i = 1, 2, .... Then the V; are a free polynomial 
basis for BP(pt), and by applying 'l'P = iJP(pt) to (34.4.3) we see that they are 
related to the mp•- i E BP(pt) ® Q by the formula 

(34.4.5) plllpn- I = Vn + lllp- IV~- I + lllpl- I V~2. 2 + • '. + lllpn- 1- IV'{"- 1 

which again can be seen as a description of BP(pt) = n*(BP)-> 
H *(BP)= z(p)[mpi- I Ii = 1, 2, .. .]. Since 'I' p is an endomorphism of M U(pt) 
(and not just an endomorphism of M U(p)(pt)), it follows that the vi are integral, 
i.e., they live in MU(pt) and not just in MU(p)(pt); cf. also [6]. 

• (34.4.6) Remark If BP is constructed in another way than by splitting off a 
factor of MU(p) and one has proved that BP is complex oriented and has a 
p-typically universal formal group law with logarithm L mp•- i XP', then argu
ing as in (34.4.1) one also finds generators vi satisfying (34.4.5) (where one uses 
formula (3.3.9) of Chapter I instead of Theorem (5.6.16)). In this connection it is 
worth noticing that the original BP spectrum is defined over Z rather than Z(P>; 
cf. [47] and also [33, Appendix D, Section 7] for the uncountably many different 
BP spectra, which, when localized at p, give the version over z,P> described 
above in Section 34.3. 

34.5 Brown-Peterson cohomology operations 

•(34.5.1) We shall identify BP(pt) with z(p)[V], via V;f-> V;; F BP(X, Y) then 
becomes the universal p-typical formal group law Fv(X, Y) over z,P,[V]. 

• (34.5.2) Let av.T(X): F v(X, Y)-> F v_y(X, Y) be the universal isomorphism of 
one dimensional p-typical formal group laws of Theorem ( 19.2.6) of Chapter 
IV; cf. also Theorem (2.3.10) of Chapter I where we showed that !Xv.T(X) = 
f v.H.fv(X)) is an isomorphism. 

Let BP*[t] be the cohomology theory BP*[t](M, A)= BP*(M, A)[t] where t 
is short fort= (t 1, t2 , ••• ). We give BP*[t] Euler classes by setting 

eBP[tl(L) = av_,(eBP(L)) 
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Then BP*[t] is complex oriented. Moreover, its formal group law is (cf. (34.3.5) 
for a similar calculation) 

FBPcri(X, Y) = !Xv_,(FBP(a;;)(X), Q(v.f(Y))) 

= av.1(Fv(av)(X), aj:)(Y))) = Fv,,(X, Y) 

which is p-typical. Hence by Proposition (34.3.11) there exists a unique trans
formation of cohomology theories 

r,: BP*-> BP*[t] 

such that (r,)* F v(X, Y) = F v.r(X, Y). In particular, it follows that 

r,(pt)* fv(X) =fv_,(X) 

Now .fv(X) = Li';;, 0 mp•- i XP', and, according to formula (3.3. 10) of Chapter I, 

.fv.,(X) = I ( .± 11lpJ- I tf~ j) XP' 
1=0 1=0 

so that r,(pt) is given by 
n 

r,(pt)(mpn-il= L l1lp1-1f~~i 
i==O 

on BP(pt) ® Q. So we see that r, is precisely the right unit homomorphism IJR: 
BP(pt) = n*(BP)-> BP *(BP) as described by Adams in [2, Part II, Theorem 
16.l]. 

The r~P we have just defined fits in very well with the r'~u we have defined 
above in 34.1 in the sense that the following diagram is commutative: 

MU 

MU*~MU*[t'] 

lnp BP lnP 
BP* ____'j__, BP*[t] 

where iiP is .np on MU* and iip(ti) = 0 if i is not of the form pi - 1 and 
lrp(t~;- I)= (j· 

• (34.5.3) The cohomology operations rE An exponent sequence 
E = (ei. e2 , .•. ) is simply a multi-index N-> N u {O} with finite support. Writ
ing as usual tE = [1;. suppcE> tf', the big cohomology operation r, can be written 

r,(x) = L rdx)tE, rE(x) E BP*(S, A) 
E 

giving us (stable) BP-cohomology operations rE for every exponent sequence E. 
Every stable BP-co homology operation r can be written as a sum r = L aE rE 

with aE E BP(pt). This follows, e.g., from the corresponding fact for MU 
together with the Quillen splitting (cf. (34.3.10)). 
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Among the rE the rt.,, /j.; = (0, 0, ... , 0, I, 1, 0, ... ) with the I in the ith spot, 
are especially interesting because every r can be written as a sum with 
coefficients in BP(pt) of composites of the rt.,· 

• (34.5.4) Relation with the homomorphism rfR of Section 19.3, 
Chapter IV F v.T(X, Y) over Z[V; T] is a p-typical formal group law, so by 
the universality of Fv(X, Y) over Z(V] there exists a unique homomorphism 
r/R: Z[V]-+ Z(V; T], V;1-+ V; such that (rfR)*Fv(X, Y) = Fv,T(X, Y); a homo
morphism that we studied to some extent in Section 19.3 of Chapter IV and 
which was most useful in Section 22 of Chapter IV when we were studying 
liftings and moduli and isomorphism classes of (one dimensional) formal group 
laws. 

Now identify z,P>(V] with BP(pt) by V;1-+u; and Z<P>(V; T] with BP(pt) 
[t] =BP *(BP) by V;1-+ u;, T;1-+ t;. Then F v(X, Y) becomes F 8 p(X, Y) and 
Fv.T(X, Y) becomes F 8p 1,1(X, Y), so that r,(pt): BP(pt)---> BP *(BP) corresponds 
to the localized in p version ofriR: V,,1-+ v •. Let v. = r,(pt)(v.). Then we have 

(34.5.5) r,(un+h) '= Un+h - t 11 11f:" + Vht~h 

mod(v1, ... , l'h-1> Vh+ l• ... , l'n+h-1• t,, . .. , t,,-1, p) 

for all n, h EN (formula (19.4.5) of Chapter IV). We also have, applying 
Theorem (22.3.4) of Chapter IV with A = ZP (i.e., n = p = q), 

(34.5.6) r,(u,,) = u,, + L (- l)'"((CPP"- 1 ]v~'.'~, 1) x · ·. 

X ((CPP'"'- 1 ]u~'<>'s~~··-sJ(-t;vf') 

+ L ( - I)"'([ CPP" - 1 ])u::'~ ~ 1 x · · · 

x ([ CPP'"' - 1] )u~"'',~ ~ ... _ ,J(pt J 

where the congruence is modulo the ideal (tJ 1 Ii, j E N), and where the first 
sum is over all sequences (s 1, ... , s'", i, j) such that s1, i, j E N, m E N u {O}, and 
s 1 + · · · + s .. + i + j = n and the second sum is over all sequences (s 1, ... , s "'' i) 
such that s1, i E N, m E N u {O}, and s1 + · · · + Sm+ i = n. 

From (34.5.5) and (34.5.6) one can simply read off a number of explicit 
formula and congruences for the cohomology operations rE: BP(pt)---> BP(pt). 

First, we note that if we give V; and 7; weight 2(p; - 1 ), then V,,, V,,, a,,(V, T), 
a.(V) are all homogeneous of weight 2(p" - 1). So if we attach weight 

I/Ell= 2(p- l)e 1 + 2(p2 - lh + ... 
to an exponent sequence, we have 

r,(v,,) = L rE(1•.)tE 
E 

with rE(u,,) of dimension 2(p" - 1) - llEll· A corollary of (34.5.5) is now: 
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• (34.5.7) Lemma Let E = (e 1, e2 , ... ) be an exponent sequence such that 
e1 =e2 =···=e,,_ 1 =0 and llE//>2(p"+h_p1o+ 1). Then rE(r,,_,.)=0 
mod(p, v1, ... , vh_ 1) unless E= ph/j.,,; then rE(vn+h) = vh mod(p, t'i, .. ., vh_i). 

A related result is the following generalization of Lemma 1.7 of [210] 
(sometimes known as the Budweiser lemma). 

• (34.5.8) Lemma 

(i) For n 2: 3 and 2::; I::; n - I, we have: 
(a) rE(v,,)=0 mod(p"+ 1, v1,. .. , l'1-d if 2(p"-p1- 1)> i!Ell 2: 

2(p" - p1) and E not equal to p1/j. 11 _ 1 or 

/j.l + (p - 1}/j.n-1 + P1/j.n-1-l; 

(b) rdv.) = u1 mod(pP+ 1, 1• 1, .. ., v1_ 1) if E = p1/j.n_ 1; 

(c) rE(v.) = - pPv1 mod(pP+ 1, v1, .. ., v1_ i) if 

E = A1 + (p - l)An-1 + p1A.-1-1· 

(ii) For n 2: 3 (and l = 0), we have: 
(a) rE(v.) = 0 mod(pp+Z) if 11£112:2(p" - 1) and E not equal to /j.,,or 

A1 +pA,,_ 1; 
(b) rE(v,,) = p if E =A.; 
(c) rE(r,,) = -pP mod(pp+z) if E = pA._ 1 + A1. 

(iii) For n 2: 3 (and I= !), we have: 
(a) rr{1•,,)=0 mod(p"+ 1) if 2(p"-1)> llEll 22(p"-p) and E not 

equal to pA._ 1 or /j. 1 + (p - 1)A._ 1 + pA.- 2 ; 

(b) rE(v.) = v1(1 - pP- 1) mod(pp+ 1) if E = pA._ 1; 
(c) rE(v.)= -pPu 1 mod(pP+ 1)ifE=A 1 +(p- l)A.- 1 +pA •.. z. 

(iv) For n = I, we have r,-.,(vi) = p. 

(v) For 11 = 2, we have: 
(a) rdv 2 ) = 0 if I/Ell 2: 2{p2 - p) and E not equal to A2 , pA 1, 

(p+ !)A,; 
(b) rdv 2 ) = p if E = A 2 ; 

(c) rh 2 ) = -pP if E = (p + l}A 1 ; 

(d) rr(v 2 ) =(I - pr 1 - p"h if E = pA 1 . 

Here A0 = (0. 0, ... ). This is proved starting from Theorem (19.3.7) of Chapter 
IV (a precursor of (34.5.5) and (34.5.6)). For details cf. [172]. The Budweiser 
lemma results from (34.5.8) by considering congruences mod(p, u 1, ... , 111_ 1) 

rather than mod(p"+ 1. v1, r 2 , .. ., r1_ i). 
The congruence (34.5.6) is modulo the ideal generated by all products t Ji• 

i, j E N. So the coefficient of I; in the expression on the right of {34.5.6) is equal 
to rt.,(l',,). We shall not write out the explicit formula; it is obtained from (34.5.6) 
by setting t1 = 0 for all j + i. 
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We have according to formula (3.3.8) of Chapter I 

111pn-1=J~-"[CPP"-l]= L p-rl';1l'f1i1 ... rf,i1~ ~ir-i 
ii+··· +ir=11 

It follows that [CPI'"- 1] = t'i t') · · · 1')"- 1 = r1r Il- 'tp"- IJ mod p. Using (34.5.6), 
it follows that modulo p 

I' (1') = -l'pi. +" (-1)"'+11,(p-I)-11/J'l + .. ·+p""-m) 
~i 11 - n-1 ~ 1 

where the sum is over all sequences (s 1, .. ., s,,,, j) such that s 1, j E N, 
SI + . ' . + S111 + j = II - i. 

• (34.5.9) Corollary For 0 < i < n, r6 ,(r") = -vf.-i mod(p, u1 ) and 

rtJ.1(v 11 )= -vri;_,+t' 1 v~=fvf,~ 1 -1 

- Pf v~= f vfi= lv~~i- 2 + · · · + ( - 1)111 + 1 u'lz1fi= f · · · l':;=,!1v::~ i-m 

modulo(p, vf + 1 ), where 111 = min(n - i - 1, p ). 

35 Tate Modules (for One Dimensional 
Formal Group Laws) 

In this section A is a complete discrete valuation ring of characteristic zero 
with residue field k of characteristic p > 0. We denote the quotient field of A by 
K, the algebraic closure of K with K,c· If Kc L c K,c then A(L) is the ring of 
integers of L; 111(L) is the maximal ideal of L; U(L) = A(L*), the group of units 
of A(L); t' denotes the normalized exponential valuation on K, and we also use 
v to denote its extension to a valuation on Ksc· 

All formal groups in this section (35) will be commtltatire, one dimensional, 
and of.finite height (unless something else is explicitly mentioned). Under this 
assumption o:(X): F(X, Y)-+ G(X, Y) is of finite height iff o:(X) =I= 0. So 
isogenies are simply nonzero homomorphisms in this case. 

35.1 Points of finite order: A(F) and F( K,,) 

• (35.1.1) Points of a formal group law Let F(X, Y) be a formal group 
law over A. We write F(K,J for the group of points of F(X, Y) with values in 
Ksc; cf. Chapter I, Section 1.3. That is, as a set, F( K sc) is the set of topologically 
nilpotent elements of Ksc, i.e., 111(Ks,); and the addition of F(K,,) is given by the 
formula x + f' y = F(x, y). We define i\(F) as the torsion subgroup of F(Kscl· 

• (35.1.2) Lemma F1-> F(K,cl and F1-> i\(F) are functors FG .<-+ Vlodr, 
where r = Gal(Ksc/K) is the Galois group and Modr is the category of!
modules (discrete topology on F(Ksc) and A(F), Krull topology on r; cf. 
(24.1.1 )-(24.1.2) in Chapter IV). 
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Proof If o:{X): F(X, Y)-+ G(X, Y) is a homomorphism of formal group 
laws over A, then x 1-> o:(x) defines a group homomorphism F( K sJ-+ G( K sc) 
which takes A(F) into A(G). If a E F(KsJ, then a E F(L) for some finite exten
sion L/ K, so {a Er I a(cx) =ex) is an open subgroup of r. 

• (35.1.3) Examples 

(i) If F(X, Y) = G"(X, Y) over A, then Ga(K,J = 111(K,c) with its original 
addition. 

(ii) If F(X, Y) = GM(X, Y) over A, then, using (1 + X)(l + Y) = 1 + X + 
Y + XY, we can identify Gm(Kscl = U 1(Kscl = 1+111(K,J, the subgroup of 
U(Ks,) consisting of elements = 1 mod nt(K,,); in this case ;\(Gm) is the sub
group of all p'th roots of unity in K,,, r = 1, 2, 3, .... 

(iii) We have already encountered F(K,J and A(F) before in Section 32.1 
for the case of a Lubin-Tate formal group law F"(X, Y) over A. (There we 
wrote Me(Ks,) for F(Ks,) and A,, for A(F).) 

• (35.1.4) Filtration of F(K,J For each p ER let F"(K,J be the subgroup 
of all elements x E F(K,,) such that L'(x) ~ p and p+(K,J = 
{x E F(K,cl I v(x) > p}. These are subgroups of F(K'"); and because 
F(X, Y) = X + Y mod degree 2, we have that x + F y = x + y mod F"+(K,J if 
x, y E P(K,,) (if p > 0). 

• (35.1.5) Proposition Let cx(X): F(X, Y)-+ G(X, Y) be an isogeny of 
height h over A (i.e., ix(X) = uxp• mod(111(K), degree p1' + 1), 11 E U{A); cf. 
Section 18.3 of Chapter IV and Section 28.2 of Chapter V). Then we have: 

(i) ix(K,c}: F(K,,)-+ G(K,J is surjective. 
(ii) The kernel of cx(Ksc) is a finite group of order l. 
Proof Let y E G(K,,). Consider the polynomial o:(X) - y. The Weierstrass 

degree of ix(X) is l (cf. Appendix A.3). Hence we can factor ix(X) -
y = g(X)u(X) where g(X) is a distinguished polynomial over A(L) (where L/ K 
is a finite field extension such that y E L) and where u(X) is a unit in A(L)[X]. 
Since g(X) = xp• mod m(L), there are roots of g(X) in 111(K,c). This proves (i). 
Now take y = 0. If x is a root of cx(X), x E m(KsJ, then u(x) converges and 
is+ 0, hence g(x) = 0. So the roots of :x(X) are precisely those of q(X), and 
there will be precisely ph of them if :x(x) = 0 => (dcx/dX)(x) + 0. To see this we 
differentiate the equation o:(F(X, Y)) = G(a(X), cx(Y)) with respect to Y to 
obtain 

Substituting X = x, Y = 0 where :x(x) = 0, we obtain 

da i'F 11 G dix 
dX(x)· <"Y(x,O)=i"Y(O,O)· dX(O) 
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Now (dcx/dX)(O) =I= 0 because (since A is of characteristic zero) o:(X) is of the 
form o:(X) = g- 1(qf(X)) for some a EA and hence 0 =I= a= (dct./dX)(O) if 
cx(X) =!= O; also (clG/aY)(O, 0) = I. Hence (do:/dX)(x) =I= 0 if :x(x) = 0. Q.E.D. 

• (35.1.6) Corollary Let F(X, Y) be a formal group law over A. Then: 

(i) F(K,c) is a divisible group and so is J\(F). 
(ii) If m EN, (111, p) = 1, then every element of F(K,c) is uniquely divisible 

by 111. 

(iii) J\(F) ~ (Qp/Zpjh where h = ht(F(X, Y)). 

Proof To prove (i) apply for all 111 E N (35.l.5)(i) to the isogeny [m]F(X): 
F(X, Y)-> F(X, Y) which is of height p'h if p' Im but p'+ 1 { 111. For (ii), note that 
m is a unit if (m, p) = 1, so that [m]F(X) is an isomorphism for these m. As to 
(iii), J\(F) as the torsion subgroup of a divisible group is divisible; also all 
elements of J\(F) are of order a power of p (by (ii)). Therefore J\(F) = (QP/ZPY 
for some c where c = dimF)Ker[p]F). But dim(Ker[p]F) = h by part (ii) of 
Proposition (35.1.5). Q.E.D. 

(35.1.7) Let l(X) be the logarithm of F(X, Y). Recall that if l(X) = 

I.~~ 1 n- 1c. X", then c. E A. We now have: 

• (35.1.8) Proposition 

(i) l(x) converges for all x E m(K,J and l- 1(x) converges if 

v(x)>(p-lt'· 
(ii) XI-> l(x) is a homomorphism of r-modules F(K,c)-> K,c( +) where 

K,c( +) is the additive group underlying Ksc· 
(iii) The sequence 0-> J\(F)-> F(K,c)-> K,c( +)-> 0 is exact. 
(iv) f(X) and l- 1(X) define a filtration preserving inverse isomorphism 

F'+(K,c) ~ (;~+(K,c) where r = (p - It 1. 

To prove this theorem we need a lemma: 

• (35.1.9) Lemma Lets E R, s > 0. Then there exists an n E N (depending on 
s) such that v([p"](x)) > (p - It 1 for all x with v(x) > s. 

Proof We have [p](X) = pX mod(degree 2). Hence v([p](x)) 2 min(s + l, 
2s) if v(x) 2 s. By induction this gives v([p"](x)) 2 min(l + s, 2"s). So it suffices 
to taken such that 2"s > (p - 1r 1. 

• (35.1.10) Proof of Proposition ( 35.1 .8) We can assume that F(X, Y) is 
a p-typical formal group law. Writef(X} = I;~~o a.XP". Then v(a.) 2 -n. Let 
y E m( K,c); then 

(35.1.11) 

It follows from (35.1.11) that v(a. y1'")-> en as n-> oo if v(y) > 0. Moreover, one 
easily checks that 

(35.1.12) if v(y) 2 (p - ir I 
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Now let z be an element of 111(K,c) of valuation precisely (p - I r 1 • Then by 
(35.1.12) g(X) = z- 1f(zX) E A[X]; moreover, g(X) = X mod(degree 2) and 
hence g- 1(X) E A[X]. But g- 1(X) = ::- 1.r 1(::X), sor 1(zX) E A[X] for all:: 
of valuation (p - l r 1• This means that f- I (x) converges if r(x) > (p - l r I 

and also shows that.r 1(X) maps (;~+(K,c) into F'+(KsJ with r = (p - ir 1• 

This proves (i) and (iv). Part (ii) of the proposition is a triviality. As to (iii), 
clearly A(F) c Ker(!) because J\(F) = U Ker[p"](X) andf([p"](X)) = p"f(X) 
and p": K,c( +)-> K,c( +) is injective. 

Conversely, suppose that x E Ker(!). There is an 11 such that v([p"] 
(x)) > (p - It 1 (Lemma (35.1.9)). Thenl([p"](x)) = p"l(x) = 0, so by part (iv) 
of the proposition (which has already been proved) [p"](x) = 0, i.e., x E J\(F). It 
remains to prove the surjectivity of.f Let x E K,c( + ). There is an n such that 
i·(p"x) > (p - It 1. Let y = r 1(p"x), then f(y) = p"x (using parts (i) or (iv) 
again). By Corollary (35.1.6) there is a z E F(K,c) such that [p"](z) = y, then 
p"(x) = f(y) =l([p"](z)) = p"f(z), hencel(z) = x. 

35.2 lsogenies and finite subgroups of F(K,J 

We have seen that if o:(X): F(X, Y)-> G(X, Y) is an isogeny, then the kernel 
ofo(K,J: F(K,J-> G(K,c) is a finite subgroup. The converse is also true: every 
finite subgroup is the kernel of an isogeny. 

(35.2.l) Theorem Let N c F(K,J be a finite subgroup. Let 
r 0 = {r E r I ry E N for ally E N} be the stabilizer subgroup of N. Let Lo be the 
field of invariants of r 0 (so Lo/ K is a finite field extension). Then there exists a 
formal group law G(X, Y) over A(L0 ) and an isogeny o:(X): F(X, Y)-> G(X, Y) 
over A(Lo) such that the following two properties hold: 

(i) Ker(o:(K,c)) = N. 
(ii) If /3(X): F(X, Y)-> H(X, Y) is an isogeny over A(l'.), L a finite field 

extension of Lo, such that Ker(/3(K,c)) :::i N, then there exists a unique isogeny 
/1(X): G(X, Y)-> H(X, Y) such that f3(X) = /1(X) 0 a(X). 

(In a sense that can be made precise, this theorem says that quotients of one 
dimensional commutative finite height formal groups by finite subgroups exist 
and are one dimensional commutative finite height formal groups.) 

Before proving the theorem we state a number of corollaries. 

• (35.2.2) Corollary 

(i) Let o:(X): F(X, Y)-> G(X, Y) be an isogeny over A(L) where L/K is 
finite, then there also exists an isogeny /J(X): G(X, Y)-> F(X, Y) over A(L). 

(ii) Suppose that FGA(F(X, Y), G(X, Y)) =I= {O}. Then the quotient fields of 
J(EndA(F(X, Y))) and J(EndA(G(X, Y))) (as subfields of K,J are equal. 

Proof Let N = Ker(o:(K,J), then Lo c L. Because N is finite there is an 
r EN such that N c Ker[p']F(X). By part (ii) of Theorem (35.2.l) this means 
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that there exists a /J(X): G(X, Y)--+ F(X, Y) such that /J(X) 0 ct(X) = [p']F{X) 
and /J(X) =fa 0 because [p']F(X) =fa 0. This proves (i). 

As to (ii), first note that if x{X): F(X, Y)--+ G{X, Y) is =fa 0 (i.e., an isogeny), 
then /J(X)f--+ct(X) c /J(X) is an injective (left) EndA(G(X, Y))-module homo
morphism FGA(G(X, Y), F(X, Y))--+ End.4(G(X, Y)). Let 

AF = J(EndA(F(X, Y))), 

LF the quotient field of AF. Let BGF = J(FGA(G(X, Y), F(X, Y))) and 
'fi, = EndAf(BGF). Similarly, one defines AG, LG, TG· Since BGF is isomorphic to 
an ideal of AG, we have that TG c LG and TG => AG. Now also AF c TG since AF 
acts (on the right) on BGF· Hence LF c quotient field (TG) =LG. Similarly, 
using part (i) of the corollary, one shows that LG c LF. Q.E.D. 

• (35.2.3) To prove Theorem (35.2.1) we need some preliminaries. Let R be any 
complete Hausdorff local ring with maximal ideal mR. Consider R[X], the ring 
of power series in one variable over R. This is also a complete Hausdorff local 
ring, the maximal ideal being X R[ X] + 1ll R[ X]. Let w be the associated filtra
tion function (cf. Appendix A.2). Let t E R[X] and suppose that t ¥ R and 
t EX R[X] + 111R[X ]. Then Tf--+ t defines a continuous injective (local) homo
morphism of local rings R[T]--+R[X], permitting us (by identifying t and T) 
to view R[T] as a closed local subring of R[X]. 

(35.2.4) Lemma Let X E R[X] => R[T] be a root ofa (distinguished) poly
nomial g(Z) = Z" - t .- 1 zn- 1 - · · · - t 1 Z - t 0 with coefficients in R[T] such 
that w(t;) 2: n - i for i = 0, I, ... , n - 1. Then R[X] is (finitely) generated as an 
R[T]-module by then elements L X, ... , X"- 1. 

Proof Let rm.i E R[T] for 111 EN u {O}, i E {O, I, ... , n - I} be the unique 
elements of R[T] such that 

n-1 

zm = L rm.izi mod(g(Z)) 
i=O 

Multiplying with Z we find the following recursion relations among the rm.i: 

(35.2.5) rm+ 1.i = rm.i-1 + rm.n-1 tj if i 2: I 

Now rm.i = 0 if m < n and /11 =fa i, and rm.m = I if m < n. Also rn.i = f;. i = 0, 
I, ... , n - 1. Hence w(rm.J 2: m - i for /11 :::; 11. and using induction and (35.2.5), 
it easily follows that w(r m.i) 2: /11 - i for all 111 E N u {O}. It follows that if 
Lam xm is any element of R[X], then L amrm.i converges for all i (in A[T]). 
Hence 

which proves the lemma. 
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• (35.2.6) Now let F(X, Y) be a formal group law over Rand let .I' E 111R. Then 
Xf--+F(X, y) defines a continuous homomorphism </y R[X]--+ R[X] (cf. 
Appendix A.4). Let z E 111R. Then 

(35.2.7) <Ji.(<f»(X)) = <ji=(F(X, y)) = F(F(X, z), y) 

= F(X, F(y, z)) = F(X, .I'+ F z) = <P.+,y(X) 

Taking z such that .I'+ F z = 0, we see that <P .. is in fact a continuous automor
phism. And also by (35.2.7) if N is a finite s.ubgroup of F(R) (= mR as a set; 
addition: (x, y)f--+ F(x, y) = x + F y), then y1--> </Jy is an injective homomor
phism of groups N--+ Aut R(R [ X ]) (injective because y is recoverable from <P .. as 
the constant term in <fiiX)). . 

• (35.2.8) Lemma Using the notations of (35.2.6) let T = ffvcN F(X, y). 
Then the invariants of R[X] under the action of N above are precisely the 
elements of R[T] (i.e., {x(X) I </Jy(o:(X)) = ct(X) for ally E N} = R[T]). 

Proof Let us write InvN(R[X]) = {ct(X) E R[X]i</iy{ct(X)) = ct(X), 
Vy EN}. Because N is a subgroup of F(R) and (35.2.7), we have that 
TE InvN(R[X]); also of course R c Inv,v(R[X]), so (by continuity of the </J).) 
we have that R[T] c Inv"'(R[X]). 

Now consider F(Z, y) as a power series in Z over R[T]. Its Weierstrass 
degree (cf. Appendix A.3) is clearly I. It follows that 

W-degree ( n F(Z, y) - T) = n = #N 
yeN 

According to the formal Weierstrass preparation theorem (cf. Appendix A.3) 
there is a unique factorization 

g(Z)u(Z) = -T + n F(Z, y) 
}'EN 

where g(Z) is a distinguished polynomial of degree n over R[T] and u(Z) is an 
invertible power series over R[T]. Now by definition 

T= n F(X, y) 
yeN 

so that the F(X, y), y E N, are all roots of g(Z)u(Z) (use (35.2.7)) and hence of 
g(Z). There are n different F(X, y), and degree(g(Z)) = n. Hence 

g(Z) = n (Z - F(X. y)) 
v EN 

Now F(X, y) E XR[X] + 111R[X] and hence g(Z) satisfies the condition of 
Lemma (35.2.4); it follows that R[X] as a module over R[T] is generated by I, 
X, ... , xn-1. 

Now let <1>-r be the quotient field of R[T] and <l>x be the quotient field of 
R[X]. Then. by what we have just proved, 

[<f>x: <f>T] :::; 11 
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Let <I>= InvN(<l>x)· Then [<l>x: <I>]= n by Galois theory (cf., e.g., (205, Vol. III, 
Chapter I, Section 4, Theorem 5]). Also <I>r c <I> because A[T] c InvN(R[X]. 
Hence <I>r =<I>= InvN(<l>x)· It follows that g(Z) is irreducible and hence that 
the R[T}module R[X] is free with basis 1, X, .. ., x•- 1• 

Now let rx(X) E Inv N(R[ X ]). Write rx(X) as a unique sum rx(X) = r 0 + 
r1 x + ... + rn-1 x·- 1, r; E R[T]. Since InvN(<l>x) = <I>r and 1, X, .. ., xn-l is 
also a basis for <l>x over <I>r, it follows that rx(X) = r0 in R[T]. Q.E.D. 

• (35.2.9) Proof of Theorem (35.2.1) Let L/ K be a finite field extension 
such that N c F(L) c F(K,0 ) (then of course L0 c L). Take 

rx(X) = ll F(X, y) E A(L][X] 
yeN 

Then rx(O) = 0 (because 0 EN) and we have 

(35.2.10) rx(F(X, Y)) = ll F(F(X, Y), y) = 11 F(X, F(Y, y)) 
yeN yeN 

Now take R = A(L)[X] and consider rx(F(X, Y)) as an element of R[Y] and 
F(X, Y) as a formal group law over R. Applying Lemma (35.2.7), we see that 
(since rx(F(X, Y)) is invariant under N also in this setting) 

(35.2.11) rx(F(X, Y)) E R[T], T= ll F(Y,y)=rx(Y) 

Now take R' = A(L)[rx( Y)]. By (35.2.11) we can consider rx(F(X, Y)) as an 
element of R'[X] = A(L)[1X(Y)][X] = A(L)[X][rx(Y)]. Then 1X(F(X, Y)) is 
again invariant under Nin this new setting (cf. (35.2.10)); and applying Lemma 
(35.2.7) again, we find rx(F(X, Y)) E A(L)[rx(X), 1X(Y)], so we can write 

(35.2.12) 1X(F(X, Y)) = G(rx(X), 1X(Y)) 

for some power series G(X, Y) E A(L)[X, Y]. We have already seen that 
rx(O) = 0. As to the coefficient of X in rx(X), observe that since 
1X(X) = ll F(X, y) 

d1X 3F 
- (0) =I --- (X, y) 11 F(X, z) 
dX y ax Zr)' 

Substituting X = 0 and using that 0 E N, we see that 

d1X (0) = DF (0, 0) ll F(O, z) i= 0 
dX ax ='fO 

because (3F/c7X)(O, 0) =land F(O, z) = z. It follows that a- 1(X)exists at least 
as a power series over L, so that by (35.2.12) 

(35.2.13) G(X, Y) = 1X(F(1X- 1(X), 1X- 1(Y))) 
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proving that G(X, Y) is associative, commutative, and that G(X, 0) = X. 
Hence G(X, Y) is a formal group law over A(L) and by (35.2.12) 1X(X) is a 
homomorphism of formal group laws over A(L). 

Clearly, y E Ker(1X(K, 0 )) for y E N because F(y, z) = y + F z E N for all y, 
z E N. So N c Ker(1X(K,J). But the Weierstrass degree of 1X(X) is n so 
N = Ker{IX(K,0 )). Finally, we note that 1X(X) is invariant under r 0 (acting on 
coefficients) so that in fact 1X(X) E L0[X] c L[X] and hence being integral 
1X(X) E A(Lo)[X]. By (35.2.13) it follows that then also G(X, Y) E A(L0 )[X]. 
This proves part (i) of the theorem. 

Now let /J(X): F(X, Y)-> H(X, Y) be an isogeny over A(I'.) ::::i A(Lo). Let 
L/ K be finite such that I'. c L, N c F(L). Then for all y E N, we have 

</>y(/3(X)) = /3(F(X, y)) = H(/J(X), /J(y)) = H(/J(X), 0)) = /J(X) 

Take R = A(L) this time, then a third application of Lemma (35.2.7) gives us 
that /J(X) E A(L)[IX(X)], i.e., /J(X) = p(1X(X)). Using IX- 1(X) again, we see that 
ft(X) = /3(1X- 1(X)) E 1'.[X] since I'. ::::i L 0 and hence ft(X) E A(l'.)[X]. Fur
ther, /3(G(X, Y)) = /3(rx- 1(G(X, Y))) = /J(F(1X- 1(X), rx- 1{Y)) = H(/3(1X- 1(X)). 
{3(1X- 1(Y))) = H(/3(X), /3(Y)) and /3(X) = f3(rx- 1(X)) # 0. This concludes the 
proof of the theorem. 

35.3 Tate module of a formal group law 

• (35.3.1) Definition of the functor T(F) Let F(X, Y) be a formal group 
law over A. The abelian group F(K,c) is a ZP-module via the action ax = 
[aMx), a E ZP, x E F(K,c) and A(F) is a Zv-submodule. One now defines 

(35.3.2) T(F) = Modz/Qp/Zp, F(K,c)) = Modzp(Qp/ZP, A(F)) 

Since f(X, Y)c-> F(K,c) and A(f) are functors, we immediately observe that 
F(X, Y)c-> T(F), 1X(X)c-> Modz,,(Qp/Zp, 1X(K,.)) is a functor. 

We have seen that A(f) ~ (Qv!Zvt where h = ht(F(X, Y)). Using 
Modzp(QP/Zp, QP/Zp) = ZP' we note that as a Zv-module we have 

(35.3.3) T(F) ~ Z~ 

• (35.3.4) Description of T(f) Let M be any abelian group. A homomor
phism IX: QP /ZP-> M is uniquely determined by giving 1X(p- ;), i = 1, 2, .... And 
conversely, given a sequence (111 1, 111 2 , ... ) of elements of M, then there is a 
homomorphism IX: QP /ZP-> M such that 1X(p-i) = 111; if and only if pm;+ 1 = 111; 

for i E N and pm 1 = 0. 
Applying this to M = A(f), we see that 

(35.3.5) T(F) = {(x 1, x 2 , ... ) Ix; E A(f), (p1 ](x;+ 1) = X;, i EN, [PF](xi) =OJ 

with coordinatewise addition 
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or in other words 

where the projective limit is taken with respect to the maps 

Let x 1(1), ... , x 1(h) be a basis for the Fr-module Ker([P]F(K,c)). Then one 

can find sequences (x 1(i), x 2(i), ... ) such that [P]r(.x,,+ 1(i)) = x,,(i) for all 11 EN. 

It is now not difficult to check that {(x 1(1 ), x z( l ), ... ), ... , (x 1(h ), x 2(h), ... )} is a 

basis for T(F) as a ZP-module. 

• (35.3.6) The functor V(F) One also defines 

(35.3.7) 

and, arguing as above in (35.3.4), we see that 

(35.3.8) V(F) = {(x0 , xl> ... )Ix; E /\(F). [PMX;+ 1) = X;, all i EN u {O}} 

with componentwise addition, or, in other words 

V(F) = Ji1ll /\(F) 

under the maps [P]F(K,c): /\(F)--> /\(F). Since /\(F) ~ (Qv!Zv)h and 

Modz)QP, QP/ZP) = QP we see that 

V(F) ~ Q; 
as a ZP-module. 

•• J (35.3.9) Proposition There is an exact sequence 

0--> T(F)--> V(F)--> /\(F)--> 0 

where the first map is the natural inclusion T(F) c V(F), (x 1, x 2, ..• )1--> (0, x 1, 

x 2 , • •• ) (cf. (35.3.5), (35.3.8)) and where the second map is (x0 , x 1, ... )t-->x0 . 

Proof If (x0 , x 1, ... ) E V(F) and x 0 = 0, then (x 1, x 2, •.• ) E T(F), and the 

surjectivity of V(F)--> /\(f) is immediate by (35.1.6) and (35.3.8). 

•(35.3.10) Remark One has an exact sequence 0-->ZP-->QP-->QP/ZP-->0 
and (35.3.9) can be seen as the result of applying Mod zr(-, ;\(f)) to this exact 
sequence. 

• (35.3.11) Let v be the extension to K,c of the normalized exponential valua

tion v on QP. It is often useful to know something about the valuations of the x; 
in an element x = (x0 , x 1, ••• ) E V(F) or T(F). 

• (35.3.12) Lemma Let F(X, Y) be a formal group law of height hover A and 
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let e = v(n) = e(K/QPt 1. Let x, y E ;\(F) and suppose that [p] 1{r) = x. Then 

we have: 

(i) x=O,y=f.O=v(y)sl 
(ii) 2 < v(x) < XJ = v(y) s l'(x) - l 

(iii) l < r(x) s 2 = L'(y) s l 
(iv) e < v(x) s l = v(y) s p- 11'{x) 
(v) v(x) s r. = v(y) = p-hr(x) 

Proof We can assume that F(X, Y) is p-typical, so that in particular 

F(X, Y) = X + Y mod(degree p). Now write out x = [p] 1 (y) to obtain 

(35.3.13) x = py + nyP(· · ·) + uyrh +yr••+ 1(· · ·), LIE U(A) 

The proof of (35.3.13) is now a simple matter using v(a + b) :'.". min(r(a). r(b)) 
and 11(a + b) = min{v(a), v(b)} if v(a) =f v(b). Here are the details: if v(y) > 1, 

then v(py) = 1 + v(y) and v(nyP) > l + v(y), 11(yr•) > l + u(y). So in this case 

11(.x) = l + v(y). This proves (i), (ii), and (iii). Now assume e < v(x) ::o; land 

u(y) > p- 1v(x). Then v(py) > 1 + p- 1l'(x) > l ~ v(x), v(nyP) > e + u(x) > 1•(x) 
and r(yPh) > ph· p- 1v(x) > v(x), a contradiction with (35.3.13). Finally, assume 

that v(x) s t:. Then v(py) > 1 :'.". v(x ), v(nyP) > e > r{x ), v(yph+ 1 ) > 1{r1'"), so for 

(35.3.13) to hold we must have phi;(y) = v(x). Q.E.D. 

• (35.3.14) Corollary If x E V(F), x =f. 0, then lim"~' (v(x,,)) = 0. 

• (35.3.15) Proposition t>:(X)t--> T(t>:) E Modzr(T(F), T(G)) is an m1ective 

homomorphism from FGA(F(X, Y). G(X, Y)) to Modz,,(T(F), T(G)). 

Proof That t>:(X)t--> T(t>:) is a homomorphism is obvious (it is a homomor

phism of ZP-modules). Suppose that T(t>:) = 0. Then let x E T(F), x =fa 0, 

x = (x 1, x 2 , ... ).Then T(t>:)(x) = 0, hence 

0 = T(t>:)(x) = (t>:(xi), t>:(x 2 ), ••• ) 

and it follows that cx(xi) = cx(x 2 ) = ·· · = 0. Now, if t>:(X) =fa 0, then cx(X) has 

finite Weierstrass degree (because [P]F(X) has finite Weierstrass degree; use 

e.g. (the proof of) Corollary (35.2.2)(i)) and hence only finitely many roots (use 

the formal Weierstrass preparation theorem). So it suffices to show that if 

0 =P x E T(F). then there are infinitely many different values among the X;. This 

follows from Lemma (35.3.12) (or Corollary (35.3.14)). 

• (35.3.16) The Tate module functor F 1--> T(F) is a very useful tool in the study 

of formal group laws. Here are three applications of what we have done so far 

(the first two are reproofa of results that we have obtained before). 

(35.3.17) The reduction map HomA(F(X, Y), G(X, Y))--> Homk(f(X, Y), 

G(X, Y)) is injective (cf. Section 18.3 of Chapter IV). 
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Proof Let ct(X): F(X, Y)--. G(X, Y) be a homomorphism and suppose 
that iX(X) = 0. Then for all x E T(F), x = (x 1, x 2, ... ) we have T(ct) 
(x) = (y 1, y2 , .. • ) with J'; = ct(x;) = 0 mod n. Hence J'; = 0 for all i by Corollary 
{35.3.14); hence T(ct) = O; hence ct(X) = 0 by Proposition (35.3.15). 

(35.3.18) EndA(F{X, Y)) is a free Z r-module of rank r a divisor ofht(F(X, Y)). 

Proof By Proposition (35.3.15) we have an injection End,i{F(X, Y)--. 
Endzp(T(F)) = Mhxh(Zr), the ring of h x h matrices with coefficients in Zr. 
Tensoring with Qr gives us an injection (as EndA(F(X, Y)) is Zr-torsion free) 

End,i{F{X, Y))@ Qr t--> M h x h(Qr) 

Now End. 1(F(X, Y))@ Qr is commutative and hence, as a commutative 
subfield of M h, h(Qrl· its dimension r is a divisor of h. Q.E.D. 

• (35.3.19) Proposition Let a(X): F(X, Y)--. G{X, Y) be a homomorphism 
of formal group laws over A. Then ct(X) is an isomorphism if and only if T{ct) is 
an isomorphism. 

Proof The" only if" part of the statement is trivial since T(-) is a functor. 
Suppose that T{ct) is an isomorphism. We have for all n EN a commutative 
diagram 

T(o:) 
T(F) T{G) 

1 a(K.) 1 
Ker[p")F~ Ker[p")G 

where both vertical arrows are surjective. (By Corollary {35.1.6); the homomor
phism T(F)--> Ker[p")F is of course {x 1, x 2, ... ) --> x".) Then the bottom arrow 
is surjective if T{ct) is surjective. We can suppose that ct{X) =!= 0. Then 
ht(F(X, Y)) = ht{G{X, Y)) = h (say). Then # Ker[p")F = p"+h = # Ker[p")G; 
and, since ct{K,c) is surjective, it follows that a(K,c} is injective. But 
Ker{ct(Kscll c Ker[p")F for n large enough. So Ker Ci(K,c} = 0, which means 
that W-degree (ct{X)) = 1, i.e., that ct{X) is an isomorphism. 

35.4 lsogenies and lattices in V(F) 

• (35.4.1) Let F(X, Y) be a formal group law of height h over A. The Tate 
module T(F) is a free Zr-submodule of the Qr-vector space V(F)"" Q~, i.e., a 
lattice. where a lattice is defined as a free Zr-submodule of V(F) of rank 
h = dimQ)V(F)), which generates V(F) as a Qr-vector space. 

The Galois group 1 = Gal(K,c/ K) acts on A(F) and hence also on T(F) and 
V(F) as follows: r{xo, X1, ... ) = {r:<o, '!"Xi. ... ) for all r Er and x = (xo, 
x 1, ... ) E V(F). This action is continuous if r is given the Krull topology and 
V(F) the topology defined by the subgroups {(O, ... , 0, x.+ 1, x.+ 2, ... )} c V(F), 
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and this latter topology makes V(F) "" Q~ an isomorphism of topological 
vector spaces over Qr where Qr has its usual p-adic topology. 

• (35.4.2) Theorem 

(i) Let R be a sublattice of T(F) in V(F). Then there exists an isogeny (over 
some A(L), L/K finite) ct(X): H(X, Y)--. F(X, Y) such that R = Im(T(:i:)). If R 
is stable under f, :i:(X) and H(X, Y) can be chosen to be defined over A. If 
&(X): H(X, Y)--> F(X, Y) is an isogeny such that Im(T(&)) c Im{T(ct)). then 
there exists an isogeny /3(X): H(X. Y)--. H(X, Y) such that 
&(X) = ct(X) c f3(X). In particular the lattice lm(T(:i:)) determines H(X, Y) and 
:i:(X) to within isomorphism. 

(ii) Let R be a lattice in V(F) that contains T(F) (a superlattice ). Then there 
exists an isogeny f3(X): F(X, Y)--> G(X, Y) such that V(f3r 1(T(G)) = R. If R is 
stable under r, f3(X) and G(X, Y) can be chosen to be defined over A. If /J(X): 
F(X, Y)--. G(X, Y) is an isogeny such that V(f3t 1(T(G)) c V(flr 1(T(G)), then 
there exists an isogeny :x(X): G(X, Y)--> G(X, Y) such that ct(X) , /3(X) = 

/J(X). In particular. R determines G(X, Y) and /3(X) up to isomorphism. 

To prove this theorem, in fact even to state it, we need to know that if:i:{X): 
F(X, Y)--. G(X, Y) is an isogeny, then V(ct)T(F) is a lattice in V(G). 

• (35.4.3) Lemma Let ct(X): F(X. Y)--. G(X, Y) be an isogeny. Then we have 
an exact diagram (i.e., all columns and rows are exact and the diagram is 

commutative) 

0 0 

1 1 
0 _______. T( F) _______. V ( F) .___. A ( F) _______. 0 

lT(>) lv(a) li\(e<) 

0 _______. T( G) _______. V ( G) _______. A ( G) _______. 0 

1 1 
0 0 

and CoKer(T(:i:))"" Ker A(ct). Further. T(ct)(T(F)) is a sublattice of T(G). 

Proof We have already seen that the rows of the diagram above are exact 
(Proposition (35.3.9)). There is an isogeny /3(X): G(X, Y)--. F(X, Y) such that 
f3(X) "a(X) = [p")t.(X) for n large enough (Corollary (35.2.2)(i)). Hence A(ct) is 
surjective by Corollary 35.1.6(i). Let x E V(F), then V(a)(x) = 0 => ct(x ;) = 0 for 
all i EN and by Lemma (35.3.12) or Corollary (35.3.14) this would give 
infinitely many different roots of ct(X) if x were =!= 0. But Ci(X) is an isogeny and 
hence Ker(ct{Ksc)l is finite. Therefore x = 0 if V(ct)(x) = 0 (cf. also the proof of 
Proposition (35.3.15) where the same argument was used). Hence V(ct) and T(ct) 
are injective. Since V(ct) is a map of Qr-vector spaces of equal dimension and 
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V(ix) is injective, it follows that V(ix) is also surjective. The isomorphism 
Ker A(ix) = CoKer T(ix) now follows from the snake lemma (cf. [42, Chapter L 
Section l, no. 4]) and T(ix)(T(F)) is a lattice in V(G) because T(G) is a lattice in 
V(G) and T(G)/T(ix)T(F) is finite since Ker A(ix) is finite (Proposition (35.1.5)). 

• (35.4.4) Proof of Theorem (35.4.2) The proof of Theorem (35.4.2) is 
now a perfectly straightforward application of Theorem (35.2.1). First, let R be 
a superlattice of T(F) in V(F). Then R/T(F) is a finite subgroup of A(F) = 
V(F)/T(F), and the assignment Rf-> R/T(F) sets up a bijective correspondence 
between finite subgroups of A(F) and superlattices of T(F) in V(F). Further, 
R/T(F) is stable under r iff R is stable under r. Finally, if /3(X): F(X, Y)---> 
G(X, Y) is an isogeny, then by the exact diagram of (35.4.3) 
V(Pt 1(T(G))/T(F) = Ker(/3(K,J). Now apply Theorem (35.2.l) to obtain part 
(ii) of Theorem (35.4.2). 

To prove part (i), pick any n EN such that [p"]F(T(F)) c R, where R is the 
given sub lattice of T(F). Then [p"]i 1 (R) =:i T(F), hence there exists (by part (ii) 
of Theorem (35.4.2)) an isogeny /J(X): F(X, Y}---> H(X, Y) such that V(!Jt 1 

(T(H)) = [p"]i 1(R). Now 

Ker(/J(K,J) = V(/Jt 1(T(H))/T(F) = [p"]i 1 R/T(F) 

and hence [p"], Ker({J(K,J) = 0 since R c T(F). So Ker({J(K,c)) c Ker[p"], 
and we can apply Theorem (35.2.1) to find a unique isogeny ix(X): H(X, Y)---> 
F(X, Y) such that ix(X) o {J(X) = [p"],(X). But then Im T(cx) = V(ix)(T(H)) = 
V(ix)(V({J)([p"]i 1(R))) = R, as required. If R is stable under r, then so 
is [p"]F 1 (R), so by part (ii) of Theorem (35.4.2) we can assume that /J(X) and 
H(X, Y) are defined over A and hence so is cx(X) by Theorem (35.2.1). 

Now let m EN, m ;:o: n, then, taking P(X) = /J(X) o [pm-n],(X), we find 
V(Pt 1(T(H)) = [pmr 1(R); and if ii(X) is such that ii(X) • p(X) = [pm],(X), 
then 

so that we find the same ii(X) = ix(X). That is, the choice of n is essentially 
immaterial. 

Now let a(X): H(X, Y)---> F(X, Y) be an isogeny such that 
Im T(a) c Im T(cx). By the remark just made we can assume that Im(T(a)) =:i 

[p"]F(T(F)), where ix(X) and {J(X) are as constructed above (using this partic
ular n). Now 

Ker A(a) '.:e V(T(F)/V(a)T(H) 

and since V(&)T(H) = Im T(&) =:i [p"],(T(F)), it follows that 

[p"]i, Ker A(&) = 0 
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So by Theorem (35.2.l) there exists an isogeny /3(X): F(X, Y)---> H(X, Y) such 
that /3(X) '.X(X) = [p"]ii(X). But then 

so that 

Then 

;J(X) . a(X) • /3(X) = [p"] ii(X) /3(X) = /3(X) [p"],(X} 

a(X) 0 fl(X) = [p"h·(X} = ix(X} /J(X) 

Ker(/3(K,J) = V(flr I T(H)/T(F) = V([p"], r I V(&)T(H)/T(F) 

c v([11"J,r 1 v(a)T(H)/T(F} 

= V(/Jt 1 T(H)/T(F) = Ker(/J(K,J) 
Hence, by Theorem (35.2.1) there exists a unique isogeny ('(X): 
H(X. Y)---> H(X, Y) such that ('(X) •· /3(X) = /J(X). Then 

:x(X) '('(X) 0 /3(X) = cx(X) '/J(X) = a(X) .•. /3(X) 

and hence ix(X) c 11(X) = a(X), as required. This completes the proof of the 
theorem. 

35.5 Formal group laws with pregiven END-ring 

• (35.5.1) Let F(X, Y), G(X, Y) be formal group laws over A. We shall write 
HOM(F(X, Y), G(X, Y)) for FGA(K,<>(F(X, Y), G(X, Y)) and as before (cf. 
Chapter IV, Section 23.2.) END(F(X, Y)) = HOM(F(X, Y), F(X, Y)). We 
have seen that the map V: HOM(F(X, Y), G(X, Y))---> Hom(V(F), V(G)) is 
injective (more precisely we have seen this for T (cf. Proposition (35.3.9)), but 
then the result also follows for V; cf. Proposition (35.3.9); cf. also Lemma 
(35.4.3)). . . 

Tensoring with QP gives us an injection (both modules bemg ZP-tors10n free) 

(35.5.2) V: QP@ HOM(F(X, Y), G(X, Y))---> ModQ)V(F), V(G)) 

(where the latter "Mod" is one of QP-vector spaces). Also we can view 
HOM(F(X, Y}, G(X, Y)) as a ZP-submodule of QP@ HOM(F(X, Y), 
G(X, Y)). 

• (35.5.3) Proposition Using the notations of (35.5.1), let ix(X) E QP@ 
HOM(F(X, Y), G(X, Y)). Then ix(X) E HOM(F(X, Y), G(X, Y)) ifand only if 
V(ix) maps T(F) into T(G} (cf. (35.5.2)). 

Proof The "only if" part is trivial. As to the "if" part, there is an n E N 
such that p"ix(X) E HOM(F(X, Y), G(X, Y)). Let /J(X) = p"ix(X) = [p"]G 
(X) o :x(X) (cf. (35.5.1)). Then because of V(ix)T(F) c T(G), we have 
V(/3)T(F) c [p"]G T(G); hence by Theorem (35.4.2) th~re is a 
fl(X) E HOM(F(X, Y), G(X, Y)) such that /J(X) = [p"]G(X) 0 /J(X). Then 
et.(X) = fl(X). 
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• {35.5.4) Let LF be the quotient field of J(END(F(X, Y)). Then of course J 
induces an isomorphism QP@ END(F(X, Y)) ~ LF. Now T(F) is an 
END(F(X, Y))-module (T being a functor) and so via J we can view V(F) as an 
LF-module, i.e., as a vector space over LF. In these terms Proposition (35.5.3) 
for endomorphisms becomes: 

• (35.5.5) Corollary J(END(F(X, Y))) = {a E LF I aT(F) c T(F)}. 

• (35.5.6) Let cx(X): G(X, Y)--> F(X, Y) be an isogeny. Then LF = LG by Corol
lary (35.2.2)(ii) and V(cx): V(G)--> V(F) becomes an isomorphism of 
LF-modules. Thus Proposition (35.5.3) for homomorphisms becomes 

• (35.5.7) Corollary J(HOM(F(X, Y), G(X, Y))) ={a ELF I aT(F) c T(G)}. 

And we have also (in the setting of (35.5.6)): 

• (35.5.8) Corollary J(END(G(X, Y))) ={a ELF I a Im(T(cx)) c Im T(cx)}. 

Indeed, a E J(END(G(X, Y)))=aT(G) c T(G)=J(cx)aT(G) c J(cx)T(G)=a 
Im(T(cx)) c Im(T(cx)) since J(cx)T(G) = Im(T(cx)). 

We can now prove a theorem promised long ago (cf. Chapter IV, Section 
23.2). 

• (35.5.9) Theorem Let (!! be an order over ZP (which is contained in 
A(K,J). Then there is a formal group law F(X, Y) (over some A(L)) of height 
[ (!1 : ZP) such that J(END(F(X, Y))) = (!1. 

Proof Let L be the quotient field of (!l and A(L) its ring of integers, and 
rr{L) a uniformizing element. Let G{X, Y) be the one dimensional Lubin-Tate 
formal A(L)-module over A(L) with logarithm g(X) = X + n(Lt 1g(Xq<Ll) 
where q(L) is the number of elements in the residue field of L. Then 
J(END(G(X, Y))) = A(L) and LG= L. 

Now let R be a sublattice of T(G) c V(G) such that@= {a E LGlaR c R}. 
{Such sublattices exist: take, e.g., R = cnx where x is any nonzero element of 
T(G); for the detailed theory of orders in algebras, see, e.g., [97).) Then there is 
an isogeny cx(X): F(X, Y)--> G(X, Y) such that R =Im T(cx). Now apply Corol
lary (35.5.8) to obtain J(END(F(X, Y))) = (ii. 

• {35.5.10) Corollary {of the proof) Let F(X, Y) be a formal group law 
and (!,> be an order with quotient field LF, then there exists an isogenous formal 
group law G{X, Y) with J(END(G(X, Y))) = (!,'. 

35.6 The Tate module T(F) as a Galois module 

• (35.6.1) Let F(X, Y) be a formal group law over A of height h. Let 
r = Gal(K,c I K). Then r acts on T(F) and V(F) as r(x0 , x 1, x 2, ... ) = (rx 0 , 

rx2 , ••. ) and this is a continuous action, i.e., r acts continuously on V(F) (with 
its topology as a QP-vector space) and the homomorphism r __, GL(V{F)) 
is continuous. The kernel of this homomorphism is of course r 1 = 
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Gal(K,j K(J\(F))), where K(A(F)) is the field obtained from K by adjoin
ing all elements of J\.(F) c ( K,c). 

• (35.6.2) Theorem V(F) is an irreducible r-module over QP (i.e., 
r--> GL(V(F)) is an irreducible Ii-dimensional p-adic representation of r). 

Proof Let x E V(F), then we have to show that rx = { TX IT E r} generates 
all of V(F) as a QP-vector space if x =F 0. It suffices to prove this for x E T(F)\ 
[p]T(F). Let W c T(F) be the sub-ZP-module of T(F) generated by rx. Then 
W is free of rank s ::=: h, and what we have to show is s 2 h. 

Let rp,,: T(F)--> Ker[p")f(K,J be the homomorphism of r-modules (x I• 

x 2 , ••. , x,,, ... )1-> xn. Since W is of ranks ::=: h, <Pn( W) is a direct sum of at most s 
cyclic subgroups all of rank ::=: 11 (because [p"](Ker[p")F(Ksc)) = 0). So the 
number of elements in <Pn(W) - [p ]<fin( W) is at most p"' - p<n- I)s. Each element 
of rx,, is in </Jn( W) - [p ]</i,,( W). 

Hence 
#r.xn :S:: p<11-l)s(p' - 1) 

Now #r.xn is the number of conjugates ofxnover K so #rx,, 2 [K(x,,): K), so 
that 

(35.6.3) [K(x,,): K] ::=: 1/11- l)s(p' - 1) 

We now use the valuation estimates on v(x,,) of Lemma (35.3.12) (for x E T(F)) 
to obtain a lower bound as follows. Let e,, be the ramification index of K(xn)I K. 
Now lin1;-." i{x;) = 0 by Corollary (35.3.14). Hence there is an m EN such 
that 1'(.xi) < r. = u(rr) for i 2 m where rr is a uniformizing element of K. Then by 
Lemma (35.3.12)(v) we have for all 11 2 m 

v(xn) :S:: p-<n-m)hl'(rr) 

and hence 

(35.6.4) [K(x,,): K) 2 en 2 p<n-m)h 

for all n 2 111. Combining this with (35.6.3) we find 

for all 11 E N (for a certain fixed m E N). Letting n--> crv it follows that 
s 2 h. Q.E.D. 

E.5 Bibliographical and Other Notes 

II (E.5. I) Notes on Section 32 The material in 32.1-32.2 comes straight from Lubin 
and Tate's beautiful paper [264]. Some additional remarks on the Lubin-Tate construc
tions can be found in [384-386) and [350). In [264] Lubin and Tate have to use the 
existence and (certain) properties of the classical reciprocity homomorphism to prove 
that Lrr · K,,, is indeed maximal abelian. For a different treatment of local class field 
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theory, avoiding this as well as formal groups and Galois cohomology, cf. [169). The 
explicit description of the reciprocity homomorphism for K = QP in Section 32.3 is due 
to Dwork [ 13 7). 

The material of Section 32.4 on the Safarevic mapping comes from (74). For results on 
the image of the fundamental class in H 2(G, L*) under the mapping H 2 (G. L*)--+ 
H 2(G, Gal(Lab/L)) induced by the reciprocity homomorphism (Safarevic-Weil 
theorem) in a class formation setting, cf., e.g., [12, Theorem 6, Chapter XV. p. 246] 
and/or [249, Chapitre IX, Theoreme 7, p. 242). 

The explicit reciprocity laws oflwasawa [480] can also be generalized to the Lubin
Tate setting; cf. [509], cf. also (13.3.3) and [470]. 

• (E.5.2) Notes on Section 33 The theorem on the relation between the formal 
minimal model of an elliptic curve E over Q and its global L-series is due to Honda 
[188], who, however, had to stay away from the primes 2 and 3 in [188). This defect was 
removed by Hill [186). 

Proofs of the Atkin-Swinnerton-Dyer conjectures were announced by Cartier in [67). 
Unfortunately in their statement in [67] an inaccuracy slipped in and they were stated as 
congruences concerning f3(np) - f3(p)f3(n) + pfJ(n/p) rather than f3(np) - a f3(n) + 
pbP /3(n/p ). Now if one takes the standard model and the standard uniformizing :1ement, 
it may of course happen that ap = f3(p). But also not as examples 118, 14C, 46A (for the 
prime number 5) of [35] show. In examples 268, 58A one does have a5 = /3(5).) In his 
1972 I HES seminar Cartier sketches a proof ([ 68]) and there the result is stated 
correctly. 

Another proof has been given by Ditters, who also obtained a number of related and 
more dimensional results; cf. [126-129]. 

• (E.5.3) Notes on Section 34 The important Theorem (34.2.16) (universality of 
the formal group law of complex cobordism) is due to Quillen, [330, 332). Theorem 
(34.2.14) (calculation of the logarithm of F Mv(X, Y)) is due to Miscenko (cf. [315, 
appendix 1 ]). 

The proof of the universality of the formal group law of complex cobordism given 
above is a mixture of part III of[203] and [57). With a little more trouble one can extend 
this to give a direct proof of the universality of F Mu(X, Y). which does not use Lazard's 
theorem; cf. [58). The formula of Theorem (34.2.10) for FMu(X, Y) comes from Buh
staber [48). According to [2, p. 85] it was also obtained by Boardman. (Most of the 
formulas of 34.2 above also occur in [2, Part II, Section 10].) 

The treatment of MU cohomology operations and the Quillen splitting follows more 
or less Araki's lecture notes [8]. 

The results on generators and operations in 34.4 and 34.5 were" announced" in [ 178, 
179] and proved in [172). Subsequently Kozma in [231, 232], using Cartier's first 
theorem, also wrote down generators for BP(pt) and MU(pt). His MU generators were 
different from mine and translating back gave a nicer one dimensional universal formal 
group law. (This is in fact the universal formal group law F,,(X. Y) of Chapter I. Section 
5; the original generators correspond to Hu(X, Y); cf. [178]; cf. also the introduction of 
[171] for some more remarks.) Still more generators can be found in [8]. The first to 
write down a formula similar to (34.4.5) was Liulevicius [259], and he also proved that in 
the case p = 2 these (somewhat different) formulas gave generators. 
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Complex K-theory splits in a similar manner as MU into a wedge sum of dimension 
shifted copies ofa theory with p-typical formal group law; cf. Araki [7, 8] for a treatment 
of this Adams splitting from the point of view of formal group laws. 

Calculations in Brown-Peterson cohomology are often easier than in MU-theory. A 
number of papers dealing with BP are [213, 395, 440-442, 456]. 

• (E.5.4) Notes on Section 35 For Section 35, I have mainly made use of Frohlich 
[144] and Lubin [268). Proposition (35.1.5) and Corollary (35.1.6) are due to Lubin and 
Serre, and Proposition (35.1.8) is due to Serre; cf. [364). Theorem (35.2.1) is due to Lubin 
[266]; the proof given above follows Frohlich [144], which in turn is Lubin's original 
proof with a number of nontrivial details filled in. 

Proposition (35.3.18) is a (weak) consequence of a theorem of Tate ([ 404, Theorem 4, 
Corollary 2]) which, on the other hand, is proved with the higher dimensional version of 
(35.3.18) as the main tool. Proposition (32.4.3) is another corollary of this theorem of 
Tate. Theorem (35.4.2) is, again, due to Lubin [266]; the proof given, again, follows 
Frohlich [144). Theorem (35.5.9) is also due to Lubin [266). Finally. Theorem (35.6.2) is 
due to Serre [367] and is presented as in [144]. A related result is: let F(X, Y) be a one 
dimensional formal group law over A such that END(F(X, Y)) = ZP, then the image of 
Gal(Kab/ K) in Autz,(T(F)) = GL,,(Zp) is an open subgroup; cf. [367, 267]. This can be 
thought of as a kind of nonabelian reciprocity. Related matters are contained in Sen 
[358, 359] and Fontaine [140). 



CHAPTER VII 

FORMAL GROUPS AND BIALGEBRAS 

36 Basic Definitions and Survey of the 
Results of Chapter VII 

36.1 The basic categories. Formal group laws, 
formal groups and their co- and contravariant 

bialgebras (hyperalgebras) 

We shall presently see that a formal group law F(X, Y) defines a cogroup 
object in a certain category. For the convenience of the reader, we now first 
discuss briefly group and cogroup objects in a category. 

• (36.1.1) Intermezzo on cogroup and group objects in category 
Let C be a category with products ( x ) and final object E. A group object G in 
C is an object of C together with morphisms m: G x G---+ G, i: G---+ G, e: E---+ G 
such the first three of the following diagrams are commutative: 

GxG 

e/ lm 
Ex G c::: G 

G~~'~n-G x G 

rm rm x I 

GxG~GxGxG 

(36.1.2) 

where G---+ E is the unique morphism into the final object E, where d: 
G---+ G x G is the diagonal map (id, id) and E x G ~ G is the canonical 
identification. If the fourth diagram is also commutative (where t is the switch 
morphism interchanging the two factors), the group object is said to be 
commutative. (The four diagrams express respectively associativity, left unit 
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element, left inverses, commutativity; as in the case of ordinary groups, it 
follows easily that there are two more commutative diagrams expressing right 
unit element, right inverses.) 

Another way to say that G is a group object in C is to say that the con
travariant functor C(-, G): C0 ---+Set factors through V: Group---+ Set where 
V is the forgetful functor. 

If C = Set, a group object in C is simply an ordinary group with its multi-
plication given by m. 

Dually, let C be a category with finite sums (U) and initial object /. A 
cogroup object in C is an object C of C together with morphisms ii: C ---+ C U C, 
1: C---+ C, e: C ---+ I such that the first three of the following diagrams are 
commutative (these diagrams are of course obtained from those given above by 
reversing all arrows): 

C I' CUC 

lµ ii LIµ 
cuc~cucuc 

,.CUC 

,uy 1'' 
I UC c::: C 

(36.1.3) 

(Here b is the sum morphism, r the switch morphism, ! ~. C ~ C the ~anonical 
isomorphism, and I---+ C the unique morphism of the m1t1~l object I mto C) C 
is said to be cocommutative if the fourth diagram above 1s also commutative. 

A morphism cc G 1 ---+ G 2 between two groupobjects of C is a morphism of 
group objects if it is compatible with 111, e, and i; i.e., we must have 
111 2(ex x ex)= exm 1, i2 c1. = cd 1, e2 = exe 1. . . . 

A morphism ex: C 1 ---+ C 2 between two co group objects of C 1s a morphism of 
cogroup objects if it is compatible with p, c, and 1; i.e., we must have 
(ex U ex)p 1 =11 2 ex, 12 ex= ex1 1, e2 ex= E1. 

The category of group objects of C will be denoted GC and the category of 
cogroup objects in a category C will be denoted CC. 

• (36.1.4) The contravariant bialgebra of a formal group law Now 
let F(X. Y) be a formal group law of dimension n over a ring A. T~e n-tuple. of 
power series F(X, Y) defines (accordin~ to Appendix (A.4.2)) a unique _contm
uous homomorphism fl: R---+R®.,R. R=A[Xi, .. .,X,.], p(Xi)= 
F;(X 1 ® I, .. ., X,. ® l; 1 ® X 1, .. ., 1 ® X ,.). Further, T(X) = [ - l ]f(X) defines 
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a continuous homomorphism T: R---> R; and finally there is the natural aug
mentation homomorphism e: R ---> A, X; f---> 0. We claim that p, T, e make R a 
cogroup object (in the category of power series rings over A with continuous 
A-algebra homomorphisms). Indeed, commutativity of the first diagram of 
(36.1.3) is the same thing as F(X, F(Y, Z)) = F(F(X, Y), Z); commutativity of 
the second diagram equals F(O, Y) = Y; and commutativity of the third dia
gram equals F(T(X), X) = 0. Commutativity of the fourth diagram corresponds 
to F(X, Y) = F(Y, X), so that the formal group law is commutative iff R is 
cocommutative. 

We shall use R(F) to denote this cogroup object associated to a formal group 
law F(X, Y) and call it the contravariant bialgebra of F(X, Y). 

Let :x(X): F(X, Y)-> G(X, Y) be a homomorphism of formal group laws 
over A. Let G(X, Y) be 111-dimensional. Then a(X) is an 111-tuple of power series 
in n variables and thus defines a unique homomorphism R(:x): R(G)-> R(F), 
X; f---> a;(X). We claim that R(a) is a homomorphism of cogroup objects. Indeed, 
(R(a) ® R(:x)) 0 liF = liG 0 R(a) corresponds to !X(F(X, Y)) = G(!X(X), a(Y)), 
1X(X) = 0 mod(degree 1) is the same as e2 o R(a) = e1 and 1X(Tp(X)) = TG(1X(X)) 
corresponds to TG a R(1X) = R(1X) o Tp. 

Thus R is a contravariant functor from the category of formal group laws 
into the category of cogroup objects in the category of power series rings over 
A. (In particular it follows that R(F) depends (up to isomorphism of cogroup 
objects) only on the isomorphism class of F(X, Y).) 

Conversely, if C is a cogroup object in the category of power series rings over 
A, then it defines an isomorphism class of formal group laws over A. Indeed, 
let A[X 1, .. ., X.] be the power series ring underlying C, thenµ: C-> C ® C 
defines a formal group law Fµ(X, Y) by F µ(i)(X, Y) = p(X;) (where we write Yi 
for 1 ® X i). Thus the functor Ff---> R(F) is an equivalence of categories. 

• (36.1.5) The covariant bi algebra of a formal group law Let 
F(X, Y) be again an n-dimensional formal group law over A. Let R(F) be its 
contravariant bialgebra. Forgetting a lot of structure, R(F) is in any case a 
linearly topologized A-module (and complete and Hausdorffin that topology). 
Let M be this module. Then the A-algebra structure on Mis given by contin
uous A-module morphisms 

(36.1.6) A _!____. M 

and the cocommutative cogroup object structure on M gives us (in any case) 
continuous A-module morphisms 

(36.1.7) M _I_. M, MLM@M, M_!_A 

(Of course, there are various compatibilities between all these A-module mor
phisms, caused, e.g., by the fact that T, £, µ are A-algebra homomorphisms so 
that, e.g., we must have p, o 1fl = (Iii® n1) o (1®1: ® 1) o (µ ® f1) where 
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l ® r ® l is the isomorphism that interchanges the middle two factors in 
M@M @M@M.) 

There is a pleasing symmetry about the array of morphisms that one obtains 
by combining (36.1.6) and (36.l.7) (and also a pleasing symmetry about the 
various compatibility conditions) suggesting that if we dualize everything we 
should get more or less the same kind of object. 

Let MooTA be the category consisting of A-modules of the form 
M ::::: ni EI A;. A; = A for all i E I with the product topology (discrete topology 
on the factors). The morphisms of MooTA are defined to be the continuous 
A-module morphisms. Then R(F) E MooTA (if we forget about its various 
structure morphisms). Now let 

U(F) = MooTA(R(F), A) 

Then as an A-module U(F) is free and the various structure morphisms in, e, T, 

p, e define A-module morphisms 

,c U(F)--> U(F) ® U(F), e: U(F)--> A 

(36.l.8) I: U(F)--> U(F) 

m: U(F) ® U(F)--> U(F), e: A--> U(F) 

We now claim that m and e make U(F) an A-algebra with unit element; U(F) 
is commutative if and only if R(F) is cocommutative, i.e., if and only if F(X, Y) 
is commutative. Further, we claim thatµ, e, 1 almost make U(F) into a commu
tative cogroup object in the category of associative algebras over A. More 
precisely,µ and e are algebra homomorphisms; the diagrams of (36.l.2) are all 
commutative, but 1 is not an A-algebra homomorphism as a rule; it satisfies 
instead 1(xy) = 1(y)1(x), 1(1) = l. Whence the word almost. If F(X, Y) is 
commutative, U(F) is a cogroup object in AlgA- A better way to look at U(F) is 
as a group object in the category of commutative coalgebras. 

U(F) is called the covariant bialgebra of F(X, Y); it has also been called the 
hyperalgfbra of F(X, Y). Note that R(F) = MooA(U(F), A) and that by dualiz
ing all the A-module homomorphisms in (36.l.8) we get back the continuous 
A-module homomorphisms (36.1.6) and (36.1.7). 

• (36.l.9) Summary Summarizing we see that we have associated to a 
formal group law F(X, Y) two objects: 

(i) its contravariant bialgebra R(F), which is a cogroup object in the 
category of power series algebras over A; R(F) is cocommutative iff F(X, Y) is 
commutative; 

(ii) its covariant bialgebra U(F), which is almost a commutative cogroup 
object in the category of associative algebras over A (with unit); U(F) is com
mutative if and only if F(X, Y) is commutative (and then U(F) is a cogroup 
object). 
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Moreover, the objects R(F) and U(F) are dual to each other, where one gets 
from R(F) to U(F) by taking continuous linear duals and from U(F) to R(F) by 
taking linear duals. 

Further, this duality extends to the categories formed by the U(F)'s and 
R(F)'s. A morphism of power series algebras R(F)---> R(G) is a morphism of 
cogroup objects iff its continuous linear dual is an algebra homomorphism and 
a morphism of" cogroup objects." And vice versa. (This duality is known as 
Cartier duality.) ' 

• (36.1.10) Remark In Section 37.2 we shall discuss more general formal 
groups than those that we have encountered so far (which are those whose 
associated contravariant bialgebra is a power series algebra) and discuss Car
tier duality in this more general context. 

• (36.1.11) Theorem Let W(X, Y) be the (infinite dimensional) formal 
group law of Witt vectors over Z. Then U( W) = Z[Z 1, Z z, ... ] as a Z-algebra 
and the comultiplication is given by Z"c---> L7=o Z;@ Zn-i where we take 
Zo = I. 

36.2 Formal Lie theory (revisited) 

Let F(X, Y) be a finite dimensional formal group law over A. In Chapter II 
we associated to F(X, Y) a Lie algebra L(F) as follows. As an A-module, 
L(F) = A" where n = dim(F), and letting e; be the canonical ith basis vector of 
A" the Lie algebra structure is defined by 

n 

(36.2.1) [e1, ek] = I Mk - J'L)e; 
i:o:::.1 

where the J'~k are determined by F(i)(X, Y) = X; + Y; + LJ.k J'~.kXJ Yk 
mod(degree 3). 

This defined a functor Lie: FGA---> LAA and we asserted that Lie was an 
equivalence of categories in the case that A is a Q-algebra. Of this we proved 
that for every LE LA 4 there is an F(X. Y) E FG A such that L(F) ~ L but we 
left till later the proof that Lie induces a bijection 

(36.2.2) FG 1(F(X. Y), G(X, Y)) ~ LAA(L(F). L(G)) 

Let U(F) be the covariant bialgebra of F(X. Y). We define a map tjf: L(F)---> 
U(F) as follows: e;c--->~; where~; is the continuous homomorphism R(F)---> A 
defined by ~;(a(X)) =coefficient of X; in a(X). 

• (36.2.3) Lemma tjJ is a Lie homomorphism. That is, tjJ[x. _1'] = tjJ(x)tjJ(y) -
tjJ(y)tjJ(x). 

Proof By the definition of the multiplication in U(F) we have tjJ(e)tjJ(ek} 
(a(X)) =coefficient of X 1 ~in a(F(X. Y)), so if 1 

" a(X) = a0 + I a;X; +I b,,X,X, mod(degree 3) 
i= 1 r.s. 
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we have that 
n 

tjJ(e1)tjJ(ek)(a(X)) = I a;)'~k + b1k + bkJ 
i= 1 

so that 
n 

(tjJ(e1)tjJ(ek) - tjJ(e.)tjJ(e1))(a(X)) =I akr'\k - 1·U = 1/;([e1• ek])(a(X)) 
i= 1 

proving the lemma. 

• (36.2.4) Now let U L(F) be the universal enveloping algebra of L(F). Then by 
the universality property we find by (36.2.3) a unique homomorphism of asso-
ciative algebras 

(36.2.5) </J: UL(F)---> U(F) 

• (36.2.6) Theorem If A is a Q-algebra, the homomorphism of associative 
algebras (36.2.5) is an isomorphism. 

• (36.2.7) Using (36.2.6) and Cartier duality (cf. (36.1.9)). it is now not difficult 
to prove the remainder of formal Lie theory, roughly as follows: 
FGAF(X. Y), G(X, Y))---> LAA(L(F), L(G)) is always injective if A is of 
characteristic zero (cf. (37.4.9)). Now let x: L(F)---> L(G) be a homomorphism of 
Lie algebras. Then there is an induced homomorphism of the universal en
veloping algebras U(x): U L(F)---> U L(G}. hence by Theorem (36.2.6) we have a 
(bialgebra) homomorphism U(F)---> U(G} which by Cartier duality gives us a 
(bialgebra) homomorphism R(G)---> R(F) and this in turn gives us a homo
morphism of formal group laws F(X. Y)---> G(X, Y): cf. (36. l.4). 

• (36.2.8) Remark Theorem (36.2.6) can also be used to prove the formal 
version of Lie's third theorem (which we proved via the Campbell-Hausdorff 
formula in Section 14.5 of Chapter II). The argument is of course as follows. Let 
L be a Lie algebra and UL its universal enveloping algebra. which is a bialge
bra. Take R = Mod A( UL A). If we can prove that Risa power series algebra 
over A, we are through. This is a consequence of the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt 
theorem together with the fact that the comultiplication on UL is given by 
x c---> x@ 1 + 1 @ x for x E L: cf. (37.4.11) below for the details. 

36.3 Curves in noncommutative formal group laws 

• (36.3.1) Curves Let F(X. Y) be a not necessarily commutative formal 
group law over a ring A. A curve in F(X. Y) is an n-tuple of formal power series 
)'(t} such that ·;(O) = 0 (where n = dim(F(X, Y)). By Appendix (A.4.2) )'(t) 
defines a unique continuous homomorphism </J(t): R(F)-> A[t] such that 
</J(t)(X;) = )'(i)(t) where ;1(i)(r) is the ith component of r(t). We write <{I; for the 
coefficient oft; in </>(t ). so that 

(36.3.2) <1>(1) = I <P/ 
i=O 

</>; E U(F) 
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where the </;; are A-linear continuous maps R(F)-+ A, i.e., elements of U(F). 
The fact that l'(O) = 0 means that <Po= e: R(F)-+ A, which is the unit element 
of the associative algebra U(F), and the fact that <f;(t) is an algebra homo
morphism translates into 

(36.3.3) 

So <f;(t) is a special sort of element of l + tU(F)[t]. Now, using the ring 
structure of U(F), l + tU(F)[t] is a group. It turns out that the correspondence 
1•(t)f-+ <f;(t) set up above defines an isomorphism of groups from (6'(F; A) onto 
the subgroup of 1 + tU(F)[t] consisting of all 1 + <f; 1 t + <f; 2 t2 + · · · such that 
(36.3.3) holds. 

Moreover, it turns out that in the case of a commutative formal group law 
F(X, Y) over a characteristic zero ring A, the role of the logarithm f(X) of 
F(X, Y) is taken over by the ordinary logarithm series log( 1 + Z) = 
I ( - 1 )"11- I zn which takes the group 1 + tU(F)[t] into the additive group 
tU(F)[t] (coefficientwise addition). 

• (36.3.4) Divided power sequences Let u E U(F), then u defines an A
linear endomorphism X f-+ Xll; dualizing this, one find an endomorphism (!: 

R(F)-+ R(F). Now let 1, <f; 1, efJ 2 , ... be a sequence of elements of U(F) such that 
(36.3.3) holds. This gives a sequence of A-linear endomorphisms(! 1, D 2 , a 3 , ... 

of R(F) such that 

(36.3.5) an(xy) = I O;(x)a/v), ao = id 
i+ j=n 

More generally, if B is any A-algebra, then a sequence of A-module endo
morphism 80 , a 1, c1 2 such that (36.3.5) holds is called a divided power sequence. 
We write formally a(t) =I ai ti. Then the set of all divided power sequences 
becomes a group HA(B) under the multiplication 

(36.3.6) o(t)D(t) = I (.± D;c\_i) t" 
n=O 1=0 

Now suppose that A is a Q-algebra. Let a I E Der A(B), i.e., a I is an A-module 
endomorphism of B satisfying iJ 1(xy)=(iJ 1 x)y+x(cJ 1 y). Then exp(cJ 1 t)= 
id + iJ 1 t + (2 !f 1ilf t 2 + (3 !t 1ili t 3 + · · · is an element of H A(B), and one 
proves that every element of H A(B) can be uniquely written in the form 

(36.3.7) 

If B = R(F) where F(X, Y) is a formal group law over A, then every curve in 
't(F; A)= '6( U(F); A) gives rise to an element of H(R(F)); but of course not all 
elements H(R(F)) arise in this way. The ones that do arise in this way are easily 
characterized as those I a/ E H(R(F)), ai E Mod A T(R(F), A), such that all ai 
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are left invariant in the sense that JI oil; = ( l ®a;) 0 Jl. Using this and (36.3.7) 
then enables one to reprove the Campbell-Hausdorff theorem (14.4.14) of 
Chapter II (cf. (38.2.12)). 

• (36.3.8) The bi algebra U In the case of a commutative formal group law 
F(X, Y) we have the representation theorem which says that for every curve 
11(t) E '6'(F; A), there is a unique homomorphism of formal group laws o: .. (X): 
W(X, Y)-+ F(X, Y) such that o:/yw(t)) = )'(t), where /'w(t) is a certain standard 
curve in W(X, Y). Taking covariant bialgebras, we see that U(W) = uc repre
sents the functor U(F),._. <,€( U(F); A), for commutative formal group laws 
F(X, Y). 

Now by (36.1.11) U' = Z[Z 1, Z 2, ... ] as an algebra, and the comultiplication 
is given by zn,._. Li+ j=n Z; ® z j· There is an obvious noncommutative 
analogue of uc, viz. the Hopf algebra 

n 

zn,._. I Z; ® z,,-;. Z 0 = l 
i=O 

of noncommutative polynomials in Z 1, Z 2 , ... over Z. 
One almost trivially has that U represents (in the covariant bialgebra sense) 

the functor "curves." Thus U can be seen as the noncommutative analogue of 
the covariant bialgebra of the Witt vectors and one can ask whether U comes 
from an (infinite dimensional noncommutative) formal group law. It does 
(Theorem (38.1.10); we shall give no proof). 

• (36.3.9) Decomposition If A is a Z<rralgebra and F(X, Y) a formal 
group law over A, then, almost trivially, one has the fact that every curve in 
F(X, Y) can be written as a unique sum of shifted p-typical curves. Something 
similar is (definitely nontrivially) true in the noncommutative case, and the 
final subsection (38.4) is devoted to a description of this result (no proofs). 

37 Formal Groups and Bialgebras 

37.1 Coalgebras, bialgebras, and Hopf algebras 

In this subsection A is a fixed base ring (commutative with 1, as always). 
Unlabeled tensor products will be tensor products over A. 

11 (37.1.l) Coalgebras A coalgebra over a ring A is an A-module C together 
with two A-module homomorphisms 

µ: C-+ C@C, e: C-+ A 

such that ( 1 ® µ) , µ = (µ ® 1) c µ, (e ® 1) o J.l = ( 1 ® e) o µ = id (where we 
have identified A® C ~ C ~ C ®A). In categorical terms (cf. diagrams 1and2 
of (36.1.3)) a coalgebra over A is a comonoid object in ModA with two-sided 
counit. 
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The coalgebra C is said to be cocommutative if r o µ = 11 where r: C @ 
C ---+ C@ C is the switching morphism which interchanges the two factors. 

An A-module morphism </J: C 1 ---+ C 2, where C 1 and C 2 are coalgebras over 
A, is said to be a morphism of coalgebras iff ( </J @ </J) 0 µ 1 = 11 2 • </J and 
ei</J=ei. 

If C 1 and C 2 are two coalgebras over A, then C 1 @ C 2 is given a coalgebra 
structure as follows: 

/I @Jl l@r@l 
C1 @C2 1 2 (C 1 @Ci)@(C2@C2) (C1@C2)@(C1@C2) 

A@A""A 

C 1 @ C 2 is the categorical product in the category of coalgebras. The category 
also has a final object, viz. A, with the obvious trivial coalgebra structure and 
the unique morphism of coalgebras C---+ A into the final object is e: C---+ A. 

• (37.l.2) Bialgebras A bialgebra over a ring A is an A-module B together 
with four A-module homomorphisms 

p: B---+ B@B, 

m: B@B---+B, 

such that the following conditions hold: 

(i) (B, p, e) is a coalgebra over A; 

e: B---+ A 

e: A-+ B 

(ii) (B, m, e) is an associative algebra over A; 
(iii) p and e are A-algebra morphisms: 
(iv) m and e are A-coalgebra morphisms. 

There is some redundancy in these requirements. In fact, conditions (iii) and 
(iv) are equivalent. In fact, fl is multiplication preserving iff p "m = 

(m @m) o (1@ r@ 1) o (p @µ)and this holds iff m is comultiplication preserv
ing. Similarly, e is unit preserving iff e o e = id, and this is the case iff e is counit 
preserving. Further, m is counit preserving iff e o m = e@ e (identifying 
A~ A@ A) which is the case iff e is multiplication preserving; and finally 11 is 
unit preserving iff e@ e =po e (again identifying A ~ A@ A canonically) 
which is the case iff e is comultiplication preserving. 

Let B1 and B2 be bialgebras over A. Then an A-module homomorphism </J: 
B 1 ---+ B2 is a morphism of bialgebras iff </J is a homomorphism of coalgebras 
and a homomorphism of algebras, i.e., if 

(</> 0 </J) 0 µ 1 = flz 0 </J, ez</J = e1, </Jei = ez, <P 'm1 = mz '(</J 0 </J) 

The bialgebra A over A is both final and initial object in the category of 
bialgebras: the unique morphisms being e: A---+ B, e: B---+ A. If B1 and B 2 are 
bialgebras, then B 1 @ .4 B 2 with the obvious bialgebra structure is both sum 
and product in the category of bialgebras over A. The bialgebra B is called 
cocommutative if the underlying coalgebra is cocommutative, and commuta
tive if the underlying algebra is commutative. 
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• (37.1.3) The convolution product Let C be a coalgebra over A and D 
an algebra over A. Then Mod"(C, D) can be given an A-algebra structure as 
follows. Let rx, /3 E Mod"(C, D), then rx * /3, the convolution product of C1: and /3. 
is the composite A-module morphism 

c __!!sc 0 c ~D @D_5>_.D 

One checks easily that this defines an associative A-linear multiplication on 
ModA(C, D) for which e0 ec: C---+ A---+ D is the (two-sided) unit element. We 
shall usually write lc.v for this element. 

Let y: D1 ---+ D2 be a morphism of algebras. Then /' induces a convolution 
multiplication and convolution unit preserving A-linear map Mod"(C, D 1)---+ 
Mod"(C, Dz). Dually, if b: C 1 ---+ C 2 is a morphism of coalgebras, then b induces 
a convolution multiplication and convolution unit preserving A-linear map 
ModA(C 2 , D)---+ ModA(C 1, D). In formulas one has 

(37.1.4) 
11( rx * /3) = ()1rx) * ( 1'f3), 

(rx * fJ)b = (rxb) * (/Jb), 

ylc.v, = lc.v, 

lc,.vb = lc,.D 

• (37.1.5) I notation Let C be a coalgebra and x EC. We shall write 

11c(x) =I xill @x12> 
(x) 

This convenient and useful notation is due to Heynemann and Sweedler (cf. 
[401, Section 1.2]). Let D be an algebra. Using this notation, the convolution 
product rx * f3 of two A-module morphisms is given by 

(C1: * /J)(x) =I rx(x11 >)/3(x(2)) 
(x) 

• (37.l.6) Antipodes Let B be a bialgebra over A. An antipode for B is a 
morphism of A-modules s: B---+ B such that s is a two-sided inverse for 
id8 E ModA(B, B) under the convolution product defined in (37.1.3), i.e., 
id* s = e8 e8 = s *id. Equivalently, sis an A-module morphism such that the 
following diagram: 

and the corresponding diagram with s @ id instead of id@ s both commute. 
Comparing this with diagrams 3 of (36.1.2) and (36.1.3 ), we see that the bial
gebra B with antipode s is a cogroup object in the category of algebras if s 
happens to be an algebra homomorphism and that (B, s) is a group object in 
the category of coalgebras if s happens to be a coalgebra morphism. These 
things happen rather often as Proposition (37.1.8) below shows. 
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• (37.1.7) Definition A Hopf algebra over A is a pair consisting of a bial

gebra B with an antipode s. 

(37.1.8) Proposition Let (B, s) be a bialgebra with antipodes over A (i.e., 

a Hopf algebra). Then s has the properties: 

(i) s(xy) = s(y)s(x) for all x, y E B. 
(ii) s(l) = 1 (where 1 is the unit element of the algebra B). 

(iii) i;B , s = i;B· 

(iv) r ' (s 0 s) ' ~tB = PB 0 s. 
(v) If Bis commutative or cocommutative, then s s = id. 

Proof (i) Let ex, {3, 1·: B 0 B-+ B be respectively the A-module mor

phisms cx(x 0 y) = xy, f3(x 0 y) = s(y)s(x), 1•(x 0 y) = s(xy). We now first show 

that 

(37.1.9) )' * Cl = 1 = Cl * {3, where I = eB 0 eB®B 

That y * ex = I is proved by the commutative diagram 

Here y * ex is, by definition, the composite morphism B 0 B -+ B obtained by 

starting in B 0 B at the upper left and going right-down-left along the outer 

edge. The two triangles on the right are obviously commutative; the triangle on 

the left is commutative because i; is an A-algebra homomorphism; the upper 

pentagon is commutative because p is an A-algebra morphism; and the lower 

pentagon is commutative because s is an antipode. 
To prove that ex * f3 = 1 we use the L notation of (37.1.5). We have 

(ex * /3)(x 0 y) = L cx(x0 > 0 Y(IJ)/3(x12) 0 Y12)) 
(x),(y) 

= L x11 >Yo>s(y(2))s(x(2)) 
(X).(y) 

Now because s is an antipode Lev> y11 >s(y12 >) = eBcB(y), and since all mor
phisms are A-linear and i;B(Y) E A. we have 

(ex* /3)(x 0 y) = eBi;B(Y) L x01 s(x<2>) = eBi;B(y)eBt:B(x) 
(x) 

so that indeed ex * f3 = l. Using the associativity of the convolution multiplica

tion, we now have from (37.1.9) 

y = y * (ex * /3) = b• * ex) * /3 = f3 
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which proves (i). (Of course one can also prove ex * f3 = 1 by a (rather large) 

diagram and, conversely, ')' *ex= I by use of the L notation.) 

(ii) Because sis an antipode and p(l) = 10 1, we have eBi;Jl) = ls(l) = 

s(l). On the other hand, eB(l) = I and eB(l) = 1 because i;B is an A-algebra 

homomorphism and because (by definition) the unit element of the algebra Bis 

eB(l), I EA. 
(iii) and (iv) These are the dual statements of (ii) and (i), respectively, and 

are proved similarly. (For (iv) one considers ex', {3', y': B--+ B 0 B with cx.' =JIB, 

f3' = r o (s 0 s) 0 JIB, y' =JIB 0 s.) 
(v) Consider the two diagrams 

B~B®B~Br~Br 
~A en B B 

If Bis commutative, the first diagram is commutative by (i); and if Bis cocom

mutative, the second diagram is commutative by (iv). Using also (ii) and (iii), 

we see that in both cases s * s 0 s = eBi;B = lB.B· On the other hand, id* s = 

eB eB = lB.B and by the associativity of the convolution multiplication we find 
s a s = id as in the proof of (i). Q.E.D. 

• (37.1.10) Proposition Let B 1 and B2 be two Hopf algebras over A and let 

cx.: B 1 --+ B2, be a morphism of the underlying bialgebras. Then cx. is also a 

morphism of Hopf algebras (i.e., cx.s 1 = s2 cx.). (In particular a given bialgebra 

can have at most one antipode.) 

Proof cx. is a morphism of algebras; so if 1 denotes the unit element of the 

convolution algebra ModA(H 1, H 2 ), we have by (37.1.4) 

1 = cx.*(id * si) =CJ. * C1.S1 

On the other hand, using that cx. is a morphism of coalgebras, we have also by 
(37.1.4) 

And therefore 
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37.2 The basic categories and Cartier duality 

• (37.2.1) The category ModT4 An object of ModJ:4 is a topological A
module isomorphic to a direct product of free A-modules of rank l, where the 
factors have the discrete topology. That is, if M E ModTA. then 

(37.2.2) M ~ f1 Am; 
i El 

for a certain index set I and a basis of the open subsets in M is given by the 
inverse images of elements of f1;" Am; under the natural projection 
M-+ [1; e" Ami where K runs through all finite subsets of /. Morphisms in 
Mod T4 are continuous A-module morphisms. A set of elements {m; Ii E I] c M 
such that M = [1; e 1 Am; is called a pseudobasis of M. 

• (37.2.3) Definition Let I be a set. A collection Y' of subsets of I is called 
directed (sometimes .filtered) if for every K 1, K 2 E S there is a K E .'/' such that 
K 1 UK 2 CK. 

• (37.2.4) The category AITA An object of AITA is a topological A-algebra 
R (commutative, with 1) that as a topological A-module is an object ofModT4 

and such that there exists a pseudobasis {ri Ii E I} c Rand a directed set .'f of 
finite subsets of I such that: 

(i) I" = {[1; e 1 a; r; I a; = 0 for all i E K) is an ideal of R for all K E .</'. 

(ii) The ideals I"' K E .<:!' define the topology of R. 

A morphism of AITA is simply a continuous A-algebra homomorphism. 
Let AIT~ be the full subcategory of AIT,1 consisting of those R that as 

A-modules are free of finite rank (with discrete topology). Then an object 
R E AITA is in particular a strict directed projective limit of objects in AITrA, 
and a morphism in AITA is always induced by a morphism between strict 
directed projective systems in AIT~. 

If A is a field. Mod TA is simply the category of linearly compact A-vector 
spaces and AITA is the category of A-algebras whose underlying vector space is 
linearly compact. 

The Ts in Mod T and AIT serve as a mnemonic for "topological." 
The category AITA has finite sums and as initial object A itself. The sum of 

R1, R2 in AITR is the completed tensorproduct R1 @ R2 • 

• (37.2.5) The category ClgA An object of Clg.4 is a cocommutative coal
gebra U over A whose underlying A-module is free such that there exists a basis 
{11; Ii E I) and a directed set Y' of finite subsets of I such that the submodules 
Li EK Au; c U are subcoalgebras of U for all K E .</'. (This is a strictly dual 
situation to that of (37.2.4): the condition (ii) of (37.2.4) corresponds to the 
"directedness" of .'/'. a condition that is implied by (ii) in the situation of 
(37.2.4).) 
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A morphism of ClgA is simply a coalgebra morphism. The category Clg_1 has 
finite products and a final object. If A is a field. ClgA is simply the category of 
all coalgebras over A since in that case every finite dimensional subspace is 
contained in some finite dimensional subcoalgebra; cf. [368]. 

• (37.2.6) Cartier duality (first installment) Let R E AIT.4. Considering R 
for the moment as an object of ModJ:4 , the algebra structure of R is given by a 
bilinear map m: R x R-+ R and a morphism A ...... R. Since 111 is bilinear, it 
induces a morphism R@ R-+ R; and since m is continuous and R complete, 
this morphism extends to a morphism 111: R @R-+ R in ModJ:.1• 

Now let DT: ModT4 -+ ModF A• where ModF A is the category of free A

modules, be the functor "linear topological dual." That is, 

DT(M) = ModT.(M, A) 

Applying DT tom: R @R-+ R we obtain an A-module morphism 1i: DT(R)-+ 
DT(R)@ DT(R); and applying DT to A-+ R, we obtain an A-module morphism 
E: DT(R)-+ A. 

We now claim that (DT(R), fl, E) is an object of ClgA- This is easily checked. 
First, (DT(R), 11, 1:) is certainly a cocommutative coalgebra. Second. let 
{r; Ii E I} be a pseudobasis for R and Y' a set of finite subsets of I such that (i) 
and (ii) of (37.2.4) hold. For each i E I, define 11; by u;(rJ = 0 if j f i and 
u;(r;) = 1. Then {u; Ii E I} is a basis for Dr(R); and if KE .</', we have that 
L; e, Aui is a subcoalgebra of DT(R) precisely because {[1; e 1 a;ri I ai = 0 for 
i E K} is an ideal of R. 

Conversely, let U E ClgA- We now define 

D(U) = ModA(U, A) 

and we give D( U) the obvious A-algebra structure. The topology on D( U) is 
defined as follows. Take any basis {u;j i E J) of U; for each finite subset ii. c J, 
let M, = {f E D(U) I </J(u;) = 0, all i E ii.}. Then the subgroups M, for all finite), 
define the topology of D( U). In particular, we can take a basis {u; Ii E I} such 
that there is a directed set of.</' of finite subsets such that the condition of 
(37.2.5) holds. Let r; E D(U) be defined by r;(u1) = 0 ifj f i, r;(u;) = 0, then 
{r; Ii E I} is a pseudobasis for D( U); and if K E .<'./', then 

(f1a;r;la;=0 for i EK}= {<PE D(U)l</J(u;) = 0 for all i EK) 

is an open ideal in D( U), and these ideals define the topology of D( U) because 
Y' is directed. 

It is clear that DTD(U) ~ U, DDT(R) = R, so that we have 

• (37.2.7) Proposition The functors DT: AITA-+ ClgA, D: ClgA-+ AITA 
define a duality between the categories AITA and ClgA. 

• (37.2.8) Definitions and notations We let GClgA be the category of 
group objects in ClgA and GcClgA the category of commutative group objects in 
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ClgA. Dually, CAIT A is the category of cogroup objects in AITA and C AITA the 
category of cocommutative cogroup objects. 

• (37.2.9) Proposition (Cartier duality; second installment) The functors 
vr and D of Proposition (37.2.7) define a duality between the categories C AITA 
and GClgA, and a duality between CAITA and GcClgA-

Proof Let R E C AITA- Then Risa topological Hopf algebra over A whose 
underlying topological A-algebra is in AITA- Let 

be the five structure maps of R. Applying Dr and writing U for Dr(R), we 
obtain five structure maps 

mu: U ® V-> U, 

Of these µu and ev make U an object of ClgA. Further, mu and ev are coalgebra 
morphisms because µRand e Rare algebra morphisms. Thus U is a bialgebra ( cf. 
(37.1.2)). Further, as is easily checked, iv is an antipode for the bialgebra U 
(because TR is an antipode for R). Because U is cocommutative, it follows iv is a 
coalgebra morphism. Hence U is in GClgA- Similarly, one proves that D(U) E 
C AITA if U E GClgA; and it is obvious that Dr (resp. D) takes cocommutative 

(resp. commutative) objects into commutative (resp. cocommutative) objects. 
Q.E.D. 

37.3 Formal groups, affine group schemes, 
and more Cartier duality 

• (37.3.1) The category of formal groups over A Let AITrA be the 
category of A-algebras that as modules over A are free and finitely generated. A 
formal group (scheme) over A is now defined as a covariant functor F: AIT~-> 
Group which is representable by an object in C AITA' where by the last phrase 
we mean that there is an R E C AITA such that 

(37.3.2) 

functorially for all S E Al~4 , while the group structure on F(S) is induced by 
the cogroup object structure of R E C AITA- Practically by definition therefore 
the category of formal group (schemes) over A is equivalent to the category 
C AITA- The only thing to check is that the functors F 1, F 2 associated to 
nonisomorphic R 1 , R2 permit us to see that R 1 and R 2 are nonisomorphic, and 
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this is precisely the case because R 1 and R 2 are strict projective limits of objects 
in AITA. 

Let GfA denote the category of formal group (schemes) over A. Then there is 
a natural fully faithful embedding of the category of formal group laws FG A in 
GfA, obtained by associating to F(X, Y) its contravariant bialgebra R(F) E 
CAITA (cf. (36.1.4) above; cf. also Sections 1.3 of Chapter I and 9.3 of Chapter 

II). 
We now have four categories: 

formal group laws over A of any dimension, not necessarily 
commutative; 

GfA: formal group (schemes) over A. We shall call an object FE GfA 
smooth if it can be represented by a power series algebra over A. Thus 
FGA is equivalent to the full subcategory of GfA of smooth formal 
groups. But GfA is definitely larger containing, e.g., also finite group 
schemes over A, whose underlying A-module is free and of finite rank 
over A; 

CAITA: cogroup objects in AITA; this category is antiequivalent to GfA and 
the objects corresponding to smooth formal groups, i.e., objects "in" 
FGA are those whose underlying topological A-algebra is of the form 
A[X;ji E /]; 

GClgA: group objects in ClgA, the category of commutative coalgebras over 
A. This category is antiequivalent to C AlT A (and therefore equivalent 
to GfA) by Cartier duality. 

• (37.3.3) The category of (commutative) affine group schemes 
over A An affine group scheme over A is (by definition) a functor G: AlgA -> 
Group which is representable by an object C E AlgA, i.e., G(B) = AlgA(C, B) for 
all B E AlgA- The object C is then necessarily a cogroup object in AlgA, i.e., 
C E CAlgA- We now define GAA as the subcategory of those functors AlgA-> 
Group that are representable by A-algebras C E C AlgA such that C E ClgA as a 
coalgebra. If k is a field, GAA is simply the category of affine group schemes 
over A. 

Let GAA. be the full subcategory of commutative group schemes in GAA
Then GE GAA. is representable by an object in CAlgA which can also be 
considered as an object of GcClgA- (In the noncommutative case this is not 
quite true.) 

• (37.3.4) We are now going to interpret Cartier duality in the commutative 
case as a sort of Pontryagin duality. Cartier duality will be a pair of duality 
functors Dr: Gf~-> GA~ defined essentially by taking all homomorphism of a 
given formal group into the multiplicative formal group Gm; and D: 
GAA.-> GfA., defined by taking all homomorphisms of the given affine group 
scheme G into the algebraic multiplicative group Gm. 
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• (37.3.5) Base change Let U E GClgA and BE Alg.4, then U ® B = U Bis 
canonically an object in GClgB as follows: If /l, <:, m, e. i are the five structure 
maps of U, then the five structure maps of U B are 

PB: U®B~U®U®B~(U®B)®B(U®B) 

1@] 
sB: U ® B ~ A® B ~ B 

• m@l 
mB: (U®B)®B (U®B) ~ U® U ®B~ U®B 

e@I 
eB: B = A® B ____, U ® B 

where ® stands for ®A- It is trivial to check that U B satisfies the conditions 
that make it an object of GClgB. 

• (37.3.6) Proposition GClgB(B[T, Y- 1], U B) .'.'> AIT .4(D( U), B) functorially 
for all B E AITr4 • 

Here B[T, T- 1] has the obvious B-algebra structure (giving us '.n and ~),and 
the coalgebra structure is given by p: T1---> T ® T, e: T1---> 1, while the mverse 
morphism is given by i: T1---> T- 1• (This determines the coalgebra structure of 
B[T, T- 1] completely because by (37.1.2) p, s, and i must be B-algebra 
morphisms.) 

• (37.3.7) Start of the proof of Proposition (37.3.6) A 
GClgB-morphism B[T, T- 1]-> U Bis, among other things, a_ B-algebra homo
morphism and as such uniquely determined by the image x E U B. of 
T E B[ T, T- 1]. The conditions that T 1---> x defines actually a GClgirmorph1sm 

are then 

µB(x) = x ® x (compatibility with comultiplication) 

i;B(x) = I (compatibility with counit) 

(37.3.8) x is invertible in the algebra Bu (because T is 
invertible in B[T, Y- 1]) 

iB(x) = x- 1 (compatibility with inverses) 

Of these four conditions the first two imply the others. Indeed, since the diag
onal morphism of U Bas an object of ClgB is JIB and the unique morphism into 
the final object is eB: U B-> B, we see from the third diagram of (36.1.2) that 
mB" (i8 ® l) ,, p = eB , sB. Applying this to x and using eB{l) = 1 and the first 
two properties of(37.3.8), we find iB(x)x =I. 

Thus GClgB(B[T. Y- 1 ], U B) is canonically a certain subset of U B = U ®B. 
The next step is to identify U ® B with ModT4(D( U), B). 
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• (37.3.9) Lemma if;: U ® B .'.'>ModT.4(D(U), B), u ® b1---></J.,.b. <f>u.b(1) = 1(11)6 
is an isomorphism of B-modules. 

Proof Let <P E Mod TA(D( U), B) and let ( 1 di E I} be the pseudobasis corre
sponding to a basis (e, Ii E I} of U. Then </>(1;) = 0 for all i E l\K for some finite 
subset K and the morphism inverse to the one defined in the statement of the 
lemma assigns Li E, e, ® </J(t;) E U ® B to </J. (Remark: Lemma (37.3.9) is 
really just D~(DB(UB)) = UB, D~: AITB-> ClgB, DB: ClgB-> AITB.) 

• (37.3.10) Conclusion of the proof of Proposition (37.3.6) Let 
x E U ® B, then we claim if;(x) is in AITA(D( U), B) if and only if tiB(x) = x ® x 
and i:B(x) =I. Indeed, by the definition of the algebra structure on D(U) if 
11, 11 E D(U), then 1112 : U-> A is the composite 

I' t 1 @l· 
[!_____, U ® u--=-.A ®A-> A 

Hence if;(x)(l1l2)=if;(x)(ti)if;(x)(12) is equivalent to PB(x)=x®x, and sim
ilarly if;(x)(I) = l is equivalent to eB(x) =I. Q.E.D. 

• (37.3.11) Proposition e AIT B(B[T], RB) .'."'; AlgA(DT(R), B) for all R E 
CAIT .4 and BE AlgA. 

Here RB= R ®.4 B (discrete topology on B) with its inherited 
CAITB-structure; DT(R) E ccclgA is viewed as an object in CCAlgA (cf. 
(37.2.9)); and B[T] has the cogroup structure defined by e(T) = 0, p(T) = 
I® T + T ® l + T ® T; r(T) is such that T + r(T) + T1(T) = 0. This 
is the other half of the Pontryagin-duality-like interpretation of Cartier duality 
which we are discussing and of which (37.3.6) is the first half. There is a slight 
asymmetry about (37.3.11) compared to (37.3.6) caused by the fact that we 
want to view DT(R) as an object representing a functor AlgA-> Group rather 
than as a functor Clg.4-> Group. The proof of Proposition (37.3.11) is prac
tically identical with that of (37.3.6) and is omitted. (One starts of course with 
an isomorphism R ® B '.:::'. ModA(DT(R), B).) 

Restricting (37.2.9) to the commutative case, and writing things in terms of 
formal group schemes and affine group schemes rather than in terms of 
algebras, we have shown 

• (37.3.12) Theorem (Cartier duality) There is a duality DT: Gf'.'.t-> GA'.'.t, 
D: GA~-> Gf~ between commutative formal groups and commutative affine 
group schemes (DDT'.:::'. id, DTD ~ id) defined by the functors 

DT(F)(B) = GfB(F, Gm.B), BE AlgA 

D(G)(B) = GAB(G, Gm,B), BE AIT.4 

•(37.3.13) In particular if A= k, a field, then GAi is the category of all commu
tative affine group schemes over k (cf. (37.2.5)) and we find a duality between 
the category of all formal groups over k and the category of all affine group 
schemes over k. 
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37.4 Universal enveloping algebras and 
covariant bialgebras (over Q) 

• (37.4.1) Let G(X, Y) be a finite dimensional formal group law over A. Let g be 
the Lie algebra of G(X, Y) and let U g be the universal enveloping algebra of g. 
Let {x 1, ••• , x.} be a basis for g over A. Then we recall (cf. Section (14.3.6) of 
Chapter II) that U gas an A-module is free with basis {x"} where k runs through 
all multi-indices k = (k 1, ••• , k.), k; EN u {O}. We also recall that the diagonal 
map ~ of U g is given by 

(37.4.2) ~(xk) = I (~) x1 C8l x" 
l+J=k I 

and that the multiplication on U g satisfies 

(37.4.3) x1r.x• = x1r.+1 + L aixl, 
j< k+I 

Now let U(G) be the covariant bialgebra of G(X, Y). As a module over A, 
U(G) is free with as basis the set of elements z .. : A[X 1, ... , X.]-> Adefined by 
z .. (a(X)) = coefficient of x1r. in a(X) where k runs through all multi-indices 
(k" ... , k.), k; E N u {0}. Let e(i) be the multi-index (0, ... , 0, 1, 0, ... , 0) with 
the 1 in the ith spot. Then 
(37.4.4} l/J: g--> U(G}, X;f-> Ze(i) 
is a Lie homomorphism according to Lemma (36.2.3). Hence I/I induces a 
homomorphism of associative algebras 

(37.4.5) </J: Ug-> U(G) 

It is our aim to prove that <P is an isomorphism of bialgebras in the case that A 
is a Q-algebra. (More precisely, we shall show that <P is an isomorphism of 
associative algebras which respects comultiplication and co unit; no inverse 
element morphism has been defined on Ug.) 

Let um(G) be the submodule of U(G) spanned by the Z1r. with 
lk I = k 1 +···+km s; m. 

• (37.4.6) lemma zk. z, = Z1r.+ ,( .. ~ 1) mod um- l(G) if m = I k + 11. 
Proof By the definition of the multiplication in U(G) we have for 

a(X) E A[X ,, ... , x.] 
(z .. z1)(a(X)) =coefficient of x1r.y• in a(G(l)(X, Y), ... , G(n)(X, Y)) 

and because G(i)(X, Y) = X; + Y; mod( degree 2) for all i = 1, ... , n we have 

coefficient of x1r.y• in a(G(X, Y)) = (k; 1) ak+ 1 + P(a,) 

where P(a,) is a polynomial in coefficients a, of a(X) with lsl < lk +I\. This 
proves the lemma. 
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• (37.4.7) Theorem Suppose that A is a Q-algebra. The associative algebra 
homomorphism of (37.4.5) is then an isomorphism, and <P respects the comulti
plication and counits of Ug and U(G). 

Proof Let umg be the submodule of u g generated by the xk with I k I :;; m. 
We claim that 

(37.4.8) if m = lkl 
This is proved b~ induc~ion, .being obviously true for lk I :;; 1 (cf. (37.4.4)). If 
I k I ~ 2, let k = J + I with I J I , I I I ~ 1. Then because <P is an algebra homo
morphism and using induction, we find 

I= Ill 
</J(xl):::j! zJ mod LJi- 1(G), j= Iii 

</J(x'xl) = </J(x1)</J(xl) 

Now us(G)U'(G) c us+'(G) (this follows from Lemma (37.4.6) by induction) 
and from (37.4.8) fort< lk I we also see that </J(U'g) c U'(G). Combining all 
this with (37.4.3) and Lemma (37.4.6) we find mod um- 1 (G) 

</J(x") = </J(x1xl) = </J(x1)</J(xl) =(I! z1)(j! zJ) =I! j! (1: j) z1+J 

which proves (37.4.8). It follows that <P induces isomorphisms umg;um- lg--> 
um(G)/U~- 1 (G) for all m EN and hence that <P is an isomorphism Ug-> U(G). 

It remams to show that <P respects comultiplication and counit. To prove this 
it suffices to prove this on a set of algebra generators of U g because the 
structure morphisms Ug->Ug@Ug, Ug->A, U(G)->U(G)@U(G), 
U(G)-> A are all A-algebra homomorphisms. A set of algebra generators for 
U g is {1, x 1, .•. , x.} and the result follows. Q.E.D. 

• (~y.4.~) _Pro~osition Lie: FGA(F(X, Y), G(X, Y)) ::::+LAA(L(F), L(G)) is a 
b1Ject1on 1f A 1s a Q-algebra. 

Proof. Let a(X): F(X, Y)--> G(X, Y) be a homomorphism of formal group 
laws. Suppose that a(X) + 0. We claim that then J(a) + 0 if A is of character
istic zero. Indeed, we have ifa(X) = (a(l)(X), ... , a(m)(X)), 

a(i)(F(X, Y)) = G(i)(a(X), a( Y)) 

Differentiating this with respect to ¥,. we find 

(37.4.10) f 8a(i) (F(X, Y)) . 8F(j) (X, Y) 
j=I axj 8¥,. 

m cG(i) ' ( ) 
= L -,-(a(X), a(Y)) · ~~ .. (Y) 

s=I o.f. 8¥,. 
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Let (dcx/dX)(X) be them x n matrix ((ccx(i)/cXJ(X));,j• and (cF/cY)(X, Y) the 
n x 11 matrix ((aF(i)/a Y)(X, Y));,j· and (ac;a Y)(X, Y) the m x m matrix 
((cG(i)/clj)(X, Y);.j· Then the equations (37.4.10) for all i simultaneously can 
be written as a matrix equation 

dcx aF ac dcx 
dX (F(X, Y)) · aY (X, Y) = a y (cx(X), ex( Y)) · dX ( Y) 

Substituting Y = 0 and using F(X, 0) = X, (dcx/dX)(O) = J(cx), cx(O) = 0, we find 

dcx l7F cG 
~ix (X) . DY (X, 0) = ay (cx(X), 0). J(cx) 

Now F(i)(X, Y) = X; + Yi+ I ak. 1XkY1 where the sum is over all k, l with 
I k I ;::: 1, I l I ;::: 1 (because F(i)(X, 0) = X; and F(i)(O, Y) = Y;). It follows that 
(oF/cY)(O, 0) = 1. then x n unit matrix. It follows that (cF/cY)(X, 0) is an 
invertible matrix. So if J(cx) = 0, then (dcx/dX)(X) = O; and since cx(O) = 0 and A 
is of characteristic zero, this can happen only if cx(X) = 0. 

This proves the injectivity of Lie. (Remark: the one dimensional version of 
the argument above has been used before in Section 18.3 of Chapter IV.) As to 
the surjectivity of Lie, let <f>: L(F)-+ L(G) be a homomorphism of Lie algebras. 
Then <P induces a homomorphism ofassociative algebras with comultiplication 
and counit U<f>: UL(F)-+ VL(G). Using the isomorphisms VL(F) -4 U(F), 
UL(G) -4 U(G), we find a comultiplication and counit preserving homomor
phism of associative algebras U<f>: U(F)-+ U(G). Applying D, this gives a 
comultiplication and counit preserving D(V<f>): R(G)-> R(F). Let 
cx(i)(X) = D(V<P)(X;), then cx(X) is a homomorphism of formal group laws 
F(X, Y)-+ G(X, Y) and tracing all the steps one easily checks that L(cx) = </J. 

• (37.4.11) Second proof of the formal version of Lie's third theorem 
To conclude this section let us show how to use Theorem (37.4.7) to ob
tain a proof of the formal version of Lie's third theorem (which we also 
proved via the Campbell-Hausdorff formula in Section 14.5 of Chapter II). Let 
g E LAA and let Ug be the universal enveloping algebra of g. Then Ug is an 
associative algebra with a cocommutative comultiplication and a counit (or 
augmentation). Define Rg = ModA(Ug, A). Then Rg is a commutative algebra 
over A with a (not necessarily commutative) comultiplication and counit. We 
claim that Rg as an algebra over A is isomorphic to A[ X 1, .. ., X"] where 
n = dim g if A is a Q-algebra. 

This is proved as follows. Define (using the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt 
theorem) 

ijl: A[X 1, .. ., X.]-+ Rg = ModA(Ug, A) 

Xk1--+ ykk!, where Yk(L a1x1) = ak 
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Now the comultiplication on Un is given by (cf. (37.3.2)) 

k " (k) . . x ....... . ~ . x' @ xi 
1+ J:::: k I 

and it foll~ws that t?e multiplication on Rg is y ;y j = n i).l'i + i· Hence i/l is an 
A~alg~bra 1somorph1sm. The comultiplication on Rn now defines a comulti
phcat10n on A[X], and this gives us the desired formal group law with Lie 
algebra g. 

37.5 The covariant bialgebra of the Witt vectors 

• ~37.~; 1) Let W(X, Y) be the formal group law of the Witt vectors over z. That 
is, H (1)(X, Y) = I:i(X i, .. ., Xi; Y1, .. ., Yi) where L; is the ith Witt vector addi
tion polynon:iial. Th~ first thing we want to ~o is to calculate the dual (in the 
sense of Cartier duahty) of the formal group W. Now according to Section 37.2 

DT(W)(B) = GfB(WB, G,.,B) 

But according to the_rep!esentation theorem (Chapter V, Theorem (27.1.14)) 
we kn?w that Gf8 (W, Gm) ::o: FG8 (W(X, Y), Gm(X, Y)) = CC(Gm; B). And 
accord1~g to C~apter III, (17.2.11) we know that <t(Gm; B) ::o: w+(B), the 
under~ymg add1t1ve group of the ring of Witt vectors with coordinates in B. All 
these isomorphisms being functorial, we conclude that the commutative affine 
group scheme dual to W is w+ = D~(W), and then of course the duality 
theorem (37.3.12) says that D(w+) = W. This can also be seen fairly directly. 

• (37.5.2) Let W(-): Ring-+ Ah be the abelian-group-valued subfunctor of w+ · 
Ring -+ Ah defined by . 

W(B) ={(b., bz, · · .) E W(B) I bi nilpotent for all i and bi= 0 for almost all i} 

Let A(B) be the abeli~n ~roup of ~ower series in I + tB[t] and let £: W(-)-+ 
A(-) be the fu1!:~tonal 1so?1orph1~m of Chapter III, (17.2.7) and (17.2.9) 
~bi, bz, ·,: .)1--+ 0i= 1 (! - bit). L~t A(-) be the subfunctor of A(-) correspond
ing to W(-) under E. That is, A(B) consists of all polynomials of the form 
l + a1 t + · ·· + a.t" with all the a; nilpotent elements of B. 

We now define a pairing 

(37.5.3) 

for ;11 BE Ring as follows. Let a= (a1o a2 , ... ) E W(B) and b = (h 1, bz. ... ) E 
W (B). Then ~ · .b, ~here the dot denotes i::iuttiplication _in the ring of Witt 

vecto:s ~(B), 1s m W(B/. It follows that E(a, b) is in A(B), so that upon 
subst1tut1_ng t. = 1 we obtam a well-defined element of Gm(B) of the form I +::: 
where ~ is mlpotent in B. So, writing E(a; t) instead of E(a) for notational 
convenience, the formula for the pairing ( , ) is 

(37.5.4) (a, b) = E(a · h; 1) 
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One obviously has the relations 

(a+ a', b) =(a, b)(a', b), 

(a,0)= l, 

(a, b + b') =(a, b)(a, b') 

(0, b) = l 

so that the pairing ( , ) is bilinear. Now let a E W(B}, then a defines a homo
morphism of functors </J.: w; -> Gm,B by the formula <P.(c) = (a, c > for all 
c E w;(c) = w+(c), c E Alg8 • 

• (37.5.5) Theorem p: W(B}-> Alg8 Ab(W;, Gm.8 ), <P.(c) =(a, c) is a func
torial isomorphism of abelian groups. Here AlgsAb is the category of functors 
AlgB-> Ah. 

• (37.5.6) Proof of Theorem (37.5.5) Using the functorial isomorphism 
E between w; and J\. 8 and Wand A, we can replace W by A everywhere in the 
statement of the theorem. The inverse tjJ of the map <P in the theorem is now 
obtained as follows. 

Let u: J\. 8 -> Gm,B be a functor morphism. Consider the algebra B[s] and the 
element l - st E J\.8(B[s]). Applying u, we find an element in Gm(B[s]), i.e., we 
find a polynomial h(s) = b0 + b1 s + · · · + bmsm which is invertible in B[s]. It 
follows that b0 is a unit of Band that the bi for i = 1, ... , mare nilpotent in B. 
Now u is a functor morphism; so in particular if t:: B[s]-> Bis the B-algebra 
homomorphism s 1-+ 0, we must have u8 o A(t:) = Gm(t:) 0 u8151 ; and since 
u8 (1) = 1 (u 8 being a group homomorphism), we see that b0 = 1. Thus h(t) = 
1 + b1 t + · · · + bm tm is an element of A(B). This defines an inverse map t/1: 
AlgBAb(J\.B, Gm B)-> A(B}. 

Let us check that tjJ o <P =id. So, let a(t) E A(B); then we must show that the 
result of substituting t = 1 in the product (1 - st) · a(t) is a(s) (where now the 
dot denotes multiplication in J\.(B)). 

Now quite generally we have in W(C) for any ring C 

(s, 0, 0, ... )(b 1, b2, ... ) = (b 1 s, b2s2, ... ) 
simply because w.(b 1 s, b2 s2, b3 s3,. .. ) = s"w.(b 1, b2 , b3 ,. .. ). For J\.(C), this 
translates as (1 - st)a(t) = a(st). 

So, since substituting t = l in a(st) E A(B[s]) makes sense and gives of course 
a(s), we have shown that tjJ o <P =id. 

Now let us prove that the element h(s) associated to u above determines LI 

uniquely. 
Let C = B[x 1, x 2, ... ]and let x(t} be the element l + x 1 t + x 2t2 +···of 

J\.(C). Suppose that Llc(x(t}} = <I>(x 1, x 2, ... ) E Gm(C} = B[x 1, x 2, ... ]*. Then 
the polynomial <I>(x 1, x2, ... ) determines LI completely (Yoneda lemma; or: let 
D be any algebra, l + y 1 t + y 2 t2 + ···any element of A(D); definer: C-> D by 
r(x;) = yi; then because by functoriality r1D, J\.(r) = Gm(r} ,, lie we find that 
UD(y(t}} = <l>(J'1, Y2• · · .)). 
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The polynomial <I>(x 1, x 2 , ... }, being a polynomial, involves only finitely 
many of the xi, say, x 1, •.. , Xm. 

Now let C' ::::i C be a B-algebra over which we can write 

l+x 1 t+x2t2 +···+x.,tm= Ji (1-zit) 
i= 1 

By functoriality of 11 we must have llc,(1 - zit} = h(zJ and because uc, is a 
group homom,orph_ism: _we. fin~ uc-(1 + x 1 t + ··· + xmtm} = f1 h(zJ; and 
Gm(C}-> Gm(C_} ~e~ng _mJec~1ve, 1t follows that h determines u uniquely. This 
proves that t/1 1s mJective. Smee tjJ 0 </> = id, tjJ is also surjective and hence a 
bijection. It is easy to check that <P is a homomorphism of abelian groups and 
that <P is functorial. This proves the theorem. 

• (37.5.7) We can also use the pairing <, ) to define a x: w+(B}-> 
AlgBAb(WB, Gm.8 ) by the formula Xb(c) = (c, b ), and arguing almost exactly as 
in (37.4.6) one finds that 

• (3~.5.8) Theorem x: w+(B}->Alg8 Ab(W8 , Gm.B) is a functorial isomor
phism of abelian groups. 

• (37.5.9) Endomorphisms of w+ The Cartier duality between Wand w+ 
permits us to calculate the ring of endomorphisms of the group-valued functor 
w+ over A because we know the ring of endomorphisms of W over A. This is 
the ring Cart(A) by (27.2.12). 

First, we have the endom~rp_!:1isms (a) of w+ (-) defined on A(-) by }'( t) _. 
y(at} and then transported via E. We also have the Frobenius endomorphisms r. ~nd Verschiebun~morphisms v. for all n E N; cf. Section 17.3 of Chapter III. 
Usmg the duality W-> w+, one now readily finds that every endomorphism of 
the group-valued functor w+ can be uniquely _written in the form 

I v m<am .• >r. 
m.n 

where for every m there are only finitely many n such that a,,." =I= 0. To see this 
one u_ses V.(a · f.b) = (V.a}b and .E(V.a}(l} = .E(a}(l} fo; all a E W(-) to 
estabhsh 

<v., b) =(a, r.b), <r.a, b) =(a, v.b) 

wh~re on _both sides of the pairing V" and f. denote endomorphisms of W(- ), 
which.' as 1t_ha~pens, also induce endomorphisms of the subfunctor W(-). Now 
c.ombme this with the remark that the endomorphism W(-) obtained by restric
t10n of r.: W(-)-> W(-) is precisely the endomorphism v n of W(X, Y} induced 
by the operator v. on curves and vice versa; cf. (27.2.12) of Chapter V. 

• (3y.5.l_O) Prop~sition Alg8 Ab(W;, Ga. 8 } is the B-module of all polyno
mials m one vanable T over B with zero constant term. 
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Before proving this result let us notice that it is something quite reasonable 
to expect. Indeed, we know that Gf8 (W 8 , Ga)~ <e(Ga; B) (by the representa
tion theorem (Chapter V, Theorem (27.1.14)) and <6(Ga; B) is the additive 
B-module of power series in one variable without constant term. 

• (37.5.11) Proof of Proposition (37.5.10) Using £: w; ~ A8 again it 
is equivalent to prove that Alg8 Ab(A8 , Ga.a)~ tB[t] as a B-module. Now we 
already have a largish number of elements of Alg8 Ab(A8 , G,,8 ), viz. the functor
ial homomorphisms s,,: A(C)--> C which correspond to the w,,: W(C)--> C 
under E (cf. Chapter IIL (17.2.6)). Recall that 

"-' a'(t) d 
(37.5.12) I s,,(a(t))t" = -t ·(--) = -t-1 log(a(t)) 

n= 1 at { t 

Now let 11: A8 --> Ga.a be a functor morphism. Take again 1 - st E A(B[s]) 
and let 

9(s) = u81,1(1 - st) E B[s] 

Let e: B[s]--> B, sf-->0. Because 118 is a group homomorphism, we must have 
u8 (1) = 0 and G,(e) 'u81,1 = u8 "A(t:) then gives that il(O) = 0. So let 

.9(s) = h1 s + · · · + h,,s" 

We claim that then u = h 1 s 1 + · · · + h,, s,, where the s; are the functor mor
phisms defined by (37.5.12). The argument is exceedingly similar to that of 
(37.5.6). Let C, C, x 1, x 2 • ... , z 1, •. ., z,,, be as in (37.5.6). Again u is given by 
some polynomial \f'(x 1, .... x,,,). involving only finitely many x;. This time the 
functoriality and additivity of 11 then give that 

where 

"' uc( 1 + x1 t + x2 t2 + · · · + x,,, t"') = I .9(:;} 
i= l 

"' (l+x1t+· .. +x,,,t"')= n (1-z;t} 
i=l 

showing that .9(s) determines 11 uniquely. On the other hand. we have 

d ( m ) "' '' -1 log n (1-:;1) =I I zit' 
dt i= I i= I r= I 

so that s,(1 + x 1t + ··· + x,,/") = 2:7'~ 1 zj. This proves that u = b 1s1 + 
· · · + b,, s,,, and hence proves the proposition. 

• (37.5.13) Lie algebra of F(X. Y) and primitive elements of U(F) Let 
F(X, Y) be a formal group law over A. Let R(F) be its contravariant bialgebra. 
Now define the Lie algebra of F(X, Y) as all A-linear morphisms 
rn(F)/1112(F)--> A where 111(F) is the maximal ideal of R(F). Then since R(F) ~ 
A[X;ji E /],we see that as an A-module L(F) is free of rank #/(where#/ 
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denotes the cardinality of /). Now R(F) ~ A EB m(F) as an A-module. So if 
g E L(F), we can see g as an A-linear map R(F)--> A, which because 
g(m2(F)) = 0, is also continuous; i.e., g is an element of U(F). 

The Lie algebra structure of L( F) is now given by [g 1, g 2) = g 1 g 2 - g 2 g 1 

(where one uses the multiplication of U(F) induced by the comultiplication of 
R(F}). 

To check that this makes sense first the following. We claim that g: R(F) = 
A EB 111(F)--> A is zero on 111 2(F) and A if and only if g is a primitive element of 
U(F), i.e., iff 11(g) = 10g+g0 1. This is quite easy to check. Let a(X 0 1, 
1 0 X) E R(F)@ R(F). 

Then 

and 

a= a(X 0 1; 1 0 X) 

= a0 +I b;(X;® 1) +I c;(l ®X;) 

+ I ak.l(X 0 l)k(l 0 X)1 

lkJ,JlJ~ I 

(10 g + g 0 l)(a) = 2g(a0 ) + g(I b;X;) + g(I C;X;) 

and the claim follows. 
Now let g1, g2 E L(F) c U(F). Then 11([g 1, g2]) = p(g1g2 - gzg1) = 

p(gi)p(g2) - p(g2)11(gi) = (g1 g1 - g2 gi) 0 1 + 1 0 (g1 g2 - g2 g1)· So that 
also [g 1. g2 ] E L(F). It is now quite easy to check that the Lie algebra structure 
defined in Section 14.1 of Chapter II agrees with the Lie algebra structure just 
defined. (Identify the ith basis vector e; of L(F) in Section 14.1 with the linear 
map g;: rn(F)/nt 2(F)--> A given by g;(X;) = 1, g;(Xi) = 0 if if j.) 

• (37.5.14) The structure of the covariant bialgebra U' = U(W) of the Witt 
vectors is very closely related to the duality results we have been discussing 
above. (The reason for the superscript c in uc will become clearer in the next 
section; it stands for "commutative.") 

• (37.5.15) Theorem Let U' = U(W) be the covariant bialgebra of the 
formal group W. Then U' is a polynomial algebra U' = Z[Z 1, Z 2 •... ] in 
countably many indeterminates Z 1, Z 2 , .... The coalgebra structure ofU< is 
given by z,,,__. I7=o Z; 0 z,,_;, where Zo = 1. The Lie algebra of was a sub
module of U' has as a basis the elements r i. r 2, ••. defined as follows: r ,,(Z) = 
R,,(Z 1, .. ., Z,,) where R,, is defined by 

R,,(0" 1 , ... , O",,) = x~ + ... + x~ 

" 1 + 0" 1(X)t + · · · + O""(X)t" = n (1 + Xit) 
j=l 
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(That is, the R" are the polynomials in Z that express the power sums I Xi as a 

polynomial in the elementary symmetric functions.) 

Proof According to 37.2 uc represents the affine commutative group 

scheme DT(W)~w+~A (by (37.5.5)). Now A(B)={l+b 1 t+b 2 t2 + 

···\bi E B}, which is clearly represented by Z[Z 1, Z i. ... ] (with 

<P E Ring(Z[Z], B) corresponding to 1 + </J(Z i)t + </J(Z 2}t2 + .. · E A(B)). The 

addition in A(B) is multiplication of power series, so that the corresponding 

comultiplication in Z[Z] is given by z.f--> D=o Z;@ zn-i· 
The Lie algebra of W is the Lie algebra of primitive elements of uc and these, 

we claim, correspond precisely to the functor homomorphisms A-> G •. Indeed, 

such a functor homomorphism is given by an algebra homomorphism between 

the representing rings; this map respects the cogroup structures on these rings. 

The rings with comultiplication in question are Z[Z 1, Z 2 , •.• ], 

z. f--> I Z; @ z._ i; Z[ X], x f--> x @ 1 + 1 @ x. A comultiplication preserving 

ring homomorphism Z[X]-> Z[Z1> 2 2 , ... ] thus is uniquely determined by the 

image of X, which must be a primitive element of Uc. But, according to Propo

sition (37.5. lO)(or rather the proof(37.5. ll)) Alg2 Ab(A, G.) is the free Z-module 

spanned by the elements s. defined by (37.5.12). Let z(t) = 1 + Z 1 t + Z 2 t 2 + 

.. · = flr;, 1 (1 + ~;t). Then 

"' 7'(t) 00 00 
"~' (s.z(t))t" = -t :(t) = J1 J, (~?t"(-1)"- 1 ) 

oc 

= I ( - l)-- 1r.(Z)t" 
n=l 

and the element of uc corresponding to s.: A-> Ga is therefore ( - 1)"- 1 r .(Z) 

(where the r.(Z) are as described in the statement of the theorem). Q.E.D. 

38 Curves in Noncommutative Formal Groups 

38.1 Curves and the noncommutative analogue 

of the representation theorem 

• (38.1.1) Some notational conventions Let f: AIT~-> Group be a 

formal group over a ring A. Let R(f) be the contravariant bialgebra and U(F) 

the covariant bialgebra of F. We shall use barred symbols to denote the struc

ture morphisms of R(f), i.e., mF, eF, YF, jlF, eF denote multiplication, unit, 

coinverse, comultiplication, and counit, respectively; and we shall use unbarred 

symbols mF, eF, iF, eF, /tF to denote the structure maps of U(F). Often we shall 

omit the index F. 

• (38.1.2) Definitions and generalities on the theme: curves Let F 

be a not necessarily commutative formal group over a ring A. Let R(f) be the 
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contravariant bialgebra of F and let U(F) be the covariant bialgebra of F. A 

curve in F over A is now defined as a continuous homomorphism of algebras 

</J: R(f)-> A[t] (i.e., a morphism in AITA) such that 1:0 <P = eF where £ 0 : 

A[t ]->A is the A-algebra morphism defined by t c-> 0 and eF: R(f)-> A is the 

counit of R(f). 
The cogroup structure on R(f) turns the set of curves into a group, which we 

shall denote <t(F; A} as usual. 
We shall write 

(38.1.3) 
i= 1 

Then the fact that </J: R(f)-> A[t] is an algebra homomorphism translates into 

the statement that the elements </J 1, </J 2 , ..• E U(F) must satisfy the condition 

" 
(38.1.4) µF(<P.) = I </J;@ </J,,-;, <Po= 1 

i=O 

One way to see this is as follows. Dualizing <P one obtains a morphism in Clg.4 

DT(</J): ffi~o Ati-> U(F) where ffi Ati has the coalgebra structure 

t.c-> It; @t.-;, t0 = 1. Then </J; = DT(<P)(tJ, and (38.1.4) follows . 

If Fis a smooth formal group, then R(F) ~ A[X; Ii E /]as an object in AITA 

and a morphism </J: R(f)-> A[t] in AITA is uniquely determined by giving the 

/-tuple of power series </J(X;) E A[t], i E I; so for the case of formal group Jaws, 

we recover the original definition of curve. 

Let </J(t) = IT~o </J;ti and l/l(t) = I~o 1/1/ be two curves in 'C(F; A). Then, 

using the algebra structure of U(f), we define the product of </J(t) and f(t) as 

</J(t)l/l(t) = J0 (,to </J,fn-r) t" 

We claim that if Fis the formal group of a formal group Jaw F(X, Y), then this 

agrees with the original addition of curves. Suppose that R(f) = A [ X i Ii E I]. 

Let us write </J(t)(X) for the /-tuple of power series (L </J,,(X ;)t"); E 1. Then we 

must show that 

</J(t)l/J(t)(X) = f(</J(t)(X), f(t)(X)) 

and this is an immediate consequence of the fact that the multiplication in U(f) 

is defined by the comultiplication R(f)-> R(f) ® R(f), X; c-> F(i)(X@ 1, 

l@X). 

• (38.1.5) Curves of order n Let F be a formal group law over A, then a 

curve of order n over A is defined as an AIT £morphism <P(nl: R(f)-> A[t ]l(t"+ 1) 

such that £0 <P!nl = eF. 

If F is smooth, then since R(f) is a power series algebra in that case, every 

curve of order n can be extended to a curve of order XJ. In general, e.g., when F 
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is a finite group scheme, this is of course not the case. For example, if R(f) = 
k[ X]/(XP), X ,___. I ® X + X ® 1, where k is a field of characteristic p > 0, then 
there are curves of order /1 for all /1 < oo, but 't.'(f; k) = {O}. 

We shall use Lie"(f; A) to denote the group of curves of order /1 of F over A. 
Taking /1 = oo, we thus have so to speak Lie 00 (f; A)= CC(F; A), and at the 
other extreme Lie 1 (f; A) is the underlying additive group of the Lie algebra of 
F (cf. (37.5.13)). 

• (38.1.6) The bialgebras U and U(11) Let U = Z(Z 1, Z 2 , Z 3 , ... ) be the 
ring of noncommuting polynomials in determinates Z i. Z 2, •.• with coefficients 
in Z. That is, U is the free associative "algebra over Z on the set { Z 1, Z 2, ... } ( cf. 
Chapter II, Section ( 14.4.5)). We give U a comultiplication by defining 
Zn ,___.Li= 0 Zi ® Zn- i (where Z 0 = 1 ), a counit Z; ,___. 0. It is not difficult to 
check that there is then a unique inverse i: U-+ U making U into an object of 
GClgA because the inverse is necessarily a coalgebra morphism by (37.1.8). 

Similarly, we define U(11) = Z(Z 1, Z 2 , ... , Z"), a subobject (in GClgA) of U. 

• (38.1.7) Proposition U represents the functor ~(-; A), and U(11) repre
sents the functor Lien(-; A). 

By this we mean the following <t(F; A)~ GClgA(U, U(f)) functorially for all 
FE GfA, and Lien(F; A)~ GClgA(U(n), U(F)) functorially. 

• (38.1.8) Proof of (38.1. 7) Let </>(t) = L: </>; t; be a curve. Then since U is 
the free associative algebra on Z 1, Z 2 , ••. , there is a unique algebra homomor
phism cc U-+ U(F) such that ex(Z;) = </>;, and ex respects the comultiplication 
and counit because of (38.1.4). Conversely, if ex: U-+ U(F) is a 
GClgA-morphism, then </>,(t) = L: </>(ZY is a curve in F. The argument for U(11) 
is analogous. 

• (38.1.9) If Fis commutative, then so is U(F), and we have 

GClgA(U, U(f)) = GcClgA(Uc, U(F)) 

= CCAIT..(R(F), R(W) = Gf,t(W, f) 

So, in a way, Proposition (38.1.7) is the analogue of the representation theorem 
(Cartier's first theorem) which says that curves in a formal group law 
F(X, Y) correspond biuniquely to formal group law homomorphisms 
W(X, Y)-+ F(X, Y). Now, as we have seen, (38.1.7) is a triviality, while the 
representation theorem definitely was not. The reason for the difference is of 
course that U(W) = uc represents a nontrivial calculation. Here the problem is 
the opposite: what is the dual bialgebra D(U)? A first result in this direction is 

• (38.1.10) Theorem D(U) is a power series ring over Z; i.e., D(U) represents 
a smooth formal group. 

We shall not proof this theorem here. The proof is long and combinatorially 
intricate; cf. [374]. 
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38.2 Divided power sequences and the 
Campbell-Hausdorff theorem 
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• (38.2.1) Divided power sequences in coalgebras Let C be a coal
gebra over A. A divided power sequence over </> 0 E C is a sequence </> 0, </> 1, 

</>2, ... of elements of C such that 

n 

ti(</>n) = L </>; ® </>n-i 
i=O 

The element </>0 is called the grouplike element of the sequence. 
If C = U ( F), the covariant bialgebra of a formal group F and </>( t) = L: </>; t; 

is a curve in F, then by Section 38.1 </>0 = 1, </> 1• </>2, ... is a divided power 
sequence over 1. In this case </> 1 is primitive, and one often speaks of a divided 
power sequence </> 1, </>2, ... over the primitive </> 1 . 

If U is any bialgebra over A, then the set of divided power sequences over 1 is 
a group under the multiplication 

(1, </>1, </>2, ... )(1, 1/11, 1/12, ... ) = (1, X1• Xz, ... ) 

where Xn = D=o </>il/ln-i with </>0 =1/10 = l. We shall write rc(U; A) for this 
group. (The A refers to the fact that the</>; must be A-linear.) Thus if U = U(F), 
we have <c(F; A)= <e(U; A) by (38.1.2). 

• (38.2.2) Warning There is a second, different, notion in algebra that also 
goes by the name "divided powers." An ideal I in a ring B is said to admit a 
divided power structure if there exists a sequence of maps y": I-+ A, 
n EN u {O] such that y0 (x) = 1 for all x E /, rdx) = x for all x E /, and 

l'n(x + y) = L l'i(x)J'n-Jv) 

!'n(ax) = a"rn(x) 

( 11 + m) l'n(x)ym(x) = 11 . l'n+m(x) 

l'n(l'm(x)) = (nm)!(11!)(m!)"Ynm(x) 

If A is a Q-algebra, then one shows that necessarily l'n(x) = (11!t 1x". This 
notion of divided powers plays a big role in crystalline cohomology (cf., e.g., 
[34]). Both this notion and the one defined in (38.2.1) are in a way generaliza
tions of (11 !t 1 x", whence the name divided powers; cf. (38.2.10). 

1111 (38.2.3) Divided power sequences in bialgebras Now let U be the 
covariant bialgebra of a formal group F over A, and let R(F) be the contravar
iant bialgebra of F. Let 1 = </>0, </> 1, </>2, ... be a divided power sequence over 
1 E U(F). The elements </>i define A-linear endomorphisms <Pi of U(F) by 
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;p;(u) = u</J; and by duality these give continuous A-linear maps o;: R(F}-+ 
R(F). Claim: 

" 
(38.2.4} on(xy) = I O;(x)on-Jv) for all x, y E R(F}, n E N u {0} 

i=O 

This follows (via duality) immediately from (38.2.l}. Another way to obtain o; 
from </J; is as follows: c; is the composed map 

(38.2.5) R(F} ___E__. R(F}@ R(F) 1 ® </>, R(F} @A__::__, R(F) 

Then if u E U(F) = ModTA(R(F}, A), we have indeed DT(o;)u = u 'c; = u</J; = 
;p;(u) by the definition of multiplication in U(F). 

Just what A-linear endomorphisms of R(F} arise via (38.2.5)? The answer is 
easy and is given by the following definition and lemma: 

• (38.2.6) Definition A continuous A-module endomorphism a: R(F)-+ 
R(F) is called left invariant if the following diagram is commutative: 

R(F} L R(F) @ R(F) 

la _ l 1 @il 

R(F}_!!__. R(F}@R(F) 

• (38.2.7) lemma Define p: U(F) = ModTA(R(F), A}-+ ModTA(R(F), R(F)) 
by p(u) = (1 ® u) o µ (identifying R(F}@ A~ R(F); cf. (38.2.5)} and a: 
ModTA(R(F), R(F}-> ModTA(R(F}, A}= U(F} by a(o) = tF 0 c. Then 
a op= id, p is an injective homomorphism of A-algebras (where 
ModTA(R(F), R(F)} is an algebra under composition and U(F) is an A-algebra 
via m and e), and the image of p consists precisely of the left invariant endo
morphisms of R(F). 

Proof Exercise (easy). 

• (38.2.8) The group of divided power sequences of an algebra Let 
R be any algebra over A. Then we define a divided power sequence over A as a 
series of A-module endomorphisms a 0 = id, a 1> a 2, ••. such that (38.2.4) holds. 
We write formally o(t) =I a;ri; sequences of divided powers can then be 
multiplied by the rule 

Exercise: check that y(t)o(t) is again a divided power sequence. 
We use HA(R) to denote the group of divided power sequences of the algebra 

R. 
Now suppose that R is the contravariant bialgebra of a formal group over A. 
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Then the map p of Lemma (38.2.7) gives as an injective homomorphism 

(38.2.9) p: <6(F; A)-+ H(R(F}} 

Note that if </J(t) = If~o </J/, l/l(t) = Ii"=o 1/1/. </Ji, I/Ji E U(F}, then the product 
of </J(t) and ~1(t) is 

</J(t)l/l(t) = J0 
(t </J;IPn-i) t" 

and in case Fis the formal group of a formal group law F(X, Y) this of course 
coincides with the original "addition" of curves; cf. (38.1.2). 

• (38.2.10) Example Let R be a Q-algebra and let a be a derivation over Q of 
R (i.e., c(xy) = ax ® 1 + 1 ® cy). Then I:=o (n!t 1o"t" = exp(ot) is a divided 
power sequence of R. (This explains the name "divided power sequence.") We 
use Der Q(R} to denote the module of derivations of R over Q. 

• (38.2.11) Proposition Let R be an A-algebra where A is a Q-algebra and 
let <Po= id, </J1> </J 2 , ••• be a series of A-module endomorphisms of R. Then the 
following are equivalent: 

(i) </J(t) = I:=o <Pnt" is in H.4 (R), i.e., a divided power sequence. 
(ii) </J(t} = n:=o exp(ai ti} (ordered product) with ai E DerA(R}. 

(iii) </J(t) = exp(I:'=o oiti) with o; E DerA(R). 

(Of course (ii) and (iii) are different iff the Lie algebra Der A(R) is nonabelian.) 

Proof The proof of Proposition (38.2.11) is not difficult. The essential 
observations being first that sequences of the form (ii) and (iii) certainly define 
elements of HA(R) and secondly that if </J(t) =I <Pnt" and l/J(t) =I l/Jnt" are 
both in HA(R) and </J; =I/Ii for i < m (m EN), then <Pm - I/Im E DerA(R). 

• (38.2.12} On the Campbell-Hausdorff theorem Let R be a Q
algebra and let a 1 , o2 E Der Q(R). Then exp(o 1 t), exp(a 2 t) E H(R); since H(R) is 
a group, we see from Proposition (38.2.11) that there are elements 1' 1, y 2' ... E 

DerQ(R) such that 

(38.2.13) exp(o 1 t)exp(o 2 t)=exp(t
1 

Ynt") 

Now let g be a Lie algebra over A that is free as an A-module where A is a 
Q-algebra. Let U g be the enveloping algebra of g and Rg the dual algebra of 
U g. Then the left invariant derivations of R over A correspond (cf. Lemma 
(38.2.7)) precisely to the primitive element of U g; because A is of characteristic 
zero, these are in turn precisely the elements of g c U g. Since (with a slight 
abuse of notation) CC( U g; A) is a subgroup of H(Rri), we know that if a 1, a 2 are 
both left invariant then so are the y"; hence (38.2.13) gives us precisely the 
Campbell-Hausdorff theorem ( 14.4.14) of Chapter II. 
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• (38.2.14) Semiderivations Let k be a field of characteristic p, and let 
R = k[X l, ... ' Xn] be a power series algebra over k. Let ao =id, a I• a 2• ... be a 
divided power sequence of continuous k-module endomorphisms of R. Then 
we claim for all x E R. n E N, 

(38.2.15) t\(xP) = (~ ( )P 
\(ln;p X 

To see this write 

(38.2.16) 

if (p, n) = 1 

if P 1 n 

where the sum is over all sequences (i 1, ••. , ip) such that i 1 + ·· · + iP = 11, 
ij E N v {O}. Now because p is prime, we have that the p-sequences (i 1, ... , i P), 
(i 2 , ••. , iP' ii), ... , (iP, i1, i2 , .•• , ir 1) are all different unless i 1 = · · · = i P = 11/p. 
Using (38.2.16), (38.2.15) now follows immediately. It also follows that a ;(a)= 0 
for all i E N, a E k. 

Now let 11 = p', and suppose that x E k[Xrl i E /] and y ER. Then by 
(38.2.5), linearity, and continuity we have for all r E N v {O} 

ap,(xy) = ap,(x)y + XOp,(,v) 

so that the a P' are semiderivations in the sense of Dieudonne [99]. 

38.3 Verschiebung, Homothety, and Frobenius operators 

• (38.3.1) Vn and (a) operators Let F be a formal group over A. Let <f>(t) = 
I~o </>; ti, </>; E U(F) be a curve in F over A. One then defines for all 11 E N and 
a EA 
(38.3.2) 

"' "' 
Vn<f>(t) = I </>;tni = </>(tn) and (a)</>(t) = I </>;a;t; = <f>(at) 

i=O i=O 

It is easy to check that V n <f>(t) and (a)</>(t) are again curves. One has of course 
Vn(a) = (an)Vn for all a EA, 11 EN. 

• (38.3.3) Logarithms and logarithms Let F(X, Y) be a commutative 
formal group law over A characteristic zero ring A. In this type of situation we 
have in previous chapters often made use of the additive subgroupj<6(f; A) of 
the additive group of power series {L~~ 1 an tn I an E A ® Q} where the an are 
/-vectors if F(X, Y) is a formal group law with index set/. What replaces this 
trick if one views curves as elements of U(F)[t] rather than as /-tuples of power 
series in t? The answer is given by the diagram below (NB F(X, Y) is a commu
tatiiie formal group law): 

(38.3.4) 'efi'(F; A) '6(V(F); A) 
l r l log 

t(A ® Q[r])1----+ t(V(F) ® Q[t]) 
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Here the upper horizontal arrow assigns to the /-tuple of power series y(t) = 
(y(i)(t)); E 1 the algebra homomorphism R(F)-> A[t], X; 1-> y(i)(t); log is the map 
that takes </>(t) = 1 + </> 1 t + </> 2 t2 + · · · into 

rf .. ' 

tog(<f>(t))= I (-1r 1 (<1> 1 r+<f> 2 r2 +···)n11- 1 

n=l 

tA ® Q[t]1 is the additive group of /-tuples of power series in t with zero 
constant terms, tV(F) ® Q[t] is the additive group of power series in t with 
coefficients in U(F) ® Q and zero constant term; f(X) is the logarithm of 
F(X, Y) and the lower horizontal arrow takes the /-tuple (a(i)(t));EI into l/J: 
R(F) ® Q-> A® Q[t] defined by <f>(X;) = a(i)(t). 

• (38.3.5) Lemma Let F(X, Y) be a commutative formal group law over a 
characteristic zero ring A. The diagram (38.3.4) is commutative, the two hori
zontal arrows are isomorphisms of topological groups, and f and log are 
injective. 

Proof Check the definitions and cf. also (38.1.2). 

• (38.3.6) Remark Let F(X, Y) be as above in Lemma (38.3.5) and let <f>(t) E 

<£(V(F); A). Let log(<f>(t)) =Ii= 1 1/1/ Then l/J; E P(U(F) ® Q), the Lie 
algebra of primitive elements of the coalgebra V(F) ® Q over A® Q. And in 
fa~t if <f>(t) E 1 + tV(F)[t], then <f>(t) E (&(V(F); A) iff log(<f>(t)) = Ir;, 1 l/J;ti 
with I/I; E P(U(F) ® Q). Indeed, if we define <f>(t)(x) as Li=o </>;(x)ti for all 
x E R(f), then </>(t) E (C(U(F); A) iff </>(t)(xy) = <f>(t)(x)<f>(t)(y) for all x E R(F). 
So </>(t) E <£(U(F); A) iff log <f>(t)(x) +log <f>(t)(y) =log <f>(t)(xy), which is the 
case iff l/l;(xy) = l/J;{x) + l/l;(Y) for all x, y E R(F), which in turn means that 
l/J; E P(V(F) ® Q). 

• (38.3.7) The Frobenius operators fn Now let F be any commutative 
formal group and V(f) its covariant bialgebra. Let <f>(t) E 'C(V(F); A). We 
write 

oc 

</>(t)·= 1 + </> 1 t + </> 2 t2 + ··· = 0 (1 + u;t;), 11; E U(F) 
j==:l 

Applying log we see that 
00 J) 00 

Iog<f>(t)= I I (-1)n11- 1(u/l"= I n- 1Antn 
i=l n=l n=l 

where the An are certain polynomials with coefficients from Z in the u;; so 
An E U(F) and hence An E P(U(F)) by Remark (38.3.6) above. One now defines 
the Frobenius operators fm for all m E N by the formula 

fm </>(t) = expC~l 11- l Arnn tn) 
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•(38.3.8) Lemma If4>(t)E<t(U(F); A), then fm4>(t) is in '6(U(F); A) (and 

not just in "t(U(F) ® Q; A® Q)). 

Proof Diagram (38.3.4) and Lemma (38.3.5) show that the definition offm 

given in (38.3.7) agrees with the one we used before for curves in formal group 

laws. Hence f111 4>(t) E r6(U(F); A) if 4>(t) E <e(U(F); A) and F comes from a 

formal group law F(X, Y) over A. This implies in particular that f"'((t) E 

'6(U(W); A) where ((t) is the "canonical curve" ((t) = 1 + Z 1 t+Z 2 t2 + 

· · · E 1 + tU(W)[t]. Now the definition off .. is obviously functorial, and every 

curve 4>(t) E <e(U(F); A) can be obtained via a suitable Hopf algebra map 

U(W)--> U(F) which takes Z; into 4>; (Proposition (38.1.7)). This proves the 

lemma. 

• (38.3.9) One has of course the usual relations between the v., (a), f" oper

ators, e.g., (a)f" = f"(a") and f"V" = n, simply because these relations hold for 

the universal example <f,(U(W); A) since U(W) is the bialgebra ofa commuta

tive formal group law. 

38.4 V-basis and decomposition 

In this final subsection we briefly discuss two more results that generalize to 

the case of noncommutative formal groups. They are the existence of a V-basis 

and the decomposition of an arbitrary curve into a sum of shifted p-typical ones 

when we are working our Z(Pl-algebra. (Both almost trivial in the commutative 

case.) 

• (38.4.1) Lemma Let F be a smooth formal group over A with covariant 

bialgebra U(F). Suppose that P( U(F)) is a free A-module and let (u;); e1 be a 

basis for P(U(F)). Choose a total order on I. For each i E /, choose a curve 

ift(il(t) E '6(U(F); A) such that ift(i)(t) E 1+u;tmod(degree2)(suchcurvesexist 

because F is supposed to be smooth). Then every curve 4>(t) E <6'(F; A)= 

rc(U(F); A) can be written uniquely as an ordered product 

(f.) 

4>(t) = n n vn<anJi/t(i)(t) 
n= 1 i EI 

where for every n E N there are only finitely many i E I such that an.i 1- 0. 

Proof Successive approximation. 

• (38.4.2) Let U<Pl = U ® Z(p) with the obvious Hopf algebra structure. Let 

((t) = 1 + Z 1 t + Z 2 t 2 + Z 3 t 2 +···be the standard curve ofU(p)· Now let 11(t) 

be any curve in U(p)· Then the representation theorem (38.1.7) says that there is 

a unique homomorphism ex~: U<rl--> U<Pl which takes ((t) to 11(t). We now define 

Im 11(t) =Im ex,1 

(This is a sub-Hopf algebra of U 1p)·) 
The operators V", (a) applied to ((t) define curves in U(pl• which in turn, 
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define morphisms of Hopf algebras U Ip)--> U <Pl which we shall denote v" and J. •. 
Of course these generalities also hold for U itself. 

• (38.4.3) Pure curves and £-pure sequences A curve E(t) E 

<&'(U(rl: Z<Pl) is said to be p-pure if the following hold: 

(i) E(t) is isobaric; i.e., if E(t) = 1 + E 1 t + E 2 t2 + · · · then E E u -
< ) • • ' I (p) -

z(Pl .. zt, Zz,:.. IS homogeneous of weight i (where zn has weight n). 
(11) The image of E(t) is the subalgebra of U(rl generated by the £ 1, EP, 

EP,, .... 
(iii) £ 1 = Z 1• 

~et us write Y; = Ep;, i = 0, 1, 2, .... Then condition (ii) says that E(t) can be 
written as 

00 

E(t) = 1 + L En(Y)t" 
n=l 

where the E"(Y) are certain polynomials in the Y;. 
Now let F be any formal group over a z,Pl-algebra A. A sequence 

u = (uo, u1, u2 , ••• ) of elements of U(F) is called an £-pure sequence if 
00 

Eu(t) = 1 + L En(u)t" 
n=l 

is a curve in U(F). 

• (38.4.4) Remarks The curves that thus arise are the noncommutative 

analogues of the p-typical curves in the commutative case. In that case the 

analo_gue of E is the curve in U(Pl= U(W)<Pl corresponding to Ep/'w(t) E 

<6'P(W; Z(Pl), the p-typified version of the universal curvqjt) = (t, O, O, ... ). A 

main difference between the noncommutative case and the commutative case is 

that Eis far less canonical than i;P l'w(t) (cf., however, (38.4.5)). 

Let VE= Im E(t) = z(p)(Yo, YI> ... ) with µYn = Li+j=p• E;(Y) ® EiY) (cf. 

(38.4.3)). Then GClgA(U E• U(F)) corresponds bijectively to the set of £-typical 

sequences .in U(F)._Thus UE could be a noncommutative analogue of Wr.(or 
more precisely U(WP") ® Z <P). 

• (38.4.5) Decomposition theorem 

(a) There exists a p-pure curve E(t) E <t(U(Pl; z, )). The image of E(t) is 

unique up to isomorphism (but E(t) itself not). P 

(b) Given E(t), there exist for every (n, m), n EN u {O}, (m, p) = 1, unique 

homogeneous elements Y,,,m E U<Pl of weight p"m such that the following condi
tions hold: 

(i) Y..m = Zp•m mod(Z 1, •.• , Zp•m-il; 
(ii) for each m EN, (m, p) = l, the sequence y(m) = (¥0 .m, Yi.m, ... ) 1s 

£-pure; 

(iii) ((t) = nm.p)= I vm Ey(m)(t) (ordered product); 

(iv) v~ Y..m = Y.-i.m for all i :S::: n (and = 0 if i > n). 
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For a proof. see [ 123, Theoreme 6.4]. 

• (38.4.6) Let FE Gf;1 where A is a Z<rralgebra. Let 11(t) = (17 0 (t), 1J 1(t), ... ) be a 
sequence of elements of tV(F)[t] such that lim;-" IJ;(t) = O in the t-adic topo
logy on U(F)[t]. Let E(t) E '6(U<P>; Z 1r1) be a pure curve. Then 

E,1(t) = l + I £n(IJ(t)) 
11= 1 

(substitute 11;(t) for Y; in En( Y) and sum over all 11) is well defined and is an 
element of 1 + tU(F)[t]. One now has . 

• (38.4._7) Theorem Let ~(t) be a pure curve in~'( V 1P1; Z 1Pi), then there exists 
a umque sequence 11(t) = (11 0 (1), 11 1(1), ... ) of elements of tU( 1[t] such that 
Jim,_, IJ;(t) = 0 such that P 

W)=E,,(t) 

For a proof, see [ 123, Theoreme 6.9]. This result is of Campbell-Hausdorff 
type (cf. also (38.2.12)) and thus gives something like a Campbell-Hausdorff 
formula over Z1P1-algebras. See also [ 106, Sections 18-21]. 

E.6 Bibliographical and Other Notes 

• (E.6.1) General remarks and apology In Chapter VII we tried to give some
thing like an introduction to the theory of formal groups (formal group laws) from the 
bialgebra point of view as a sort of antithesis and supplement to the six earlier chapters. 
There is, in my opinion. no question about it that both the power series approach and 
the bialgebra approach contribute essentially to our understanding of formal group 
laws, and it would be a mistake, I think, to neglect either one. Since this book is mainly 
about the formal power series side of things and as we have already seen how formal 
group laws occur in nature, let us now mention that, e.g., the bialgebra of the Witt 
vectors ll' occurs in nature as H*(BU; Z) (cf. (194, 195, 296]; cf. also (E.6.3) for some 
more remarks on ll'). 
. Of cou~se in this fairly short chapter we could not really do justice to the bialgebra 

side of thmgs. For more we refer the reader first to Dieudonne's long and impressive 
series of papers [102-109] and the closely related papers (100, 101, 110, 111, 113]. For 
background and the role of" semiderivatives" in this, cf. [99]. A most useful expose of 
the foundations of the theory is [357]. In Dieudonne's book [114] many. but not nearly 
all, of these results are expounded in a systematic way. 

For the foundations of the general theory of formal group schemes. cf. Gabriel (145]. 
As to that theory in staru nascendi: the use of curves in bialgebras the reader is referred 

to Ditters' treatment [123] of which (124] is a sort of resume version; cf. also (118, 307]. 
For the use of curves in the bialgebras that naturally occur in algebraic topology, cf., e.g., 
[369-373). 

• (E.6.2) Notes on Section 37 The terminology re bialgebras and Hopf algebras is 
not totally fixed; different authors use the same words for (slightly) different concepts. 
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We have followed Sweedler [401], which shows in Proposition (37.l.8) and its proof 
which are proposition (4.0.1) (and proof) of [401). A lot of material on Hopf algebras 
(especially on the kinds that occur in topology) can be found in the fundamental paper 
of Milnor and Moore (295]; cf. also (196, 356, 354]. 

Cartier duality is (of course) due to Cartier. The first statement of Theorem (37.3.12) 
(over fields) can be found in (63). The fact that the formal group W is dual to the 
algebraic group w+ is also due to Cartier (64] and so is the calculation of the covariant 
bialgebra U(l-l') = U' [64]. For the case of 14' P" U( W P') (over a field) was determined 
by Dieudonne; cf. [110]. The proofs of Theorems (37.5.5), (37.5.8) given above follow 
some lecture notes of Cartier [70] as does the proof of the "additive duality" result 
(37.5.9). 

For an expose of global (not necessarily affine) Cartier duality in the algebra
coalgebra version. cf. [ 145]. 

• (E.6.3) Notes on the Hopf algebras U', U The module EB zz, with the co
multiplication Z.>---> Li+;=n Z 1 @Z;. Z 0 =Lis acoalgebraand U (resp. U')can be seen 
as the universal enveloping Hopf algebra (resp. universal commutative enveloping Hopf 
algebra) of this coalgebra. This type of construction was first done by Moore (299]; cf. 
also (195]. As a result, lJ and U' enjoy a number of universality properties (cf. (299]) also 
for dual statements since the graded dual of EB zz, is the polynomial algebra in one 
variable Z(t]. 

The dual of l!' is the contravariant bialgebra R(lt') of the formal group of the Witt 
vectors. Now U' carries a natural grading, and one finds that the graded dual of U' is U' 
itself. This duality occurs naturally in topology as the duality H*(BU; Z) ~ H .(BU; Z). 

The universality properties of U' are not exhausted by what has been said above. For 
example, U' also has a natural )c-ring structure (induced, from the topological point of 
view, by exterior products of vector bundles), and it is in fact the universal A-ring on one 
generator (cf. [224]). As such, it is isomorphic to the representation ring R(S'l) = 
EB R(S,.) (with outer product), where R(S,.) is the representation ring of complex re
presentations of s .. the symmetric group on 11 letters. See [ 14] and [224], and for a Hopf 
algebraic proof [491 ], which also contains a new proof of the "autoduality" of U'. 

For a freeness property of W resulting from the representation theorem, cf. (E.4.2). 

• (E.6.4) Note on divided power algebras, free coalgebras, and additive 
formal groups Let M be a module over a ring A. The algebra of divided powers 

l r(M) (in the sense of(38.l.2)') over Mis now constructed as follows. It is generated by 
elements m('1• m EM, r EN u {O}, subject to the relations (m 1 + m2 )1" = L•+;=• m1/ 1mY\ 
(am)1' 1 = a'm(r), m101 = 1, m1<111{'i = (':')m('"'1• Now let T"M = M@ M @· · ·@ M (n 
factors). and let the symmetric group on n letters act on T"M by permutation of the 
factors. Let S"M be the module of invariants. The isomorphism T"+'"M ~ T"M@ T"M 
induces an injection S"+"'M c., .'i"M@ S"'M. Taking direct sums, we find the so-called 
free commutative coalgebra on M (cf. [195]). There is also a natural product on SM 
which is defined as follows. Let x E S"M, y E S'"M, then x · y = L a(x @y) where a 
runs through a set of representatives in Sn+m of the quotient set Sn+m/S. x s .... It now 
turns out that the algebras r(M) and SM are naturally isomorphic if M is free as an 
A-module. Thus r(M) and SM are (covariant) bialgebras. The corresponding formal 
group over A is the additive formal group over A with Lie algebra M (cf. [357], expose 
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3 ). If M is free of rank 1 over Z, then the free (commutative) coalgebra over M is EB ZZ, 
(cf. (E.6.3)). The multiplication defined above is z,zj = Z1+l}j). The dual of this is 
indeed Z[ X] with the comultiplication X f-+ I ® X + X ® I. 

The algebra J(M) has a natural divided power structure (in the sense of(38.l.2)) on its 
augmentation ideal and the functor M f-+ f(M) has certain obvious functorial and 
universality properties; cf. [344). 

• (E.6.5) Notes on Section 38 Theorems (38.4.5), (38.4.7), and Proposition 
(38.2.11) are due to Ditters; cf. [118] and [ 123). A proof of theorem (38.1.11) (smoothness 
of D(U)) can be found in [374]; for the case where one works over a field, cf. also [106, 
Theoreme 1). The proof of (38.1.11) in [118] is probably not (quite) complete; cf. [123, p. 
29). For a Campbell-Hausdorff formula over FP, cf. also [106). 

APPENDIX A 

ON POWER SERIES RINGS 

A.1 Power Series Rings 

• (A.l.l) Multi-indices Let K be an index set, finite or infinite. A 11111/ti
index indexed by K is a function n: K--> N u {O} such that n(i) =!= 0 for only 
finitely many i E K (i.e., n has finite support). Given multi-indices n, k, we define 

(A.1.2) In I = I n(i) 
iEK 

(A.1.3) n :s; k = n(i) :s; k(i) for all i EK 

(A.1.4) n+k=I = l(i) = n(i) + k(i) for all i EK 

(A.1.5) n<k = n :s; k and lnl < lkl 

We write 0 for the multi-index O(i) = 0 for all i EK. Then n > k iffn = k +I for 
some multi-index I =!= 0. 

We write I, for the set of all multi-indices indexed by K; and if K = {I, ... , 111}, 
we simply write Im or even I for the set of multi-indices indexed by {1, ... , m}, 
i.e., Im= {(111, 112, ... , 11.,)jn, EN u {O)}. 

• (A.1.6) Power series rings For each i EK, let X, be an indeterminate. 
For each n E I., we define X" as 

X"= n x~u> 
I 

i E K.n(i):;FO 

Let A be a ring (commutative, 1 E A). Then the power series ring A [ X 1 Ii E K] is 
defined as the set of all formal sums 

RE J,_ 

with addition and multiplication defined by 

I a.X" +I b.X" =I (a.+ b.)X" (A.1.7) 

(A.1.8) (I a0 X")(I b0 X") =I c0 X", c.= I akb 1 
k+ l=n 
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There are two obvious ring homomorphisms 

(A.1.9) 1: A-+ A[X;!i EK], e: AF;li EK]--+ A 

defined by 1(a) =I a. X" with a0 = 0 ir In I ::::: 1, a0 =a, and c:(2: a.X") = ao. 
Or course C I = id 4. 

Note that (A.1.7), (A.1.8) make A[X;li E KJ a commutative ring wit~ unit 
element 1( 1 ). We shall usually identiry a E A with its image 1(a) and thus view A 
as a subring or A[Xili EK]. 

• (A.l.10) Lemma An element f (X) E AIX; Ii EK] is invertible ifT 
e(.f (X)) E A is invertible in A. 

Proof Since e is a ring homomorphism, the "only ir" part is trivial. So 
suppose that r:(f (X)) = ao E U(A), the group or invertible elements or A, "':here 
f(X) =I a. X". Let g(X) =I b0 X" with b. E A yet to be determined. 
f (X)g(X) = 1 gives us the equations 

(A.1.11) aob0 =1 

(A. l.12) 
k+l=n k+l=n 

l<n 

Since a0 is invertible, we can solve (A. l.11) with h 0 E A; and given b 1 E A with 
I< n, we can solve (A.l.12) with h0 EA again because a 0 E U(A). Q.E.D. 

• (A.1.13) Notation and convention If K = { 1, ... , 111], we shall write 
A[X 1, ... , X",] for A[Xiji E {!, ... , m}]and even A[X] irm is clear.fro~ t~e 
context. From now on in this appendix A[X] will always he a power series ring in 

a finite number of variables. 

• (A.l.14) Exercise 
A [ X 1, ... , X 11 ][ X n + i] = A [ X I• " · , X n + i] 

A.2 Filtration and Topology 

Let R be a ring. A ring filtration on R is a runction. 

v: R--+N u [oo} u [O) 
such that 

(A.2.1) 

(A.2.2) 

(A.2.3) 

v(O) = oo. Im(!') =f {oo} 

v(a - b);::: min{v(a), r(b)] 

v(ab);::: v(a) + t>(b) 
For each /11 E N u {co}, we define Im= {a E R I v(a)::::: m}. Then Im is an ideal or 
R and We have I I c I The ideals I define a topology on A as follows: m k m+k· m 
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the sequence {a,,} converges to a E A ifT Jim,,~ x v(a,, - a)= 0. This topology 
turns R into a topological ring (i.e., addition, subtraction, and multiplication 
are continuous). The topology is Hausdorff iff Ix = {O}. 

1111 (A.2.4) 

(A.2.5) 

Example Let A be any ring, R = A[X]. Define v: R--+ N u {O] by 

(2: a 0 X")::::: s = a0 = 0 for all n with In I < s 

One easily checks that this is a ring filtration. Moreover, the induced to
pology on R is Hausdorff and complete (exercise). 

11 (A.2.6) Exercise Suppose that A has no zer9 divisors. Show that then 
r(f (X)g(X)) = v(.f (X))v(g(X)) and conclude that A [ X] has no zero divisors. 
(Hint: use induction and (A.1.14).) 

11 (A.2.7) Exercise Let R be as in (A.2.4). Let M, be the subgroup of R of all 
f(X) ER such that a0 = 0 for In I ::::: s. Then R = M, EB I, as an abelian group. 

11 (A.2.8) Example Let A be a local ring with maximal ideal m. Define 11: 
A-+ Nu {001] by v(x);::: m=x E mm. This is a ring filtration on A. 

II (A.2.9) Theorem Let R and A be as in (A.2.4). If A is noetherian, so is R. 

For a proor, see e.g., [511, Volume II, Chapter VII, Theorem 4, p. 138]. 

A.3 Formal Weierstrass Preparation Theorem 

Let now A be a complete Hausdorff local ring with maximal ideal 111 (cf. 
example (A.2.8)), and let R = A [X] = A[X 1 ]; i.e., the index set has one ele
ment in this section. 

II (A.3.1) Definitions An element f(X) E A[X] is called a distinguished 
polynomial if it is of the form f(X) = a0 +a 1 X +···+a,,_ 1 X"- 1 + X" with 
a0 •...• a,,_ 1 E m. An elementf(X) E A[X] is said to have Weierstrass degree n 
if f(X) = 2:(:',, 0 a;X; with ai E 111 for i < n and a,, E U(A) = A\111. We write 
W-degree(f(X)) = n. If f(X) E 111[X], we have W-degree(.f(X)) = oo (and 
inversely). 

II (A.3.2) Weierstrass preparation theorem Letf(X) E A[X] and sup
pose that W-degreef(X) = n < oo. Then there exist a unique invertible power 
series u(X) E A[X] and a unique distinguished polynomial g(X) or degree n 
such that f (X) = u(X)g(X). 

Proof We shall construct power series u'"'l(X) and distinguished polyno
mials g<ml(X) such that 

(A.3.3) f(X) = u1ml(X)g'111l(X) mod(m"'[X]) 

and we shall show that these u1"'l(X) and r/"'>(X) are unique mod n1 111 [X]. 
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First take m = 1. Take g< 1l(X) = X", u(ll(X) =Ii=. aixi-•. Then clearly 
(A.3.3) holds for m = 1, and one easily checks that u(ll(X) and g< 1l(X) are 
unique mod m[X]. Indeed, g(ll(X) being distinguished must be of the form xs 
mod m[X]. 

Now suppose we have found u<ml(X), g<ml(X), 111 ;::.: 1. Write 

g<m+ l)(X) = g(m)(X) + bo + b1 x + ... + b.-1 x·- 1, bj E 111m 

u<m+ 1l(X) = u<ml(X) + h(X), h(X) E 111"'[X] 

Suppose that -g<ml(X)u<ml(X) + f(X) = l(X) E mm[X] mod 111m+ 1[X]. Then 
we see that b0 , b1, •.. , b0 _" h(X) must satisfy 

(A.3.4) /(X) = X"h(X) + b0 u<ml(X) + b1 Xu<ml(X) +···+b._ 1 x•- 1u<'"l(X) 

mod mm+ 1[X] because g<ml(X)h(X) = X"h(X) mod 111m+ 1[X] since g<ml(X) is 
distinguished of degree n and h(X) E 111m[X] and bih(X) E 111m+ 1[X] for all 
i = 1, ... , n - 1. Because u<ml(X) is a unit there exist b0 , •.• , b._ 1 E 111m and 
h(X) E mm[ X] such that (A.3.4) holds (if l(X) E 111'"[ X ]), moreover such bi and 
h(X) are unique modulo mm+ 1 

Now let u(X), g(X) be the unique elements of A[X] such that u(X) = u<ml(X), 
g(X) = g<ml(X) mod 111m[X] for all m EN. Q.E.D. 

A.4 Homomorphisms and Isomorphisms. Formal Inverse 
Function and Implicit Function Theorems 

• (A.4.1) Continuous homomorphisms Let R 1 and R 2 be two rings with 
ring filtrations v1 , v2 • Then a ring homomorphism 9: R 1 --> R 2 is continuous 
(with respect to the topologies defined by v1 and v2 iff v1(a.)-> oc as n-> oo 
implies v2 ( 9(a.))-> oo as n--> oo. 

• (A.4.2) Proposition Let R = A[X 1, ••• , Xm] as in Example (A.2.4). Let R' 
be an A-algebra with a ring filtration v such that R' is complete and Hausdorff 
in the topology defined by v. Let a1, ••• , am ER' be n elements such that 

· v(a;) ;::.: 1, i = 1, ... , m. Then there exists a unique continuous A-algebra 
homomorphism 9: R--> R' such that 9(X;) = ai. 

Proof Define 9: R--> R' by the formula 

(A.4.3) 9(l; a0 X0 ) = L a0 a~ 1 • • • a::im 
n 

where we note that the sum on the right converges to a unique element of R' 
because R' is complete and Hausdorff. 

Now because 9 must be an A-algebra homomorphism, 9 is necessarily 
unique on the sub-A-algebra A[X 1, ••• , Xm] c A[X 1, ... , Xm] and given by 
(A.4.3) in this case (the sum is then finite). Also 9 is an A-algebra homo-
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morphism on A[ X]. By continuity of 9 it follows that (A.4.3) is the only 
possibility for 9 because every element of A [ X] is a limit of elements of A[ X]. 
This approximation argument also shows that 9 as defined by (A.4.3) is an 
A-algebra homomorphism since 9 is an A-algebra homomorphism on A[X]. 

• (A.4.4) Jacobian matrix Let X = (X 1, ... , X m), Y = (Y1, ... , Y.) be two 
sets of indeterminates, and let ,9: A[X]-> A[Y] be a continuous homo
morphism of A-algebras. By Proposition (A.4.2) 9 is uniquely determined by 
giving them power series ,9(X1 ), ...• ,9(X,,,) E A[Y]; i.e., ,9 corresponds to an 
m-tuple ix8 ( Y) of power series in Y;, ... , ¥,;. LetJ( ,9) be the unique m x 11 matrix 
with coefficients in A such that 

J ( 9) ( 1) = "•( Y) mod( d<gn"2) 

in A[Yr. The matrix 1(9) is called the Jacobian matrix of 9 and also the 
Jacobian matrix of the m-tuple of power series ix 8( Y). 

• (A.4.5) Proposition (formal inverse function theorem) A continuous A
algebra homomorphism 9: A[X]-> A[Y] is an isomorphism iff 1(9) is an 
invertible matrix. 

Proof If 9 is an isomorphism, there is an inverse isomorphism</>, A[Y]-> 
A[X]; let M be the unique matrix such that 

(</J(Y1)l (X1) 
. ; = M ; mod(degree 2) 

</>(Y.) Xm 
then because 9 o <f> =id, <f> o 9 =id, we must have 1(9)M =Im, Ml(,9) =I. so 
that l(:i) is invertible. 

Conversely, suppose that 1(,9) is invertible. Then n = m and identifying 
A[X] with A[Y] by means of X;i-> Y; we find the following reformulation of 
(A.4.5). 

(A.4.6) Let a(X) be an n-tuple of elements of A[X" ... , X "] such that 
a(X) = 1 X mod(degree 2) where 1 is an invertible 11 x n matrix in A"'" and 
where X is short for the column vector JX 1, ... , X ").Then there exists a unique 
n-tuple of elements f3(X) such that /3(ix(X)) = X = ix(/3(X)). 

Proof Take j3°l(X) = r 1 X. Then f3' 1l(a(X)) = X mod( degree 2) and 
j3°l(X) is uniquely determined mod(degree 2) by this condition. Suppose we 
have found /3'"'l(X) such that f3'"'l(a(X)) = X mod(degree m + I) and suppose 
that f3'"'l(X) is uniquely determined mod(degree 111 + l) by this condition. Let 
f3'"'l(a(X))- X = N(X) mod(degree /11 + 2) where N(X) is an n-tuple of homo
geneous polynomials of degree 111 + l. Now take /31"'+ 1l(X) = f3'"'l(X) - R(X) 
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where R(X) is such that R(J X) = N(X), i.e., R(X) = N(F 1 X). Then 
p(m+ 1l(a(X)) = X mod(degree 111 + 2) and /J(ln+ 11(X) is unique modulo(degree 
111 + 2) with this property. Let /J(X) be the unique power series such that 
fJ(X) = pc"'1(X) mod( degree /11 + !) for all 111. (/J(X) exists and is unique because 
A[X] is complete and Hausdorff.) Then f3(a(X)) = X. Similarly, one shows the 
existence of a {J(X) such that a(fJ(X)) = X. and then /J(X) = {J(a(/l(X)) = 
(/3 a)(tJ(X)) = {J(X). Q.E.D. 

• (A.4.7) Formal implicit function theorem Let 

F(X; Y)EA_[X 1 , .. .,X,,.; Y1 ..... Yn] 

be an 11-tuple of power series in X 1, ... , X"' and Y1 , .•• , Y" such that F(O; 0) = 0 
and such that the unique (partial Jacobian) matrix J such that F(X. Y) = 
JY mod(X 1 , .. ., Xm; degree 2) is invertible (in particular there are as many 
variables r; as there are power series). Then there exists a unique 11-tuple of 
power series a(X) E A[X 1, ••. , X,,,f such that F(X; a(X)) = 0. 

Proof We can write 

(A.4.8) F(X; Y) = MX + JY + G(X; Y) 

where every monomial occurring in G(X; Y) is at least of degree 2 and where 
M is some n x 111 matrix with coefficients in A. 

Now take a 01(X) = -r 1MX. Then F(X, acll(X)) = 0 mod(degree 2) and 
a! 11(X) is uniquely determined mod(degree 2) by this condition. Suppose we 
have found an a('1(X), unique mod(degree r +!),such that F(X, -:xl' 1(X)) = 0 
mod(degree r + 1). Suppose F(X, ac'1(X)) = N(X) mod(degree r + 2) with 
N(X) an n-tuple of homogeneous polynomials of degree r + 1. Now take 
ac'+ 1'(X) = ct<'l(X)- r 1 N(X). then F(X. a<r+ 11(X)) = 0 mod(degree r + I) 
(cf. (A.4.8)) and acr+ 1l(X) is uniquely determined mod( degree r + 2) by this 
condition because ac'l(X) is unique mod(degree r + 1). Let a(X) be the unique 
element of A[X]'' such that a(X) = aC'1(X) mod(degree r + 1) for all 
,. EN. Q.E.D. 

APPENDIX B 

BRIEF NOTES ON FURTHER 
APPLICATIONS OF FORMAL 

GROUP {LAW) THEORY 

This Appendix 8 is more or less a supplement to E.5. It contains a number of 
mainly bibliographical notes on other applications of formal group laws in 
number theory, geometry, and topology. I have made no real attempt to men
tion all references which use or treat formal groups in the E.1-E.6 sections 
and/or Appendix 8. 

B.1 More on Formal Groups in Number Theory 

• (8.1.1) Global class field theory over function fields In [134] 
Drinfel'd uses formal A-modules to study class field theory of global function 
fields. He obtains analogues of (i) the Kronecker-Weber theorem concerning the 
maximal abelian extension of Q or an imaginary quadratic extension of Q, (ii) 
the Eichler-Shimura theorem on (-functions of modular curves (cf. also [328]). 

The main tool is an elliptic module. which Drinfel'd defines as follows. Let A 
be the ring of integers of the global function field k of characteristic p > 0. Let 
K be any field over A. Then an elliptic module over K is a non trivial embed
ding A ---> K.,.[T], where Ka[T] is the ring of twisted polynomials in T with 
coefficients in K with the multiplication Tx = xPT. Of course, KJT] is the ring 
of endomorphisms of the additive algebraic group G, over K, and this provides 
a link with formal A-modules and also Lubin-Tate local class field theory in 
the case of local fields of characteristic p. Indeed, if A,. is a completion of A at a 
finite place v, and F(X, Y) a formal A,-module of A,,-height 1 over A,., then 
F(X, Y) is isomorphic as a formal group law to G0 (X, Y) so that a,_, [a]F(X) 
gives us a (non trivial) embedding A"---> (A,,)~[T]. 

Some of Drinfel'd results are obtained (and generalized) by Hayes [164] 
without using formal group laws. 

• (8.1.2) Kummer theory; quadratic reciprocity In [144, Chapter IV, 
Section 3] Frohlich obtains a number of interesting results for one dimensional 
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formal group laws F(X, Y) over the ring of integers of a finite extension of Q P' 

which, for the case F(X, Y) = Gm(X, Y), the multiplicative formal group law, 
relate to Kummer theory. 

Honda [192] uses the formal group law X + Y + SXY where Sis a gaussian 
sum with quadratic character to obtain a new interpretation and proof of the 
quadratic reciprocity law. 

B.2 More on Formal Groups in Algebraic Geometry 

• (B.2.1) p-divisible groups (or Barsotti-Tate grou_ps) . p-divisible 
groups are a generalization (due to Barsotti and Tate) _of fil_11te height formal 
groups. Here is the definition. Let R be a commutative rm~ and ~ E N. A 
p-divisible group of height h over R is a system of commutative fimte group 
schemes G = (G,,, i,.), n EN, over R such that (i) the R-algebra A(G,,) of G,. is 
locally free of rank p"h over R; (ii) i,.: G11 -> G,,+ 1 is a homomorphism of group 
schemes; and (iii) the sequence 

i p" 
0-> G,,--"-+ G,,+ I __,. G,.+ 1 

is exact. (Here p" is the homomorphism" adding an element to itself p" times.") 
An example is the constant group QP/ZP as union of. the p-nzp/ZP". A 
most important example is the p-divisible group A(p) associated t,? an abehan 
scheme A over R, which consists of the kernels A(p),, = Ker(A __!!____.A). 

As to the connection between formal groups and p-divisible groups, we have 
the following. Let R be a complete local noetherian ring of residue character
istic p > O. Then if N is a finite group scheme over R we h~ve a_short exact 
sequence O-> N°-> N-> Ne'-> 0 with N° connected (1.e.,_ tts ~l~e?ra 
A"= A(N°) is local) and N"' etale over R. Now if G = (G,,, i,,) IS a p-d1v1s1ble 
group, one finds an induced decomposition 0-> G0 -> G-> G0 '-> 0 correspon?
ing to O--> G~ __. G,,--> G~'--> 0 for each n. Now G0 "is" a formal group over Rm 
the following sense. Let F(X, Y) be a formal group law of dimension~ over .R. 
Consider the m-tuple of power series (p"]F(X). Suppose that F(X, Y) 1s offimte 
height h. Let J,, be the ideal of R[X] generated by them power series [P"MX). 
Then R[X]IJ,, is free of rank p"h over R (cf. 28.2, especially the proof of (28.2.9)) 
and the comultiplication µp: R[X]--> R[X] ® R R[X] defined by F(X, Y) (cf. 
{36.1.4)) induces a comultiplication R[X]IJ 11 --> R[X]IJ,, ® R R[X]IJ n making 
F(p),, = Spec(R[X]/J,,) into a finite commutative group scheme over R. These 
F(p) combine to define a p-divisible group F(p) over R. Moreover, one has the 
theo~em (Tate [ 404]): the functor F(X, Y)r--. F(p ), taking finite hei_ght formal 
group laws over R into connected p-divisible groups, is an eqmvalence .of 
categories (if R is complete local noetherian). This equivalence of categones 
does not hold in general over Hensel rings (cf. Koch [226]). 

So, over complete local noetherian rings, p-divisible groups are extensions of 
divisible etale groups by formal groups. Many theorems of formal group theory 
carry over to the case of p-divisible groups. For the theory of p-divisible groups, 
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cf. [365, 404, 433, 94). In [464) AbraSkin settles an old question ofTate, [404), by 
showing that there do exist nontrivial 2-divisible groups over Z. 

• (B.2.2) lifting abelian varieties One reason for the high interest 
among algebraic geometers in p-divisible groups is their connection with the 
theory of {lifting) abelian varieties as embodied in the following theorem of 
Serre and Tate. 

Theorem Let R be a local artinian ring of residue field k of characteristic 
p > 0 and let A0 be an abelian variety over k and A 0(p) the corresponding 
p-divisible group. Then liftings of A0 to an abelian scheme over R correspond 
bijectively (up to isomorphism) to Iiftings of the p-divisible group A0 (p). 

For a proof, cf. Messing [286, Chapter V, Theorem 2.3). In [135) there is a 
proof that avoids the use of crystals. 

This theorem gives rather immediately liftings to characteristic zero of ordin
ary abelian varieties; the so-called canonical liftings; cf. [365). Nonordinary 
abelian varieties are then handled via deformation techniques. Biextensions of 
formal groups are an important tool. Some references (besides those already 
mentioned) concerning liftings and biextensions are [156, 309, 313). 

• (B.2.3) Crystalline co homology A second reason for the high interest 
in p-divisible groups (also called Barsotti-Tate groups) is their relation with 
crystals and crystalline cohomology, which was already hinted at in the last few 
lines of Section 26. Here space-time considerations and the state of this au
thor's knowledge of these matters definitely forbid him to do anything but give 
a list of references [33, 34, 37, 38, 155, 157, 198, 199, 221, 282, 283, 318, 477, 
285-287), where he cannot refrain from pointing to the connection of formal 
group laws to algebraic K-theory via (a reinterpretation of) p-typical curves; cf. 
[33, 37). In this connection see also [283, 96, 261, 489). In [489), for instance, a 
natural completion of Ker(K 2 (k[t]-> K 2 (k)), where k is a field, is seen as a 
Cart(k)-module. (Here the Frobenius operators correspond to the transfer 
homomorphisms induced by t r--. t"; cf. [495).) Added in proof. Cf. in addition 
also [13) for some connections between the crystalline cohomology of varieties 
and certain invariants of formal groups arising (sometimes) from these 
varieties. 

B.3 More on Formal Groups in Arithmetical 
Alyebraic Geometry 

• (B.3.1) Formal structure of algebraic varieties and formal groups 
attached to differential equations With [188, 189) Honda started a 
systematic program of investigating the formal structure of (Jacobians of) 
algebraic varieties and (via the interpretation of the differential of the logarithm 
of a formal group law as a left invariant differential) a search for formal group 
laws attached to differential equations. His paper (190] contains an outline of 
this program. The differential equations in question are expected to be of 
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fuchsian type in view of results of Katz [220). However. formal groups also turn 
up in nonfuchsian situations; cf. Dwork [475] and Sperber [503-505). Results 
concerning this program are contained in [191. 193. 197). The congruences 
which (according to the functional equation lemma) the coefficients of the 
logarithms of the formal group laws associated to hypergeometric functions 
must satisfy are basically the congruences on binomial type numbers in Lemma 
1 of Dwork [138]. In [192] Honda uses formal groups to verify the Weil conjec
ture for some elliptic curves. (This result is not new. but the method is.) 

II (B.3.2) Norm maps, class field type theories, and lwasawa
Mazur theory Let L/K be a Galois extension of the local field K. and 
let F(X. Y) be a formal group law over A(K). For each x E m(L) = F(L). 
consider r 1 x +F r 2 x +r ··· +F r"'x where {r 1 , ...• rn~ = Gal(L/K). This ele
ment is invariant under Gal(L/K) (because the ri act continuously and F(X. Y) 
has its coefficients in A(K)). So we have defined a norm map 

F-Norm 1.1K: F(L)-• F(K) 

In case F(X. Y) = Gm(X, Y). the corresponding norm map is the ordinary 
norm map NL1K: U 1(L)--+ U 1(K). Now the description of the image or cokernel 
of N1_1K: L*---> K* is what local class field theory is about (to a great extent in 
any case). By far the hardest part of this is the analysis of N 1.1K: U 1 (L)---> U 1 (K). 

The general goal is now to develop class field type theories for other alge
braic (and formal) groups than Gm. For the case of abelian varieties over 
number fields, the local norm maps .4(L)---> A(K) play a not unimportant role 
in Mazur's work on Z -extensions, rational points of abelian varieties. and the • p 
Safarevic-Tate group Ill; cf. [281), especially Section 4; cf. also [278]. Partic-
ularly important in this case are the norm maps F(Kn)---> F(K) where Kn is a 
finite level in a ZP-extension (also called f-extension) K ,)K; i.e .. 
Gal(K, /K) ~ ZP' K,. the invariant field of p"ZP. 

In case F(X, Y) is of height 1, the cokernel of F-Norm is up to a twist 
described by local class field theory (essentially because F(X. Y) becomes iso
morphic to G"'(X, Y) over K,., (if K is a local field). In [281] Mazur treats the 
case that A is a K,.,/K form of G~1(X, Y). 

In the case that F(X. Y) is one dimensional and of height ~ 2 there are a 
number of rather precise results on the image of F-Norm: F(K,.)---> F(K) in 
[ 165-168). As a corollary one obtains a universal norm theorem saying that the 
intersection of all subgroups F-Norm(F(L)) for L/ K Galois is zero. This last 
result generalizes fairly easily. For these and related matters, cf. also [26, 228, 
229. 427. 149. 412, 485. 486]. 

Some detailed specific calculations on E(Kn) and lll(Kn) as Kn runs through 
the finite levels of a ZP-extension are in [30. 27, 28. 25, 31. 238, 239, 228. 200). 

Of course the results of Frohlich mentioned in (B.1.2) above also fit in the 
general framework of other types of class field theories as do (in a different way) 
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results of Serre er al. which we already mentioned in the last paragraph of 
(E.5.4). In this connection (of other type class field theories) let me also mention 
a number of papers of Vvedenskii [428-430. 426]. 

II (B.3.3) L-functions of elliptic curves In [470] Coates and Wiles use 
formal group techniques to obtain results concerning the Birch-Swinnerton
Dyer conjecture on the behavior of the Hasse-Weil zeta function Lr(s) near 
s = 1. V_ery much relate? are certain explicit formulas for the reciprocity 
symbol m terms of Lubm-Tate formal group law endomorphisms [11]F; cf. 
[509], and also [144). Chapter IV. Section 3. These explicit formulas generalize 
those of I wasawa [ 480) for the cyclotomic case. 

II (B.3.4) Other results Let K be a p-adic field. In [135] Drinfel'd uses 
formal A-modules (especially moduli) to construct etale coverings ofn.i over K. 
the domain in pd of all points which are not on any hyperplane in pd which is 
define~ over K. These constructions use that Qd can be interpreted as a (sort of) 
moduh space for a certain kind of formal A-module; according to [135] these 
constructions specialize to Lubin-Tate class field theory in the case of d = I. 

B.4 More on Formal Groups in Algebraic Topology 

II (B.4.1) Realizing formal group laws, extraordinary K-theories If 
h* is a complex oriented cohomology theory. then as we have seen one has a 
fo~mal group law Fh(X, Y) over h(pt) attached to it. The questions naturally 
anse:_Can_all formal group laws be realized this way? and: Are cohomology 
theories with the same formal group law necessarily isomorphic? Positive re
sults in this direction are first Morava's extraordinary K-theories, which realize 
the height h formal group laws F [;..(X, Y) and, e.g., his" ordinary" K-theories 
att~ched to various" genera" like the Ramanujam r-function and the quadratic 
residue symbol. More precisely, taking the r-function case as an example: there 
exists a complex oriented cohomology theory h* such that if .9: MU*-. h* is 
the associated transformation of cohomology theories ( cf. Theorem ( 34.1.3 )), 
then .9([cpn- i]) = rn where r is the Ramanujam r-function defined by 
I rnqn = ~.CT (1 - qn)24 . For these and related matters, cf. [303-306, 210]. 
M?re pos1t1ve results have been obtained by Wurgler [449] and Rudjak [346], 
usmg the Baas-Sullivan technique of cobordism with singularities; cf. [400, 
16--18). (_La_ndweber's exact functor theorem is also important here [248, 452].) 

All_ this 1s relevant for the general problem formulated by Cartier [71] of 
definmg cohomology theories "with coefficients in any given algebraic or 
formal group." Personally, I think that among the most interesting formal 
group laws to try to realize are the height 1 formal A-modules (Lubin-Tate 
formal A-modules) for A not necessarily unramified. Also in connection with 
Golo's note [151), where he finds a link between the norm residue symbol of 
local class field theory and Adams operations. 
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As far as I know there is at the moment no counterexample; i.e., there is as 
yet no formal group law of which it has been proved that it cannot be the 
formal group law of a complex oriented cohomology theory. 

• (B.4.2) Stable (multiplicative) operations Let h* ?e a complex 
oriented cohomology theory. Let w; E h- 2'(pt), w1 = 1 be a senes of elements. 
When does there exist a (multiplicative) transformation 9: MU*-+ h* taking 
[CP;] into w;+ 1. (This relates of course to the" genera" question touched upon 
above.) The answer is quite easy to obtain .. This happens iff th~re is a new Euler 
class e(L) defined by e(L) = L~ I a; eh(L)', a1 = 1 for h* which takes logh(X) 
into the "logarithm belonging t6 the W;," i.e., we must have 

00 

logh(a(X)) = L (n + lt 1w.x•+ 1 
n=O 

which in terms of the Witt-like polynomials nw~(X) of the formal group law 
Fh(X, Y) (cf. Section 25.1) means that we must have, 

00 00 

where L a;Xi = L:F• b;Xi, 
i= 1 i= 1 

cf. (203]. Of course in case F h(X, Y) is a functional equation formal group law 
(as, e.g., in case h* = k*, K*, MU*, BP*, H*) this means ~hat necessar~ and 
sufficient conditions for the existence of such a 9 are given by funct10nal 
equation lemma type conditions. 

Applying this to BP and taking only p-typical sequences (w 1, wP, WP2' ... ) one 
obtains information on the multiplicative operations in BP*(BP); cf. (334, 172]. 

See also (300], especially Chapter I, Section 7 and [77] where formal group 
laws are used to describe K*(K). 

• (B.4.3) Algebraic theory of MU *(MU)-comodules Let S be a topo
logical space. Then MU *(S) is not only an MU *(pt)-modu.Ie but ~!so a 
MU *(MU)-comodule, and this structure carries a l.ot of extra 1?f~rmat10_n: A 
number of papers deal systematically with properties and restnchons ansmg 
from the presence of MU *(MU)- and BP *(BP)-comodule structures on 
MU *(S) and BP *(S). See, e.g., [242-248, 301, 302, 161, 213]. 

• (B.4.4) Calculations, homotopy groups of spheres. Adams
Novikov spectral sequence BP cohomology, its operations, and the 
generators v 1 , v2 , ••• have proved to be useful on a number of occasions for 
calculations (often via the Adams-Novikov spectral sequence); for example, to 
prove that certain stable homotopy elements of the spheres are nonzero or to 
prove that certain MU*(pt)-modules cannot be realized as an MU*(S); cf., 
e.g., [212, 290, 319, 395, 406, 407, 454, 461-463]. . . 

In this connection a number of papers analyze m detail the E2-terms 
Ext~p*np(BP *' BP *(X)) and Ext:lfu*Mv(MU *' MU *(X)) of the Adams-
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Novikov spectral sequence, obtaining, e.g., simplifications under certain 
hypotheses on BP *(X); cf., e.g., [288. 289, 291-293, 301, 302, 335, 336, 338, 498]. 

•(B.4.5) On BP*(BP) and MU*(MU) Let .f: Algz.,)-+Set be the functor 
that assigns to a Z<Pl-algebra A the set of triples (F(X, Y), ix(X), G(X. Y)) 
consisting of two p-typical formal group laws F(X, Y), G(X, Y) over A and a 
strict isomorphism ix(X): F(X. Y)-+ G(X, Y) over A. Let <I>: Algz.,)-+ Set be 
the functor that assigns to A the set of p-typical formal group laws over A. Then 
<I> is representable by Z!Pl[V] =BP *(pt) by the universality of Fv(X, Y) and .f 
is representable by Z<Pi[V; T] = BP *(BP). There are a number of obvious func
tor morphisms between .f and <I>, viz . 

.f-+ <I>, (F(X. Y), ix(X), G(X, Y))1--> F(X, Y) 

.f-+ <I>, (F(X, Y), ix(X), G(X, Y))1--> G(X, Y) 

.f-+ .?, (F(X, Y), ix(X), G(X, Y))1--> (G(X, Y), ix- 1(X), F(X, Y)) 

.fx<I>.f-+ .f, ((F(X, Y), ix(X), G(X, Y)), (G(X. Y), /J(X), H(X, Y)) 

1--> (F(X, Y), /J(X) c ix(X), H(X, Y)) 
By the representability of .f and <I> there result Z<Pralgebra homomorphisms 
l'/L: BP(pt)-+ BP *(BP), l'/R: BP(pt)-+ BP *(BP), 1: BP *(BP)-+ BP *(BP), andµ: 
BP *(BP)-+ BP *(BP) @BP!ptl BP *(BP), which are the structure maps of the 
Hopf algebra BP *(BP). (NB this is a more general notion of Hopf algebra than 
occurs in (37.1.7) since the left and right BP *(pt)-algebra structure of BP *(BP) 
are different.) Similar results hold for MU *(MU). This was remarked by Land
weber [246]; cf. also [ 172; 300, Chapter 1, Section 7]. 

• (B.4.6) Hopf rings The ring functor W: Ring-+ Ring of Witt vectors is 
representable by Z[X 1, X 2, .. .]. It follows that the addition and multiplication 
polynomials l:;, Il; define on Z[ X 1, X 2 , .•. ] the structure of a coring object. Its 
dual uc (cf. 37.5) is therefore a ring object in the category of coalgebras. We 
have already remarked that uc = H*(BU; Z). This is by no means the only 
such object in topology. Ravenel and Wilson named these objects Hopf rings 
and devoted a big (and to my mind fascinating) paper to them [341]; cf. also 
[340]. 

(B.4.7) Other topics A number of topics in algebraic topology where 
formal groups have been used have not yet been mentioned, e.g., fixed points of 
periodic mappings, two-valued formal groups. power systems, the formal group 
law of unoriented cobordism theory and a Z/(p )-analogue, equivariant cobor
dism. A selection of references is [57, 58, 60, 4. 139, 214-217, 236, 237, 298, 352, 
354, 376, 379, 381]. 

Much information on formal group laws in algebraic topology can be found 
in the fairly recent survey [54]; the intersection between [54] and (B.4.1}--(B.4.6) 
and Section 34 above is practically empty. 
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NOTATION 

• (I.1.1) General notational conventions concerning categories If 
C is a category and C 1, C 2 are objects of C. then C( C 1 , C 2 ) is the set of 
morphisms from C 1 to C 2 . If C and D are two categories, then CD is the 
category of functors C _,D. The symbol C' denotes the dual category of C. 

The category of group objects of a category C is denoted GC. the category of 
cogroup objects CC; the categories CC and Gee are the categories of cocom
mutative cogroup objects and commutative group objects in C. 

The symbol x is used to denote direct products, 11 denotes direct sums. A 
final object is denoted E, an initial object I, multiplication morphisms are 
generically denoted 111, comultiplication morphisms 11, counit morphisms r., unit 
morphisms e, coinverse morphisms 1, and inverse morphisms i. Finally t: 
C 1 x C 2 -> C 2 x C 1 and r: C 1 11 C 2 -> C 2 11 C 1 are the canonical switch mor
phisms. ( Cf. also Section 36. I.) 

• (1.1.2) Standard notations concerning rings and algebras If A is 
a ring and X a set of indeterminates, then A[ X] is the ring of polynomials in X 
over A, and A [ X] the ring of power series in X 1> ••• , X,,, over A. If T is one 
indeterminate and (Jan endomorphism of A, then Aa[T] is the ring of twisted 
power series in T over A with multiplication rule Ta= (J(a)T. If A is a ring and 
n, m E N, then A" is the direct product of n copies of A. A""" is the group of 
n x /11 matrices over A, sometimes also denoted M" x ,,,(A); further U (A) = A* is 
the group of invertible elements of A; and if A is an integral domain, Q(A) is the 
quotient field. 

• (I.1.3) Standard notations concerning discrete valuation fields 
If K is a discrete valuation field, then A= A(K) is its ring of integers, 111(K) 
the maximal ideal of A(K), re a uniformizing element of K. k, or k K the residue 
field, l'K the normalized exponential valuation, U(K) = A(K)*, U"(K) = 
{x E A(K) Ix = I mod ref-:}. If L/ K is a finite extension, then e(L/ K) is the 
ramification index and I= k1", 111(L). A(L), nL, rL have the obvious meanings. 
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• {1.1.4) Some special notations 

[a]F(X), [a](X), [b]F(X), [b](X), ... :endomorphism of the formal group law 
F(X, Y) starting with aX + ···:also the operator on c6(F; -) induced by these 
endomorphisms 

(b). (a), ... : homothety operators on c6(F; B), defined by (a)1·(t) = 1•(at) 
( , ): various duality pairings 
(q"), (p") as exponent, e.g., _tP">(X): result of applying an endomorphism of 

type T; 1-> Tf" to the coefficients of the (vector of) power series f (X) 
a* f(X): result of applying a to the coefficients ofj(X) _ 
{11} as exponent of a matrix, e.g., 171"1: result of raising each of the entries of V 

to the power 11. 

The ith component of a vector of power series F(X, Y), a(X) is generally 
denoted F(i)(X, Y) and ix{i)(X). 

• (I.1.5) Notations using the Latin alphabet 

• A, a Standard notations 
A-height 
Ah 
AlgA 
AITA 
AIT~ 
Alx 
Ass A 

A-End(···) 
a;(V) 

formal A-module height 
category of abelian groups 
category of commutative A-algebras with 1 
category of certain projective limits of objects of AIT~, 37.2 
category of A-algebras which are free of finite rank as A-modules 
free algebra on the set X, (14.4.3) 
category of associative algebras over A (with 1) 
ring of formal A-module endomorphisms of··· 
coefficient of ,Y.P' infv(X) the logarithm of the p-typical universal 
formal group law F v(X, Y) · 

a;(V, T) coefficient of XP' infv.T(X) the logarithm of Fv.T(X, Y) 
a~( V) coefficient of Xq' in f ~(X) 
a11(V, T) coefficient of Xq' inf~.T(X) 
Aut. .(· · ·) group of automorphisms of··· over · · 
Assx free associative algebra over X 

Generic notations A: ring or algebra; a, a;: vector, matrix; a(X): power 
series; A(-): ring of integers of-; A-logp(X): A-logarithm of formal A-module 
F(X, Y) 

Incidental notations A1,.>: localization of A with respect to valuation v; 
A,.: completion of A with respect to valuation v; A 0 : completion of A with 
respect to prime ideal p; A.,, A,: ring of integers of unramified extension of 
degree 11, t; Ap: = J(EndA(F(X, Y)) (35.2.2); A(··): ring or algebra of the 
scheme·· 

• B, b Standard notations 
B.(X, Y) = X" + Y" - (X + Y)" 

Br{K) 
BP 
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Brauer group of the field K 
Brown-Peterson cohomology 
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Generic notations B: ring or A-algebra, bialgebra; b: element, vector, 
or matrix of elements of B 

Incidental notations b(i 1, ••• ,is) certain special coefficients, (5.6.1) 

• C, c Standard notations 
c.(x, Y) 
r6(F; A) 
'C(F) 
r6"(F; A) 
C(jp(F; A) 
<f,'q(F; B) 
<c~>(F; A) 
'6'~>(F; B) 
Cart( A) 
CartP(A) 
CartA{B) 
comp(x) 
CP" 
[CP"] 
ClgA 
<&(U; A) 
char(···) 

= v(nt 1(X" + Y" - (X + Y)") 
module of curves of the formal group {law) F with coefficients in A 
idem 
= {y(t) E <c(F; A) I 1·(t) = o mod t"} 
p-typical curves in <t(F; A) 
q-typical curves in <f,'(F; B). F(X, Y) a formal A-module 
= <6P(F; A) n <(;'P'(F; A) 
= rcq(F; B) n 'Cq'(F; B) 
ring of operators on <6(-; A), (27.2.11) 
ring of operators on <Cp(-; A), (27.7.9) 
ring of operators on <Cq(-; B), (29.3) 
composition operator associated to power series x(t) 
complex projective space of complex dimension n 
cobordism class of CP" 
certain category of coalgebras over A, (37.2.5) 
group of curves of covariant bialgebra U over A 
characteristic of the field · · · 

Generic notations C: category; C: ring or algebra, indeterminate, set of 
indeterminates, coalgebra; c: element, vector or matrix; (6': topological group 
or module; et v: localization of r6' 

Incidental notations c(p, q): certain integers, (5.6.1); c(p, n, i,j): struc
ture constants, (27.4.1); c(r, i, j): structure constants, (27.7.14) 

• D, d Standard notations 

Dh central division algebra over QP of rank h2 and invariant 1i- 1 

Dh(K) central division algebra over K of rank h2 and invariant 1i- 1 

D~ = Dh(K) if K = Q(A) 
D, DT various duality functors, (37.2, 37.3) 
D(k) Dieudonne ring of k, {28.3.5) 
Dv(k) Dieudonne ring of k localized with respect to V, (28.3.6) 
D~(k) = tt;,,(k),,[V] 
DerA(B) derivations of the A-algebra B 
d ... 
d ... differentiation 
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Generic notations 9: submodule of '6; D: ring or algebra. set of 
indeterminates. indeterminate; d: element ofN, diagonal morphism in category 
with products; d, d(X): elements of c:. 

Incidental notations D(IJ): matrix of semilinear mapping IJ; D L: com
mutant of L in division algebra D; d: E---> K degreelike mapping, (28.4.l); 
d(i 1, ••. , is) certain special coefficients occurring in the definition of F i0(, Y), 
(5.3.2); D(X, Y): power series 

• E, e Standard notations 

End. (· .. ) 
END(···) 
E 

e(i) 
_EF 

Ep, EA.p 
Eh 
E/,1, Eh(K) 

.Eu 

e 
exp(?) 

Euler classes for the cohomology theory h*, e.g., e"w. e8 P 

endomorphism ring of··· over · · 
absolute endomorphism ring of · · · 
Artin-Hasse exponential isomorphism W(-) ~A(-). ( 17.2.7), 
( 17.2.9) 
multi-index (0, ... , 0, 1, 0, ... ) with 1 in ith spot 
Artin-Hasse exponential isomorphism WFH ~ 95( F; - ) 
Artin-Hasse exponential WP,(-)-> A(Wp,(-)), 17.5, 17.6 
ring of integers of Dh 
ring of integers of v:, D1,(K) 
= EF for F = F u(X, Y), the universal one dimensional formal 
group law 
Artin-Hasse exponential A---> Cq(F; A), (25.3.28) 
= 1 + ? + (2 w I ?2 + (3 w I ?3 + ... 

Generic notations e: unit morphism of group object in a category; e;: 
ith basis element; E: final object in a category; e, e( L/ K ), e L: ramification index 
of L/K 

Incidental notations &': abbreviation for Dv(k) and similar rings, 
(28.4.1); E(X): exponential series; ,g·m: = A"[T]jxm; E(t): pure curve in U,pl• 
(38.4.2); 8., &' "·': certain sets of power series, 8.1; e, e(X): elements of ,g· •• (f •. 1 

• F.f Standard notations 
FP, Fq finite fields with p, q elements 
F(p"') algebraic closure of F P 

FGA category of formal group laws over A 
.'F Frobenius homomorphism r(X, Y)--> (J *r(X. Y). 

FG~ 
f, fp• fn 

fp 

F(". ), F(Ksc) 
r. 

(30.1.1) 
category of formal A-modules over B 
Frobenius operator in Cart(A), CartP(A) 
Frobenius endomorphism of W(-), WP, (-) 
points of F(X, Y) in .. , Ksc, (35.1. J) 
Frobenius operator in Cart,i(B) 

r. 
Fv(X, Y) 

fv(X) 
Ft.(X, Y) 

n(x) 
Fv.r\X, Y) 

fv.1(X) 
Ft1 (X, Y) 

f:._1(X) 
F1;.,,(X, Y) 

FdX, Y) 
ft,..(X) 
F R(X, Y) 
fR(X, Y) 
FMu(X, Y) 
FHp(X, Y) 
F u(X. Y) 

f~1(X) 
Fs(X, Y) 

I~(X, Y) 
F~(X, Y) 
f.~(X. Y) 
FG 4 

B." 
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Frobenius endomorphism of W 1(-) 

one or higher dimensional p-typical universal formal 
group law over Z[V], 3, 10.3 
logarithm of F v(X. Y) 
one or more dimensional A-typical universal formal A
module over A[V] 
logarithm of Ft()C Y) 
most general p-typical formal group law strictly isomor
phic to F v(X, Y). 3. 10, 19.2 
logarithm of Fv.r\X, Y) 
most general A-typical formal A-module strictly isomor
phic to Ft(X, Y) 
logarithm of Ft.r(X. Y) 
certain one-dimensional formal group law over Z of 
height n, 3.2 
reduction mod p of F t,.,(X, Y) 
logarithm of F 1;...(X. Y) 
universal curvilinear formal group law 
logarithm of F R(X, Y) 
formal group law of complex cobordism 
formal group law of Brown-Peterson cohomology 
universal one dimensional formal group law over Z[U], 
(5.6.11) 
logarithm of F u(X, Y), (5.6.11) 
universal formal group law for formal group laws over 
z(p)-algebras 
logarithm of F5 (X, Y) 
universal formal A-module 
logarithm of F1(X, Y) 
category of pairs (G(X. Y). v(X)) consisting of a formal 
A-module G(X, Y) and a Verschiebung lift v(X): 
(J* G(X. Y)--> G(X, Y) 
Lubin-Tate formal group laws associated to uniformiz
ing elements p, rr; cf. Section 8 
logarithm of W(X. Y) 

Generic notations F(X. Y): formal group law; F: formal group;f(X): 
logarithm of F(X, Y);/9(X): logarithm of F9(X, Y); F9(X, Y): formal group 
law attached to power series g(X). 2.1; F(i)(X, Y): ith component of F(X. Y) 

Incidental notations Fm(X, Y) group law chunk of order 111, (5.7.1); 
F,,(X. Y) = Ft, 1,(X. Y);J;,(X) =ft,,(X); Ftm)(X, Y): group law chunk of order m 
defined by F(X, Y) 
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• G, g Standard notations 
Group category of groups 
GAA certain category of affine group schemes over A, (37.3.3) 
GfA category of formal groups over A, (37.3.l) 
Gm multiplicative formal group law X + Y + XY 
(;,;; multiplicative formal group law X + Y - X Y 
Ga additive formal group law X + Y 
Gm multiplicative group scheme, Gm(A) =A*= U(A) 
Ga additive group scheme Ga(A) =A+, the underlying additive 

group of A 
Gal(L/ K) Galois group of L/ K 
G(M, 11)(X, Y) generalized Lubin-Tate formal A-module associated to a 

module M with semilinear endomorphism 1], (30.1.8) 
g(M, 11)(X) logarithm of G(M, 11)(X, Y) 

Generic notations G(X, Y): formal group law; g(X): logarithm of 
G(X, Y); G: formal group, group, Galois group, group object in a category; 
g(X): any power series 

Incidental notations Gp<(X, Y): certain universal formal group law, 
(27.6.12): gp<(X): logarithm ofGp<(X, Y); gr.Cq), gr.(<6'): nth directsummand 
of the associated graded group of a filtered group <ff, 9 

• H, h Standard notations 
ht(-) height of -
H A(B) group of divided power sequences of the A-algebra B 
H u(X, Y) universal formal group law (especially higher dimensional) 
hu(X) logarithm of Hu(X, Y) 
H R(X, Y) universal curvilinear formal group law, 12 
hR(X) logarithm of HR(X, Y) 
Hi(Gal(L/K), I) Galois cohomology groups, (18.5.3), (20.2.16), 24.l 

H 1(r; -), 
H 2(K.,/K) 

H* 
Hr.s 

ordinary cohomology (on CW complexes) 
Milnor hypersurface, (34.2.7) 

Generic notations H(X, Y): formal group law; h(X): logarithm of 
H(X, Y), power series; h: element of N (especially height of a forma~ group law) 

•I, i Standard notations 
I(p) ={nENl(n,p)=l} 
I" n x n unit matrix 
Iso(F q' h) set of isomorphism classes of one dimensional formal group laws of 

height h over Fq 

Generic notations /:index set, initial object in a category; I, Im: set of 
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all multi-indices {1, ... , m}-> N v {O}, I--> N v {O}; i: inverse morphism of a 
group object, element of I or N; i: multi-index 

• J, j Standard notations 
J(ix) Jacobian of ix(X) 

Generic notations j: multi-index; j index, element of N or I 

• K, k Standard notations 
k., Ka algebraic closure of the fields k, K 
k,c, K,c separable closure of the fields k, K 
k8 , KL, kR residue fields of B, L, R 
K* complex K-theory, (31.1.3) (group of nonzero elements of field K) 
K., maximal unramified extension of local field K 

Generic notations k, K: fields (especially char(k) = p > O); k: element 
of Nor index set; k: multi-index; K: index set 

Incidental notations K.: unramified extension of degree n of K 

• L, I Standard notations 
Lie(-), L(-) Lie algebra of -
Lie.(-) curves of order n in -
LAA category of Lie algebras over A that are free as A-modules 
Lx free Lie algebra over the set X 
log(l+X) =X-r 1x 2 +r 1x 3 _4- 1x 4 +··· 
LT Lubin-Tate formal A-module functor Mod,,(B)--> FGL 
logMu(X) logarithm of F Mu(X, Y) 
log8 p(X) logarithm of F 8 p(X, Y) 

Generic notations L, L1, L2 , LA: extension field of K, Lie algebra, line 
bundle, ring or algebra over which a universal formal group is defined; 
logp(X): logarithm of formal group law F(X, Y); I: element of N, extension 
field of k, residue field of L; I: multi-index 

Incidental notations L(p): certain Lazard type ring, (27.6.8); Ln: maxi
mal totally ramified abelian extension of K; LF: quotient field of 
AF = J(EndA(F(X, Y))) 

• M, m Standard notations 
Mod A category of modules over A 
Mod TA certain category of topological modules over A, (37.2.1) 
ModF A category of free A-modules 
m.(U) coefficient of X" infu(X), (5.2.7), (5.6.11) 
M x free magma on X 
Mor(/, J), sets of morphisms in the category of formal schemes, (27.1.1) 

Mor(l, K), 
Mor(m, n) 
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Modr 
Mod,,(B) 

MU* 
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category of r-modules, (35.1.2), (24.1.l) 
category of pairs (M, l'f), Ma free B-module of finite rank and I'/ 
a semilinear endomorphism 
complex cobordism cohomology 
= (n + q- 1[CP11), (31.l.4) 

Generic notations M: manifold, matrix, module: 111, 111 1, 1112: multi
plication morphisms of a group object. element of N: m: multi-index 

Incidental notations M,,: certain ring, (20.2.11) 

• N, n Standard notations 
N set of natural numbers { 1, 2, 3, ... } 
[n]F(X) = X +F X +F ··· +F X, (1.4.2) 
N(n) ={11ENl11i11} 
N L/K norm map L-> K, L/ K field extension 

Generic notations n: multi-index; 11: element of N, index; N: module; 
matrix, element of N 

Incidental notations n(i 1, ... , is): certain coefficient occurring in the 
definition of F u(X, Y), (5.2.l), (5.6.l) 

• 0, o Incidental notations 
(!,' order in a discrete valuation ring 

• P, P 
p 

Standard notations 

P(U) 
[p]F(X) 

set of all prime numbers 
set of primitive elements of a bialgebra U, (37.5.13) 
X + F · .. + F X (p times) 

Generic notations p: prime number 

Incidental notations [p ],,(X) = [P]F,. (X); P 1o P 2 , .•. certain universal 
polynomials 

• Q, q Standard notations 
Q rational numbers 
Q(-) quotient field of the integral domain -
QP p-adic numbers 

Generic notations q: power of a prime number, prime number =I= p, 
number of elements in a residue field; Q, Q1, Q2 operators on r&(-; A): q(X) 
power series 

Incidental notations QP: shift operator, (25.l.l); Q,,,1, Q,,.2: certain 
universal polynomials 17.2; Q;(S, C) more universal polynomials 

• R, r Standard notations 
R real numbers 
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polynomial over z defined by z·; + z~ = Ldl11 drd(Z1. Z2)"1" 
category of rings 
contravariant bialgebra of formal group (law) F 
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r,,(Z 1• Z 2 ) 

Ring 
R(F) 
r;:(z 1, Z2) polynomials over A. a discrete valuation ring with finite residue 

field. defined by 
Z q" zq" - '\ ·' .A(Z Z )q"-' ('°'9 3 8) 1 + _.2 -Ln'~ -'1' 2 , - · · 

BP-cohomology operation associated to exponent sequence E 
morphism of bialgebras induced by :x(X) 

Generic notations R;. R: ring or algebra (especially local), bialgebra, 
B-module, polynomial, indeterminate or set of indeterminates; r: element of N, 
element of R 

Incidental notations R(A), RP(A): subrings of Cart(A), Cartp(A) iso
morphic to W(A) and WP,(A); Rq_.(B), Rq(B'): certain rings of power series, 
(25.8.4); r(-): certain morphism, (30.2.9); r,,: primitives in U(W); r, rL: reciproc
ity homomorphisms; r,: big cohomology operation, (31.1.12) 

• S, s Standard notations 
Set category of sets 
s,, certain functorial ring homomorphisms A(A)-> A, ( 17.2.6) 
s~.i certain functorial ring homomorphisms Cq(F; B)-> B, (23.3.25) 
S2 Riemann sphere 
s, big Landweber-Novikov operation (for MU*) 

Generic notations s: antipode in a bialgebra or Hopfalgebra, element 
of N; S, S;: indeterminate, set of indeterminates, set, topological space; s: 
multi-index; //': set of subsets 

Incidental notations s,, s: reciprocity homomorphism; s: Safarevic 
mapping 

• T, t Standard notations 
Tg tensor algebra of the module g 
T,, g nth direct summand of Tg 

Generic notations t: twist or switching morphism G x G-> G x Gin a 
category, element of N, element of a pseudo basis of R, indeterminate (especially 
when dealing with curves); T, 7;: indeterminate or set of indeterminates 

Incidental notations .'Y: forgetful functor, (30.2.10); T,.: set of conju
gacy classes in D,., ( 18.5.9) 

• U, u 
uc 

u 
Ug 

Standard notations 
covariant bi algebra of the Witt vectors, (36.1.11 ), (36.3.8 ), 
(37.5.13) 
certain noncommutative analogue of uc, (36.3.8) 
universal enveloping algebra of the Lie algebra g 
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U(F), U(G) 
U(-), U(K) 
U"(K) 

NOTATION 

covariant bialgebra of the formal group F, G 
ring of units of the ring -, the local field K 
= {x E U(K) Ix = 1 mod n~} 

Generic notations U: coalgebra, bialgebra, indeterminate or set of 
indeterminates; 11: element of U, U(F), U(K) 

Incidental notations 11: Euler class of~ in MU 2 (CPN); uj: certain ele
ments of MU(CPN); U(n): subbialgebra of U, U1P>: localization of U, (38.4.2), 
UE subbialgebra of U<P» (38.4.4) 

• V, v Standard notations 
y,- Verschiebungs homomorphism cr* r(X, Y)-> r(X, Y) 
V, v. Verschiebungs operator on <6(F; A) or W(-) 
v. polynomials in V" ... , V.; T1, ••• , T. describing the most general co

ordinate change in a formal group law, 18.1 
up(n) p-valuation of n 

normalized exponential valuation on the local field K 

Generic notations V, V;: indeterminate, set of indeterminates; u: ele
ment of U(K), valuation 

Incidental notations v: Verschiebungslift cr *G(X, Y)-> G(X, Y), 
(30.2.1); v(M, ri): Verschiebungslift cr *G(M, ri)(X, Y)-> G(M, ri)(X, Y); r: 
forgetful functor, (36.1.1) 

• W, w Standard notations 
W(-) ring of Witt vectors for all primes simultaneously, 17.1 
w+(-) underlying additive group of W(-) 
W(-) formal group of Witt vectors 
W group scheme representing W(-) 
WF(-) group of Witt-like vectors associated to a formal group law 
WP,(-) Witt vectors associated to the prime number P: 15.3, 17.4 . 
w. functorial ring homomorphisms W(A)-> A, Witt polynomials 
W(X, Y) formal group law of the Witt vectors, 17.1 

· WF(X, Y) formal group law of Witt vectors associated to formal group 

-F w. 
F(X, Y) 
Witt-like polynomial associated to formal group law F(X, Y), 
(25.1.1) 
= nWF 
form;! group of Witt vectors associated to the prime number p 
Witt polynomials of the ramified Witt vector functor w:·"'' 25.3 
functor of ramified Witt vectors, (25.3.26) 
formal A-module of the ramified Witt vectors 
logarithm of w:. 00 (X, Y) 
logarithm of WF(X, Y) 
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Generic notations w: filtration function 

Incidental notations w: Bott periodicity element 
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• X, x Generic notations X: indeterminate, set or vector of indeter
minates; X" = Xj' · · · X;',,m; X" = (Xj, ... , X;:,); x: element of a set, algebra, 
coalgebra, or bialgebra 

• Y, v Generic notations Y, r;: indeterminate, set or vector of indeter
mi~ates; y: element of an algebra, set, coalgebra, or bialgebra 

Incidental notations r;, Y..m: certain elements U<P>• (38.4.3), (38.4.5); 
y(i, d): certain (basis) elements of Z[U], 11.4 

.z, z 
z 
zp 
z 

Standard notations 
integers 
p-adic integers 
~ Z/(11), completion of Z with respect to the topology of sub
groups of finite index 
all rational numbers with denominators prime to all primes in the 
set S 

z 1P> = z({p}) 

z 1(r; -) 1-cocycles of r with values in - (Galois cohomology) 

Generic notations z: element of Z 1(r; -), element of U(G) and other 
algebras, bialgebras; Z, Zi: indeterminate or set or vector of indeterminates 

• (1.1.6) Notations using the gothic alphabet 

a, a Generic notations a: ideal 

Incidental notations a., a 2 : right ideals in Cart(A), (27.2.13), (28.1.2); 
a"(A): ideal of W(A) associated to supernatural number 11, (17.4.l) 

g Generic notations g: Lie algebra 

I) Generic notations I): Lie algebra 

111 Standard notations 
111(F) maximal ideal of the contravariant bialgebra R(F) 
111(K), 111(L) maximal ideal of ring of integers of K, L, ... 

Generic notations 111: maximal ideal, augmentation ideal, supernatural 
number 

n Standard notations 
n(B) ideal of nilpotents of the ring B 

Generic notations 11: supernatural number, (17.4.1) 

p Generic notations p: prime ideal 
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G Incidental notations G: finite set of primes of a global field 

• (I.1.7) Notations using the Greek alphabet 

• °' Standard notations 
°'v.T(X) strict isomorphism F v(X, Y)-+ F v.T(X, Y) 
°'t.T(X) strict isomorphism Ft(X, Y)-+ Ft.T(X, Y) 
°'v.s(X) strict isomorphism F v(X, Y)-+ F 5(X; Y) 
°'t.s(X) strict isomorphism Ft(X, Y)-+ Ft(X, Y) 

Generic notations °': morphism in a category; °'(X): power series 
homomorphism between formal group laws; °'•: <(} P(F; A)-df(G; A) mor
phism induced by °'(X): F(X, Y)-+ G(X, Y) 

• f3 Standard notations 
{30 : M-+ Cq(G(M, 11); B), certain canonical map, (30.1.17) 

Generic notations {3: morphism in a category, power series; {J(X): 
homomorphism of formal group laws; f3 .: induced morphism of curve modules 

Incidental notations {Ji: certain elements of MU *(CPN); {3: isomor
phism '6(G,;;; A) ~ A(A) 

• r, y Standard notations 
r(K, L-+ Q) set of K-embeddings of Lin Q 
yx(t) canonical curve in (6'q(G(M, 11); B) associated to x EM, /'x(t) = 

{30 (x), (30.1.7) 
yc(t) universal curve LF C;ti, eq(LF ci tq'), eP(LF C;tP') 

Generic notations y(t): curve in a formal group law; r(X, Y): formal 
group law (usually over characteristic p field); r: topological group, Galois 
group; y: algebra or module morphism 

Incidental notations y~k: structure constants, 36.2; ri: subvector spaces 
of gr"(D), (28.2.2); r(X): homogeneous polynomial 

• ~. a, b Standard notations 
· [)ii Kronecker index, [)ii = 0 if i =f j, [)ii = 1 
~i = (0, ... , 0, 1, 0, ... ) with 1 in the ith spot; ~o = (0, 0, ... ) 
~A•~ W(A)-+ W(W(A)), (functorial) Artin-Hasse exponential, (15.3.9), 

(15.3.10) 
~P".Ph' WP,(A)-+ WP".(Wp,(A)) Artin-Hasse exponentials, (15.3.10) 

~po.A,p·< 
~A w:. 00 (-)-+ w:. 00 (w:. 00 (-)), ramified Witt vector Artin-Hasse expo

nential, 25.7 
~F w: ,,(-)-+ w:.oc.(W~~ 00 (-)), Artin-Hasse exponential 
f>y(t) = ~- 1 (yt) E '&q(G; B), G = G(n, 11), y E (M, (30.2.23) 
a ... 

partial differentiation a ... 
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Generic notations ?: derivation, element of a divided power sequence; 
b: sum morphism C ll C--> C; b(t) curve, especially element of a V-basis; 
[): coalgebra morphism 

Incidental notations ~i: certain homomorphism R(F)-+ A, 36.2; ~: 
diagonal map of Un (37.4.1), 14 

• e Standard notations 
eP, i;~, e: canonical projectors (C(F; -)-+ <op(F; -), '6'(F; -)-+ <tq(F; -), also 

canonical projector W(-)-+ WP~(-) and A(-)-+ AP"(-)(e~) 

Generic notations c: counit morphism of a coalgebra or cogroup 
object; e( t): curve 

Incidental notations e11 , & 11 • 111 : projectors W(-)-+ W11(-) and 
WnH-+ wn.111H 

• 11 Standard notations 
11., 11v element of Ka[T] associated to the sequences 

u = (u 1 , u2 , .. • ), v = (v 1 , v2 , .. . ), 20.3 
11, 11F isomorphism WF(-) .::+(Cq(F; -) 

Generic notations r1: semilinear endomorphism ofa module, 13.2, 30.1; 
11: indeterminate, element of Ka[T]j x ",element of D v{k) and similar rings; 11(t) 
curve 

Incidental notations 11(t): sequence of elements in tU(F)[t] 

• ( Standard notations 
primitive mth root of unity 
endomorphism ((X) = XP of formal group law defined over F P 

prime element of D~ 

Generic notations (: a- 1-semilinear endomorphism of a module, ele
ment of E (28.4), Ka[T], and similar rings 

• 0, .9 Generic notations .9, 9c: element ofDv{k), Ka[T]"'x" and similar 
rings 

Incidental notations 0: various important isomorphisms, e.g., 
L ~ Z[R], (21.1.14), .9(s) polynomial, (37.5.11) 

• 1 Standard notations 
'" element (0, 0, .. ., 0, 1, 0 .... ) E W(A) 
11.-(X), 1(X) vector of power series such that F(X, 1(X)) = 0 

Generic notations 1: coinverse morphism of a cogroup object 

Incidental notations 11, 12 , ... Witt vector additive inverse polyno
mials, 17.1 
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• K Generic notations K: index set, usually finite subset of a larger index 
set, various canonical embeddings of a ring in another, e.g., Z[V]--+ Z[U], 

V; f--+ I/ P' 

•A,}, 
A(A) 
Ai 
A(A) 
A(F) 

Standard notations 
= 1 + t A [t ], ring-valued functor 
ith "exterior power operation" in a A-ring 
formal completion of the abelian group functor A(A) 
points of finite order of a formal group F; i.e., torsion subgroup of 
F(Ksc) 

Incidental notations A: finite subset of an index set; A\"1: integers such 
that I Al"1(7) = v(n); A, A(G): ring of integers of Qp(eG); A A(G): ring of integers 
of K(~i); Aa: endomorphism of U; A" element of U(F) 

• fl Standard notations 
fl(n) Mobius function, (16.3.11) 
fl(n, d) certain integer valued function, 5.7 

Generic notations fl, fir: comultiplication morphisms of coalgebra, 
bialgebra, cogroup objects; fl: homomorphism in Mod,,(B), Mod(B) 

• v Standard notations 
v(n) = 1 if n EN is not a power of a prime number or if n = 1, 

= p if n = p', r EN, (1.6.4), (4.4.1) 
vr(n) = 1 if n is not a power of the specific prime number p, 

= p if n = p', r EN, (3.1.7) 

Generic notations v: morphism in Mod8 

• ~ Standard notations 
~r(X), ~(X), Frobenius endomorphism Xq of formal group law or formal 
~dX), ~A(X) A-module over Fq 

~, ~" canonical (very ample) line bundle over CP" 
~(1) = 1 + Z 1 t + Z 2 t2 + · · · standard curve in U or uc 
Generic notations ~;, ~: indeterminates, 17.2 

Incidental notations ~": primitive nth root of unity 

•TI, n 
n(F) 

Standard notations 

n, nL, nK 
TI;(X; Y) 

uniformizing element attached to a one-dimensional formal A
module over A, 8.3 
uniformizing element of the discrete valuation ring K, L 
ith Witt vector multiplication polynomial, 17.l 

• p Standard notations 
Pr A--+ End 8 (F(X, Y)) structure morphism of a formal A-module 
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Pi structure morphism of Fi(X, Y) 
pi structure morphism of Fi~(X, Y) 
P~.T structure morphism of F(T(X, Y) 

r. ln_cidental n_ota_tions p: red~ction homomorphism '6'P(F; ZP)--+ 
6P(F; FP), certam rmg homomorphism Z[U]--+ Z[V] (16.4.2), morphism in 
ModB, element of R, certain map U(F)--+ ModT4 (R(F), R(F)), (38.2.7) 

• !:, a Standard notations 
a; ith elementary symmetric polynomial 
!:~· nth Witt-like addition polynomial associated to the formal group law 

F(X, Y), 15.3, (25.1.l) 
!:; ith Witt vector addition polynomial 
!:~1 = !:~· with F(X, Y) = F u(X, Y) 

Generic notations a: Frobenius (like) endomorphism of various rings. 
e.g., Wv, (A), (28.1.9) , 

Incidental notations a: certain map ModT4(R(F), R(F))--+ U(F), 
(38.2.7) 

• r Standard notations 
r Teichm~ller mapping k--+ R of the perfect residue field of a complete 

noethenan local valuation ring into that ring 

Generic notations r: switch morphism C 1 U C 2 --> C 2 U C 1 in a 
category; rA: Frobenius endomorphism of w:.oc(-); r, r;: elements of a Galois 
group; r morphism in Mod 8 

•<I>, </> Standard notations 
<l>(t) u~it.element of the ring Apoo(A), (17.2.14) 
<l>dx) mm1mum polynomial of ~Gin Q,,(~G) 

Generic notations <f>: morphism of algebras, rings, coalgebras, bial
gebras, or modules; </>(t): curve in a formal group or bialgebra; </>;:element of 
U(F); </>*: homomorphism rt,(F; A)--+ rr,(</>*F; B) induced by <f>: A--+ B; 
<l>(X, Y): formal A-module (over characteristic p field) 

Incidental notatio.ns <I>: object; <l>x, <l>T, <I>: certain fields, (35.2.8); <f>r, 
</>=: certam homomorphisms, (35.2.6); <f>n(X, Y): certain polynomials, 17.l 

• X Generic notations z: homomorphism of algebras, rings, or Lie algebra 

• 'P, ijJ Standard notations 
'Pr(x) characteristic polynomial of a one dimensional formal group law over 

a finite field, (18.5.3), (18.5.4) 
'P" Adams operations (in a /.-ring), (E.2.1) 
'Pi(x) characteristic polynomial of a one dimensional formal A-module over 

a finite field, (24.5.2) 
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Generic notations t/J: Lie morphism, homomorphism of rings or 
algebras 

Incidental notations '¥:object, isomorphism Iso(Fq, /J)-> Tr, polyno
mial; '¥: forgetful functor 

• n, w 
n 
nf(a) 
!114 (a) 

Standard notations 
very large algebraically closed field 
certain elements of W~". 7.(B), determining its A-module structure 
idem for F(X, Y) = F. 

Generic notations w: (invariant) differential 

Incidental notations w: element of K, (25.9.1) 

INDEX 

A 

Abelian variety, lifting of. B.2.2 
Adams-Novikov spectral sequence, B.4.4 
Adams operations (in }.-rings), E.2.l 

connection with Frobenius operators, E.2.1 
A-height, s~e Height 
A-logarithm of a formal A-module, 21.5.7 
Algebroid. formal group law, E.4.7 
Antipode 

in a bialgebra or Hopf algebra, 37.1.6: 
uniqueness and preserving of, T37. l. IO 

Approximation theorem. strong, of algebraic 
number theory. 20.5.5 

Artin-Hasse exponentials 
classical, 17.5, TI 7.5.4 
related example, El.6. E21.l.IO 
"twisted," 25.9.15 
L'. 4 : W(-)-. W(W( )), 15.3. Tl5.3.9. Tl5.3.IO. 

Tl7.6.17 
in connection with the "tapis de Cartier." 

30.3.28 
in A-rings. E.2.1 
generalization for ramified Witt vectors. 

25.3.28, 25.3.35, T25.7.4, T25.7.10 
"Global." 25.8.3 
"quotients" of I'.,,, Tl7.6.21 
reduced, as isomorphism E": 

W 1 (A)-> 'f,(F; A), 15.3. TIS.3.12 
Atkin Swinnerton Dyer congruences. 33.2 

B 

Barsotti-Tate group, B.2.1 
Bialgebra, 037.1.2 

contra variant 
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of a formal group law, 36.1.4 
of a formal group scheme, 37.3.1 

covariant 
of a formal group law, 36.1.S 
of a formal group scheme. 37.3.1 
of the Witt vector. T36. l. l I. T37.5.14 

Ill. ll(11). ll'), E37.513, E37.5.14. E38.l.6 
Binomial coefficients lemma. 4.2 

connection with comparison lemma. 4.3 
Brown-Peterson cohomology. 31.1.19. 034.3.8 

cohomology operations, 34.5.2. T34.5.7-
34.5.9 

generators for. 31.1.10. 34.4.4 
universality oL T34.3. l l 

c 

Campbell Hausdorff 
formula. 14.4.10. 38.2.12 
formula over z,,,1 -algebras. T38.4.7 
theorem. 14.4.14. 38.2.12 

Cart icr duality. 36.1.9 . .16.1.10. 36.2.9 . .\7.2.6 
for Witt vectors, T37.3.12 

Cartier's theorems 
first theorem 

for formal A molecules. T29.2. I 
general. T27. l.14 
over Z(p) -algebras. T27.7.5 

second theorem 
for formal A-modules. T29.4. l 
general T27.3.5 
over z,,,, -algchras. T27.7. JO 

third theorem 
for formal A-modules T29.5.l 
general. T27.5. 7 
over Z 11,, -algebras. T27. 7.14 
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Cartier- Dieudonne modules. 026.1. Chapter V 
Characteristic polynomial 

or a formal A-module over a finite field. 
024.5.1. T24.5.3 

of a formal group law over a finite field. 
024.2.1. T24.2.6 

Characteristic zero, ring or ( = additive torsion 
free ring). 1.6 

Chern classes. 3 I. I.I 
Class field theory 

global. over function fields. B. l 
local. 32 
other. B.3.2 

Coalgebra. 37.1.1 
Cobordism, see Complex cobordism 
Cocommutative 

coalgebra, 37.1.1 
cogroup object. 36.1 
bialgebra. 37.1.2 

Cocycle 
cohomologous, 24. I 
lemma. E.1.2, see also Binomial coefficients 

lemma. Multinomial coefficient lemma 
!-(Galois cohomology ). 24.1.1 
splitting. 24.1. I 

Cogroup object in a category. 36.1.1 
Cohomology operations 

in BP, 31.1.12. 34.5.2, T34.5.7-34.5.9 
in MU. 31.1.8. 34.1.4. 34.1. II. T34. l.IO 

Commutative group object. 36. I 
bialgebra. 37.1.2 

Comparison lemma 
connection with binomial coefficient lemma. 

4.3 
for higher dimensional formal group laws. 

11.4.12 
for one dimensional formal A-modules. 21.2.4 
for one dimensional formal group laws, 1.6.6. 

5.7.5 
for p-typical formal group laws, 20. l.7 

Complex cobordism, see also Formal group law 
or complex cobordism 

cohomology. T3 I. l.5. T34. l.3 
generators ror. 31.1.10. T34.2.9. 34.4. I 

Complex orientation of MU. 34.1.2 
Complex oriented 

cohomology theory, 31. I.I 
formal group law of, 31.1.2 
map, 34.1.1 

Convolution product, 37.1.3 
Crystalline cohomology, B.2.3, 26.5.10 

Curve lemma ( = faithfulness or'(,(-; A) on the 
category of smooth formal schemes. 27.3. I) 

Curves 
in a formal group law. 1.2. 9.3. 15.1 
in a formal group or a covariant bialgebra. 

.16 .. 1.1. .1X. l.2 
isobaric. 03X.4.2 
or order 11. JX.1.5 
pure. 038.4.2. T38.4.5 
p-typical. 16 .. 1. Tl6 . .1.I 

decomposition of. TI6.4. IX. T3XAA 
q-typical. 25.2.6 
representability or the curve runctor. TJX.1.7. 

.18.1.10. we ah<> Cartier\ first theorem 
Curvilinear. see Formal group law 

0 

Decomposition of a curve into a sum of p
typical ones 

commutative case, TI6.3.8, TI6.4.18 
noncommutative analogue. 36.3.9. 38.4.5 

Deformation (of a formal group law). lX.5.14 
Derivation. 38.2.10 

semi-. 38.2. 14 
Dieudonne module. E. I. I. E.4.1. 26. I 
Dieudonne ring, O(k), O,(k), 28.3.5 
Dieudonne algebras D'(k'). O~(k'). 29.6.1 
Directed (ordered) index set. 37.2.3 
Dirichlet series. formal group associated to. 

33.1. I 
Distinguished element or;;, 28.4. l I 
Distinguished polynomial. A.3. I 
Divided power 

sequence 
in a coalgebra. 38.2. l 
or module endomorphisms or an algebra 

38.2.8. T28.2. I I 
structure on an ideal. 38.2.2. E.6.4 

Division algebra. central. 20.2. 16. 23. 1.4 
Dual module 

linear 37.2.6 
topological linear, 37.2.6 

Duality 
additive, or the Witt vectors, T37.5.9 
Cartier. 26.2.9. 36. I .9. 36.1.10, 37.2.6. T37.3. 12 
Pontryagin. 37.3.4. 37.3. I I 
or the Witt vectors. T37.5.5. T37.5.8 

Dwork integrality lemma. 2.3.4 
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E 

Eisenstein polynomial. 18.5.4, 18.5. 10 
as characteristic polynomial of a rormal group 

law. 24.2.7 . . 10.4 
Elliptic curves. 33 
Elliptic module, B. I.I 
Embedding theorem (division algebras). 23.1.4 
Endomorphism ring 

absolute-. 18.4 . .1. 23.2.6 
over characteristic p rings, T20.4.4 
or Fh (X. Y), T20.2. 13 
or formal A-module of A-height h over 

characteristic I' field, T2 IX I 7 
formal group with pregiven absolute endo

morphism ring, T35.5.9 
of F, (X. Y), T20.1.12 
of generalized, Lubin-Tate rormal group 

laws. TI3.2. T20.l.21. T20.l.22, T20.l.24 
injectivity or the reduction map,23.2.2, T23.2.6 
of one dimensional formal A-module over 

finite field, 23.1.6 
of one dimensional formal group law 

over finite field. 23.1.3 
over separably closed field, Tl8.2.3, 

T20.2.14 
of W(-), T37.5.9 
of W(X, Y), T27.2. 12 

Endomorphisms, conditions for existence, 20. I .8 
Entwined pair of functions, 027.4.9, T27.4.15 
Enveloping algebra, see Universal enveloping 

algebra 
£-pure sequence 038.4.3. T38.4.5 
Equivariant bordism, B.4.7 
Euler classes, 3 I. I. I. 34 
Euler factor (of a Dirichlet series), 33. 1.1 
Existence theorem ( = Cartier's third theorem). 

27.5.7. 27.7.14, 29.5.I 
Exponent sequence, 34.5.3 
Extension, universal, with additive kernel, 30.3 

F 

Faithfulness theorem ( = Cartier's second the
orem), 27.3.5, 27.7.10, 29.4.l 

Filtered ordered set. 3 7.2.3 
Filtration 

on a power series ring, A.2 
on a ZP-module, 18.3.9 

Final object in a category ( = object E such 
that # C(C. E) = I for all C EC). 

Form (K,k-form) of a formal group law. 
02-U.I, T24.I.14 

philosophy of, 18.5.3 
Formal .4-module, 018.6.1, 021.1.2, E21.I.6-

21.I.IO. T21.6.2 
~-typical. D21.5.5. T21.5.6, T21.5.9. 025.4.28, 

T25.4.29 
A-typification of. 21. 7. I 7 
characterization of infinite height. T2 I .X.4 
comparison lemma, 21.2.4 
functional equation, 021.8.5 
height, 21.8. l 
higher dimensional universal, C25.4.3 

T25.4. I I. T25.4. I 6 
infinite dimensional, 29. I 
structure of the underlying algebra of a 

universal formal A-module, T2 l.3.5 
twisted, 25.10 
universal A-typical, C25.4.3, T21.5.9. 

T21.5.6 
universal one dimensional, 021.2.1, T,C21.4 

Formal A-module, classification results 
over .4 theorem T22.2. I 
classification up to isogeny over algebraically 

closed field T29.8.3 
over a finite field, T24.5.3 
via the module of q-typical curves, T29.4. I, 

T29.5.l 
moduli for, T22.4.4 
one dimensional 

over separably closed field. T2 1.9. I 
over unramified extension, T2 l.8.9 

via the "tapis de Cartier," T30.3.27 
Formal group, 037.3.I 

associated to a formal group law. 1.3, 9.3. 37.3 
(D(U) is smooth). T38.l.IO 
historical note, E. I. I 
smooth. 37.3.I 

Formal group law 
additive, I. 1.5 
algebroid, E.4. 7 
attached to a differential equation, B.3. I 
of Brown-Peterson cohomology, T34.3.1 l 
curvilinear, 012.2.1, TI2.3.6, T27.4.15 
of complex cobordism, T3 1.1.6, T34.2.10, 

T34.2.16 
of a complex oriented cohomology theory, 

31.1.2 
or a Dirichlet series, T,D3 l.1 
curvilinear universal, Cl2.2, TI2.3.2 
functional equation, 18.2.4. 020.1.1, T20.I.3 
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Formal group law (contd.) 
higher dimensional 09.1 

universal 09.5, Cl 1.1, TI 1. l.5, universal 
p-typical, CI0.3, EI0.5 

infinite dimensional, 09.6.1 
universal, 9.6.8 

Lubin-Tate, 8.2, 13.2, 30.2 
multiplicative, l.1.5 
one dimensional, 01.1 
universal, 01.5, C5.2. T5.3, T5.5 p-typical. 

C2.3 
p-typical. 015.2.1. T 15.2.3 

Formal group law, classification results 
up to isogeny over algebraically closed fields. 

T28.5.9 
up to isomorphism over algebraically closed 

field, E4.7 
via the module of curves, T27J.5, T27.5.7, 

T27.7.IO, T27.7.14 
one dimensional 

over an algebraically closed field. TI 8.5.1. 
Tl9.4.I 

over a finite field, TIS.5.4. Tl8.5.9. T24.2.16, 
T24.4.2 

moduli for, T22.4.16 
over p-adic integer ring with large END 

ring, T23.3. l 
over ZP, z,P» T22.1.10, E22. l.12, E22. l.15 

via the "tapis de Cartier," 26.5 
Formal group law chunk. DS.7.1. T5.7.3. T5.7.4 
Formal minimal model of an elliptic curve. 

31.4.2 
Formal structure of an algebraic variety. B.3.1 
Free algebra, 14.4.3 
Free associative algebra. 14.4.5, Tl4.4.9 
Free Lie algebra, 14.4.7. T14.4.9 
Free magma, 14.4.1 
Frobenius endomorphism 

of a formal A-module. 024.5.2. T24.5J 
·of a formal group law. T24.3.4. T24.3.6 

lifting, 24.2.1 
of the Witt vector functor. 15.3.9. 15.3.10, 

D,C,Tl7.3 
Frobenius homomorphism F(X. Y)-+ 

u .F(X, Y), 30.1.I 
Frobenius operator 

as Adams operators. E.2.1 
associated to rr on '!S,(F; B) for formal 

A-modules, 025.5.3, T25.5.16. T25.6 
on 'f,(F; A), 015.1. Tl5.l.9. Tl6.2. 038.3.7 
"twisted." 25.9 

Functional equation 

formal group law, 18.2.4 
historical note on lemma, E.1.2 
infinite dimensional. lemma E.3.9 
lemma, 2.2, 10.2 
type of. 2.2 

r-extension. B.3.2 
r-group. 24.1.1 

G 

Galois cohomology. 24.l 
Group. we Formal group. Formal group law. 

Cogroup 
finite. scheme. E.4.1 
object in a category. 36.1.1 
scheme. affine, 37.3.3 

H 

Height 
filtration on FG_, (F(X. Y). G(X. Y)). 18.3.2. 

Tl8.3.13 
of a formal A-module. A-height. 18.6 2. 

21.8.1. 29.7 
of a formal group law. 18.3.1 18.J.8. in 

terms of curve modules. 28.2.1. T28.2.9 

Homomorphisms of formal A-modules. 
021.1.2. over characteristic p fields. 
T21.8.1 I 

Homomorphisms of formal group laws. D 1.4. 
09.4. 018.1 

conditions for existence. 20.1.10. 20.3.9 
m1cctivity of the reduction map. TI 8 . .\.7 

Homomorphisms of Lubin- Tate formal group 
laws and formal .4-modules. T20. I .23. 30.2 

Homothety operaton. 015.1. Tl6.2, 038.3.1 
Homotopy groups of the spheres. B.4.4 
Hopf.·algebra. 37.1.7. B.4.5 
Hopf-ring. B.4.6 
Hurewicz map. 31.1.10 
Hyperalgebra (of a formal group law). 36.1.5 

Implicit function theorem. formal. A.4.7 
Initial object in a category (object I such that 

# C(J. C) = I for all objects C EC C). 
Invariant, left 

.4-module homomorphism of a bialgebra, 
36.3.4, 38.2.6 

differential form on a formal group law. 5.8 
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Inverse function theorem. formal. A.-1.S 
lsogeny. 028.3.4. T28 .. l.8 

connection with lattices and Tate modules. 
35.4.2 

Isomorphism of formal .-1-modules. 02 I. I .2 
universal. .4-typical. C2 l.7. I. T2 l.7.9 

Isomorphism of formal grour laws. O I..+. 09.1. 
018.1 

strict. 01.4. 09.1. 018.1 
universal strict. CIY.1.10. Tl9.I IX 
universal strict p-typical. 18. 1.2. T 19.2.6. TI 9.3 

J 

Jacobian matrix of a morrhism 09.-1. 018. I 

K 

K-theory, algebraic. B.2.3 
K-theory. topological. (extra) ordinary. B.4. l 
Kummer theory (for formal group laws), B.1.2 

L 

l-ring. E.2.1. 17.2 
universal. on one generator, E.6.3 

Landweber-Novikov operators, 31.1.8 
Lie algebra 

of a formal group (law) 09.7. 014.1. 
D.\7.5.13. Tl4.2.3 

free. 014.4.7. Tl4.4.9 
Lie morph ism. 14.3 
Lie theory. formal. 14.2.3 . .\7.-1 
Lie's third theorem. formal version. 14.5 . .\7.4.11 
Lifting (a formal grour law). IR.5.14 
Local-global theorems (for formal group Jaws). 

20.5 
Logarithm 

A. of a formal 4 module. 21.5.7. 25.4.6 
of a formal group law. 5.4 
of the formal group law of complex cobord

ism. T31.1.7. T3-l.2.14 
relation with log (I~:). 36.3.1. JX.3.3 

Lubin-Tate formal group law (formal _.J. 
module) 

adjointness theorem. T30.2.9. T30.2. IO 
as functional equation formal group laws. 

8.3.6, 13.4 
generalized. E9.7. 013.2.1. 030.1.X 
more dimensional. 13.J 

isomorphism theorems for, T~.3.9. T~.3.22. 

1-X.J.23. T2<l.1.25 
lifting theorem. T30.2.26 
one dimensional. D8. I .2. TX. l .'i. TX.J 
recovering (M. 11). T30. l.30 
r('latinn with Artin- Hasse c\ronentials. 

ramilicd Witt vectors. T25.9. !9. T30.3.2X 
"twisted." 13.2.4. T25.9. J 9 

unin~rsal ('\tension theon ... •m. T30.J.9 

Luhm Talc lemma. X.1.2. 1.1 .. 1.-1 

\I 

Magma. free 1-1.-1. I 
"'1ilnor hypersurface . .\4.2.7 
Modul<. formal. 18.5.14. 22 . .1 
Multi-index. 9.6. 11.12 
Multinomial coellicient. I 1..1.2 

lemma. 11.3.4 

N 

Norm map for fnrmal groups. 8.3.2 

0 

OpL·ratiL)ll~- cohomology 

stable multiplicative. B.4.2 
in BP-theory. 34.5 
in .~1 L -theory . .14.1 

Operators on ·r.1F; .4). 'f, 1,(f; ·1). DIS.I. Tl6.2. 
027.2 . .1. T27.2.9 

composition. 27.2.1 

ring of. ~7.2.11 
de~cription a ... an overring of \Vitt vect<)r .... 

T2R.l.16 
Opera1urs on ·r.,,(F: 13) (for l<mnal i-moclules) 

029.1.1 
algebra of. T29..1. I 5 

dcscrirtion as an ovcrnng of ll',1'_, ( ·· ). 

T29.6.8 
Order (111 a local field). T35.5.9 
Oriented. W1' Complex oriented 

p 

l'-divisihk group. E.1.X. E.1.4. B.2.1 
Poincarc Birkholf-Witt theorem. 14.3.6 . .\6.2.8 
Pontryagm duali1y. 37 . .1.4. 37.3.11 
Primitive clement of a hialgehra . .17.S. IJ 
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Primitive polynomial, a polynomial (over Z) 
such that the greatest common divisor of 
its coefficients is 1 

Pseudobasis, 3 7.2.1 
p-typical curve, D15.2.2 

criterion, T15.2.4, T38.4.4 
p-typical formal group law, D 15.2. l 

criterion, TI 5.2.3, TI 5.2.6 
p-typical formal group law, universal, 10.3, 

15.2.8 
p-typification in topology, 34.3 

Q 

q-typification (for curves in formal A-modules), 
25.2, 25.5.17, 29.1.8 

Quillen splitting (decomposition) of MU,~1 • 
34.3.10 

Quillen-Landweber-Novikov operations, 
31.1.12 

R 

Rank of a homomorphism of formal group 
laws, 28.3.4 

Reciprocity 
homomorphism, 32.2 
quadratic, B.1.2 

Reduced Cart(.4)-module, 26.1.7 
Reduced Cart .. (B)-module, 29.5.4 
Reduced Cartp(.4)-module, 26.2.2, 27.7.20 
Reduction map, injectivity of, T18.3.7, T21.8.19 
Representation ring of the symmetric groups, 

E.6.3 
Representation theorem ( = Cartier's first the

orem), T27.1.14, T27.7.5, T29.2.1, T37.5.1 
Ring filtration, A.2 

s 

Safarevic mapping, 32.4 
Safarevic-Weil theorem, E.5.1 
Safarevic-Tate group, B.3.2 
Semiderivation, 38.2.14 
Semi linear endomorphisms, Cartier's trick, 13.2, 

30.1 
L:-notation, 37.1.5 
Skolem-Noether theorem, 20.2.16 
Structure coefficients c(p, r, i, j), 27.4.1, 27.7.14 
Supernatural number, 17.4.1 

Support 
of a multiindex, 9.6 
conditions. monomials have finite, 9.6.3, 

27. l.3 
Switch morphism, (morphism which inter

changes the two factors of a direct sum or 
product) 

Symmetric groups on n letters. representation 
ring of, E6.3 

T 

Tate module of a formal group law, D35.3.1, 
T35.3. I 9, TE.5.4, 

connection with isogenies, T35.4.2 
as a Galois-module. T35.6.2 

Teichmiiller mapping. 17.4.8 
Thom classes. 31.1.l 
Torsion free. A-torsion free ( = B ~ B @, Q ~ 

B@_. K injective) 
Type of a functional equation. 2.2 

LI 

Universal see also Formal A-module. Formal 
group law. Isomorphism 

Universal enveloping algebra of a Lie algebra. 
D1~3.1.C1~3.3,Tl~3b 

as covariant bialgebra, T36.2.6 
Universal ).-ring on one generator, E6. l 

v 

Valuation on w., (.4), 17.4.12 
V-basis, Dl6.l.IO, D27.l, T38.4.l, Tl6.l.10 
Verschiebung 

endomorphism of the Witt vectors. 17.3 
homomorphism y·:u.r(X, Y)-•r(X, Y). 

30.1.1 
operator. 15.l, 38.3.1, Tl6.2 

w 

Weierstrass preparation theorem 
formal, A.3 
twisted formal, 20.3.13 

Witt vectors 
associated to the prime p, 17.4.1 
duality of. T37.5.5. T37.5.8. T37.5.12. E.5.3 
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formal group law associated to a formal 
group. 25.1 

formal group law of, associated to the prime 
f'. 27. 7.4 

formal group (law) of big, 17.1.18 
the functor of big. 17.1. T 17.2 
group scheme of, 17.2.11 
like group functor associated to a formal 

group, 15.3, 25.1. TIS.3.9. Tl5.3.IO 
operators on, 17.3 
ramified. 18.6.13. T25.3.25. T25.3.26 

ring of endomorphisms of the formal group 
of big. T27.2. 12 

ring of endomorphisms of the functor of big. 
T37.5.9 

supernatural quotients of the big. 17.4. I 

z 

Zeta function of an elliptic curve. 33. I 
Zr-extension, B.3.2 


